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DEBATES
IN

THE CONVENTION
OF THE

STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA,
ON THE

ADOPTION OF THE FEDERAL CONSTITUTION.

Ai a Convention, begun and held at Hillsborough, the 21st day of July,
in the year of ollr Lord one thousand seven llundred and eighty.eight,
and of the Independence of America the l:.lth, in pursuancr of a resolution of tlte last General Assembly, fur the purpose of deliberating alld
determinzng on tlte proposed Plan of Federal Government,A MAJORITY of those who were duly elected as memhers of this Convention being met at the church, they proceeded to the electIOn of a president, when his excellency, Samuel Johnston, Esq., was unanimously chosen,
and conducted to the chair accordingly.
The house then elected Mr. John Hunt anci Mr. James Taylor clerks
to the Convention, and also appointed door-keepers, &c.
The house then appointed a select committee to prepare and propose
certain rules and regulations for the government of the COllventlOn m the
discussion of the COllstitutlOn.
The committE'e conSisted of Messrs. D:wie, Person, Iredell, I. l\l'Donald,
Battle, Spaight, and the Hon. Samuel Spencer, Esq.
The ConventIOn then appolOteo II comillittee of three members from
each di~trict, as a committee of privileges and elections, consisting of
Messrs. Spencer, Irwin, Caldwell, Person, A. Mebane, Joseph Taylor,
M'Dow~ll, J. Brown. J. Johnston. Davie, Peebles, E. Gray, Gregory. Iredell, Can:urus, I. G. Blount, Keais, B. Williams, T. Brown, Maclaine,
Fo~ter. CllOton, J. Willis, Grove, J. Stewart, Martin, and Tipton
The Convention then adjourned till to-morrow morning.
TUESDAY,

July 22,1788.

The Convention met accordmg' to adjournment.
The committee appointed for that purpose reported certain rnles and
reglliations for the government of the Convention, which were twice read,
and, with the exception of one article, were agreed to, and are as fol,I)WS, viz: -

DEBATES.

"1. When the president assumes the chair, the members shall take
thpi r seats.
"2. At the 0pt'nin~ of the Convention. each day, the minutes of the
precedmg day shall be read, and be in the power of the Convention 10 be
corrected, after which any busmess addrC8t!cd to the chair may be procet'ded upon.
"a. No member shall be allowed to speak but in his place, and, after
rising and addresslllg hlm.elf to the president, shall not proceed until per'lIltted by the president.
"4. No member 8peaking shall be interrupted but-by a call to order by
the president, or by a member through the president.
"5. No person shall pass between the president and the person ~peak
ing.
"6. No person shall be called upon for any words of heat, but 011 the
day on which they were spoken.
"7. No member to be referred to in debate by name.
"8. The president shall be heard Without interruption, and when he
rises, the member up shall sit down.
"9. The president himself, or by request, may call to order any member who shall trdnsgress the rules; if a second time, the presldt'nt may
refer to him by name; tbe Convention may then examllle and censure the
membt'r's conduct, he being allowed to extenullte or justify.
" 10. When two or more members are up together, the president shall
determine who rose first.
"II. A motion made and seconded shall be repeatt'd by the prt'sident.
A motion shall be reduced to writing if the president requires it. A motion may be withdrawn by the mt'mber maklllg it, before any deCision IS
had upon it.
,. I:.!. The name of him who makes, and the name of him who seconds,
the motion, shall be entt'red upon the mill utes.
"13. No member .hall depart the service of the house without lea\'e.
"14. Whenever the hOllse shall be divided upon any qut'stion, two or
more tellers shall be appointed by the president, to number the members
on each side.
"I.'). No member shall come into the house, or remove from one place
to another, with his hat on, except those of the Quaker profession.
"16. Every member of a committee shall attend at the call of his
chairman.
"17 The yeas and nays may be called and entered on the minutes,
when any two memoers require it.
"IS. Every member actually attending the Convention shall be ill his
place at the time to which the Convention ~tands adjourned, or within
half an hour thereof."
Mr Lenoir moved, and was seconded by Mr. Person, that the return
for Dobbs county SHould be read, which was accornmgly read; wherf'upun
Mr LenOir p,ot'st'nted the petition of sundry of tht' inhabitants of Dobhs
county, complainlllg' of an illegal election in the said county, and prnying
relief; which hem!! also r('aol, on motion of Mr. Lt'noir, seconded oy Mr.
Davit'. Rrsolved. That the said petition be referred to the committee of
elect lOllS .
.M r Spaight presented the deposition of Benjamin Caswell, sheriff of
Dohhs county, and R C()PV of the poll of nn t'lection held in the said
county, for members to thIS Conventlrm, and the depositions of Willi~m

NORTH CAROLINA.
Croom, Neil Hopkins, Robert White, John Hartsfield, Job Smith, linG
frederick Baker, whIch, being se\'erally read, were referred to the COIIImlttee of elections.
Mr. Cabarrus presented the depositions of Charles Markland, Jun., and
Luther Spalding, relative to the eler.tloll of Dobbs county; whIch, belllg
read, were referred to the commIttee of elections.
The Convention then adjourned to 10 o'clock to-morrow mornlllg.
WEDNESDAY,

July 23, li8S.

The house met according to adjournment.
Mr. Gregory, from the committee of elections, to whom were referred
the returns from Dobbs county, and sundry other papers, and the petitIOn
of sundry of the ill habItants of Dobbs county relative to the election of
the said county, delivered in a report; which, belllg read, was agreed to
in the following words, VIZ:"Resoh·ed, That It is the opinion of this committee, that the sitting
members returned from the county of Dobbs vacate theIr seats, as It does
not appear that a maJonty of the county appr~ved of a new electIOn under
the recrlmmeudatioll of his excellency, the governor; but the contrary is
more probahle.
"That it appears to this committee, that there was a disturbance alld
riot at the first election, (which was held on the days appointed by the resolve of the General Assembly,) before all the tickets could be taken out
of the box, and the box was then taken away by violence; at which HOle
it appears there were a sufficient number of tickets remaining in th!' box
to hill'e given a majority of the whole poll to five others of the candldat!'s,
besides thosp who h~d a majority of the votes at the tIme when the disturballce and riot happened. It is, therefore, the oplllion of thiS commIttee, th.)t the sheriff could have made no retllrn of any five membprs
elected; nor was there any evidpllce before the committee by which they
could determine, with certainty, which candidates had a majority of \'otes
of the other electors.
" The committee are therefore of opinioll that the first election is void,
as well as the lattN."
On a motion m'lrle by Mr. G IIloway, ~econded by Mr. Macon,"ResoZ"ert, Thlt the Bill of Rights and Constitution of this state, the
Articles of Confederation, the resolve of Congress of the 21st of February, 1787, recommending a Convention of Delegates to meet at Philadelphia the second Monday in May, 17"7, for the purpose of revising the
saId Articles of Confederation. together with the act of As~embly of this
5t lte, passed at Fayetteville, the 6th day of J ~nuary, 1787, entitled' An
RCt for appointmg deputies from this sute to a Convention proposed to
be held in the cIty of Philadelphia m May next, for the purpose of revIsing the Federal Constitution;' as also the resolve of Congress of the
291h September \:lst, accompanying the report of the Federal Convention,
together with the sairl report, and the resolution of the lnst General Assem hi y, be nO\\l read"
The Bill of Rights and Constitution of this state, the Articles of Confederation, the act of Assemblv of this state above referred to, and the
res')lutiou of Conzress of the 29th Septemher last, were accordingly read.
The honorlhle I he pre<ldent then hid before the Convention offiCial
aCC01Jnts of the ratificatIOn of the proposed Federal Constitution by the
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states of Massachusetts and South Carolina; which were ordered to be
fill'd with the secretary, subject to the perusal of the members

Mr. JAMES GALLOWAY moved that the Constitution
should be discussed clause by clause.
Mr. WILLI E JONES moved that the question upon the
Constitution should he immediately put. He said that the
Constitution had so long heen the su~ject of the deliberation
of every man in this country. and that the members of the
Convention had had such ample opportunity to l'onsider it,
that he believed everyone of them was prepared to give his
vote then upon the question; that the situation of the public funds would not admit of lavishing the public money, but
required the utmost economy and frugality; that, as there
was a large representation from this state, an immediate decision would save the country a considerable sum of money.
He thought it, therefore, prudent to put the question immediately.
He ~as seconded by Mr. PERSON, who added to the reasoning of Mr.
Jones, that he should be sorry if any man had come hither without having determined in his mind 1\ question which must have been so long the
object of his consideration.

Mr. IREDELL then arose, and addressed the president
thus: Mr. President, I am very much surprised at the motion
which has been made by the gentleman from Halifax. I am
greatly astonished at a proposal to decide immediately, without the least deliberation, a question which is perhaps the
greatest that ever was submitted to any body of men. There
is no instance of any convention lIpon the continent, in
which the sul~ect has not bpen fully debated, except in those
states which adopted the Constitution unanimously. If it
be thought proppr to debate. at large an act of Assembly,
trivial in its nature, and the operation of which may continue
but a few months, are we to decide on this gff'at and important question without a moment's consideration? Are we
to give a dead vote upon it? If so, I would wish to know
why we are met to~ether. If it is to be resolved now by
dead votes, it would have been better that every plector, instead of voting for persons to come here, should, in their respective counties, have voted or ballotted for or against the
Constitution. A decision hy that mode would have been
a!' rational and just ClS hy this, and would have bt'en better
on economical principles, as it would have saved th€.· puhlic
the expense of our meetin~ here.
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This is a subject of great consideration. It is a Constl
tution which has been formed after much deliberation. It
has had the sanction of men of the first characters for their
probity and understanding. It has also had the solemn ratification of ten states in the Union. A Constitution like this,
sir, ought not to be adopted or rejected in a moment. If, in
consequence of either, we should involve our country in
misery and distress, what excuse could we make for our conduct? Is it reconcilable with our duty to our constituents?
Would it be a conscientious discharge of that trust which
they have so implicitly reposed in us? Shall it be said, sir,
of die representatives of North Carolina, that near thrt'e
hundred of them assembled for the express pUl'pose of deliberating upon the most important question that ever came
before a people, refused to discuss it, and discarded all reasoning as useless? It is undoubtedly to oe lamented that any
addition should be, made to the public expense, especially at
this pNiod, when the public funds are so low; but if it be
ever necessary on any occasion, it is necessary on this, when
the question perhaps involves the safety or ruin of our country. For my own part, I should not choose to determine 011
any question without mature reflection; and on this OCC:Ision, my repugnance to a hasty decision is equal to the magnitude of the su~ject. A gentleman has said, he should be
sorry if any member had come here without having determined in his mind on a subject he had so long considered.
I should be sorry, sir, that I could be capable of coming to
this house predetermined for or against the Constitution. I
readily confess my present opinion is strongly in its favor.
I have listened to every objection, that I had an opportunity
of hearing, with attention, but have not yet heard any that I
thought would justify its rejection, even if it had not heen
adopted by so many states. But notwithstanding this favorable opinion I entertain of it, I have not come here resolved,
at all events, to vote for its adoption. I have come here for
information, and to judge, after all that can be said upon it,
whether it really merits my attachment or not. My constituents did me the honor to elect me unanimously, without the
least solicitation on my part. They probably chose me hecause my sentiments were the same with their own. But
highly as I value this honor, and much as I confess my ambition prC'mpted me to aspire to it, had I heen told that J
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should not be elected uuless I promiSt'd to obey their directions, I should have disdained to serve on such dishonorable
terms. Sir, I shall vote perfectly independent, and shall
certainly avow a change of my present opinion, if I can be
com'inced it is a wrong one. I shall not, in such a case, be
restrained by the universal opinion of the part of the country
from which I came. I shall not he afraid to go back, and
tell my constituents, " Gentlemen, I have been convinced I
was in an ('rrur. I found, on consideration, that the opinion
which I h:td taken up was ill founded, and have voted according to my sincere sentiments at the time, though contrary to your wishes." I know that the honor and integrity of
my constitllents are such, that they would approve of my acting on such principles, rather than any other. They are the
principles, however, I think it my duty to act upon, and
shall govern my conduct.
This Constitll'tioH ought to he discussed in such a manner
that every possible light may be thrown upon it. If those
gentlemen who are so sanguine in their opinion that it is a
bad government will freely unfold to us the reasons on
which their opinion is founded, perhaps we may all concur
in it. I flatter myself that this Convention will imitate tilt'
conduct of the conventions of other states, in taking the
best possible method of considering its merits, by debating
it article by article. Can it be supposed that any gentlemen here are so obstinate and tenacious of their opinion,
that they will not reeede from it when they hear strong reasons offered? Has not every gentleman here, almost, received
useful knowledge from a communication with others? Have
not many of the members of this house, when members of
Assembly, frequently changed their ~pillions on sul!iects of
legislation? If so, surely a subject of so complicated a nattlre, and which involves such serious consequences, as this,
requires the most ample discussion, that we may derive every
information that can enable us to form a proper judgment.
I hope, therefore, that we shall imitate the laudable example
of the other states, and ~o into a committee of the whole
hOllse, that the Constitu-tion may be discussed clause by
clause.
I trust we shall not go home and tell our constituents that
we met at Hillsborough, were afraid to enter into a discussion of the sul~iect, but precipitated a decision withol1t ~
moment's consideration.
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Mr. WILLIE JONES. Mr. President, my reasolls foJ'
proposing an immediate decision were, that I was prepared
to give my vote, and believed that others were equally
prepared as myself. If gtmtlemen differ from me in tht
propriety of this motion, I will submit. I agree with thu
gentleman that economical consideratiolls are not of equal
importance with the magnitude of the sul~ject. He said that
it would have been hetter, at once, for the electors to vote
in their respective counties than to decide it here without
discussion. Does he forget that the aet of Assembly points
out another mode?
Mr. IREDELL replied, that what he meant was, that
the Assembly might as well have required that the electors
should vote or ballot for or against the Constitution in their
respl~ctive counties, as for the Convention to decide it in
this precipitate manner.
Mr. JAMES GALLOWAY. MI'. President, J had no
supposition that the gentleman on my right (Mr. Jones) was
afraid of a discussion. It is not so with me, nor do I believe that it is so with any gentleman here. I do not like
such reflections, and am surprised that gentlemen should
make them.
Mr. IREDELL declared that he meant not to reflect on
any gentleman; but, for his part, he would by no means
choose to go home and tell his constituents that he had voted
without any previous consideration.
After some desultory conversation, the Convention adjourned
to-morrow, 10 o'clock.
THURSDAY,

till

July 24, 1788.

The Convention met according to adjournment.

Rev. Mr. CALDWELL. Mr. President, the su~ject
before us is of a complicated nature. In order to obviate
the difficulty attending its discussion, J conceive that it will
be necessary to lay down such rules or maxims as ought to
he the fundamental principles of evny free government:
and after laying down such rules; to compare the Constitution with them, and see whether it has attended to them;
for if it he not founded on such principles, it cannot be
proper for our adoption. [Here he read those rules which
he said appeared to him most profWr. )
Mr. JAMES GALLOWAY. Mr. President, I had the
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honor yesterday of proposing the mode which I thought
most eligible for our proceeding. I wish the subject to be
fairly, coolly, and candidly discussed, that we may not go
away without knowing why Wt' came hither. My intention
is, that we should enter into a committee of the whole house,
where we shall be at liberty to discuss it. Though I do not
object to the proposition of the honorable member, as the
groundwork of our proceeding, I hope he will withdraw his
motion, and I shall second him in the committee.
Mr. CALDWELL had no objection to that proposition.
Mr. PERSON opposed the motion of entering into 'a
committee. He concei,'ed it would be a useless waste of
time, as they would be obliged to reconsider the whole Constitution in Convention again.
Mr. DAVIE largely expatiated on the necessity of entering into a committee. He said, that the legislature, in
voting so large a representation, did not mean that they
should go away without investigating the subject, but that
their collective information should be more competent to a
just det:ision; that tht' best means was, to deliberate and
confer together like plain, honest men. He did not know
how the ardor of opposition might operate upon some gentlemen, yet he trusted that others had temper and moderation. He hoped that the motion of the member from Rockingham would be agreed to, and that the Constitution would
be discussed dause by clause. He then ohserved, that, if they
laid down a number of original principles, they must go
through a double investigation; that it would be necessary
to e~tablish these original principles, and compare them
with the Constitution; that it was highly improbabl~ that
they should agree on those principles; that he had a respect
for the understanding of the honorable membt'r, and trusted
he would reflect, that difference in opinion arose from the
nature of things; and that a great deal of time might be
takt'n up to no purpose, if they should neither agree on those
principles nor their application. He said, he hoped they
would not treat this important business like a military enterprise, but proceed upon it like a deliberative body, and
that the debates would be conducted with decency and
moderation.
The Convention then resolved itself into a committee of the whole
house, Mr. Elisha Battle in the chair.
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Mr. CALDWELL. Mr: Chairman, those maxim.s whicll
I coneeivt: to be the fundamental principles of every safe
and free gO\'ernment, are - 1st. A government is a compact
between tbe rulers and the people. 2d. Sllc.h a compact
ought to be lawful in itself. 3d. It ought to be lawfully
executed. 4th. Unalienable rights ought not to be given
up, if 110t npcessary. 5th. The eompact ought to be mutual.
ADd, 6th. It ought to be plain, ohvious, and easily understood. Now, sir, if these principles be just, by comparing
the Constitution with them, we shall be able to judge
whether it is fit for our adoption.
Mr. IREDELL. Mr. Chairman, J conCllr entirelv in
the sentiments lately urged by the gentleman from Haiifax,
and am convinced we shall be invoh'ed in very great difficulties if we adopt the principles offt'red by the gentleman
from Guilford. To show the danger and impolicy of this
proeeeding, I think I can convince the committee in a moment, that his very first principle is erroneous. In other
countries, where the origin of government is obscure, and
its formation different from ours, government may be deemed
a coutract between the rulers and the people. What is the
consequence? A compact cannot be annulled but by the
consent of both parties; therefore, unless the rulers are
guilty of oppression, the people, on the principle of a compact, have no right to new-model their government. This
is held to be the principle of some monarchical governments
in Europe. Our government is founded on much nohler
principles. The (Wople art' known with certainty to have
originated it tbemselves. Those in power are their servants
and agents; and the people, without their consent, may
new-model their government whenever they think proper,
not merely because it is oppressively exercised, but because
they think anotht'r form will be more conducive to their
welfare. It is upon the footing of this very principle that
we are now met to consider of the Constitution before us.
If we auempt to lay down any rules here, it will take us as
much time to establish their validity as to consider the system
itself.
Mr. CALDWELL observed, that, though this government
did not resemble the European governments, it still partook.
I)f the nature of a compact; that he conceived those prm·
ciples which he proposed to be just, but was willing tbat
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any othels, which should be thought better, should be substituted in their place.
Mr. MACLAINE. Mr. Chairman, the ~entl~man has
taken his principles from sources which cannot hold here.
In England, the government is a compact between the king
and the people. [hope it is not so here. We shall have
no officers in the situation of a king. The people here are
the origin of all power. Our governors are elected temporarily. We can remove them occasionally, and put orhers in
their stead. We do not bind ourselves. We ilre to consider
whpther this system will promote our happiness.
Mr. GOUDY. Mr. Chairman, I wonder that these gpntlemen, learned in the law, should quibble upon words. I eare
not whether it be called a compact, agreement, covel£ant, bargain, or what. Its intent is a concpssion of power, on the
part of the people, to their rulers. We know that private
interp.,st governs mankind generally. Power belongs originally to the people; but if rulers be not well guarded, that
power may he usurped from them. People ought to he
cautious in giving away power. These gentlemen say there
is no occasion for general rules: everyone has one for
himself. Everyone has an unalienable right of thinking
for himself. There can be no inconvenience from laying
down general rules. If we give away more power than we
ought, we put ourselves in the situation of a man who puts
on an iron glove, which he can never take off till he breaks
his arm. Let us beware of the iron glove of tyranny.
Power is generally taken from the people by imposing on
their understanding, or by fetters. Let us lay down certain
rules to govern our proceedings. It will be highly proper, in
my opinion, and I very much wonder that gentlemen should
o~ject to it.
Mr. IREDELL. Mr. Chairman, the gentleman who
tlpoke last mistook what the gentleman from Wilmington
and myself have said. In my opinion, there ought to be a
line drawn, as accurately as possible, between the power
which is given and that which is retained. In this system,
the line is most accurately drawn by the positive grant of
the powers of the general government. But a compact between the rulers and the ruled, which !?:entlemen compare
this government with, is certainly not the principle of our
~ovemment. Will any man say that, if there he a compaf'tl
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it can be altered without the consent of hoth parties? Those
who govern, unless they grossly allUse their trust, (which is
held an implied violation of the comp:tct, and therefore a
dissolution of it,) have a right to say they do not choose the
government should be changed. But have any of the officers
of our gm'ernment a right to say so if the people choose to
change it? Surely they have not. Therefore, -as a general
principle, it can never apply to a government where the
people are avowedly the fountain of all power. I have 110
manner of objection to the most explicit dedaration that all
power depends upon th(' people; because, though it will not
strengthen their rights, it may he the means of fixing them
on a plainer foundation. One gentlenMn has said that we
wpre quibbling UpOIl words. If I know my own heart, I am
incapable of quihbling on words. I act 011 as independent
principles as any gentleman upon the floor. If I make use
of quibbles, there are gentlemen here who can correct me.
If my premises are wrong, let them be attacked. If my
conclusions be wrong, let me be put right. I am sorry that,
in deb:tting on so important a su~ject, it could be thought
that we were disputing about words. I am willing to apply
as milch time as is necessary for ollr delihcrations. I have
no o~;ection to any regular way of discussing the subject;
hut this way of procpeding will waste time, and not answer
any purpose. Will it not be in the power of any gentl,'man,
in the course of the debates, to say that this plan militates
against those principles which the reverend gentleman recommends? Will it not be morf' proper to urge its incompatibility with those principlt's during that diseussion, than
to attempt to establish their exclusive validity pre\'ious to
our entering upon the new plan of government? By the
former mode, those rult-s and the Constitution may be considt'red together. By the latter, much time may be wasted
to no purpose. J trust, therefore, that the reverend gentleman will withdraw his motion.
Mr. RUTHERFORD. Mr. Chairman, I conceive those
maxims will be of utility. I wish, as much as anyone, to
have a full and free discussion of the sul~ject. To facilitate
this desirable end, it seems highly expf'dient that some
gr')undwork should he laid, some line drawn, to guide our
proceedings. I trust, then, that the reverend gnntleman't!
rroposal will be agreed to.
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Mr. SPENCER. I conceive that it will retard the business to accede to the proposal of the learned gentleman.
The observation whieh has been made in its behalf does not
apply to the present circumstances. When there is a kiug
or other govI'rnor, there is a compact between him and the
people. It is then a covenant. But in this case, in regard
to the govel nment which it is prop')sed we should adopt,
there are no governors or rulers, we being the people who
possess all power. It strikes me that, when a society of
free people agree on a plan of government, there are no
governors in existence; but those who administer the government are their servants. Althoueh several of those principles are proper, I hope they will not be part of olle discussion, but that every gentleman will considt-'r and discuss
the subject with all the candor, moderation, and deliberation,
which the magnitude and importance of the subject require.
Mr. CALDWELL observed, that he would agree that
any other word should be substituted to the word compact;
but, after all that had been said, the Constitution appeared
to him to be
the nature of a compact. It could not be
fully so called till adopted and put in execution; when so
put in execution, there were actual governors in existence.
Mr. DAVIE. Mr. President, what we have already said
may convince the reverend gentleman what a long time it
will take us to discuss the su bject in the mode which he
has proposed: those few solitary propositions which he has
put 011 paper, will make but a small part of the principles
of this Constitution. I wish the gentleman to reflect how
dangerous it is to confine us to any particular rules. This
systp.m is most extensive in its nature, involving not only
the principles of governments in general, but the complicated principles of federal governments. We should not,
perhaps, in a week lay down all the principles essential to
such a Constitution. Any gentleman may, in the course of
the investigation, mention any maxims he thinks proper, and
compare them with the Constitution. It would take us more
time to establish these principles, than to consider the Constitution itself. It will be wrong to tie any man's hands. I
hope tht> question will be put.
Mr. PERRON insisted on the propriety of the principles,
and that toey ought to be laid on the table with the Dec·
laration of Rights, Constitution of the state, and the Con·
federation.

of
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Mr LENOIR approved of the principles, but disapproved
of being bound by any rules.
Mr. MAC LAINE was of the same opinion as \0 the impropriety of heing bound.
Mr. JAMES GALLOWAY wished to leave the hands of
the members free, but he thought these principles were unexceptionable. He saw no inconvenience in adopting them,
and wished they would be agreed to.
Mr. LENOIR answered, that the matter had been largely
debated. He said, that he thought the previous question
ought to be put, whether they should lay down certain principles to be governed by, or leave every man to judge as his
own breast suggested.
After some little altercation, the previous question was put
- for the principles, 90; against them, 163; majority against
them, 73.
His excellency, Gov. JOHNSTON, then moved to disclls!ol
it by sections. This was opposed, because it would take up
too much time.
After some altercation about the mode of considering the
Constitution, MI". IREDELL arose, and spoke as follows:Mr. President, whatever delay may attend it, a discussion
is indispensable. We have been sent hither, by thl' people,
to consider and decide this important business for them.
This is a sacred trust, the honor and importance of which, I
hope, are deeply impressed on every member here. We ought
to Jiscuss this Constitution thoroughly in all its parts. It
was useless to come hithel', and dishonorable, unless we rlischarge that trust faithfully. God forbid that anyone of us
should be determined one way or the other. I presume that
every man thinks it his duty to hold his mind open to conviction; that wh:ttever he may have heard, whether against
or for the Constitution, he will recede from his present
opinion, if reasons of sufficient validity are offered. The
gentleman from Granville has told us, that we had since
March to consider it, and that he hoped every mem bel' was
ready to give his vote upon it. 'Tis true, we have had since
that time to consider it, and I hope every member has taken
pains to inform himself. I trust they have conscientiously
considered it; th'lt they h:we read on both sides of the question, and are r('solved to vote a('('ording to the dictettes of
their consciences. I CJn truly say, th]t I bt!lieve there art! few
members in this house who have taken more pains to con-
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,sIder it than myself. But I am still by no means eonfident
that I am right. I have scarcely evpr ('onversed on the subject with any man of undprstanding, who has not thrown
some new light upon the subject which escaped me hefore.
Those gentlemen who are so self-sufficient that they believe
that they are never in the wrong, may arrogate infallibility to
themselves, and conclude deliberation to be useless. For
my part, I have often known myself to be in the wrong, and
have ever wished to be corrected. There is nothing dis'honorable in changing an opinion. Nothing is more fallible
than human judgment. No gentleman will say that his is
not fallible. Mine, I am sure, has often proved so. The
serious importance of the subject merits the utmost attention; an erroneous decision may involve truly awful and
calamitous consequences. It is incumbent on us, therefore,
to decide it with the greatest delibpration. The Constitution is at least entitled to a regular discussion. It has had
the sanction of many of the best and greatest men upon
the continent - of those very men to whom, perhaps, we
owe the privilege of debating now. It has also heen adopted
by ten states since. Is it prob:.ble that we are less fallible
than they are? Do we suppose our knowledge and wisdom
to be superior to their aggregate wisdom and information?
I agree that this question ought to be determined on the
footing of reason, and not on that of authority; and if it
he found defective and unwise, I shall be for r~jectillg it;
but it is neither dl'cent nor right to refuse it a fair trial. A
system supported by such characters merits at least a serious
consideration. I hope, therefore, that the Constitution will
he Liken up paragraph by paragraph. It will then be in
the power of any gentlemen to offer his opinion on every
part, and by comparing it with other opinions, he may obtain
useful information. If the Constitution be so defective as
it is J't'presented, then the inquiry will terminate in favor of
those who oppose it. But if, as I believe and hope, it be
discovered to be so formed as to be likely to promote the
happiness of our country, then I hope the decision will be,
accordingly, in its favor. Is there any gentleman so indiffprent to a union with our sister states, as to hazard disIIlIion rashly, without considering the consl'quences? Had
my opinion been different from what it is, I am sure I
should have hpsitatt'd and reflected a long time before I had
offered it against snch rt'spectable authorities. 1 am sorry
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for the expense which may be incurred, when the (~ommumty
is so distressed; but this is a trivial consideration compared
to the consequences of a rash proceeding upon this important question. Were any member to determine against it
without proper consideration, and afterwards, upon his return
home,on an impartial consideration, to be convinced it was a
good system, his reflections on the temerity and precipitation
of his conduct might destroy his peace of mind forever. I
doubt not the members in general who condemn it, do so
from a sincere belief that the system is a had one; but at
the same time, I believe there are many who are ready to
relinquish that opinion, if they can be convinced it is erroneous, and that they sincerely wish for a fair and full discussion of the subject. For these reasons I am of opinion
that the motion made by the honorable member is proper to
be adopted.
Mr. RUTHERFORD was surprised at the arguments
used by gentlemen, and wished to know how they· should
vote, whether on the paragraphs~ and how the report should
be made whf'n the committee rose.
His excellency, Gov. JOHNSTON. If we fl-:iect anyone
part, we reject the whole. We are not to form a constitution, but to say whether we shall adopt a Constitution to
which ten states have already acceded. If we think it a
had governmellt, it is not binding to us; we can reject it.
If it be proper for our adoption, we may adopt it. But
a rejection of a single article will amount to a rejection of
the whole.
Mr. RUTHB'ltrORD. The honorable gentleman has
mistaken me. Sorry I am that it is so late taken up by North
Carolina, if we are to be influenced and persuaded in this
JD'umer. I am unhappy to hear gentlemen of learning and
integrity preach up the doctrine of adoption by ten states.
Sir, it is my opinion that we ought to decide it as if no state
had adopted it. Art' we to be thus intimidated into a
measure of which we may disapprove?
The question was then put, and carried by a great majority, to discuss
the ConstitutIOn cl,lUse by clause.
The preamble of the Constitution was then read.

Mr. CALDWELL. Mr. Chairman, if they mean, We,
the people, - thp- people at large, - ) conceive the expression is improper. Were not they who framed this Constitu-
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tion the representatives of the legislatures of the different
states? In my opinion, they had no power, from the people
at large, fO use their name, or to act for them. They were
not delegated for that purpose.
Mr. MACLAINE. The reverend gentleman has told us,
that the expression, We, tht people, is wrong, because the
gentlemen who framed it were not the representati\'es of the
people. I readily grant that they were delegated by states.
But they did not think that they were the people, but intended it for the people, at a future day. The sanction of
the state legislatures was in some degree necessary. It was
to be submitted by the legislatures to the people; so that,
when it is adopted, it is the act of the people. When it is
the act of the people, their name is certainly proper. This
is very obvious and plain to any capacity.
Mr. DAVIE. Mr. Chairman, the observation of the reverend gentleman is grounded, I suppose, on a supposition
that the Federal Convention exceeded their powers. This
objection has been industriously circulated; but I believe, on
a candid examination, the prejudice on which this error ,is
founded will be done away. As] had the honor, sir, to be a
member of the Convention, it may be t'xpected I would
answer an objection personal in its nature, and which contains rather a reflection on our conduct, than an objection
to the merits of the Constitution. After repeated and decisive proofs of the total inefficiency of our general government,
the states deputed the members of the Convention to revise
and strengthf'n it. And permit me to call to your consideration that, whatever form of confederate government they
might de\ise, or whatever powers they might propose to give
this new government, no part of it was binding until the
whole Constitution had received the solemn assent of the
people. What was the O~;f'ct of our mission? "To decidfl
upon the most effectual means of ff'lTIoving the defects of our
fedt'ral union." This is a gf'neral, discretional authority to
propose any alteration they thought proper or necessary.
Were not the state legislatures aftf'rwards to review our proceedings? Is it not i'mmediatt>ly through their recommendation that the plan of the Convention is submitted to the
people? And this plan must still remllin a dead letter, or
receive its operation from the fiat of this Convention. Al
though the }'ederal Convention mi~ht recommend th-:: con-
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cession of the most extensive powers, yet they could nvt put
one of them into execution. What have the Convention
done that can merit this species of censure? They have
only recommended a plan of government containing somfl
additional powers to those enjoyed under the pl'esent feeble
system; amendments not only necessary, but which were the
express oL~ect of the depuration. When we investigate
this system candidly and accurately, and compare all its
parts with one another, we shall find it absolutely necessary
to confirm these powers, in order to secure the tranquillity of
the states and the liberty of the people. Perhaps it would
be necessary, to form a true judgment of this important
question, to state some events, and develop some of those
detects, which ga\-'e birth to the late Convention, and which
have produced this revolution in our federal government.
With the indulgence of the committee, J will attempt this
detail with as much precision as I am capable of. The
general objects of the union are, 1st, to protect us against
foreign invasion; 2d, to defend us against internal commotions and insurrections; 3d, to promote the commerce, agriculture, and manufactures, of America. These objects are
requisite to make us a safe and nappy people, and they cannot he attained without a firm and efficient system of union.
As to the first, we cannot obtain any effectual protection
from the present Confederation. It is indeed universalty
acknowledged, that its inadequacy in this case is one of its
greatest defects. Examine its ability to repel invasion, In
the late glorious war, its weakness was unequivocally experienced. It is well known that Congress had a discretionary
right to raise men and money; hut they had no power to do
either. Jn order to preclude the necessity of examining the
whole progress of its imbecility, permit me to call to your
recollection one single instance. When the last great stroke
WitS made which humbled the pride of Britain, and put us in
possession of peace and independence, so low were the
finances and credit of the United States, that our anny could
not move from Philadelphia, until the minister of his most
Christian majesty was prevailed Ilpon to draw bills to dpfray
the expense of the expedition. These were not obtained
on the credit or interest of Congress, but. by the personal
'n RtH'nee of the commander-in-chief.
Had this great prf!ject miscarried, what fatal events might
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have ensued! It is a very moderate presumption, that what
has once happened may happen again. The next important
consideration, which is involved in the external powers of the
Union, are treaties. Without a power in the federal government to compel the performance of our engagements with
foreign nations, we shall be perpetually involved in destructive wars. The Confederation is extremely defective in
this point also. I shall only mention the British treaty as a
satisfactory proof of this melancholy fact. It is well known
that, although this treaty was ratified in ] 784, it required
the sanction of a law of North Carolina in 1787; and that
our enemies, presuming on the weakness of our federal
government, have refused to deliver up several important
posts within the territories of the United States, and still
hold them, to olJr shame and disgrace. It is unnecessary to
reason on facts, the ppriJous consequences of which must in
a moment strike every mind capable of reflection.
The next head under which the general government may
be considt'red, is the regulation of commerce. The United
States should be empowered to compel foreign nations into
commercbl regulations that were either founded on the principles of jllstice or reciprocal advantages. Has the present
Confederation effected any of these things? Is not our
commerce equally unprotected abroad by arms and Ilf>gotiation? Nations have refused to enter into treaties with us.
What was the language of the British court on a proposition
of this kind? Such as would insult the pride of any man
of feeling and indepf>ndence. - "YOll can make engagements,
but JOu cannot compel your citizens to comply with them.
We derive greater profits from t he present situation of JOur
commerce than we ('ould expect under a trE'aty; and you
have no kind of power that can compel us to surrender any
advantage to YOll." This was the language of our enemies;
and whil~ our government remains as fE'ebIe as it has been,
no nation will form any connection with us that will involve
the relinquishnwnt of the least advantagf'. What has beE'n
the conseqlJ~llce ? A general decay of trade, the rise of imported merchandise, the fall of produce, and an uncommon
decrease of the value of lands. Foreigners have been
reaping the henefits and emoluments which our citizens
ought to enjoy An u~justifiable perversion of justice has
pervaded almost all the states, and every thing presented to
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our View a spectacle of public poverty and private wretchedness!
While this is a true representation of our situation, can our
general government recur to the ordinary expedient of loans?
During the late war, large sums were advanced to us by
foreign states and individuals. Congress have not been
enabled to pay even the interest of these debts, with honor
and punctuality. The requisitions made on the states have
heen every where unproductive, and some of them have not
paid a stiver. These debts are a part of the price of our
liberty and independence - debts which ought to be regarded with gratitude and discharged with honor. Yet
many of the individuals who lent us money in the hour
of our distress, are now reduced to indigence in consequence of our delinquency. So low and hopeless are the
finances of the United States, that, the year before last
Congress were obliged to borrow money even to pay the
interest of the principal which we had borrowed beforf'.
This wretched resource of turning interest into principal, is
the most humiliating and disgraceful measure that a nation
could take, and approximates with rapidity to absolute ruin.
Yet it is the inevitable and certain consequence of sneh a
system as the existing Confederation.
There are several other instances of imbecility in that
system. It cannot secure to us the enjoyment of our own
territories, or even the navigation of our own rivers. The
want of power to establish a uniform rule for naturalization
through the United States is also no small defect, as it must
unavoidably be productive of disagreeable controversies with
foreign nations. The general government ought in this, as
in every other instance, to possess the means of preserving
the peace and tranquillity of the Union. A striking proof
of the necessity of this power rf'.cently happened in Rhode
Island: A man who had run off with a vessel and cargo, the
property of some merchants in Holland, took sanctuary in
that plac~: application was made for him as a citizen of the
United Netherlands by the minister, but, as he had taken the
oath of allegiance, the state refused to deliver him up, and
protected him in his villany. Had it not been for the peculiar situation of the states at that time, fatal consequences
might have resulted from such a conduct, and the contemptible state of Rhode Island might have involved the whole
U uion in a war.
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The encroachments of some states on the rights of others,
anu of a1\ on those of the Confederacy, are incontestable
proofs of the weakness and imperfection of that system.
Maryland lately passed a law granting exclusive privileges
to her own vessels, contrary to the Articles of the Confederation. Congress had neither power nor influence to alteJ
it; all they could do was to send a contrary recommenda
tion. It is provided, by the 6th Article of the Confederation,
that no compact shall be made between two or more states
without the consent of Congress; yet this has been re(:ently
violated by Virginia and Maryland, and also by Pennsylvania
and New Jersey. North Carolina and Massachusetts have
had a considerable body of forces on foot, and those in this
state raised for two years, notwithstanding the express provision in the Confederation that no force should be kept up
by any state in time of peace.
As to. internal tranquillity, - without dwelling on the unhappy commotions in OUl' own back counties,-I will only add
that, if the rebellion in Massachusetts had been planned and
executed with any kind of ability, that state must have been
ruined; for Congress were not in a situation to render them
any assistance.
Another object of the federal union is, to promote the
agriculture and manufactures of the states - o~jects in which
we are so nearly concerned. Commerce, sir, is the nurse
of both. The merchant furnishes the planter with such
articles as he cannot manufacture himself, and finds him a
market for his produce. Agriculture cannot flourish if commerce languishes j they are mutually dependent on each
other. Our commerce, as I have before obsen'ed, is unprotected abroad, and without regulation at home, and in this
and many of the states ruined by partial and iniquitous laws
-laws which, instead of having a tendency to protect property and encourage industry, led to the depreciation of the
one, and dt>stroyed every incitement to the other - laws
which basely warranted and legalized the paymeflt of just
debts by paper, which represents nothing, or property of
very trivial value.
These are some of the leading causes which brought
forward this new Constitution. It was evidently necessary
to infuse a greater portion of strength into the national government. But Congress were but a single body, with whom
it was dangerous to lodge additional powers. Hence arose
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the necessity of a different organization. In order to form
some balance, the departments of government were separated,
and as a necessary check, the legislative body was composed
of two branches. Steadiness and wisdom are better insurerl
when there is a second branch, to balance and check the first
The stability of the laws wilt be greater when the popular
branch, which might be influenced by local views, or tht
violence of party, is checked by another, whose longer COlltinuance in office will render them more experienced, more
temperate, and more competent to decide rightly.
The Confederation derived its sole support from the state
legislatures. This rendered it weak and ineffectual. It
was therefore necessary that the foundations of this government should be laid on the broad basis of the people. Yet
the state governments are the pillars upon which this government is extended over such an immense territory, and are
essential to its existence. The House of Representatives
are immediately elected by the people. The senators represent the sovereignty of the states; they are directly chosen
by the state legi!>latures, and no legislati~-e act can be done
without their concurrence. The e(.ection of the executive
is in some measure under the control of the legislatures of
the states, the electors being appointed under their direction.
The difference, in point of magnitude and importance,
in the members of the confederacy, was an additional
reason for the division of the legislature into two branches,
and for establishing an equality of suffrage in the Senate.
The protection of the small states against the ambition and
influence of the larger members, could only be effected by
arming them with an equal power in one branch of the legislature. On a contemplation of this matter, we shall find
that the jealousies of the states could not be reconciled any
other way. The lesser states would never have concurred
unless this check had been given them, as a security for their
political existence, against the power and encroachments of
the great states. It may be also proper to observe, that the
executh'e is separated in its functions from the legislature,
as well as the nature of the case would admit, and the jndiciary from both.
Another radical vice in the old system, which was necessary to be corrected, and which will be understood without
a long deduction of reasoning, was, that it legislated on
6tat(!S, instead of individuals; and that its powers could not
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be flxecuted but by fire or by the sword - by military force,
dud not by the intervention of the civil magistrate. Every
oue who is acquainted with the relative situation of the
stares, and the genius of our citizens, must acknowledgf.
that, if the goverument was to be carried into effect by
military force, the most dreadful consequences would ensue.
It would render the citizens of America the most implacable
t>llemies to one another. If it could be carried into effect
against the small states, yet it could not be put in force
against the larger and more powerful states. I t was therefore absolutely necessary that the influence of the magistrate
should be introduced, and that the laws should be carried
home to individuals themselves.
In the formation of this system, many difficulties presented
themselves to the Convention.
Every member saw that the existing system would ever
be ineffectual, unless its laws operated on individuals, as
military coercion was neither eligible nor practicable. Their
own experience was fortified by their knowledge of the inherent weakness of all confederate governments. They
knew that all governments merely federal had been shortlived, or had existed from principles extraneous from their
constitutions, or from external causes which had no dependence on the nature of their governments. These considerations determined the Convention to depart from that
soledsm in politics - the principle of legislation for states
in their political capacities.
The great extent of country appeared to some a formidable difficulty; but a confederate ~overllment appears, at
least in theory, capable of embracing the various interests of
the most extensive territory. Founded on the state governments solely, as I have said before, it would be tottering and
inefficient. It became, therefore, necessary to bottom it on
the people themselves, by giving them an immediate interest
and agency in the government. There was, however, some
real difficulty in conciliating a number of jarring interests,
arisi!)g from the incidental but unalterable difference in the
states in point of territory, situatiClO, climate, and ri\'alship
in commerce. Some of the states are very extensive, others
l'er.y limited: 80Dle are manufacturing states, others merely
agricultural: some of these are exporting states, while the
carrying and navigation business are in the possession of
others. It was not easy to reconcile such a multiplicity of
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discordant and clashing interests. Mutual concessions \\ 'rt!
necessary to come to any c.oncurrence. A plan that would
promote the exclusive interests of a few states would be 111furiOlls to others. Had each state obstinately insistt.,d on
the security of its particular local advantages, we should
never have come to a conclusion. Each, therefore, amicably
and wisdy relinquished its particulal' views. The Federal
Com'ention have told you, that the Constitution which thpy
formed "was the result of a spirit of amity, and of that
mutual deference and concession which the peculiarity of
their political situation rendered indispensable." I hope the
same laudable spirit will govern this Convention in their
decision on this important question.
The business of the Convention was to amend the Confederation by giving it additional powers. The present form
of Congress being a single body, it was thought unsafe to
augment its powers, without altering its organization. The
act of the Convention is but a mere proposal, similar to the
prodllction of a private pen. I think it a government which,
if adopted, will cherish and protect the happiness and liberty
of Ameriea; but I hold my mind open to cO\wiction. I
am ready to recede from my opinion if it be proved to be
ill-founded. J trust that every man here is equally ready to
change an opinion he may have improperly formed. The
weakness and inefficiency of the old Conft>deration produced
the necessity of calling the Federal Convention. Theil' plan
is now befol'c YOll; and I hope, on a deliherate consideration,
every man will see the necessity of such a system. It has
been the subject of much jealousy and censure out of doors.
I hope gentlemen will now come forward with their objections, and that they will be thrown out and answered with
candor and moderation.
Mr. CALDWELL wishr.d to know why the gentlemen
who were delegated by the statl'S, styled themselves We,
the people. He said that he only wished for information.
Mr. IREDELL answered, that it would be easy to satisfy
the gentleman; that the style, We, the people, was not to
be applied to the members themselves, hut was to be the
style of the Constitution, when it should be ratified in their
respecth'e states.
Mr. JOSEPH TAYLOR. Mr. Chairman. the ,'ery
wrording of this Constitution seems to carry with it an
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assumed power. 11fe, tlte people, is surely an assume,l
power. H ave they said, We, the delt'gates of the people P
It seems to me that, when they met in Convention, they
assumed more power than was given them. Did the people
give them the power of using their name? This power was
in the people. They did not give it up to the members of
the Convention. If, therefore, they had not this pm:ver, they
assumed it. It is the interest of every man, who is a friend
to liberty, to oppose the assumption of power as soon as
possible. I see no reason why they assumed this power.
Matters may be carried still farther. This is a consolidation
of all the states. Had it said, We, the states, there would
have been a federal intention in it. But, sir, it is clear that
a consolidation is intended. Will any gentleman say that a
consolidated government will answer this country? It is
too large. The man who has a large estate cannot manage
it with convenience. I conceive that, in the present case,
a consolidated government can by no means suit the genius
of the people. The gpntleman from Halifax (Mr. Davie)
mentioned reasons for such a government. Tht'y have their
weight, no doubt; but at a more convenient time we can
show their futility. We st'e plainly that men who come
trom New England are different from us. They are ignorant of our situation; they do not know the state of our
country. They cannot with safety legislate for us. I am
astonished that the servants of the legislature of North
Carolina should go to Philadelphia, and, instead of speaking
of til{' state of North Carolina, should speak of the people.
I wish to stop power as soon as possible; for they may carry
(ht'ir assumption of power to a more dangerous length. I
wish to know where they found the power of saying We,
the people, and of consolidating the states.
Mr. MACLAINE. Mr. Chairman, I confess myself astonished to hear objections to the preamble. They say that
the delegates to the Federal Convention assumed powers
which were not granted them; that they ought not to have
used the words We, the people. That they were not the
delegates of the people, is uniw·rsally acknowledged. The
Constitution is only a mere proposal. Had it heen binding
on us, there might be a reason for objecting. After they
had finished the plan, they proposed that it should he
recommended to the people by the several state legislatuft''S
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If the people approve of it, it becomes their act.

2b

Is not this
merely a dispute about words, without any meaning what
ever? Suppose any gentleman of this Convention had
drawn up this government, and we thought it a good one;
we might respect his intelligence and integrity, but it would
not be binding upon us. We might adopt it if we thought
it a proper system, and then it would be our act. Suppose
it had been made by our enemies, or had dropped from the
clouds; we might adopt it if we found it proper for our
adoption. By whatever means we found it, it would be our
act as soon as we adopted it. It is no more than a blank
till it be adopted by the people. When that is done here,
is it not the people of the state of North Carolina that do it,
joined with the people of the other states who have adopted
it? The expression is, then, right. But the gt>ntleman
has gone f"rther, and says that the people of New England
are different from us. This goes against the Union altogether. They are not to legislate for us; we are to he
represented as well as they. Such a futile objection strikes
at all union. We know that without union we should not
have been debating now. I hope to hear no more objections
of this trifling nature, but that we shall enter into the spirit
of the subject at once.
Mr. CALDWELL observt>d, that he only wished to
know why they had assumed the name of the people.
Mr. JAMES GALLOWAY. Mr. Chairman, I trust we
shall not take up more time on this point. I shall just make
a few remarks on what has been said by the gentleman from
Halifax. He has gone through our distresses, and those of
the other states. As to the weakness of the Confederation,
we all know it. A sense of this induced the different states
to send delegates to Philadelphia. They had given them
certain powers; we have seen them, they are now upon the
tallie. The result of their deliberations is now upon the
tahle also. As they have gone out of the line which the
states pointed out to them, we, the people, are to take it up
and consider it. The gentlemen who framed it have exceeded their powers, and very far. They will be able,
perhaps, to give reasons for so doing. If they can show us
all: It>asons, we will, no doubt, take notice of them. But,
on the other hand, if our civil and religious liberties are nol
'>!'cured, and prclper checks provided, we have the prwer in
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our 3wn hands to do with it as we think proper. I hope
g(>nrlemen will permit us to proceed.
The clerk then read the Ist section of the 1st article.
Mr. CALDWELL. Mr. Chairman, I am sorry to be
objecting, but I apprehend that all the legislative powers
grauted by this Constitution are not vested in a Congress
consisting of the Senate and the House of Representatives,
because the Vice-President has a right to put a check on it.
This is known to ev~ry gentleman in the Convention. How
can all the legislatire powers granted in that Constitution be
vested in the Congress, if the Vice-President is to have a \lote
in case the Senate is eCJually divided? I ask for information.
how it came to be expressed in this manner, when this power
is given to the Vice-President.
Mr. MACLAINE declared, that he did not know what
the /!entleman meant.
Mr. CALDWELL said, that the Vice-President is made
a part of the legislative body. although there was an express
declaration, that all the legislative powers were vested in
the Senate and House of Represent<ltives, and that he
would be glad to know how these things consisted together.
Mr. MACLAINE expressed great astonishment at the
gentleman's criticism. Hfl observed, that the Vice-President had only a casting vote in case of an equal division in
the Senate - that a provision of this kind was to be found
in all deliberative bodies - that it was highly useful and expedient - that it was by no means of the nature of a check
which impedes or arrests, hut calculated to prevent the operation of the government from being impeded - that, if the
gentleman could show any legisldtive power to be givpn to
any but the two houses of Congress, his oluectioll would be
worthy of notice.
Some other gentlemen said, they were dissatisfied with
Mr. Maclaine's explanation - that the Vice-President was
not a member of the Senate, but an officer of the United
States, and yet had a legislative power, and that it appflared
to them inconsistent - that it would have been more proper
to have given thp casting vote to the President.
His excellency, Gov. JOHNSTON, added to Mr. Maclaine's reasoning, that it appeared to him a very good and
proper recrulation - that, if one of the Senate was to be apIfOinted Vice-President, the state which he represented would
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either lose a vote if he was not permitted to vote on every
occasion, or if he was, he might, in some instances, ha\'e two
votes - that the President was already possessed of the
power of preventing the passage of a law by a bare majority;
yet laws were said not to be made by the President, but by
the two houses of Congress exclusively.
Mr. LENOIR. Mr. Chairman, I have a greater o~iec
tion on this ground than that which has just been mentioned.
I mean, sir, the legislative power given to the President
himself. It may be admired by some, but not by me. He,
sir, with the Senate, is to make treati{'s, which are to be the
supreme law of the land. This is a legislative power given
to the President, and implies a contradiction to that part
which says that all legislative power is vested in the two
houses.
Mr. SPAIGHT answered, that it was thought better
to put that power into the hands of the senators as representatives of the states - that thereby the intert'st of
every state was equally attended to in the formation of treaties - but that it was not considered as a legislative act
at all.
Mr. IREDELL. Mr. Chairman, this is an objection
against the inaccuracy of the sentence. I humhly conceive
it will appear accurate on a due attention. After a bill is
passed by both houses, it is to be shown to the President.
Within a certain time, he is to return it. If he disapproves
of it, he is to state his o~jections in writing; and it depends
on Congress afterwards to say whether it shall be a law or
not. Now, sir, I humbly apprehend th<lt, whether a law
passes by a bare majority, or by two thirds, (which are required to concur after he sh.lll have stated objections,) what
gives active operation to it is, the will of the senators and
representatives. The President has no power of legislation.
If ht~ does not object, the law passes by a bare majority; and
if he o~iects, it passes hy two thirds. His power extends
only to cause it to be reconsidered, which secures a greater
probability of its being good. As to his power with respect
to tre=tties, I shall offer my sentiments on it when we come
properly to it.
Mr. MACLAINE intimated, that if any gentleman was
out of order,* it was the gentleman from Wilkes (Mr. Le, Somet/lIng' had been sa.id about order which was not dl8tinctly heard
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noiT) -- that treaties were the supreme law of the land in
all countries, for the most obvious reasons - that laws, or
legislative acts, operated upon individuals, but that treaties
acted upon states - that, unless they were the supreme law
of the land, they could have no validity at all- that the
President did not act in this case as a legislator, but rather
in his executive capacity.
Mr. LENOIR replied that he wished to be conformable
to the rules of the house; but he still thought the President
was possessed of legislative powers, while he could make
treaties, joilH~d with the Senate.
MI'. IREDELL. Mr. Chairman, I think the gentleman
is in order. When treaties are made, they become as valid
as Irgislative aets. I apprehend that every act of the government, legislative, executive, or judicial, if in pursuance
of a constitutional power, is the law of the land. These different acts become the acts of the state by the instrumentality of its officers. When, for instance, the governor of
this state grants a pardon, it becomes the law of the land,
and is valid. Every thing is the law of the land, let it
come from what power it will, provided it be consistent with
the Constitution.
Mr. LENOIR answered, that that comparison did not
hold.
Mr. IREDELL continued. If the governor grants a pardon, it becomes a law of the land. Why? Because he has
power to grant pardons by the Constitution. Suppose this
Constitution is adopted, and a treaty made; that treaty is
the law of the land. Why? Because the Constitution grants
the powf'r of making treaties.
Several members expressed dissatisfaction at the inconsistency (as they
conceived it) of the expressions. when-

Mr. JAMES GALLOWAY observed, that their ohsPl'vatiolls would be made more properly when they come
to that clause which gave the casting vote to the Vice-President, and the qualified negative to the President.
The first three clauses of the 2d section read.
Mr. MACLAINE. Mr. Chairman, as many ol~ections
have been made to biennial elections, it will b(> nec(>ssary to
obviate thf'm. J beg leave to state their superiority to annual elections. Our elections have been annual for some
years. People are apt to be attached to old customs. An
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nual elections may be proper in our state governments, but
not in the general government. The seat of government i~
at a considerable distance; and in case of a disputed election
it would be so long before it could be settled, that the statl'
would be totally without representation. There is another
reason, still more cogent, to induce us to prefer biennial to
annual elections. The objects of state legislation are narrow
and confined, and a short time will render a man sufficiently
acquainted with them; but those of the geneml government
are infinitely more extensive, and require a much longer time
to comprehend them. The representatives to the general
government must he acquainted not only with the internal
situation and circumstances of the U nitt'd States, but also
with the state of our commerce with foreign nations, and
our relative situation to those nations. They mllst know
the relative situation of those nations to one another, and he
able to judge with which of them, and in what manner, our
commerce should be regulated. These are good reasons to
extend the time of elections to two years. I belit've you
remember, - and perhaps every memher ht're remembers,that this country was very happy under biennial elections.
In North Carolina, the representatives were formerly ehosen
by b,lllot biennially. It was changed under the royal governm('nt, and the mode pointed out by the king. Notwithstanding the contest for annual elections, perhaps biennial
elections would still be better for this country. Our laws
would certainly be less fluctuating.
Mr. SHEPPERO observed, that he could see no propriety in the friends of the new system making o~jectjons,
when none were urged by its opposers; that it was very
uncommoll for a man to make o~jections and answer them
himself; and that it would take an immense time to mention every objection which had been mentiOlwd in the
country.
Mr:MACLAINE. It is determined already by the Convention to debate the Constitution section by section. Are
we then to read it only? Suppose the whole of it is to be
passed over without saying any thing; will not that amount
to a dead vote? Sir, I am a member of this ConventIon
and if ol~ections are made here, I will answer them to toe
hest of my ability. If I see gentlemen pass by in silence
such parts as they vehemently-decry out of doors, or such
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partli as have heen loudly complained of in the country, I
shaH answer them also.
After some desultory conversation, Mr. WILLIE JONES
observed, that he would easily put the friends of the Constitution in a way of discussing it. Let one of them, said
he, make o~iections and another answer them.
Mr. DAVIE. Mr. Chairman, I hope that reflections ot
a personal nature will be avoided as much as possible. What
is there in this business should make us jealous of each
other? We are all come hither to serve one common cause
of om~ country. Let us go about it oppnly and amicably.
There is no necessity for the employment of underhanded
means. Let every objection be made. Let us examine the
plan of government submitted to liS thoroughly. Let us
deal with each other with candor. I am sorry to see so
much impatience so early in the business.
Mr.. SHEPPERD answered, that he spoke only because
he was averse to unnecessary delays, and that he had no
liuesse or desian at all.
Mr. RUTHERFORD wished the system to be thoroughly
discussed. He boped that he should be excused in making
a few observations, in the Conventi.on, after the committee rose, and that he trusted gentlemen would make no
rcfit'ctions.
Mr. BLOODWORTH declared, that every gpntleman
had a right to make ohjections in both cases, and that he
was sorry to hear reflections made.
Mr. GOUDY. Mr. Chairman, this clause of taxation
will give an advantage to some states over the others. It
will be oppressive to the SOllthern States. Taxes are f'qual
to our representation. To augment our taxes, and increase
our hurdens, our negroes are to be represented. If a state
has fifty thousand negroes, she is to send one representative
for them. J wish not to be represented with negroes, espe(Oially if it increases my burdens.
Mr. DAVIE. Mr. Chairman, I will endeavor to obviate
what the gentleman last up said. I wonder to see gentlemp-n so prf'cipitate and hasty on a su~ject of such awful
Importance. It ought to be considered, that some of us are
",low of apprehension, or not ha"ing those quick conceptions,
,md luminous understandings, of which other gentlemen may
ne possessed. The gentleman "does not wish to be repre
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sen ted with negroes." This, sir, is an unhappy species of
population; hut we cannot at present alter their situation.
The Eastern States had great jealousies on this subject.
They insisted that their cows and horses were equally entitled to representation; that the one was property as well
as the other. It became our duty, on the other hand, to
acquire as much weight as possible in the legislation of the
Union; and, as the Northern States Wf>re more populous in
whites, this only could be done by insisting that a certain
proportion of our slaves should make a part of the computed
population. It was attempted to form a rule of representation from a compound ratio of wealth and population; but,
on consideration, it was found impracticable to determine
the comparative value of lands, and other property, in so extensive a territory, with any degree of accuracy; and population alone was adopted as the only practicable rule or
criterion of represeotation. It was urged by the deputies
of the Eastern States, that a representation of two fifths
would he of little utility, and that their entire representation
would be unequal and burdensome -that, in a time of war,
slaves rendered a country more vulnerable, while its defence
devolved lIpon its free inhabitants. On the other hand, we
insisted that, in time of peace, they contributed, by their
lahor, to the general wealth, as well as other members of the
community - that, as rational beings, they had a right of
representation, and, in some instances, might be highly useful in war. On these principles the Eastern States gave the
matter up, and consented to the regulation as it has been
read. I hope these reasons will appear satisfactory. It is
the same rule or principle which was proposed some years
ago uy Congress, and assented to by twelve of the states.
It may wound the delicacy of the gentleman from Guilford,
(Mr. Goudy,) but I hope he will endeavor to accommodate
his feelings to the interest and circumstances of his country.
Mr. JAMES GALLOW AY said, that he did not object
to the representation of negroes, so much as he did to the
fewness of the number of representatives. He was surprised
how we came to have but five, including those intended to
represent negroes. That, in his humble opinion, North
Carolina was entitled to that number independent of the
negroe~.

Mr. SPAJGHT endeavored to satisfy him, that the Con-
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vpntion had no rule to go hy in this case - that they could
not proceed upon the ratio mentioned in the Constitution
till the enumeration of the people was made - that some
states had made a return to Congress of their numbers, and
others had not - that it was mentioned that we had had
time, but made no return -that the present number was
only temporary - that in three years the actual censlls would
be taken, and our number of representatives regulated accordingly.
His excellency, Gov. JOHNSTON, Was perfectly satisfied with the temporary number.
He said that it could
not militate against the people of North Carolina, because
they paid in proportion; that no great inconvenience could
happen, in three years, from their paying less than thpir full
proportion; that they were not very flush of money, and that
he hoped for better times in the course of three years.
The rest of the 2d section read.
Mr. JOSEPH TAYLOR objected to the provision made
for impeaching. He urged that there could be no security
from it, as the persons accuspd were triable by the Senate,
who were a part of the legislature themselves; that, while
men were fallihle, the spnators were liable to prrors, especially
in a case whpre they were concerned themselves.
Mr. IREDELL.' Mr. Chairman, I was going to observe
that this (;lause, vesting the power of impeachment ill the
House of Representatives, is one of the greatest securities
for a due execution of all public officE>s. Every government
requires it. Evpry man ought to he amenable for his conduct, and there are no persons so proper to complain of the
public officers as the repJ'esentatives of the people at large.
The representatives of the people know the feelings of the
people at large, and will be ready enough to make complaints. If this power were not provided, the consequences
might be fatal. It ",'ill be not only the means of punishing
misconduct, but it will prevent miscondllct. A man in pu blic office who knows that there is no tribunal to punish him,
may be ready to deviate from his duty; but if he knows
there is a tribunal for that purpose, although he may be a
man of no principle, the very terror of punishment will perhaps deter him. I beg leave to mention that every man has
a right to express his opinion, and point Ollt any part of the
Constitution which he either thinks defective, or has heard
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represented to bf' so. What will be the consequence if they
who have o~jections do not think proper to communicate
them, and they are not to be mentioned hy others? Many
gentlemen have read many o~jections, which perhaps have
made impre~sions on their minds, though they are not communicated to us. I therefore apprehend that the memher
was perfectly regular in mentioning the o~jections made out
of doors. Such o~jections may operate upon the minds of
gentlemen, who, not being used to convcy their ideas in
public, conceal them out of diffidence.
Mr. BLOODWORTH wished to be informed, whether
this sole power of impeachment, given to the House of Representatives, deprived the state of the power of impeaching
any of its members.
1\1r. SPAIGHT answered, that this impeachment extended only to the officers of the United States - that it
wonld he improper if the same body that impeached had
the power of trying - that, thprefore, the Constitution had
wisely given the power of impeachment to the House of
Re presentatives, and that of trying itO peachments to the
Senate.
Mr. JOSEPH TAYLOR. Mr. Chairman, the objection
is very strong. If there he but one body to try, where are
we ? I f any tyranny or oppression should arise, how are
those who perpetrated such oppression to he tried and punished? By a trihunal consisting of rhe very men who assist
in such tyranny. Can any tribunal be found, in any community, who will give judgment against their own actions?
Is it the nature of man to decide against himself? I am
obliged to the worthy member from New Hanover for assisting me with ol~jections. None can impeach but the representatives; and the impeachments are to be determined by
the senators, who are one of the branches of po-wer which
we dread undt'r this Constitution.
His excellency, Gov. JOHNSTON. Mr. Chairman, the
worthy member from Granville surprises me hy his o~jection.
It has been explained by another member, that only officers
of the United States were impeachahle. 1 never knew any
instance of a man being impeached for a legislative act; nay,
I ne\'er heard it su~gested before. N(} member of the Hou'le
3f Commons, in .t.ngland, has evPf been impeached before
the Lords, nor any lord, for a legislative misdemeallor. A
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representative IS answerable to no power but his constituents.
He is accountable to no being under heaven but the people
who appointed him.
Mr. TAYLOR replied, that it now appeared to him in a
still worse light than before.
Mr. BLOODWORTH observed, that as this was a Constitution for the United States, hI' should not have made the
observation he did, had the sul~ject not been particularly
mentioned - that the words" sole power of impeachment"
were so general, and mi/!ht admit of such a latitude of construction, as to extend to t'very legislative member upon the
contin!'nt, so as to preclude the representatives of the dit:.
fert'nt states from impeaching.
l\'1r. MACLAINE. Mr. Chairman, if I understand the
gentleman rightly, he means that Congress may impeach all
the pt'ople or officers of the U nitpd States. If the gentleman will attend, he. will see that this is a government for
confederated states; that, consequently, it can never intermeddle where no power is given. I confess I can see no more
reason to fear in this case than from our own General Assembly. A power is given to our own state Senate to try
impeachments. Is it not ntcessary to point out some tribunal to try great offences? Should ther<> not be some mode
of punishment for the offences of the officers of the general
government? Is it not necessary that such officers should
he kept within proper bounds? The officers of the United
States are excluded from offices of honor, trust, or profit,
under the United States, on impeachment for, and cOO\'iction of, high crimes and misdempanors. This is certainl),
necessary. This exclusion from offices is harmless in comparison with the reglliation made, in similar cases, in our own
government. Ht>ff~ it is expressly provided how far the
punishment shall extend, and that it shall extend [10 farther.
On th(' contraq', till' limits are not marked in our own Constitution, and the punishment may be extended too far. I
believe it is a certain and known fact, that members of the
legislative body are never, as such, liable to impeachment,
hut are punishahle by law for crimes and misdemeanors in
their personal capac-ity. For instance; the members of Assemhly are not Ihhle to impeachment, but, like other people,
are amenable to the law for crimes and misdemeanors COIIJnlltted as individuals. But in Congress, a member of either
house r.an be no officer.
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Gov. JOHNSTON. Mr. Chairman, I find that makin"
I never thought of the olvection mad~
by the member from New Hanover. J never thought that
impeachments extended to any but officers of the United
States. When you look at the judgment to be giH~n on impeachments, you will see that the punishment goes no farther than to remove and disquali(y civil officers of the lJ nited
States, who shall, on impeachment, be convicted of high
misdemeanors. Remm'a) from office is the punishmentto which is added fllture disqualification. How could a man
lw removed from office who had no office? An officer of
this state is not liable to the United States. Congress could
not disqualify an officer of this state. No body can disqualify, but that body which creates. We have nothing to
apprehend from that article. We aff~ perfectly secure as to
this point. I should laugh at any judgment they should gin'
against any officer of our own.
Mr. BLOODWORTH. From the complexion of the
paragraph it appeared to me to be applicable only to officf'fs
of the U lIited States; but the gentleman's own reasoning
convinces me that he is wrong. He says he would laugh at
them. Will the gentleman laugh when the extension of
their powers takes plaee? It is ouly by our adoption they can
have any power.
Mr. IREDELL. Mr. Chairman, the argument of the
gentleman last up is founded upon misapprehension. Every
article refers to its particular ol!iect. We must judge of expressions from the su~ject matter concerning whie-h they are
used. The sole power of impeachment extends only to
oqjPcts of the Constitution. The Senate shall only try impeachments arising under the Constitution. In order to
confirm and illustrate that position, the gentleman who spoke
before explained it in a manner pt·rfectly satisfactory to my
apprehension - " under this Constitution." What is the
meaning of these words? They signify those arising under
the government of the U niled States. When this government is adopted, there will be two gm-ernments to which we
shall owe obedience. To the government of the Union, in
certain tlefined cases- to our own state government in ever)'
otlwr case. If the general government were to disqualify
me from any office which I held in North Carolina under its
aws, I w( uld refer to the Constitution, and say that the)

ol~ections is useful.
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violated it, as it only extended to officers of the United
States.
Mr. BLOODWORTH. The penalty is only removal
from office. It does not mention from what office. I do
not see any thing in the expression that conv!nces me that
I was mistaken. I still consider it in the same light.
Mr. PORTER wished to be informed, if every officpr,
who was a creature of that Constitution, was to be tried by
the Senate - whether such officers, and those who had complaints against them, were to go from the extreme parts
of the continent to the seat of government, to adjust disputes.
Mr. DAVIE answered, that impeachments were conhned
to cases under the Constitution, but did not descend to petty
offices; that if the gentleman meant that it would be troublesome and inconvenient to recur to the federal courts in case
of ~ppressions by officers, and to carry witnesses such great
distances, he would satisfy the gpntlpman, that Congress
would remove such inconvPIlienccs, as they had the power
of appointing inferior tribunals, where such disputes would
be tried.
Mr. J. TAYLOR. Mr. Chairman, I conceive that, if
this Constitution be adopted, we shall have a large number
of officers in North Carolina under the appointment of Congress. We shall undoubtedly, for instance, have a great
number of tax-gatherers. If any of these officers shall do
wrong, when we come to fundamental principles, we find
that we have no way to punish them but hy going to Congress, at an immense distance, whithpr we must carry our
witnesses. Every gentleman must see, in these cases, that
oppressions will arise. I conceive that they cannot be tried
elsewhere. I consider that the Constitution will be explained hy the word" sole." If they did not mean to retain
a general power of impeaching, there was no occasion for
saying the" sole power." I consider therefore that Oppff~S
sions will arise. If I am oppresst'd, I must go to the House
of Representatives to complain. I consider that, when m~ll
kind are about to part with rights, thPJ ought only to pelft
with those rights which they can with eonvenience relinfJuish, and not such as must involve them in distresses.
In answer to Mr. Tavlor, Mr. SPAIGHT observed that,
though the power of impeachment was given, yet it did not
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say that there was no other manner of giving redress - that
it was very certain and clear that, if any man was injured
by an officer of the United States, he could get redress by a
suit at law.
Mr. MACI.AINE. Mr. Chairman, I confess I never heard
before that a tax-gatherer was worthy of impeachment. It
is one of the meanest and least offices. Impeachments are
ouly for high crimes and misdemeanors. If anyone is injured in his person or property, he can get redress by
a suit at law. Why does the gendeman talk in this manner? It shows what wretched shifts gentlemen are driven
to. I never heard, in my life, of such a silly objection.
A poor, insignificant, petty officer amenable to impeachment!
Mr. IREDELL. Mr. Chairman, the o~jection would be
right if there was no other mode of punishing. But it is
evident that an officer may be tried by a court of common
law. He may be tried in such a court for common-law
offences, whether impeached or not. As it is to be presumed
that inferior tribunals will be constituted, thel'e will be no
occasion for going always to the Supreme Court, even in
cases where the federal courts have exclusive jurisdiction.
Where this exdusive cognizance is not given them, redress
mav be had in the common-law courts in the state; and I
ha;e no doubt such regulations will he made as will put it
out of the power of officers to distress the people with
impunity.
Gov. JOHNSTON observed, that men who were in very
high offices could not be come at by the ordinary course of
justice; but when called before this hi~h tribunal and convicted, they would be stripped of their dignity, and reduced
to the rank of their fellow-citizens, and then the COlIrts of
common law might proceed against them.
FRIDAY,

July 25, 17!:9i

The Convention met according to aqjournment.
Mr. BATTLE in the chair. 1st article of the 3d section read.
Mr. CABARRUS wished to he informed of the reason
why the senators were to be elected for so long a time.
Mr. IREDELL. Mr. Chairman, I have waited for some
time in hopes that a genTleman better qualified than myself
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WO&lld explain this part. Every objection to every part
of this Constitution ought to be answered as fully as possilJle.
I believe, sir, it was the general sense of all America,
with the exception only of one state, in forming their own
state constitutions, that the legislative body should be divided into two branches, in order that the people might ha\'e
a double security. It wiJl often happen that, in a single
body, a bare majority will carry exceptionable and pernicious
measures. The violent faction of a party may often form
such a majority in a single body, and by that means the
particular views or interests of a part of the community may
be consulted, and those of the rest neglected or injured. Is
there a single gentleman in this Convention, who has been
a member of the legislature, who has not found the minority
in the most important questions to be often right? Is there
a man here, who has been in either house, who has not at
some times found the most solid advantages from the coOperation or opposition of the other? If a measure be rigbt,
which has been approved of by one branch, the other wj\}
prohably confirm it; if it be wrong, it is fortunate that there
is another branch to oppose or amend it. These principles
probably formed one reason for the institution of a Senate,
m the form of government before us. Anotber arose from
the peculiar nature of that government, as connected with
the government of the particular states.
The general government will have the protection and
management of the general interests of the United States.
The local and particular interests of the different states are
left to their respective legislatures. All affairs which concern this state only are to be determined by our representatives coming from all parts of the state; all affairs which
conCf'rn the Union at large are to be determined by repre~entatives coming from all parts of the Union. Thus, then,
the general government is to be taken care of, and the state
gm'ernrnents to be preserved. The former is done by a numerous representation of the people of each state, in proportion to its imporlancf'. The latter is effected by I?;iviug each
state an equal representation in the Senate. The people
will be represented in one house, the state legislatures in the
other.
Many are of the opinion that the power of the Senate is
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too great; but I cannot think so, considering the great weight
which the House of Rp.prf'sentatives will have. Several reasons may be assigned for this. The Housf' of Representaljve~
will be more numerous than the Senate. They ",ill represell:
the immediate interests of the people. They will originate
all money uills, which is one of the greatest securities in any
repuulican government. The respectability of their constituents, who are the free citizens of America, will add great
weight to the representatives; for a power derived from the
people is the source of all real honor, and a demonstration
~f confidence which a man of allY feeling would be more
ambitious to possess, than any otlwr honor or any emolument
whatever. There is, therefore, always a danger of sllch a
house becoming too powerful, and it is necessary to counteract its influence by giving great weight and authority to the
other. I am warranted ~y well-known f~lCts in my opinion
that the representatives of the people at large will have more
weight than we should be induced to believe from a slight
consideration.
The British government furnishes a very remarkable instance to my present purpose. In that country, sir, is a
king, who is hereditary - a man, who is 1I0t chosen for his
abilities, but who, though he may be without principlf's or
abilities, is by birth their sovereign, and may impart the vices
of his character to the government. His influence alld
power are so great, that the people would bear a great deal
before they would attempt to resist his authority. He i~
one complete branch of the legislature - may make as mony
peers as he pleases, who are immediately memuers of another
branch; he has the disposal of almost all offices in the kingdom, comlllands the army and navy, is head of the church,
and has the means of corrupting a large proportion of the
representativps of the people, who form the third branch of
the legislature.
The House of Peers, which forms thB
second-branch, is composed of members who are hereditary,
and, except as to money bills, (whieh they are not allowed
either to originate or alter,) hatn equal authority with the
other house. The members of the House of Commons, who
are considered to represent the people, are elected for sen'n
years, and they are ehosen by a small proportion of the people, and, I believe J may say, a large majority of them by
actual corruption. Under these circumstances, one would
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suppose their influence, compared to that of the king and the
Jords, was "oery inconsiderable. But the fact is, that they have,
hy degtees, increased their powf'r to an astonishing degree,
and, "' hen they think proper to exert it, can command
almost any thing they please. This great power they enjoy,
by having the name of representatives of the people, and the
exclusive right of originating money bills. What authority,
then, wiIJ our representatives not possess, who will really
represent the people, and equally have the right of originating money bills?
The manner in which our Senate is to be chosen gives us an
additional security. Our senators will not be chosen by a
king, nor tainted by his influence. They are to be chosen
by different legislatures in the Union. Each is to choose
two. It is to be supposed that, in the exercise of this power,
the utmost prudence and circumspection will be observed.
We may presume that they will select two of the most
respectable men in the state, two men who had given the
strongest proofs of attachment to the interests of their country.
The !';enators are not to hold estates for life in the legislature, nor to transmit them to their children. Their families,
friends, and estates, will be pledges for their fidelity to their
country. Holding no office under the United States, they
will he under no temptation of that kind to forget the
interest of their constituents. There is every probability
that men elected in this manner will, in general, do their
Iluty faithfully. It may be expected, therefore, that they
will cooperate in every laudable act, but strenuously resist
those of a contrary nature. To do this to eifect, their station mnst have some permanency annexed to it.
As the representatives of the people may probably be more
popular, and it may be sometimes necessary for the Senate
to prevent factious measures taking place, which may be
highly injurious to the real interests of the public, the Senate
should not be at the merry of ever), popular clamor. Men
engaged in arduous affair~ are often obliged to do things
which may, for the present, M disapproved of, for want of
full information of the case, which it is not in every man's
power immediately to obtain. In the mean time, everyone
is eager to judge, and many to condemn; and thus man}
an action is for a time unpopular, the true policy and j'Jstice
of which afterwards very plainly appear. The .. e observa-
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tions apply e\'en to acts of legislation concerning domesti<.
policy: they apply much more forcibly to the case of foreign
negotiations, which will form one part of the husiness of th{
Senate. I hope we shall 1I0t be involved in the labyrinth ..
of foreign politics, But it is necessary for us to watch thp
conduct of European powers, that we may be on our defenee
and ready in case of an attack. All these things will rE-quire a continued attention; and, in order to know whether
they were transacted rightly or not, it must take up. a considerable time.
A ct'rtain permanency in office is, in my opinion, useful
for another reason. Nothing is more unfortunate for a nation than to have its affairs conducted in an irregular manner. Consistency and stability are necessary to render the
laws of any society convenient for the people. If they were
to l>e entirely conducted by men liable to be called away
soon, we might l>e deprived, in a great measure, of their
utility; their measures might be abandoned before they were
fully executed, and others, of a less beneficial tendency, substituted in their stead. The public also would be deprived
of that experience which adds so much weight to the greatest abilities.
The business of a senator will require a great deal of
knowledge, and more extensive information than can be
acquired in a short time. This can be made evident l>y
facts well known. I doubt not the gentlemen of this house,
who have been members of Congress, will acknowledge that
they have known several instances of men who were members of Congress, and were there many months before they
knew how to act, for want of information of the real state
of the Union. The acquisition of full information of this
kind mllst employ a great deal of time; since a general
knowledge of the affairs of all the states, and of the relative
situation of foreign nations, would be indispensable. Re
sponsibility, also, would be lessened by a short duration; for
many useful measures require a good deal of time, and continued operations, and no man should he answerable for the
ill success of a scheme which was tak.en out of his hands by
oilie~.
.
For these reasons, I hope it will appear that six years are
not too long a duration for the Senate, I hope, also, it will
he thought that, so far from being injurious to the liberties
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and iflterest of the public; it will form an additional seeurity
to )()lh, especially when the next clause is taken up, by
which we shaU see that one third of the Senate is to go out
every second year, and two thirds must coneur in the most
important cases; so that, if there be only one honest man
among the two thirds that remain, added to the one third
which has recently come in, this will be sufficient to prevent
the rights of the people being sacrificed to any unjust ambition of that body.
I was in hopes some other gentleman would have explained this paragraph, because it introduces an entire change
in our system; and every change ought to be founded on good
reasons, and those reasons made plain to the people. Had
my abilities been greater, I should have answered the ohjection better. I have, however, done it in the best manner in
my power, and I hope the reasons I have assigned will be
satisfactorv to the committee.
Mr. MAcLAINE. Mr. Chairman, a gentleman yesterday made some objections to the power of the Vice-President, and insisted that he was possessed oflegislative powers;
that, in case of equality of voice in the Senate, he had the
deciding vote, and that of course he, and not the Senate
legislated. I confess I was struck with astonishment at such
an objection, especially as it came from a gentleman of
character. As far as my understanding goes, the Vice-President is to have no acting part in the Senate, but a mere
casting vote. In every other instance, he is merely to preside in the Senate in order to regulate their deliberations.
I think there is no danger to be apprehended from him in
particular, as he is to be chosen in the same manner with
the President, and therefore may be presumed to possess a
great share of the confidence of all the states. He has been
caUed a useless officer. I think him very useful, and J think
the objection very trifling. It shows the uniform opposition gentlemen are determined to make. It is very easy to
cavil at the finest government that ever existed.
Mr. DAVIE. Mr. Chairman, I will state to the committee the reasons upon which this officer was introduced. I
had the honor to observe to the committee, before, the causes
of the particular formation of .the Senate -tpat it was owing,
with other reasons, to the Jealousy of the states, and, partkularly, to the extreme jealousy of the lesser states of the
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power and influence of the largf·r members ot the confederacy. It was in the Senate that the several tJUlitical
interests of the states were to be preserved, and wht>re all
their powers were to be perfectly balanced. The commercial jealousy between the Eastern and Southern States
had a principal share in this business. It might happen, ir
important cases, that the voices would be equally dividt·d
Indecision might be dangerous and inconvenient to the public. It would then be necessary to have some person whQ
should determine the question as impartially as possible.
Had the Vice-President been taken from the representation
of any of the statt's, the vote of that state would have been
under local influence in the second. It is true he must be
chosen from some state; but, from the nature of his election
and office, he represents no one state in particular, but all
the states. It is impossihle that any officer could be chosen
more impartially. He is, in eonsequence of his election, the
creature of no particular district or state, but the officer and
representative of the Union. He must possess the confidence of the stales in a very great degree, and consequently be the most proper person to decide in cases of this kind.
These, I believe, are the principles upon which the Convention formed this officer.
6th clause of the 3d section read.
Mr. JAMES GALLOWAY wished gentlemen to ofter
their o~jections. That they must have made ohjeetions to
it, and that they ought to mention them here.
MI'. JOHN BLOUNT said, that the sole power of impeachment had been objected to yesterday, and that it was
urgt'd, officers were to be carried from the farthest parts of
the states to the seat of government. He wished to know if
gentlemen were satisfied.
Mr. MACLAINE. Mr. Chairman, I have no inclination
to get up a second time, hut some gentlemen think this subject ought to be taken notice of. I recollect it was mentioned by one gentleman, that petty officers might be impeached. It appears to me, sir, to be the most horrid
ignorance to suppose that every officer, however trifling his
office, is to he impeached for every petty offence; and that
every man, wllo should be i~jured hy such petty officers,
could get no redress but hy this mode of impeachmt'nt, at
the seat of government, at the distance of several hundred
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miles, whither he would he obliged to summon a great number of witnesses. J hope every gentleman in this committee must see plainly that impeachments cannot exteud to
inferior officers of the United States. Such a construction
cannot be supported without a departure from the usual and
well-known practice both in England and America. But
this clause empowers the House of Reprp.sentatives, which is
the grand inquest of the Union at large, to bring great
offenders to justice. It will be a kind of state trial for high
crimes and misdemeanors. I remember it was oL~ected
yesterday, that the House of Repre~entatives had the sole
power of impeachment. The word" sole" was supposed
to be so extensive as to include impeachable offences against
particular states. Now, for my part, I can see no impropriety in the expression. The word relates to the ge:lera]
objects of the Union. It can only refer to offences against
the United States; nor can it be tortured so as to have any
other meaning, without a perversion of the usual meaning
of language. The House of Representatives is to have the
sole power of impeachment, and the Senate the sole power
of trying. And here is a valuable provision, not to be found
in other governments.
In England, the Lords, who try impeachments, declare
solemnly, upon honor, whether the persons impeached be
guilty or not. But here the senators are on oath. This is
a very happy security. It is furthpr provided, that, when
the President is tried, (for he is also liable to be impeached,)
the chief justice shall preside in the Senate; because it
might be supposed that the Vice-President might be COIlnected, together with the President, in the same crime, and
would therefore be an improper person to judge him. It
would be improper for another reason. On the removal of
the President from office, it devoh'f$ on the Vice-President.
This being the case, if the Vice-President should be judge,
might he not look at the office of President, and endeavor to
influence the Senate against him? This is a most excellent
caution. It has been objected by some, that the President
is in no danger from a trial by the Senate, because he does
nothing without its concurrence. It is true, he is expressly
restricted not to make treaties without the. concurrence of
two thirds of the senators present, nor appoint offieers without the concurrence of the Senate, (not requiring two "hirds.)
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The concurrence of all the senators, however, is not required in either of those cases. They may be all present
when he is impeached, and other senators in the mean time
introduced The chief justice, we ought to presume, would
not COllntenanee a collusion. One dissenting person might
divulge their misbehavior. Besides, he is impeachable for
his own misdemeanors, and as to their coneurrence with him,
it might be effected by misrepresentations of his own, in
which case they would be innoeent, though he be guilty. I
think, therefore, the Senate a very proper body to try him.
Notwithstanding the mode pointed out for impeaching and
trying, there is not a single officer but may be tried and
indicted at common law; for it is provided, that a judgment,
in cases of impeachment, shall not extend farther than to
removal from office, and disqualification to hold and enjoy
any office of honor, trust, or profit, under the United States;
but the party convicted shall, nevertheless, be liable and
subject to indictment, trial, judgment, and punishment, according to law. Thus you find that no offender can escape
the danger of punishment. Officers, however, cannot be
oppressed by an unjust decision of a bare majority; for it
further provides, that no person shall be convicted without
the concurrenee of two thirds of the members present; so
that those gentlemen who formed this government have been
particularly careful to distribute every part of it as equally
as possible. As the government is solely instituted for the
United States, so the power of impeachment only extends
to officers of the United States. The gentleman who is so
much afraid of impeachment by the federal legislature, is
totally mistaken in his principles.
Mr. J. TAYLOR. Mr. Chairman, my apprehension is,
that this clause is connected with the other, which gives the
sole power of impeachment, and is very dangerous. When
I was offering an objection to this part, I observed that it
was supposed by some, that no impeachments could be preferred hilt by the House of Representatives. I concluded
that perhaps the collectors of the United States, or gatherers
of taxes, might impose on individuals in this country, and
that these individuals might think it too great a distance to
go to the se'tt of federal government to get redress, and would
therefore he injured with impunity. I observed that there
were some gentlemen, whose ahilities are great, who con-
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strue Jt m a different manner. They ought to be kind
enough 10 carry their construction not to the mere letter, but
to the meaning. I observe that, when these great men are
met in Congress, in consequence of this power, they will
have the power of appointing all the officers of the United
States. My exp~rience in life shows me that the friends of
the members of the legislature will get the offices. These
Renators and members of the House of Representatives will
appoint their friends to all offices. These officers will be
great men, and they will have numerous deputies under
them. The receiver-general of the taxes of North Carolina
must be one of the greatest men in the country. Will he
come to me for his taxes? No. He will send his deputy,
who will have special instructions to oppress me. How am
I to be redressed? I shall be told that I must go to Congress, to get him impeached. This being the case, whom
am, I to impeach? 'A friend of the representatives of North
Carolina. For, unhappily for us, these men will have too
much weight for us; they will have friends in the government who will be inclined against us, and thus we may be
oppressed with impunity.
I was sorry yesterday to hear personal observations drop
from a gentleman in this house. If we are not of equal
ability with the gentleman, he ought to possess charity towards us, and not lavish such seVl1re reflections upon us in
such a declamatory manner.
These are considerations I offer to the house. These oppressions may be committed by thpse officers. I can see no
mode of redress. If there be any, let it be pointpd out.
As to personal aspersions, with respect to me, I despise them.
Let him convince me by reasoning, but not fall on detraction
or declamation.
Mr. MACLAINE. Mr. Chairman, jf I made use of any
asperity to that gentleman yesterday, I confess I am sorry for
it. It was because such an observation came from a gentleman of his profession. Had it come from any other gentleman in this Convention, who is not of his profession, ]
should not be surprised. But I was surprised that it should
come from a gentleman of the law, who must know the contrary perft'ctly well. If his memory had failed him, he might
have known by consulting his library. His books would
have told him that no petty officer was ever impeachabl~
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When such trivial, ill-founded objections were advanced, by
persons who ought to know better, was it not sufficient to irritate those who were determined to decide the question by
a regular aud candid discussion?
Whether or Dot there will be a receiver-general in North
Carolina, if we adopt the Constitution, I cannot take upon
myself to say. I ('an not say how Congress will collect their
money. It will depend upon laws hereafter to be made.
These laws will extend to other states as well as to us.
Should there be a receiver-general in North Carolina, he
certainly will not be authorized to oppress the people. His
deputies can have no power that he could not have himself.
As aU collectors and other officers will be bound to act according to law, and will, in all probability, be obliged to give
security for their conduct, we may expect they will not dare
to oppress. The gentleman has thought proper to lay it
down as a principle, that these receivers-general will give
special orders to their deputies to oppress the people. The
President is the superior officer, who is to see the laws put
in execlltion. He is amenable for any maladministration in
his offi('e. Were it possible to suppose that the President
should give wrong instructions to his deputies, whereby the
citizens would he distressed, they would have redress in the
ordinary courts of common law. But, says he, parties injured must go to the seat of government of the United States,
and get redress there. I do not think it will be necessary
to go to the seat of the general government for that purpose.
No persons will be obliged to attend there, but on extraordinary occasions; for Congress will form regulations so as to
render it unnecessary for the inhabitants to go thither, but
on such occasion!!.
My reasons for this conclusion are these: 1 look upon it
as the interest of all the people of America, except those in
the vicinity of the seat of government, to make laws as easy
as possible for the people, with respect to local attendance.
They will not agree to drag their citizens unnecessarily six
01' seven hundred miles from their homes.
This would be
equally inconvenient to all except those in the vicinity of
the seat of government, and therefore will be prevented
But, says the gentleman from Granville, what redress have
we when we go to that place? These great officers will be
the friends of the representatives of North Carolina. It is
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They have the power

to appoint officers for each state from what place they please.

It is probable they will appoint them out of the state in
which they are to act. I will, however, admit, for the sake
of argument, that those federal officers who will be guilty
of misdemeanors in this state will be near relations of the
representatives and senators of North Carolina. What then?
Are they to be tried by them only? Will they be the near
friends of the senators and representatives of the other states?
If not, his objection goes for llothing. I do not understand
what he says about detraction and declamation. My character is well known. I am no declaimer; but when I see a
gentleman, ever so respectable, betraying his trust to the
public, I will publish it loudly; and I say this is not detraction or declamation.
Gov. JOHNSTON. Mr. Chairman, impeachment is very
different in its nature from what the learned gentleman from
Granville supposes it to be. If an officer commits an offence
ae;ainst an individual, he is amenable to the courts of law.
If he commits crimes against the state, he may be indicted
and punished. Impeachment only extends to high crimes
and misdemeanors in a public office. It is a mode of trial
pointed out for great misdemeanors against the public. But
J think neither that gentleman nor any other person need
be afraid that officers who commit oppressions will pass with
impunity. It is not to· be apprehended .that such officers
will be tried by their cousins and friends. Such cannot be
on the jury at the trial of the cause; it being a principle of
law that no person interested in a cause, or who is a relation of the party, can be a juror in it. This is the light in
which it strikes me. Therefore the objection of the gentleman from Granville must necessarily fall to the ground on
that principle.
Mr. MACLAINE. Mr. Chairman, I must obviate some
objections which have been made. It was said, by way of
argument, that they could impeach and remove any officer,
whether of the Uuited States or any particular state. This
was suggested by the gentleman from New Hanover. Nothing appears to me more unnatural than such a construction.
The Constitution says, in one place, that the House of Representatives shall have the sole power of impeachment. In
the clauses under debate, it provides that the Senate shal.
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have the sole power to try all impeachments, and then subjoins, that judgment, in cases of impeachment, shall not
extend furthf'r than to removal from office, and disqlla1ifi
cation to hold and enjoy any office of honor, trust, or profit,
under the United States. And in the 4th section of the 2d
article, it says that the President, Vice-President, and an
civil officers of the United States, shall be removed from office on impeachment for, and conviction of, treason, bribery,
or other high crimes and misdemeanors.
Now, sir, what can be more clear and obvious than this?
The several clauses relate to the same subject, and ought to
be considered together. If considered separately and IIneonnectedly, the meaning is still clear. They rebte to the
government of the Union altogether. Judgment on impeachment only extends to removal from office, and future
disqualification to hold offices under the United States. Can
those be removed from offices, and disqualified to hold offices
under the United States, who actually held no office under
the United States? The 4th section of the 2d article provides expressly for the removal of the President, Vice-President, and all civil officers of the United States, on impeachment and conviction. Does not this clearly prove that none
but officers of the United States are impeachable? Had
any other been impeachable, why was not provision made
for the case of their conviction? Why not point out the
punishment in one case as well as in others? I beg leave
to observe, that this is a Constitution which is not made
with any reference to the government of any partirolar state,
or to officers of particular states, but to the government of
the United States at large.
We must suppose that every officer here spokeD of must
be an officer of the United States. The words discover
the meaning a~ plainly as possible. The sentence which
provides that "judgment, in cases of impeadunent, shall
not extend further than to removal from office," is joined by
a conjunction copulative to the other sentence,-" and disqualification to hold and enjoy any offiee of honor, trust, or
profit, under the United States," - which incontrovertibly
proves that officers of the United States only are referred to.
No other grammatical construction (:an be put upon it.
But there is no necessity to refer to grammatical constructions, since the who\p. plainly refers to the government ot
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the United Stales at large. The general government cannot intermeddle wah the internal aiT"irs of the state governments. They are in no danger from it. It has been urged
that it has a tendency to a consolidation. On the contrary, it
appears that the state legislatures must exist in full force,
otherwise the general government cannot exist itself. A
consolidated government would never secure the happiness
of the people of this country. It would be the interest of
the people of the United States to keep the general and individual ~overnments as separate and distinct as possible.
Mr. BLOODWORTH. Mr. Chairman, I confess I am
obliged to the honorable gentleman for his construction.
Were he to go to Congress, he might put that construction
on the Constitution. But no one can say what construction
Congress will put upon it. I do not distrust him, but I
distrust them. I wish to leave no dangerous latitude of
construction.
The 1st clause of the 4th section read.
Mr. SPENCER. Mr. Chairman, it appears to me that
this clause, giving this control over the time, place, and
manner, of holding elections, to Congress, does away the
right of the people to choose the representatives e\'ery second year, and impairs the right of the state legislatures to
choose the senators. I wish this matter to be explained.
Gov. JOHNSTON. Mr. Chairman, I ('oufess that I am
a very great admirer of the new Constitution, but I cann.ot
comprehend the reason of this part. Tht' reason urged IS,
that every government ought to have the power of continuing itsc'lf, and that, if the general government had not this
power, the state legislatures might neglect to re~ulate elections, wherehy the government might be disconunued. As
long as tbe state legislaturf"s have it in their power not to
choose the seDators, this pOWf"f in Congress appears to me
Hltogether useless, because they can put an end to the general government by refllSing to choose senators. But I do
not consider thi. stICh a blemish in the Constitution as that
it ought, for that reason, to be rejected. I obsene that evI!ry state which has adopted the Constitution, and recommended amendments, has given directions to remove this
o~ection; and I hope, jf this state adopts it, she will do
the same.
Mr. SPENCER. Mr. Chairman, it is with great relnc-
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tance that I rise upon this important occasion. I have considered with some attention the subject before ns. I have
paid attention to the Constitution itself, and to the writing!'
on both sides. I considered it on one side as well as on the
other, in order to kllow whether it would be best to adup.
it or not. J would not wish to insinuate all)' reflections on
those gentlemen who formed it. I look upon it as a great
performance. It has a great deal of nlt'rit in it, and it is.
perhaps, as much as any set of men could have done. Even
if it be true, what gentlemen han> observed, that the gentlemen who were delegates to the Federal Convention were
not instructed to form a new constitution, but to amend the
Confederation, this will be imm:ltt'ri31, if it be proper to
be adopted. It will be of eqml benefit to us, if proper to
be adopted in the whole, or in such parts as will be necessary, whether they were expressly delegated for that purpose
or not. This appears to me to be a reprehensible clause;
because it seems to strike at the state legislatures, and seems
to take away that power of elecitons which reason dictatt~S
they ought to have among themselves. It apparently looks
forward to a consolidation of the government of the United
States, when the state legislatures may entirely decay

away.
This is one of the grounds which have induced me to
make o~jectiolls to the new form of government. It appears to me that the state governments are not sufficiently
secured, and that they may be swallowed up by the great
mass of powers given to Congress. If that be the case,
such power should not be given; for, from aU the notions
which we have concerning our happiness and well-being,
the state governmpnts are the basis of our happiness, security, and prosperity. A large extt-nt of country ought to be
divided into such a number of states.as that the people may
conveniently carryon their own government. This will
render the' government perft'ctly agreeable to the genius
and wishes of the people. If the United States Were to
consist of ten times as many states, they might all have a
degree of harmony. Nothing would be wanting but somp
cement for their connection. On the contrary, if all the
United States were to be swallowed up by the great mas~
of po'wers given to Congress, the parts that are more dis~ant in this great empire would be governed with less and
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less (~nergy. It would not suit the genius of the people to
hssist in the government. Nothing would support government, in such a case as that, but military coercion. Armies
would be necessary in different parts of the United States.
The expense which they would cost, and the burdens which
they would ff~nder necessary to be laid upon the people,
would be ruinous. I know of no way that is likely to produce the happiness of the people, but to preserve, as far as
possible, the existence of the several states, so that they
shall not be swallowed up.
I t has been said that the existence of the state governments is ess£'ntial to that of the general government, because
they choose the senators. By this clause, it is evident that
it is in the power of Congress to make any alterations, except as to the place of choosing senators. They may alter
the time from six to twenty years, or to any time; for they
have an unlimited control ov£'r the time of elections. They
have also an absolute {'ontrol over the election of the representatives. It deprh'es the people of the very mode of
choosing them. It seems nearly to throw the whole power
of election into the hands of Congress. It strikes at the
mode, time, and place, of choosing representatives. It puts
all but the place of eleeting senators into the hands of Congress. This supersedes the necessity of continuing the state
legislatur{"s. This is such an article as I can give no sanction to, because it strikes at the foundation of the governments on which depends the happiness of the states and the
general government. It is with reluctance I make the objection. I have the highest veneration for the characters of
the framers of this Constitution. I mean to make o~jeetions
only which are necessary to be made. I would not take up
time unnecessarily. As to this matter, it strikes at the foundation of every thing.. I may say more when we come to
that part which points out the mode of doing without the
agf'ncy of the state legislatures.
Mr. IREDELL. Mr. Chairman, I am glad to Sf'e SI}
much candor and moderation. The liheral sentiments expressf'd by the honorable gentleman who spoke last command my resppct. No time can be better employed than in
endeavoring to remove, by fair and just reasoning, every objection which can be made to this Constitution. I appreIWlld that the honorable gentleman is mistaken as to the
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extent of the operation of this clause. He supposes that the
control of the general government over elections looks forward to a consolidation of the states, and that the general
word time may extend to twenty, or any number of years.
In my humble opinion, this clause does by no means warram
such a construction. We ought to compare other parts wid.
it. Does not the Constitution say that representatives shall
be chosen every second year? The right ofchoosing them,
therefore, reverts to the people every second year. No instrument of writing ought to be construed absurdly, when a
rational construction can be put upon it. If Congress can
prolong the election to any time they please, why is it said
that representatives shall be chost>n every second year r
They must be chosen evP.rY second year; but whether in the
month of March, or January, or any other month, may b~
ascertained, at a future time, by regulations of Congress.
The word time refers only to the particular month and day
within the two years. I heartily agree with the gentleman.
that, if any thing in this Constitution tended to the annihilation of the state government, instead of exciting the admiration of any man, it ought to excite the resentment and
execration. No such wicked intention ought to be suffered.
But the gentlemen who formed the Constitution had no such
ol~ect; nor do I think there is the least ground for that
jealousy. The very existence of the general government
depends on that of the state governments. The state legislatures are to choose the senators. Without a Senate tht>re
can be no Con~ress. The state legislatures are also to direct
the manner of choosing the President. Unless, therefore,
there are state legislatures to direet that manner, no President can be chosen. The same observation may be made
as to the House of Representatives, since, as they are to be
chosen hy the electors of the most numerous branch of eaeh
state legislature, if there are no state legislatures, there are
no persons to choose the House of Representatives. Thus
it is evidpnt that the very existence of the general government depends on that of the state legislatures, and of course,
that their continuance cannot be endangered by it.
An occasion may arise when the exercise of this ultimate
power in Congress may be necessary; as, for instance, if a
state should be invoh'ed in war, and its le:!islature could nul
assemble, (as was the case of South Carolina, and occasion
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all)" of ~ome other statei, during the late war;) it might also
be uselul (or this reason -lest a few powerful states should
combine, and make regulations concerning elections which
might deprive many of the electors of a fair exercise of their
rights, and thus injure the community, and occasion great
dissatisfaction. And it seems natural and proper that every
government should ha~'e in itself the means of its own prf'servation. A few of the great states might combine to preH'nt any election of reprf'sentatives at all, and thus a majority might be wanting to do business; but it would not be so
easy to destroy the government by the non-election of senators, because one third only are to go out at a time, and all
the states will he equally represented in the Senate. It is
not probable this power would be abused; for, if it should
be, the state legislatures would immf'diately resent it, and
their authority over the people will always he extremely
gre;!t. These reasons induce me to think that the power is
ooth necessary and useful. But I am sensible great jealousy
has been entertained concerning it; and as perhaps the
danger of a combination, in the manner J have mentioned,
to destroy or distress the general government, is not very
probable, it lIlay be better to incur the risk, than occasion
any discontent by suffering the clause to continue as it now
stands. I should, therefore, not object to the recommendation of an amendment similar to th"at of other states - that
this power in Congress should only he exercised whf'n a
state legislature neglected or was disabled from making the
regulations required.
Mr. SPENCER. Mr. Chairman, I did not mean to insinuate that designs were made, by the honorable gentlemen
who composed the Federal Constitution, against our liberties. I only meant to say that the words in this place
were exceeding vague. It may admit of the gentleman's
construction; but it may admit of a contrary construction.
In a matter of so great moment, words ought not to be so
vague and indeterminate. I have said that the states are
the bilsis on which the govPTnment of the United States
ought to rest, and which must render us secure. No man
wishes more for a federal gm'ernmellt than I do. I think
it necpssary for our happiness; but at the same time, when
we form a government which must entail happiness or
misery on posterity, nothing is of more consequence than
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settling it so as to exclude animosity and a contest betwecu
the general and individual governments. With respect tl
the mode here mentionpd, they are words of very great ex
tent.
This clause provides that a Congress may at an)
time alter such regulations, except as to the places of choosing
senators. These words are so vague and ullcertain, that it
must ultimately destroy the whole lillPrty of the United
States. It strikes at the verv existence of the states, and
supersedes the necessity of having them at all. I would
therefore wish to have it amended in such a manner as that
the Congress should not interfere but when the states refused or neglected to regulate elections.
Mr. BLOODWORTH. Mr. Chairman, I trust that
such learned arguments as are offered to reconcile our' minds
to such dangerous powers will [Jot have the intended weight.
The House of Representatives is the only democratical
branch. This clause may destroy representation entirely.
Whdt does it say? "The times, places, and manner, of holding elections for senators and reprt->sentatives, shall be prescribed in each state by the legislature thereof; but the
Congress may at any time, by law, make or alter such
regulations, except as to the places of choosing senators."
Now, sir, does not this clause give an unlimited and unbounded power to Congress over the times, places, and
manner, of choosing representatives? They may make the
time of election so long, the place so inconvenient, and the
manner so oppressive, that it will entirely destroy representation. I hope gentlem!"'n will exercise their own understanding on this occasion, and not let their judgment be led
away by these shining characters, for whom, however, I
have the highest respect. This Constitution, if adopted in
its present mode, must end in the subversion of our liberties.
Suppose it takes place in North Carolina; can farmers
elect them? No, sir. The elections may be in such a
manner that men may be appointed who are not representati\<"es of the people. This may exist, and it ought to
be guarded against. As to the 'place, suppose Congress
should order the elections to be held in the most inconvenient place in tht> most inconvenient district; could every
person entitled to vote attend at sllch a place? Suppose
they should ord!"'r it to he laid off into so many districts, and
order the election to be held within each district, Jet may
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not their power over the manner of election enable them to
exclude from voting every description of men they please?
The democratic branch is so much endangered, that no
arguments can be made use of to satisfy my mind to it.
The honorable gentleman has amused us WIth learned dis·CUSSiOIlS, and told liS he will condescend to propose amendments. I hope the representatives of North Carolina will
never swallow the Constitution till it is amt>nded.
Mr. GOUDY. Mr. Chairman, the im-asion of these
states is urged as a reason for this clause. But why did
they not mention that it should be only in casf'S of invasion? But that was not the reason, in my humble opinion.
I fear it was a combination against our liberties. I ask,
when we give them the purse in one hand, and the sword
jn another, what power have we left? It will lead to an
aristocratical government, and establish tyranny over liS.
We. are freemen, and we ought to have the privileges of
such.
Gov. JOHNSTON. Mr. Chairman, I do not impute
any impure intentions to the gentlemen who formed this
Constitution. I think it unwarrantable in anyone to do it.
I believe that were there twenty conventions appointed, and
as many constitutions formed, we never could get men
more able and disinterested than those who formed this;
nor a cOllstitution less exceptionable than that which is now
before you. I am not apprehensive that this anicle will be
attellded with all the fatal consequences which the gentleman conceives. I conceive that Congress can haye no other
power than the states had.
The statt's, with regard to
elections, must be governed bv the articles of the Constitutiljlll; so must Cong-ress. B"ut I believe the power, as it
now stands, is unnecessary. I should be perfectly satisfied
with it in the mode recommended by the worthy member
on my right hand.
Although I should be extremely cau
tious to adopt any constitution that would endanger the
rights and privileges of t~e people, I have no fear in adopting this Constitution, and then proposing amendments. I
feel as much attachment to the rights and privilpges of my
country as all)' man in it; and jf I thought any thing in
this Constitution tended to abridge these rights, I would
not agree to it. J cannot conceive that this is the case. I
have uot the least doubt but it will be adopted by a very ~reat
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majority of the states. For states who have been as jealous
of their liberties as any in the world have adopted it, and
they arc some of the most powerful states. We shall have
the assent of all the states in getting amendments. Some
gentlemen have apprehensions that Con~ress will immediately conspire to destroy the liberties of their country. The
men of whom COIwress will consist are to be chosen frorr..
among ourselves. They will be in the same situation with
liS.
They are to be bone of our hone and flesh of our flesh.
They cannot il~ure us without injuring themselves. I have
no doubt but we shall choose the best men in the community. Should different men be appointed, they arE
sufficiently responsible. I therefore think that no danger is
to be apprehended.
Mr. M'DOW ALL. Mr. Chairman, I have the highest
esteem for the gentleman who spoke last. He has amused
us with the fine characters of those who formed that government. Some were good, but some were very imperious,
aristocratical, despotic, and monarchical. If pans of it are
extremely good, other parts are very bad.
The freedom of election is one of the greatest securities
we have for our liberty and privileges. It was supposed by
the member from Edenton, that the control over elections
was only given to Congress to be used in case of invasion.
I differ from him. That could not have been their intelltion,
otherwise they could have expressed it. But, sir, it points
forward to the time when there will be no statt' legislatures
- to the consolidation of all the states. The states will be
kept up as boards of elections. I think the same mell could
make a better constitution; for good government is not the
work of a short time. They only had their own wisdom.
Were they to go now, they would ha\'e the wisdom of the
United States. Every gentleman who must ff'fiect on this
mllst see it. The adoption of several other states is urgf'd.
1 hope every gentlem'lll stands for himself, will act according to his own judgment, and will pay no respect to the
adoption by the other states. It may embarrass liS in somE
political difficulties, but let us attend to the interest of our
Lonstitnents.
Mr. IREDELL answered, that he stated the case of
invasion as only one reason ont of many for giving the ultimlte control over elections to Congress.
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Mr. D:\ VIE. Mr. Chairman, a consolidation of the
states is !laid by some ~entlemen to haH: been intended.
They insi"lUatc that this was the cause of their giving this
power of elections. If there were any seeds in this Constitution which might, one day, produce a conso\idCltion,
it would, sir, with me, be an insuper<!hle of~e('tioll, I am
so perfectly convillced that so extensive a country as this
can never be managed by one cOllsolida1t'd gOH'rn[nf~nt.
The Federal Convention were as \V1.:'1I convinced as the
members of this house, that the state governmellts were absolutely necessary to thp existence of the federal gOH'rnmt'llt.
They considered them as thp gwat massy pillars on whieh
this political fabric was to be extt'ndt'd and supportt'd: and
were fully persuclded that, when they Wert' fe[IIO\"ed, or
should moulder down by time, tht' general gOH'fliIIlPnt must
tumble into ruin. A very little reflection will show that no
department of it caQ exist without the state governments.
Let us bp!Sin with the House of Representatives. \Vho
are to vote for tht' federal reprcsPlltativf's f Those who vote
for the state repre~entativps. If the state go~'ernment vanishes, the general government must vanish also. This is
the foundation on which this government was raispd, and
without which it cannot possiblj exist.
The next department is the Senate. How is it fornlf'd f
By thp- states themselves. Do thpy not choose them? Are
they not created by them? And will thpy not haVf~ the interest of the states particularly at heart? The states, sir,
can put a final period to thp government, as was observed by a
gentleman who thought thj~, power over e\pctions unnecessary. If the state legislatures think proper, they mily refuse
to choose senators, and the govt'rnment mu~t be destroyed.
Is not this government a nerveless mass, a dead can'asp,
without the executive power? Let your representatives be
the most vicious demons that ever existt'd; let them plot
against the liberties of America; let them conspire against
its happiness, - all their machinations will not avail if not
put jn execution. By whom arp- their laws and projects to
be executf'd? By the President. How is hp created? By
electors appointed by the people under the dirt'ction of the
legislatures - by a union of the interest of the people and
the state governments. The state governments can put a
veto, at any time, on the general govprnment, by ceasing tc
continue the executi\'e power. Admitting the representa-
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lIves or senators could make corrupt laws, they can neithct
execute them themselves, nor appoint the executive. No~,
sir, I think it must be clear to every candid mind, that no
part of this government can be continued after the statt' governments lose their existence, or even their present forms.
It may also be easily proved that all federal govprnmellts
possess an inherent weakness, which continually tt'nds to
their destruction. It is to be lamented that all governments
of a federdl nature have been short-lived.
Such was the fate of the Achreall league, the Amphictyollic council, and other ancient confederacies; and this opiniOIl is confirmed by the uniform testimony of all history.
There are instances in Europp of confederacies subsisting a
considerable time; but their duration must be attributed to
circumstances exterior to their government. The Germanic
confederacy would not exist a moment, were it not for fear
of the surrounding powers, and the interest of the emperor.
The history of this confederacy is but a series of factions,
dissensions, bloodshed, and civil war. The cOllfederacies of
the Swiss, and United Netherlands, would long ago have
been destroyed, from their imbecility, had it not hepn tl)r the
fear, and even the policy, of the bordering nations. It is
impossible to construct such a government in such a manner
as to give it any probable longe\,oity. But, sir, there is an
excellent principlp in this proposed plan of federal government, which none of these confederacies had, and to the
want of which, in a great measure, their imperfections may
be justly attrihuted - I mean the principle of representation.
I hope that, by the agency of this principle, if it he not immortal, it will at least be long-lived. I thought it necessary
to say this much to detect the futility of that unwarrantable
suggestion, that we are to be swallowed up by a great consolidated governmpnt. Every part of this federal government is dppendrnt on the constitution of the state legislatures for its existence. The whole, sir, can never swallow
up its parts. The gentleman from Edenton (Mr. Iredell)
has pointed out the reasons of giving this control over elections to Congress, the principal of which was, to prevent a
dissolution of the government by designing states. If all the
states were equally possessed of absolute power over their
elections, without any control of Congress, danger might be
justly apprehended where one state possess{'s as much terri-
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tory as four or five others; and some of them, being thinly
pec-pled now, will daily become more numerous and formidable. Without this control ill Congress, those large states
might successfully combine to destroy the general govern-.
ment. It was therefore necessary to control any combination of this kind.
Another principal reason was, that it would operate, in
favor of the people, against the ambitious designs of the federal Senate. I will illustrate this by matter of fact. The
history of the little state of Rhode Island is well known. An
abandoned faction have seized on the reins of gorernrnt'nt,
and frequently refused to have any representation in Congress. If Congress had the power of making the law of
eJections operate throughout the United States, no state
could withdraw itself from the national councils, without the
consent of a majority of the membprs of Congress. Had this
been the case, that trifling state would not have withheld its
representation. What once happened may happen again;
and it was necessary to give Congress this power, to keep the
government in full operation. This being a federal government, and involving the interests of several states, and some
acts requiring the assent of more than a majority, they ought
to be able to keep their representation full. It would have
been a solecism, to have a government without any means of
self-preservation. The Confederation is the only instance
of a government without such means, and is a nerveless system, as inadequate to every purpose of government as it is to
the security of the liberties of the people of Ameri{'a. When
the conncils of America have this power over elections, thpy
can, in spite of any fClction in any particular state, give the
people a representation. Uniformity in matters of election
is also of the greatest conspquence. They ought all to be
judgpd by the same law and the same principlps, and not to
be different in one state from what they are in another. At
present, the manner of electing is diffe;ent in different states.
Some elect hy ballot, and others viva 'l.lOce. It will be more
convenient to have the manner uniform in all the states. J
shall now answer some observations made by the gentleman
from Mecklenburg. He has stated that this pOwer over
elections gave to Congress power to lengthen the time f01'
which they were elpcted. Let us read this clause coolly,
all prejudice aside. and determine whether this construetion
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The clause runs thus: "The times
places, and manner, of holding elections for senators and
representatives, shall be prescribed in each state by the legis.
lature thereof; but the Congress may at any time, by law,
make or alter such regulations, except as to the place ot
choosing senators." I take it as a fundamental principle,
which is beyond the reach of the general or individual
governments to alter, that the representatives shall be chosen
every second year, and that the tenure of their office shall
he for two years; that senators be chosen every sixth year,
and that the tenure of their office be for six years. I take it
also as a principle, that the ejectors of the most numerous
branch of the state legislatures are to elect the federal
representatives. Congress has ultimately no power over
elections, but what is primarily given to the state legislatures. If Congress had tht~ power of prolonging the time,
&c., as gentlemen ohserve, the same powers must be completely vested in the state legislatnres. I call upon every
gentleman candidly to declarf', whf'ther the state legislatures
have the power of altering the time of elections for representatives from two to four years, or senators from six to
twelve; and whf'ther they h~ve the power to require any
other qualifications than those of the most numerous branch
of the state legislatures; and also whether they have any
other power over the mannt'r of elections, any more than the
mere mode of the act of choosing; or whether they shall be
held by sheriffs, as contradistinguished from any other officer;
or whether they shall be by votes, as contradistinguished from
ballots, or any other way. If gentlemen will pay attention,
they will find that, in the latter part of this clause, Congress
has no power hut what was given to the states in the first part
of the same clausf'. They may alter the manner of holding the
election, but cannot altf'r the tenure of their office. They cannot alter the n<lture of the elections; for it is establish"f'd, as
fund(tmental princi pies, that the electors of the most numerous
branch of the state legislature shall elect the federal representatives, and that the tenure of their office shall be for two
years; and likewise, that the senators shall be elf'cted by
the legislatures, and that the tenure of their office shall be
for six years. Whf'n gentlemen view the clause accurately,
and see that Congress -have only the same power which was
in the state legislature, they will not be alarmed. The
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learned d,)(.tor on my right (Mr. Spencer) has also said that
Congress might lengthen the time of elections. I am willing to appeal to grammatical construction and punctuation.
Let me read ~his, as it stands on paper. [Here he read the
clause different ways, expressing the same sense.] Here,
in the first part of the clause, this power over elections is
given to the states, and in the latter part the same power is
given to Congress, and extending only to the time of holding, the place of holding, and thc manner of holding, the
elections. Is this not the plain, literal, and grammatical
construction of the clause? Is it possible to put any other
construction on it, without departing from the natural order,
and without deviating from the general meaning of the words,
and every rule of grammatical construction? Twist it, torture it, as you may, sir, it is impossible to fix a different sense
upon it. The worthy gentleman from New Hanover, (whose
ardoc for the liberty of his eountry I wish neyer to be damped,)
has insinuated that high characters might influence thp members on this occasion. J declare, for my own part, I wish
ewry man to be guided by his OWIl eon science and understanding, and by nothing plsc. Every man has /lot been
hred a politician, nor studied the science of government;
yet, \vhpn a subject is explained, if the mind is unwarpcd by
pr~judice, and not in the leading-strings of other people,
gp.ntlemPQ will do what is right. Were this the case, I
would risk my salvation on a right decision.
Mr. CALDWELL. Mr. Chairman, those things which
can IJe may be. We know that, in thp British government,
the members of Parliament were eligihle only for three
years. They determined they might be chosen for seven
years. If Congress can alter the time, manner, and place,
I think it will enable them to do what the British Parliament once did. They have declared that the elections
of senators are for six years, and of representatives for two
years. But they have said there was an exception to this
general declaration, viz., that Congress can alter thf·m. If
the Convention only meant that they should alter them in
snrh a manner as to prevent a discontinuation of the government, why have they not said so? It must appear to
every gentleman in this Convention, that they can alter
the elections to what time they please. Alld if the British
Parliament did once give themselves the power of sitting
foUl' years longer than they had a right to do, COllgress,
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having a standing army, and the command d the militia,
may, with the same propriety, make an act to continue the
members for twenty years, or even fur their natural lives.
This construction appears perfectly rational to me. I shall
therefore think that this Convention will never swallow such
a government, without securing us against danger.
Mr. MACLAINE. Mr. Chairman, the reverend gf'ntleman from Guilford has made an objection which astonishes
me more than any thing I have heard. He seems to be
acquainted with the history of England, but he ought to
consider whether his historical references apply to this
country. He tells us of triennial elections being changed
to septennial elections. This is an historical fact we well
know, and the occasion OIl which it happened is equally
well known. They talk as loudly of constitutional rights
and privileges in England as we do here, but they have
no written cOllstitutioll. Thf'y have a common Jaw,- which
has been altered from year to year, for a very long period,
-Magna Charta, and bill of rights. These they look UpOIl
as their constitution. Yet this is such a constitution as it
is universally considered Parliament can change. Blackstone, in his admirable Commentaries, tells us that the
power of the Parliament is transcendent and absolute, and
can do and undo every thing that is not naturally impossible. The act, therefore, to which the reverend gentJp,m:m alludes, was not unconstitutional. Has any man said
that the legislature can deviate from this Constitution?
The legislature is to be guided by the Constitution. They
cannot travel beyond its bounds. The reverend gentleman
says, th:lt, though the representatives are to be elected for
two years, they may pass an act prolonging their appointment for twenty years, or for natural life, without any violation of the Constitution. Is it possible for any ('ommon
understanding or sense to put this construction upon it?
Such an act, sir, would be a palpahle violation of the Constitution: were they to attf'mpt it, sir, the country would
rise against them. After such an unwarrantable suggestion
as this, any objection may be made to this Constitution. It
is necessary to give power to the government. I would
ask that gentleman who is so much afraid it will destroy
our liberties, why he is not as much afraid of Ollr state legis·,
taturt~; for they have much more power than we are now
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proposmg to give this general government. They ha\'e an
unlimited control over the purse and sword; yet no CODlplaints are made. Why is he not as much afraid that our
legislature will call out the militia to destroy our liberties?
Will the militia be called out by the general governnlent to
enslave the people - to enslave their friends, their families,
themselves? The idea of the militia being made use of, as
an instrument to destroy our liberties, is almost too absurd
to merit a refutation. It cannot be supposed that the representati,res of our general government will be worse men
than the members of our state government. Will we be such
fools as to send OlIr greatest rascals to the general government? We must be both fools as well as villains to do so.
Gov. JOHNSTON. Mr. Chairman, I shall offer some
observations on what the gentleman said. A parallel has
been drawn betwpen the British Parliament and Congress.
The powers of Congress are all circumscribed, defhwd, and
clearly laid down. So far they may go, hut no farther. But,
sir, what are the powers of the British Parliament? They
have no written constitution in Britain. They have certain
fundamental principles and legislative acts, securing the
liberty of the people; but these may be altered by their
representatives, without violating their ('onstitution, in such
manner as they may think proper. Their legislature existed
long before the science of government was well understood.
From very early periods, you find their Parliament in full
force. What is their Magna Charta? It is only an act of
Parliament. Their Parliament can, at any time, alter the
whole or any part of it. In short, it is no more binding on
the people than any other act which has passed. The power of the Parliament is, therefore, unbounded. But, sir, can
Congress alter the Constitution? They have no such power.
They are bound to act by the Constitution. They dare lIot
recede from it. At the moment that the time for which
they are elected expires, they may be removed. If they
make bad laws, they will be removed; for they will be no
longer worthy of confidence. The British Parliament can
do every thing they please. Their bill of rights is only an
act of Parliament, which may be, at any time, altered or
modified, without a violation of the constitution. The people of Great Britain have no constitution to control their
legislature. The king, lords, and commons, can do what
they please.
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Mr. CALDWELL observed, that whatever nominal
powers the British Parliament might possess, yet they haa
mfringed the liberty of the people in the most flagrant manner, by giving themselves power to continue four years in
Parliament longer than they had been elected for - that
though they wpre only chosen for three years by their constituents, yet they passed an act that representatives should,
for the future, be chosen for seven years - that this Consti
tution would have a dangerous tendency - that this clause
would enable them to prolong their continuance in office as
long as they pleased - and that, if a constitution was not
agreeable to the people, its operation could lIot be happy.
Gov. JOHNSTON replied, that the act to which allusion
was made by the gentleman was not unconstitutional; but
that, if Congress were to pass an act prolonging the terms
of elections of senators or representatives, it would be clearly
unronstitutional.
Mr. MAC LAINE observed, that the act of Parliament
referred to was passed on urgent neressity, when George I.
ascended the throne, to prevent the Papists from getting
into Parliament; for parties ran so high at that time, that
Papists enough might hal'e got in to destroy the act of settlement which excluded the Roman Catholics from the succession to the thronp.
Mr. SPENCER. The gentleman from Halifax said, that
the reason of this clause was, that some states might be refractory. I profess that, in my opinion, the circulUstanees
of Rhode Island do not appear to apply. I ('annot conceive
the p:trticnlar cause why Rhode Island should not send rf:'presentatives to Congress. If they wen~ united in one government, is it presumed that they would waive the right of
rf'presentation? I have not the least reason to doubt they
would make Use of the privilege. With respeet to the constrllction that the worthy member put upon the clause, were
that construction established, I would he satisfied; but it is
susceptible of a different explanation. They may altN the
mode of election so as to deprive the people of the right of
choosing. I wish to have it expressed in a more explicit
manner.
Mr. DAVIE. Mr. Chairman, the gentleman has certainly
misconceived the matter, when he says" that the circumIltances of Rhode Island do not apply." It is a fact well
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known of whICh, pernaps, he may not be possessed, dlat
the state of Rhode Island has not been regularly represented
for several years, owing to the character and partiLular views
of the prevailing party. By the influenee of this faction,
who are in possession of the state government, the people
have been frequently deprived of the benefit of a representation in the Union, and Congress oftf'n em barrassed by their
absence. The same evil may again result from the same
calise; and Congres.,; ought, therefore, to possess constitutional power to give the people an opportunity of electing
representatives, if the states neglect or refuse to dQ it. The
gentleman from Anson has said, " that this clause is susceptible of an explanation different from the construction I put
upon it." I have a high respect for his opinion, bllt that
alone, on this important occasion, is not satisfactory: we
must have some reasons from him to support and sanction
this opinion. He is. a professional man, and has held an
officf' many years, the nature and duties of which would enable hill! to put a different construction on this claus!", if it is
capable of it.
'This d,lUse, sir, has been the occasion of much groundless
alarm, and has been the favorite theme of declamation out
of doors. I now call upon the gentlemen of the opposition
to show that it contains the mischiefs ,vith whiLh they have
alarmed and agitated the public mind, and I defy them to
support the construction they have put upon it by one single
plausible reason. The gentleman from New Hanover has
said, in o~iectioll to this clause, "that Congress may appoint
the most inconvenient place in the most inconvenient district, and make the manner of election so oppressive as
entirely to destroy representation." If this is considered as
possible, he should also reflect that the state legislatures
may do the sanlP thing. But this can never happen, sir,
until the whole mass of the people become corrupt, when
all parchment sf'curities ,viII he of little service. Does that
gentleman, or any other gentleman who has the smallest
acquaintance with human nature or the spirit of America,
suppo~e that the pf'ople will passively relinquish privilf'ges,
or sLlffi'r the usurpation of powers unwarranted by the Constitution? Does not the right of electing representatives
revert to the peopl!" every second year? There is nothing
iIJ ,this clause 1hat can impede or destroy this reversion; and
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although t.he particular time of year, the particular place ill a
county or a district, or the particular mode in which elections are to be held, as whether by vote or ballot, be left to
Congress to direct, yet this can never deprive the people of
the right or privilege of election. He has also added, " that
the democratical branch was in danger from this clause;"
and, with some other gentlemen, took it for granted that an
aristocracy must arise out of the general government. This,
I take it, from the very nature of the thing, can never happell.
AriRtocracies grow out of the combination of a few powerful
families, where the country or people upon which they are
to operate are immediately under their influence; whereas
the interest and influence of this government are too weak,
and too much diffused, ever to bring about such an event.
The confidence of the people, a(,quired by a wise and
virtuolls conduct, is the only influence the members of the
federal government can ever have. YVhen aristocracies are
formed, they will arise within the individual states. It is
therefore absolutely necessary that Congress should have a
constitutional power to give the people at large a representation in the government, in order to break and control such
dangprons combinations. Let gentlemen show when and
how this aristocracy they talk of is to arise out of this Constitution. Are the first members to perpetuate themselvps?
Is the Constitution to be attacked by such absurd assertions
as these, and charged with defects with which it has no
possible connection?
Mr. BLOODWORTH. Mr. Chairman, the gentleman
has mistaken me. When we examine the gentleman's arguments, they have no weight. He tells us that it is not
probable" that an aristocracy can arise." I did not say that
it would. Various arguments are brought forward in support of this artiele. They are vague and trifling. There is
nothing that can be offered to my mind which will reconcile
me to it while this evil exists - while Congress have this
control over elections. It was easy for them to mention
that this control should only be exerted when the state
would neglect, or l'efuse, or be unable in case of invasion,
to regulate elections. If so, why did they not mention it
expressly?
It apvears to me that some of thf'ir general observations
nnply a contradiction. Do they not tell us that there is no
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oanger of a consolidation? that Congress can exist no longel
than the states - the OIassy pillars on which it is said to be
raisf'd? Do they not also tell us that the state governments
are to secure us against Congress? At anotht>r time, they
tell us that it was unnecessary to spcure our liberty by gh·~ng
them power to pre,,!'nt the state governments from oppresslllg
us. We know that there is a corruption in human nature.
'Vithout circumspection and carefulness, we shall throw
away our liberties. \:Vhy is This gcneral expression used on
this ~reat occasion? \Vhy not use expressions that were
cledr -~lIld unequivocal? If I trust my property with a man
and take security, sh.lll I then harter away my rights?
Mr. SPENCER. Mr. Chairman, this clause may operate
in such a manner as will abridge the liberty of the people.
It is well known that men in powt>r are apt to abuse iI, and
extend it if possible. From the ambiguity of this expressio,n, they may put such construction upon it as may suit
thrill. I would not have it in such a manner as to endanger
the rights of the people. But it has bcen said that this
power is necessary to preserve their existence. There is
not the least douht hut the people will keep them from losing
their existence, if the), shall behave themselves in such a
manner as will merit it.
1\1r. MACLAI:\TE. Mr. Chairman, I thought it very extraordinary that the gentleman who was last on the floor
should say that Congress could do what they please with
respect to elections, and be warranted by this clause. The
gentleman from Halifax (Mr. Davie) has put that construction upon it which reason and common sense wiII put upon
it. Lawyers will often differ on a point of law, but people
will seldom diffi~r abollt so very plain a thing as this. The
clause enables COllgress to alter such regulations as the
statt's shall have mad~ with respect to elf'ctions. What
would hr infer from this? What is it to alter? It is to
alter tht' time, place', and manner, established by the legislatures, if they do not anSWt'r the' purpose. Congress ought
to have power to perpf'tuate the government, and not the
states, who might be otherwise inclined. I will ask the
gentleman - and I wish he may give me a satisfactory answer -if the whole is not in the power of the people, as
well when the elections are regulated by Congress, as when
by the states. Are not both the agents of the people, arne-
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nable to them? Is there any thing in this Constitution whicu
gives tbem the power to perpetuate the sitting members?
Is there any sA]ch strange absurdity? If the legislature of
this state has the power to fix the time, place, ,md manner,
of holding elections, why not place the same confidence in
the general government? The members of the gencral government, and those of the state legislature, are both chosen
by the people. They are both from among dH~ Ilf'ople, and are
in the same situation. Those who served in the state lcgislatllre are eligible, and may be sent to Congress. If tbe elections be regulated in the best manner in the state government,
can it be supposed that the same man will lose all his virtue,
bis character and principles, wben he goes into the geIleral
government, in order to deprive us of our libNty ?
The gentleman from New Hanover seems to think it
possible Congress will so far forget themst'lves as to point
out such improper seasons of the year, and such inconvenit'ut
places for elections, as to defeat the privilege of the democratic branch altogether. He speaks of inconsistency in the
arguments of the gentlemen. I wish ht> would be consistent
himself. If I do not mistake the politics of that gentleman,
it is his opinion that Congress had sufficient power lluder
the Confederation. Hf' has said, without contradiction, that
we should be better without the Union than with it; that it
would be better for us to be bv ourselves than in the C nion.
His antipathy to a general go;ernment, and to the Union, is
evidently inconsistent with his. predilection for a federal
democratic branch. We should have no democratic part of
the government at all, under such a govt'rnment as he would
recommend. There is no such part in the old Confederation. The. body of the people had no agency in that system.
The members of the present general government are selected
by the state legislatures, and have the power of Ihe purse,
and other powers, and are not amenahle to the {It''ople at large.
Although the gentleman may deo)' my assertions, JPt this
argument of his is inconsistent with his other assertions and
doctrines. It is impossible for any man in his senses to
think that we can exist by ourst>lvt's, separated from our
sister states. Whatever gentlemen may pretend to Sd} 011
this point, it must be a matter of seriolls alarm to every
ref'ccting mind, to be disunited from the other states.
Mr. BLOODWORTH begged leave to wipe off the asser-
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tion of the gentleman; that he could not account for any
t>xpression which he might drop among a laughing, j(lCose
people, but that it was well known he was for gi\'ing power
to Congress to regulate the trade of the United States; that
he had said that Congress had exercised power not given
thp,m by the Confederation, and that he was accurate in thp
assertion; that he was a freeman, and was under the control
of lIO man.
Mr. MACLAINE replied, that he meant no aspersions;
that he only meant to point out a fact; that he had committed mistakes himself in argument, and that he supposed
the gentleman not more infallible than other people.
Mr. J. TAYLOR wished to know whv the states had
control over the place of electing senators, 'but not over that
of choosing the representatives.
Mr. SPAIGHT answered, that the reason of that reservation was to prevent Congress from altering the places for
holding the legislati\<'e assemblies in the differt~nt statt's.
Mr. JAMES GALLOWAY. Mr. Chairman, ill the beginning I found great candor in the advocatps of this government, but it is not so towards the last. I hope the gentleman
from Halifax will not take it amiss, if J mention how he
brought the motion forward. They began with dangers.
As to Rhode Island being gm'ernpd by a faction, what has
that to do with the question before us? I ask, 'Vhat have the
state govprnments left for them, if the general government
is to be possessed of such extensive powers, without control
or limitation, without any responsibility to the states? He
asks, How is it possible for the members to perpetuate themsplves? I think I can show how they can do it. For instance, were they to take the government as it now stands
organized. 'Ve send five members to the House of Representativps in the general government. They will go, no
doubt, from or near the seaports. In other states, also, those
near the sea will have more interest, and will go forward to
Congress; and they can, without violating the Constitutic,n,
makp a law continuing themselves, as they have control over
the place, time, and manner, of elections. This may happen;
and where the great principles of liberty are endangered, no
~eneral, indt·terminate, vague expression ought to be suffered. Shall we pass over this article as it is now? They
"ill be able to perpetuate themselves as well as if it had ex·
pressly said so.
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Mr. STEELE. Mr. Chairman, the gentleman has said
that the five representatives which this state shall be entit\eu
to send to the general government, will go from tht' seashore. What reason has he to say they will go from the
sea-shore? The time, place, and manner, of holdincr elections are (0 be prescribed by the legislatures. Our I~gisla
ture is to regulatf' the first election, at any event. They
will regulate it as they think proper. They may, and most
probably will, lay the sUte off into districts. 'Vho are to
vote for them? Every man who has a right to vote for a
representative to our legislature will ever have a right to
vote for a representative to the general government. Does
it not expressly provide that the electors in pach state shall
have the qualifications requisite for the most numerous branch
of the state legislature? Can they, without a most manifest
violation of the Constitution, alter the qualifications of tht'
electors? The power over the mJ.llner of elections does 1I0t
include that of saying who shall vote: - the Constitution expressly S]ys that the qualifications which entitle a man to
vote for a state represpntative. It is, then, clearly and iudu bitablv fixed and detPrmined who shall be the eJectors;
and the ·power over the manner only enables them to dt'termine how these electors shall elect - whether by ballot, or
by vote, or by any other way. Is it not a maxim of universal jurisprudence, of reason and common sense, thdt an
instrument or deed of writing shall be so construed as to give
validity to all parts of it, if it can he done without illvoh'ing
any absurdity? By construing it in the plain,obviolls way
I have mentioned. all parts will be valid. By the way, gentlemen suggest the most palpahle contradiction, and ahsurdity will follow. To say that they shall go from the seashore, and he able to perpetuate themselves, is a niost
extravagant idea. Will the members of Congress deviate
from their duty without any prospect of advantage to themse\vps? What interest can they have to make the place of
elections inconvenient? The judicial power of that govt'rnmpnt is so well constructed as to be a check. There was
no check in the old Confederation. Their power was, ill
principle and theory, transeendent. If the Congress make
laws inconsistent with the Constitution, independent judges
Will not uphold them, nor will the people obey them. A
universal resistance will ensue. In some countries, the
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arbitrary disposition of rulers may enable them to overturn
the liberties of the people; but in a country like this, where
every man is his own master, and where almost every man
is a freeholder, and has the right of election, the violations
of a constitution will not he pa!Oisively permitted. Can it be
supposed that in such a country the rights of suffrage lvill be
tamely surrendered? Is it to be supposed that 30,000 free
persons will send the most abandoned wretch in the district
to legislate for them in the general lpgislature?
I &hould
rather think they would choose men of the most respectable
<:haracters.
SATURDAY,

July 26, 1788.

Mr. KENNION in the chair. The 5th section of the 1st
article read.
Mr. STEELE observed, that he had heard objections to
the 3d clause of this section, with respect to the periodical
publication of the Journals, the entering the yeas and nays
on them, and the suppression of such parts as required
secrecy - that he had no objection himself, for that he
thought the necessity of publishing their transactions was an
excellent check, and that every principle of prudence and
good policy pointt~d out the necessity of not publishing such
trdnsactions as related to military arrangements and warthat this provisioll was exactly similar to that which was in
the old Confederation.
:\1r. GRAHAM wished to hear an explanation of the
words" from time to time," whether it was a short or a long
time, or how often they should be obliged to publish their
proct>edings.
Mr. DAVIE answered, that they would be probably publisned after the rising of Congress, every year - that if they
sat two or three times, or oftener, in the year, they might he
published every time they rose - that there could be no
dou ht of their plI blishing them as often as it would be convenient and proper, and that they would conceal nothing but
what it would be unsafe to publish. He further observed, that
some states had proposed an amendment, that they should
be published annually; but he thought it very safe and
proper as it stood - that it was the sense of the Convention
that they should bt> published at the end of every session.
The gentleman from Salisbury had said, that in this particu-
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it resembled the old Confederation. Other gentlemen
have saKi there is no similarity at all. He therefore wished
the difference (O be stated.
Mr. IREDELL remarked, that the provision in the clause
under consideration was similar in meaning and substance to
that in the Confederation - that in time of war it was absolutely necessary to conceal the operations of government;
otherwise no attack on an enemy could be premeditated
with success, for the enemy could discover our plans soon
enough 10 defeat them - that it was no less imprudent to
divulge our negotiations with foreign powers, and the most
salutary schemes might be prevented by imprudently promulgating all the transactions of the government indiscriminately.
Mr. J. GALLOWAY wished to obviate what gentlemen
had said with regard to the similarity of the old Confederation to the new system, with respect to the publication of
their proceedings. He remal ked, that, at the desire of one
memllt'r from any state, the yeas and nays were to be put
on the Journals, and puhlished by the Confederation; whereas, by this system, the concurrence of olle fifth was
necessary.
To this it was answered, that the alteration was made because experience had showed, when any two members could
require the yeas and nays, they were taken on many trifling
occasions; and there was no doubt one fifth would require
them on ever)' occasion of importance.
The 6th section read without any observations.
1st clause of the 7th section likewise read without anJ
observa tions.
2d clause read.
Mr. IREDELL. Mr. Chairman, this is a novelty in
the Constitution, and is a regulation of considerable iln
portance. Permit me to state the reasons for which I imagine this regulation was made. They are such as, in my
opinion, fully justify it.
One great alteration proposed by the Constitution - and
which is a Cc'1pital improvement on the Articles of Confederation - is, that the executive, legislative, and judicial
powers should be separate and distinct. The best writers,
and :}II tbe most eulightened part of mankind, agree that
it IS essential to th(~ preservation of liberty, that sllch dis-
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tinction and separation of powers should he made. But
this distinction would have very little efficacy if each power
had no means to defend itself against the encroachment of
the others.
The British constitution, the theory of which is much admired, but which, however, is in fact liablt' to many objec
tions, has divided the government into three branches. The
king, who is hereditary, forms one branch, the Lords and
Commons the two others; and no bill passes into a law
without the king's consent. This is a great constitutional
support of his authority. By the proposed Constitution, the
President is of a very different nature from a monarch. He
is to be chosen by electors appointed by the people; to be
taken from among the people; to hold his offiee only for the
short period of four years; and to be personally responsible
for any abuse of the great trust reposed ill him.
In a republican government, it would be extremely dangerous to place it in the power of one man to put an absolute negative on a bill proposed by two houses, one of which
repres~nted the people, and the other the states of America.
It therefore beeame an oqject of consideration, how the executive could defend itself without being a competent part
of the legislature. This difficulty was happily remedied by
the clause now under our consideration. The executive is
not entirely at the mercy of the lebislature; nor is it put in
the power of the execlltive entirely to defeat the acts of
those two important branchps. As it is provided in this
clause, if a bare majority of both huuse's should pass a bill
which the President thought i~juriolls Tl' his country, it is
in his power - to do what? Not to say. in an arbitrary,
haughty mannpr, that he does not approve of it - but, if he
thinks It a bad bill, respectfully to offer his reasons to both
houses; by whom, in that case, it is to be reconsidered, and
nut to become a law unless two thirds of both hOllses shall
concur; which they still may, notwithstanding the President's objection. It cannot be presumed that he would
venture to oppose a bill, under such circumstancps, without
very strong reasons. Unless he was sure of a powerful support in the legislature, his opposition would be of no effect;
and as his reasons are to be put on record, his fame is committed both to the present times and to posterity.
The exercise of this power, in a time of violent factions,
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might be possibly hazardous to himself; but he can have nG
ill motive to exert himself in the face of a violent opposition.
Regard to his duty alone could induce him to oppose, when
it WdS probable two thirds would at all events overrule him.
This power may be usefully exercised, even when no ill
intention prevails in the legislature.
It might frequPlltly
happen that, where a bare majority had carried a pernicious
bill, if there was an authority to suspend it, upon a cool
statement of reasons, m:lIIy of that majority, on a reconsideration, might be convincfd, and vote differently. 1
therefore think the method proposed i~ a happy medium between the possession of an absolute negative, and the executive having no control whatever Oll acts of legislation;
and at the same time th.lt it serves to protect the executive
from ill designs in the legisldlure, it lIIay also answer the
purpo'\es of preventing mall} laws passing which would bl:'
immediately injurious to the people at large. It is a strong
gilaI'd against ahuses in all, that the President's reasons are
to be entered at large on the Journals, and, if the bill
passes notwithstanding, that the yeas and nays are also
to hI:' entered. The public, thereforI:', can judge fairly betwepn them.
The 1st clause of the 8th section read.
Mr. SPE~CER. Mr. Chairman, I conceive this powel
to be too extensive, as it embraces all possible powers of
taxation, and gives up to Congress every possible article of
tax ttion that can ever happen. By means of this, there will
be no way for the states of receiving or collecting taxl:'s at
all, but what may interfere with the collections of Congress.
Every power is given over our money to those over ,yhom
we have no immediate control. I would give them powers
to support the government, but would not agreE' to annihilate
the stelte governments in an article which is most essential
to their existence. 1 would give them power of laying imposts; and I would give them power to lay and collect excises. I confess that this is a kind of tax so odiolls to a free
people, that 1 should with great reluctance agree to its
exercise; but it is ob"ious that, unless such excises were
admitted, the public burden will be all borne by those parts
of the community who do not manufacture for themselves.
So manifest an inequality would justify a recurrence to this
speci('s of taxes.
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How are direct taxes to be laid? By a poll tax, assessments on land or other property? Inconvenience and
oppression will arise from any of them. I would not be
understood that I would not wish to have an efficient
government for the United States. I am sensible that laws
operating on individuals cannot bp. carried on against states;
bel-ause, if they do not comply with the general laws of the
Union, there is no way to compel a compliance but force.
There must he an army to compel them. Some states may
have some excuse for non-compliance. Others will feign
excu!lt's. Several states may perhaps be in the same predicament. If force be used to compel them, they wi\!
probably call for foreign aid; and the very means of defence
will operate to the dissolution of the system, and to the
destruction of the states. I would not, therefore, deny that
Congress ought to have the power of taking out of the
pockets of the indi\'iduals at large, if the states fail to pay
those taxes in a convenient time. If requisitions were to be
made on the several states, proportionate to their abilities,
the se,'eral state legislatures, knowing the circumstances of
their constituents, and that they would ultimately be compelled to pay, would lay the tax in a convenient manner,
and would be able to pay their quotas at the end of the year.
They are better acquainted with the mode in which taxes
can be raised, than the general govern ment can possibly be.
lt may happen, for instance, that if ready money cannot
be immediat't'ly received from the pockets of individuals ior
their taxes; their estates, consisting of lands, negroes, stock,
and furniture, must be set up and ~old at vendue. We can
easily see, fmm the great scarcity of money at this day, that
great distresses must happen. There is no hard money in
the country. It must come from other parts of the world.
Such property would sell for one tenth part of its valuf>.
Such a mode as this would, in a few years, deprive the
people of their estates. But, on the contrary, if articles
proper for exportation were either specifically taken for their
taxes immediately by the state le~islatnre, or if the collection
should be deferred tIll they had dIsposed of such articles, no
oppression or inconvenience would happen. There is no
person so poor but who can raise something to dispose of
For a great part of the United States, those articles which
are proper for exportation would answer the purnose.
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would have a tax laid on estates where such articles could
not be had, and such a tax to be by instalments for two or
more years.
I would admit, if the quotas were not punctually paid at
the end of the time, that Congress might collect taxes,
because this power is absolutely necessary for the support
of the general government. But I would not give it in the
first instancp.; for nothing would be more oppressive, as in a
short time people would be compelled to part with their
property. In the other case, they would part with none but
in such a manner as to encourage their industry. On the
other hand, if requisitions, in cases of emergency, were
proposed to the state assemblies, it would be a mt-'asure of
convenience to the people, and would be a means of keeping
up the importance of the state legislatures, and would con~
ciliate their affections; and thtir knowledge of the ultimate
right of Congress to collect taxf'S would stimulate their
exertions to raise money. But if the power of taxation be
given in the first inst;mee to Congress, the state If'gislatures
will be liable to be counteracted by the general govPrnment
in all their operations. These are my reasons for objecting
to this article.
Gov. JOHNSTON. Mr. Chairman, this clause is objected to; and it is proposed to alter it ill such a mannN,
that the general government shall not have powe!" to lay
taxes in the first instance, but shall apply to the states, and,
in case of refusal, that direct taxation shall take place; that
is to Sd)', that tht' general government should pass an act to
levy money on the United States, and if the states did not,
within a limited time, pay their respective proportions, the
officers of the United Statf's should proceed to levy mOlley
on the inhabitants of the different states. The question has
been agitated by the eonventiolls in diffi'rent statt's, and
some very respectable states have proposed that there should
be an amendment, in the manner which the worthy memher
last up has proposed. But, sir, although I pay "t'ry great
re~pect to the opinions and decisions of the gf'ntlt'men who
composerl those conventions, and although ~heJ were wise
in many instances, I cannot concur with them in this particular. It appears to me that it will be attended with many
incom-eniences. It seems to me probahle that the money
arising from duties and excises will be, in general, slIfficient
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to answer all the ordinary purposes of government; but in
cases of emergency, it will he necessary to lay direct taxes.
[11 cases of emergency, it will be necessary that these taxes
should be a responsible and established fund to support thE:
credit of the -U nited States; for it cannot be Sll pposf'd that,
from the ordinary sources of revenue, money can be hrought
into our trf'asury in such a manner as to answer prc·ssing
dangf'rs; nor can it be supposed that our credit will Pliable
us to procure any loans, if our government is limitf'd in the
means of procuring money. But, if the government have it
in their power to lay those taxes, it will give them credit to
borrow money on that security, and for that reason it will
lIot be necf'ssary to lay so he<H'y a tax; for, if the tax is
sufficiently productive to pay the interest, money may always
be had in consequence of that security. If the state I'.:gislatmes must be applied to, they must lay a tax for the full
sum wanting. This, will be milch more oppressi\'e than a
tax laid by Congress; for 1 prf'sume that no state legislature
will have as much credit individually as the United States
conjointly; thf'refore, viewing it'in this light, a tax laid by
Congrei"s will be much easier than a tax laid by the states.
Another inconvenience which will attend this proposed
amendment is, that these emergencies may happt'n a considerable time before the meeting of some state legislatures,
and previous to their meeting, the schemes of the gO\'f'rnment
may be defeated by this delay. A considprable time will
elapse before the state can lay the tax, and a considerable
time before it be collected; and perhaps it cannot be collected at all. One reason which the worthy member has
offi~red in famr of the amendment was, that the general
legislature cannot lcty a tax without interfering with the
taxation of the state legislature. It may happen that the
taxes of both may be ldid on the same article; but I hopf'
and belie\'e that the taxes to be laid on by the general
legislature will be so very light that it will be 110 inconvenience to the people to pay them; and if you atteud to
the probable amount of the impost, you must conclude that
the small ctddition to the taxes will not make them so high
as they are at this time. Another reason offered by the
worthy member in support of the amendment is, that the
state Ip.gislature may direct taxes to be paid in specific
article&. We had full experience of this in the late war
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I call on the house to say, whether it was not the most
oppressive and least productive tax ever known in the state.
Many articles were lost, and many ('ould not be disposed of
so as to be of any service to the people. Most articles are
perishable, and therefore cannot answer. Others are difficult to transport, expensive to keep, and very difficult to
dispose of. A tax payable in tobacco would answer very
well in some parts of the country, and perhaps would be
more productive than any other; yet we feel that great losses
have been sustained by the public on this article. A tax
payable in any kind of grain would answer very little
purpose, grain being perishable. A tax payable in pitch and
t3r would not answt'r. A mode of this kind would lIot be
at all eligible in this state: the grrat loss on the specific
articles, and inconvenience in disposing of them, would render
them productive of very little.
He says that this would ht' a means of keeping up the
importance of the state legislatures. I am afraid it would
ha\'e a different effect. If requisitions should not be complied with at the time fixed, the officers of Congress would
then immediately proceed to make thpir collections. We
know that sever,d causes would inevitably produce a failure.
The states would not, or eould not, comply. In that case,
the state legislature would be disgract'd. Aftt'r having
done every thing for the support of their credit and importance without success, would they not be degraded in the
eyes of the United States? \Vould it not cause heart-burnings between parti(~ular states and the tJ nited States? The
inha.bitants would oppose the tax-gatherers. They would
S:lY, "\Ve are taxed by our own state legislature for the
proportionate quota of our state; we will not pay you also."
This would produce insurrections and confusion in the
country. These are the reasons which induce me to support this clause. It is perhaps particularly farorable tv this
state. \Ve are not an importing country: very little is here
raised by imposts. Other sta.tes, who have adopted the
Constitution, import for us. Massachllsetts, South Carolina,
Maryland, and Virginia, are great importing states. From
them we procure foreign goods, and hy that means they art
gt'nerally benrfited; for it is agreed upon by all writt'rs,
thlt the consumer pays the impost.
Do we not, then, pay a tax in support of thf'ir revenu p ill
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proportion to our consumption of fort>ign articles? Do" e
not know that this, ill our present situation, is without any
benefit to us? Do we not pay a spcond duty when these
goods are imported into this statt'? We now pay double duties. It is not to be supposed that the merchant will pay tht>
duty without wishing to get interest and profit on the mont'y
he lays out. It is not to be presnmed that he will not add
to the price a slim sufficient to indemnify himself for the
incoDl'enience of parting with the money he pays as a duty.
We therefore now pay a much higher price for European
manufactures than the people do in the great importing
states. Is it not laying heavy burdens on the people of this
country, not only to compel them to pay duties for the support of the importing states, but to pay a second duty on the
importation iuto this state by our own merchants? By adoption, we shall participate in the amount of the imposts. Upon
the whole, I hope this article will meet with the approbation of this committee, when they consider the neep-ssity
of supporting the general government, and the many in(~on
veniences, and probable if not certain inefficacy, of requisitions.
Mr. SPENCER. Mr. Chairman, I cannot, notwithstanding what the gentleman has advanced, agree to this clause
unconditionally. The most certain criterion of happint>ss
that any people can have, is to be taxed by their own immediate representatives, - by those representatives who intermix with them, and know their Cir<·uIDstances, - not hy
those who call not know their situation. Our federal reprt>sentatives cannot sufficiently know our situation and circumstances. The worthy gentleman said that it would b...
necpssary for the general govt'rl1ment to have the power
of layin"g taxes, in order to have crt'dit to borrow money.
But I cannot think, however plausible it may appear, that
his argument is condusive. If such emergency happt~ns as
will render it necessary for them to borrow money, it will
be necessary for them to borrow before they proceed to lay
the tax. I conceive the government will have credit sufficient to borrow money in the one case as weJl as the other.
If requisitions be punctually complied with, no doubt they
can borr6lw; and if not punctually complied with, Congress
can ultimately lay the tax.
I wish to have the most easy way for the people to pay
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their taxes. The state legislature will know every method
and expedient by which the people can pay, and they will
recur to the most convenient. This will be agreeable to the
people, and will not create insurrections and dissensions in
the country. The taxes might be laid 011 the most productive articles: I wish not, for my part, to lay them on perishable articles.
There are a number of othpr articles
besides those which the worthy gentleman enumeratf'd.
There are, besides tobacco, hemp, indigo, and cotton. In
the Northern States, where they have manufacturt's, a contrary system from ours would be necessary.
There the
principal attention is paid to the giving their children trades.
They have few articles for exportation. By raising the tax
in this mannf'r, it will introduce such a spirit of industry as
cannot fail of producing happy consequences to posterity.
He objected to the mode of paying taxes in specific articles.
May it not be supposed that we shall gain somethillg by
experience, and avoid those schemes and mt'thods which
shall be found inconvenient and disadvantageous? If expenses should be incurred in keeping and disposing of such
articles, could not those expenses be rejmburst~d by a judicions sale? Cannot the legislature be circumspeet as to the
choice and qualities of the o~iects to be selected for raising
the taxes due to the Continental treasury? The worthy
gentleman has mentioned that, if the people should not
compl,Y to raise the taxes in this way, then, if they were subject to the law of Congress, it would throw them into confusion. I would ask everyone here, if there he not more
re'lson to induce IlS to believe that they would be thrown
into confusion, in case the power of Congress was exercised
bv Congress in the first instance, than in the other case.
After having so long a time to raise the taxes, it appears to
me thert' could be no kind of douht of a punctual compliance. The ri~ht of Congress to lay taxes ultimately, in
cast' of non-complianee with requisitions, would operate as a
penalty, and would stimulate the states to dischctrge their
quotdS faithfully.
Bt'tween these two modt's there is an
immenst' difference. The one will produce the hllppiness,
ease, and prosperity of the people; the other will destroy
them, and produf'e insurrections.
Mr. SPAIGHT. Mr. Chairmlln, it was thought absolutely necessary lor the support of the general government
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to glve it power to raise taxes. Government cannot eXist
without certain and adequate funds. Requisitions cannot
be depended upon. For my part, 1 think it indifferent
whether I pay the tax to the officers of the continent or to
those of the state. 1 would prefer paying to the Continental
officers, uecause it will be less expensive.
The gentleman last up has objeeted to the propriety of
the tax being laid by COllgress, because they could not
know the circumstances of the JJeople. The state legislature will have no source or opportunity of information
which the members of the general government may not
have. They can avail themselves of the experience of the
state legislature. The gentleman acknowledges the inefficacy of requisitions, and yet recommends them.
He has
allowed that laws cannot operate upon political bodies without the agency of force. His expedient of applying to the
states in the first instance will be productive of delay, and
will certainly terminate in a disappointment to Congrf'ss.
But the gentleman has said that we had no.hard money, and
that the taxes might be paid in speeific articles. It is well
known that if taxes are not raised in medium, the state
loses by it. If the government wishes to raise one thousand
pounds, they must calculate on a disappoin!ment by specific
articles, and will therefore imJJose taxes more in proportion
to the expected disappointment. An individual can sell his
commodities much better than the public at large. A tax
payable in any produce would be less prodnctivf', and more
opJJressive to the people, as it would enhance the public
burdens by its inefficiency. As to abuses by the Continental
officers, I apprehend the stale officers will more probably
('ommit abuses than they.
Their conduct will be more
narrowly watched, and misconduct more severely punished.
They will be therefore more cautious.
Mr. SPENCER, in answer to Mr. Spaight, observed,
that, in case of war, he was not opposed to this article, because, if the states refused to comply with requisitions, there
was no way to compel them but military coercion, which
would induce refractory states to call for foreign aid, which
might terminate in the dismemberment of the empire. Bllt
he said that he would not give the power of direct taxation
to Congress in the Ii rst instance, as he thought the states
would lay the taxes in a less oppressive manner.
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Mr. WHITMILL HILL. Mr. Chairman, the subje("
now before LIS is of the highest importance. The object. ot
all government is the protection, security, and happiness of
the people. To produce this end, government must be possessed of the necessarv means.
Every government-must be empowered to raise a slIfficient revenue; but I believe it will be allowed, on all ilands,
that Congress has been hitherto altogether destitute of that
power so essential to every government. I believe, also,
that it is generally wished that Congress should be possessE'd
of power to raise such sums as are requisite for the support
of the Union, though gentlemen may differ with regard to
the mode of raising them.
Our past experience shows liS that it is in vain to expe(·t
any possible efficacy from requisitions. Gentlemen recommend these, as if their inutility had not Iwen experienced.
But do we not all know what effe('ts they have produced?
Is it not to them that we must impute the loss of our credit
and respectability? It is nE'cessary, therefore, that government have re('ourse to some other mode of raising a revenuf'.
Had, indeed, every state complied with requisitions, the old
Confederation would not have been complained of; but as
the several statf'S have already discovered sllch repugnancy
to comply with federal engagements, it must appear absolutely neCf'ssary to free the general government from such a
state of dependence.
The debility of the old system, and the necessity of substituting another in its room, are the causes of calling this
Convention.
I conceive, sir, that the power given by that clause is absolutely necessary to the existence of thE' government. Gentlemen say that we are in such a situation that we cannot
pay taxes. This, sir, is not a fdir representation, in my
opinion. The honest people of this country acknowledge
themselves suffieiently a~le and willing to pay them. Were
it a private contract, they would find means to pay them.
The honest part of the commLlnity complain of the acts of
the legislatLlfe. They complain that the legislature makes
laws, not to suit their constituents, but themselves. The
legislature, sir, never means to pay a just debt, as their constituents wish to do. Witness the laws made in this country. I will, however, be bold enough to say, that it is the
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wish of the honest people to pay those taxes which are
necessary for the support of the government. We have for
a long time waited, in hope that our legislature would point
out the manner of supporting the general government, and
relieving us from our present ineligible situation. Every
body was convinced of the necessity of this; but how is it
to be done? The legislature have pointed out a modetheir old, favorite mode - they have made paper money;
purchased tobacco at an extravagant price, and sold it at
a considerable loss; they have received about a dollar in the
pound. Have we any ground to hope that we shaH be in a
better situation?
Shall we be bettered by the alternative proposed by gentlemen - by levying taxes in specific articles? How will
you dispose of them? Where is the merchant to buy them;'
Your business will be put into the hands of a commissioner,
who, having no business of his own, will grasp at it eagerly;
and he, no doubt, wiH manage it. But if the payment of
the tax be left to the people, - if individuals are told that
they must pay such a certain proportion of their income to
support the general government, - then each will consider it
as a debt; he will exert his ingenuity and industry to raise
it; he will use no agent, but depend on himself. By these
means the money will certainly be collected. I will pledge
myself for its certainty. As the legislature has never heretofore called upon the people, let the general government
apply to individuals: it cannot depend upon states. If the
people have articles, they can receive money for them.
Money is said to be scarce; but, sir, it is the want of industry which is the source of our indigence and difficulties.
If people would be but active, and exert every power, they
might certainly pay, and be in easy circumstances; and the
people are disposed to do so ; - I mean the good part of
the community, which, I trust, is the greater part of it.
Were the money to be paid into our treasury first, instead
of recommitting it to the Continental treasury, we should
apply it to discharge our own pressing demands; by which
means, a very small proportion of it would be paid to Congress. And if the tax were to be laid and collected by the
several states, what would be the consequ'3nce ? Congress
ml1st depend upon twelve funds for its support. The gen~ral government must depend on the contingency of suc-
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ceeding in twelve different applications to twelve different
bodies. What a slender and precariolls dependence woula
this be! The states, when called upon to pay these demands
of Congress, would fail; they would pay every other demand before those of Congress. They have hitherto done
it. Is not this a true statement of facts? How is it with
the Continental treasury? The true answer to this question
must hurt every friend to his country.
I came in late; bllt I believe that a gentleman (Governor
Johnston) said, that if the states should refuse to pay requisitions, and the Continental officers were sent to collect, the
states would be degraded, and the people discontented. I
believe this would be the case. The states, by acting dishonestly, would appear in the most odious light; and the
people would be irritated at such an application, after a rejection by their own legislature. But if the taxes were to
be raised of individuals, I believe they could, without any
difficulty, be paid in due time.
But, sir, the United States wish to be established and
known among other nations. This will be a matter of great
utility to them. We might then form advantageous connections. When it is once known among foreign nations that
our general government and our finances are upon a rt'spectable footing, should emergencies happen, we can borrow
money of them withollt any disadvantage. The lender
would be sure of being reimbursed in time. This matter
is of the highest consequence to the United States. Loans
must be recurred to sometimes. In case of war they would
be .necessary. All nations borrow money on pressing occasIOns.
The gent1eman who was last up mentioned many specific
articles which could be paid by the people in discharge of
their taxes. He has, I think, been fully answered. He
must see the futility of such a mode. When our wants
would be greatest, these articles would he least productive;
I mean in time of war. But we still have means; such
He says
means as honest and assiduous men will find.
that Congress cannot lay the tax to suit us. He has forgotten that Congress are acquainted with us - go from us
--- are situated like ourselves. I will be hold to say, it will
be most their own interest to behave with propriety and
moderation. Their own interest will prompt them to lay
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taxes moderately; and nothing but the last necessity will
urge them to recur to that expedient.
This is a most essential clause. Without money, government will answer no purpose. Gentlemen compare this to
a foreign tax. It is by no means the case. It is laid by
ourseh'cs. Our own representatives lay it, and will, no
douht, use the most easy ineans of raising it, possible. Why
not trust our own representatives? We might, no doubt,
have confidence in them on this occasion, as well as every
other. If the Continental treasury is to depend on thp
states, as usual, it will be always poor. But gentlemen
are jealous, and unwilling to trust government, though they
are their own representatives. Their maxim is, Trust them
with no power. This holds against all go\'t·rnment. An
archy will ensue if government be not trusted. I think that
I know the sentiments of the honest, industrious part of the
community, as well as any gentleman in this house. They
wish to discharge these debts, and are able. If they can
raise the interest of the public debt, it is sufficient. They
..will not be called upon for more than the interest, till such
time as the country be rich and populous. The principal
·~an then be paid with great facility.
We can borrow money with ease, and on advantageous
terms, when it shall be known that Congress will have that
power which all governments ought to have. Congress will
not pay their debts in paper money. I am willing to trust
this article to Congress, because I have no reason to think
that our government will be better than it has been. Perhaps I have spoken too liberally of the legislature before:
but I do not expect that they will ever, without a radical
change of men and measures, wish to put the general government on a better footing-. It is not the poor man who
opposes the payment of those just debts to which we owe
our independence and political existence, but the rich miser.
Not the poor, but the rich, shudder at the idea of taxes. I
have no dread that Congress will distress us; nor have I any
fear that the tax will be embezzled by officers. Industry
and economy will he promoted, and money will be easier
got than ever it has been yet. The taxes will be paid by
the people when called upon. I trust that all honest, industrious people will think, with me, that Congress ought to
be possessed of the power of applying immediately to the
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people for its support, without the interposition of the state
legislatures. 1 have no confidence in the legislature: the
people do not suppose them to be honest men.Mr. STEELE was decidedly in fa\"Of of the clause. A
government without revenue he compared to a poor, forlorn,
dependent individual, and said thelt th(~ 0111' would be as
He wished the
helpless and contemptible as the other.
government of the Union to be on a respectable footing.
Congress, he said, showed no disposition to tax us - that
it was well known that a poll tax of eighteen pence per
poll, and six pence per hundred acres of land, was appropriated and offered by the legislature to Congress - that
Congress was solicited to send the offieers to collect those
taxes, but they refused - that if this power was not given
to Congress, the people must be oppressed, especially in
time of war - that, during the last war, provisions, horSt'S,
&c., had been taken from the people by force, to supply the
wants of government - that a respectable government would
not be under the necessitr of recurrin2: to sllch unwarrantahle means - that such ~ method was~ unequal and oppressive to the last degree. The citizens, whose property was
pressed from them, paid all the taxes; the rest escarlf'd.
The press-masters went often to the poorest, and ))ot to tlw
richest citizens, and took their horses, &c. This disabkd
them from making a crop the next year. It would be better, he said, to lay the public burdens equally upon the people. 'Vithout this power, the other powers of Congrps'l
would bp nugatory. He added, that it "\'QuId, ill his opinion, give strength and respectahility to the United Statf's in
time of war, would promote industry and frugality, and
would ena hie the government to protect and extend commerce, and consequently increase the ·riches and population
uf the countrv.
Mr. JOSE"PH M'DOWALL. Mr. Chairman, this is a
power that I will never agree to give up from the hands of
the people of this cOllntry. 'Ve know that the amount of
the imposts will be trifling, an'd that the expenses of this
government will bf' very great; consequently the taxes will
be very high. The tax-gatherers will be sent, and our
propert), wiil be wrested out of our hands. The Senate is
most dangerously constructed. Our only sectlTity is the House
(Jl Representatives. They may be continued at Congress
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eight or ten years. At such a distance from tht'ir homes,
and for so long a time, they will have no feeling for, nor
any knowledge of, the situation of the people. If elected
from the seaports, they will not know the western part of
the country, and vice versa. Two cooperative powers cannot exist together. One must submit. The inferior must
give up to the superior. While I am up, I will say something to what has been said by the gentleman to ridicule the
General Assembly. He represents the legislature in a very
opprobrious light. It is very astonishing that the people
should choose men of such characters to represent them. If
the people be virtuous, why should they put confidence in
men of a contrary disposition? As to paper money, it was
the result of necessity. We were involved in a great war.
What money had been in the country was sent to other
parts of the world. What would have been the consequence
if paper mont:y had not been made? \Ve must have been
undone. Our political existenee must have been destroyed.
The extreme scarcity of specie, with other good causes,
particularly the solicitation of the officers to receive it at its
nominal value, for their pay, produced subsequent emissions.
He tells us that all the people wish this power to be given
- that the mode of payment need only be pointed out, and
that they will willingly pay. How are they to raise the
money? Have they it in their chests? Suppose, for instance, there be a tax of two shillings per hundred laid Oll
land; where is the money to pay it? We have it not. I
am acquainted with the people. I know their situation.
They have no money. Requisitions may yet bE' complied
with. Industry and fi'ugality may enable the people to pay
moderate taxes, if laid by those who have a knowledge of
their situation, and a feeling for them. If the tax-gatherers
come upon us, they will, like the locusts of old, destroy us.
They will have pretty high salaries, and exert themselves to
oppress us. When we consider these things, we should be
cautious. They will be weighed, I trust, by the House.
Nothing said by the genflemen on the other side has obviated my ol!iections.
Gov. JOHNSTON. Mr. Chairman, the gentleman who
was last up. still insists on the great utility which would re
suit from that mode which has hithE'rto been found inetfect
ual. It is amazing that past experience will not instruct
him. When a merchant follows a similar mode, -when he
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purchases dear and sells cheap, - he is callt'd a swindler
and must soon become a bankrupt. This state deserve!>
that most disgraceful epithet. We are swindlers; we gave
three pounds per hundred weight for tobacco, and sold it
three dollars per hundred weight, after having paid very
considerable expenses for transporting and keeping it. Thp
United States are bankrupts. They are considered such in
every part of the world. They borrow money, and promise
to pay: they have it not in their power, and they are obliged
to ask of the people, whom they owe, to Ipnd them money
to pay the very interest. This is disgraceful and humiliating.
By these means we are paying compound interest. No private fortune, however great, - no estate, however affluent,
- can stand this most destructive mode. This has proceeded from the inefficacy of rpquisitions. Shall we continue the
same practice? Shall we not rather struggle to get over our
misfortunes? I hope we shall.
Another member, on the same side, says that it is improper to take the power of taxation out of the hauds of
the people. I deny that it is taken out of their hands by
this system. Their immediate representatives lay these
taxes. Taxes are necessary for every government. Can
there be any danger when these taxes are laid by the representati~oes of [he people? If there be, where can political
safety be found? But it is said that we have a small proportion
of that ff~preselltation. Our proportion is equal to the proportion of money we shall have to pay. It is therefore a full
proportion; and unless we suppose that all the members of
Congress shall combine to ruin their constituents, we have
no reason to fear. It is said (I know not from what principle) that our representatives will bf' taken from the seacoast, and will not know in what manner to lay the tax
to suit the citizens of the western part of the country. I
know not whence that idea arose. The gentlemen from
the westward are not precluded from voting for repreSf'lltatives. They have it, therefore, in their power to send them
from the westward, or the middle part of the state. They
are more numerous, and can send them, or the greater
part of them. I do not doubt but they will send the most
proper, and men in whom they can put confidence, and
will ghoe them, from time to time, instructions to enlighten
their minds.
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Something has been said with regard to their paper money.
I think v.ery little can be done in favor of it; much may be
said, very justly, in favor of it.
Every man of property - every man of considerable transactions, whether a merchant, planter, mechanic, or of any
other condition - must have felt the baneful influence of
that currency. It gave us relief for a moment. It assisted
us in the prosecution of a bloody war. It is destructive,
however, in general, in the end. It was struck, in the last
instance, for the purpose of paying the officers and soldiers.
The motive was laudable.
I the~ thought, and still do, that those gentlemen might
hal-°e had more advantage by not receiving that kind of payment. It would have been better for them, and for the
country, had it not been emitted. We have involved ourseh'es in a debt of £200,000. We have not, with this sum,
hOHestly and fairly paid £50.000. Was this right? But,
say they, there was no circulating medium. This want was
necessary to be supplied. It is a doubt with me whether
the circulating medium be increased by an emission of paper
currency. Before the emission of the paper money, there
was a great deal of hard money amollg us. For thiny years
past, I had not known so much specie in circulation as we
had at the emission of pClper money, in 1783. That medium
was increasing daily. People from abroad bring specie; for,
thank God, our country produces articles which are every
where in demand. There is more specie in the country
than is generally imagined; but the proprietors keep it locked
up. No man will part wit.h.M~ecie. It lies in his chest.
It is asked, Why not lend it out? The answer is obvious
- that, should he once let it get out of his power, he never
can recover the whole of it. If he bring suit, he will obtain
a verdict for one half of it. This is the reason of our poverty. The scarcity of money must be, in some degree, owing
to this; and the specie which is now in this country might
as well be in any other part of the world. If our trctde
was once on a respectable footing, we should find mean ..
of paying that enormous debt.
Another observation was made, which has not yet been
answered, viz., that the demands of the United States will be
smaller than those of the states, for this reason - the United
States will only make a demand of the interest of the public
debts: the statf'S must demand both principal and intere.. t;
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for I presume no state can, on an emergency, produce,
without the aiu of individuals, a sum sufficient for that purpose; but the United Statf's can borrow, on the credit of
tllp fund, arising from their power of layinO' taxes, such
sums as will be equal to the emergency.
0
There will be always credit given, where there is good
security. No man, who is not a miser, will hesitate to trust
where -thpre is a rpspectable security; but credulity itself
would not trust where there was no kind of seeurity, but
an absolute certainty of losing. Mankind wish to make their
money productive; thPJ will therefore lend it where there is
a security and certaint.v of recovering it, and no longer kt'ep
it hoarded in stroll~ bo~es.
This power is essential to tht-' very existence of the government. Requisitions art' fruitless and idle. E~'ery expedient proposed as an altf'rnative, or to qualif~\' this power, is
replete with illconvenience. It appears to mt', therefort', upon
the whole, that this article stands much better, as it is, than
in any other manner.
Mr. IRED~-:LL. Mr Chairman, I do not presume to
rise to discuss this clause, after the very able, and, in m \"
opinion, unanswerable arguments which ·havf' been urged i~l
favor of it; but merely to correct an error which fell from a
respectable member (:\lr.M'Dowall) 011 the other side.
Jt was, that Congress, by interfering with the mode of
elections, might continue themselvt's in office. I thought
that this was sufficiently explained yesterday. There i~
nothing in the Constitution to empower Congress to COIltinue themselves longer than the time specified. It says,
expressly, that thf' Honse of Reprt'sentatives shall com,j"t
of members chosen for two years, and that the Senate shall
be composed of senators chosen for six years. At the p~
piration of tht'se terms, the right of election reverts to the
people and the states; nor is there any thing in the Constitution to warrant a contrary supposition. The clause alludf'd to has no reference to the duration of members in
Congress, but merely as to the time and manner of their
eleetion.
Now that J am up, I beg leave to take notice of a sug
ge~tion, that Congress could as easily borr9w money wheu
t'hey had the ultimate power of laying taxes, as if they possessed it in the first iustance. J entirely differ from that
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opinion. Had Congress the immediate power, taere would
be no doubt the money would be raised. In the other mode,
doubts might be entertained concerning it. For can any man
suppose that if, for any reasons, the state legislatures did
not think proper to pay their quotas, and Congress should be
compelled to lay taxes, it would not raise alarms ill the
state? Is it not reasonable the people would be more apt
to side with their state legislature, who indulged them, than
with Congress, who imposed taxes upon them? They would
say, " Had we been able to pay, our state legislature would
have raised the money. They know and feel for our distresses; but Congress have no regard for our situation, and
have imposed taxes on us we are unable to bear." This is,
sir, what would probably happen. Language like this would
be the high road to popularity. In all countries, particularly
in free ones, there are many ready to catch at such opportunities of making themselves of consequence with the people.
General discontent would probably ensue, and a serious
qUi1rrel take place between the general and the state governments. Foreigners, who would view our situation narrowly
before they lent their money, would certainly be less willing
to risk it on such contingencies as these, than if they knew
there was a direct fund for their payment, from which no ill
consequences could be apprehended. The difference between those who are able to borrow, and those who are not,
is extremely great. Upon a critical emergency, it may he
Impossible to raise the full slim wanted immediately upon
the people. In this case, if the public credit is good, they
may borrow a certain sum, and raise for the present only
enough to pay the interest, deferring the payment of the
principal till the public is more able to bear it. In the other
case, where no money can be borrowed, there is no resource,
if the whole sum cannot be raised immediately. The difference, perhaps, may be stated as twenty to one. A hundred thousand pounds, therefore, may be wanted in the one
case; five thClusand pounds may be suff.cient, for the present,
in the other. Sure this is a difference of the utmost moment.
I should not have risen at all, were it not for the strong impression which might have been made by the error committed by the worthy gentleman on the other side. I hope
[ shall be excused for the time I have taken up with the ad<:fitional matter, though it was only stating what had been
urged with great propriety before.
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Mr. GOUDY. Mr. Chairman, this is a dispute whether
Congress shall have great, enormous powers. I am not
able to follow these learned gentlemen through all the labyrinths of their oratory. Some represent us as rich, and not
honest; and' others again represent us as honest, and not
rich. WI:'. have no gold or silver, no substantial money, to
pay taXES with. This clause, with the clause of elections,
will totally destroy our liberties. The sut~ect of our consideration therefore is, whether it be proper to give any man,
or set of men, an unlimited power over our purse, without
any kind of control. The purse-strings are given up by this
clause. The sword is also given up by this system. Is
there no danger in giving up both? There is no danger,
we are told. It may be so; but I am jealous and suspicious
of the liberties of mankind. And if it he a character which
no man wishes but myself, I am willing to take it. Suspicions, in small communities, are a pest to mankind; but in a
matter of this magnitude, which concerns the interest of
millions yet unborn, suspicion is a very noble virtue. Let
us see, therefore, how far we give power; for when it is once
given, we cannot take it away. It is said that those who
formed this Constitution were great and good men. We do
not dispute it. We also admit that great and learned people
have adopted it. But I have a judgment of my own; and,
though not so well informed always as others, yet I will exert
it when manifest danger presents itself. When the powel' of
the purse and the sword is given up, we dare not think for
ourselves. In case of war, the last man and the last penny
would be extorted from us. That the Constitution has a
tendency to destroy the state governments, must he clear to
every man of common understanding. Gentlemen, by their
learned arguments, endeavor to conceal the danger from us.
I have no notion of this method of evading arguments, and
of clouding them over with rhetoric, and, I must say, sophistry too. But I hope no man will be led astray with
them.
Gov. JOHNSTON observed, that if any sophistical arguments had been made use of, they ought to be pointed out,
and nobody could doubt that it was in the power of a
learned divine (alluding to Mr. Caldwell) to show their
suphistry.
Gov. Johnston, being informed of his mistake in taking
\\ir. Goudy for Mr. Caldwell, apologized for it.
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Mr PORTER. Mr Chairman, I must say that I think
the gentleman last up was wrong ~ for the other gentleman
was, in my opinion, right. This is a money clause. I
would fain know whence this power originates. I have
heard it said that the legislature were villains, and that this
power was to be exereised by the r~presentatives of the
people. When a building is raised, it should be on solid
~round. Every gentleman must agree that we should not
bu ild a su perstructure on a foundation of villains. Gentlemen say that the mass of the people are honest. I hope
gentlemen will consider that we should build the structure
0n the people, and not on the representatives of the people.
Agreeably to the gentleman's argument, (Mr Hill,) om reprf::.,entatives will be mere villains. I expect that very
If-arneli arguments, and powerful oratory, will be displayed
(In thi., occasion. I expect that the great cannon from Halifn (mealling ~1r Davi(~) will discharge fire-balls among us;
~J'Jt l;lrgr~ batteries are often taken by small arms.
'Ir. BLOODWORTH wished that gentlemen would
d,:,:iq from making personal reflections. He was of opinion
th~t it was wrong to do so, and incompatible with their duty
lfJ thr:ir constituents; that rvery man had a right to disT,l':!y hi~ abilities, and he hoped they would no longer reflect
IJ INn onl: anothr:r.
Fn,m the 2d to the 8th clause read without any observatirJn.
91 h e1au<;e read
Sr:n;ral members wished to hear an explanation of thIs
d~m(;. :\fr. MACLAI:\E looked upon this as a very val11<1 blr; Virt of the Constitution, because it consulted the
ca 'i(~ and convf;niencc of the people at large; for that, if
thf! SUTJT(;mr! Court Wf:re at one fixed place, and no other
trihunals t'stitblished, nothing could possibly 00 more injlJrinu<;; that it was thert·fore necessary that Congress
sh(JlJld ha\·c powr:r to constitute trihunals in different states,
for fhl- triill of common causes, and to have appP.als to the
~upr(:rne Court in matters of more magnitude - that that
WilS his idea, but, if not satisfactory, he trusted other gentl(!rnen would explain it - that it would be more explained
when the} came to the judiciary.
Thp. 10th and 11 th clauses read without any observation.
12th clause read
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Mr. IREDELL. Mr. Chairman, this claust is of so
much importance, that we ought to consider it with the
most serious attention. It is a power \'ested in Congress,
which, ill my opinion, is absolutely indispensable; yet there
have been, perhaps, more objections made to it than any
)ther power vested in Congress. For my part, I will obsene generally that, so far from being displeased with that
jealousy and extreme caution with which gentlemen consider
every power proposed to be given to this government, tbey
give me the utmost satisfaction.
I believe the passion for liberty is stronger in America
than in any other country in the world. Here every man
JS strongly impressed with its importance, and every breast
glows for the preservation of it. Every jealousy, not incompatible with the indispensable principles of government,
is to be commended; but these principles must at all events
be observed. The powers of government ought to be competent to the public safety. This, indeed, is the primary
object of all governments. It is the duty of gentlemen whe
form a constitution to take care that no power should be
wanting which the safety of the community requires. The
exigencies of the country must be provided for, not only in
respect to common and usual cases, but for occasions which
do not frequently occur. If such a provision is not made,
critical occasions may arise, when there must be either a
usurpation of power, or the public safety eminently endangert:'d; for, besides the evils attt'nding a' frequent change of
a constitution, the case may not admit of so slow a remedy.
In considering the powers that ought to he vested in any governmt'nt, possible abuses ought not to be pointed out, without at the same time considering their use. No power, of
any kind or degree, can be given but what may be abused;
we have, therefore, only to consider whether any particular
power is absolutely necessary. If it he, the power must
be given, and we must run the risk of the abuse, ('onsidering
our risk of this evil as one of the conditions of the imperfect
state of human nature, where there is. no good without the
mixture of some evil. At the same time, it is undoubtedly
our duty to guard against ahuses as much as possible. In
America, we enjoy peculiar blessings; the people are distinguished by the possession of freedom in a very high degree, unmixed with those oppressions the freest countries
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In Europe suffer.
But we ought to consider that in thiR
country, as well as in others, it is equally necessary to restrain and suppress internal commotions, and to guard against
foreign hostility. There is, I believe, no government in the
world without a power to rdise armies. In some countries
in Europe. a great force is necessary to be kept up, to guard
against those numerous armies maintained by many sovereigns there, where an army belonging to one government
alone sometimes amounts to two hundred thousand or four
hundred thousand men. Happily, we are situated at a
great distance from them, and the inconsiderable power to
the north of us is 1I0t likely soon to be very formidable.
But though our situation places us at a remote danger, it
cannot be pretended we are in no danger at all. I believe
there is no man who has written on this suhject, but has
admitted that this power of raising armies is neeessary in
time of war; but they do not choose to admit of it in a
time of peace. It is to be hoped that, in time of peace,
there will not be occasion, at any time, but for a "ery small
number of forces; possibly, a few garrisons may be necessary to guard the frontiers, and an insurrection like that
lately in Massachusetts might require some troops. But a
tiOle of war is the time when the power would probably
he exerted to any extent. Let us, however, consider the
consequences of a limitation of this power to a time of war
only. One moment's consideration will show the impolicy
of it in 'the most g1aring manner. We certainly ought to
guard against the machinations of other countries. We
know not what designs may be entertained against us; but
surely, when known, we ought to endeavor to counteract
their effects. Such designs may be entertained in a time
of profound peace, as well as after a declaration of war.
Now suppose, for instance, our government had received
certain intelligence that the British government had formed
a scheme to attack New York, next April, with ten thousand men; would it not be proper immediately to prepare
against it?- and by so doing the scheme might be defeated.
But if Congress had no such power, because it was a time
of peace, the place must fall the jnstan~ it was attacked;
and it might take years to recover what might at first have
been seasonably defended. This restriction, therefore, caunot take place with safety to the community, and the powf'r
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must of course be left to the direction of the general gov~rn
ment. I hope there will be little necessity for the exercise
of this power; and I trust that the universal resentment
and resistance of the people will meet every attempt to
abuse this or any other power. That high spirit for which
they are distinguished, I hope, will ever exist; and it
probably will as long as we have a republican form of government. Every man feels a consciousness of a personal
equaHty and independence. Let him look at any part of
the continent, - he can see no superiors. This personal independence is the surest safeguard of the public freedom.
But is it probable that ollr own representatives, chosen for a
limited time, can be capable of destroying themselves, their
families and fortunes, even if they ha\'e no regard to their
public duty? When such considerations are involved, slIrely
it is very unlikely that they will attempt to raise an army
against the liberties of their country. Were we to establish
an hereditary nobility, or a set of men who were to have
exclusive privileges, then, indeed, our jealousy might be well
grounded. But, fortunately, we have no such. The restrictio!l contended for, of no standing army in time of peace,
forms a part of our own state Constitution. What has been
the consequence? In Dt>cember, ]786, the Assembly
flagrantly violated it, by raising two hundred and one men,
for two years, for the defence of Davidson county. I do
not deny that the intention might have been good, and that
the Ass~mhly really thought the situation of that part of
th~ country required such a defence. Bllt this makes the
argument still stronger against the impolicy of sllch a restriction, since ollr own experience points out the danger
resulting from it; for I take it for granted, that we could
not at that time be said to be in a state of war. Dreadful
might the condition of this country be without this power.
We must trust our friends or trust our enemies. There is
one restriction on this power, which I believe is the only
one that oUE!ht to he put upon it.
Though Congress are to have the power of raising and
supporting armies, yet they cannot appropriate money for
th'It purpOSf' for a longer time than two years. Now, we
will suppose that the majority of the two housf'S should be
capable of making a bad use of this power, and should al).
propriate more money to raise an army than is necessary
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The appropriation, we have seen. cannot he constitutional for
more than two years. Within that time it might command
obedience. But at the end of the second year from the first
choice, the whole House of Representatives must be re
ehosen, and also one third of the Senate. The people,
being inflamed with the ahuse of power of the old members,
wOlild turn them out with indignation1 Upon their return
home, they would meet. the universal execrations of their
fellow-citi~cns.
Instead of the grateful plaudits of their
coulltry, so dear to every feeling mind, they would be treated
with the utmost resentment and contempt; their names
would be held in everlasting infamy; and their measures
would be instantly reprobated and changed by the new
members. In two years, a system of tyranny certainly could
not succeed in the face of the whole people; and the appropriation could not be with any safety for less than that
period. If it dep~n~ed on an annual vote, the cOllsequcnl'c
might be, that, at a critical pf'riod, when military oTlf'rations
were necessary, the troops would not know whether they
were entitled to payor not, and could n01 safely act till
they knew that the annual vote had passpd. To refuse this
power to the government, would he to invite insults alld
attacks from otlwr nations. Let us not, for God's sake, be
guilty of such indiscretion as to trllst our enemies' merc)"
hnt give, as is ollr duty, a sufficient power to government to
protect their country, - gua~illg, at the same tirnf', against
abuses as well as we can. \Ve well know what this ('ollntry
suffered by the ravagt's of the British army during thf' war.
How could we have been saved but by an army? 'Wit hout
that resource we should soon have frlt the miserable consequences; and this day, instead of ha"in~ the honor - the
greatest any people ever ertioyed - to choose a govcrnment
which our reason rec'ommends, we should have ht'en groaning under the most intolerable tyranny that was f'ver fdt.
We ollght not to think these dallg'l'fs are entirely OVf'r. The
British gow'rnment is not friendly to us. Thf'Y drc(ld the
rising glory of America. They tremhle for the West Indies,
cllId their colonies to the north of us. They have countt'ractt'd us on every oeeasion since the pf'ace. Instead of a
jlJeral and reciproeal commerce, they have attempted to
confine us to a most narrow and ignominiolls one. Thf~ir
pridt' is still irritated with the disa ppointrnf'nt of their ell~
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They know that, on the record of
history, their conduct towards us must appear in the most disgraceful light. Let it also appear, on the record of history,
that America was equally wise and fortunate in peace as well
as in war. Let it be said that, with a temper and unanimity
unexampled, they corrected the vices of an imperfect government, and framed a new one on the basis of justice and
liberty; that, though all did not concur in approving tlte
particular structure of this government, yet that the minortty
peaceably and respectfully submitted to the decision of thfO
greater number. This is a spectacle so great, that, if it
should succeed, this must be considered the greatest country
under heaven; for there is no instance of any such deliberate change of government in any other nation that fOver
existed. But how would it gratify the pride of our enfOmy
to say, "We could not conquer you, hut you have ruined
yourselves. You have foolishly quarrelled about trifles. \:'Oil
are unfit for any government whatever. You have separated
from us, when you were unable to govern yourselves, and
YOIl now deservedly feel all the horrors of anarchy."
I beg
p.lrdoll for saying so much. I did not intend it when I began. But the consideration of olle of the most important
parts of the plan excited all my feelings on the subject. I
speak without any affectation in expressing my apprehension
of foreign dangers: the belief of them is strongly impressed
on my mind. I hope, therefore, the gentlemen of the committee will excuse the warmth with which I have spokt'O.
I shall now take leave of the subject. I flatter myself that
gentlemen will st"e that this power is absolutely necessary,
and mnst be vested somewhere; that it can be vested nowhere so well as in the general government; and that it is
guarded by the only restriction which the nature of the thing
will admit of.
Mr. HARDIMAN desired to know, if the people were
attacked or harassed in any part of the state, - if on the
frontiers, for instance, - whether they must not apply to the
state legislatnre for assistance.
MI'. IREDELL replied, that he admitted that application
might be immediately rmde to the state legislature, and that,
IlJ the plan under consideration, the strength of the Union
was to be exeJ'tfOd to repel invasions of foreign enemies and
suppress domestic insurrections; and that the possibility of
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an instantaneous and unexpected attack, in time of profound
peaee, illu~trated the danger of restricting the power of raising and supporting armies.
The rest of the 8th section read without aoy ubservation.
1st clause of the 9th section read.
Mr. J. M'DOWALL wished to hear the reasons of this
restriction.
Mr. SPAIGHT answered, that there was a contest between the Northel'D and Southern States; that the Southern
States, whose principal support depended 011 the labor of
slaves, would oot consent to the desire of the Northern
States to exclude the importation of slaves absolutely; that
South Carolina and Georgia insisted on this clause, as they
were now in want of hands to cultivate their lands; that in
the course of twenty years they would be fully supplied;
that the trade would be abolished then, and that, in the
mean time, some tax or duty might be laid on.
Mr. M'DOWALL replied, that the explanation was just
lIuch as he expected, and by no means satisfactory to him,
and that he looked upon it as a very objectionable part of
the system.
Mr. IREDELL. Mr. Chairman, I rise to express sentiments similar to those of the gentleman from Craven. For
my part, were it practicable to put an end to the importation of slaves immediately., it would give me the greatest
pleasure; for it certainly is a trade utterly inconsistent with
the rights of humanity, and under whieh great cruelties
have been exercised. When the entire abolition of slavery
takes place, it will be an event whi('h must he pleasing to
every generous mind, and every friend of human nature; but
we often wish for things which are not attainable. It was
the wish of a great majority of the Convention to put an
end to the trade immediately; hut the states of South Carolilla and Georgia would not agree to it. Consider, then,
what would be the difference between our present situation
in this respect, if we do not agree to the Constitution, and
what it will be if we do agree to it. If we do not a~H'e
to it, do we remedy the evil? No, sir, we do not. For if
the Constitution be not adopted, it will be in the power ot'
every state to continue it forever. They mayor may not
abolish it, at their discretion. But if we adopt "h·, Constitution, the trade must cease after twenty yelirs, it Cou-
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gre!\s declare so, whether particular states please Ml or not;
surely, then, we can gain by it. This was the utmost that
('ould he obtained. I heartily wish more could have been
done. But as it is, this government is nobly distinguished
above others by that very provision. Where is there another
country in which such a restriction prevails? W fl, therefore, sir, set an example of humanity, by providing for the
abolition of this inhuman traffic, though at a distant period.
I hope, therefore, that this part of the Constitution will not
be condemned because it has not stipulated for what wal
impracticable to obtain.
Mr. SPAIGHT further explained the clause. That the
limitation of this trade to the term of twenty years was a
compromise between the Eastern States and the Southern
States. South Carolina and Georgia wished to extend the
term. The Eastern States insisted on the entire abolition
of the trade. That the state of North Carolina had not
thought propt'r to pass any law prohibiting the importation
of slaves, and therefore its delegation in the Convention did
not think themselves authorized to contend for an immediate
prohibition of it.
Mr. IREDELL added to what he had said before, that
the states of Georgia and South Carolina had lost a great
many slaves during the war, and that they wished to supply
the loss.
Mr. GALLOWAY. Mr. Chairman, the explanation given to this clause does not satisfy my mind. I wish to see
this abominable trade put an end to. But in case it be
thought proper to continue this abominable traffic for twenty
years, yet I do not wish to see the tax on the importation
extended to all persons whatsoever. Our situation is different from the people to the north. We want citizens;
they do not. Instead of laying a tax, we ought to give a
bounty to encoura~e foreignf>rs to come among us. With
respect. to the abolition of slavery, it requires the utmost
consideration. The property of the Southern States consists
principally of slaves. If they mean to do away slavery al~ogether, this property will be destroyed. I apprehend it
meallS to bring forward manumission. If we must manumit our slaves, what country shall we send them to? It is
impossible for us to be happy, if, after manumission, th""
are to stay among us.
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Mr. IREDF LL. Mr. Chairman, the worthy gendeman.
I believe, has misunderstood this clause, which runs in the
following words: "The migration or importatioll of such
persons as any of the states now existing shall think proper
to admit, shall not be prohihited by the Congress prior to
the year 1808; but a tax or duty may be imposed on such
importation, not exceeding ten dollars for each person."
Now, sir, observe that the Eastern States, who long ago
helve abolished slaves, did lIot approve of the expression
sl(,ves; they therefore used another, that answered the same
purpose. The committee will observe the distinction b('tween the two words migration and importation. The first
part of the clause will extend to persons who come into this
country as free peoj)It', or are brought as slaves. But the last
part extends to slaves only. The word migration refers to
free persons; hut the word importation refers to slaves, because free people cannot he said to be imported. The tax,
therefore, is only to be laid on slaves who are imported, and
not on free persons who migrate. I further beg leave to say
that the gentleman is mistaken in another thing. He seems
to say that this extends to the abolition of slavery. Is there
any thing in this Constitution whieh says that Congress shall
have it in their power to abolish the slavpry of those slaves
who are now in the country? Is it not the plain meaning
of it, that after twenty years they may prevent the future
importation of slaves? It does not extend to those now in
the country. There is another circumstance to be observed.
There is no authority vested in Congress to restrain the
states, in the interval of twenty years, from doing what they
please. If they wish to prohibit such importation, they may
do so. Our next Assembly may put an entire end to the
importation of slavE's.
The rest of the 9th section read without any observation.
Article 2d, section 1st.
Mr. DAVIE. Mr. Chairman, I must exprt'ss my aston
ishrnent at the precipitancy with which we go through this
business. Is it not highly improper to pass over ill silence
any part of this Constitution. which has been loudly ol~jectcd
to? We go into a committee to have a freer discussion. I
am sorry to see gentlemen hurrying us through, and SllPpre8.5ing their objections, in order to bring them forward at
an unseasonable hour. We are assembled here to deliberate
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for our own common welfare, and to decide upon a question
of infinite importance to our country. W'hat is the cause ot
this silence and gloomy jealousy in gentlemen of the opposition ? This department has been universally objected t<
by them. The most virulent invectives, the most opprobrious epithets, and the most indecent scurrility, have been
nsed and applied against this part of the Constitution. It
Ins been represented as incompatible with allY degree of
freedom. Why, therefore, do not gentlemen offer their objections now, that we may examine their force, if they have
any? The clause meets my entire approbJtion. I only
rise to show tbe principle on whicb it was formed. The
principle is, the separation of the executive from the legislative - a principle whicb pervades all free governments.
A dispute arose in the Convention concerning the reeligibility of tbe President. It was the opinion of the deputation
from this state, that he should be elected tor five or seven
years, and be afterwards ineligible. It was urged, in su pport of this opinion, that the return of public officers into the
common mass of the people, where they would feel the tone
they h:td given to the administration of the laws, was the
best security the public had for their good behavior; that it
would operate as a limitation to his ambition, at the same
~ime that it rendered him more independent; that when
3nce in possession of that office, he would move heaven and
earth to secure his reelection, and perhaps becomt' the cringing dept>udant of influential men; that our opinion was
supported by some experience of the effects of this principle
in several of the states. A large and very respectable ma.iority were of the contrary opinion. It was said that such
an exclusion would be improper for many reasons; that if
an enlightened, upright man had discharged the duties of
the office ably and faithfully, it would be depriving the people of the benefit of his ability and experience, though they
highly approved of him; that it would render the President
less ardent in his endeavors to acquire the esteem and approbation of his country, if he knew that he would be absolutely excluded after a given period; and that it would be
depriving a man of singular merit even of the rights of citi
zenship. It was also said, that the day might come, when
the confidence of America would be put in one man, and
that: it might be dangerous to exclude such a man from the
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:;crvice of his country. It was urged, likewise, thar no Ull·
due influence could take place ill his elct·tioll; that, as he
was to be elected on the same day throughout the United
~tates, no man could say to himself, 1 am to be lite man.
Under these considerations, a large, respectable m,~ority
voted for it as it now stands. With respect to the unity of
the executive, the superior energy and secreey wherewith
one person can act, was one of the principles on which the
Convention went. But a more predominant principle was,
the more obvious responsibility of one person. It was ob·
sCf\icd that, if there were a plurality of persons, and a crime
should be committed, when their conduct came to be examined, it would be impossible to fix the fact on auy one of
them, but that the public were never at a loss when there
was but oJle man. For these reasons, a great majority COllcUlTed in the unity, and reeligibility also, of the t'xecutive.
I thought proper to show the spirit of the deputation from
this state. However, I heartily concur in it as it now stands,
and the mode of his election precludes every possibility of
corruption or improper influence of any kind.
Mr. JOSEPH TAYLOR thought it improper to object
on every trivial case; that this clause had been argued on in
some degree before, and that it would he a useless waste
of time to dwell any longer upon it j that if they had the
powcr of amending the Constitution, every part need not
be discussed, as some were not objectionable; and that,
for his own part, he would object when any essential defect
came before t he house.
2d, 3d, and 4th clauses read.
Mr. J. TAYLOR ol~t'cted to the power of Congress to
(:etermine the time of choosing the electors, and to deter1I.ine the time of electing the President, and urged that it
was improper to have the election on the same day throughout the United States; that Congress, not satisfied with
their power over the time, place, and manner of elections of
representatives, and over tbe time and manner of t'lections
.>1 senators, and their power of raising an army, wished like·
wise to control the election of the electors of the President;
that by their army, and the election being on the same day
ill all the states, tht>J might compel the electors ~o vote as
they please.
Mr SPAIGHT answered, that the time of choosing lhe
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electors was to be determined by Congress, for the sake of
regularity and uniformity; that, if the states were to determine it, one might appoint it at one day, and another at
another, &c.; and that the election being on the same day
in all the states, would prevent a combination between the
electors.
Mr. IREDELL. Mr. Chairman, it gives me great astonishment to hear this objection, because I thought this to be
a most excellent clause. Nothing is more necessary than to
prevent every danger of influence. Had the time of election
been different in different states, the electors chosen in one
state might have gone from state to state, and conferred
with the other electors, and the election might have been
thus carried on under undue influence. But by this provision, the electors must meet in the different states on the
same day, and cannot confer together. They may not even
know who are the electors in the other states. There can
be, therefore, no kind of combination. It is probable that
the man who is the object of the choice of thirteen different
states, the electors in each voting unconnectedly with the
rest, must be a person who possesses, in a high degree, the
confidence and respect of his (,ountry.
Gov. JOHNSTON expressed doubts with respect to the
persons by whom the electors were to be appointed. Some,
he said, were of opinion that the people at large were to
choose them, and others thought the state legislatures were
to appoint them.
Mr. IREDELL was of opinion that it could not be ·done
with propriety by the state legislatures, because, as they
were to direct the manner of appointing, a law would look
very awkward, which should say, "They gave the power of
such appointments to themselves."
Mr. MACLAINE thought the state legislatures might
direct the electors to be chosen in what manner they thought
proper, and they might direct it to be done by the people at
large.
Mr. DAVIE was of opinion, that it was left to the wisdom
of the legislatures to direct their election in whatever manner
they thought proper.
Mr. TAYLOR still thought the power improper with respect to the time of choosing the electors. This power appeared to him to belong properly to the state legislatures;
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nor (!ould he see any purpose it could answer but that of an
augmentation of the congressional powers, which, he said,
werp. too great already; that by this power they might prolong the elections to seven years, and that, though this would
be in direct opposition to another part of the Constitution,
sophistry would enable them to reconcile them.
Mr. SPAIGHT replied, that he was surprised that the
gentleman objeeted to the power of Congress to determine
the time of ehoosing the electors, and not to that of fixiIlg
the day of the election of the President; that the power ;11
the one case could not possibly answer the purpose of uniformity without having it in the other; that the power, in
both cases, could be exercised properly only by one general
superintending pOWN; that, if Congress had not this power,
there would be no uniformity at all, and that a great deal of
time would be taken up in order to agree upon the time.
MONDAY,

July 28, liSt:!.

The 2d section of the 2d article read.
Mr. IREDELL. Mr. Chairman, this part of the Con
stitution has been much ohjected to. The office of supt'rintending the execution of tht' laws of the Union is an office
of the utmost importance. It is of the greatest consequence
to the happiness of the people of America, that the person to
whom this great trust is delf'gated should be worthy of it.
It would require a man of abilities and expf'rit'nce; it would
also require a man who possessed, in a high degree, the confidence of his country. This being the case, it would be a
great dt'fect, in forming a constitution for the United States,
if it was so constructed that, by any accidt'nt, an improper
person could have a chance to obtain that office. The committee will recollect that the President is to he elected by
electors appointed by each statf:', according to the number of
senators and representatives to which the state may be entitlt'd in the Congress; that they are to meet on the same
day throughout the states, and vote by ballot for two persons,
one of whom shall not be an inhabitant of the same state with
themselves. These votes are afterwards to be transmitted.
under sea1, to the seat of the general government. The person who has the greatest number of votes, if it be a majority
of the whole, will be the President. If more than one ha\'t~
a majority, and equal votes, the House of Representative~
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are to choose one of them. If none have a majority of votes.
then the House of Representatives are to choose which of thu
persons they think proper, out of the five bighest on the list.
The person having the next greatest number of votes is to
be the Vice-President, unless two or more should have equal
\"Otes, in which case the Senate is to choose one of them for
Vice-President. If I recollect right, these are the princip,.l
chlracteristics. Thus, sir, two men will be in office at the
same time; the President, who possesses, in the highest degree, the confidence of his country, and the Vice-President,
who is thought to be the next person in the Union most fit
to perform this trust. Here, sir, every contingency is provided for. No faction or combination can bring about the
election. It is probable that the choice will always fall upon
a man of experienced abilities and fidelity. In all human
probJbility, no better mode of election could have been
devised.
The rest of the 1st section read without any observations.
2d section read.
Mr. IREDELL. Mr. Chairman, I was in hopes that
some other gentleman would have spoken to this clause.
It conveys very important powers, and ought not to be
passed by. I beg leave, in as few words as possible, to speak
my sentiments upon it. I believe most of the governors of
the different states have powers similar to those of the President. In almost every country, {he executive has the command of the military forces. From the nature of the thing, the
command of armies ought to be delegated to one person only.
The secrecy, despatch, and decision, which are necessary in
military operations, can only be expected from one person.
The President, therefore, is to command the military forces
of the United States, and this power I think a proper one;
at the same time it will be found to be sufficiently guarded.
A ver.v material difference may be observed between this
power, and the authority of the king of Great Britain under
similar circumstances. The king of Great Britain is not
only the commander-in-chief of the land and naval forces,
hut has power, in time of war, tQ raise Beets and armies.
He has also autbority to declare war. The President has
not the power of declaring war by his own authority, nor
that of raising fleets and armies. These powers are vested
in othc~ hands. The power of declaring war is expressly
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given to Congress, that is, to the two branches of the legislature -the Senate, composed of representatives of the state
legislatures, the House of Representati\'es, deputed by the
people at large. They have also expressly delegated to
them the powers of raising and supporting armies, and 01
providing and maintaining a,navy.
With regard to the militia, it must be observed, that though
he has the command of them when called intI) the actual
service of the United States, yet he has not the power of
calling them out. The power of calling them out is vested
in Congress, for the purpose of executing the laws of the
Union. When the militia are called out for any purpose,
some person must command them; and who so proper as
that person who has the best evidence of his possessing the
general confidence of the people? I trust, therefore, that
the power of commanding the militia, when called forth into
the. actual service of the United States, will not be objected to.
The next part, which says" that he may require the opinion in writing of the principal officers," is, in some degree,
substituted for a council. He is only to consult them if he
thinks proper. Their opinion is to be given bim in writing.
By this means he will be aided by their intelligence; and
the necessity of their opinions being in writing, will render
them more cautious in giving them, and make them responsible should they give advice manifestly improper. This
does not diminish the responsibility of the President himself.
They might otherwise have colluded, and opinions have
been given too much under his influence.
I t has bef'n the opinion of many gentlemen, that the President should have a council. This opinion, probably, has
been derived from the example in England. I t would be
very proper for every gentleman to consider attentively
whether that example ought to be imitated by us. Although
it be a respectable example, yet, in my opinion, very satisfactory reaSJns can be assigned for a departure from it in
this Constitution.
It was very difficult, lmmediately on our separation from
Great Britain, to disengage ourselves entirely from ideas of
government we had been used to. We had been accustomed
to a council under the old government, and took it for
granted we ought to have one under the new. But ex-
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amples ought not to be implicitly followed; and the reasons
which prevail in Great Britain for a council do not apply
equally to us. In that country, the executive authority is
vested in a magistrate who holds it by birthright. He has
great powers and prerogatives, aud it is a constitutional
muim, that he can do no wrong. We have experienced
that he can do wrong, yet no man can say so in his own
country. There are no courts to try him for any high
crimes; nor is there any constitutional method of depriving
him of his throne. If he loses it, it must be by a general
resistance of his people, contrary to forms of law, as at the
revolution which took place about a hundl'ed years ago. It
is, therefore, of the utmost moment in that country, that
whoever is the instrument of any act of government should
be personally responsible for it, since the king is not; and,
for the same reason, that no act of government should be
exercised but by the instrumentality of some person who can
be accouutable fOf it. Every thing, therefore, that the king
does, must be by some advice, and the adviser of course
answerable. Under our Constitution we are much happier.
No m:tn has an authority to injure another with impunity.
No m,lI1 is better than his fellow-citizens, nor can pretend to
any superiority over the meanest man in the country. If the
President does a single act by which the people are prC'judieed, he is punishable himself, and no other ma.l merely
to screen him. If he commits any misdemeanor in office, he
is impeachable, removable from office, and incapacitated to
hold any office of honor, trust, or profit. If he commits any
crime, he is punishable by the laws of his c01)ntry, and in
capital cases may be deprived of his life. This being the
case, there is not the same reason here for having a council
which exists in England. It is, however, much to be desired,
that a man who has such extensive and important business
to perform should have the means of some assi!;tance to
enable him to discharge his arduous employment. The
advice of the principal executive officers, which he can at all
times command, will, in my opinion, answer this valuable
purpose. He can at no time want advice, jf he desires it,
a!' the principal officers will always be on the spot. Those
OffiCP-fS, from their ahilities and experience, will probably be
ahle to give as good, if not better, ad"'ice than any counsellors would do ; and the solemnity of the advice in writing,
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which must be presen'ed, would be a great check upon
them.
Besides these considerations, it was difficult for the Convention to prepare a council that would be unexcPplionable.
That jealousy which naturally exists bptween the diffi'rent
states enhanced this difficulty. If a few cOllllsellors were
to he chosen from the Northern, Southel'll, or Middle States,
or trom a few states only, undue preference might be given
to those particular states from which they should come. If,
to avoid this' difficulty, one counsellor should be sent from
each state, this would require great expense, which is a
cOllsideration, at this time, of much moment, especially as it
)8 probable that, hy the method proposed, the President
may be equally well advised without any expense at all.
We ought also to consider that, had he a council by whose
advice he was bounq to act, his responsibility, in all such
casps, must be destroyed. You surely would not oblige him
to follow their advice, and punish him for obeying it. If
called upon on any occasion of dislike, it would be natural
for him to say, "You know my council are m('n of integrity
and ability: I could not act "gainst their opinions, though
I confess my own was contrary to theirs." This, sir, would
be pernicious. In such a situation, he might easily combine
with his council, and it might be impossible to fix a fact
upon him. It would be difficult often to know whether the
President or coullsellors were most to blame. A thousand
plausi ole excuses might he made, which ,,,ould esea pe detection. But the method proposed in the Constitution
creates no such embarrassment. It is plain and open.
And the President will personally have the credit of good,
or the censure of bad measures; since, thollgh he may ask
advice, he is to use his own judgment in following or rejecting it. For all these reasons, I am clearly of opinion that
the clause is better as it stands than if the Presiden 1 wpre
to have a coullcil. I think every good that can be derived
from the institution of a council may be expected from the
advice of these officers, without its being liable to the disadvantages to which, it appears to me, the institution of a
council would he.
A not her power .that he has is to grant pardons, except in
casrs of imprachment. I belif've it is the sense of a great
part of America, that this power should be exercised by th(:ir
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governors. I t is in several states on the same footing
that it is here. It is the genius of a republican government
that the laws should be rigidly executed, without the influence of favor or ill-will-that, when a man commits a
crime, however powerful he or his friends may be, yet he
should be punished for it; and, on the other hand, though
he should be universally hated by his country, his real guilt
alone, as to the particular charge, is to operate against him.
This strict and scrupulolls observance of justice is proper in
all governments; but it is particularly indispensable in a
republican one, because, in such a govemment, the law is
superior to every man, and no man is superior to another.
But, though this general principle be unquestionable, surely
there is no gentleman in the committee who is not aware
that there ought to be exceptions to it; because there may
be many in~tdnces when>, though a man offends against the
lettt'r of the law, yet peculiar circumstances in his case may
entitle him to mercy. It is impossible for any general law
to foresee and provide for all possible cases that may arise;
and therefore an inflexible adherenee to it, in every instance,
might frequently be the cause of very great injustice. For
this }'f'aSOIl, such a power ought to exist somewhere; and
where could it be more properly vested, than in a man who
had received such strong proofs of his possessing the highest
confidence of the people? This power, however, only refers
to offences against the United States, and not against
particular states. Another reason for the President possessing this authority, is this: it is often necessary to convict
a man by means of his accomplices. We have sufficient
experience of that in this country. A criminal would often
go unpunished, werf' not this method to be pursued against
him. In my opinion, till an accomplice's own danger is
removed, his evidence ought to he regarded with great
diffidence. If, in civil causes of property, a witness must
be entirely disinterested, how much more proper is it he
should be so in cases of life and death! This power is
naturally vested in the President, because it is his duty to
watch over the puhlic safety; and as that may frt-quently
require the evidence of accomplices to bring great offenders
to jusfice, he ought to be intrusted with the most effectual
means of procuring it.
I heg leave further to observe, that, for another reason, J
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think there is a propriety in leaving this power to the general
discretion of the executive magistrate, rather than to fetter
it in any manner which has been proposed. It may happen
that many men, upon plausible pretences, may be seduced
into ~·ery dangerous measures against their country. They
may aim, by an insurrection, to redress imaginary grievances,
at the same time believing, upon false suggestions, that their
exertions are necessary to save their country from destruction. Upon cool reflection, however, they possibly are convinced of their error, and clearly see through the treachery
and villany of their leaders. In this situation, if the President possessed the power of pardoning, they probably would
throw themselves on the equity of the government, and the
whole body be peaceably broken up. Thus, at a critical
moment, the President might, perhaps, prevent a civil war.
But if tht::ie was no authority to pardon, in that delicate
exigency, what would be the consequence? The prineipJe
of self-preservation would prevent their parting. Would it
1I0t be natural for them to say, "We shall be punished if we
disband. Were we sure of mercy, we would peaceably part.
But we know not that there is any chance of this. We
may as well meet one kind of death as another. We may
as well die in the field as at the gallows." I therefore submit to the committee if this power be not highly necessary
for such a purpose.
We have seen a happy instance of the good efff'ct of suc:h
an exercise of mercy in the state of Massachusetts, where,
very lately, there was so formidable an insurrection. I believe a great majority of the insurgents were drawn into it
hy false artifices. They at length saw their error, and were
willing to disband. Government, by a wise exercise of lenity, after ha,ring shown its power, generally granted a pardon;
and the whole party were dispersed. Thf're is now as much
pf'ace in that country as in any state in the Union.
A p<lrticular instance which occurs to me shows the utility
of this power very strongly. Suppose we were involved in
war. It would be then necessary to know the designs of
the enemy. This kind of knowledge cannot always be procured but by mf'ans of spies - a set of wretches whom all
nations despise, but whom all employ; and, as they woulc.
assuredly be used against I1S, a principle of !lelf-defence
would urge and justify the use of them on our part. Sup-
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pose, therefore, the President could prevail upon a man of
some importance to go over to the enemy, ill order to givt: him
secret information of his measures. He goes off privately
to the enemy. He feigns resentment against his country
for some ill usage, either real or pretended, and is received,
possibly, into favor and confidem:e. The people would not
know the purpose for which he was employed. In the meaD
time, he secretly informs the President of the enemy's designs, and by this means, perhaps, those designs are counteracted, and the country saved from destruction. After his
business is executed, he returns into his own country,
where the people, not knowing he had rendered them any
service, are naturally exasperated against him for his supposed treason. I would ask any gentleman whether the
President ought not to have the power of pardoning this
man. Suppose the concurrence of the Senate, or any other
body, was nf"cessary; would this obnoxious person be properly safe? We know in every counlry there is a strong
pr~judice against the executive authority. If a prejudice of
this kind, on su('h an occasion, prevailed against the President, the President might be suspected of being influenced
by corrupt motives, and the application in favor of this man
be rejected. Such a thing might very possibly happen when
the prejudices of party were strong; and therefore no man,
so clearly entitled as in the case I have supposed, ought to
have his life exposed to so hazardous a contingency.
The power of impeachment is given by this Constitution,
to bring great offenders to punishment. It is calculated to
bring them to punishment for crime which it is not easy to
describe, but which everyone must be convinced is a high
crime and misdemeanor against the government. This
power is lodged in those who represent the great body of
the people, because the oceasion for its exercise will arise
from acts of great i~jury to the community, and the o~jects
of it may be such as cannot be easily reached by an ordinary tribunal. The trial belongs to the Senate, lest an inferior
tribunal should he too much awed by so powerful an accuser.
After trial thus solemnly conducted, it is not probable that
it would happen once in a thousand times, that a man actually convicted would be entitled to merc:y; and if the President had the power of pardoning in stich a case7 this great
cheek II pon high officers of state would lose much of its ill-
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fluenc~. It seems, therefore, proper that the general power
of pardoning should he abridged in this particular instance.
The punishment annexed to this conviction on impeachment
can only be removal from office, and disqualification to hold
any place of hOllor, trust, or profit. But the person convicted is further liable to a trial at ('ommon law, and may receive
such common-law punishment as belongs to a description of
such offences, if it be punishable by that law. I hope, for
the reasons I have stated, that the whole of this clause will
be approved by the committee. The regulations altogpther,
ill my opinion, are as wisely contrived as they could bt>. It
is impossible for imperfect beings to form a pt'rfect system.
If the presellt one may be productive of possible inconveniellces, we are not to reject it for that reason, but inquire
whether anx other system could he dt~"ised which would be
attendf!d with fewer inconveniences, in proportion to the
i~dvantages resulting. But we ollght to be exceedingly attentive in examining, and still more cautious in deciding, lest
we should coudemn what may be worthy of applause, or
approve of what may be exceptionable. I hope that, in the
explanation of this dause, I have not improperly taken lip
'he time of the committee.
Mr. MILLER acknowledged that the explanation of this
l'lause by the member from Edenton h<!d abviated some objt'ctions which he had to it; but still he could not entirely
appl'Ove of it. He could not see the necessity of vesting
this power in the President. He thought that his influence
would he too great in the country, and particularly over the
military, by being the commander-in-chief of the army, navy,
and militia. He thought he could too easily abuse such extensive powers, and was of opilJion that Congress ought to
have power to direct the motions of the army. He considered it as a defect in the Constitution, that it was not. expressly provided that Congress should have the direction of
the motions of the army.
Mr. SP AIGHT answered, that it was true that the comIllClnd of the army and navy was given to the President;
but that Congress, who had the power of raising (trmies,
could certainly prevellt any abuse of that authority in the
President - that they alone had the means of supporting
armies, and that the Presidt'nt was impeachable if he in any
mann.er ,abu~ed his trust. He was surprised that any objec-
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tion should be made to giving the command of the army to
one man; that it was well known that the direction of all
army could not be properly exercised hy a numerous body
of men; that Congress had, in the last war, given the exclusive command of the army to the commander-in-chief,
and that if they had not done so, perhaps the independence
of America would not have been established.
Mr. PORTER. Mr. Chairman, there is a power vested
in the Senate and President to make treaties, which shall he
the supreme law of the land. Which among us can call
them to account? I always thought that there (~ould be no
proper exercise of power without the suffrage of the people;
yet the House of Representatives has no power to intermeddle with treaties. The President and seven senators, as
nearly as I can rpmember, can make a treaty which will be
of great advanta§ue to the Northern &tates, and equal injurj'
to the Southern tates. They might give up the rivers and
territory of the SOlJthern States. Yet, in the preamble of
the Constitution, they say all the people hal'e done it. I
should he glad to know what power there is of calling the
President and Senate to account.
Mr. SPAIGHT answered that, undpr the Confederation,
two thirds of the states might make treaties; that, if the
'senators from all the states attended when a treaty was
about to be made, two thirds of the states would have a
voice in its formation. He added, that he would be glad to
ask the gentleman what mode there was of calling the present Congress to account.
Mr. PORTER repeated his ol~ection. He hoped that
gentlemen would not impose on the house; that the President could make treaties with two thirds of the senate:
that the President, in that case, voted rather in a legislative
than in an executive capacity, which he thought impolitic.
Gov. JOHNSTON. Mr. Chairman, in my opinion, if
there be any difference between this Constitution and the
Confederation, with respect to treaties, the Constitution is
more safe than the Confederation. We know that two
members from each state have a right, by the Confederation,
to give the vote of that state, and two thirds of the states
have a right also to make treaties. By ihis Constitution,
'wo thirds of the senators rannot make treaties without the
toncurrence of the President. Here is, then, an additional
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guard. The calculation that seven or eight senators, with
the Presidellt, can make treaties, is totally erroneous. Fourteen is a quorum; two thirds of which are ten. It is UP01!
the improbable supposition that they will not attend, that
the o~ieclion is founded that ten men, with the PresidclIt.
can make treaties. Can it be reasonably supposed that
they will not attend when the most important business is
agitated - when the interests of their respective states are
most immediately affected?
Mr. MACLAINE observed, that the gentleman was out
of order with his ol~pction - that they had not yt't come to
the clause which enables the Senate and President to make
treaties.
The 2d clanse of the 2d section read.
Mr. SPENCER. Mr. Chairman, I rise to declare mv
disapprobation of this,. likewise. It is an essential article in
Ollr Constitution, that the legislative, the executive, and the
supreme judicial powers, of government, ought to be forcv{'r
separate and distinct from eaeh other. The Senat£', in the
proposed government of the United States, are pos!'wsscd
of the legislative authority in conjunction with the House
of Representatives. They are likewise possessed of the sole
POWN of trying all impeachments, which, not being restrained to the officers of the U nit{'d States, may be illteuded to include all the officp.rs of the sp.vp.ral statt's in
the Union. And by this clause they possess the chief of
the execlltive power; they are, in effect, to form treaties,
\yhich are to be the law of the land; and they have obviously, in dTect, the appointment of all the officers of the
lJ lIited States. The Pf('sident may nominate, but they
have a negative UpOIl his nomination, till he has exhaustt'd
the number of those he wishes to be appointed. He will
lw obligt'd, finall)" to acquiesce in the appointment of those
whom the Senate shall nominate, or else no appointmellt
will take place. Hence it is easy to perceive that the President, in order to do any business, or to answer an)' purpose'
in this department of his office, and to keep himself out of
rerpetual hot water, will be under a necessity to form a
('onllt'ction with that powerful body, and be contented to
put himsf'lf at the head of the leading members who COIll~
pose it. I do not expec't, at this day, th(1t the olltline and
organization of this proposed government will be materially
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altered. But I cannot but be of opinion that the government would have been infinitely better and more secure, if
the President had been provided with a standing council,
composed of one member from each of the states, the duration of whose office might have been the same as that of
the President's office, or for any other period that might
have been thought more proper; for it call hardly be supposed, if two senators can be sent from each state, who are
fit to give counsel to the President, that one such cannot
be found in each state qualified for that purpuse. Upon this
plan, one half the expense of the Senate, as a standint!
council to the President in the recess of Congress, would
evidently be saved; eaeh state would ha\'e equal weight ill
this council, as it has now in the Senate. And what renders this plan the more eligihle is, that two very important consequences would result from it, which <:annot result from the
present plan. The first is, that the whole executi\'e department, being separate and distinct from that of dw legislative and judicial, would be amenable to the justice of the
land: the President and his council, or either or any of
them, might be impeached, tried, and condemned, for any
misdemt'anor in office. Whereas, on the present plan proposed, the Senate, who are to advise the President, and
who, in effect, are possessed of the chief executive powers,
let their conduct be what it will, are not amenable to the
public justice of their country: if they may be impeacht'd,
there is no tribunal invt'sted with jurisdiction to try them.
It is true that the proposed Constitution provides that, when
the President is tried, the chief justice shall preside. But
I take this to be very little more than a faree. What call
the Senate try him for? For doing that which they have
advised him to do, and whieh, without their advice, he would
not have done. Except what he may do in a militaryeapacity - when, I presume, he will be entitled to be tried hy
a court martial of genera] officers - he can do nothing in the
ext>cutive department without the advice of the St>nate, unless it be to grant pardons, and adjourn the two Houses of
Congrt'ss to some day to which they cannot agree to adjourn
themselves - probably to some term that may he convenient to the leading members of the SenatE'.
I cannot conceive, therefure, that the President can ever
be tried by the Senate with any effect, or to any purpoSE'
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ft)r any misdemeanor in his office, unless it should extend
to high treason, or unless they should wish to fix the odium
of any measure on him, in order to exculpate themseh'es;
the latter of whie:h I cannot suppose will ever happen.
Another important consequence of the plan I wish had
taken place is that, the office of the President being thereby
uncoDllt'cted with that of the legislative, as well as the
judicial, he would have that independence which is necessary
to form the intended check upon the acts passt~d by the legislature before they obtain the sanction of Jaws. But, on the
present plan, from the necessary conneetion of the President's office with that of the Senate, I have little ground to
hopt~ that his firmness will 10nrO' prevail against the overhearing power and influence 0 tht~ Senate, so far as to
answer the purpose of any considerable eheck upon the acts
they may think proper to pass in conjunction with the
House of Representatives; for he will soon find that, unJess he inclines to eompound with them, they can easily
hinder and control him in the principal articles of his office.
But, if nothing else could be said in favor of the plan of a
standing council to the President, independent of the Senate, the dividing the power of the latter would be sufficient
to recommend it; it being of th... utmost importance towards the security of the government, and the liberties of
the citizens under it. For I think it must be obvious to
e\"ery unprt:iudiced mind, that the combining in the Senate
the power of legislation, with a controlling share in the appointment of all the officers of the United States, (except
those chosen by the people,) and the power of trying all
impt~a('hments that may be found against such officers, invests the Senate at onee with such an enormity of power,
alld with such an Ol'erbearing and uncontrollable influellce,
as is incompatible with every idea of safety to the liberties
,,( a free country, and is caleulated to swallow up all other
poWI:rs, and to render that body a despotic aristocracy.
'Ir. PORTER recommended the most serious consideratiou when they were about to give away power; that they
were not only about to ~i\'e away power to legislate or make
law& of a supreme nature, and to make treaties, which might.
sacrifice the most valuable interests of the community, but
to give a power to the general government to drag the inhabitants to any part of the world as long as they pleased;
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that they ought not to put it in the power of any man, or
any set of men, to do so; and that the represelltation ,vas
defective, being not a substantial, immediate reprt'scntatioll.
He observed that, as treaties wPre tht' sllprt'llIe Jaw of the
land, the HOllse of Representatives ol1!!;ht to have a vote in
making them, as well as in passing tlll'lil.
Mr. J. M'DOWALL. Mr. Chairman: permit me, sir,
to make a few ohsl>rvations, to show how impropt'r it is to
place so much power in so few mt'll, without any responsihilitv whatever. Let us consider what number of them is
nec~ss(try to transact the most important business. Two
thirds of the members present, with the President, can make
a treaty. Fourteen of them are a quorum, two thirds of
which are ten. These ten may make treaties and alliances.
They m3Y involve us in any difficulties, and dispose of us in
any manner, they please. Nay, eight is a m~iority of a
quorum, and can do every thing but make treatit's. How
unsafe are we, when we have no power of bringing those to
an account! It is ahsurd to try thelll before tht'ir own hody.
Our lives and property are in the hands of ei;!ht or nine men.
Will these gentlemell intrust their rights in this manner?
Mr. DAVIE. Mr. Chairman, although treaties are mere
conventional acts between the contracting parties, yet, by
the law of nations, they are the supreme law of the land to
their respective citizens or su~jects. All civilized nations
have concurred in considerin:?; them as paramount to an
ordinary act of legislation. This eoncurrence is founded on
the reciprocal convenience and solid advantages arising from
it. A due observance of treaties makes nations more friendly
to t'3ch other, and is the only means of rendering less frequent those mutual hostilities which tend to depopulate an~
ruin contending nations. It extends and facilitates that
commercial intercourse, which, founded on the universal
prott'ction of private property, has, in a measure, made the
world one nation.
The power of making treaties has, in all countrif>s and
Rovernrnents, been placed in the executive departmellts.
fhis has not only been grounded on the necessity and reason
arising from that degree of secrecy, design, and despatch,
which is always necessary in negotiations between nations,
but to prevent their being impedt'd, or carried into effect,
by the violence, animosity, and heat of parties, which too
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often infect numerous bodies. Both of these reason!> preponderated in the foundation of this part of the system. It
IS true, sir, that the late treaty between the U lIited States
and Great Britain has 1I0t, ill some of the StdleS, been held
as the supreme law of the land. Even in this state, an act
of Assemhly passed to declare its validity. But llU doubt
that treaty was the supreme law -of the land without the
sanction of the Assembly; because, by the Confederation,
Congress had power to make treaties. It was one or those
origiual rights of sovereignty which were v(,sted ill them;
and it was not the deficiency of constitutional authority in
Congress to make treaties that produced the necessity of a
law to declare their validity; but it was owing to the entire
imuecility of the Confederatioll.
On the principle of the propriety of vesting this pOlVPr in
the executive department, it would seem that the whole
power of makiug treaties ought to be left to the President,
who, being elected by the people of the United States at
large, will have their general interest at heart. But that
jealousy of executive power which has shown itself so
stl'Ougly in all the American governments, would not admit
this improvement. Interest, sir, has a most powerful influenrc orer the human mind, and is the basis on which all the
transactions of mankind are built. It was mentioned before
that the extreme jealousy of the little states, and bf'tween
the commercial states and the non-importing states, produced the neeessity of gi"jng an equality of suffi'age to the
St-mate. The same causes made it indispensable to give to
the senators, as representatives of statl's, the po\ver of
making, or rather ratifying, treaties. Although it militates
~gainst every idea of just proportion that the little state of
Rhode Island should have the same suffrage with Virginia,
tlr the great commonwealth of Massachusetts, Jet the small
~ta tes would not ('onsent to confederate without all equal
voice in the formation of treaties. Without the equality,
th!'y apprehended thdt their interest would he neglected or
sacrificed in negotiations. This difficulty could not be got
over. It arose from the unalterable nature of things. Ever),
man was eominced of the inflexibility of the little states in
this point. It therefore became necessary to give them an
absolute equality in making treaties.
The learDf~d gentleman on my right, (Mr. Spencer,) attt'"
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saying that this was an enormous power, and that blending
the different branches of government was dangerous, said,
that sllch accumulated powers were inadmissible, and contrary to all the, maxims of writers. It is true, the great
Montesquieu, and several other writers, have laid it down as
a maxim not to be departed from, that the legislative, executive, and judicial powers should be separate and distinct.
But the idea that these gentlemen had in view has been
misconceived or misrepresented. An absolute and complete
separation is Dot meant by them. It is impossible to form a
government upon these principles. Those states who had
made an absolute separation of these three powers thpir
leading principle, have been obliged to depart from it. It is
a principle, in fact, which is not to be fOllnd in any of thp.
state governments. In the government of New York, the
execlltive and judiciary have a negative similar to that of the
President of the United States. This is a junction of all
the three powers, and has been attended with the most
happy effects. In this state, and most of the others, the
executive and judicial powers are dependent on the legislature. Has not the legislature of this state the power of
appointing the judges? Is it not in their power also to fix
their compensation? What independence can there be ill
persons who are obliged to be obsequious and cringing for
their office and salary? Are not our judges dependent on
the legislature for every morsel they eat? It is not difficult
to discern what effect this may have on human nature. The
meaning of this maxim I take to be this - that the whole
legislative, executive, and judicial powers should not be exclusively blended in anyone particular instance. The Senate
try impeachments. This is their only judicial cognizance.
As to the ordinary ol!iects of a judiciary - such as the decision of controversies, the trial of criminals, &c. - the judiciary
is perfectly separate and distinct from the legislative and executh'e branches. The House of Lords, in England, have
grt'at judicial powers; JPt this is not considered as a blemish
in their constitution. Why? Because they have not the
whole legislative power. Montesquieu, at the same time
that he laid down this maxim, was writing in praise of the
British government. At the very time he recommended this
tiistincticlJ of powers, he passed the highest eulogium on a
.:onstitution wherein they were all partiallv blended. So
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that the meaning of the maxim, as laid down by him anel
lither writers, must be, that these three branches must
1I0t be entirely blended in one body. And this system
before you comes up to the maxim more completely than
the favorite government of Montesquieu. 'The gentleman
from Anson has said that the Senate destroys the independence of the President, because they must confirm the
nomination of officers. The necessity of their interfering in
the appointment of officers resulted from the same reason
which produced the equality of suffrage. In other countries,
the pxecutive or chief ma:,?:istrate, alone, nominates and
appoints officers. The small states would not agree that
the House of Representatives should have a voice in the
appointment to offices; and the extreme jealousy of all the
states would not give it to the President alone. In my
opinion, it is more proper as it is than it would be in either
of. those cases. The interest of each statt' will be equally
attended to in appointments, and the choice will be more
judicious by the junction of the Senate to the President.
Except in the appointments of officers, and makin~ of treaties, he is not joined with them in any instance. He is perfecdy independent of them in his e1er.tion. It is impossible
for human ingenuity to devise any mode of election better
calculated to exclude undue influence. He is chosen by the
electors appointed by the people. He is elected on the
same day in every state, so that there can be no possible comhination between the electors. The affections of the people can be the only influence to procure his election. If he
rnakss a judicious nomination, is it to be presumed that the
Senate will not concur in it? Is it to he supposed the legislatures will choose the most depraved men in the statt's to
represent them in Congress? Should he nominate unworthy
characters, can it be reasonably concluded that they will
confirm it? He then says that the st'nators will hale influence to get themselves reelected; nay, that they will be
perpetually elected.
I have very little apprehension on this ground. I take it
for granted that the man who is once a senator will very
probably be out for the next six years. Legislative influence changes. Otht'r persons rise, who have particular connections to advance them to office. If the senators stay six
years out of the state governments, their influence wjJJ be
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greatly diminished. It will be impossible for the most mfluential character to get himself reelected after being out of
the country so long. There will be an entire change in si~
years. Such futile ol~ections, I fear, proceed from an aver
sion to any general system. The same learned gentleman
says that it would he better, were a council, eonsisting of
one from every state, substituted to the Senate. Another
r,endeman has o~jected to the smallness of this number.
fhis shows the impossibility of satisfying all men's minds.
I beg this committee to place these two o~jections together,
and see their gLuing inconsistency. If there were thirteen
counsellors, in the manner he proposes, it would destroy the
responsibility of the President. He must ha\'e acted also
with a majority of them. A m~j()rity of them is seven,
which would be a quorum. A majority of these would be
four, and every act to which the concurrence of the Senate
and the President is neeessary could be decided by these
four. Nay, less than a m~jority- even one - would suffice
to enable them to do the most important acts. This, sir,
would be the effect of this council. The dearest interests of
the community would be trusted to two men. Had this been
the case, the loudest clamors would have been raised, with
justice, against the Constitution, and these gentlemen would
have 100ded their own proposition with the most virulent
abuse.
On a due consideration of this clause, it appears that this
power could not have been lodged as safely any where else
as where it is. The honorable gentleman (Mr. M'Dowall)
has spoken of a consolidation in this govern mer t. That is
a very strange incollsistt'ncy, when he points out, at the same
time, the necessity of lodging the power of making treaties
with the representatives, wht're the idea of a consolidation
can alone exist; and when he o~jeets to placing it in the'
Senate, where the federal principle is completf'ly preserved.
As the Senate represents the sovereignty of tbe states,
whatever might affect the states in their »olitical capacity
ought to be lert to tbem. This is the certain means of preventing a consolidation. How extrp.mely absurd is it to call
that disposition of power a consolidation of the states, which
must to all eternity prevent it! I ha\'e O1lly to add the
principle upon wbich the General Convention went - that
the power of making treaties could nowhere be so safely
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lodged as in the President and Senate; and the extreme
jealousy subsisting between some of the states would not
admit of it elsewhere. If any man will examine the >peration of that jealousy, in his own breast, as a citizen of North
Carolina, he will soon feel the inflexibility that results from
it, and perhaps be induced to acknowledge the propriety
of this arrangp,ment.
Mr. M'DOWALL declared, that he was of the same opinion as before, aDd that he believed the observations which
the gentleman had made, on the apparent inconsistency of
his remarks, would have very little weight with the committee; that giving sueh extensive powers to so few men ill
the Senate was extremely dangerous; and that he was not
the more reconciled to it from its being brought about by
the inflexibility of the small, pitiful states to the north. He
supposed that eight members in the Senate from those states,
w.ith the President, might do the most important acts.
Mr. SPAIGHT. Mr. Chairman, the gentleman o~jects
to the smallness of the number, and to their want of responsibility. He argues as if the senators were never to attend, and as if the northern senators were to attend mOf(!
regularly than those from the south. Nothing can he more
unreasonable than to suppose that they will he absent on
the most important occasions. What responsibility is there
in the present Congress that is not in the Senate? What
responsibility is there in our state legislature? The senators
are as responsible as the members of our legislature.. It is
to be observed. that though the senators are not impeachable,
yet the President is. He may be impeached and punished
for giving his consent to a treaty, whereby the interest of
the community is manifestly sacrificed.
Mr. SPENCER. MI'. Chairman, the worthy gentleman
from Halifax has endeavored to obviate my objections against
the want of responsibility in the President and senators,
and against the extent of their power. He has not removed
my o~jections. It is totally out of their power to show any degree of responsibility. The executive is tried by his advisers.
The reasons I urged are so ('ogent and strong with me, that
I cannot approve of this clause. I can see nothing of any
weight against them. [Here Mr. Spencer spoke so low that
he could not distinctly be heard.] I would not givp. the
Prf!sident and senators power to make treaties, be~allsc it
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destroys their responsibility. If a bad treaty be made, and
he impeached for it, the Senate will not pronounce sentence
against him, because they advised him to make it. If they
had legislative power only, it would be unexceptionable; but
when they have the appointmt>nt of officers, and such extensil'e executive powers, it gives them such weight as is
inadmissihle. Notwithstanding what gentlemen havt> said in
defence of the clause, the influcuec of the St>nate still remains
equally formidable to me. The President can do nothing
unless they concur with him. In order to obtain their concurrence, he will compromise with them. Had there been
such a council as I mentioned, to advise him, the Senate would
not have had such dangerous influence, and the responsihility
of the President would have been secured. This seems obviously clear to be the casco
Mr. PORTER. Mr. Chairman, I only rise to make one
ohservation on what the gentleman has said. He told us,
that if the Senate were not amenable, the President was.
I beg leave to ask the gentleman if it be not inconsistent
that they should punish the President, whom they advised
themselves to do what he is impc:lched for. My ohjection
still rem~ins. I carmot find it in the least obviated.
Mr. BLOODWORTH desirt'd to he informed whether
treaties were not to be submitted to the Parliament in Great
Britain before they were valid.
Mr. IREDELL. Mr. Chairman, the objections to this
clause deserve great consideration. I helieve it will be~easy
to obviate the ohjections against it, and that it will be found
to have been necessary, for the reasons stated by the gentleman from Halifax, to vest this power in some body composed of representatives of states, where their voices should
he equal; for in this case the sovereignty of the states is
particularly concerned, and the great caution of giving the
states an equality of suffrage in making treaties, was for
the express purpose of taking care of that sovereignty, and
attending to their interests, as political bodies, in foreign negotiations. It is o~jected to as improper, because, if the
President or Senate should abuse their trust, there is not
sufficient responsibility, since be can only be tried by the
Senate, bv whose adviee he acted; and the Senate cannot
be tried at all. I beg leave to observe that, when any man
is impeached, it must be for an error of the heart, and not
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of the head. God forbid that a man, in any country in the
world, should be liable to be punished for want of judgment.
This is not the case here. As to errors of the heart, there
is sufficient responsibility. Should these be committed, there
is a ready way to bring him to punishment. This is a responsibility which answers t'very purpose that could he desired by a people jealous of their liberty. I presume that,
if the President, with the advice of the Senate, should make
a treaty with a foreign power, and that treaty should be
deemed unwise, or against the interest of the country, yet
if nothing r.ould be objected against it but the difference of
opinion between them and their constituents, they could not
justly be obnoxious to punishment. If they were punishable
for exercising their own judgment, and not that of their
constituents, no man who ff'garded his reputation would
accept the office either of a senator or President. Whate~er mistake a man may make, he ought not to he punished for it, nor his posterity rendered infamous. But jf a
mill] be a villain, and wilfully ahuse his trust, he is to be held
up as a public offender, and ignominiously punished. A public officer ought not to ad from a principle of fear. Were
he pUllishable for want of judgment, he would be continually in dread; but when he knows that nothing hut real
guilt can disgrace him, he may do his duty firmly, if he he
an honest man; and if he be not, a just fear of disgrace
may, perhaps, as to the public, have nearly the effect of an
intrinsic principle of virtue. According to these principles,
I suppose the only instances, in which the President would
he liable to impeaehmcnt, would be where he had recei"ed
a bribe, or had acted from some corrupt motive or other. Jf
the President had received a bribe, without the privity or
knowledge of the Senate, from a foreign power, and, under
the influence of that bribe, had address enough with the
Senate, by artifices and misrepresentations, to seduce their
consent to a pernicious treaty, - if it appeared afterwards
that this was the case, would not that Senate be as competent to try him as any other persons whatsoever? Would
they 1I0t·exclaim against his villany? Would they not feel
a particular resentment against him, for being made tilt'
instrument of his treacherous purposes? In this situation, if
any ol?iection could 1m made Cl,gainst the Senate as a proper
tribunal, it mi!!ht mOrf~ properl.Y he made hy the President
himl'elf, If'st rlwil' r('SI'lltnwllt should operate too strongly,
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rather than by the public, on the ground of a supposed partiality. The President must certainly be punishable for
ghing false information to the Senate. He is to regulate
all intercoursp. with foreign powers, and it is his duty to impart to the Senate every material intelligence he receives. If
it should appear that he has not given them full information,
but has eoncealed important intelligence which he ought to
have communicated, and by that means induced them to
enter into measures injuriom; to their country, and wbich
they would not have consented to had the true state of things
been disdosed to them, - in this case, I ask whether, upon
an impeachment for a misdemeanor upon such an account,
the Senate would probably favor him. With respect to the
impt'aehJbility of the Senate, that is a mattt'r of doubt.
There have \wen no instances of impeachment for legislative misdemeanors; and we shall find, upon examination,
that the inconveniences resulting from such impeachments
would more than prellOnderate the advantages. There is
nn greater honor in the world than ~ing the rcprest'ntative
of a free people. There is no trust on which the happiness
of tht' pt'ople has a greater dependence. Yet who ever
ht'ard of impeaching a member of the legislature for any
ieg-islati\'e misconduct? It would be a great check on the
public business, if a member of the Assembly was liable to
punishment for his conduct as such. U nfortunatcly, it is
the casc, lIot only in other countries, but even in this, that
division and differences in opinion will continually arise. On
many qu(>stions there will be two or more parties. These
often judge with little charity of each other, and attribute
every opposition to their own system to an ill motive. We
know this very well from experience; but, in my opinion,
this constant slJspicion is frequently UI~jUSt. I believe, in
general, both parties really think themselves right, and that
the m(~jority of each commonly act with equal innocence of
intention. But, with the usual want of charity in these cases,
how dangerous would it be to make a member of the legislature liable to impeachment! A mere difference of opinion
might be interpreted, by the malignity of party, into a deJibt'rate, wicked action.
It therefore appears to me at least very doubtful whether
it would be proper to render the Senate impeachable at all,
especially as, in the branches of executive government, where
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their concurrence is required, the President is the primary
agent, and plainly responsible, and they, in fact, are but a
council to validate pl'Oper, 01' restrain improper, conduct in
him; but if a senator is impeachable, it could only be for
corruption, or some other wieked motive, in which case,
surely those senators who had acted from upright motives
would be competent to try him. Suppose there had been
such a council as was pl'Oposed, consisting of thirteen, one
fi'om each state, to assist the President ill making treaties,
&c.; more general alarm would have heen excited, and
stronger opposition made to this Constitution, than eren at
present. The power of the President would have appeared
more formidable, and the states would have lost one half of
their security; sin(:e, instead of two representatives, which
each has now for those purposes, they would have had but
one. A gentleman from New Hanover has asked whether
it is not the practice, in Great Britain, to suhmit tl't'aties to
Parliament, before they are esteemed as valid. The king
has the sole authol'it)', by the laws of that country, to make
treaties. After treaties are made, they arc frequently discussed in the two houses, wh(~re, of late years, the most important mf'asures of government have heen narrowly examined. Jt is usual to mO\'(' for an address of approbation;
aud such has been the complaisance of Parliament for a long
time, that this seldom hath been withheld. Sometimes they
pass an act in conformity to the treaty made; hut this, 1
believe, is not for the mere purpose of confirmation, but to
make alterations in a particular system, which the change of
circumstances requires. The constitutional power of making
treaties is vested in the crown; and the power with whom a
treaty is made ('onsiders it as binding, without any act of
Parliament, unless an alteration hy sueh is provided for in the
treaty itself, whi('h I believe is sometimes the case. WhPI.
the treaty of peace was made ill 1763, it contained stipulations for the sum'nder of some ishHlds to the French. The
islands were given up, I helievE', without any act of Parliament. The power of making treaties is very important, and
must he vested sompwhere, in order to counteract the dangerous designs of other countries, and to be able to terminate
a war when it is begun. Wer£' it known that our government was weak, two or more European powers might COlllbine against us. Would it not be politic to have some power
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in this country, to ohviate this danger by a treaty? If this
power was i~judiciously limited, the nations where the power
was possessed without restriction would have greatly the
advantage of us in negotiation; and everyone must know,
according to modern policy, of what moment an advantage
in negotiation is. The honorable member from Anson said
that the accumulation of all the different hranches of power
in the Senate would be dangerous. The experience of other
countries shows that this fear is without foundation. What
is the Senate of Great Britain opposed to the House of Commons, although it be composed of an hereditary nobility, of
vast fortunes, and entirely independent of the people?
Their weight is far inferior to that of the Commons. Here
is a strong instance of the accumulation of powers of the different branches of governmpnt without producing any inconvenience. That Senate, sir, is a separate branch of the
legislature, is the great constitutional council of the crown,
and decides on lives and fortunes in impeachments, hesides
heing the ultimate tribunal for trying controversies respecting
private rights. Would it not appear that all these things
should render them more formidahle than the other house?
Yet the Commons have generally hef'n able to carry every
thing before them. The circumstance of th(~ir representing
the great body of the people, alone gives them great weight.
This wei:?;ht has great authority added to it, by thf'ir possessing the right (a right given to the pt:ople's representatives in
Congress) of exclusively originating money bills. The authority over money will do every thing. A government ('annot be suppol'ted without money. Our representatives rna)
at any time compel the Senate to agree to a reasonable
meJsure, by withholding supplies till the measure is consented
to. There was a great debate, in the Convention, whether
the Senate should have an equal power of originating money
hills. It was strongly insisted, by some, that they should;
hut at length a majority thought it unadvisable, and the
clause was passt'd as it now stands. I have reason to believe that our representatives had a great share in est<lhlishing this excellent regulation, ami in my opinion they deserve
the puhlic thanks for it. It has been o~jected that this
power mnst necessarily injure the people, inasmuch as a hare
majority of the Senate mi:!ht alone be assembled, and eight
would he sufficient for a decision. This is on a suppositior.
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that many of the senators would neglect attending. It is to
be hoped that the gentlemen who will be honored with seats
in Congress will faithfully execute their trust, as well in attending as in every other part of their duty. All o~jection
of this sort will go against all government whatever. Possible abuse, and neglect of attendance, are objt·ctions which
may be urged against any government which the wisdom of
man is able to construct. When it is known of how much
importance attendance is, no senator would dare to incur the
universal resentment of his fellow-citizens by grosslyabsenting himself from his duty. Do gentlemen mean that it ought
to have bt'en provided, by the Constitution, that the whole
body should attend before particular business was done?
Then it would be in the power of a few mell, by neglecting
to attend, to obstruct the public business, and possibly bring
on tht' destruction of their country. If this power be improperly vested, it is ~ncumbent on gt'ntlemen to tell us in
what body it could be more safely and properly lodged.
I believe, on a serious consideration, it will be found that
it was necessary, for the reasons mentioned by the gentleman from Halifax, to vest the power in the Senate, or in
some other body representing t'qually the sovereignty of the
states, and that the power, as given in the Constitution, is
not likely to he attt'nded with the evils which some gentlemen apprehend. The only real security of liberty, in any
country, is the jealousJ and circumspection of the people
themselves. Let them be watchful over their rulers. Should
they find a combination against their liherties, and all other
methods appear illsufficient to preserve them, they have,
thank God, an ultimate remedy. That power which created tht; governmf'nt can destroy it. Should the government,
on trial, be found to wallt amendments, those amendments
can be made in a regular method, in a mode prescribed by
the Constitution itself. Massachusetts, South Carolina, New
Hampshire, and Virginia, have all proposed amendments;
but they all concurred in the nf'cl'ssity of an immediate
adoption. A constitutional mode of altering the Constitution itself is, perhaps, what has never heen known among
mankind before. We have this security, in addition to the
natural watchfulness of the people, which I hope will ne\rel
be found wan tine: The objections I have answered de·
served all possible-attention; and for my p~rt, I shall always
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Tflspect that jealousy which arises from the love of publi(~
li~rty.

Mr. SPENCER. Mr. Chairman, I think that no argument can be used to show that this power is proper. If the
whole legislative body - if the House of Representatives do
not in terferc in making treaties, I think they ought at least
to have tbe sanction of the whole Senate. The worthy gentleman last up has mentioned two cases wherein he supposes
that impeachments will be fairly tried by the senators. He
supposes a case where the Prt'sident had been guiltv of corruption, and by that means had hrought over and - got the
sanction of two thirds of the senators; and that, if it should
be afterwards found that he brought them over by artifices,
they would be a propt'r body to try him. As they will be
ready to throw the odium off their own shoulders on him,
they may pronounce sentence against him. He mentions
another case, where, if a majority was obtained by bribing
some of the senators, those who were innocent might try
those who weFe guilty. I think that these cases will happen
but rarely in comparison to other cases, where the senators
may advise the Prc!';ident to deviate from his duty, and
where a majority of them may be guilty. And should they
he tried by their own body when thus guilty, does not fWer} body see the impropriety of it? It is universally disgraceful, odious, and cOlltt'mptible, to have a trial where the
judges are accesr.ory to the misdemeanor of the accused.
Whether the accusation against him be true or not, if afraid
for themselves, they will endeavor to throw the odium upon
him. There is an extreme difference between the case of
trying this officer and that of trying their own members.
They are so different, that I consider they will always acquit
their own members; and if they condemn the President, it
will be to exonerate themselves. It appears to me that the
powers are too extensive, and not suffi('if'ntly guarded. I
tlo not wish that an aristocracy should be instituted. An
aristocracy may arise Ollt of this government, though th€
members be not hereditary. I would therf'fore wish that
everv guard should be placed, in order to prevent it. I wish
gentlemen would reflect that the powers of the Senate are
so great in their legislative and judicial capacities, that, when
added to their executive powers, particularly thl'ir interference in the appointment of all officers in the continent, they
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will rcmder their power so enormous as to enable them to
destroy our rights and privileges. This, sir, ought to be
strictly guardt>d against.
Mr. IREDELL. Mr. Chairman, the honorahle gentleman must be mistaken. He suggests that an aristocracy
will arise out of th.is government. Is thNe any thing like
an aristocracy ill this government? This insinuatipn is uncandidly calculated to alarm and catch prejudices. In this
government there is not the least symptom of au aristocracy,
which is, where the government is in a select body of men
entirely independent of the people; as, for instance, an h('reditary nobility, or a senate for life, filling up vacancies by
their own authority. Will any memher of this government
hold his station by any such tenure? Will not all authority
flow, in every instance, directly or indirectly from the peopie? It is contended, hy that gentleman, that the addition
of the power of making treaties to their other powers, will
make the Seuate dangt'rous; that they would be even dangt'rous to the reprt'sentatives of tht' people. The gentleman
has not proved this in theory. Whence will he adduee an
example to prove it? What passes in England direetly disproves his assertion. In that country, the representatives of
the people al·e chosen under undue infiuen(:e; frequently by
direct bribery and corruption. They are elected lOr seven
years, and many of the members hold offi(:es undf'f the
l"!'OWIl some during pleasure, others for life. They are also
not a genuine representation of the people, but, [!'Om a
change of circumstances, a mere shadow of it. Yet, under
these disadvantages, they having the sole power of originatiug mOlwy bills, it has been foulld that the power of the
king and lords is much less considerable than theirs. The
high prerogatives of the king, and the great power and
wealth of the lords, have been more than once mentioned in
the course of the debates. If, uuder such circumstances,
mch representatives,- mere shadows of representatives,- by
having the power of the purse, and the sac.red name of the
people, to rely upon, are an overmatch for the king and lordI',
who havE' stIch great hereditary qualifications, we mily safely
conclude that our own representatives, who will he a genuine representation of the people, and having equally the right
of originating money bills, will, at least, be a match for the
Senate, possessing qualifications so inferior to those of tht:
House of Lords in England.
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It seems to be forgotten that the Senate is placed ther.,
for a very valuable purpose - as a guard against any attempt
of consolidation. The members of the Convention were as
much averse to consolidation as any gentleman on this floor;
but without this institution, (I mean the Senate, where the
suffrage!! of the states are equal,) the danger would be greater.
There ought to be some powt>r given to the Senate to counteract the influence of the people by their biennial representation in the nther house, ill order to preserve completely the
sovereignty of the states. If the people, througb tbe medium of their representatives, possessed a share in making
treaties and appointing officers, would there not be a greater
balance of power in the House of Representatives than such
a government ought to possess? It is true that it would be
v~ry improper if the Senate had authority to prevent the
House of Representatives from protecting the people. It
would be equally so if the House of Representatives were
able to prevt'nt the Senate from protecting the sovereignty of
the states. It is probable that either house would have sufficient authority to prevent much mischief. As to the suggestion of a tendency to aristocracy, it is totally groundless.
I disdain every principle of aristocracy. There is not a
shadow of an aristocratical principle in this government.
The President is only chosen for four years -liable to be
impeached - and dependent on the people at large for his
reelection. Can this mode of appointment be said to have
an aristocratical principle ill it? The Senate is chosen by
the legislatures. Let us consider the example or other
states, with respect to the construction of their Senate. In
this point, most of them differ; though they almost all
concur in this, that the term of election for senators is longer
than that for representatives. The reason of this is, to introduce stability into the laws, and to prevent that mutability which would result from annual elections of hoth
brancht's. In New York, they are ehosen for thrt>e ycars ;
in Virginia, they are chosen for four years; and in Maryland,
they are chost'n for five years. In this Constitution, although
they are chosen for six years, one third go out every second
vear, (a method pursued in some of tht> state constitutions,)
which at the same time secures stability to the laws, anel a
due dependence on the statc ll'gislatures. Will any mall
say that there are any aristocratical principles in a body who
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hdVt~ no power independent of the peopl~, and whereof one
third of the members are chosen, every second year, by a
wise and select body of electors? I hope, therefore, that
it will not be considered that there are any aristocratical
principles in tbis government, and that it will be givt>n ulJ as
a point not to be contended for. The gentleman contends
that a council ought to be instituted in this case. One objection ought to be compared with another. It has been objeeted against the Constitution that it will be productive of
great expense. Had there been a council, it would have
bt'en ol~ected that it was calculated for creating new offices,
and increasing the means of undue influence. Though he
approves of a council, others would not. As to offices, the
Senate has no other influence but a restraint on improper
appointments. The President proposes such a man for such
an office. The Senate has to consider upon it. If they
t'hink him improper, .he President must nominate another,
whose appointment ultimately again dt>.,ends upon the Senate.
Suppose a man 1I0minated by the President; with what face
would any senator o~iect to him without a good reason?
There must be some decorum in every public body. He
would not say, "I do not choose this man, because a friend
of mine wants the office." Were he to object to the nomination of the President, without assigning any reason, his
conduct would I.e reprobated, and still mig:ht 1I0t anSWN his
purpose. Were an office to be vacant, for which a hundred
men 011 the 'continent were equally well qualified, there
would be a hundred chances to one whether his friend would
be nominated to it. This, in effect, is but a restriction on
the President. The power of the Senate would be more
likely to be abused were it vested in a council of thirteen, of
which there would be onp. from each state. One man could
be more easily influenced than two. We have therefore a
double security. I am firmly of opinion that. if you take
all the powers of the President and Senate together, the
vast influence of the representatives of the people will preponderate against them in every case where the public good
is really concernpd.
Mr. BLOODWORTH. Mr. Chairman, I confess I am
sorry to take up any time. I beg leave to make a few ob:.ervations; for it would be an Herculean task, and disagreeable to this committee, to mention every thing. It has
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indeed been oijected, and urged, that the rcsponsiuilitj ot
the Senate was nol sufficient to secure the states. When
we consider the length of the term for which they are ele(~t
ed, and the extent of their powers, we must be persuaded
that there is no real security. A gentleman has said that
the Assembly of North Carolina are rogues. It is, then,
probable that they may be corrupted. In this case, we have
not a sufficient check on thos~ gentlemen who are gone six
years. A parallel is dnwn between them and the membt~rs
of our Assembly; but if you reflect a mOlllent, you will find
that the comparison is not good. There is a responsibility
in the members of the Assembly: at the end of a year they
are liable to be turned out. This is not the case with
the senators. I beg gentlemen to consider the extreme difference between the two cases. Much is said about treaties.
I do not dread this so much as what will arise from the jarring interests of the Eastern, Southern, and the Middle
States. They are different in soil, climate, customs, prod
uce, and every thing. Regulatiolls will he made evidt>ntly
to the disadvantage of some part of the community, and most
probably to ours. I will not take up more of the time of the
committee.
3d c1anse of the 2d section of the 2d article read.
Mr. MAC LAINE. It has been objected to this part,
that the power of appointing officers was something like a
monarchieal power. Congress are not to be sitting at all
times; they will only sit from time to time, as the public
business lllay render it necessary. Therefore the executive
ought to make temporary appointments, as well as receive
ambass3.dors and other public ministers. This power can
be vested nowhere hut in the exeeutive, because he is perpetually acting for the public; for, though the Senate is to
advis(> him in the appointment of officers, &c., yet, during
the recess, the President must do this business, or else it will
be neglected; and such neglect may occasion public incon~·eniences. But there is an o~iection made to another part,
that has not yet been read: His power of a<Uonrning both
houses, when they disagree, has been by some people construed to extend to any length of time. If gentlemen look
at another part of the Constitution, they will find that there
IS a poSitive i~illnction, that the Congress must mee! at .zell.Sl
(In.r.e in every year; so that he canllot, were he so Illchned,
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prevent their meetmg within a year. One of the best provisions contained in it is, that he shall commission all officers
of the United States, and shall take care that the laws be
faithfully exe.cuted. If he takes care to see the laws faithfully executed, it will be more than is done in any government 011 the continent; for I will venture to say that our
government, and those of the other states, are, with respect to the execution of the laws, in many respects merp
ciphers.
Rest of the article read without any observations.
Article 3d, 1st and 2d sections, read.
Mr. SPENCER. Mr. Chairman, I have oqjections to
this article. I object to the exclusive jurisdiction of the
federal court in all cases of law and equity arising under the
Constitution and the laws of the United States, and to the
appellate jurisdiction of controversies between the citizens
6f different states, and a few other instances. To these I
o~ject, because I believe they will be oppressive in their
operation. I would wish that the federal court should not
interfere, or have any thing to do with controversies to the
decision of which the state judiciaries might be fully competent, nor with such controversies as must carry the people a
great way from home. With respect to the jurisdiction of
cases arising under the Constitution, when we reflect on the
very extensive objects of the plan of government, the manner
in which they may arise, and the multiplicity of laws that
may be made with respe~t to them, the objection against it
will appear to he well founded. If we consider nothing but
the articles of taxation, duties, and excises, and the laws
that might be made with respect to these, the cases will be
almost infinite. If we consider that it is in contemplation
that a stamp duty shall take place throughout the continent;
that all contracts shall be on stamp paper; that no contracts
shall be of validity but what would be thus stamped, - these
cases will be so many that the consequences would be dreadful. It would be necessary to appoint judges to the federal
Supreme Court, and other inferior departments, and such a
number of inferior courts in every district and county, with
a correspondent number of officers, that it would cost an
immense expen~e without any apparent necessity, which
must operate to the distress of the inhabitants. There WIll
he, without any manner of doubt, dashings and animosities
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between the jurisdiction of the federal courts and of the state
courts, so that they wilt keep the country in hot water. d
has been said that the impropriety of this was mentioned by
some in the Convention. I cannot see the reasons of giving
the federal courts jurisdiction in these Cdses; but I am sure
it will occasion great expense unnecessarily. The state judiciaries will have very little to do. It will be almost useless
to keep them up. As all officers are to take an oath to
support the general government, it will carry every thing
before it. This will produce that consolidation through the
United States which is apprehended. I am sure that I do
not see that it is possible to avoid it. I call see no power
that can keep up the little remains of the power of the states.
Our rights are not guarded. There is no declaration of
rights, to secure to every member of the society those Ullalienable rights which ought not to be given up to any government. Su(:h a bill of rights would be a check upon men
in power. Instead of such a bill of rights, this Constitution has a clause which may warrant encroachments on the
power of the respective state legislatures. I know it is said
that what is not given up to the United States will be retained by the individual states. I know it ought to be so,
and should be so understood; but, sir, it is not declared to
be so. In the Confederation it is expressly declared that all
rights and powers, of any kind whatever, of the several
states, which are not given up to the United States, are
expressly and absolutely retained, to be enjoyed by the
states. There ought to be a bill of rights, in order that
those in power may not step over the boundary between
the powers of government and the rights of the people,
which they may do when there is nothing to prevent them.
They may do so without a bill of rights; notice will not be
readily taken of the encroachments of rulers, and they may
go a great length before the people are alarmed. Oppression
may -therefore take place by degrees; but if there were express tefms and bounds laid down, when these were passed
by, the people would take notice of them, and oppressions
would not be carried on to such a length. I look upon it,
therefore, that there ought to be something to confine the
power of this govNnment within its proper boundaries. I
know"that sc\eral writers have said that a bill of rights is
not necessary in this country; that some states had them
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nt,t, and tha-.: others had. To these I answer, that those
states that have them not as bills of rights, strictly so called,
have them in the frame of their constitution, which is nearly
the same.
There has been a comparison made of our situation with
Great Britain. We have no crown, or prerogatil'e of a king,
like the British constitution. I lake it, that the su~jt'ct has
been misunderstood. In Great Britain, when the king attempts to usurp the rights of the people, the declaration and
bill of rights are a guard against him. A bill of rights
would he necessary here tb guard against our rulers. I wish
to have a bill of rights, to secure those unalienable rights,
which are called by SODlt' respectable writers the residuum
of human rights, which are never to be given up. At the
same time that it would give security to individuals, it would
add to the general strength. It might not be so necessary
to have a bill of rights in the government of the Unitf'd
States, if such means had not been made use of as endanger a consolidation of all the states j but at any event, it
would be proper to have one, because, though it might not
be of any other service, it would at least satisfy the minds
of the people. I t would ket'p the states from being swallowed up hy a consolidated government. For the reasons I
before gave, I think that the jurisdiction of the federal court,
with respect to all cases in law and equity, and the laws of
Congress, and the appeals in all cases between citizens
of different states, &c., is inadmissible. I do not see the
necessity that it should be vested with the cognizance of all
these matters. I am desirous, and have no o~jection to
their having one Supreme Federal Court for general matters;
but if the federal courts have cognizance of those su~iects
which I mentioned, very great oppressions may arise. Nothing can be more opprt'ssivt' than the cognizance with respect
to controversies between citizens of different states. In all
cases of appeal, those persons who are able to pay had better pay down in the first instance, though it be u~just,. than
be at such a dreadful expense by going such a distance to
the Supreme Federal Court. Some of the most respt'ctahle
states have proposed, by way of amendments, to strike out
a great part of these two clauses. If they be admitted as
they are, it will render the country entirely unhappy. On
the contrary, I see no inconvenience from reducing the
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power as has been proposed. I am of opinion that it is illconsistent with the happiness of the people to admit these
two clauses. The state courts are sufficient to decide the
common controversies of the people, without distressin<r
them by carrying them to such far-distant tribunals. If
did not consider these two clauses to be dangerous, I should
not object to them. I mean 110t to object to any thing that
is not absolutely necessary. I wish to be candid, and not
be pr~judiced or warped.
Mr. SPAIGHT. . Mr. Chairman, the gentleman insinuates that differences existed in the Federal Convention respecting the clauses which he o~jects to. Whoever told
him so was wrong; for I declare that, in that Convention,
the unanimous desire of all was to keep separate and distinct
the objects of the jurisdiction of the federal from that of the
state judiciary. They wished to s('parate them as judiciously as possible, and to consult the ease and convenience
of the people. The gentleman ol~ects to the cognizance
of all cases in law and equity arising under the Constitution
and the laws of the United States. This o~jection is very
astonishing. When any government is established, it ought
to have power to enforce its laws, or else it might as well
have no power. What but that is the use of a judiciary?
The gentlemall, from his profession, must know that no
government can exist without a judiciary to enforce its laws,
by distinguishing the disobedient from the rest of the people,
and imposing sanctions for securing the execution of the
laws. As to the incon\;eniencc of distant attendance, Congress has power of estahlishing inferior tribunals in each
state, so as to aecommodate every citizen. As Congress
have it in their power, will they not do it? Are we to elect
men who will wantonly and unnecessarily betray us?
.Mr. MACLAINE. Mr. Chairman, 1 hoped that some
b(~ntleman more capable than myself would have obviated
the o~jections to this part. The o~jecti()ns offered by the
gentleman appear to me totally without foundation. He
told us that these clauses tended to a con~olidation of the
states. I cannot see how the states are to be consolidated
by establishing these two clauses. He enumerated a number of cases which would be involved within the cognizance of
the federal courts; customs, excises, duties, stamp duties a stamp on every article, on every contract -in order to bring
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all persons into the feder..1 court; and said that there would
be necessarily courts in every district and county, which
would be attended with enormous and needless expense, for
that the state courts could do every thing. He went on further, and said that there would be a n'ecessity of having
sheriffs and other officers in these inferior departments. A
wondt>rful picture indeed, drawn up in a wonderful manner!
I will venture to say that the gentleman's suggestions are
not warranted by any reasonable construction of the Constitution. The laws can, in general, be executed by the officers of the states. State courts and state officers will, for
the most part, prohably answer the purpose of Congress as
well as any other. But the gentleman says that the state
courts will be swallowed up by the federal courts. This is
only a general assertion, unsupported by any probable reasons or arguments. The ol~ects of each are separate and
distinct. I suppose that whatever courts there may be, they
will be established according to the convenieD('e of the people. This we must suppose from the mode of electing and
appointmg the members of the government. State officers
will as much as possible be employed, for one very considerable reason - I mean, to lessen the expense. But he
imagines that the oath to be taken by officers will tend to
the subversion of our state governments and of our liberty.
Can any government exist without fidelity in its officers?
Ought not the officers of every government to give some
security for the faithful discharge of their trust? The officers are only to be sworn to support the Constitution, and
therefore will only be bound by their oath so far as it shall
be strictly pursued. No officer will he bound by his oath to
support any act that would violate the principles of the Constitution.
The gent1eman has wandered out of his way to tell uswhat has so often heen said out of doors - that there is no
declaration of rights; that consequent1y all our rights are
taken away. It would be very extraordinary to have a bill
of rights, because the powers of Congress are expressly defined; and the very definition of them is as valid and efficacious a check as a bill of rights could be, without the dangerOllS implication of a bill of rights.
The powers of Congress
are limited and enumerated. We say we have given them
those powers, but we do not say we have given them more
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We retain all those Fights which we have not given away to
the general government. The gentleman is a professional
man. If a gentleman had made bis last will'and testatnent~
and devised or bequeathed to a particular person the sixth
part of his property, or any particular specific legaey, could
it be said that that perRon should have the whole estate? If
they can assume powers not enumerated, there was no occasion for enumerating any -powers. The gentleman is
learned. Without recurring to his learning, he may only
appeal to his common sense; it will inform him that, if we
had all power hefore, and give away but a part, we still retain the-rest. It is as plain a thi-ng as possibly can be, that
Congress can have no power but what we expressly give
them. There is an express clause which, however disingenuously it has been perverted from its true meaning, clearly
demonstrates that they are confined to those powers which
are given them. This clause enables them to " make all laws
which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into execution the foregoing powers, and all other powers vested by
this Constitution in the government of the U nitt'd Stdtes, or
any department or officers thereof." This clause specifies
that they shall make -laws to carry into execurion all t.ie
powers vested by this Constitution; consequentlJ, they can
make no laws to execute any other power. This clause
gives no new power, but declares that those already given
are to be executed by proper laws. I hope this will satisfy
gentlemen.
Gov. JOHNSTON. Mr. Chairman, the learned member
from Anson says that the federal courts have exclusive jurisdiction of all cases in law and equity arising uuder the Constitution and laws of the U Ilited States. The opinion which
I have always elltertained is, that they will, in these cases,
as well as in several others, have concurrent jurisdiction with
the state courts, cwd not exclusive jurisdiction. I ~t'e nothing
in this Constitution which hinders a man from hringing suit
wherever he thinks he can have justice done him. The jurisdiction of these courts is established for some purposes with
which the state courts have nothing to do, and the Constitution takes no power from thf' state ('ourts which they now
have. They will have the same husiness which they have
now, and if so, they will have enough to employ their time.
We know Ihat the gentlemen who presIde in ollr supp-rior
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courts have more husiness than they can determine. Their
complicated jurisdiction, and the great extent of country,
occasions them a vast deal of husiness. The addition of the
business of the United States wuuld be no manner of advantage to them. It is obvious to everyone that there ought to
be one Supreme Court for national purposes. But the gentleman says that a bill of I'ights was necessary. It appears
to me, sir, that it would have been the highest ahsurdity to
undertake to define what rights the people of the United
States were entitled to; for that would ~ as much as to say
they were entitled to nothing else. A bill of rights may be
necessary in a monarchical government, whose po~'ers are
undefined. Were we in the situation of a monarchical country? No, sir. Every right could not be enumerated, and
the omitted rights would be sacrificed, if security arose from
an enumeration. The Congress cannot assume any other
pOwers than those expressly given them, without a palpable
violation of the Constitution. Such o~jections as this, I hope,
will have no effect on the minds of any members in this
house. When gentlemen object, generally, that it tends to
consolidate the states and destroy their state judiciaries, they
ought to be explicit, and explain their meaning. They make
use of contradictory arguments. The Senate represents the
states, and can alone prevent this dreaded consolidation; yet
the powers of the Senate are o~jected to. The rights of the
people, in my opinion, cannot be afi'ectf'd by the federal
courts. I do not know how inferior courts will he regulated.
Some suppose the state courts will have this business.
Others have imagined that the continent would be divided
into a number of districts, where courts would be held so as
to suit the convenience of the people. Whether this or some
other mode will be appointed by Congress, I k.now not; but
this I am sure of, that the state judiciaries are 1I0t divested
of their present judicial cognizance, and that we have every
security that our ease and convenience will be consulted.
Unless Congress had this power, their laws could not be carried into execution.
Mr. BLOODWORTH. Mr. Chairman, the worthy gentleman up last has givf>n me information on the stl~ject which
I had ne"er heard before. Hearing so many opinions, I did
not know which was right. The honorable gentleman has
said that the state conrts and the courts of the United States
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would have concurrent jurisdiction. I beg the committee to
reflect what would be the consequenc~ of such measures.
It has ever been considered that the trial by jury was one
of the greatest rights of the people. I ask whether, if such
causes go into the federal court, the trial by jury is not cut
off, and whether there is any security that we shall have
justice done us. I ask if there be any security that we shall
have juries in civil causes. In criminal cases there are to
be juries, but there is no provision made for having civil
causes tried by jury. This concurrent jurisdiction is inconsistent with the security of that great right. If it be
not, I would wish to hear how it is secured. I have listened
with attention to what the learned gentlemen have said,
and have endeavored to see whether their arguments had
any weight; but I found none in them. Many words have
been spoken, and long time taken up; but with me they
have gone in at one ear, and out at the other. It would
give me much pleasure to hear that the trial by jury was
secured.
Mr. J. M'DOWALL. Mr. Chairman, the objections to
this part of the Constitution have not been answered to my
satisfaction yet. We know that the trial by a jury of the
vicinage is one of the greatest securities for property. If
causes are to be decidt>d at such a great distance, the poor
will be oppressed; in land affairs, particularly, the wealthy
suitor will prevail. A poor man, who has a just claim on a
piece of land, has not substance to stand it. Can it be
supposed that any man, of common circumstances, can stand
the expense and trouble of going from Georgia to Philadelphia, there to have a suit tried? And can it be justly determint>d without the benefit of a trial by jury? These are
things which have justly alarmed the reople. What made
the people revolt from Great Britain. The trial by jury,
th:lt great safeguard of liberty, was taken away, and a stamp
duty wa!'! laid upon them. This alarmed them, and led them
to fear that greater oppressions would take place. We then
resisted. It involved us in a war, and caused us to relinquish a government which made us happy in every thing
else. The war was very bloody, but we got our independence. We are now giving away our dear-bought rights.
We ollght to consider what we are about to do before wt'
determine.
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Mr. SPAIGHT. Mr. Chairman, the trial by jur, was
not forgotten in the Convention; the subject took up a CODsiderahle time to investigate it. It was impossible to make
aOJ one uniform regulation fOr aU the states, or that would
indude all cases where it would he necessary. It was impossible, by one expression, to embrace the whole. There
are a number of equity and maritime cases, in some of the
states, in which jmy trials are not used. Had the Convention said that all causes should be tried by a jury, equity
and maritime cases would have been included. It was
therefore left to the legislature to say in what cases it should
be used; and as the trial by jury is in full force in the state
courts, we have the fullest security.
Mr. IREDELL. Mr. Chairman, I have waited a considerable time, in hopes that some other gentleman would
fully discuss this point. I conceive it to be my duty to
speak on every subject whereon I think I can throw any
light; and it appears to me that 1I0me things ought to be
said which no gentleman has yet mentioned. The gentleman from New Hanover said that our arguments went in at
one ear, and out at the other. This sort of language, on
so solemn and important an occasion, gives me pain. [Mr.
Bloodworth here dec1art'd that he did not mean to convey
any disrespectful idea by such an e,.pression; that he did
not mean an absolute nt'glect of their arguments, but that
they were not sufficient to convince him; that he should be
sorry to give pain to any gentleman; that he had listened,
and still would listen, with attention, to what would be said.
Mr. Iredell then continued.] I am by no means surprised
at the anxiety which is expressed by gentlemen on this subject. Of all the trials that eVt'r were instituted in the world,
this, in my opinion, is the best, and that which I hope will
continue the longest. If the gentlemen who composed the
Convention had designedly omitted it, no man would be
more ready to condemn their conduct than myself. But I
have been told that the omission of it arose from the diffi(~ulty of establishing one uniform, unexceptionahle mode:
this mode of trial being different, in man)' particulars, in the
several states. Gentlemen will I~ pleased to consid(~r that
there is a material difference between an article fixed in tht'
ConstitutiOlt, and a regulation hy law. An article in the
Constitution, however inconvenient it may prove byexperi-
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ence, c.an only be altered by altering the Constitution itself,
which m,mifestly is a thing that ought not to be done often.
When regulated by law, it can easily he occasionally altered
so as best to suit the conveniences of the people. Had
there been an article in the Constitution taking away that
trial, it would justly have excited the public indignation. It
is not taken away by the Conslitution. Though that does
not provide expressly for a trial by jury in civil cases, it does
not say that there shall not be such a trial. The reasons of
the omission have been mentioned by a member of the late
General COllvention, (Mr. Spaight.) There are different
practices in regard to this trial in different states. In some
cases, they have no juries in admiralty and equity cases; in
others, they have juries in these cases, as well as in suits at
common law. I beg l~ave to S3Y that, if any gentleman of
ability and knowledge of the .subject will only endeavor to
fix upon anyone rule that would be pleasing to all the states
under the impression of their pl'esent different habits, he will
tWo convinced that it is impracticable. If the practice of any
particular state had been adopted, olhers, probably, whose
practice had been different, would have been discontented.
This is a consequence that naturally would have ensut'd, had
the provision been made in the Constitution itself. But
when the regulation is to be by 1.1w, - as that law, when
found injudicious, ('an be easily repealed, a majority may
'he expected to agree upon some method, since some method
or other must be first tried, and there is a greater chalice of
the favorite method of one state being in time preferred. It
is not to be presumed that the Congress would dare to' deprive the people of this valuable privilege. Their own interest will operate as an additional guard, as none of them
could tell how soon they might have occasion for such a
trial themselves. The greatest danger from ambition is ill
criminal cases. But here they have no option. The trial
must be by jury, in the state wherein the offence is committed; and the writ of habeas corpus will in the mean time
secure the citizen against arbitrary imprisonment, which has
been the principal source of tyranny in all ages.
As to the clause respecting cases arising under the Constitution and the laws of the Union, whieh the honorable
member objected to, it must be observed, that laws are use·
less unless they are executed. At present, Congress have
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powers which they cannot execute. After making laws
which affect the dearest interest of the people, in the constitutional mode, they have no way of enforcmg them. The
situation of those gentlemen who have lately served in Congress mnst have been very disagreeable. Congress have
power to enter into nt'gotiations with foreign nations, but
cannot compel the observance of treaties that they make.
They have been much distressed by their inability to pay
the pressing demands of the public creditors. They bave
heen reduced so low as to borrow principal to pay interest.
Such arc the unfortunate consequences of this unhappy situation! These are the effects of the pernicious mode of
requisitions! Has any state fully paid its quota? I believe
not, sir. Yet I am far from thinking that this has been
owing altogether to an unwillingness to pay the debts. It
may have been in some instances the ease, but I believe
Bot in all. Our state legislature has no way of raising any
considerable sums but by laying direct taxes. Other states
have imports of consequence. These may afford them a
considerable relief; but our state, perhaps, could not have
raised its full quota hy direet taxes, without imposing burdens too heavy for the people to bear. Suppose, in this situation, Congress had proceeded to enforce their requisitions,
by sending an army to collect them; what would have been
the consequence? Civil war, in which the innocent must
have suffered with the guilty. Those who were willing to
pay would have heen equally distressed with those who were
unwilling. Requisitions thus having failed of their purpose,
it is proposed, hy this Constitution, that, instead of collt'etiug taxes by the sword, application shall be made by the
government to the individual citizens. If any indi\'idual
disobeys, the courts of justice can give immediate relief.
This is the only natural and effectual method of enforcing
Jaws. As to the danger of concurrent jurisdictions, has any
inconvenience resulted from the concurrent jurisdictions, in
sundry ('ases, of the superior and county courts of this state?
The inconvenienc·e of attending at a great distance, which
has been so much objected to, is one which would be so
general, that there is no doubt hut that a m~;ority would
always feel themselves and their constituen~s personally interested in preventing it. I have no doubt, tht>refort>, that
proper care will be taken to lesst>n this c,·il as much as pos.
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sible; and, in particular, that an appeal to the Supremp
Coprt will not be allowed but in cases of great importance.
where the object may be adequate to the expense. The
Supreme Court may possibly be directed to sit alternately
in different parts of the UDioll.
The propriety of having a Supreme Court in every govNnment must be obvious to every man of reflection. There
can be no other way of securing the administration of justice
uniformly in the several states. There might be, otherwise,
as many different adjudications on the same sut~ect as there
are states. It is to be hoped that, if this government be
established, connections still more intimate than the present
will subsist between the different states. The same measure
of justice, therefore, as to the objects of their -common CODcern, ought to prevail in all. A man in North Carolina, for
instance, if he owed £100 here, and was compellable to
pay it in good money, ought to have the means of recovering
the same SlIm, if due to him in Rhode Island, and not merely
the nominal sum, at about an eighth or tenth part of its intrinsic value. To obviate such a grievance as this, the Constitution has provided a tribunal to administer equal justice to all.
A gentleman has said that the stamp act, and the taking
away of the trial by jury, were the principal causes of
resistance to Great Britain, and seemed to infer that opposition would therefore be justified on this part of the system.
The stamp act was much earlier than the immediate cause
of our independence. But what was the great ground of opposition to the stamp act? SUI·ely it was because the act
was not passed by our own representatives, but by those of
Great Britain. U ndel" this Constitution, taxes are to be
imposed by our own representatives in the General Congress. The fewness of their numbers will be compensated
by the weight and importance of their characters. Our representatives will be in proportion to those of the other states.
This case is certainly not like that of taxation by a foreign
legislature. In respect to the trial by jury, its being taken
away, in certain cases, was, to be sure, one of the causes assigned in the Declaration of Independence. But that was
done by a foreign legislature, which might continue it so
tl.:~ver; and therefore jealousy was justly excited.
Btll
this Constitution has not taken it away, and it is left to the
discretion of our own legislature to act, in this respect, as
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their wisdom shall direct. In Great Britain, the people
speak of the trial hy jury with admiration. No monarch, or
minister, however arbitrary in his principles, would dare to
attack that noble pHlladium of liherty. The enthusiasm of
the people in its favor would, in such a cas(', produce general resistance. That trial remains unimpaired there., although they have a considerable standing army, and their
Parliament has authority to abolish it, if they please. But
wo to those who should attempt it! If it be secure in that
country, under these circumstances, can we believe that Congrf~ss either would or could take it away in this? Were
they to attempt it, their authority would be instantly resisted. They would draw down on themselves the resentment and detestation of the people. They and their families, so long as any remained in being, would be held in
eternal infamy, and the attempt prove as unsuccessful as it
'I\'as wicked.
With regard to a hill of ri~hts, this is a notion originating
in England, where no written constitution is to be found, and
the authority of their government is derived from the most
remote antiquity. Magna Charta itself is no constitution,
but a solemn instrument ascertaining cf'rtain rights of individuals, by the legislature for the time being; aud eVf'r,r article of which the legislature may at any time alter. This,
and a bill of rights also, the iavention of latl:lr times, ":ere
occasioned by great usurpations of the crown, contrary, as
was conceived, to the principles of their government, about
whieh there was a variety of opinions. But neither that instrument, nor any other instrument, ever attempted to abridge
the authority of Parliament, which is supposed to be without
any limitation whatever. Had their constitution heen fixed
and certain, a bill of rights would have been l1sf'\ess, for the
constitution would have shown plainly the extent of that
authority which they wpre disputing about. Of what use,
therefore, can a bill of rights be in this Constitution, where
the people expressly declare how much power they do give,
and consequently retain all they do not? It is a declaration
of particular powers by the people to their representatives.
for particular purposes. It may be considered as a great
power of duorney, under which no power can be exercised
but what is expressly given. Did any man ever hear, before, that at the end of a power of attorney it was said that
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the attorney should not exercise more power tban was the.e
given him? Suppose, for instance, a man had lands in th~
cou"ntics of Anson and Caswell, and he should give another a
power of attorney to sell his lands in Anson, would the other
have any au.thority to sell the lands in Caswell? - or could
he, without absurdity, say, "'Tis true you have not expressly
authorized me to sell the lands in Caswell; but as you had
lands there, and did not say J should not, J thought I might
as well sell those lands as the other.': A bill of rights, as I
conceive, would not only be incongruous, but dangerous.
No man, let his ingenuity be what it will, could enumerate all
the individual rights not relinquished by this Constitution.
Suppose, therefore, an enumeration of a great many, but an
omission of some, and that, IQI}g aftt'r all traces of our present
disputes were at an end, any of the omitted rights should be
invaded, and the inl'asion be complained of; what would
be the plausible answer .of the government to such a complaint? Would they not naturally say, "We live at a great
distance from the time when this Constitution was f"sta hlished. We can judge of it much better by the ideas of it
entertained at the time, than by any ideas of our own. The
bill of rights, passed at that time, showed that the people
did not think every power retained which was not given,
else this biJI of rights was not only useless, but absurd. But
we are not at liberty to charge an absurdity upon our ancestors, who have given stich strong proofs of their good sense,
as well as their attachment to liberty. So long as the rights
enumerated in the hill of rights remain unviolated, you have
no reason to (·omplain. This is not one of them." Thus a
bill of rights might operate as a snare rather than a protection. If we had formed a general legislature, with undefined powers, a hill of rights would not only have heen
proper, but necessary; and it would have then operated as
an exception to thf" le:?;islative authority in such particulars.
It has this effect in respect to some of the American COIlstitutions, where the powers of h'gislation are gem'rat. But
where the)' are powers of a particular nature, and expressly
defined, as in the case of the Constitution before us, I think,
for the reasons I have given, a bill of rights is not only unnecpssary, but would bp absurd and dangerous.
Mr. J. M'DOW ALL. Mr. Chairman, the learned /?:en
tlemau made use of several arguments to induce us to belie"e
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that the tl ial by jury, in civil cases, was not in danger, and
observed that, in criminal ('.ases, it is prOl'ided that the trial
is to be in the state where the crime was committed. Suppose a crime is committed at the Mississippi; the man may
be tried at Edenton. They ought to he tried by the people
of the vicinage; for when the trial is at such all immense
distance, the principal privilege attending the trial by jury is
tak.en away; therefore the trial ought to be limited to a district 01' certain part of the state. It has been said, by the
gentleman from Edenton, that our representatives will have
virtue and wisdom to regulate all these things. But it would
give me much satisfaction, in a matter of this importance, to
st;e it absolutely secured. The depravity of mankind militates against such a degree of confidence. I wish to see
every thing fixed.
Gov. JOHNSTON. Mr. Chairman, the observations of
fhe gentleman last up confirm what the other gentleman
said. I mean that, as there are dissimilar modes with respect
to the trial by jury in different states, there could be no general rule fixed to accommodate all. He says that this clause
is defective, because the trial is not to be by a jury of the
vicinage. Let us look at the state of Virginia, where, as
long as I have known it, the laws have been exeeuted so as
to satisfy the inhabitants, and, I believe, as well as in any
part of the Union. In that country, juries are summoned
every day from the by-standers. We may expect less partiality when the trial is by strangers; and were I to be tried
for my property or life, I would rather be tried by disinrf'rested men, who were not biased, than by men who were
perhaps intimate friends of my opponent. Our mode is different from theirs; but whether theirs be better than ours or
not, is not the question. It would he improper for our delegates to impose our mode upon them, or for theirs to impose
their mode upon us. The trial will probahly he, in f'ach
state, as it has been hitherto used in such state, or othern'ise
regulated as conveniently as possible for the peoplf'. The
delegates who are to meet in Congress will, I hope, be mt'n
of virtue and wisdom. If not, it will be our own fault.
They will have it in their power to make necessary regulations to accommodate the inhabitants of each state. In the
Constitution, the gel1eral principles only are laid down. It
will be the object of the future legislation 10 Congress 10
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make such laws as will be most convenient for the people.
With regard to a bill of rights, so much spoken of. what fne
gentleman from Edenton has said, I hope, will obviate tlte
objections against the want of it. In a monarchy, all powp-r
may be supposed to be vested in the monarch, except what
may be reserved by a bill of rights. In England, in ever),
instance where the rights of the people are not declared,
the prerogative of the king is supposed to extend. But in
this country, we say that what rights we do not give away
remain with us.
Mr. BLOODWORTH. Mr. Chairman, the footing on
which the trial by jury is, in the COllstitution, does not satisfy me. Perhaps I am mistaken; but if I understand the
thing right, the trial by jury is taken away. If the Supreme
Federal Court has jurisdiction both as to law and fact, it appears to me to be taken away. The honorable gentleman
who was in the Convention told us that the clause, as it now
stands, resulted from the difficulty of fixing the mode of trial.
I think it was easy to have put it on a secure footing. But,
if the genius of the people of the United States is so dissimilar that our liberties cannot be secured, we can never
hang long together. Interest is the band of social union;
and when this is taken away, the Union itself must dissolve.
Mr. MACLAINE. Mr. Chairman, I do not take the interest of the states to be so dissimilar; I take them to be
all nearly alike, and inseparably connected. It is impossihle
to lay down any constitutional rule for the government of all
the different states in each particular. But it will be easy
for the legislature to make laws to accommodate the people
in every part of the Union,' as circumstances may arise.
Jury trial is not taken away in su('h cases where it rna)' be
found necessary. Although the Supreme Court has cognizance -of the appeal, it does not follow but that the trial by
jury m3Y be had in the court below, and the testimony transmitted to the Supreme Court, who will then finally determine,
on a review of all the circumstances. This is well known
to be the practice ill some Of the slates. In our own state,
indeed, whell a cause is instituted in the county court, and
afterwards there is an appeal upon it, a new trial is had ill
the superior eOllrt, as if no trial had been had before. III
other countries, however, when a trial is had in an inferior
court, and an appeal is taken, no testimony can be gi\'cn in
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the court above, hut the court determines upon the circumstanc{'s appearing upon the record. If I am right, the plain
inference is, that there may ht~ a trial in the interior courts,
and that the record, including the testimony, may he sent to
the Supreme Court. But if there is a necessity for a jury
in the Supreme Court, it will lit' a vcry easy matter to empanel a jury at the bar of the Supreme Court, which may
save great expense, and 1)(> very cOll\'enit'llt to the people.
It is impossible to make ('\:cry fI'gulation at once. Congress,
who are our own rl'prest'lltativcs, will undoubtedly make
such regulatiolls as will suit tl](' (onvpniel1ce and secure the
liberty of the people.
Mr. IREDELL declared it as his opinion that there might
hejuries in the Superior Court as well as in the inferior courts,
and that it was in the power of Congress to regulate it so.
TUESDAY,

July 29, 1788.

Mr. KENNION in the chair.
Mr. SPENCER. Mr. Chairman, I hope to he excused
for making some obsen'ations on what was said yesterday,
by gentlemen, in favor of these two clauses. The motion
which was made that the committee should risc, precluded
me from speaking then. The gt~ntlemen have showed much
moderation and candor in conducting this husiucss; btlt I
still think that mv ohservations are well foulldt'd, and that
some amendments are necessary. The gentleman said, all
matters not given up by this form of government were retained by the respective states. I know that it ollght to be
80; it is the general doetrine, but it is necessary that it
should be expressly declared in the Constitution, and not
left to lnere construction and opinion. I am authorized to
say it was heretofore thought necessary. The Confederation says, expressly, that all that was not given lip ·by the
United States was retained hy the respective states. If such
a clause had been inserted ill this Constitution, it ,'vould
have su perseded the necessity of a hill of rights. But that not
being the case, it was necessary that a bill of rights, or something of that kind, should be a part of the Constitution. It was
observed that, as the Constitution is to bp a delegation of
power from thp. several states to the United States, a hill of
rights was unnecessary. But it will be noticed that this is
a diffetent case.
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The states do not act in their political capacities, but (he
government is proposed for individuals. The very caption
of the Constitution shows that this is the case. The ex
pression, "We, the people of the United States," shows
that this government is intended ror individuals; there ought,
tlterefore, to be a bill of rights. I am ready ttl acknowledge
that the Congress ought to'have the power of exeeuting its
laws. Heretofore, because all the laws of the Confederation were binding 00 the states in their political capacities,
courts had nothing to do with them; but now the thing is
entirely different. The laws of Congress will be binding
on individuals, and those things which concern inrlividuals
will be brought properly before the ("ourts. In' he next
place, all the officers are to take an oath to carry into execution this general government, and are bound to support every
act of the government, of whatever nature it may be. This
is a fourth reason for securing the rights of individuals. It
was also observed that the federal judiciary and the eourts
of the states, under the federal authority, would have COll('nrrent jurisdiction with respect to any subject 1:hat might
arise under the Constitution. I am ready to say that I most
heartily wish that, whenever this government takes place,
the two jurr..dictions and the two governments - that is, the
general and the several state governments - may go hand
in hand, and that there may be no interference, but that
every thing may he rightly conducted. But I will never
concede that it is proper to divide the business between the
two different courts. I have no doubt that there is wisdom
enough in this stare to decide the business, without the necessi-ty of federal assistance to do our business. The worthy
gentleman from Edenton dwelt a considerable time on the.
observations on a bill of rights, contending that they were
prop~r only in monarchj~s, which were founded on different
principles from 'those of our government; and, therefore,
though they might be necessary for others, yet they were
not necessary for us. I srilI think that a bill of rights is
necessary. This necessity arises from the nature of human
~ieties. When individuals enter into society, they give ur
some rights to secure the rest. There are certain human
rights that ought not to ~ given np, and which ought if.
some manner to be secured. With respect to these ~reat
essential right~. dO latitude ought to be left. They are the
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most Jnestimable gifts of the great Creator, and therefore
ought not to be destroyed, but ought to be secured. They
ought to be secured to individuals in consideration of the
other rights which they give up to support society.
The trial hy jury has been also spoken of. Every person
who is acquainted with the nature of liberty need not be informed of the importance of thiS' trial. Juries are called the
bulwarks of our rights alld liberty; and no country call ever be
enslaved as long as those cases whic~h affect their lives and
property are to be decided, in a great measure, by the consent of twelve honest, disinterested men, taken from the respectable body of yeomanry. It is highly improper that any
clause which regards the security of the trial by jury should
be any way doubtful. In the clause that has been read, it
is ascertained that criminal cases are to be tried hy jury in
the states where they are committed. It has been objected
to' that clause, that it is not sufficiently explicit. I think
that it is not. It was ohserved that one may be taken to a
great distance. One reason of the resistance to the British
government was, because they required that we should be
carried to the country of Great Britain, to be tried by juries
of that country. But we insisted on being tried by juries of
the vicinage, in our own country. I think it therefore proper
t~~t something explicit should be said with respect to the
V1cmage.
With regard to that part, that the Supreme Court shall
have appellate jurisdiction both as to law and fact, it has
been observed that, though the federal court might decide
without a jury, yet the court below, which tried it, might
have a jury. I ask the gentleman what benefit would be
received in the suit by having a jury trial in the court below,
when the verdict is set aside in the Supreme Court. It was
intended by this clause that the trial by jury should be suppressed in the superior and inferior courts. It has been said,
in defence of the omission concerning the trial by jury in
civil cases, that one general regulation could not be made;
that in several cases the constitution of several states did not
require a trial by jury, - for instance, in cases of equity and
admiralty, - whereas in others it did, and that, therefore,
it was proper to leave this subject at large. ] am sure that,
for the security of liberty, they ought to have been at the
pains of drawing some line. ] think that the respf>ctable
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body who formed the Constitution should have gone m: iar
as to put matters on such a footing as that there should be
no danger. They might have provided that all those cases
which are now triahle by ajury should be tried in each state
by a jury, according to the mode usually practised in such
state. This would have been easily done, if they had been
at the trouble of writing five or six Jines. Had it been dOlle,
we should have I~t'en entitled to say that our rights and liberties were not endangered. If we adopt this clause as it is, I
think, notwithstanding what gentlemen have said, that there
will be danger. There ought to be some amendments to it,
to put this matter on a sure footing. There does not appear
to me to be any kind of nece~sity that the federal court
should have jurisdiction in the body of the country. I am
ready to give up that, in the (·ases expressly enumerated, an
appellate jurisdiction (except in one or two instances) might
be given. I wish them also to have jurisdiction in maritime
affairs, and to try offences committ.ed on the high seas. But
in the body of a state, the jurisdiction of the courts in that.
state might extend to carrying into execution the laws of
Congress. I t must be unnecessary for the federal courts to
do it, and would create trouble and expenlie which might. be
avoided. In all cases where appeals are proper, I will agree
that it is necessary there should be oue Supreme Court.
Were those things properly regulated, so that the Supreme
Court might not be oppressive, I should have no objection
to it.
Mr. DAVIE. Mr. Chairman, yesterday and to-day I
have given particular attention to the observations of the gentleman last up. I believe, however, that, before we take
into consideration these important clauses, it will be necessary to consider in what manner laws can be executed. For
my own part. I know but two ways in which the laws can
be executed by any government. If there be any other, it
is unknown to me. The first mode is coercion by military
force, and the seeond is coercion through the judiciary.
With respect to coercion by force, I shall suppose that it is
z;o extremely repugnant to the principles of justice and the
feelings of a free people, that no man will support it. It
must, in the end, terminate in the destnlction of the liberty
of the people. I take it, therefore, that there is no ratiouw
way of enforcing the laws l)qt by the ipttnllAe..tality 01 tbe
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judiciary. From these premises we are left only to consider
how far thE' jurisdiction of the judiciary ought to extend. It
appears to me that the judiciary ought to be competent to
the decision of any question arising out of the Constitution
Itself. On a review of the principles of all free governments,
it seems to me also necessary that the judicial power should
be coextensive with the legislative.
It is necessary in all goveTl1ments, but particularly in a
federal government, that its judiciary should be competent
to the decision of all questions arising out of the constitution. If I understand the gentleman right, his oqjeetion
was not to the defined jurisdiction, but to the general jurisdiction, which is expressed thus: "The judicial power shaH
extend to all cases in law and equity arising under this Constitution, the laws of the United States, and treaties made,
or which shall be made, und!'r their authority;" and also
die appellate jurisdiction in some instances. Every member
who has read the Constitution with attention mllst observe
that there are certain fundamental principles in it, both of a
positive and negative nature, which, being intended for the
general advantage of the community, ought not to be violated by any future legislation of the particular states. Every
member will agree that the positive regulations ought to be
earried into execution, and that the negative restrictions
ought not to disregarded or violated. Without a judiciary,
the injunctions of the Constitution may be disobeyed, and
the positive regulations neglected or contravened. There
are certain prohibitory provisions in this Constitution, the
wisdom and propriety of which mllst strike every reflecting
mind, and certainly meet with the warmest approbation of
every citizen of this state. It provides, "that no state shall,
without the consent of Congress, lay any imposts or duties
on imports or exports, except what may be absolutely necessary for executing its inspection laws; that no preference
shall be given, by any regulation of commerce or revenue,
to the ports of one state over those of another; and that no
state shall emit hills of credit, make any thing but gold and
silver coin a tender in payment of debts, pass any bill of
attainder, ex post facto law, or law impairing the obligation
of contracts." These restrictions ought to supersede the
laws of particular states. With rffllpect to the prohihitory
provision-that no duty or impost shall be laid by any par-
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ticular statt'-which is so highly in favor of us and the otilel'
lion-importing states, the importing states might make laws
laying dutit's notwithstanding, and the Constitution might
be violated with impunity, if there were no power in the
general government to correct and counteract such laws.
This great object can only be safely and completely obtained by the instrumentality of the federaljudicial'Y. Would
not Virginia, who has raised many thousand pounds out of
our citizens by her imposts, still avail herself of the same
advantage if therl' were no constitutional power to counteract her regulations? If cases arising under the Constitution
were left to her own courts, might she not still continue the
same practices? But we are now to look for justice to the
controlling power of the judiciary of the United States. If
the Virginians were to continue to oppress us by laying
duties, we can be relieved by a recurrence to the gen~ral
judiciary. This restriction ill the Constitution is a fundamental principle, which is not to be violated, but which
would have been a dead letter, were there no judi('iary constituted to enforce obedience to it. Paper money and private
contracts were in the same condition. Without a general
controlling judiciary, laws mil?;ht be made in particular states
to enable its citizens to defraud the citizens of othf'r states.
Is it probable, if a citizen of South Carolina owed a sum of
money to a citizen of this state, that the latter would be
eertain of recovering the full value in their courts? That
state might in future, as they have already done, make pinebarren acts to discharge their debts. They might say that
our citizens should be paid in sterile, inarable lands, at an
extravagant price. They might pass the most iniquitous
instalment laws, procrastinating the payment of debts due
from their citizens, for years - nay, for ages. Is it probable
that we should get justice from their own judiciary, who
might consider themselves obliged to obey the laws of their
own state? Where, then, are we to look for justice? To
the judiciary of the United States. Gentlemen must have
observed the contracted and narrow-minded regulations of
the individual states, and their predominant disposition to
advance the interests of their own citizens to the pr~judice
of others. Will not these evils be continued if there be no
restraint? The people of the United Statl'S have one common interest; they ate all members of the same community.
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and ought to have justice administered to them equally in
every part of the continent, in the same manner, with the
same despatch, and on the same principles. It is thcl'efore
absolutely ~ecessary that the judiciary of the Union should
have jurisdiction in all cases arising in law and equity tinder
thc Constitution. Surely there should be somewhere a
constitutional authority for carrying into execution constitutional provisions; otherwise, as I have already said, they
would be a dead letter.
With rt'spect to their having jurisdiction of an cases arising
under the laws of the United States, although I have a very
high respect for the gentleman, I heard his o~iection to it
with surprise. I thought, if then' were any political axiom
und.'r the sun, it mllst be, that the judicial power ought to be
coextensive with the legislative. The federal government
ought to possess the means of carrying the laws into exeeution. This position will not he disputed. A government
would be a felo de se to put the execution of its Jaws under
the control of any other hody. If Jaws are not to be carried
into exeeution by the interposition of the judiciary, how is it
to be done?
I have already observed that the mind of every honest
man, who has any feeling for the happiness of his country,
mllst have the highest repugnance to the idea of military
coercion. The only means, then, of enforcing obedience to
the legislative authority must be through the medium of the
officers of peace. Did the gentleman carry his ol!jectiofl to
the extension of the judicial power to treaties? It is another
principle, whi(~h I imagine will not be controverted, that
the general judiciary ought to be competent to the decision
of all questions which involve the genera] WE-Ifare or peace
of the Union. It was necessary that treaties should operate
as laws upon individuals. They ought to be binding upon
us the moment they are made. They involve in their nature not only our own rights, but those of forei~ners. If the
rights of foreigners were left to be decided ultimately by
thirteen distinct judiciaries, there wou]d necessarily be Ulljnst and contradictory decisions. If our courts of justice
did not decide in favor of foreign citizens and subjects when
they ought, it might involve [he whole Union in a war:
there ought, therefore, to be a paramount tribunal, which
should have ample power to carry them into effect. To th.·
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decision of all causes which might involve the peace of the
Union may be referred, also, that of controversies between
the citizens or subjects of foreign states and the citizens of
the United States. I t has been laid down by all writers
that the denial of justice is one of the just causes of war.
If these ('ontroversies were left to the dpcision of particular
stdtes, it would be in their power, at any time, to involve
the continent in a war, usually the greatest of all national
calamities. Jt is certainly clear that where the peace of the
Union is affected, the general judiciary ought to decide. It
has generally been given up, that all cases of admiralty and
maritimf' jurisdiction should also be determined by them.
It has been equally ceded, by the strongest opposers to this
government, that the federal courts should have cognizance
of controversies between two or more statt>s, between a state
and the citizens of another state, and between the citizens
of the same state claiming Jands under the grant of diffi!rent
states. Its jurisdiction ill these cases is necessary to se('ure
impartiality in decisions, and preserve tranquillity ",mong the
statf's. It is impossible that there should be imparliality
when a party affected is to be judge.
The security of impartiality is the principal reason for
giving up the ultimate decision of controversies between
citizens of different states. It is essential to the interest
of agriculture and commerce that the hands of the st<1tps
should be bound from making paper money, instalment laws,
or pine-barren acts. By such iniquitous laws the merchant
or farmer may be defrauded of a considerahle part of his just
claims. But in thf' federal court, real money will be rpcovered with that speed which is necessary to accommodate the
circumstances of individuals. The tedious delays of judicial
proceedings, at present, in some states, are ruinous to cn·dit.ors. In Virginia, many suits are twenty or thirty years
spun out by legal ingenuity, and the defective construction
of their judiciary. A citizen of Massachusetts or this ('ountry might be ruined before he could recover a debt in that
state. It is necessary, therefore, in order to obtain justiee,
that we recur to the judiciary of the United States, where
justice must be equally administered, and where a debt may
be recovered from the citizen of one state as soon as from
the citizen of another.
As to a bill of rights, which has been brought forward in
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a manner I cannot account for, it is unnecessary to say any
thing. The learned gentleman has said that, by a concurrent jurisdiction, the laws of the United States must necessarily clash with the laws of the individual states, in consequence of which the laws of the states will be obstructed,
and the state governments absorbed. This cannot be the
case. There is not one instance of a power given to the
United Statps, whereby the internal policy or administration
of the states is affected. There is no instance that can be
pointed out wherein the internal policy of the state can be
affected by the judiciary of the United States. He mentioned impost laws. It has been given up, on all hands,
that, if there was a necessity of a federal court, it was on
this account. Money is difficult to be got into the treasury.
The power of the judiciary to enforce the federal laws is
necessary to facilitate the collection of the public revenues.
It' is well known, in this state, with what reluctance and
backwardness collectors pay up thp public moneys. We
have heen making laws after laws to remedy this evil, and
still find them ineffectual. Is it not, therefore, necessary to
enable the general government to compel the delinquent receivers to hp- punctual? The honorable gentleman admits
that the general government ought to legislate upon individuals, instead of states.
Its laws will otherwise be ineffectual, but particularly with
respect to treaties. We have seen with what little ceremony the states violated the peace with Great Britain. Congress had no powp-r to enforce its observance. The same
cause will produce the same effect. We need not flatter
ourselves that similar violations will always meet with equal
impunity. I think he must be of opinion, upon reflection,
that the jurisdiction of the federal judiciary could not have
been constructed otherwise with safety or propriety. I t is
necessary that the Constitution should be carried into effect,
that the laws should be executed, justice equally done to
all the community, and treaties observed. These ends can
only be accomplished hy a general, paramount judkiary.
These are my sentiments, and if the honorable gentleman
will prove them erroneous, I shall readily adopt his opinions.
Mr. MACLAINE. Mr. Chairman, I beg leave to make
a fpw observations. One of the gentleman's o~jectiollS to
the Constitution now under consideration is, that it is not
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the act of the states, but of the pf'ople; but that it ought tlt
be the act of the states; and he instances the delegation of
power by the states to the Confederation, at the commencement of the war, as a proof of this position. I hope, sir,
that all power is in the people, and not in the state governments. If he will not deny the authority of the people to
delegate power to agents, and to devise such a government
as a majority of them thinks will promote their happinpss,
he will withdraw his objection. The people, sir, are the
only proppr authority to form a government. They, sir,
have f()rmed their state governments, and can alter them at
pleasure. Their transcendent POWN is competent to form
this or any other government which they think promotive of
their happiness. Bllt the gentleman contends that there
ought- to be a bill of rights, or something of that kindsomething declaring expressly, that all power not expressly
given to the Constitntion ought to be retained by the states;
and he produces the Confedpration as an authority for its
necessity. When the Confederation was made, we were
by no means so well acqllaintpd with the principlps of government as we are now. We were then jealolJs of the
power of our rulers, and had an idea of the British government when we entertained that jealousy. There is no people on earth so well acquainted with the nature of government as the people of America generally are. We know
now that it is agreed upon by most writers, and men of
judgm~nt and reflection, that all power is in the people,
and immediately derived from them. The gentleman surely
must know that, if there be certain rights whleh never can,
nor ought to, he given up, these rights cannot he said to be
given away, merely bp.cause we have omitted to say that we
have not given them up. Can any security arise from declaring that we have a right to what belongs to us? Where
is the necessity of such a declar<ltion? If we have this inherent, this unalienable, this indefeasible title to those rights,
if they are not gh'en up, are they not retained? If Congress should make a law beyontl the po,,,,'ers and the spirit
of the Constitution, should we not say to Congress, "You
have no authority to make this Jaw. There are limits beyond which you cannot go. You cannot exceed the power
prescribed by the Constitution. You are amenable to us fOJ
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YOllr conduct. This act is unconstitutional. We will disregard it, and punish you for the attempt."
But the gentleman seems to be most tenacious of the
judicial power of the states. The honorable gentleman
must know, that the doctrine of reservation of power not
relinquished, clearly demonstrates that the judicial power of
the states is not impaired. He asks, with respect to the
trial by JUTY, ,,\,Thell the cause has gone up to the superior
cour!, and the H'rdiet is set aside, what benefit arises from
having had ,I jur.' trial ill the inferior court?" I would ask
the gentlemall, ., "Vhat is the reason, that, on a special verdict or case agreed, the dec;sion is left to the court?"
There are a number of cases where juries cannot decide.
When a jury finds the fact specially, or when it is agreed
upon hy the parties, the decision is referred to the court.
H the law be against the party, the court decides against
him; if the law be for him, the court judges accordingly.
He, as well as every gentleman here, must know that, under the Confederation, Congress set aside juries. There
was an appeal given to Congress: did Congress determine
by a jury? Every party carried his testimony in writing
to the judges of appeal, and Congress determined upon it.
The distinction between matters of law and of fact has
not been sufficiently understood, or has been intentionally
misrepresented. On a demurrer in law, in which the faets
are agreed upon by the parties, the law arising thereupon
is referred to the cOllrt. An inferior court may give an erroneous judgment; an appeal may be had from this court
to the Supreme Federal Conrt, and a right df'cision had.
This is an instance wherein it can have cognizance of matter of law solt>ly. In cases where the existence of facts has
been first disputed by one of the parties, and afterwards established as in a special verdict, the consideration of these
facts, hlended with the law, is If'ft to the court. In such
cases, inferior courts may decide contrary to justice and law,
and appeals may be had to the Supreme Court. This is an
instance wherein it may be said they have jurisdiction llPth
as to law and fact. But where facts only are disputed, and
wheTf~ they are once established hya verdict, the opinion of
the judges of the Supreme Court cannot, I conceive, set
aside these facts; for I do not think they have the power
so to do by this Constitution.
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The federal court has jurisdiction only in some JOstances.
There are many instances in which no court but the state
courts can have any jurisdiction whatsoever, except whert.
parties claim land under the grant of different state<;, or the
subject of dispute arises under the Constitution itself. The
state courts have exclusive jurisdiction over every other possible controversy that can arise llf'tween the inhabitants of
their own states; nor can the federal courts intermeddle
with such disputes, either originally or by appeal. There is
a number of other instances, where, though jurisdiction is
given to the federal court, it is not taken away from the
state courts. If a man in South Carolina owes me money,
I can bring suit in the courts of that state, as well as in any
inferior federal court. I think gentlemen cannot hut see
the propriety of leaving to the general government the regulation of the inferior federal tribunals. This is a power
which our own state legislature has. We may trust Congress
as well as them.
Mr. SPENCER answered, that the ~entleman last up
had misunderstood him. He did not object to the caption
of the Constitution, but he instanced it to show that the
United States were not, merely as states, the objects of the
Constitution; but that the laws of Congress were to operate
upon individuals, and not upon states. He then continued:
I do not mean to contend that the laws of the general government should not operate upon individuals. I before observed that this was necessary, as laws could not be put in
execution against states without the agency of the sword,
which, instead of answering the ends of government, would
destroy it. J endeavored to show that, as the government
was not to operate against states, but against individmtls, the
rights of individuals ought to be properly secured. In order
to constitute this security, it appears to me there ought to
be such a clau1\e in the Constitution as thert' was in the Confederation, expressly declaring, that every power, jurisdiction.
and right, which are not given up b'y it, remain in the states.
Such a clause would render a bill of rights unnecessary.
But as there is no such clause, I contend that there should
be a hill of rights, ascertaining and securing the great rights
('f the states and people. Besides my ol~ection to the revision of facts by the federal court, and the insecurity of jury
trial. I consider the concurrent jurisdiction of those courts
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with tht; state courts as extremely dangerous. It must be
obvious to everyone that, if they have such a concurrent
jurisdiction, they must in time take away the husiness from.
the state courts entirely. I do not. deny the propriety of
having federal courts; but they should he confined to federal
business, and ought not to interfere in those cases where the
state courts are fully competent to decide. The state courts
can do their business without federal assistance. I do not
know how far any gentleman may suppose that I may, from
my office, be biased in favor of the state jurisdiction. I am
no more interestt'd than any other individual. I do not think
it will affect the respectahle office which I hold. Those
courts will not take place immediately, and even when they
do, it will be a long time before their concurrent jurisdiction
will materially affect the state judiciaries. I therefore consider myself as disinterested. I only wish to have the government so constructed as to promote the happiness, harmony,
and liberty, of every individual at home, and render us respectable as a nation abroad. I wish the question to be
decided coolly and calmly -with moderation, candor, and
deliberation.
Mr. MAC LAINE replied, that the gentleman's objections
to the want of a bill of rights had been sufficiently answered;
that the federal jurisdiction was well guarded, and that the
federal courts had not, in his opiQion, cognizaQce, in any Olle
('ase, where it could be alone vested in the state judiciaries
with propriety or safety. The gentleman, he said, had acknowledged that the laws of the Union could not be executed under the existing government; and yet he o~jected
to the federal judiciary's having cognizance of such laws,
though it was the only probable means whereby they could
he enforced. The treaty of peace with Great Britain was
tht: snpreme law of the land; yet it was disTf'garded, for
want of a federal judiciary. The state judiciaries did not
enforce an observance of it. The state courts were highly
improper to be intrnsted with the execution of the federal
laws, as they were bound to judge according to the state
laws, which might be repugnant to those of the Union.
Mr. IREDELL. Mr. Chairman, I beg leave to make a
few ohservations on some remarks that have heen made on
this part of the Constitution. The honorahle gentleman
said that it was very extraordinary that the Convention shollid
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not have taken the trouble to make an addition of five or
six lines, to secure the trial by jury in civil cases. Sir, if
by the addition, not only of five or six lines, but of five or
six hundred lines, this invaluable object could have been
secured, I should have thought the Convention criminal in
omitting it; and instead of meriting the thanks of their
country, as I think they do now, they might justly have
met with its resentment and indignation. I am persuaded
the omission arose from the real difficulty of the case. The
gentleman says that a mode might have been provided,
whereby the trial by jury might have been secured satisfactorily to all the states. I call on him to show that mode.
I know of none; nor do I think it possible for any man to
devise one to which some states would not have o~ected. It
is said, indeed, that it might have been provided that it should
be as it had been heretofore. Had this been the case, surely
it would have been highly incongruous.
The trial by jury is different in different states. It is reg·
ulated in one way in the state of North Carolina, and in
another way in the state of Virginia. It is established in a
different way from either in several other states. Had it,
then, been inserted in the Constitution, that the trial by jury
should be as it had been heretofore, there would have been
an example, for the first time in the world, of a judiciary
belonging to the same government being different in different parts of the same country. What would you think of
an act of Assembly which should require the trial by jury to
be had in one mode in the county of Orange, and in another
mode in Granville, and in a manner different from both in
Chatham? Such an act of Assembly, so manifestly iIYUdicious, impolitic, and unjust, would be repealed next year.
But what would you say of our Constitution, if it authorized such an absurdity? The mischief, then, could not
be removed without altering the Constitution itself. It
must be evident, therefore, that the addition contended for
would not have answered the purpose. If the method of
any particular state had been established, it would have been
objected to by others, because, whatever inconveniences it
might have been attended with, nothing but a change in the
C.:mstitution itself could have removed them; whereas, as it
is now, if any mode established by Congress is found inconvenient., it can easily be altered by a single act of legi!l-
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latillD Let any gentleman consider the difficulties in which
tbe Convention was placed. A union was absolutely necessary. Eyery thing could be agreed upon except the regulation of the trial by jury jn civil cases. They were all
anxious to establish it on the best footing, but found they
could fix upon no permanent rule that was not liable to great
o~jections and difficul~ies.
If they could not agree among
themselves, they had still Jess reason to believe that all the
states would have unanimously agreed to anyone plan that
could he proposed. They, therefore, thought it better to
leave all such regulations to the legislature itself, conceiving
there could be no real danger,.in this case, from a body composed of our own representatives, who could have no temptation to undermine this excellent mode of trial in civil cases,
and who would have, indeed, a personal interest, in common
with others, in making the administration of justice between
man and man seCllfe and easy.
In criminal cases, however, no latitude ought to be allowed. In these the greatest danger from any government
subsists, and accordingly it is provided that there shall be
a trial hy jury, in all such cases, in the state wherein the
offenee is committed. I thought the objection against the
want of a bill of rights had been ohviated unanswerably.
It appears to me most extraordinary. Shall we gi,·e up any
thing but what is positively granted by that instrument?
It would be the greatest absurdity for any man to pretend
that, when a legislature is formed for a particular purpose, it
can have any authority but what is so expressly given to it,
any more than a man acting under a power of attorney could
depart from the authority it conveyed to him, according to
an instance which I stated when speaking on the subject
before. As for example: - if I had three tracts of land, one
in Orange, another in Caswell, and anotlJer in Chatham,
and I gave a power of attorney to a man to sell the two
tracts in Orange and Caswell, and he should attempt to sell
my land in Chatham, would any man of common sense suppose he had authority to do so? In like manner, I say, the
future Congress can have no right to eXf>rcise any power
but what is contained in that paper. Negative words, in
my opinion, could make the matter no plainer than it was
before. Thh gentleman says that unalienable rights ought
not to be given up. Those rights which are unalienable
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are not alienated. They still remain with the great body
of the people. If any right be gh-en up that ought not to
be, let it be shown. Say it is a thing which affects your
country, and that it ought not to be surrendered: this
would be reasonable. But when it is evident that the exercise of any power not given up would be a usurpation, it
would be not only useless, but dangerous, to enumerate a
number of rights which are not intended to be given up ;
because it would he implying, in the strongest manuer, that
every right not included in the exct'ption might be impaired
by the government without usurpation; and it would he
impossible to enumerate everyone. Let anyone make
what collection or enumeration of rights he pleases, I will
immediately mention twenty or thirty more rights not contained in it.
Mr. BLOODWORTH. Mr. Chairman, I have listened
with attention to the gentleman's arguments; but whether
it be for want of sufficient attention, or from the grossness
of my ideas, I cannot be satisfied with his defence of the
omission, with respect to the trial by jury. He says that
it would be impossible to fall on any satisfactory mode of
regulating the trial by jury, because there are various customs relative to it in the different states. Is this a satisfctctory cause for the omission? Why did it not provide that
the trial by jury should be preserVt·d in civil cases? Jt has
said that the trial should be by jury in criminal cases; and
yet this trial is different in its manner in criminal cast's in
the different states. If it has been possible to secure it in
criminal cases, notwithstanding the diversity concerning it,
why has it not been possible to secure it in civil cast's?
I wish this to be cleared up. By its not being provided for,
it is expressly provided against. I still see the necessity of
a bill of rights. Gentlemen use contradictory arguments on
this su~ject, if I recollect right. Without the most express
restrictions, Congress may trample on your rights. Every
possible precaution should be taken when we grant pow(>rs.
Rulers are always disposed to abuse them. I beg leave to
call gentlemen's recollection to what happened undE'r our
Confederation. By it, nine states are required to make a
treaty; yet seven states said that they could, with propriety,
repeal part of the instructions given our secretary for foreign
affilirs, which prohibited him from making a treaty to givf-
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up the Mississippi to Spain, by which repeal the rest of his
instructions enabled him to make such treaty. Seven states
actually did repeal the prohibitory part of tht'se instructions,
and they insisted it was legal and proper. This was in fart
a violation of the Confederation. If gentlemen thus put
what construction they please upon words, how shall we
be redressed, if Congress shall say that all that is not expressed is given up, and they assume a power which is
expressly inconsistent with the rights of mankind? Where
is the power to pretend to deny its legality? This has occurred to me, and I wish it to be explained.
Mr. SPENCER. Mr. Chairman, the gentleman expresses admiration as to what we ol~ect with respect to a bill of
rights, and insists that what is not given up in the Constitution is retained. He must recollect I said, yesterday, that
we could not guard with too much care those essential rights
and liberties which ought never to be given up. There is
no express negative - no fenre against their being trampled
upon. They might exceed the proper boundary ,vithout
being taken notice of. When there is no rule but a vague
doctrine, they might make great strides, and get possession
of so much power that a general insurrection of the people
would be necessary to bring an alteration about. But if a
boundary were set up, when the boundary is passed, the
people would take notice of it immediatdy. These are the
observations which I made; and I have no doubt that, when
he reflects, he will acknowledge the necessity of it. I acknowledge, however, that the doctrine is right; but if that
Constitution is ndt satisfactory to the people, I would have a
bill of rights, or something of that kind, to satisfy them.
Mr. LOCKE. Mr. Chairman, I wish to throw some particular light upon the subject, according to my conceptions.
I think the Constitution neither safe nor beneficial, as it
grants powers unbounded with restrictions. One gentleman
has said that it was necessary to give cognizance of causes
to the federal court, uerause there was partiality in the
judges of the states; that the state judges could not be
depfmded upon in causes arising under the Con~titution and
laws of the Union. I agree that impartiality in judges is indispensable; but I think this alteration will not produce more
impartiality than there is now in our courts, whatever evlls
it may bring forth. Must there not be judges in the federal
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courts, and those judges taken froOl some of the states.~
The same partiality, therefore, may be in them. For my
part, I think it derogatory to the honor of this state to give
this jurisdiction to the federal courts. It must be supposed
that the same passions, dispositions, and failings of humanity
which attend the ~tate judges, will be equally the lot of the
federal judges. To justify giving this cognizance to those
courts, it must be supposed that all justice and equity are
given up at once in the states. Such reasoning is very
!'trallge to me. I fear greatly for this state, and for other
states. I find there has a considerable stress been laid upon
the injustice of laws made heretofore. Great reflections are
thrown on South Carolina for passing pine-barren and instalment laws, and on this state for making paper money. I
wish those gentlemen who made those observations would
consider the necessity which compelled us in a great measure
to make such money. I never thought the law whieh authorized it a good law. If the evil could have been avoided,
it would have been a very bad law; but necessity, sir, justified it in some degree. I believe I have gained as little by
it as any in this house. If we are to judge of the future by
what we have seen, we shall find as much or more injustice
in Congress than in our legislature. Necessity compelled
them to pas~ the law, in order to save vast numbers of people from ruin. I hope to be excused in observing that it
would have been hard for our late Continental army to lay
down their arms, with which they had valiantly and successfully fought for their country, without receiving or being
promised and assured of some compensmion for their past
services. What a situation would this country have l>et'n in,
if thf'y had had the power over the purse and sword! If
they h:ld the powers given up by this Constitution, what a
wretched situation would this country have been in! Congress was unable to pay them, but passed many resolutions
and laws in their favor, particularly one that each state should
make up the depreciation of the pay of the Continental line,
who were distressed for the want of an adequate compensation for their services. This state could not pay her proportion in s~cie. To have laid a tax for that purpose would
have been oppressive. What was to he done? The only
(·xpedient was to pass a law to make paper money, and make
:t a tender. The Continental line was satisfied, and ap-
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proved of the measure, it being done at their instance in
some degree. Notwithstanding it was supposed to be highly
beneficial to the state, it is found to be injurious to it.
Saving expense is a very great object, but this incurred
much expense. This subjeet has for many years embroiled
the state; but the situation of the country, and the distress
of the people are so great, that the public measures must be
accommodated to their circumstances with peculiar delicacy
and caution, or another insurrection may be the consequence.
As to what the gentleman said of the trial by jury, it surprises me mU('h to hear gentlemen of stich great abilities
speak such language. It is clearly insecure, nor can ingenuity and subtle arguments prove the contrary. J trust this
country is too sensible of the value of liberty, and her citizens have hought it too dearly, to give it up hastily.
Mr. IREDELL. Mr. Chairman, I hope some other
gentleman will answer what has been said by the gentlemen
who have spoken last. I only rise to answer the question of
the member from New Hanover - which was, if there was
such a difficulty, in establishing the trial by jury in ch'il cases,
that the Convention could not concur in any mode, why the
difficulty did not extend to criminal cases? I beg leave to
say, that the difficulty, ill this case, does not depend so much
on the mode of proceeding, as on the difference 9f the subjects of controversy, and the laws relative to them. In
some states, there are no juries in admiralty and equity cases.
In other states, there are juries in such cases. In some
states, there are no distinct courts of equity, though in most
states there are. .1 believe that, if a uniform rulet had been
fixed by the Constitution~ it would have displeased some
states so far that they would ha"e rejected the Constitution
altogether. Had it been declared generally, as the gentleman mentioned, it would have included equity and maritime
cases, and created a necessity of deciding them in a manner
different from that in which they have heen decided hf"retofore in many of the statf's; which would very probably have
met with the disapprobation of those states.
We have heen told, and I believe this was the real reason,
why they could not concur in any general rule. I have great
respect for the characters of those gentlemen who formed the
Com'f"ntion, and I believe they were not capable of overlooking the importance of the trial by jury, much less of
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designedly plotting against it. But I fully believe that th\.'
real difficulty of the thing was the cause of the omission.
trust sufficient reasons have been offered, to show that it i:,
in no danger. As to criminal cases, I must obsenoe that the
great instrument of arbitrary power is criminal prosecutions.
By the privileges of the habeas corpus, no man can be confined without inquiry; and if it should appear that he has
been committed contrary to law, he must be discharged.
That diversity which is to be fOllnd in civil controversies,
does not exist in criminal cases. That diversity which contributes to the security of property in civil cases, wOllld have
pernicious eff~ets in crimin~tI ones. There is no other safe
mode to try these but by it jury. If any man had the means
of trying anotiwr his own way, or were it left to the control of arbitrary judges, no man would helve that security for
life and liberty which every freem,m ought to have. I presump. tbat in no state on the continent is a man tried on a
criminal accUS_Ition but by ajury. It was necessary, therefore, that it should be fixed, in the Constitution, that the trial
should be by jury in criminal cases; and sllch difficulties did
not occur in this as in the other case. The worthy gentlelUall says, that by not being provided for in civil cases, it is
expressly provided against, and that what is not expressed
is given up. W'ere it so, no man would be more against
this Constitution than myself. I should detest and oppose
it as mnch as any man. But, sir, this cannot be the case.
I beg leave to say that that construction appears to me absurd and unnatural. As it could not be fixed either on the
principles of uniformity or di~·ersitJ. it must be left to Congress to modify it. If they establish it in any manner by
law. and find it inconvenient, thev can alter it. But I am
convinced that a majority of the r~presentatives of the people will never attempt to estab::sh a mode oppressive to
their constituents, as it will he their own interest to take
care of this right But it is observed that there ought to be
a fenee provided against future encroachments of power. If
there be IIOt sur.h a fence, it is a cause of o~jection. I readily agree that there ought to be such a fence. The instrument ought to contain such a definition of authority as would
leaVf~ no doubt; and if there be any ambiguity, it ought not
to be admitted. He says this constructioll is not agreeable
to the people, though he acknowledges it is a right one.
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In my opinion, there IS no man, of any reason at all, but
must be satisfied with so clear and plain a definition. If
the Congress should claim any power not given them, it
would be as bare a usurpation as making a king in America.
If this Constitution be adopted, it must be presumed the instrument will be in the hands of every man in America, to
see whether authority be usurped; and any person by illspecting it may see if the power claimed be enumerated. If
it be not, he will know it to be a usurpation.
Mr. MACLAINE. Mr. Chairman, a gentleman lately
up (Mr. Locke) has informed us of his doubts and fears
respecting the federal courts. He is afraid for this state
and other states. He supposes that the idea of cognizance
of the laws of the Union to federal courts, must have arisen
from suspicions of partiality and want of common inte~;rity
in our state judges. The worthy gentleman is mistaken in
his' eonstruction of what I said. I did not personally reflect
on the members of ollr state judiciary; nor did I impute
the impropriety of vesting the state judiciaries with exclusive jurisdiction over the laws of the Union, and cases arising
under the Constitution, to any want of probity in the judges.
Bllt if they be the judges of the local or state laws, and
receive emoluments for acting in that capacity, they will be
improper persons to judge of the laws of the Union. A
federal judge ought to be solely governed by the laws of the
United States, and receive his salary from the treasury of
the United States. It is impossible for any judges, r!:'cei"ing
pay from a single statP-, to he impartial in cases where the
local laws or interests of that state clash with the laws of the
Union, or the general interests of America. We hay!:' instances here which prove this partiality in sneh cases. It is
also so in other states. The gentleman has thrown out
something very uncommon. He likens the power given by
this Constitution to giving the late army the purse and the
sword. J am milch astonished that such an idea should be
thrown out by that gpntleman, because his respectability is
well known. If he considers for a moment, he must see that
his observation is bad, and that the comparison is extremely
absurd and improper. The purse and the sword must be
given to every government. The sword is given to the executive magistrate; but the purse remains, by this Constitution, in the representatives of the people. We know \'er~
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well that they cannot raise one shillin a but by the consent of
the representatives of the people. Mom!.}' bills do not even
originate in the Senate; they originate solely in the other
house. Every appropriation mllst be by law. We know,
therefore, that no executive magistrate or officer can appropriate a shilling, hut as he is authorized by law. With
respect to paper money, the gentleman has acted and spoken
with great candor. He was against paper money from the
first emission. There was no other way to satislY the late
army but by paper monpy, there being not a shilling of specie
in the state. There were other modes adopted by other
states, which did not produce such inconveniences. There
was, however, a considerable lll,uority of that assembly who
adopted the idea, that not one shilling more paper money
should be made, because of the evil eonsequences that must
necessarily follow. The experience of this country, for
many years, has proved that such emissions involve us in
debts and distresses, destroy our credit, and produce no
good consequences; and yet, contrary to all good policy,
the evil was repeated.
With respect to our public security and paper money,
the apprehensions of gentlemen are groundless. I believe
this Constitution cannot affi'ct them at all. In the 10th
section of the 1st article, it is provided, among other restrictions, "that no state shall emit bills of credit, make
any thing but gold and silver coin a tender in payment of
debts, or P:lSS any law impairing the obligation of contracts." Now, sir, this has no retrospective view. It looks
to futurity. It is conceived by many people, that the moment this new Constitution is adopted, our present paper
money will sink to nothing. For my part, I belit've that,
instead of sinking, it will appreciate. If we adopt, it will
rise in value, so "that twenty shillings of it will be equal to
two Spanish milled dollars and a half. Paper money is as
good as gold and silver where there are proper funds to
redeem it, and no ddngPr of its being increased. Before
the late war, our p]per money fluctuated in value. Thirtysix years ago, when I came into this country, Ollr paper
money was at seVt'n shillings to the dollar. A few years
before the late war, the merchants of Great Britain remonstrated to the ministry of that country, that they lost
milch of their debts by paper money losing its value. This
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caused an order to be made through all the states not to
pass any money hills whatever. The effect of this was, that
our paper money appreciated. At the commencement of
the war, our paper money in circulation was equal to gold
or silver. But it is said that, on adoption, all debts contracted heretofore must then he paid in gold or silver coin.
I believe that, if any gentleman will attend to the clause
above reeited, he will find that it has no retrospective, but
a prospective view. It does not look back, but forward. It
does not destroy the paper money which is now actually
made, but prevents us from making any more. This is
much in our favor, because we may pay in the money we
cont..acted for, (or such as is equal in value to it;) and the
very restl;ction against an increase of it will add to its
value. It is in the power of the legislature to establish a
scale of depreciation, to fix the value of it. There is nothing
against this in the Constitution. On the contrary, it favors
it. I should be much i~jured if it was really to be the case
that the paper money should sink. After the Constitution
was .adopted, I should think myself, as a holder of our paper
money, possessed of Continental security. I am convinced
our money will he good money; and if I was to speculate
in any thing, I would in paper money, though I never did
speculate. I should be satisfied that I should make a profit.
Why say that the state security will he paid in gold and
silver after all these things are considered? Every rea),
actual debt of the state ought to be discharged in real, and
not nominal valu(', at any rate.
Mr. BASS took a general view of the original and appellate jurisdiction of the federal court. He considered the
Constitution neither nf'cessary nor proper. He declared
that the last part of the 1st paragraph of the 2d section
appeared to him totally inexplicable. He feared that dreadful oppression would he committed by carrying people toC)
great a distance to decide trivial causes. He observed that
gentlemen of the law and men of learning did not concur in
the explanation or meaning of this Constitution. For his
part', he said, he could not understand it. although he took
great pains to find out its meaning, and although he flattered
himself with the possession of common sense and Tf'ason
He always thought that there ought to be a compact be
tween the governors and governed. Some called this a
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compact; others said it was not. From the contrariety of
opinions, he thought the thing was either uncommonly difficult, or absolutely unintelligible. He wished to reflect on
no gentleman, and apologized for his ignorance, by observing that he never went to school, and had been born
blind; but he wished for information, and supposed that
every gentleman would consider his desire as laudable.
Mr. MACLAINE first, and then Mr. IREDELL, endeavored to satisfy the gentleman, by a particular explanation
of the whole paragraph. It was observed that, if there
should be a controversy between this state and the king of
France or Spain, it must be decided in the federal court.
Or if there should arise a controversy between the French
king, or any other foreign power, or one of their subjects or
citizens, and one of our citizens, it must bt> decided there
also. The distinction between the words citizen and subject
was explained - that the former related to individuals of
popular governments, the latter to those of monarchies; as,
for instance, a dispute between this state, or a citizen of it,
and a person in Holland. The wordsfore~n citizen would
properly refer to such persons. If the dispute was between
this state and a person in France or Spain, the words foreign
subject would apply to this; and all such controversies might
be decided in the federal court - that the words citizens or
.~ubjects, in that part of the clause, could only apply to
foreign citizens or foreign subjects; and another part of the
constitution made this plain, by confining disputes, in general, between citizens of the same state, to the single case
of their claiming lands under grants of different states.
The last clause of the 2d section under consideration.
Mr. MACLAINE. Mr. Chairman, an objection was
made yesterday by a gentleman against this clause, because
it confined the trial to the state; and he observed. that a
person on the Mississippi might be trit>d in Edenton.
Gentlemen ought to consider that it was impossible for
the Convention, when devising a general rule for all the
states, to descend to particular districts. The trial by jury
is secured generally, hy providing that the trial shall be in
the state where the crime was eommitted. It is left to
Congress to make such regulations, by law, as will suit the
circumstances of each state. It would have been impolitic
to fix the mode of proceeding, because it would alter the
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present mode of proceeding, in such cases, in this state, or
in several others; for there is such a dissimilarity in the proceedings of different states, that it would be impossible to
make a general law which would be satisfactory to the
whole. But as the trial is to be in the state, there is no
doubt but it will be the usual and common mode practised
in the state.
3d section read without any observation.
Article 4th. The Ist section, and two first clauses of the
2d section, read without observation.
The last clause read.
Mr. IREDELL begged leave to explain the reason of
this clause. In some of the Northern States they have
emancipated all their slaves. If any of our slaves, said he,
go there, and remain there a certain time, they would, by
the present laws, be entitled to theil' freedom, so that their
masters could not get them again. This would be extremely
prejudicial to the inhabitants of the Southern States; and
to prevent it, this clause is inserted in the Constitution.
Though the word slave is not mentioned, this is the meaning
of it. The northern delegates, owing to their particular
scruples on the subject of slavery, did not choose the word
slave to be mentioned.
The rest of the 4th article read withont any observation.
Article 5th.
Mr. IREDELL. Mr. Chairman, this is a very important
clause. In every other constitution of government that I
have ever ht'ard or read of, no provision is made for necessary amendments. The misfortune attending most constitutions which have been deliberately formed, has bf'en, that
those who formed them thought their wisdom equal to all
possihle contingencies, and that there ('ould he no error in
what they did. The gentlemf'n who framed this Constitution thought with much more diffidence of thf'ir capacities;
and, undoubtedly, without a provision for amendment it would
have bet~n more justly liable to onj~ction, and the characters
of its framers would have apJWared much It-ss meritorious.
This, indeed, is one of the greatf'st beauties of the system,
and should strongly recommend it to every candid mind.
The Constitution of any government which cannot be regularly amended when its defects are eXIWrienced, reduces the
peoole to this dilemma~ they must either suhmit to its
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oppressions, or bring about amendments, more or less, by a
civil war. Happy this, the country we live in! The Constitution before us, if it be adopted, can be altered with as
much regularity, and as little confusion, as any act of Assembly; not, indeed, quite so easily, which would be extremely impolitic; but it is a most happy circumstance, that
there is a remedy in the system itself for tts own fallibility,
so that alterations can without difficulty be made, agreeable
to the general SE'nse of the people. Let us attend to the
manner in which amendments may be made. The proposition for amendments may arise from Congress itself, when
two thirds of both houses shall deem it necessary. If they
should not, and yet amendments be generally wished tor-by
the people, two thirds of the legislatures of the different
states may rf'qllire a general convention for the purpose, in
which case Congress are under the necessity of eonvening
one. Any amendments whi('h either Congress shall propose,
or which shall be proposed by such general convention, are
afterwards to be submitted to the JE'gislatures of the different
states, or conventions called for that purposE', as Congress
shaH think proper, and, upon the ratification of three fourths
of thE' states, will become a part of the Constitution. By
referring this business to the legislatures, expense would be
saved; and in general, it may be presumed, they would
speak the genuine sense of the peoplt'. It may, however,
on some occasions, be better to consult an immediate delegation for that special purpose. This is therefore left discretionary. It is highly probable that amendments agrt'ed
to in either of these methods would be conducive to the
public welfare, when so large a majority of the states consented to them. And in one of these modes, amendmf'nts
that are now wished for may, in a short time, be made to
this Constitution by the states adopting it.
lt is, however, to be observed, that the 1st and 4th dauses
In the 9th section of the 1st article are protected from any
alteration till the year 1808; and in order that no consolidation should take place, it is provided that no state shall, hy
any amendment or alteration, be ever deprived of an equal
sutfrage in the Senate without its own consent. The first
two prohibitions are with respect to the ce"nsus, (according to
which direct taxes are imposed,) and with respect to the importation of slaves. As to the first, it must be observed, thaI
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there is a material difi"erence between the Northern and
Southern States. The Northern States have been much
'longer .settled, and are much fuller of people, than the
Southern, but have not land in equal proportion, nor scarcely
any slaves. The su~ject of this article was regulated with
great difficulty, and by a spirit of concession which it would
not be prudeut to disturb for a good many years. In twenty
years, there will probably be a great alteration, and then the
subject may be reconsidered with less difficulty and greater
coolness. In the mean time, the compromise was upon the
best footing that could be obtained. A compromise likewise took place in regard to the importation of slaves. It is
probable that all the members reprobated this inhuman
traffic; but those of South Carolina and Georgia would not
eonsent to an immediate prohibition of it - one reason of
which was, that, during the last war, they lost a vast number of negroes, which loss they wish to supply. In the
'mean time, it is left to the states to admit or prohibit the
importation, and Congress may impose a limited duty
upon it.
Mr. BASS observed, that it was plain that the introduction
of amendments depended altogether on Congress.
Mr. IREDELL replied, that it was very evident that it
did not depend on the will of Congress; for that the legislatures of two thirds of the states were authorized to make
application for calling a convention to propose amendments,
and, on such application, it is provided that Congress s/tall
call sllch convention, so that they will have no option.
Article 6th. 1st clause read without any observation.
2d clause read.
Mr. IREDELL. This clause is supposed to give too
much power, when, in fact, it only provides for the execution of those powers which are already given in the foregoing articles. What does it say? That" this Constitution,
and the laws of the United States which shall be made in
pursuance thereof, and all treaties made, or which shall be
made, under the authority of the United States, shaH be the
supreme ldw of the land; and the judges in every state shall
be bound thereby, any thing in the constitution or laws of
any state to the contrary notwithstanding." What is thfl
meaning of this, but that, as we have given power, we will
~\Jpport tbe e~ecution of it ? We should act like children, to
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give power and dp.ny the legality of executing it. It is saying no more than that, when we adopt the government, we
will maintain and obey it; in the same manner as if the
Constitution of this state had said that, when a law is passed
in conformity to it, we-must obey that law. Would this be
objected to? Then, when the Congress passes a law con
sistent with the Constitution, it is to be binding on the
people. If Congress, under pretence of executing one
power, should, in fact, usurp another, they will violate the
Constitution. I presume, therefore, that this explanation,
which appears to me the plainest in the world, will be entirelv satisfactory to the committee.
Mr. BLOODWORTH. Mr. Chairman, I confess his
explanation is not satisfactory to me. I wish the gentlf'man
had gone farther. I readily agree that it is giving them no
more power than to execute their laws. But how far does
this go? It appears to me to sweep off all the constitutions
of the states. It is a total repeal of every act and constitution of the states. The judges are sworn to uphold it. It
will produce an abolition of the state governments. Its
sovereignty absolutely annihilates them.
Mr. IREDELL. Mr. Chairman, everJ power delegmed
to Congress is to be executed by laws m'ade for that purpose.
I t is necessary to particularize the powers intended to he
given, in the Constitution, as having no existence befor~;
but, after having enumerated what we give up, it follows, of
course, that whatever is done, by virtue of that authority, is
legal without any new authority or power. The question,
then, under this clause, will always be, whether Congress
has exceeded its authority. If it has not exceeded it, we
must obey, otherwise not. This Constitution, when adopted,
will become a part of our state Constitution; and the latter
must yield to the former only in those cases where power is
given by it. It is not to yield to it in any other case whatever. For instancf', there is nothing in the Constitution of
this state establishing the authority of a federal court. Yet
the federal court, when estabHshed, will be as constitutional
as the superior court is now under our Constitution. It allpt'ars to me merely a general clause, the amount of which is
that, when they pass an act, if it be in the execution of a
power given by the Constitution, it shall b~ binding on tht>
pt"ople, otherwise not. As to the sufficiency or extent of thp
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power, tha": is another consideration, and has been discussl'd
hefore.
Mr. BLOODWORTH. This clause will be the destruction of every law which will come in competition with the
laws of the United States. Those laws and regulations
wpich have been, or shall be, made in this state, must be
dt:stroyed by it, if they come in competition with the powers
of Congress. Is it not necessary to define the extent of its
operation? Is nnt the force of our tender-laws destroyed by
it? The worthy gentleman from Wilmington has endeavored
to obviate the objection as to the Constitution's destroying
the credit of our paper money, and paying debts in coin, but
unsatisfactorily to me. A man assi~ns, by legal action, a
bond to a man in another state; could that bond be paid by
money? I know it is very easy to be wrong. I am con!SCions of being frequently so. I endeavor to be open to conviction. This clause seems to me too general, and I think
its extent ought to he limited and defined. I should suppose
every reasonable man would think some amelldmt'nts to it
werf~ necessary.
Mr. MACLAINE. Mr. Chairman, that it will destroy
the" state sovereignty is a very popular argum('nt. I beg
leare to have the attention of the committee. Govprnment
is formed for the happiness and prosperity of the people at
large. The powers given it are for their own good. We
have found, by several years' experience, that government,
taken by itself nominally, without adequate power, is not
sufficient to promote their prosperit)'. Sufficient powers
must be given to it. The powers to be given the general
government are proposed to be withdrawn from the authority
of the state governments, in order to protect and secure the
Union at large.. This proposal is made to the people. No
man will deny their authority to delegate powers and recall
them, in all free countries. But, says the ~endeman last up,
the construction of the Constitution is in the power of Congress, and it will destroy the sovereignt.y of the state governments. It may be justly said that it diminishes the power
of the state legislatures, and the diminution is necessary to
the safety and prosperity of the people; but it may be fairly
said that the members ofthe general government,-the President, senators, and representatives, - whom we send thither,
by our free suffrages, to consuh our common interest, will
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not wish to destroy the state governments, because the existence of the general government wiJ) depend on that of thp
state governments.
But what is the sovereignty, and who is Congress? On.,
branch, the people at large; and the other branch, the states
by their representatives. Do people fear the delegation of
power to themselves - to their own representati,'es? But
he objects that the laws of the Union are to be the supreme
laws of the land. Is it 1I0t proper that their laws should he
the laws of the land, and paramount to those of any particular state ?-or is it proper that the laws of any particular
state should control the laws of the United States? Shall a
part control the whole? To permit the local laws of any
stat~ to control the laws of the Union, would be to give the
general government no powers at all. If the judges are not
to be bound by it, the powers of Congress will be nugatory.
This is self-evident and plain. Bring it home to every understanding; it is so clear it will force itself upon it. The
worthy gentleman says, in contradiction to what I have
ohserved, that the clause which restrains the states from emitting paper money, &c., will operate upon the present circulating paper money, and that gold and silver must pay
paper contracts. The clause cannot possibly ha\'e a retrospective view. It cannot affect the existing currency in any
manDf'r, except to enhance its value by the prohibition of
future emissions. It is contrary to the universal principles
of jurisprudence, that a law or constitution should have a retrospective operation, unless it be expressly provided that it
shall. Doe!'; he deny the power of the legislature to fix a
scale of depreciation as a criterion to regulate contracts made
for depreciated money? As to the que!';tion he has put, of an
assigned bond, I answer that it ean be paid with paper
money. For tbis reason, the as~ignee can be in no bettf'r
situation than the assignor. If it he regularly transferred, it
will appear what person had the hond originally, and the
present possessor can recover nothing but what the original
holder of it could. Another reason which may be urged is,
that the federal courts could have no cognizance of such a
suit. Those courts have no jurisdiction in cases of d.-bt between the ci1izens of the same state. The assignor being a
citizen of the same state with the debtor, and assigning it to
a citizen of another state, to avoid the intent of the Constitll-
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lion, th~ assignee can derive no advantage from the assignment, except what the assignor had a right to; and conse(iuently the gentleman's objection falls to the ground.
Every gentleman must see the necessity for the laws of
the Union to be paramount to those of the sevarate states,
and that the powers given by this Constitution must be executed. What, shall we rati(va government and then say it
shall not operate? This would be the same as not to ratify.
As to the amendments, the best characters in the country,
and those whom I most highly esteem, wish for amendments.
Some parts of it are not organized to my wish. Bllt I ap-prehend no danger from the structure of the government.
One gentleman (Mr. Bass) said he thought it neither necessary nor proper. For my part, I think it essential to our
very existence as a nation, and our happiness and prosperity
as a free people. The men who composed it were men of
great abilities and various minds. They carried their knowledge with them. It is the result, not only of great wisdom
and mutual reflection, but of "mutual deference and concession." It has trifling faults, but they are not dangerous.
Yet at the same time I declare that, if gentlemen propo~e
amendments, if they be not such as would destroy the government entirely, there is not a single member here more
willing to agree to them than myself.
Mr. DAVIE. Mr. Chairman: permit me, sir, to make a
few observations on the operation of the clause so often
menlioned. This Constitution, as to the powers therein
granted, is constantly to be the supreme law of the land·
Every power ceded by it must be executed, without being
counteracted by the laws or constitutions of the individual
states. Gentlemen should distinguish that it is not the Sllpreme law in the exercise of a power not granted. It can
be supreme only in cases consistent with the powers specially
granted, and not in usurpations. If you grant any power to
the federal government, the laws made in pur~uance of that
power must be supreme, and uncontrolled ill their operation.
This consequence is involved in the very nature and necessity
of the thing. The only rational inquiry is, whether those
powers are necessary, and whether they are properly granted.
To say that. you have vested the federal government with
power to legislate for th~ Union, and then deny the suprem~cy "f the laws, is a solecism in terms. With respect to its
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operation on our own paper money, I believe toat a little
consideration will satisfy every man that it cannot have the
effi>ct asserted by the gentleman from New Hanovcl. The
Federal COllvention knew that several states had large sums
of paper money in circulation, and that it was an interesting
property, and they were sensible that those states would
never consent to its immediate destruction, or ratify any
system that would have that operation. The mischief
already done could not be repaired: all that could be done
was, to form some limitation to this great political evil. As
the paper money had become private property, and the
object of numberless contracts, it could not be destroyed or
intermeddled with in that situ.Hion, although its baneful tendency was obvious and undeniable. It was, however, effecting an important object to put bounds to this growing mischief. If the states had !wen compelled to sink the paper
money instantly, the remedy might be worse thelD the disease.
As we could not put an immediate end to it, we were content with prohibiting its future increase, looking forward to
its entire extinguishment when the states that had an emission circulating should be able to call it in by a gradual
redemption.
In Pennsylvania, their paper money was not a tender in
discharge of private contracts. In South Carolina, their
bills became eventually a tender; and in Rhode Island,
New York, New Jersey, and North Carolina, the paper
money was made a legal tender in all cases whatsoever.
The other states were sensible that the destruction of the
circulating paper would be a violation of the rights of private
property, and that such a measure would render the accession of those states to the system absolutely impracticable.
The ir~justice and pernicious tendency of this disgraceful
policy were viewed with great indignation hy the states which
adhered to the principles of justice. In Rhode Island, tht>
paper money had depr,·ciated to eight for one, and a hundred
per cent. with us. The people of Massachusetts and Connecticut had been great sufferers by the dishonesty of Rhode
Island, and similar complaints 'existed against· this statf!.
This clause became in some measure a preliminary with the
gentlemen who represented the other states. "You have,'·
said they, '6 hy your iniquitous laws and paper emissions
shamefully defrauded our citizens. The Confederation pre-
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vented our compelling you to do them justice; but before
we confederate with you again, you must not only agree to
be honest, but put it out of your power to be otherwise."
Sir, a member 1i-om Rhode Island itself could not have set
his face against such language. The clause was, I believe,
unanimously assented to: it has only a future aspect, and
can by no means have a retrospective operatioll; and I
trust the principles upon which the Convention proceeded
will meet the approbation of every honest man.
Mr. CABARRUS. Mr. Chairman, I contenu that the
clause which prohibits the states from emitting bills of credit
will not affect Ollr present paper money. The clause has no
retl'Ospective view. This Constitution declares, in the most
positive terms, that no ex post facto law shall be passed by
the general government. Were this clause to operate retrospectively, it would clearly be eJ: post facto, and repugnant
tq the express provision of the Constitution. How, then,
in the name of God, can the Constitution take our paper
money away? If we have contracted for a sum of money,
we ought to pay according to the nature of our contract.
Every honest man will pay in specie who engaged to pay it.
But jf we have contracted for a sum of paper money,
it must be clear to every man in this committee, that we
shall pay in paper money. This is a Constitution for the
future government of the United States. It does not look
back. Every gentleman must be satisfied, on the least
reflection, that our paper money will not be destroyed. To
say that it will be destroyed, is a popular argument, hut not
founded in fact, in my opinion. I had my doubts, but on
consideration, I am satisfif'd.
Mr. BLOODWORTH. Mr. Chairman, I beg leave to
ask if the payment of sums now due be ex post facto. Will
it he an ex post facto law to compel the payment of money
now due in silver coin? If suit be brought in the federal
court against one of our citizens, for a sum of money, will
paper money be received to satisfy the judgment? I inquire
for information; my mind is not yet satisfied. It has bet'll
said that we are to send our own gentlemen to represent us,
and that there is not the least doubt they will put that construction on it which \\-"ill he most agreeable to the people
they represent•. But it bf'hoves us to eonsider whether they
can do so if they would, when they mix with the bod) of
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Congress. The Northero States are much more populous
than the Southern ones. To the north of the Susquehannah
there are thirty-six representatives, and to the south of it
only twenty-nine. They will always outvote us. Sir, we
ought to be particular in adopting a Constitution whkh may
dt·stroy our currency, when it is to be the supreme law of
the land, and prohibits the emission of paper money, I am
not, for my own part, for giving an indefinite power. Gentlemen of the best abilities differ in the construction of the
Constitution. The members of Congress will differ too.
Human nature is tallible. I am not for throwing ourselves
out of the LT nion; but we ought to be cautious by proposing
amcndm.-nts. The majority in several great adopting states
was very trifling. Several of them have proposed amendments, but not in the mode most satisfactory to my mind.
I hope this Convention never will adopt it till the amendments are actually obtained.
Mr. IREDELL. Mr. Chairman, with respect to this
clause, it cannot have the operation contended for. There
is nothing ill the Constitution which affects our present paper
moncy. It prohibits, for the future, the emitting of ally,
hut it does not interfere with the paper money now actually
in circulation in several states. There is an express ('Iause
which protects it. It provides that there shall be no ex post
facto law. This would be ex post facto, if the construction
contended for were right, as has been observed by another
gentleman. If a suit were brought against a man in the
federal COllrt, and execution should go against his property,
I apprehend he would, undt'r this Constitution, have a right
to pay our paper money, therc being nothing in the Constitution taking away the validity of it. Every individual in
the United States will keep his eye watchfully ovel' those
who administer the general government, and no usurpatioll
of power will be acquiesced in. The possibility of usurping
powers ought not to be o~jected against it. A buse may
happen in any government. The only resource against
usurpation is the inhert'nt right of the people to prevent its
ext>rcise. This is the case in all free governments in tht>
world. The people will resist if the government usurp
powers not dt'legated to it. We must run the risk of abuse.
W f must take care to give no more power than is necessary'
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but, ha.v~ng ~iven. that, we must submit to the possible dangers ansmg from It.
With respect to the great weight of the Northern State&,
it will not, on a candid examination, appear so great as the
gentleman supposes. At present, the regulation of our representation is merely temporary. Whether greater or less,
it will hereafter depend on actual population. The extent
of this state is very great, almost equal to that of any state
in the Union j and our population will probably be in proportion. To the north of Pennsylvania, thert> are twentyseven votes. To the south of Pennsylvania, there are thirty
votes, leaving Pennsylvania out. Pennsylvania has eight
votes. In the division of what is called the northern and
southern interests, Pennsylvania docs not appear to be decidedly in either scale. Though there may be a combination
of the Northern States, it is not certain that the interests of
Rellnsylvania will c.oincide with theirs. If, at any time, she
join us, we shall have thirty-eight against twenty-seven.
Should she be against us, they will have only thirty-fi\'e to
thirty. There are two states to the northward, who have,
in some respect, a similarity of interests with ourselves.
What is the situation of New Jersey? It is, in one respect,
similar to ours. Most of the goods they use come through
New York, and they pay for the benefit of New York, as we
pay for that of Virginia. It is so with Connecticut; so that,
in every question bt-tween importing and non-importing
states, we may expect that two of the Northern States
would probably join with North Carolina. It is impossible
to destroy altogether this idea of separate interests. But
the difference between the states does not appear to me so
great as the gentleman imagines; and I beg leave to say,
that, in proportion to the increase of pop"lation, the Southern States will have greater weight than the Northern, as
they have such large quantities of land still uncultivated,
which is not so much the case to the north. If we should
suffer a small temporary inconvenience, we shall be compensated for it by having the weight of population in our
favor in future.
Mr. BLOODWORTH. Mr. Chairmdn, when I was in
Congress, the southern and northern interests divided at
SlIsquehannah. I lwlieve it is so now. The advantagt~ tc
k gained by future population is ne argument at all. Do
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we gain any thing when the other states ha\"~ an equa\ity of
members in the Senate, notwithstanding the increase of
members in tbe House of Representatives-? This is no ('.onsequence at all. I am sorry to mention it, but I can produce
an instance which will prove the facility of misconstruction.
rHere Mr. Bloodworth cited an instance which took place ill
Congress with respect to the Indian trade, which, not having
been distinctly heard, is omitted.]
They may trample on the rights of the people of North
Carolina if there be not sufficient guards and checks. I only
mentioned this to show that there may be misconstructions,
and that, in so important a case as a constimtion, every thing
ought to be clear and intelligible, and no ground left for disputes.
Mr. CALDWELL. Mr. Chairman, it is very evident
that there is a great necessity for perspicuity. In the sweeping clause, there are words which are not plain and evident.
It says that" this Constitution, and the laws of the United
States which shall be made in pursuance thereof, &c., shall
be t~e supreme law of the land." The word pursuance is
equivocal and ambiguous; a plainer word would be hetter.
They may pursue bad as well as good measures, and therefore the word is improper; it authorizes bad measures. Another thing is \'emar~able, - that gentlemen, as an answer
to every improper part of it, tell us that every thing is to be
done by our own representatives, who are to be good men.
There is no security that they will be so, or continue to be
so. Should they be virtuous when elec.ted, the laws of Congress will be unalterable. These laws must be annihilated
by the same body which made them. It appears to me that
the laws which they make cannot be altered without calling
a convention. [Mr. Caldwell added some reasons for this
opinion, but spoke too low to be heard.]
Gov. JOHNSTON. Mr. Chairman, I knew that many
I!entlemen in this Convention were not perfectly satisfied
with every article of this Constitution; but I did not expect
that so many would oLject to this clause. The Constitution
must be the supreme law of the land; otherwise, it would be
in the power of anyone state to counteract the other states,
and withdraw itself from the Union. The laws made in
pursuance thereof by Congress ought to be the supreme law
of the land; otherwise, anyone state might repeal the laws
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of the Union at large. Without this clause, the whole Constitution would be a piece of blank paper. Every treaty
should he the supreme law of the land; without this, an)
one state might involve the whole Union in war. The
worthy member who was last up has started an objection
which I cannot answer. I do not know a word in the English language so good as the word pursuance, to express the
idea meant and intended by the Constitution. Can anyone
understand the sentence any other way than this? When
Congress makes a law in virtue of their constitutional
authority, it will be an actual law. I do not know a more
expressive or a better way of representing the idea by words.
Every law consistent with the, Constitution will have been
made in pursuance of the powers granted by it. Every
usurpation or law repugnant to it cannot have been made in
pursuance of its powers. The latter will be nugatory and
v9id. I am at a loss to know what he means by saying the
laws of the Union will be unalterable. Are laws as immutable as constitutions? Can any thing he more absurd than
assimilating the one to the other? The idea is not war
ranted by the Constitution, nor consistent with reason.
Mr. J. M'DOWALL wished to know how the taxes are
to be paid which Congress were to lay in this state. He
asked if paper money would discharge them. He calculated
that the taxes would be higher, and did not know how they
could be discharged; for, says he, every man is to pay so
much mqre, and the poor man has 1I0t the money locked up
in his chest. He was of opinion that our laws could be repealed entirely by those of Congress.
Mr. MACLAINE. Mr. Chairman, taxes must be paid in
gold or silver coin, and not in imaginary money. As to the
subject of taxation, it has heen the opinion of many intelligent men that there will be no taxes laid immediately, or, if
any, that they will be very inconsiderable. There will be no
occasion for it, as proper regulations will raise very large
sums of money. We know that Congress will have sufficient
power to make such regulations. The moment that the
Constitution is estahlished, Congress will have credit with
foreign nations. Our situation being known, they can borruw any sum. It will be better for them to raise any money
the) want at p esent b)' borrowing than by taxation. It j~
well known tha in this country gold and silver vanish when
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paper money is made. When we adopt, if ever, gold aM
silver will again appear in circulation. . People will not let
their hard money go, because they know that paper mon 'y
cannot repay it. After the war, we had more money in gold
and silver, in circulation, than we have nominal money now.
Suppose Congress wished to raise a million of money mme
than the imposts. Suppose they borrow it. They can
easily bonow it in Europe at four per cent. The interest
of that SUIIl will be but £40,000. So that the people, instead of having the whole £1,000,000 to pay, will have but
£40,000 to pay, which will hardly bt.> felt. The proportion
of £40,000 for this state would he a trifle. In seven years'
time, the people would be able, hy only being ohliged to pay
the interest annually, to save money, and pay the whole
principal, pt>rhaps, afterwards, without much difficulty.
Congress wiII 1I0t lay a single tax when it is not to the advantage of the people at large. The western lands will also be
a considerable fund. The sale of them will aid the re\'enue
greatly, and we have reason to believe the impost will be
produetive.
Mr. J. M'DOW ALL. Mr. Chairman, instead of reasons
and authorities to convince me, assertions are made. Many
respectable gentlemen are satisfied that the taxes will be
higher. By what authority does the gentleman say that the
impost will be productive, when our trade is come to nothing? Sir, borrowing money is detrimental and ruinous to
nations. The interest is lost money. We have been obliged
to borrow money to pay interest! We have no way of paying additional and extraordinary sums. The people cannot
stand them. I should be extremely sorry to live under a
government which the people could not understand, and
which it would require the greatest abilities to understand.
It ought to be plain and easy to the meanest capacity. What
would be the consequence of ambiguity? It may raise animosity and revolutio~s, and involve us in bloodshed. It
becomes us to be f'xtremely cautious.
Mr. MACLAINE. Mr. Chairman, I would ask the gf'ntleman what is the state of our trade. I do not pretend to
a very great knowledge in trade, but I know something of it.
If our trade be in a low situation, it must be the effect of
our present weak government. I really believe tbat Congress will be able to raise almost what sums thE'Y please by
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I know it will, though the gentleman may call
I am not unacquainted with the territory or
resources of this country. The resources, under proper regulations, are very great. In the course of a few years, we
can raise money without borrowing a single shilling. It is
not disgraceful to borrow money. The richest nations have
recurred to loans on some emergencies. I believe, as much
as I do in my existence, that Congress wil1 have it in their
power to borrow money if our government be such as people
can depend upon. They have been able to borrow now
under the present feeble system. If so, can there be any
doubt of their being able to do it under a respectable government?
Mr. M'DOWALL replied, that our trane was on a contemptilJle footing; that it was come almost to nothing, and
lower in North Carolina than any where; that therefore little could be expected from the impost.
Mr. J. GALLOWAY. Mr. Chairman, I should make no
o~iection to this clause were the powers granted by the Constitution sufficiently defined; for I am clearly of opinion that
it is absolutely necessary for every government, and especially for a general government, that its laws should be the
supreme law of the land. But I hope the gentlemen of the
committee will advert to the 10th section of the ] st article.
This is a negative which the Constitution of our own state
does not impose upon us. I wish the committee to attend
to that part of it which provides that no state shall pass
any law which will impair the obligation of contracts. Our
public securities are at a low ebb, and have been so for many
years. We well know that this country has taken those securities as specie. This hangs over our heads as a contract. There is a million and a half in circulation at least.
That clause of the Constitution may compel us to make
good the nominal value of these securities. I trust this
countl'y never will leave it to the hands of the generat government to redeem the securities which they have already
given. Should this be the case, the consequf'I1ce will he,
that they will be purchased bJ speculators, when the citizens
will part with them, perhaps for a very trifling consideration.
Those speculators will look at the Constitution, and see that
they will be paid in gold and silver. They will buy them
at a half-crown in the pound, and get the full nominal value
It assertIOn.
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for them in goM and silver. I therefore wish the committee
to consider whether North Carolina can redeem those securities in the manner most agreeable to her citizens, and justifiable to the world, if this Constitution be adopted.
Mr. DAVIE. Mr. Chairman, I believe neither the 10th
secti,m, cited by the gentleman, nor any other part of the
Constitution, has vested the general government with power
to interfere with the public securities of any state. I will
venture to say that the last thing which the general govel'llment will attempt to do will be this. They have nothing
to do with it. The clause refers merely to contracts between
individuals. That section is the best in the Constitution.
It is founded on the strongest principles of justice. It is a
section, in short, which I thought would have endeared the
Constitution to this country. When the worthy gentleman
comes to consider, he will find that the general government
cannot possibly interfere with sueh securities. How can it?
It has no negative clause to that effect. Where is there a
negative dause, operating negatively on the states themselves? It cannot opt'rate retrospectively, for this would be
repugnant to its own express provisions. It will be left to
ourselves to redeem them as we please. We wished we
could put it on the shoulders of Congress, but could not.
Securities may be higher, but never less. I conceive, Sil',
that this is a very plain case, and that it must appear perfectly clear to the committee that the gentleman's alarm!>
a:'e groundless.
WEDNESDAY,

July 30, 1788.

The last clause of the 6th article read.
Mr. HENRY ABBOT, after a short exordium, which
was not distinctly heard, proceeded thus: Some are afraid,
Mr. Chairman, that, shoultl the Constitution be received,
t1lf!y would be deprived of the privilege of worshipping God
according to their consciences, which would be taking from
them a benefit they e~joy under the present constitution.
They wish to know if their rt'Jigious a~d civil liberties be
secured under this system, or whethl'l' the general government may not make laws infringing their religious liberties.
The worthy memher from Edenton mention~d sundry political reasons why treaties should he the supreme law of the
land I. is feared, by some people, that, by the power of
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making treaties, they might make a treaty engaging with
toreign powers to adopt the Roman Catholic religiun in thf'
LJ nited States, which would prevent the people from worshipping God according to their own consciences. The
worthy memlwr from Halifax has in some measure satisfied
my mind on this subject. But others may be dissatisfied.
Many wish to know what religion shall be established. I
believe a majority of the community are Presbyterians. 1
am, for my part, against any exclusive establishment; but if
there were anJ, I would prefer the Episcopal. The exclusion of religious tests is by many thought dangerous and
impolitic. They suppose that if there be n.o religious tf'st
required, pagans, deists, and Mahometans might obtain offices
among us, and that the senators and representatives might
all be pagans. Every person employed by the general and
state governments is to take an oatb to support the formt>r.
Some are desirous to know how and by whom they arc to
swear, since no religious tf'sts are required -whether they
are to swear by Jupiter, Juno, Minerva, Proserpine, or
Pluto. We ought to be suspicious of our liberties. We
have felt the effects of oppressive measures, and know the
bappy consequences of being jealous of ol1r rights. I would
be glad some gentleman would endeavor to obviate these objections, in order to satisfy the religious part of the society.
Could I be convinced that the oqjections were well founded,
I would then declare my opinion against the Constitution.
rMr. Abhot added several other observations, but spoke too
row to be hearil.]
Mr. IREDELL. Mr. Chairman, nothing is more desirable than to remove the scruples of any gentleman on this
interesting sul~ect. Those concerning religion are entitll'd
to parti(~ular respect. I did not expect any o~jection to this
particular regulation, which, in my opinion, is calculated to
prevent evils of the most pernicious consequences to society.
Every person in the least conversant in the history of mankind, knows what dreadful mischiefs have heen committed
by religious perseClltions. Under the color of religious tests,
the utmost cruelties have been exercised. Those in power
have generally considered all wisdom centred in themselves;
that they alone had a right to dictate to the rest of mankind;
and that all opposition to their tenets was profane and impious. The consequence of this intolerant spirit had been,
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that each church has in turn set itself up against every other;
and persecutions and wars of the most implacable and bloody
nature have taken plac.e in every part of the world. America
has set an example to mankind to think more modestly and
reasonably - that a man may be of different religious sentiments from our own, without being a bad member of society.
The principles of toleration, to the honor of this age, are
doing away those errors and prt;iudices which have so long
prpvailed, even in the most intolerant countries. In the Roman Catholic countries, principles of moderation are adopted
which would have been spurned at a century or two ago. I
should he sorry to find, when examples of toleration are set
even by arbitrary governments, that this country, so impressed with the highest sense of Uberty, should adopt principles on this subject that were narrow and illiberal.
I consider the clause under consideration as one of the
strongpst proofs that could he addu('.ed, that it was the intention of those who formed this system to establish a general
religious liberty in America. Were we to judge from the
examples of religious tests in other countries, we should he
persuaded that they do not answer the purpose for which
they are intended. What is the consequence of such in
England? In that country no man can be a member in the
House of Commons, or hold any office nnder the crOWIl,
without taking the sacrament according to the rites of the
Church. This, in the first instance, must degrade and profalle a rite which never ought to hP taken but from a sineere
principle of devotion. To a man of base principles, it is
made a mere instrument of civil policy. The intention was,
to exclude all persons from offices bllt the members of the
Church of England. Yet it is notorious that dissenters
quali(y themselves for offices in this manner, though they
never eon form to the Church on any other occasion; and men
of no religion at all have no seruple to make use of this qualification. It never was known th It a man who had no principles of religion hesitated to pnform any rite when it was
convenient for his private interest. No test can bind snch
a one. I am therefore clearly of opinion that such a discrimination would neither be effectual for its own pUl'poses,
nor, if it could, ought it by any means to be made. U pun
the principles I have stated, I eonfess the restriction on the
power of Congress, in this particular, has my hearty appro-
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bation. They certainly have no authority to interfere in the
establishment of any religion whatsoever; and I am astonished that any gentleman should conceive they have. Is
there any power given to Congress in matters of religion?
Can they pass a single act to impair our religious liberties?
If they could, it would be a just cause of alarm. I f they
('ould, sir, no man would have more horror against it than
myself. Happily, no sect here is superior to -another. As
long as this is the case, we shall be free from those persecutions and distractions with which other countries have been
tOrtl. If any future Congress should pass an act concerning
the religion of the country, it would be an act which they
are not authorized to pass, by the Constitution, and which
the people would not obey. Everyone would ask, "Who
authorized the government to pass such an act? It is not
warranted by the Constitution, and is b:uefaced usurpation."
T~e power to make treaties can ne'-er be supposed to include a right to establish a foreign religion among ourselves,
thou!!.h it might authorize a toleration of others.
But it is o~jected that the people of America may, perhaps, choose representatives who have no religion at all, and
tnClt pagans and Mahometans may be admitted into offices.
But how is it possible to exdude any set of men, without
takin:?; away that principle of religious freedom which we
ourselves so warmly contend for? This is the foundation
on which persecution hCls been raist'd in every part of the
world. The people in power were always right, and every
body else wrong. If you admit the least difference, the
door to persecution is opened. Nor would it answer the
purpose, for the worst part of the excluded sects would comply with the test, and the best men only be kept out of our
counsels. But it is never to be supposed that the people of
America will trust theil' dearest I'ight~ to pprsons who have
no religion at all, or a religion materially different from their
own. It would be happy for mankind if religion was permitted to take its own course, and maintain itself by the
exct:llence of its own doetrines. The di"ine Author of our
reli,!!'ion never wished tor Its support by worldly authority.
Has he not said th"t the gates of ht'll shall not prevail
against it ? It made much greatpr progress for itself, than
whell supported by the greatest authority upon ehrth.
It has been asked by th::lt respectable gentleman (Mt
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Abbot) what is the meaning of that part, where it is said
that the United States shall guaranty to every state in the
Union a republican form of government, and why a guaranty of religious freedom was not included. The meallin~
of the guaranty provided was this: There being thirteen
governments confederated upon a republican principle, it
was essential to the existence and harmony of the eonfederacy that each should be a republican government, and that
no state should have a right to establish an aristocracy or
monarchy. That clause was therefore inserted to pren'nt
any statp. from establishing anJ government but a repuhlican
one. Everyone mllst be convinced of the mischief that
would ensue, if any state had a right to change its government to a monarchy. If a monarchy was established in any
olle state, it would endeavor to subvert the freedom of thE!,
others, and would, probably, by degrees succeed in it. This
must strike the mind of every person here, who recollects
the histor'y of Greece, when she had confederated governments. The king of Macedon, by his arts and intrigues.
got himself admitted a member of the Amphictyonic council,
which was the sllperintending government of the Grecian
republics; and in a short time he became master of them all.
lt is, then, necessary that the members of a confederacy
should have similar governments. But consistently with
this restriction, the states may make what change in their
own gO\'ernments they think proper. Had Congress undertaken to guaranty religious freedom, or any particular speeies
of it, they would then have had a pretf>nce to interfere in a
subject theJ have nothing to do with. Each state, so far as
the clause in question does not interfere, must be left to the
operation of its own principles.
There is a degree of jealousy which it is impossible to
satisfy. Jealousy in a free government ought to be respected; but it may be carried to too great an extent. It is impracticable to guard a!!ainst all possihle danger of people's
choosing their officers indiscreetly. If they have a right to
choose, they may make a bad choice.
I met, by accident, with a pamphlet, this morning, in
which the author states, as a very seriolls danger, that the
pope of Rome might be elected President. I confess this
never struck me lwfore; and if the author had read all the
qualification Q of a President, perhaps his fears might havt:
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beEln 'l()lete~. No man but a native, or who has resided fourteen years 10 America, can be chosen President. 1 know
not all the qualifications for pope, but I believe he must he
taken from the college of cardinals; and probably there are
many previous stt'PS necessary before he arrives at this dignity. A nati\-e of America must have very singular good
fortune, who, after residing fourteen years in his own rountry,
should go to Europe, enter into Romish orders, obtain the
promotion of cardinal, afterwards that of pope, and at length
be so much in the confidence of his own country as to be
elected President. It would be still more extraordinary if
he shllllld give up his popedom for our presidency. Sir, it is
impossible to treat such idle fears with any degree of gra\ it}.
Why is it not ol~ected, that there is no provision in the COIIstitution against eJecting one of the kings of Europe President? It would be a clause equally rational and judicious.
, I hope that I have in some degree satisfied the doubts of
the gentleman. This article is calculated to secure univer~
sal religious liberty, by putting all sects on a level- the only
way to prevent persceutioll. I thought nobody would have
o~iprtcd to this clause, which deserves, in my opinion, the
highest approbation. This conntrJ has already had the
honor of setting an example of ci\-il freedom, and I trust it
will likewise have the hOllor of teaching the rest of th~ world
the way to religious fret'dom also. God graDt both may he
pt'rpetuated to the end of time!
Mr. ABBOT, aftt'r expressing his obligations for the f'X~
planation which had been given, obse-rved that no answer
had heen given to the question be put concerning the form
of an oath.
Mr. IREDELL. Mr. Chairman, I beg pardon for ha"ing
omitted to take no.tice of that part wbich the worthy gelltlt'man has mentioned. It was by no means trom design, but
from its having escaped my memory, as I have not th-e COl1veniency of taking notes. I shall now satisfy him io that
particular in the best manner in my power~
According to the modern definition of an oath, i~ is COIIsidered a "solemn appeal to the Supreme Being,
the truth
of what is said, by a person who believes in tbe existence of
a Supreme Bej~ and in a futnre state of rewards and punishments, aecording to that form which will bind his ('onscience most." It was long bt>ld that no oath ('ould be
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administered but upon the New Testament, except to a Je;v,
who was allowed to swear upon the Old. According to tlus
notion, none but Jews and Christians could take an oath;
and heathens were altogether excluded. At length, by t1w
operation of principles of toleration, these narrow notions
were done away. Men at length considered that there wen.'
many virtuous men in the world who had not had an opportunity of being instructed either in the Old or New Testament, who yet very sinc't'rely believed in a Supreme Being~
and in a future state of rewards and punishments. I I is well
known that many nations entertain this belief who do not
believe either in the Jewish or Christian religion. Indeed.,
there are few people so grossly ignorant or barbarous as to
ha~e no religion at all.
And if none hut Christians or Jews
could be examined upon oath, many innocent persons might
suffer for want of the testimony of others. In regal'rl to the
furm of an oath, that ought to be governed by the rpligiol1
of the person taking it. I remember 10 hare read an instance
which happened in England, I belie"'e in the time of Charles
II. A man who was a material witness in a cause, refused
to swear upon the book, and was admitted to swear with his
uplifted hand. The jury had a diffieulty in crtoditing him;
but the chief justice told them, he had, ill his opinion, tClkell
as strong an oath as any of the other witnesses, though, had
he been to swear himself, he should have kissed the book.
A very remarkable instance also happened in England, about
forty years ago, of a person who was admitted to take an
oath Clccording to the rites of his own country, though he was
a heathen. He was an East Indian, who had a great suit in
chancery, and his answer upon oath to a hill tiled against
him was absolutely necessary. Not believing either in the
Old or New Testament, he could not be sworn in the accustomed manner, but was sworn according to the form of the
Gentoo religion, which he professed, by touching the foot of
a priest. It appeared that, accordillg to tht=! tenets of this
religion, its members believed in a Supreme Being, and in a
future state of rewards and punishments. It was acrordingly held by the judges, upon great consideration, that the
oath ought to be received; they considering that it was
probable those of that religion were equally bound in conscience hy an oath according to their form of swearing, all
they themselves were by one of theirs; and that it would ht>
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a rep.oach to the jllstice of the country, if a man, merely because be was of a different religion from their own, should
be denied redress of an injury he had sustained. Ever since
this great case, it has been universally considered that, in
administering an oath, it is only necessary to inquire if the
person who is to rnke it, believes in a Supreme Being,
and 111 a future state of rewards and punishments. If he
does, the oath is to be administered according to that form
which it is supposed will bind his conscience most. It is,
however, necessary that such a belief should be entertained,
because otherwise there would be nothing to bind his conscience that could be relied on; since there are many cases
where the terror of punishment in this world for perjury could
not pe dreaded. I have endeavored to satisfy the committee.
We may, I think, very safely leave religion to itself; and as
to the form of the oath, I think this may well be trusted to
'the general government, to be applied on the principles 1
have mentioned.
Gov. JOHNSTON expressed great astonishment that the
people were alarmed on the subject of religion. This, he
said, must have arisen from the great pains which had been
taken to pr~iudice men's minds against the Constitution.
He begged leave to add the following few observations to
what had bet'n so ably said by the gentleman last up.
I read the Constitution over and over, but could not see
one cause of apprehension or jealousy on this sul~ect.
When I heard there were appl'ehensions that the pope of
Rome could be the President of the United States, J was
greatly astonished. It might as well be said that the king
of England or France, or the Grand Turk, could be chosen
to that office. It would have been as good an argument.
It appears to me that it would have been dangf'rous, if Congrf'SS could intermeddle with the su~jeet of religion. True
religion is derived from a much higher source than human
laws. When any attempt is made, by any government, to
restrain men's consciences, no good consequence can possibly follow. It is apprehended that Jews, Mahomt'tans,
pagans, &c., may be elected to high offices under the government of the United States. Those who are Mahometans, or allY others who are not professors of the Christian
religion, can never be elected to the office of President, or
other high office, but in one of two cases. First, if the
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people of America lay aside the Christian religion altogethEr.
it may happen. Should this unfortunately take place, the
people will choose such men as think as they do themselves.
Another case is, if any pt'rsons of sueh descriptions should.
notwithstanding their relj~don, acquire the confidence an~
estep.m of the people of America by their good conduct and
practiee of virtue, they may be chosen. I leave it to grntlemen's candor to judge what probability there is of the
people's choosing men of different sentiments from themselves.
But great apprehensions have been raised as to the influence of the Eastern States. When you attend to circumstances, this will have no weight. I kllow but two or three
states where there is the If'ast chance of establishing any
particular religion. The people of M:1ssarhusetts and Connecticut are mostly Presbyterians. In every other state, the
people are divided into a great number of sects. In Rhode
Island, the tenets of the Baptists, I believe, prevail. In
New York, they are divided very much: the most numemus
are the Episcopalians and the Baptists. In New Jersey,
they are as much divided as we are. In Pennsylvania, if
any sect prevails more than others, it is that of the Quakers.
In Maryland, the Episcopalians are most numerous, though
there are other sects. In Virginia, there are many sects;
YOll all know what their religious sentiments are.
So in all
the Southern States they differ; as also in New Hampshire.
I hope, therefore, that. gentlemen will see there is no cause
of fear that tmy one religion shall be exelusively established.
Mr. CALDWELL thought that some danger might arise.
He imagined it might be ol~ected to in a political as well as
in a religious view. I n the first place, he said, there was an
invitation for Jews and pagans of every kind to come among
us. At SOffit-' future perioci, said he, this might endanger
the character of the United States. Moreover, even those
who do not regard religion, acknowledge that the Chl'istian
religion is best calculated, of all religions, to make good
members of society. on account of its morality. I think,
then, added he, that, in a political view, those gentlemen who
formed this Constitution should not have glven this invitation to Jews and heathens. All those who have any religion are against the emigration of those people from the
'!astern hemisphere.
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Mr SPENCER was an advocate for securing every UDalienable right, and that of worshippinO" God according to
the dictates of conscience in particular. He therefore thought
that no one particular religion should he established. Religious tests, said he, have been the foundation of persecutions
in all countries. Persons who are conscientious will not take
the oath required by religious tests, and will therdore be excluded from offices, though equally capable of di~('harging
them as any member of the society. It is feared, continued
he, that persons of bad principles, deists, atheists, &c., may
come into this cOUlltrf; and there is nothing to restrain them
fwOl being eligi b1e to offices. He asked if it was reasonable
to suppose that the people would choose men without regarding their characters. Mr. Spencer then continued thus:
Gentlemen urge that the want of a test admits the most
vicious characters to offices. I desire to know what test
'could bind them. If they were of such p'rinciples, it would
not keep them from e1tioyiug those offices. On the other
hand, it would exclude from offices conscientious and truly
religious people, though equally capable as others. Conscientious persons would not take such an oath, and would be
therefore excluded. This would be a great cause of objection to a religious test. But in this case, as there is not a
religious test required, it leaves religion on the solid foundation of its own inherent validity, without any connection
with temporal authority; and no kind of oppression ('an take
place. I confess it strikes me so. I am sorry to differ from
the worthy gentleman. I cannot o~ect to this part of the
Constitution. I wish every other part was as good and
proper.
Gov. JOHNSTON approved of the worthy memoor's
candor. He admitted a possibility of Jews, pagans, &c.,
emigrating to the U oited States; yet, he said, they could
not be in proportion to the emigration of Christians who
should come from other countries; that, in all probability,
thft children even of such people would be Christians; and
that this, with the rapid population of the United States,
their zeal for religion, and love of liberty, would, he trusted,
add to the progress of the Christian religion among us.
The 7th article read without any objection against it.
Gov. JOHNSTON, after a short speech, which W;tS not
distinctly heard, made a motion to the following etrt:1!t' -
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That this committee, having fully deliberated on the Constitution proposed for the future government of the United States of America, by the
Federal Convention lately bdd at Philadelphia, on the 17th day of September last, and having taken into their serious consideration the present
critical situation of America, which induces them to be of opinion, tha.
though cet'tain amendments to the said Constitution may be wished for.
yet that those amendments should be proposed subsequent to the ratifica
tion on the part of this state, and not previous to 11,- they therefore recornmeDd that the Convention do ratify the Constitution, and at the same
time propose amendments, to take place ill one of the modes prescribed
by the Constitution.

Mr. LENOIR. Mr. Chairman, I eonceive that I shall
not be out of order to make some observations on this last
part of the system, and take some retrospective view of some
other parts of it. I think it not proper for our adoption, as I
consider that it endangers ollr liberties. When we consider
this system collectively, we must be surprised to think that
any set of men, who were delegated to ault'nd the Confederation, should proJlOse to annihilate it; for that and this system are utterly different, and cannot exist together. It has
been said that the fullest confidence should be put in those
characters who formed this Constitution. We will admit
them, in private and public transactions, to he good charaeters. But, sir, it appears to mt', and every other member of
this committee, that they exceeded their powers. Those
gentlemen had no sort of power to form a new constitution
altogether; neither had the citizens of this country such an
idea in their view. I cannot undertake to say what principles actuated them. I must conceive they were mistaken in
their politics, and that this system does not secure the unalienable right.~ of freemen. It has some aristocratical and
some monarchical features, and perhaps some of them intended the establishment of one of these governments.
Whatever might be their intent, according to my views, it
will lead to the most ddngerous aristocracy that ever was
thought of-an aristocracy established on a constitutional
bottom! I conceive (and I believe most of this committee
will like" ise) that this is so dangerous, that I should like as
well to have 110 constitution at all. Their powers are almost
unlimited.
A constitution ought to be understood by everyone. The
most humble and trifling charactt>rs in the country have
a right to know what foundation they stand upon. I confess I do not see the end of the powers here proposed, no)
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the Jl'llSOIlS for granting them. The principal end of a constitution is to set forth what must be given up for the community at large, and to secure those rights which ought never
to be infringed. The proposed plan secures no right; or, if
it does, it is in so vague and undeterminate a manner, that
we do not understand it. .M v constituents instructed me to
oppose the adoption of thi; Constitution. The principal
reasons are as follow: The right of representation is not
fairly and explicitly presen'ed to the people, it being easy
to evade that privilege as provided in this system, and
the terms of election being too long. If our General Assembly be corrupt, at the end of the year we can make new men
of them hy sending others in thei!' stead~ It is not so here.
If there be any reason to think that human nature is l'orrupt,
and that there is a disposition in men to aspire to power,
they may embraec an opportunity, during their long continuance in office, by means of their powers to take away the
rights of the people. The senators are ~osen for six years,
and two thirds of them, with the President, have most extensive powers. They may enter into a dangerous combina
tion. And they may be continually reelected. The President may be as good a Dlan as any in existence, but he is
but a man. He may be corrupt. He has an opportunity of
forming plans dangerous to the community at large. I shall
not enter into the minutite of this system, but J eom:(·ive,
whatever may han~ been the intention of its framers, that it
leads to a most dangerous aristocracy. It appears to me
that, instead of securing the sovereignty of the states, it is calculated to melt them down into one solid empire. If the citizens of this state like a consolidated government, I hope they
will have virtue enough to secure their rights. I am sorry
to make use of the expression, bllt it appears to me to be a
scheme to reduce this government to an aristocracy. It
guaranties a republican form of government to the states;
when all tht>se powers are in Congress, it will only be a form.
It will be past recovt>TY, when Congress has the powf'r of
the purse and the sword. The power of the sword is in exvlieit terms e-iven to it. The power of direct taxation gives
the purse. They may prohibit the trial by jury, which i~ a
most sacred and valuable right. There is nothing contained
in this Constitution to bar them from it. Thp. federal courts
have also appellate cognizance of law and fact; the sole
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cause of which is to deprive the people of that trial, whIch It
is optional in them to grant or not. We find no 'lrovision
against infringement on the rights of conscit'l1ce. Ecclesiastical courts may be established, which will be destructive tc
our citizens, Tiley may make any establishment they think
proper. They have also an exclusive legislation in their
ten miles square, to which may be added their power over
the militia, who may be carried thither and kept there for
life. Should anyone grumble at their acts, he would be
deemed a traitor, and perhaps taken up and carried to the
exclusive legislation, and there tried without a jury. We
are told there is 110 cause to fear. When we consider the
great powers of Congress, there is great cause of alarm,
They can disarm the militia. If they were armed, they
would be a resource against great oppressions. The laws
of a great empire are difficult to be executed. If the laws
of the Union were oppressive, they could not carry them iuto
effect, if the people were possessed of proper means of defence.
It was cried out that we were in a most desperate situation, and that Congress could not discharge any of their
most sacred contracts. I believe it to he the case. But
why give more power than is necessary? The men who
went to the Fedeml Convention went for the express purpose of amending the government, by giving it such additional powers as were necessary. If we should accede to
this system, it may be thought proper, by a few designing
persons, to destroy it, in a future age, in the same manne,'
that the old system is laid aside. The Confederation was
binding on all the states. It (~ould not be dt>stroyed but
with the consent of all the states. There was an express
article to that purpose. The men who were deputed to the
Convention, instead of amending the old, as they were solely
empowered and directed to do, proposed a new system. If
the best characters departed so far from their authority, what
may not be apprehended from others, who may be agents in
the new govt"rnment ?
It is natural for men to aspire to power - it is the nature
of mankind to be tyrannical; therefore it is necessary for
liS to SeCUff-1 our rights and liberties as far as we can.
But
it is asked why we should suspect men who are to be chosen
by ourselves, while it is their interest to act justly, and while
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men h'iVt' self-interest at heart. I think the reasons which
I havt. given are sufficient to answer that question. WPought to consider the depravity of human nature, the predominant thirst of power which is in tht' breast of every
one, the temptations our rulers may have, and the unlimited
confidence placed in them by this system. These are the
foundation of my fears. They would he so long in the general government that they would forget the grievances of
the people of the states.
But it is said we shall be ruined if separated from the
other states, which will be the case if we do 1I0t adopt. If
so, I would put less confidence in those states. The states
are all bound together by the Confederation, and the rest
cannot break from us without violating the most solemn
compact. If they break that, they will this.
But it is urged that we ought to adopt, because so many
other states have. In those states which have patronized
and ratified it, many great men have opposed it. The motives of those states I know not. It is the goodness of the
Constitution we are to examine. We are to exercise our
own judgments, and act independently. And as I conceive
we are not out of the Union, I hope this Constitution will
not be adopted till amendments are made. Amendments
are wished for by the other states. It was urged here that the
President should have power to grant reprieves and pardons.
This power is necessary with proper restrictions. But the
President may be at the head of a combination against the
rights of the people, and may reprieve or pardon the whole.
It is answered to this, that he cannot pardon in cases of
impeachment. What is the punishment in such cases?
Only removal from office and future disqualification. It
does not touch life or property. He has power to do away
punishment in every other case. It is too unlimited, in my
opinion. It may be exercised to the public good, but may
also be perverted to a different purpose. Should we get
those who will attend to our interest, we should be safe
under any Constitution, or without any. If we send men
of a different disposition, we shall he in danger. Let us
give them only such powers as are necessary for the good of
thE' community.
The President has other great powers. He has the nom·
ination of all officers, and a qualified negative on the lawa
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He may delay the wheels of government. He may driv~
the Senate to concur with his proposal. He has other extensive powers. There is no assurance of the liberty of the
press. They may make it treason to write against the most
arbitrary proceedings. They have power to control our elections as much as they please. It may be very oppressive on
this st;tte, and all the Southern States.
Much has been said of taxation, and the inequality of it
on the states. But nothing has been said of the mode of
furnishing men. In what proportion are the states to furnish
meu? Is it in proportion to the whites and blacks? I presume it is. This sLlte has one hundred thousand blacks.
By this Constitution, fifty negroes are equal to thirty whites.
This state, therefore, besides the proportion she must raise
for her white people, must furnish an additional number for
her blacks, in proportion as thirty is to fifty. Suppose there
he a state to the northward that has sixty thousand persons;
this state must furnish as many men for the blacks as that
whole state, exclusive of those she must furnish for her
whites. Sltlves, instead of strengthening, weaken the state;
the regulation, therefore, will greatly injure it, and the other
SoutlWrtl States. There is another clause which I do not,
perhaps, understand. The power of taxation seems to me
not to extend to the lands of the people of the United
States; for the mle of taxation is the number of the whites
and three fifths of the blacks. Should it be the case that
they have no power of taxing this oqject, must not direct
taxation be hard lIpon the greater part of this state? I am
not confident that it is so, hut it a ppears to me that they
cannot lay taxes on this object. This will oppress the poor
people who have large families of whites, and no slaves to
assist them in culth-ating the soi-I, although the taxes are to
be laid in proportion to three fifths of the negrol~s, and all
the wllites. Another disadvantae:e to this state will arise
from it. This state has made a -contract with its citizens.
The public securities and certificates I allude to. These
m:!y be negotiated to men who lin~ in oth ... r states. Should
that be the case, these gentlemen will have demands against
this state on that account. The Constitlltion points out the
mode of reco\'t'ry; it must be in the federal court only, because controversies between a state and the citizens of
another state are cognizable only in the federal couns.
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They cannot be paid but in gold and silver. Actual speThis would be an intolerable grievance without remedy.
I wish not to be so understood as to he so averse to this
system, as that I should objeet to all parts of it, or attempt
to reflect on the reputation of those gentlemen who formed
it; though it appears to me that I would not have agreed to
any proposal but the amendment of the Confederation. If
tht're were any security for the liberty of the people, I would,
for my own part, agree to it. But in this case, as millions
yet unborn are concerned, and deeply interested in our decision, J would have the most positive and pointed security.
I shall therefore hope that, before this house will proceed to
adopt this Constitution, they wiIJ propose such amendments
to it as wiII make it eomplete; and when amendments are
adopted, perhaps I will be as ready to accede to it as any
. man. One thing will make it aristocraticaI. I ts powers are
very indefinite. There was a very necessary clause in the
Confederation, which is omitted in this system. That was
a clause declaring that every power, &c., 110t given to Congress, was TPserved to the states. The omission of this
clause makes the power so much greater. Men will naturally put the fullest construction on the power given them.
Therefore lay all restraint on them, and form a plan to be
undp,rstood hy every gentleman of this committee, and every
individual of the communitv.
Mr. SPAIGHT. Mr. Chairman, I am one of those who
formed this Constitution. The gentleman says, we exceeded
our powers. J deny the charge. We were sent with a full
power to amend th€' existing system. This involved every
power to mah every alteration necessary to meliorate and
render it perfect. It cannot be said that we arrogated
powers altogether inconsistent with the ol~ect .of our dt·legation. There is a clause whirh expressly provides for
future amendmeJlts, and it is still in your power. What the
Convention has done is a m€'re proposal. It was founo impossible to improve the old system without changing its very
form; for by that system the three great branches of gOVf'rnffit'nt are blended together. All will agree that the concf'Ssion of a pow€'r to a government so constructed is dangerous. The proposing a new system, to be established by thf>
assent and ratification of nine states, arose from the neres·

cie will be recovered in that court.
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sity of the case, It was thought extremely hard that one
state, or even three or tour states, should be able to prevent
necessary alterations. The very refractory conduct of Rhode
Island, in uniformly opposing every wise and judicious
measure, taught us how impolitic it would be to put thf'
general welfare in the power of a few members of the Union.
It was, therefore, thought by the Convention, that, if so
great a majority as nine states should adopt it, it would be
right to establish it. It was recommended by Congress to
the state legislatures to refer it to the people of their different states. Our Assembly has confirmed what they have
done, by proposing it to the consideration of the people. It
was there, and not here, that the objection should have bE-en
made. This Convention is therefore to consider the Constitution, and whether it be proper for the government of the
people of America; and had it been proposed by anyone
individual, under these circumstances, it would be right to
consider whether it be good or bad. The gentleman has insinuated that this Constitution, instead of securing our liberties, is a scheme to enslave us. He has produced no proof,
but rests it on his hare assertion - an assertion which I am
astonished to hear, after the ability with which every ol~ec
tioll has been fully and clearly refuted in the course of our
debates. I am, for my part, conscious of having had nothing ill view but the liberty and happiness of my country; and
I helieve every member of that COllvention was actuated by
motives equally sincere and patriotic.
He says that it will tend to aristocracy. Where is the
aristocratical part of it? It is ideal. I always thought that
an aristocracy was that government where tht" few governed
the many, or where the rulers were hereditary. This is a
very different government from that. I never read of such
an aristocracy. The first bt'anch are representatives chosen
freely by the people at large. This must be allowed upon
all hands to be democratical. The n~xt is the Senate, chosen
by the people, iu a secondary manner, through the medium
of their delegates in the legislature. This cannot be aristocratical. They are chosen for six years, but one third of
them go out e\'ery second year, and are r~sponsible to the
state legislatures. Tht> President is elected for four years.
Bv whom? By those who are el(~cted in such manner as
the stelle legislatures think proper. I hope the gentleman
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\\,]11 not pretend to can this an aristocratical feature. The
privilege of representation is secured in the most positive and
unequivoeal terms, and cannot be evaded. The gentleman
has again brought on the trial by jury. The Federal Convention, sir, had no wish to destroy the trial by jury. It
was three or four days before them. There were a variety
of objections to anyone mode. It was thought impossible
to fall upon anyone mode but what would produce some inconveniences. I cannot now recollect all the reasons given.
Most of them have beeD amply detailed by other gentlemen
here. I should suppose that, if the representatives of twelve
states, with many ahle lawyers among them, could not form
any unexceptionable mode, this Convention could hardly be
able to do it. As to the subject of religion, I thought what
had been said would funy satisfy that gentleman and every
other. No power is given to the general government to in,terfere with it at all. Auy act of Congress 00 this sul~ect
would be a usurpation.
No sc>ct is preferred to another. Every man has a right
to worship the Supreme Beillg in the manner he thinks
proper. No test is required. All men of equal capacity and
integrity, are equally fIigible to offices. Temporal violence
might make mankind wicked, but never religious. A test
would enable the prevailing sect to persecute the rest. I do
not suppose an infidel, or any snch person, will evc>r be
chosen to any office, unless the people themselves he of the
same opinion. He says that Congress may establish ecclesiastical {~ourts. I do Dot know what part of the Constitution warrants that assertion. It is impossible. No such
power is given them. The gentleman advises such amendments as would satisfy him, and proposes a mode of amending before ratifying. If we do not adopt first, we are 110
l1')Ore a part of the Union than auy foreign power. It will
he also throwing away the influence of our state to propose
amendments as the condition of our ratification. If we
adopt first, our rc>presentatives will have a proportionahle
weight in bringing about amendmc>nts, which will not he the
case if we do not adopt. h is adopted by ten states already.
The qut>stion, then, is, not whether the Constitution he good,
but whether we will or will not confederate with the other
states. The gentleman supposc>s that the liberty of the prc>ss
is not secured. The Constitution does not take it away.
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It says nothing of it, and can do nothing to injure it. BU\.
it is spcured by the constitution of every state in the Union
in the most ample mannf'r.
He ol~ects tb giving the government exclusive legislation
in a district not exceeding ten miles square, although the
previous consent and cession of the state within which it
may be, is required. Is it to be supposed that the representatives of the peoplE" will make regulations therein dangerous
to libt>rty? Is there the least color or pretpxt for saying that
the militia will be carried and kept there for life? Where
is there any power to do this? The power of calling forth
the militia is given for the common defence; and can we
suppose that our own representatives, chosen for so short a
period, will dare to pervert a power, given for the general
protection, to an absolute opprt>ssion? But the gentleman
has gone farther, and says, that any man who will complain
of their oppressions, or write against their usurpation, may
he deemed a traitor, and tried as such in the ten miles square,
without a jury. What an astonishing misrepresentation!
Why did not the gentleman look at the Constitution, and
see their powers? Treason is there defined. It says, expressly, that treason against the United States shall consist
only in levying war against them, or in adhering to their
enemies, giving them aid and comfort. Complaining, thereforf', or writing, cannot be treason. [Here MI'.Lenoir rose,
and said he meant misprision of treason.] The same reasons hold against that too. The liherty of the prl'ss being
secured, creates an additional security. Persons accused
cannot be tried without a jury; for the same article provides
that" the trial of all crimes shall be by jury." They cannot
be carried to the ten miles square; for the same dause adds,
"and such trial shall he held in the state where the said
crimes shall have been committed." He has made another
o~iection, that land might not be taxed, and the other taxes
might fall heavily on the poor people. Congress has a
power to lay taxes, and no article is exempted or excluded.
The proportion of each state may be raised in the most convenient manner. The censlIs or enumeration provided is
meant for the salvation and benefit of the Southern States.
It was mentioned that land ought to be the only ol~f'ct of
taxation. As an acre of land in the Northern States is worth
many acres in the Southern States, this would have greatly
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oppressed the latter. It was then judged that the number
of people, as therein provided, was the best criterion for fixing the proportion of each state, and that proportion in each
state to be raised in the most easy manner for the people.
But he has started another objection, which I never heard
before - that Congress may call for men in proportion to the
number of negroes. The article with respect to requisitions
of men is entir(>l), done away. Men are to be raised by
bounty. Suppose it had not been dOlle away. The Eastern
~tates could not impose on us a man for every black. It
was not the case dUl-ing the war, nor ever could be. But the
quotas of men are entirely done away.
Another objection which he makes is, that the federal
courts will have (~ognizance of contracts between this state
and citizens of another state; and that public securities,
negotiated by our citizens to those of other states, will be
. recoverahle in specie in those courts against this state.
They cannot be negotiated. What do these certificates say?
Merely that the person therein named shall, for a particular
service, receive so much mom'y. They are not negotiable.
The money must be demanded for them in the name of those
therein mentioned. No other person has a right. There
can be no danger, therefore, in this respect. The gentleman has made several other objections; but they have been
so fully answered and clearly refuted by several gentlemen in
the course of the debates, that I shall pass them by unnoticed.
I cannot, howevt>r, conclude without observing that I am
amazed he should call the powers of the general government
indefinite. It is the first time I heard the objection. I will
venture to say they are better defined than the powers of
any government he ever heard of.
Mr. J. M'DOWA~L. MI'. Chairman, I was in hopes
that amendments would have heen brought forward to the
Constitution before the idea of adopting it had heen thought
of or proposed. From the best information, there is a great
proportion of the people in the adopting states averse to it as
it stands. I collect my information from respectable authority. I know the necessity of a federal ~overnmellt. I therefore wish this was one in which our liberties and privileges
were secured; for I consider the Union as th~ rock of our
political salvation. J am for the strongest federal government. A bill of rights ought to have been inserted, to ascertain our most valuable and unalienable rights.
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The Ist clause of the 4th section gives the Congress an
unlimited power over elections. This matter was not cleared
up to my satisfaction. They have full power to alter it from
on~ time of the year to another, so as that it shall be impo'.
siDle for the people to attend. They may fix the time in
winter, and the place at Edenton, when the weather will bt>
so bad that the people cannot attend. The state govern·
ments will be mere boards of election. The clause of eleetions gives the Congress power over the time and manner
of choosing the Senate. I wish to know why reservation
was made of the place of choosing senators, and not also
of electing representatives. It points to the time when the
states shall be all consolidated into one empire. Trial by
jury is not secured. The o~jections against this want of
security have not been cleared up in a satisfactory manner.
It is neither secured in civil nor criminal cases. The federal
appellate cognizance of law and fact puts it in the power of
the wealthy to recover unjustly of the poor man, who is not
able to attend at such extreme distance, and bear such enormous expense as it must produce. It ought to be limited so
as to prevent such oppressions.
I say the trial by jury is not sufficiently secured in criminal cases. The very intention of the trial by jury is, that
the accused may be tried by persons who come from the
vicinage or neighborhood, who may be acquainted with his
character. The substance, therefore, of this privilege is
1Ilken away.
By the power of taxation, every article capable of being
taxed may be so heavily taxed that the people cannot bear
the taxes necessary to be raised for the support of their state
governments. Whatever law we may make, may be repealed by their laws. All these things, with others, tend to
make us one general empire. Such a government cannot
be well regulated. When we are connected with the Northern States, who have a majority in their favor, laws may be
made which will answer their convenience, but will be
oppressive to the last degree upon the Southern States. They
differ in climate, soil, customs, manners, &c. A large majority of the people of this country are against this Constitution, because they think it replete with dangerous defects.
They ought to be satisfied with it before it is adOf)ted; otherwise it cannot operate happily. Without the affections of
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the pcflple, it will not have suffici~nt energy. To enforce
its execution, recourse must be had to arms and bloodshed.
How much better would it he if the people were satisfied
with it! From all these considerations, I now rise to oppose
its adoption; for I never will agree to a government that
tcnds to the destruction of the liberty of the people.
Mr. WILSON wished that the Constitution had excluded
Popish priests from offices. As there was no test required,
and nothing to govern them but honor, he said that when
their interest clashed with their honor, the latter would fly
before the former.
Mr. LANCASTER. Mr. Chairman, it is of the utmost
importance to decide this great question with candor and
deliberation. Every part of this Constitution has been elucidated. It hath been asselted, by several worthy gentlemen,
that it is the most excellent Constitution that ever was formed.
I· could wish to be of that opinion if it were so. The powers
vested therein were very extensive. I am apprehensive that
the power of taxation is unlimited. It expressly says that
Congress shall have the power to lay taxes, &c. It is obvious to me that the power is unbounded, and I am apprehensive that they may lay taxes too heavily on our lands, in
order to render them more productive. The amount of the
taxes may be more than our lands will sell for. It is obvious
that the lands in the Northern States, which gentlemen suppose to be more populous than this country, are more valuable and better cultivated than ours; yet their lands will be
taxed no higher than our lands. A rich man there, from
report, does not possess so large a body of land as a poor
man to the southward. If so, a common poor man here
will have much more to pay for poor land, than the rich man
there for land of the best quality. This power, being necessarily unequal and oppressive, ought not to be J;?:iven up. J
shall endeavor to be as concise as possible. We find that
the ratification of nine states shall be sufficient for its establishment between the states so ratifying the same. This, as
has been already taken notice of, is a violation of the Confederation. We find that, hy that system, no alteration was
to take place, except it was ratified by every state in the
Union. Now, hy comparing this last article of the Constitution to that part of the Confederation, we find a most flagrant violation. The Articles of Confederation were sent
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out with all solemnity on so solemn an occasion, and wert.
to be always binding on the states; but, to our astonishment, we see that nine states may do away the force of the
whole. I think, without exaggeration, that it will be looked
upon, by foreign nations, as a serious- and alarming chang!!.
How do we know that, if we propose amendments, they
shall be obtained after actual ratification? May not these
amendments be proposed with equal propriety, and more
safety, as the condition of our adoption? If they violate
the 13th article of the Confederation in this manner, may
they not, with equal propriety, refuse to adopt amendments,
althouO'h agrf>ed to and wished for by two thirds of the
states ~ This violation of the old system is a precedent for
such proceedings as these. That would be a violation
destructive to our felicity. We are now determining a
question deeply affecting the happiness of millions yet unborn. It is the policy of freemen to guard their privileges.
Let us, then, as far as we can, exclude the possibility of
tyranny. The President is chosen for four years; the senators for six years. Where is our remedy for the most
flagrant abuses? It is thought that North Carolina is to
have an opportunity of choosing one third of their senatorial
members, and all their representatives, once in two years.
This would be the case as to senators, if they should be of
the first class; but, at any rate, it is to be after six years.
But if they deviate from their duty, they cannot be excluded
and changed the first year, as the members of Congress can
now by the Confederation. How can it be said to be safe
to trust so much power in the hands of such men, who are
not responsible or amenable for misconduct?
As it has been the policy of every state in the Union to
guard elections, we ought to be more punctual in this case.
The members of Congress now may be recalled. But in this
Constitution they cannot be recalled. The continuance of
,he President and Senate is too long. It will be objected,
by some gentlemen, that, if they are good, why not continue
them? But I would ask, How are we to find out whether
they be good or bad? The individuals who assented to any
bad law are not easily discriminated from others. They
will, if individually inquired of, deny that they gave it their
approbation; and it is in their power to conceal their transactions as long as they please.

DEBATES.
Th.~re is also the President's conditional negative on the
laws. After a bill is presented to him, and he disapproves
of it, it is to be sent back to that house where it originated,
for their consideration. Let us consider the effects of this
for a few moments. Suppose it originates in the Senate,
and passes there by a large majority; suppose it passes in
the House of RepreMentatives unanimously; it must be transmitted to the President. If he objt>cts, it is sent back to
the Senate; if two thirds do not agree to it in the Senate,
what is the consequence? Does the House of Representatives ever hear of it afterwards? No, it drops, beeause it
must be passed by two thirds of both houses; and as only
a majority of the Senate agreed to it, it cannot become a
law. This is giving a power to the President to overrule fifteen members of the Senate and every member of the
House of Representatives. These are my objel~tions. I
look upon it to be unsafe to drag each otht'r from the most
remote parts in the state to the Supreme Federal Court,
which has appellate jurisdiction of causes arising under the
Constitution, and of controversies between citizens of different
states. I grant, if it be a contract between a citizen of
Virginia and a citizen of North Carolina, the suit must be
brought ht're; but may they not appeal to the Supreme
Court, which has cognizance of law and fact? They may
be carried to Philadf>lphia. They ought to have limited the
sum on which appeals should lie. They may appeal on a
suit for only ten pounds. Such a trifling sum as this would
be paid by a man who tbought he did not owe it, rather
tban go such a distance. It would be prudence in him so
to do. Tbis would be very oppressive.
I doubt my own judgment; experience has taught me to
be diffident; but I hope to be excused and put right if I be
mj~taken.

The power of raising armies is also very exceptionable. I
am not well acquainted with the government of other countries, but a man of any information knows that the king of
Great Britain cannot raise and support armies. He may
call for and raise men, but he has no money to support them.
But Congress is to have power to raise and support armies.
Forty thousand men from North Carolina could not be refused without violating the Constitution. I wish amendments to these parts. I agree it is not our businfSs to
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inquire whether the continent he invaded or not. The
general legislature ought to superintend the care of this
Treaties are to be the supreme Jaw of the land. This halol
been sufficiently discussed: it must be amended some way
or other. If the Constitution he adopted, it ought to be
the supreme law of the land, and a perpetual rule for
the governors and governed. But if treaties are to be the
supreme law of the land, it may repeal the laws of different
states, and render nugatory our bill of rights.
As to a religious test, had the article which excludes it
rovided none but what had been in the states heretofore.
would not have objected to it. It would sceure religion.
Religious liberty ought to be provided for. I acquiesce with
the gentleman, who spoke, on this point, my sentiments
better than I could have done myself. For my part, in reviewing the qualifications necessary for a President, I did
not suppose that the pope could occupy the President's chair.
But let us rememlJer that we form a government for millions
not yet in existence. I have not the art of divination. In
the course of four or five hundred years, I do not know how
it will work. This is most certain, that Papists may OCCllpy that chair, and Mahom(·tans may take it. I see nothing
against it. There is a disqualification, I believe, in every
state in the Union - it ought to be so in this system. It is
said that all power not given is retained. I find they
thought proper to insert negative clauses in the Constitution, restraining the general government from the exercise
of certain powers. These were unnecessary if the doctrine
be true, that every thing not given is retained. From the
insertion of these we may conclude the doctrine to be fallacions. Mr. Lancaster then observed, that he would disapprm"e of the Constitution as it then stood. His own feelings, and his duty to his constituents, induced him to do so
Some people, he said, thought a delegate might act independently of the peoplf'. He thought otherwise, and tbat
every delegate was bound by their instructions, and if be
did any thing repugnant to their wishes, he betrayed his
trllst. He thou!!ht himself bound by the voice of the people, whate\'er other gentlemen might think. He would
cheerfully agree to adopt, jf he thought it would be of gen"
.. ral utility; but as he thought it would have a contrary
effect, anrl as he believed a great majority of the people
were against it, he would oppose its adoption.

f
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Mr. WILLIE JONES was against ratifying in the man
ner proposed. He had attended, he said, with patience to
the debates of the speakers on both sides of the question.
One party said the Constitution was all perfection. The
other party ~aid it wanted a great deal of perfection. For
his part, he thought so. He treated the dangers which were
held forth in case of non-adoption, as merely ideal and fanciful. After adding other remarks, he moved that the previous question might be put, with an intention, as he said,
if that was carried, to introduce a resolution which he had
in' his hand, and which he was then willing to read if gentlemen thought proper, stipulating for certain amendments
to be made previous to the adoption by this state.
Gov. JOHNSTON begged gentlemen to recollect that
the proposed amendments could not be laid before the other
states unless we adopted and became part of the Union.
, Mr. TAYLOR wished that the previous question might
be put, as it would save much time. He feared the motion
first made was a manc:euvre or contrivance to impose a constitution on the people which a majority disapproved of.
Mr. IREDELL wished the previous should be withdrawn,
and that they might debate the first question. The great
importance of the subject, and the respectability of the gentleman who made the motion, claimed more deference and
attention than to decide it in the very moment it was introduced, by getting rid of it by the previous question. A
decision was now presented in a new form by a gentleman
of great influence in the house, and gentlemen ought to
have time to consider before they voted precipitately upon it
A desultory conversation now arose. Mr. J. GALLOWA ~ wished the question to be postponed till to-morrow
morn mg.
Mr. J. M'DOWALL was for immediately putting the
question. Several gentlemen expatiated on the evident necessityof amendments.
Gov. JOHNSTON declared that he disdained all manc:euvres and contrivance; that an intention of imposing an
improper sJstem on the people, contrary to their wishe~, was
unworthy of any man. He wished the motion to be fairly
and fully ar~ued and investigated. He observed that the
very motion hefore them proposed amendmellt~ to be made:
that they were proposed as tbey had been in other c;tatmJ
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He wished, therefore, that the motion for the previous question should be withdrawn.
Mr. WILLIE JONES could not withdraw his motion.
Gentlemen's arguments, he said, had been listened to attentively, but he believed no person had changed his opinion. It was unnecessary, then, to argue it again. His
motion was not conclusive. He only wished to know what
ground they stood on - whether they should ratify it unconditionally or not.
Mr. SPENCER wished to hear the arguments and reasons for and against the motion. Although he was con\'inced the house wanted amendments, and that all had
nearly determined the qu~stion in their own minds, he was
for hearing the question argued, and had no ol?jection to the
postponement of it till to-morrow.
Mr. IREDELL urged the great importance of consideration; that the consequence of the previous question, jf carried, would be an exclusion of this state out of the Union.
He contended that the house had no right to make a conditional ratification; and, if excluded from the Union, they
could not be assured of an easy admission at a future day,
though the impossibility of existin,[ out of the Union must be
obvious to every thinking man. "rhe gentleman from Halifax had said that his motion would not be conclusive. For
his part, he was certain it would be tantamount to immediate
decision. He trusted gentlemen would consider the propriety of debatinG' the first motion at large.
Mr. PERSO~ observed, that the previous question would
produce no inconvenience. The other party, he said, had
all the debating to themselves, and would probably have it
again, if they insisted on further argument. He saw no propriety in putting it off till to-morrow, as it was not customary
for a committee to adjourn with two questions before \hem.
Mr. SHEPHERD declared that, though he had made up
his mind, and believed other gentlemen had done so, yet he
had no objection to giving gentlemen an opportunity of displaying their abilities, and convincing the rest of their error
If they could. He was for putting it off till to-morrow.
Mr. DAVIE took notice that the gentleman from Gran
ville had frequently used un~enerous insinuations, and had
taken much pains out of doors to irritate the minds of hi!'
I:ountrymen against the Constitution. He called upon gen·
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demen to act open]yand aboveboard, adding that a contrary
corduct, on this occasion, was extremely despicable. He
came thither, he said, for the common cause of his country,
and he knew no party, but wished the business to be conducted with candor and moderation. The previous question
he thought irregular, and that it ought not to be put till the
other question was called for; that it was evidently intended to preclude all further debate, and to precipitate the
committee upon the resolution which it had been suggested
was immediately to follow, which they were not then ready
to enter upon; that he had not fully considered the consequences of a conditional ratification, but at present they appeared to him alarmingly dangerous, and perhaps equal to
those of an absolute rejection.
Mr. WILLIE JONES observed, that he had not intend .. d
to take the house by surprise; that, though he had his motion ready, and had .beard of the motion which was intended
for ratification, he waited till that motion should be made,
and had afterwards waited for some tim .. , in expectation that
the gentleman from Halifax, and the gentleman from Edenton, would both speak to it. He had no objection to adjourning, but his motion would be still before the house.
Here there was a great cry for the question.
Mr. IREDELL. [The cry for the question still con
tinuing. J Mr. Chairman, I desire to be heard, notwith
standing the cry of "The question! the question!" Gen
demen have no right to prevent any member from speaking
to it, if he thinks fit. [The house subsided into order.] U 11important as I may be myself, my constituents are as respt>ctable as thOlie of any member in the house. It has, indeed,
sir, heen my misfortune to be under the necessity of troubling the house much oftener than I wished, owing to a circumstance which I have greatly regretted - that so few gentlemen take a share in our debates, though many are capable
of doing so with propriety. I should have spoken to the
question at large before, if I had not fully depended on some
other gendeman doing it; and therefore I did not prepare
myself by taking notes of what was said. However, I beg
leave now to make a few observations. I think this Constitution safe. I have not heard a single objection which, in
my opinion, showed that it was dangerous. Some particular parts have heen objected to, and amendments pointed out.
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Though I think it perfectly safe, yet, with respect to anT
amendments which do not dest.roy the substance of the Constitution, but will tend to give greater satisfaction, I shou1d
approve of them, because I should prefer that system which
would most tend.to conciliate all parties. On these princi
pies, I am of opinion that some amendments should be
proposed.
The general ground of tbe objections seems to be, that the
power proposed to the general government may be abused
If we give no power but such as may not be abused, we
shall give none; for all delegated powers may be abused.
There are two extremes e.quaUy dangerous to liberty. These
are tyranny and anarchy. The medium between these two
is the true government to protect the people. In my opinion,
this Constitution is well calculated to guard against both
these extremes. The possibility of gent'ral abuses ought not
to be urged, but particular ones pointed out. A gentleman
who spoke some time ago (Mr. Lenoir) observed, that the
government might make it treason to write against the most
arbitrary proceedings. He corrected himself afterwards, by
saying he meant misprision of treason. But in the corrertion
be committed as great a mistake as he did at first. Where
is the power given to them to do this? They have power
to define and punish piracies and felonies committed 011 the
high seas, and ofttlDces against the law of nations. They
have no power to define any other crime whatever. This
will show how apt gentlemen are to commit mistakes. I am
convinced, on the part of the worthy member, it was not designed, but arose merely from inattention.
Mr. LENOIR arose, and declared, that he meant that
those punishments might be inflicted hy them within the
ten miles square, where they would have exclusi\'c powers
of legislation.
Mr. IRE/DELL continued: They are to have exclusive
power of legislation, - but how? Wherever they may
have this district, they must possess it from the authority of
the state within which it lies; and that state may stipulate
the conditions of the cession. Will not such state take care
of the liberties of its own people? Wbat would be the
consequence if the seat of the government of the United
States, with all the archives (:f America, was in the power
of anyone particular state? Would not this be most un·
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safe and humiliating? Do we not all remember that, in the
rear 1783, a band of soldiers went and insulted Congress?
The sovereignty of the United States was treated with in·
dignity. They applied for protection to the state they re·
sided in, but could obtain none. It is tQ be hoped such a
disgraceful scene will never happen again; but that, for the
future, the national government will be able to protect
The powers of the government are particularly
itself.
enumerated and defined: they can claim no others but such
as 'are so enumerated. In my opinion, they are excluded as
much from the exercise of any other authority as they could
be by the strongest negative clause that could be framed.
A gentleman has asked, What would be the consequence if
they had the power of the purse and sword? I ask, In
what government under heaven are these not given up to
some authority or other? There is a necessity of giving
both the purse and the sword to every government, or else it
cannot protect the people.
But have we not sufficient security that those powers
shall not be abused? The immediate power of the purse is
in the immediatf' representatives of the people, chosen every
two years, who t:an lay no tax on their constituents but what
they are subject to at the same time themselves. The
power of taxation must be vested somewhere. Do the com·
mittee wish it to be as it has been? Then they must suffer
the evils whicli they have done. Requisitions will be of no
avail. No money will be collected but by means of military
force. Under the new government, taxes will probably be
much lighter than they can be under our present one. The
impost will afford vast advantages, and greatly relieve the
people from direct taxation. In time of peace, it is sup·
posed by many, the imposts may be alone sufficiem j but in
the time of war, it cannot be expected they will. Our ex·
penses would be much greater, and our pons might be
blocked up by the enemy's fleet. Think, then, of the ad·
vantage of a national government possessed of energy and
credit~ Could government borrow mouey to any advantage
without the power of taxation? If they could secure funds,
and wanted immediately, for instance, £ 100,000, they
might borrow this sum, and immediately raise only money to
pay the Interest of it. If they could not, the £ 100,000
must be instantly raised, however distressing to the Df'oph~1
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or our country perhaps overrun by the enemy. Do not gt:ntlemen see an immense difference between the two cases!
It is said that there ought to be jealousy in mankind. I
admit it as far as is consistent with prudence; but unlimited
jealousy is very pernicious.
We mllst be contented if powers be as well guarded as
the nature of them will permit. In regard to amending
before or after the adoption, the difference is very great. )
beg leave to state my idea of that difference. I mentioned,
one day before, the adoption by ten states. When I did so,
it was not to influence any person with respect to the merits
of the Constitution, hut as a reason for coolness and deliberation. In my opinion, when so great a majority of the
American people h~ve adopted it, it is a strong evidence in
its favor; for it is not probable that ten states would have
agreed to a bad constitution. If we do not adopt, we are
no longer in the Union ",ith the other states. We ought to
consider seriously before we determine our connection with
them. The safety and happiness of this state depend upon
it. Without that union, what would have been our condition
now? A striking instance will point out this very clearly.
At the beginning of the late war with Great Britain, the Parliament thought proper to stop all commercial intercourse
with the American provinces. They passed a general prohibitory act. from which New York and North Carolina were at
first excepted. Why were they excepted? They had been
as active in opposition as the other states; but this was an
expedient to divide the Northern from the Middle States, and
to break the heart of the Southern. Had New York and
North Carolina been weak enough to fall into this snare, we
probably should not now have been an independenr people.
[Mr. Person (~alled to order, and intimated that the gentleman meant to reflect on the opposers of the Constitution,
as if they were friendly to the British interest. Mr. Iredell warmly resented the interruption, declaring he was
perfectly in order, that it was disorderly to interrupt him;
and, in respect to Mr. Person's insinuation as to his intention, he declared, in the most solemn manner, he had
no such, being well assured the opposers of the Constitution
were equally friendly to the independence of America as itt!
supporters. He then proceeded:]
I say, they endeavored to divide us. North Carolina and
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New York had too much sense to be taken in by their artifices. Union enabled us then to defeat their endeavors:
union will enable us to defeat all the machinations of our
enemif's hereafter. The friends of their country must lament
our present unhappy divisions. Most free countries have lost
their liberties by means of dissensions among themselves.
They united in war and danger. When peace and apparent
security came, thf'y split into factions and parties, and thereby
became a prey to foreign invaders. This shows the necessity of union. In urging the danger of disunion so strongly,
I beg leave again to say, that I mean not to reflect on any
gentleman whatsoever, as if his wishes were directed to so
wicked a purpose. I am sure such an insinuation as the gentleman from Granville supposed I intended, would be unjust,
as I know some of the warmest opposers of Great Britain
are now among the warmest opponents of the proposed Constitution. Such a suggpstion never entered my head; and I
can say with truth that, warmly as I am attached to this
Constitution, and though I am cOllvinced that the sah-ation
of our country depends upon the adoption- of it, I would not
procure its success by one unworthy action or one ungenerous word. A gentleman has said that _we ought to deter
mine in the same manner as if no state had adopted the
Constitution. The ~eneral principle is right; but we ought
to consider our peculIar situation. We cannot exist byourselves. If we imitate the examples of some respectable
states that have proposed amendments subsequent to their
ratification, we shall add our weight to have these amendments carried, as our representatives will be in Congress to
enforce them. Gentlemen entertain a jealousy of the Eastern States. To withdraw ourselves from the Southern
States will be increasing the northern influence. The loss
of one state may be attended with particular pTf·judice. It
will be a good while before amendments of any kind can
take place; and in the mean time, if we do not adopt, we
shan have no share or ~gency in their transactions, though
we may be ultimately bound by them. The first session of
Congress will probably be the most important of any for
many Yl"ars. A general code of laws will then be established in execution of every power contained in the Constitution. If we ratify, and propose amendments, our repre·
sentatives will be there to act in this important bllsjne&s. If
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we do not, our interest may suffer; nor will the system be
afterwards altered merely to accommodate our wishes. Besides that, one house may prevent a measure from taking
place, but both must concur in repealing it. I therefore
think an adoption proposing subsequent amendments far
safer and more desirable than the other mode; nor do I
doubt that every amendment, not of a local nature, nor
i~juring essentially the material power of the Constitution,
but principally calculated to .guard against misconstruction
the real liberties of the people, will be readily obtained.
The previous question, after some desultory conversation,
was now put: for it, 183; agclinst it, 84; majority in favor
of the motion, 99.
TUIIRSDAY,

July 31,1788.

Gov. JOHNSTON. Mr. Chairman, it appears to me that,
if the motion made yesterday, by the gentleman from Halifax, be adopted, it will not answer the intention of the
people. I t determines nothing with respect to the Constitution. We were sent here to determille upon it. [Here
his excellency read the resolution of the Assembly under
which the Convention met.] If we do not decide upon the
Constitution, we shall have nothing to report to Congress.
We shall be entirely out of the Union, and stand by ourselves. I wish gentlemen would pause a moment before
they {h';,ie so awful a question. To whom are we to refer
these amt:lidments which are to be proposed as the condition
of our adoption? The present Congress have nothing to do
with them. Their authority extellds only to intruduce the
new government, not to receive any proposition of amendments. Shall we present them to the new Congress? In
what manner can that be dOlH'? 'Ve shall have no representatives to introduce them. 'tVe may indeed appoint
ambassadors to the United States of America, to represent
what scruples North Carolina has in regard to their Constitution. I know no other way. A number of states have
proposed amendments to the Constitution, and ratified in
the mean time. These will have ~reat weight and influence
in Congress, and may prevail in getting material amendments proposed. We shall have no share in voting upon
any of these amendments; for, in my humble opinion, we
'1ball be entirely out of the Unioo, and can be considered
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only as a foreign power. It is true, the United States may
admit us hereafter. But they may admit us on terms unequal and disadvantageous to us. In the mean time, many
of their laws, by which we shall be hereafter bound, may be
partictrlarly i~jurious to the interests of this state, as we
shall have no share in their formation. Gentlemen say they
will not be influenced by what others have done. I must
confess that the example of great and good men, and wise
states, has great weight with me.
It is said there is a probability New York will not adopt
this Constitution. Perhaps she may 1I0t. But it is generally supposed that the principal reason of her opposing it
arises from a selfish motive. She has it now in her power
to tax indirectly two contiguous states. Connecticut and
New Jersey contribute tp pay a great part of the taxes of
that state, by consuming large quantities of goods, the duties
of which are now levied for the benefit of New York only.
A similar policy may induce the United States to lay restrictions on us, if we are out of the Union. These considerations ought to have great weight with us. We can derive
very little assistanee from any thing New York will do on
our behalf. Her views are diametri('ally opposite to ours.
That state wants all her imposts for her own exclusive
support. It is ollr interest that all imposts should go into
the general treasury. Should Congress receive our commissioners, it will be a considerable time beforp this business
will be decided on. It will be some time after Congress
meets before a convention is appointed, and some time will
elapse before the convention meets. What they will do,
will be transmitted to each of the states, and then a convention, or the legislature, in p.ach state, will have to ratify it
ultimately. This will probahly take up eighteen months or
two years. In the mean time, the national government is
going on. Congress will appoint all thp. great officers, and
will proceed to make laws and form regulations for the
future government of the United States. This state, during
that timp., will have no share in their proceedings, or any
negative on any business before them. Another inconvenience which will arise is this: we shall be deprived of
the benefit of the impost, which, under the new government,
is an additional fund; all the states having a common right
to it. By being in the Union we should have a right to our
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proportionate share of all the duties and imposts collected jp
all the stales. liut by adopting this resolution, we shall
lose the benefit of this, which is an object worthy of attention. Upon the whole, I can see no possible good that will
result to this state from following the resolution before lIS.
I have not the vanity to think that any reasons I offer will
have any weight. But I came from a respectable county
to give my reasons for or against the Constitution. They
expect them from me, and to suppress them would be a
violation of my duty.
Mr. WILLIE JONES. Mr. Chairman, the gentleman
last up has mentioned the resolution of Congress now lying
before us, and the ad of Assembly under which we met
here, which says that we should deli"berate and determine on
the Constitution. What is to be inferred from that? Are
we to ratify it at all t>vents? Have we not an equal right
to I't:ject? We do not determine by neither r~jecting nor
adopting. It is objected we shall be out of the Union. So
I wish to be. We are left at liberty to come in at any time.
It is said we shall suffer a great loss for want of a share of
the impost. I have no doubt we shall have it whf'n we come
in, as much as jf we adopted now. I have a resolution in
my pocket, which I intt>nd to introduce if this resolution is
carried, recommending it to the legislature to lay an impost, for the use of Congresf>, on goods imported into this
state, similar to that which may be laid by Con-gress
on goods imported into the adopting states. This- shows
the committee what is my intention, and on what footing we are to, be. This being the case, I will forfeit my
life that we shall come in for a share. It is said that all the
offices of Congress will be filled, and we shall have n{) share
in appointing the officers. This is an objection of very little
importance. Gentlemen need not be in such haste. If left
eighteen months or two years without offices, it is no great
cause of alarm. The gentleman further said that we could
send no representatives, but must send ambassadors to Congrt'Ss, as a foreign power. I assert the contrary; and that,
whenevt>r a convention of the states is called, North Carolil.a will be called upon like the rest. I do not know what
these gentlemen would desire.
I am very sensible that there is a great majority against
the Constitution. If we take the qut>stion as they propose
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they know it would he rejected, and bring on us all the
dreadful conse(luences whic.·h they feelingly foretell, hut
which can never in the least alarm me. I have endeavored
to fall in with their opinions, but could not. W t' have a
right, in plain terms, to refuse it if we think proper. I have,
in my proposition, adopted, word for word, the Virginia
amendments, with one or two additional ones. We run no
risk of being exeiuded from the Union when we think pl"Oper
to come in. Virginia, uur next neighbor, will not oppose
our admission. ·We have a common cause with her. She
wishes the same alteratiuns. We are of the greatest importance to her. She will have great weight in Congress; and
there is no doubt but she will do every thing she can to bring
us into the Union. South Carolina and Georgia are deeply
interested in our being admitted. The Creek. nation would
overturn these two states without our aid. Th,,}, cannot
exist without North .Carolina. There is no doubt we shall
obt,iin our amendments, and come into the Union when we
pleasf'. Massachusetts, New Hampshire, and other states,
have proposed amendments. New York will do also, if site
ratifies. There will be a m<!jority of the states, and the
most respectahle, important, and extensive states also, desirous of amendments, and favorahle to our admission.
As great names ha\'e been mentioned, I beg leave to mention the authority of Mr. Jefferson, whose great abilities and
respectability are well known. When the Convelltion sat
111 Richmond, in Virginia, Mr. Madison reeeived a letter from
him. In that letter he said he wished nine states would
adopt it, not because it deserv(~d ratification, but to preserve
the Union. But he wished that the other four states would
f{;ject it, that there might be a certainty of obtaining amendments. Congress may go on, and take no notite of our
amendments; but I am confident they will do nothing of
importance till a convention be called. If I recollect rightly,
amelldments may be ratified either by conventions or the
legislatures of the states. In either casp, it may take up
about eighteen months. For my part, I would rather lre
eighteen years out of the Union than adopt it in its present
defective form.
Gov. JOHNSTON. Mr. Chairman, I wish to clear my5el~' from the imputation of the gentleman last up. If any
part of my conduct warrants his aspersion, -if ever I hunted
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after offices, or sought public favors to promote private interest, - let the instances be pointed out. If I know myself
I never did. It is f'asy for any man to throw out illibercu
and ungenerous insinuatiolllt. I have no view to offices unde
this Constitution. My views are much humbler. When I
spoke of Congress establishing offices, J meant great offices,
the establishment of which might affect the interests of the
states; and I added that they would proceed to make laws,
dc-eply affi!cting us, without any influence of our OWII. As
to the appointment of the officers, it is of 110 importance to
me who is an officer, if he be a good man.
Mr. JONES replied, that in every publication one might
see ill motives assigned to the opposers of the Constitution.
One reason assignt>d for their opposition was, that they feared
the loss of their influence, and diminution of their importance.
He s:lid, that it was fair its opposers should be permitted to
retort, and assign a reason equally selfish for the condu<:t of
its friends. Expectation to offices might influence them, as
well as the loss of office and influence might bias the others.
He intended no allusion to that gentleman, for whom he declared he had the highest respect.
Mr. SPENCER rose in support of the motion of the gentlem:1ll from Halifax. He premised, that he wished no resolution to be carried without the utmost deliberation and
candor. He thought the proposition was couched in such
modest terms as could not possibly give offence to the other
states; that the amendments it proposed were to be laid before Congress, and would probably be admitted, as they
were similar to those which were wished for and proposed
by several of the adopting states. He always thought it
more proper, and agreeable to prudence, to propose amendments previo:Js, rather than subsequent, to ratification. He
said th;}t, if two or more persons entered into a eopartnership,
and employed a scrivener to draw up the artidf>s of copartnership in a particular form, and, on reading them, they found
them to be erroneOIJS, - it would be thought very strange
if any of them should say, " Sign it first, and we shall have
it altered hereafter." If it should be signed before alteration, it would be considered as an act of indiscrt'tion. As.
therefore, it was a prineiple of prudence, in matters of pri,'ate property, not to assent to any obligation till its errors
were removed, he thought the principle infinitely more neces-
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5ary to be atHmdcd to in a matter which concerned such a
number of people, and so many millions yet unborn. Gentlemen said they should be Ollt of the Union. He observed,
that they were before confederated with the other states by
a solemn compact, which was not to be dissolved without
the consent of every state in the Union. North Carolina
hat! not assented to its dissolution. If it was dissolved, it
was not their fault, but that of the adopting states. I twas
a maxim of law that the same solemnities were necessary to destroy, which were necessary to create, a deed
or contract. He was of opinion that, if they should
he out of the Union by proposing previous amendments,
they were as much so now. If the adoption by nine
states enabled them to exclude the other four states, he
thought North Carolina might then be considered as e~cluded.
But he did not think that doctrine w{'II founded. On the
contrary, he thought each state might come into the Union
when she thought proper. He cOllff'ssed it gave him some
concern, but he looked on the short exclusion of eighteen
months - if it might be called exclusion - as infinitely less
dangerons than an unconditional adoption. He expected
the amendments wonld be adopted, and when they were,
this state was ready to embrace it. No great inconvenience
could result from this. [Mr. Spencer made some other remarks, but spoke too low to be heard.]
Mr. IREDELL. Mr. Chairman, in my opinion, this is a
very awful moment. On a right decision of this question
may possibly depend the peace and happiness of our country
for ages. Whatever be the decision of the house on this subject, it ought to be well weighed before it is given. We
ought to vipw our situation in all its consequpnces, and determine with the utmost caution and deliberation. It has heen
suggested, not only out of doors, hut during the course of the
debates, that, if we are out of the Union, it will be the fault
of other states, and not ours. It is true that, by the Articles
of Confederation, the consent of each state was necessary
for any alteration. It is also true that the consent of nine
stat~s renders the Constitution binding on them. The unhappy consequences of that unfortunate article in this Confedvration produced the necessity of this article in the Constitution. Every body knows that, through tht' peculiar
obstinacy of Rhode Island, many great advantages were lost.
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Notwithstanding her weakness, shl3 uniformly opposed even
regulation for the benefit and honor of the Union at larg~.
The other states were driven to the necessity of providing
for their own security and welfare, without waiting for the
consent of that little state. The deputies from twelve states
unanimously concurred in opinion that the happiness of all
America ought not to be sacrificed to the caprice and obstinacy of so inconsiderable a part.
It will often happen, in the course of human affairs, that
the policy which is proper on common occasions fails, and
that laws which do very well in the regular administration
of a government cannot stand when every thing is going
into confusion. In such a case, the safety of the community
must supersede every other consideration, and every subsisting regulation which interferes with thilt must be departed
from, rather than that the people should be ruined. The
Convention, therefore, with a degree of manliness which I
admire, dispensed with a unanimous consent for the present change, and at the same time provided a permanent
remedy for this evil, 1I0t barely by dispensing with the consent of one member in future alterations, but by making the
consent of nine ~ufficient for the whole, if the rest did not
agree, considering that the consent of so large a number
ought in reason to govern the whole; and the proportion
was taken from the old Confederation, which in the most
important cases required the consent of nine, and in every
thing, except the alteration of the Constitution, made that
number sufficient. It has been o~jected, that the adoption
of this government would be improper, because it would interfere with the oath of allegiance to the state. No oath
of allegiance requires us to sacrifice the safety of our country. When the British government attemptt>d to establish
a tyranny in America, the pt>ople did not think their oath
of allegiance bound them to submit to it. I had taken
that oath several times myself, but had no scruple to oppose
their tyranni<~al mf'asures. The great principle is, The safetyof the people is the supreme law. Government was originally instituted for their welfare, and whatever may be its
form, this ought to be its o~ject. This is the fundamental
principle on which our government is founded. In other
countries, they suppose the existence of original compact.
and infer that, if the sovereign violates his part of it, the
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peOplL have a right to resist. If he does not, the government must remain unchanged, unless the sovereign consents
to an alteration. III America, our governmf'uts have been
clearly created by the people themselves. The same authority that created can destroy; and the people may undoubtedly change the go\'ernment, not because it is ill exercised, but because they conceive another form will be more
conducive to their welfare. I have stated the reasons for
departing from the rigid article ill the Confederation requiring a unanimous consent. We were compelled to do this,
or see our ('oulltry ruined. In the mauner of the dispensation, the Convention, howeVt'r, appear to have acted with
great prudence, in copying the example of the Confederation in all other particulars of the greatest moment, bv
authorizing nine states to bind the whole. It is suggested,
indeed, that, though ten states have adopted this new Con'stitution, Jet, as they had 110 right to dissolve the old Articles of Confederation, these still subsist, and the old Uuion
remains, of which we are a part. The truth of that suggestion may well be doubted, on this ground: when the
principles of a constitution are violated, the constitution itself is dissolved, or may be dissolved at the pleasure of the
parties to it. Now, according to the Articles of Confederation, Congress had authority 10 demand money, in a certain
proportion, from the respective states, to amwer the exigencies of the Union. Whatever requisitions they made for that
purpose were constitutionally binding on the states. The
states had no discretion except as to the mode of raising
the money. Perhaps every state has committed repeated
violations of the dt'mands of Congress. I do not believe it
was from any dishonorahlp intention in many of the states;
but whatever was the cause, the fact is, such violations were
committed. The consequence is that, upon the principle I
have mentiolled, (and in which I believe all writers agree,)
the Articles of Confederation are no longf'r binding. It is
alleged that, by making the consent of nine sufficient to form
a government for themselves, the first nine may excludp the
other four. This is a very extraordinary allpgation. When
t he n~w Constitution was proposed, it was proposed to the
thirteeen states in the Union. It was desired that all sh(luld
llgree, if possible; but if that could not be obtained, they
took cart' that nine states might at least save thcmselvt's
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from destruction. Each, undoubtedly, had a right on the
first proposition, because it was proposed to them all. The
only doubt can be, whether they had a right dfterwards. In
my opinion, when any state has once rejected the Constitution, it cannot claim to come ill afterwards as a matter of
right.
If it does not, in plain terms, reject, but refuses to accede
for the present, I think the other states may regard this as
an absolute rejection, and refuse to admit us afterwards but
at their pleasure, and on what terms they please. Gentlemen wish for amendments. On this su~ect, though we may
differ as to the necessity of amendmellts, I believe none will
deny the propriety of proposing some, if only for the purpose of giving more general satisfaction. The question,
then, is, whether it is most prudent for us to come into the
Union immediately, and propose amendments, (as has heen
done in the other states,) or to propose amendments, and be
out of thf' Union till all these be agreed to by the other
states. The consequences of either resolution I beg leave
to state. By adopting, we shall be in the Union with our
sister states, which is the only foundation of our prosperity
and safety. We shall avoid the danger of a separation, a
danO'cr of which the latent effects are unknown. So far
am convinced of the necessity of the Union, that J would
give up many things against my own opinion to obtain it.
If we sacrificed it by a re;jection of the Constitution, or a
refusal to adopt, (which amounts, I think, nearly to the same
thing,) the very circumstance of disunion may occasion animosity between us and the inhabitants of the other states,
which may be the means of severing us forever.
We shall lose the benefit which must accrue to the other
states from the new government. Their trade will flourish;
goods will sen cheap; their commodities wiII rise in value;
and their distresses, occasioned by the war, will gradually be
removed. Ours, for want of these advantages, will continue.
Another very material consequence will result from it: we
shall lose our share of the imposts in all the states, which,
under this Constitution, is to go into the federal treasury.
It is the particular local interest of this state to adopt, on this
accoullt, more, perhaps, than that of any other member of the
Union. At present, all these imposts go into the respecth'e
treasury of each state, and we well know our own are of little

I
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conscq leIH:e, compared to those of the other states in general
The gt~ntl~man from Halifax (Mr. Jones) has offered an expediC'ut to prevent the loss of our share of the impost. In
my opinion, that expedient will not answer the purpose.
The amount of duties 011 goods imported into this state is
very little; and if these resolutions are agreed to, it will be
less. I ask any gentleman whether the United States would
receive, from the duties of this state, so much as would be our
proportion, under the Constitution, of the duties on goods imported in all the states. Our duties would he no manner of
cOlllpensation for such proportion. What would he the language of Congress on our bolding forth sllch an offer? "If
IOU are willing to enjo.v the benefits of the Union, JOu must
be sultlect to all the laws of it. We will make no partial
agreement with you." This would probably be their language. I have no doubt all America would wish North
Oarolina to be a lIIemher of the Union. It is of importance
to them. But we ought to consider whether tpn states can
do longer without one, or one without ten. On a competition. ,'\-'hieh will give waJ? The adopting states will say,
" Orher states had o~iections as well as you; but rather than
separate, theJ agl'eed to cOl\le illto the U nioll, trusting to the
justice of the other states for the adoption of proper amendments afterwards. One DlOSt respectable state, Virginia, has
pursued this measure, though apparently averse to the system
as it now stands. But you have laid down the condition on
which alone you will come into the U nion. We must accede
to JOur particular propositions, or he disunited f!"Om JOu
altogether. Is it fit that North Carolina shall dictate to the
whole Union? We may be convinced by your reason, but
our conduct will certainly not be altered by JOur resistance."
I beg leave to say, if Virginia thought it right to adopt and
propose amendments, under the cireumstances of the Constitution at that time, surelJ it is much more so for us in our
present situation. That state, as was justly observed, is a
most powerful and respectable one. Had she held out, it
would have been a sul!iect of most serious alarm. But she
thought the risk of losing the union altogether too dangerous
to oe incurred. She did not then know of the ratification of
New Hampshire. If she thought it necessary to adopt, when
only eight states had ratified, is it not much more necessary
for us after the ratification by ten? I do not say that we
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ought servilely to imitate any example. But I may say, that
the examples of wise men and intelligent nations are worthy
of respect i and that, in general, we may be much safer in
following than in departing from them. In my opinion, as
many of the amendments proposed are similar to amendmellts recommended not only by Virginia, but by other states,
there is great probability of their being obtained. All the
amendments proposed, undoubtedly, will not be, nor I thin},.
ought to be i but such as tend to secure more effectually thE'
liberties of the people against an abuse of t.he powers granted
in all human probability, will; for in such amendments all
the states are equally interested. The probability of such
amendments being obtained is extremely great; for though
three states ratified the Constitution unanimously, there has
been a considerable opposition in the other states. In New
Hampshire, the majority was small. In Massachusetts, there
was a strong opposition. In Connecticut, the opposition was
about oue third: so it was in Pennsylvania. III Maryland,
the minority was small, but very respectable. In Virginia,
they had little more than a bare majority. There was a
powerful minority in South Carolina. Can any man pretend to say that, thus circumstanced, the states would disapprove of amendments calculated to give satisfaction to the
people at large? There is a very great ptobability, if not an
absolute certainty, that amendments will be obtained. The
interest of North Carolina would add greatly to the scale in
their favor. If we do not accede, we may illjure the states
who wish for amendments, by withdrawing ourselves from
their assistance. We are not, at any event, in a condition
to stand alone. God forbid we should be a moment separated from our sister states! If we are, we shall be in great
danger of a separation forever. I trust every gentleman will
pause before he contributes to so awful an event.
We have been happy in our connection with the other
states. Our freedom, independence, every thing dear to us,
has been derived from that union we are now going rashly
to dissolve. If we are to be separated, let every gentleman
well weigh the ground he stands on before he votes for the
separation. Let him not have to reproach himself, hereafter,
that he voted without due consideration for a measure that
proved the destruction of his country.
Mr. Iledell then observed that there were insinuations
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thrown OOl, against those who favored the Constitution,
that they had a view of getting offices and emoluments. He
said, he hoped no man thought him so wicked as to sacrifice
the interest of his country to private views. He dt'clared, ill
the most solemn manner, the insinuation was unjust and i1Jfounded as to himself. He belie~"ed it was so with respect
to the rest. The interest and happiness of his coulltry solely
governed him on that oc("l'Ision. He could appeal to some
members in the house, and particularly to those who knew
him in the lower part of the country, that bis disposition had
never been pecuniary, and that he had never aspired to
offices. At the bt'ginIlin~ of the revolution, he said, he held
olle of the best offices in the state undf'r the crOWl) - an
office on which he dt'pellded for his support. His relations
were ill Great Britain; yet, though thus circumstHnced, so
far was he from being influf'nced by pf'cuoiary motivf's, or
emoluments of office, that, as soon as his situation would admit of it, he did not ht~sitate a moment to join the opposition
to Great Britain; nor would the richf'st office of Amerira
have tempted him to adhere to that ulljust cause of the Brit
ish government. He apologized for taking up the time of
the committt'e; but he observed, that reflections of that kind
were considered as having applied, unless they were taken
notice of. He attributed no unworthy motive. to any gen
tJeman in the house. He believed most of them wished to
pursue the interest of their eountry according to their own
ideas of it. He hoped other gentlemen would be equally
liberal.
Mr. WILLIE JONES observf'd, that he assigllt'd unworthy motives to no one. He thought a gentleman had insinuated that the opposition all acted from base moth"es. He
was well assured that their motives were as good as those of
the other party, and he thought he had a right to retort by
showing that selfish views might influence as well on one
side as the other. He intended, however, no particular reflection on those two gentlemen who had applied the observation to themselves - for whom, he said, he had the highest
respect, and was sorry he had made the observation, a.'J it
had given them pain. But if they were conscious that the
observation did 110t apply to them, they ought not to be of·
fended at it. He then explained the nature of the resolutions
he proposed; and the plain question was, whether they
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should adopt them or not. He was not afraid that North
Carolina would not be admitted at any time ht'mafter
Maryland, he said, had not confedt>rated for many years with
the other states; yet she was considered in the mean time
as a mcm bt'r of the U nioll, was allowed as such to send her
proportion of men and mOlley, and was at length admitted
into the confederacy, in 1781. This, he said, showl'd how
the adopting states would act on the prest'nt occasion.
North Carolina might come into the Union when she
pleased.
Gov. JOHNSTON made some observations as to the particular case of Maryland, but in too low a voice to be distinctly heard.
Mr. BLOODWORTH observed, that the first convention
which met to consult on the necessary alterations of the Confederation, so as to make it efficient, and put the commerce
of the United States on a better footing, not consisting of a
sufficient number from the diffpcent states, so as to authorize
them to proceed, rt'turned without effecting any thing; but
proposed that another convention should be called, to have
more extensive powers to alter and amend the COllfedera.
tion. This proposition of th3t convention was warmly opposed in Congress. Mr. King, from Massachusetts, insIsted
on the impropriety of the measure, and that the existing
system ought to stand as it was. His arguments, he said,
were, that it might destroy the Confeder3tion to propose alterations; that the unanimous consent of all the states was
necessary to introduce those alterations, which could not possibly be obtained; and that it would, thereforp, be in vain to
attempt it. He wondered how gentlenwll came to entertain different opinions now. He dedared he had listened
with attention to the arguments of the gpntlemen on the
other side, and had endeavored to remove every kind of hias
from his mind; yet he had heard nothing of sufficient weight
to induce him to alter his opinion. He was sorry that there
was any division on that important occasion, and wished they
could all go hand in hand.
As to the disadvantages of a temporary exclusion from the
Union, he thought them trifting. He asked if a few political advantages could be put in competition with our liberties. Gentlemen said that amendments would probably
be obtained. Hn thought their arguments and reasons wen'
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not f.() sure a method to obtain them as withholding their
consent would he. He could not conceive that the adopting
states would take any measures to keep this state out of the
Union. If a right view were taken of the subject, he said
they could not be blamed in staying out of the Union till
amendments were obtained. The compact between the
states was violated by the other states, and not by North
Carolina. Would the violating party blame the upright
party? This determination would correspond with the opinion of the gentleman who had written from France on the
subject. He would lay stress on no man's opinion, but the
opinion of that gentleman was very respectable.
Mr. DAVIE. Mr. Chairman, it is said that there is a
great majority against the Constitution, and in favor of the
gentleman's proposition. The ol~ect of the majority, J snprose, is to pursue the most probable method of obtaining
amendments. The honorable gentleman from Halifax has
said this is the most eligible method of obtaining them. My
1>pinion is the very reverse. Let us weigh the probability
of both modes proposed, and determine with candor which
is the safest and surest method of ohtaining the wished-for
alterations. The honorablt' gentleman from Anson has said
that our conduct in adhering to these resolutions would be
modest. What is his idea or definition of modesty? The
term must be very equivocal. So far from being modest, it
appears to me to be no less than an arrogant, dictatorial
proposal of a constitution to the United States of America.
We shall be no part of that confederacy, and Jet aUt'mpt to
dictate tG one of the most powt'rful confederacies in the
world. It is also said to be most agreeable to prudence. If
our real object be amendments, every man must agree that
the most likely means of obtaining them arc the most prudent.
Four of the lOost respectable states have adopted the Constitution, and recommended amendments. New York, (if she rf'fuses to adopt,) Rhode Island, and North Carolina, will he the
only states out of the Union. But if these three were added,
they would compose a majority in favor of amendments, and
might. by various means, compel the other states into the
measure. It must be granted that there is no way of obtaining amendments but the mode prescribf'd in the Constitution; two thirds of the legislatures of the states in the
confederacy may require Congress to call a convention to
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propose amendments, or the same proportion of both house&
may propose them. It will then be of no consequencp that
we stand out and propose amendments. Without adoption
we are not a member of the confederacy, and, possessing no
federal rights, can neither make any proposition nor require
Congress to call a convention.
.
Is it not clear, however strange it may be, that we are
withholding ollr weight from those states who are of our own
opinion, and by a perverse obstinacy obstructing the ver}
measure we wish to promote? If two thirds of hoth houses
are necessary to send forward amendm€'nts to thp states,
would it not be prudent that. we should be there, and add
our vote to the number of those states who are of the same
sentiment? The honorable member from Anson has likened
this business to a copartnership, comparing small things to
great. The comparison is only just in one rpspect: the
dictatorial proposal of North Carolina to the American confederacy is like a beggarly bankrupt addressing an opulent
company of merchants, and arrogantly telling th~m, "I wish
to be in copartnership with you, but the terms must be such
as I please." What has North Carolina to put into the stock
with the other states? Have we not felt our poverty?
What was the language of Congress on their last requisition
on this state? Surely gentlemen must remember the painful terms in whir-h our delinquency was trf'ated. The gentleman has also said that we shall still be a part of the
Union, and if we be separated, it is not our fault. This is
an obvious solecism. It is our own fault, sir, and the direct
consequence of the means we are now pursuing. North
Carolina stands foremost in the point of delinquency, and
has repeatedly violated thp. Confederation. The condllct of
this state has been among the principal causes whieh producf'd this revolution in our federal government. The honorable gentlem'lO h:ls also added, "th<lt it was a rule in law that
the same solp.mnities were necessary to annul, which were
neceSS:lrv to create or est<lhlish, a compact; and that, <lS thirteen states created, so thirteen states must concur in the
dissolution of the Confederation." - This may be talking
like a lawyer or a judge, bllt it is very unlike a politician.
A IJnjority is the rule of repllblican decisions. It wa!! the
voi\..e of a majority of the people of America that gave that
system validity, and the same authority can and wiII annul
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it at anJ time. Every man of common sense knows that
political power is political ,·ight. Lawyers may cavil and
quibble about the nect'ssity of unanimity, but the true principle is otherwise. In every republican community, the
majority binds the minority; and whether confederated or separated, the principle will equally apply. We have no right
to come into the Union until we exercise the right of deciding on the question referred to us. Adoption places us in
the Union - rejection extinguishes the right forever. The
scheme proposed by these gentlemen will certainly be considered as an absolute rejection; it may amuse the people,
and answer a purpose here, but will not answer any purpose

there.
The honorable gentleman from Halifax asserts, "We may
come in when we please." The gentleman from New
Hanover, on the same side of the qUt'stion, endt'avored to
'alarm and frighten tis about the dangerous influenee of the
Eastern States. If he deserves any credit, can we t'xpect
they will let us into the Union, until they have accomplished
their particular views, and then but on the most disadvantageous terms? Commercial regulations will be one of the
great olVects of the first session of Congress, in whieh our
interests will be totally neglected. Every man must be convinced of the importance of the first acts and regulations,
as they will probably give a tone to the policy of ages yet to
come; and this scheme will add greatly to the influence of
the Eastern Statt's, and proportionably diminish the power
and interests of the Southern States.
The gentleman says he has a pr~iect in his pocket, which,
he ri!>ks his lifl', will induce the other states to gi\:e us a share
of the general impost. I am fully satisfied, sir, this pr~iect
will not answer the purpose, and the forfeiture of his life will
be no compensation for irretrievable public loss. Every
man who knows the resources of OIlT commerce, and our
situation, will be clearly cOD\1nced that the pr~ject cannot
succeed. The whole produce of our duties, both by land and
water, is vcry trifling. For several years past, it has not f'Xceeded £ 10,000 of our own paper money. It will not be
mor~ - probably Ipss- if we were out of the Union. The
whole proportion of this state of the public debts, except this
mere pittance, must be raised from the people by direct and
immediate taxation.
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But the fact is, sir, it cannot be raised, because It cannot
be paid; and without sharing in the general impost, we shall
never diRCbarge our quota of the federal debt. What does
be offer tbe other states? The poor pittance I have mentioned. Can we suppose Congress 80 lost to every sense of
duty, interest, and justice? Would their constituents permit
them to put their hands into their pockets to pay our debt., ?
We have no equivalent to give them for it. As several
powerful states have proposed amendments, they will, no
doubt, be supported with zeal and perseverance, so that it is
not probable that the o~ect of amendments will be lost.
We may struggle on for a few years, and render ourselves
wretched and contemptible; but we must at last come into
the Union on their terms, howtwer humiliating they may be.
The projeet on the table is little better than an absolute rejection, and is neither rational nor politic, as it cannot promote the end proposed.
Mr. LOCKE, in reply to Mr. Davie, expressed some apprehensions that the Constitution, if adopted as it then stood,
would render the people poor and miserable. He thought it
would be very productive of expenses. The advantages of
the impost he considered as of little consequence, as he
thought all the monc>y raised that way, and more, would be
swept away hy courtly parade - the emoluments of the President, and other members of the government, the Supreme
Court, &c. These expenses would double the impost, in
his opinion. They would rendt>r. the states bankrupt.
The imposts, he imagined, would be inconsiderable. The
people of America began to import less fort>ign frippery.
Every wise planter was fond of home manufacture. The
Northern States mlnufdctured considerably, and he thought
manufactures would increase daily. He thought a previolls
ratification dangerous. The worst that could happen would
i>t>, that we shonld be thrown out of the Union. He would
rather that should be the case, than embrace a tyrannical
government, and give away our rights and privileges. He
was therefore determined to -vote for the r{'solutions of the
gentleman from Halifax.
Mr. SPENCER observed that, if the conduct of North
Carolina would he immodest and dictatorial in proposing
amendments, and if it was proposing a constitution to the
other states, he was sure the other states, who had proposed
the same amendments, were equally guilty of immodesty and
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dictating a constitution to the other states; the only difference being, that this state does not adopt previously. The
gentleman had objections to his legal maxims, and said they
were not politic. He would be extremely sorry, he said, if
the maxims of justice should not take place in politics.
Were this to be the case, there could be no faith put in any
compact. He thought the comparison of the state to a beggar was a degradation of it, and insisted on the proprif'ty of
his own comparison, which he thought ob,,·ious to anyone.
He acknowledged that an exclusion from the Union would
be a most unhappy circumstance; but he had no idea that
it would be the case. As this mode of proceeding would
hastf>n the amendments, he could not but vote for it.
Mr. JONES defined the word modesty by contrasting it
with its antagonist, impudence. The gentleman found fault
with the observation, that this was thf' most decent and best
'way of obtaining amendments. If gentlemen would propose
a more eligible method, he would consent to that. He said
the gentleman had reviled the state by his comparison, and
must have hurt the feelings of every gentleman in the house.
He had no apprehension that the other states would refuse
to admit them into the Union, when they thought propf>r to
come in. It was their interest to admit them. He asked
if a beggar would refuse a boon, though it werf> hut a shilling;
or if twelve mt'n, struggling under a heavy load, would refuse
the assistante of a thirwenth man.
A desultory conversation now took placf'.
Mr. DAVIE hoped they would not take up the whole
collectively, but that the proposed amendments would be
considt'red olle by one. Some other gentlemen expressed
the same desire.
Many other gentlemen thought the resolution very proper as it stood.
The question being put, the resolution was agreE'd to by a great majority of thp. committee.
It was then resolved that the committee should rise. Mr. PresidE'nt
resumed thE' chair, and !'fir. Kenan reported, from the committee of the
whole Convention, that the committee had again had the Constitution
proposed for the future government of the United State!' under consideration, and had comE' to a resolution thereupon; which he read in his
place, and afterwards delivered in at the clerk's table.
Ordered, That the said report lie on thp. table until to-morrow mornIng, {) o'clock; to which time the house adjourned.
FRIDAY,

August I, 1788

The Convention met according to adjournment.
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Mr. IREDELL. Mr. President: I believe, sir, all debate is now at an end. It is useless to contend any longer
against a mll;jority that is irresistible. We submit, with ~he
deference that becomes us, to the decision of a majority; but
my friends and myself are anxious that something mayapear on the Journal to show our sentiments on the subject.
have therefore a resolution in my hand to offer, not with a
view of creating any debate, (for I know it will be insta.utiy
rejected,) but merely that it Dlay be entered on the Journal,
with the yeas and nays taken upon it, in order that our constituents and the world may know what our opinions really
Were on this important occasion. We prefer this to the
exceptionable mode of a protest, which might increase the
spirit of party animosity among the people of this country,
which is an event we wish to prevent, jf possible. I therefore, sir, have the hOllor of moving-

f

"That the conSIderation of the report of the committee be postponed,
in order to take up the consideration of the following resolution."

Mr. IREDELL then read the rt'solution in his place, and
afterwards delivered it in at the clerk's table, and his motion
was seconded by Mr. JOHN SKINNER.
Mr. JOSEPH M'DOWALL, and several other gentlf'
men, most strongly ohjected against the propriety of this
motion. They thought it improper, unprecedented, and a
great ('ontempt of the voice of the majority.
Mr. IREDELL replied, that he thought it perfectly regular, and hy no means a contempt of the majority. The sole
intf'ntion of it was to show the opinion of the minority,
which could not, in any other manner, be so properly dOlle.
They wishf'd to justify themselves to their constituents, and
the people at large would judge between the mE'fits of the
two propositions. They wished also to avoid, if possible, the
disagreeable alternative of a protest. This being the first
time he ever had the honor of being a member of a representative body, he did not solely confide in his own judgment, as to the proper manner of bringing his resolution
forward, but had consultt>d a very respectable and experienced member of that house, who recommended this method
to him; and he well knew it was conformable to a frequent
prac:tice in Congress, as he had observed by their Journals.
Each member had an ..qual right to make a motion, and if
second ..d, a vote ought to be taken upon it; and he trusted
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the majority would not he so arbitrary as to prevent them from
taking this method to delivel' their sentiments to the world.
He was supported by Mr. MACLAINE and Mr.
SPAIGHT.
Mr. WILLIE JONES and Mr. SPENCER insisted on
its being irregular, and said they might protest. Mr. Jones
said, there ne\"er was an example of the kind before; that
such a practice did not prevail in Congress when he was a
member of it, and he well knew no such practice had ever
prevailed in the Assembly.
Mr. DAVIE said, he was sorry that gentlemen should not
deal fairly and liberally with one another. He declared it
was perfectly parliamentary, and the usual practice in Congress. They were in possession of the motion, and could
not get rid of it without taking a vote upon it. It was in
the nature of a previous question. He declared that nothing
'hurt his feelings so much as the blind tyranny of a dpad
majority.
After a warm discussion on this point by several gpntlemen 011 both sides of the house, it was at length intimated to
Mr. Iredell, by Mr. Spaight, across the house, that Mr. Lenoir, and some other gentlemen of the majority, wished he
would withdraw his motion for the present, on purpose that
tht' resolution of the committee might be first eutpred on
the Journal, which had not heen done; and afterwards his
motion might be renewed. Mr. Iredell declared he would
readily agree to this, if the gentleman who had seconded him
would, desiring the house to remember that he only withdrew
his motion for that reason, and hoped he should have leave
to introduce it afterwards; which seemed to be understood.
He accordingly, with the consent of Mr. Skinner, withdrew
his motion; and the resolution of the committee of the whole
house was then read, and ordered to be entered on the Journal. The resolution was accordingly read and entered, as
t()lIows, viz. : "Resolved, That a declaration of rights, asst"rting and securing trclm
flncroachment the great principles of civil and rdigious liberty, and the
unalienable rights of the people, together with amendments to the most
ambiguous and excer-tionable parts of the said Constitution of government, ought to be laid before Congress, and the convention of the states
that shall or may be called for the purpose of amending the said Constitu·
lion, f(" their consideration, previous to the ratification of the Constitulio:J Itf()resaid on the part of the state of North Carolina."

NORTH CAROLINA.
"DECLARATION OF RIGHTS.
.. 1. That there are certain natural rights, of which men, when thev
form a social compact, cannot deprive or divest their posterity, among
which are the enjoyment of life and liberty, with the means of acquiring,
possessing, and protecting property, and pursuing and obtaining happiness and safety.
"2. That all power is naturally vested in, and consequently derived
{rom, the people; that magistrates, therefore, are their trustees and agents,
and at all times amenable to them.
"3. That government ought to be instituted for the common benefit,
protection, and security, of the people; and that the doctrine of nonresistance against arbitrary power and oppression is absurd, slavish, and
destructive to the good and happiness of mankind .
.. 4. That no man or set of men are entitled to exclusive or separate
public emoluments or privileges from the community, but in consideration
of public services, whIch not being descendible, neither ought the offices
of D1a'gistrate, legislator, or judge, or any other public office, to be hereditary .
.. 5. That the legislative, executive, and judiciary powers of government should be separate and distinct, and that the members of the two
first may be restrained Crom oppression by Ceeling and participating the
public burdens: they should, at fixed periods, be reduced to a private
station, return into the mass of the people, and the vacancies be supplied
by certain and regular elections, in which all or any part of the former
members to be eligible or ineligible, as the rules of the constitution of
government and the laws shall direct.
"6. That elections of representatives in the legislature ought to be
iree and frequent, and all men having sufficient evidence of permanent
common interest with, and attachment to, the community, ought to have
the right of suffrage; and no aid, charge, tax, or fee, can be set, rated,
or levied, upon the people without their own consent, or'lhat of their representatives so elected; nor can they be bound by any law to which they
have not in like manner assented for the public good.
"7. That all power of suspending laws, or the execution of laws, by
hny authority, without the conllent of the representatives of the people
iu the legislature, is injurious to their rights, and ought not to be exercised •
.. 8. That, in all capital and criminal prosecutions, a man hath a right
to demand the cause and nature of his aeeusalion, to be confronted with
the accu!IeTs and witnesses, to call for evidence, and be allowed counsel
in his favor, and a fair and llpeedy trial by an impartial jury of his vicinage, without whose unanimous consent he cannot be found guilty, (except
in the government of the land and naval forces;) nor can he be compelled
to give evidence agllinst himself.
"9. That no freeman ought to be taken, imprisoned, or di!!!!Cized of
bis freebold, liberties, privileges, or franchise~, or outlawed or exiled, or
in any manner destroyed, or deprived of his life, liberty, or property, but
by the law of the Innd .
.. 10. That every freeman, restrained of his liberty, is entitled to a
remedy to inquire into the lawfulness thereof, and to remove the samp.
if unlawful; and that lucb remedy ought not to be denied nor delayed.
"11 That, in controversies respecting property, and in suitll belweelt
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man and r.lan, the ancient trial by jury is one of the greatest secUl itie!
to the rights of the peol,le, and ought to remain sacred and inviolable.
"12. That every freeman ought to find a certain remedy, by recourse
to the laws, for all injuries and wrongs he may receive in his perllon, property, or character; he ought to obtain right and justice freely without
sale, completely and without denial, promptly and wIthout delay; aud that
all establishment!! or regulations contravening these rights are oppressive
and unjust.
.. 13. That excessive bail ought not to be required, nor excessive fiues
iml,osed, nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted.
"14. That every freeman has a right to be secure from all unreasonable searches and seizures of his person, his papers and property; all warrants, therefore, to search suspected places, or to apprehend any suspected
person, without specIally naming or describmg the place or person, are
oangerous, and ought not to be granted.
"15. That the people have a right peaceably to assemble together, to
consult for the common good, or to instruct their representatives; and
t),at every freeman has a right to petItion or apply to the legislature for
redress of grievances .
. , 16. That the people have a right to freedom of speech, and of writ'jng and publishing their sentiments; that freedom of the press is one of
the greatest bulwarks of liberty, and ought not to be violated.
"17. That the people have a right to keep and bear arms; that a well.
regulated militia, composed of the body of the people, trained to arms, ia
the proper, natural, and safe defence of a free state; that standing armic"
in time or-peace, are dangerous to liberty, and therefore ought to be avoid.
ed, as far as the circumstances and protection of th!' community will admit; and that, in all cases, the military should be under strict subordination to, and governed hy, the civil power .
.. 113. That no soldier, in time of peace, ought to be quartered in any
house without the consent of the owner, and in time of war, ill such man·
ner only as the laws direct.
"19. That any person religiously IIcrupulou, of bearing IIrms ought 10
be exempted, upon payment of an equivalent to employ another to bear
arms in his stead.
"20. That religion, or the duty which we owe to ollr Creator, and the
manner of discharging it, can be directed only by reason and convirtion,
not by force or violence; and therefore all men have an equal, natural,
and unalienable right to the free exercise of religion, according to the
dictates of conscience; and that no particular religiou!l sect or so.·iely
ought to be favored or established by law in preference to others."
.. AMENDMENTS TO THE CONSTITUTION .
•• l. That each state in the Union shall respectively retain every power,
jurisdiction, and right, which is not by this Constitution delegated to the
Congress of the United States, or to the departments of II-e federal gOY.
ernment.
.. 2. That there shall be one representative ft.r every thirty thou~ano,
according to the enumerlltiOlJ or censlls mentioned in the Constitntion,
until the who~e number of represenhlive!l amount!! to two hundred; after
which that number shall be contilllled or increased as Congrr.ss shall di.
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rect, upou the principles fixed in the Constitution, by apportioning the
representatives of eacb state to aome greater number of the people, from
time to time, as tbe population increases.
.. 3. Wben Congress sball lay direct taxes or excises, they shall immediately inform tbe executive power of each atate of the quota of such state,
aecording to tbe census herein directed, which is proposed to be thereby
raised; and if the legislature of any state shall pass any law which shall
be effectual for raising such quota at the time required by Congress, the
taxes and excises laid by Congress shall not he collected ill such state.
u 4. That the members of the Senate and House of Representatives
shall be ineligible to, and incapable of holding, any civil office under the
authority of the United States, during the time for which they shall respectively be elected.
"5. Thatthe Journals of the proceedings of the Senate and House of
Representatives shall be published at least once iu every year, except such
parts thereof relating to treaties, alliancd, or military operations, as in
their judgment require secrecy.
.. 6. That a regular statement and account of receipts and expenditures
of all public moneys shall be published at least once in every year.
"7. That no commercial treaty shall be ratified without the concurrence of two thirds of the whole number of the members of the Senate.
And no treaty, ceding, contracting, restraining, or suspending, the territorial rights or claims of the United States, or any of them, or their, or
any of their, rights or claims of fishing in the American seas, or navigating
the American rivers, shall be made, but in cases of the most urgent and
extreme necessity; nor shall any such treaty be ratified without the concurrence of three fonrths of the whole number of the members of both
houses respectively.
"8. That no navigation law, or law regulating commerce, shall be
passed without the consent of two thirds of the members present ill both
houses.
.. 9. That no standing army or regular troops shall be raised or kept up
in time of peace, without the consent of two thirds of the members present
in both houses.
"10. That no soldier shall be enlisted for any longer term than four
years, except in time of war, and then for no longer term than the continuance of thp. war.
" 11. That each state respectively shall have the power to provide for
organizing, arming, and disciplining its own militia, whensoever Congress
shall omit or neglect to provide for the same; that the militia 8h,,11 not be
subject to mar:tial law, except when in actual service in time of war, invaston, or rebellion; and when not in the actual service of the United
Btates, shan be subjec.t only to such fines, penalties, and punishments, as
shall be directed or inflicted by the laws of its own state.
h 12. That Congress shall not declare any state to be in rebellion, witbout ~he consent of at I~ast two thirds of all the members present in both
hou.-es
.. 13. That thp exclusive power of legislation given to Congress over the
federal town and its adjacent district, and other places purchased or to
be rurchased by Congress of any of the states, sball extend only to sucb
re&·Jlations as respect the police and good ~overnment thereof.
"14. That no person shall be capable of being President of the United
IJtates for more than eight years in any term of fifteen years.
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"15. 'that the judicial power of the United States shall be vesteJ in
one Supreme Court, and in such courts of admiralty as Congress may from
time to time ordain and establish In any of the different states. The judicial power shall extend to all cases in law and equity arising under treaties made, or which shall be made, under the authority of the United States j
to ,!Il cases affecting ambassadors, other foreign ministers, aud consuls j
to all cases of admiralty and maritime jurisdiction; to controversies to
which the United States ~hall be a party; to controversies between two or
more states, Rnd between parties claiming lands under the grants of different states. In all cases affecting amba.."5ador!l, other foreign ministers, and
consuls, and those in which a state shall be a party, the Supreme Conrt
shall have original jurisdiction. In all other cases before mentioned, the
Supreme Court shall have appellate jurisdiction as to matters of law only,
except in cases of equity, aud of admiralty and maritime jurisdiction, in
which the Supreme COllrt shall have appellate jurisdiction both as to law
Rnd fact, with such exceptions, and under such regulations, lis the Congress shall make: but the judicial power of the United States shall extend
to no case where the cause of action !'hall have originated before the tat i.fication of this Constitution, except in disputes between states about their
territory, disputes between pf'rsons claiming lands under the grants of difterent stRtes, and suits for debts due to the United States.
"16. That, in criminal prosecutions, no man shall be restrained in the
exercise of the usual and accul!tomed right of challenging or excepting to
the jury.
"17. That Congress shall not alter, modify, or interfere in, the times,
places, or manner, of holding elections for senators and representatives, or
either of them, except when the legislature of any IItate shall neglect,
refuse, or be disabled, by invasion or rebellion, to prescribe the same.
"18. That those clauses wbich declare that Congress shall not exercise
certain powers he not interpreted in any manner whatsoever to extend
the power of Congress; but that they be construed either as mak ing exceptions to the IIpecified powers, where this shall be the case, or otherwise
as inserted merely for greater caution.
"]9. That the laws ascertaining the compensation of senators and repr.esentatil·es for their services, he postponed in their operation until after
the election of representatives immediately succeeding the passing thereof,
that excepted which shall first be passed on the subject.
"20. That some tribunal other than the Senate be provided for trying
impeachments of senators.
"21. That the salary of a judge shall not he increa.~l'd or diminished durIng his continuancE' in office, otherwise than by general regulations of salary,
which may take place on a revision of the subject at stated pf'riods of not
less than seven years, to commence from the time such salaries shall be
first ascertained hy Congress.
"22. That Congress erect no company of merchants with exclusive advantal!:es of commerce .
.. 23. That no treaties which shall be directly opposed to the existin~
laws of the United States in Congress assembled shall be valid until such
Jaws shall be repealed, or made conformable to such treaty; nor shall any
treaty be valid which is contradictory to the Constitution of the United
States.
.. 24. That the latter part of the 5th paragraph of the 9th section of the
1st article be altered to read thus: 'Nor shall vessels bound to a particu
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24.i

lar state be obliged to enter or pay duties in any other; nor, ,,-hen uounli
from anyone of the states, be obllgl'd to clear in another.'
.. 25. That Congress shall not, dIrectly or indirectly, either by them.
selves or through the judiciary, interfere with anyone of the states in the
redemption of paper money already emitted and now in circulation, or in
liquidatillg and dIscharging the public securities of allY one of the states.
but each and every state shall have the exclusive right of making such lawA
and regulation~, for the above purposes, as they shall think proper .
.. 26. That Congress shall nut introduce foreign troops into the United
States without the consent of two thirds of the members present of bott.
houses."

Mr. SPENCER then moved that the report of the committee be concurred with, and was seconded by Mr. J.
M'DOWALL.
Mr. IREDELL moved that the consideration of that motion he postponed, in order to take into consideration the following resolution:
[Which resolution was the same he introduced before, an~
which he afterwards, in substance, moved by way of amendment.]
This gave rise to a very warm altercation on both sides,
during which the house was in great confusion. Many gentlemen in the majority (particularly Mr. WILLIE JONES)
strongly contended against the propriety of the motion.
Several gentlemen in the minority resented, in strong terms,
the arbitrary attempt of the majority (as they termed it) to
suppress their sentiments; and Mr. S.i>AIGHT, in particular, took notice, with great indignation, of the motion made
to concur with the committee, when the gentleman from
Edenton appeared in some measure to have had the faith of
the house that he should have an opportunity to renew his
motion, which he had withdrawn at the request of some of
the majority themselves. Mr. WHITMILL HILL spoke
with great warmth, and declared that, in his opinion, if the
majority persevered in their tyrannical attempt, the minority
should secede.
Mr. WILLIE JONES still contended that the motion
was altogether irregular and improper, and mad~ a motion
calculated to show that such a motion, made and seconded
under the circumstances 'in which it had been introduced,
was not entitled to be entered on the Journal. His motion,
being st'rtmded, W'1S carried by a great m~jority. The yeas
and nay~ were moved for, and were taking, when Mr. IREDELL arose, and said he was sensible of the irregularity he
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was guilty of, and hoped he should be excuscO for it, but it
aros(' from his desire of saving the house trouble; that Mr.
Jones (he begged pardon for naming him) had proposed an
expedient to him, with which he should be perfectly satisfied, if the house approved of it, as it was indifferent to him
,"hat was the mode, if his object in substance was obtained.
The method proposed was, that the motion for concurrence
~hould be withdrawn, and his resolution should he moved by
way of an amendment. If the house, therefore, approved of
this method, and the gentlemen who had moved and sec(nded the motion would agree to withdraw it, he hoped it
would be deemed unnecessary to proceed with the yeas and
nays.
'Mr. NATHAN BRYAN said, the gentleman treated the
majority with contempt. Mr. IREDELL declared he had
no such intention; hut as the yeas and nays were taken on a
difference between both sides of the house, which he hoped
might he accommodated, he thought he might be excused
for the liberty he had taken.
Mr. SPENCER and Mr. M'DOW ALL, after some obsel'vations not distinctly heard, accordingly withdrew their
motion; and it was agreed that the yeas and nays should not
be taken, nor the motion which occasioned them entered on
the 10urnal. Mr. IREDELL then moved as follows, viz.:That the report of the committee he amended, by striking
out aJl the words of the said report except the two first, viz. :
"Resolved, That," and that the following words be inserted
in their room, viz.: - " this Convention, having fully deliberated on thp Constitution proposed for the future government of the United States of America by the Federal Convention lately held, at Philadplphia, on the 17th day of September last, and having taken into their serious and solemn
consideration the present critical situation of America, which
induces them to he of opinion that, though certain amendments to the said Constitution may be wished for, yet that
those amendments should be proposed subsequent to the ratification on the part of this state, and not previous to it:they do, therefore, 011 behalf of the statt> of North Carolina,
and the good people thereof, and by virtue of the authority
to them delegated, ratify the said Constitution on the part of
this state; and they do at the same time recommend that,
as early as possible, the following amendments to the sa~d
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Constitution may be proposed for the consIderation anJ
adoption of the several states in the Union, in one of the
modes prescribed by the 5th article thereof: " " AMENDMENTS .

.. 1. Each state in the Union shall respectively retain f!very power,
jurisdiction, and right, which is not by this Constitution delegated to the
Congress of the United States, or to the departments of the general governlllent; nor shall the said Congres8, nor any department of the said
government, exercise any act of authority over any individual in any of
tbe said states, but such as can be justified under some power particularly
given ill this Constitution; but the said Constitution shall be considered
at all times a solcmn instrument, defining the extent of their authority,
and the hmit~ of which they cannot rightfully in any instance exceed .
.. 2. There shall be one representative for every thirty thousand, a~
cording to the enumeration or census mentioned in the Constitution, until
the wllole number of representatives amounts to two hundred; after which,
that number shall be continued or increased, as Congress shall direct, upon the principles fixed in the Constitution, by apportioning the representatives of each state to some greater number of people, from time to time,
as the population increases.
"3. Each state respectively shall have the power to provide for organizing, arming, and disciplining, its own militia, whensoever Congress
shall omit or neglect to provide for the same. The militia shall not be
!1ubject to martial law, except when in actnal service in lime of war, invasion, or rebellion; and when they are not in the actual service of the
United States, they shall be subject only to such fines, penalties, and
punishments, as shall be directed or inflicted by the laws of its own
state.
"4. The Congress shall not alter, modify, or interfere in the times,
places, or manner, of holding elections for senators and representatives,
or either of them, except when the legislature of any state shall neglect,
refuse, or be disabled by invasion or rebellion, to prescribe the same .
.. 5. The laws ascertaining the compensation of senators and representatives, for their service!!, shall be postponed in their operation until after
the election of representatives immediately succeeding the passing thereof; that excepted which shall first be passed on the subject .
.. 6. Instead of the following words in the 9th section of the 1st article, viz., 'Nor shall vessels bound to or from one state be obliged to
entf!f, clear, or pay quties, in another,' [the meaning of which is by many
deemed not sufficiently explicit,] it is proposed that the following ahall
be substituted: • No vessel bound to one state shall be obliged to enter
or pay duties, to which such vt'ssel may be liable at any port of entry, in
any other state than that to which such vessel is bound; nor shall any
vessel bound from one state be obliged to clear, or pay duties to which
such vessel shall be liable at any port of clearance, in any other state than
that from which such vessel is bound.' "

He was seconded by Mr. JOHN SKINNER.
TAP ,~uestion was then put, "Will the Convention adopt
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that amendment or not?" 'and it was negatived; whereIlpon 1\1r. IREDELL moved that the yeas and nays should
be taken, and he was seconded by Mr.. STEELE. Thev
were accordingly taken, and were as follows: YEAS.
Hia excellency, SAMUEL JOH~STOli, Pruuirnt.
Messrs. Ja's Iredell, Edmund Blount,
Thomas Hunter,
Thomas Hervey,
Chou;an.
Gatts.
ArchIbald Maclaine,
John Skinner.
Henry Abbot,.
Nathan Keas,
Thomas 'V yns,
Samut>1 Harrel.
Abraham Jon...,
John G. Blount,
Isaac Grl.'gory,
Jos<"ph Leech,
Peter Dauge,
John Eborn .. ,
Wm BTldgps,
Thomas Alderson,
John Johnson,
Jame. Jasper,
Wm. Burd,'n,
Charles Grandy,
Calf'b
Forman,
Enoch
Sawyer,
Edmund Blount.
Andrew Ollv .."
Goodwin Elliston,
George Lucas,
Seth Hovey,
Tyrel.
Chari... M' Dowall, John Willis,
John Sloan,
Simeon Spruil.
John Moor..,
RIchard D. Spaight, John Cade,
DaVId Tanner,
W,lliam J Dawson, Elias Barnes,
WhitmIll Hill,
'Villiarn .M aelaine,
James Porterfit>ld,
Neil Brown,
Nathan Ma\'o,
Benjamm SmIth,
\V m. Barry Grove, James Winchester, Willi~m Slad.. ,
John Sltl[r.. dves.
Wilham Stokes,
William M'K~nzie, Nathani .. l Allen,
George Elliott,
Tholilas Stewart,
Rob.. rt Erwin,
}V allis Styron,
Tholll~s Owen,
John Lane,
Will,am Shepperd, Josiah Collins,
G ..or"'p \Vyns.
Thomas Hin... ,
Thomas Reading,
Corterd.
Da.vid Pt'rkins.
Edw~rd Everagain, Joseph Ferebee,
Nathaniel Jones,
Jam ..s Philips,
Enoch Rolf...
John Steele,
Wm. Fert'bee,
John Humphreys,
Devotion Davis,
William R. Davie,
Wrn. Baker,
MIchael Payne,
William Skinner,
Joseph Reddick,
Charles Johnston,
Abner N.. ale.
Stephen Cabarrus,
James Gregory,
Joshua Skmncr.
84
NAYS.
Me.ln. Willie Jones,
Samu.. l Spencer,
Lewis LaDler,
Thomas 'Vade,
Daniel Gould,
James Bonner,
Alexius :\1. Foster,
Lew,s Dupree,
Tl)omus Brown,
Jame. Greenlee,
Joseph M'DowaJl,
Robert Miller,
Benjamin Williams,
Richard Nixon,
Thomas Armstrong,
Ale.x. M'AIIi.ter,
Robert Dickens,
George Roberta,
John Womack,
Ambrose Ram.ey,
James Anderson,
Jos. Stewart,
Wm. Vestal,
Thomas Evana,
ThollllL8 Hudiman,
Robert Weakly,
Wm. Donnelson,
Wm. DobillJl,
Robert Digg.,
Bythel Bell~
EIUob. Battle,

W m. Fort,
Etheld. Gray,
Wm. Lancaster,
Thomas Sherrod,
John Norward,
Sterlmg Dupree,
Robert "Williams,
RIchard Moye,
Arthur Forbes,
David Caldwell,
Wm. Goudy,
Daniel Gillespie,
John Anderson,
John Hamilton,
Thomas Person,
Joseph Taylor,
Thornton Yancey,
Howell LeWIS, Jun.,
E. Miteh.ll,
George Moore,
George Ledbetter,
W m. Porter,
Zebedee Wood,
Edmund Waddell,
Jam ... Galloway,
J. Regan,
Joseph Winston,
James Gains,
Chari... M'Annelly,
Abaalom BOIuck,
John Scott,

John Dunkin,
David Dodd,
Curtis Iv"y,
LeWIS Holm...,
Richard Clinton,
H. Holmes,
Robert Ali.on,
Jam('s Stewart,
John T,pton,
John Macon,
Thomas Christrnass,
H. Monfort,
Wm. Taylor,
James Hanley,
Britain Saund......,
Wm. Lenoir,
R.An.. n,
John Brown,
J08l'ph H .. rndon,
Jam ..s Fletcher,
Lemuel Burkit,
Wm,Lilll".
Thomas King,
Nathan Bryan,
John H. Bryan,
Edward Whitty,
Robert Alexander,
James Johnson,
John Cox,
John Carrel,
Cornelius Doud,

Thomas Tysol1,
W. Martin,
Thomaa Hunter
M"r/;n.
John GrahlHIl,
Wm. Loftm,
Wm. Kmdal,
Thomaa Ussery,
Thoma. Butler,
John Bentford,
James Vaughan,
Robert P ..ebles,
James Vinson,
Wm. S. Marnes,
How ..n Ellin.
R ..dman Bunn,
John Bonds,
David Pridgen,
Danlt'l yilt....
Thomas Johnston,
John Spic..r,
A Tatom,
Alex. Mebane,
Wm. Mebane,
Wm. M'(;auley,
Wm. Sherperd,
Orang•.
Jonathan LlDley,
W)att Hawkin.,
James Payne,
John Gravel,
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John Blair,
J,*,ph Tipton,
Wm. Bethell,
Abraham Phillipe,
John May, _
.
Charles Galloway,
Jamee Boswell,
John l\-(,Allister,
David Looney,
John Sharpe,
Joaeph Gaitier,
John A. Campbell,
John r. Williams,
W m. Marshall,
Charles Robertson,
James Gilleepie,

Charles Ward,
WID. Randal,
Frederick Harget,
Ricbard M'Kinnie,
John Cain.,
Jacob Leonard,
Tbomu Carson,
Richard SinglelDn,
James Wbita,de,
Caleb Pbifer,
Zachiaa Wilson,
Joseph Dougl...,
Thorn ... Dougan,
James Kenan,
John Jones,
Egbert Haywood,

Wm. Wootten,
John Branch,
Henry Hill,
Andrew Bass,
Joseph Boon,
Wm. Farmer,
John Bryan,
Edward William.,
Francis Oliver,
Matthew Brooks,
Griffith Rutherford,
Geo H Barringer,
Tilllo. Bloodworth,
Everet Pearce,
Asahel Rawlins,
James Wilson.
SATURDU,

James Roddy,
Samuel Cain,
B. CovinFon,
J. M'Dowall, Jun.
Durham HIli,
Jas Bloodworth,
Joel Lane,
James Hinton,
ThoIDIl8 Devane,
James Brandon,
Wm. Dickson,
Burw.. l1 Mooring,
Matthew Locke,
Stok..ly Don.. lson.
184.

August 2, liSS.

The Convention met according to adjoumment.
The report of the committee of the whole Convention,
according to order, was taken up and read in the same
words as on yesterday; when it was moved by Mr. PERSON, and seconded by Mr. 'MACON, that the Convention
do concur therewith, which was objected to by Mr. A.
MACLAINE.
The question being put, "Will the Convention concur
with the report of the committee of the whole convention,
or not?" it was carried in the affirmative; whereupon Mr.
DAVIE moved for the yeas and nays, and was seconded by
Mr. CABARRUS. They were accordingly taken; and
those who voted yesterday against the amendment, voted
for concurring with the report of the committee: those who
voted in favor of the amendment, now voted against a concurrence with the report.
On motion of Mr. WILLIE JONES, and seconded by
Mr. JAMES GALLOWAY, the following resolution wa~
adopted by a large majority, viz.:"'Vhereas this Convention has thought proper neither to ratify nor
reject the Constitution proposed for the government of the United State".
and as Congress will proceed to act under the said Constitution, ten
states having ratified the same, and probably lay an impost on goods imported into the said ratifying states, "ResollJed, That it be re-commended to the legislature of this state.
that whenever Congrtllls shall pass a law for collecting an impost in the
states aforesaid, this state enact a law for collecting a similar impost on
goods imported into this state, and appropriate the money arising therefrom to the use of Congress."

On the motion made by Mr. WILLIE JONES, and
seconded by Mr. JAMES GALLOWAY,-
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Ruolv,d, unanimously, That it be recommended to the General b
sembly to take effectual measures for the r.edemption of the paper currency.
as speedily as may be, consistent with the situation and circumatanCOl of
the people of this state."

On a motion made by Mr. WILLIE JONES, and seconded by Mr. JAMES GALLOWAY,"Resolved, unanimously, That the honorable the president be requested
to transmit to Congress, and to the executives of New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, South Carolina, and Georgia, a copy
of the resolution of the committee of the whole Convention on the subject
of the Constitution proposed for the government of the United StateN, concurred with by this Convention, together with a copy of the resolutions on
the subject of impost and paper money."

The Convention afterwards proceeded to the busmess of
fixing the seat of government, and on Monday, the 4th of
August, adjourned sine die.
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LEGISLATURE A.ND IN CONVENTION
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STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA,
011 Tall

ADOPTION OF THE FEDERAL CONSTITUTION.

HOUlIl!I OF REPRESENTATIVES. IN THE LEGISLATURS.
WEDNEIIDAY, January 16, 17~.
READ the proposed Federal Constitution, after which the house resolved
itself into a committee of thf' whole. Hon. THOMA.S BEE in the
chair.

Hon. CHARLES PINCKNEY (one of the delegates of
the Federal Convention) rose in his place, and said that,
although the principles and expediency of the measures proposed by the late Convention will come more properly IOto
discussion before another body, yet, as their appointment
originated with them, and the legislatures must be the instrument of submitting the plan to the opinion of tbe people, it
became a duty in their delegates to state with conciseness
the motives which induced it.
lt must be recollected that, upon the conclusion of the
definitive treaty, great inconveniences were experienced, as
resulting from the inefficacy of the Confederation. Tht>
one first and most sensibly felt was the destruction of our
commerce, occasioned by the rt".strictions of otht"r nations,
whose policy it was not in the power of the general governn~p.nt to counteract. The loss of credit, the inability in our
l..rtIzens to pay taxes, and languor of government, were, as
they ever must be, the certain consequcnct"s of the df'cay of
commerce. Frequent and unsuccessful attempts were made
by Congress to obtain the necessary powers. The states.
too, individually attempted, by navigation acts and otheJ
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commercial provisions, to remedy the evil. These, instead
of correcting, served but to increase it; their regulations interfered not only with each other, but, in almost every
instance, with treaties existing under the authority of the
Union. Hence arose the necessity of some general and
permanent system, which should at once embrace all interests, and, by placing the states upon firm and united ground,
enahle them effectually to assert their commercial rights. Sensible that nothing but a ('oncert of measures could effect this,
Virginia proposed a meeting of commissioners at Annapolis,
from the legislature of each state, who should be empowt'red
to take into consideration the commerce of the Union; to
consider how far a uniform system in their commercial regulations might be necessary to their common interest; and to
report to the states such an act as, when unanimously ratified
by them, would enable Congress effectually to provide for
the same. In consequence of this, ten states appointed
delegates. By accident, or otherwise, they did not attend,
only five states being represented. The gentlemen prt'sent,
not being a majority of the Union, did not conceive it advisable to proceed; but in an address to their constituents,
which was also transmitted to the other legislatures, acquainted them with the drcumstances of their meeting; that
there appeared to them to be other and more material defects
in the federal system than merely those of commercial powers. That these, upon examination, might be f(lUUd greater
than even the acts of their appointments implied, was at
least so far probable, from the embarrassments which mark
the present state of national affairs, foreign and domestic, as
to merit, in their opinions, a deliberate and eandid discussion
in some mode which would unite the sentiments and councils
of all the states. They therefore suggested the appointment
of another convention, under more extensive powers, for the
purpose of devising such further provisions as should appear
to them necessary to render the federal government adequate
to the exigencies of the Union.
Under this recommendation the late Convention assembled; for most of the appointments had been made bdore
the recommendation of Congress was formed or known.
He thought proper concisely -to mention the manner of the
Convention's assemhling, merely to obviate an objection
which all the opposers of the federal system had used, viz.,
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that, at the time the Convention met, no opinion was entertained of their departing from the Confederation - that
merely the grant of commercial powers, and the establishment of a federal revenue, were in agitation; whereas nothing
can be more true, than that its promotf'!rs had for their object
a firm national government. Those who had seriously contemplated the subject were fully convinced that a total
change of system was necessary - that, however the repair
of the Confederation might for a time avert the incom'eniences of a dissolution, it was impossible a government of
that sort could long unite this growing and extensive country.
The} also thought that the public mind was fully prepared
for the change, and that no time could be more proper for
introducing it than the present - that the total want of government, the destruction of commerce, of public credit,
prh'ate confidence, and national character, were surely
sufficiently alarming to awaken their constituents to a true
sense of their situation.
Under these momentous impressions the Convention met,
when the first question that naturally presented itself to the
view of almost every member, although it was never formally
brought forward, was the formation of a new, or the amendment of the existing system. Whatever might have been the
opinions of a few speculative men, who either did, or pretended to, confide more in the virtue of the people than prudence warranted, Mr. Pinckney said he would venture to assert that the states were unanimous in preferring a change.
They wist'ly considered that, though the Confederation
might .possess the great outlines of a general government, yet
that it was, in fact, nothing more than a federal union; or,
strictly speaking, a league founded in paternal and persuasive
principles, with nothing permanent and coercive in its construction, where the members might, or might not, comply
with their federal en~ageOlents, as they thought properthat no power existed of raising suppLies but by the rf'!quisitions or quotas on the states - that this defect had been almost fatally evinced by the experience of the states for the
last six or eight years, in which not one of them had completely complied.; but a few had even paid up their specie
proportions; others very partially; and some, he had every
reason to believe, had not to this day contributed a shilling
to the common treasury since the U Ilion was formed. He
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should not go into a detail of the conduct of tbe states, or the
unfortunate and embarrassing situation to which their inattention has reduced the Union; these ha~'e been so often
and so strongly reprp-sented by Congress, that he was sure
there could not be a member on the floor unacquainted with
them. It was sufficient to remark that the Convention saw
and felt the necessity of establishing a government upon different principles, which, instead of requiring the intervention
of thirteen different legislatures between the demand and the
compliance, should operate upon the people in the first instance.
He repeated, that the necessity of having a government
which should at once operate upon the people, and not upon
the statp-s, was conceived to be indispensable by every deJegation pres(>nt; that, however they may have differed with
respect to the quantum of power, no oltif'etion was made to
the systf'm itself. They considered it, however, highly nece:,sary that, in the establishment of a constitution possessing
extensive national authorities, a propf'r distribution of its
powers should be attended to. Sensible Qf the dangf'f of it
5ingle body, and that to stich a council th~ states ought not
to intrust important right$J thr-y eonsidered it their duty to
divide the legislature into two branches, and, by a limited
revisionary power, to mingle, in some degree, the eXf'cutivf!
in their proceedings - a provision that he was pleased to find
meets with universal approbation. The degree of weight
which each state was to have in the federal council became
a question of much agitation. The larger states contended
that no government could long exist whose principles were
founded in injustice; that one of the most serious and unanswerahle objections to the present system was the iqjustice
of its tendency in allowing each state an equal vote, notwithstanding their striking disparity. The small ones replied, and perhaps with reason, that, as the states were the
pillars lIpon which th6 geDeral government must ever rest,
their state governments must remain; that, howel'er they
may vary 10 pomt of territory or population, as political associations they were equal; that upon these tcrms they formally confederated, an~ th<\t np induoement whatsoever
should tempt them to unite upon others; that, if they did, it
would amonnt to nothing less than throwing the whole government of the Union into the hands of three or four of the
largest states.
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After mllch anxious discussion, - for, had the Convention
separated \vithout determining- upon a plan, it would have been
011 this point, - a compromise was effected, bv which it was
determined that the first branch he so chosen as to represent
in due proportion the people of the U uioo; that the Senate
should Ire the reprcsentativps of the states, where each should
have an equal \veight. Though he was at first opposed to
this eomprotnisc; yf't he was far from thinking it an injudicious one. The different branches of the legislature being
intended as checks upon each other, it appf-'ared to him they
would more effectually restrain their mutual intemperances
under this mode of representation than they would have done
if hoth houses had been so formed upon proportionahle principle~; for, let us theorize as mueh as we will, it will he impossihl.. so far to divest the majority of the federal representatives of their state views and polic)" as to induce them always to act upon truly national principles. Men do not
~asj1y' 'vean themselves of those preferences and att(lchml'nts
which cOlllHry and connection" invariably create; and it must
freqlH'ntly have happened, had the larger states acquired that
decided m,uority which a proportionahle representation would
have gi\'(m them in both houses, that state views and policy
would- have influenced their deliherations. Tht' ease with
which they would, upon all occasions, have secured a majority in the legislature, mi~ht, in times less virtuous than
the prt'sent, have operated as temptations to designing and
ambitious men to sacrifice the public good to private views.
This ~aJ1l10t he the case at present; the difTprent mode of
representation for the Senate will, as has already bf'en ob~erved, moSt effectually prevent it. The purpose of estabHshin!! diffi'rent houses of le!!islation was to introduce the influen~~ of diffi~rellt interests'-and principles; and he thought
th~H \Ve should derive, from this mode of sep:lrating the
h'~islature into two branches, those benefits which a proper
l',)lnpiir.ation of principles is capable of producing, and which
mnst, in his judgment, he greater than any evils that may
arise from their temporary dissensions.
The jndlcial he conceived to he at once the '1lost important and intricate part of the system. That a supreme federal jurisdiction was indispensable, cannot bf' denied. It is
equally true that, in order to insure the administration of
justice, it was neCt'9Sal'Y to give it all the powers, original as
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well as appellate, the Constitution has enumerated; without
it we could not expect a due observance of treaties - that
the state judiciary would confine themselves within their
roper sphere, or that general sense of justice pervade the
Inion which this part of the Constitution is intended to
introduce and protect - that much, however, would depend
upon the wisdom of the legislatures who are to organize it
- that, from the extensiveness of its powers, it may be
p.asily seen that, under a wise management, this department
might be made the keystone of the arch, the means of connecting and binding the whole together, of preserving uniformity in all the judicial proceedings of the Union - that,
in republics, much more (in time of peace) would always
depend upon the energy and iutegrity of the judicial than
on any other part of the government - that, to insure these,
extensive authorities were necessary; particularly so were
tney in a tribunal constituted as this is, whose duty it would
be not only to decide all national questions which should
arise within the Union, but to cOlltrol and keep the 'state
judicials within their proper limits whenever they shall attempt to interfere with its power.
And the executive, he said, though not constructed upon
those firm and permanent principles which he confessed
would have been pleasing to him, is still as much so as the
present temper and genius of the people will admit. Though
many objections had been made to this part of the system,
he was always at a loss to account for them. That there
can be nothing dangerous in its powers, even if he was
disposed to take undue advantages, must be easily discerned
from revit~wing them. He is commander-in-chief of the
land and naval forees of the Union, hut he can neither raise
nor suppmt forces by his own authority. He has a re\,isionary power in the making of laws; but if two thirds of both
houses afterwards agree notwithstanding his negative, the
law passes. He ('annot appoint to an office without the Senate concurs; nor can he enter into treaties, or, in short, take a
single step in his government, without their advice. He is,
also, to remain ill office but four years. He might ask, then,
From whence are the dangt'rs of the executive to proceed?
It may be said, From a combination of the executive and
the Senate, they might form a baneful aristocracy.
He had been opposed to connecting the executive and
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the Senate in the disch:uge of those duties, because thpir
union, in his opinion, destroyed that responsibility which tilt'
Constitution should, in this respect, have been careful to
establish; but he had no apprehensions of an aristocracv.
For his part, he confessed that he ever treated all fears
aristocracies or despotisms, in the federal head, as the mos'
childish chimeras that could be conceived. In a Union extensive as this is, composed of so many state governments.
and inhabited by a people characterized, as our citizens are, by
an impatience under any act which even looks like an
fringement of their rights, an invasion of them by the feder,t1
head appeared to him the most remote of all our puhlic
dangers. So far from supposing a change of this sort at all
probable, he confessed his apprehensions were of a different
kind: he rather feared that it was impossible, while the
state systems continue - and ("on tin lie they must - to construct any government upon republican principles sufficiently
energetic to extend its influence through all its parts. Near
the federal seat, its influence may have complt-te effect;
but he much doubted its efficacy in the more remote districts.
The state governments will too naturally slide into an opposition against the general one, and be easily induced to
consider themselves as rivals. They will, after a time,
resist the collection of a revenue; and if the general government is obliged to concede, in the smallest degree, on
this point, they will of course neglect their duties, and
despise its authority: a great degree of weight and energy
is necessary to enforce it; nor is any thing to be apprehended
from them. All power being immediately derived from the
people, and the state governments being the basis of the
general one, it will easily be in their power to interfere, and
to prevent its i~juring or invading their rights. Though at
first he considered some dedaration on the su~ject of trial by
jury in civil causes, and the freedom of the press, necessary,
and still thinks it would have heen as well to have had it
inst'l'ted, yet he fully acquiesced ill the reasoning which was
used to show that the insertion of them was not essential.
The distinction which has been taken between the nature of
a federal and state government appeared to he conclusivethat in the former, no powers could be execllted, or assumed,
out such as were expressly delegated; that in the latter, the
Indl'finite power was given to the government, except on
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that were by express compact reserved to the
people.
Ou the subject of juries, in civil cases, the Convention
wl're anxious to make some declaration; but wht'n they reflectt:d that all courts of admiralty and appeals, twing governed in t1wir propriety by the civil law and the laws of
nations, never had, or ought to have, juries, thpy found it
impm,siblc to make au)" precise declaration upon the subject;
they therefore left it as it was, trusting that the good sense
of their constituents would ne\'er induce them to suppo!\e
t hat it could be the in terest or intention of the general government to abuse one of the most invaluable privileges a
free country can hoast; in the loss of which, themselves,
their fortunes and connections, must he so rnaterially inmlved, and to the deprivation of which, except in the cases
alluded to, the people of this country would newr submit.
'When we reflect that the exigpncies of the government
require that a general government upon other prillciple~
than the present should be established, - when we COlltemplate the difference between a federal union and a governrnent operating lIpon the people, and not upon the states,we must at Ollce see the necessity of giving to it the power
of direct taxation. Without this, it rnust be impossible for
them to raise such ~IJPplies as are necessary to disrhargt:' the
debts, or support the expenses, of the {j uion - to provide
against the comrnon dangprs, or afford that protection to its
members which they have a right to expect from the ft'deral
head. But here he hegged leave to observe that, so far from
apprehending dangel' from the exercise of this power, few or
no inconveniences are to be expected. He had not a doubt
that, except in time of war, or pressing necessity, a sufficil'nt
sum would always he raised, hy irnpost, to defray the general expf'nses. As to the power of raising troops, it was
unncct'ss,uy to rernark upon it further than merely to say,
that this is a power the ;!()vernmellt at present possesses and
exereises; a power so essential, that he should ve.'y much
doubt the good sense or information of the man that should
conceive it improper. It is guarded by a declaration that no
grants for this purpose shall be longer than two year!! at a
time. For his own part, notwithstanding all that had been
said upon this pOpular topic, he could not conceive that eith~r
the dignity of a governm(>nt could be maintained, its safety
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lOaured, or its laws administered, without a body of rf'~ular
forees to aid the magistrate in the execution of his duty.
All government is a kind of restraint. We may be told, a
free government lmposes no restraint upon the private wills
of individuati \Vhit~h does not conduce ill a greater degree to
~h~ pubh~ happiness; hut all go.vernme~lt is restraint, and
~unded III force. We are the first natIon who have ever
held a contrary opinion, or even attempted to maintain Oll{,
without it. The experiment has been made, and he trusted
there would hereafter be few men weak ~t}ough to suppose
that some regular force ought no\ ~6 be kept up, or that the
militia ever can be deJltmded upon as me support or protection of thf' UUiUll.
U~ die wholt>, he ("ould not but join those ill opinion
who nave. assened thllt this is the best government that
has eVf>.c }'~t 00011 offi'fCd to the world, and that, instead of
bel~ alMmed at its consequcnces, we should he astonishingly pieasf\d that one so perfect could have oc-en formed
from such discord:mt and unpromisin cT matt·rials. In a system founded upon republieull pr\"~i~es, where the powers
of government are pl'<)~I'\'\Y' distributed, and each confined
to a separate b.,¥lY ~)f mag'st\'acy, a greater ut'grce of force
and PUll,'gy win ahv~Js bo found necessary than en'n in a
~WlGU'chy. 'l'h'i adses from the national spirit of union be
in~ slrollgt'r in monarchies than in repuulics: it is said to be
naturally stl'On~ ill monarchies, because, in the absence both
of manners ana principles, the compelling power of the sovereign collects and draws ('VCf), thing to a point; and th(~rehy,
in all common situations, dtectllaHy supplies their place.
Bllt in free cuuntrios it is naturally weak, unless supported
bv tlublic splrit; for as, in most cast's, a full spirit of national
union will require that the sf'parate and p.lrtial views of
prlvate interest be on every occasion sacrificed to the gCllt'ral
welfare, so, when this principle prevails not, (and it will
:>oly prevail in moments of enthusiasm,) the national union
must ever be destroyed by selfi~h views and privale interest.
He said that, with respect to the Union, this can oul'y be
remedied by a strong goV\.·.·umt'llt, whieh, while it collects
its powers to a
will prevent that spirit of disunion from
which the m~t !it'rious conscqnel1('es are to be apprehended.
He ~i.d I~ve, for a moment, to examine what effect this
~ph'it of disunion must have upou us, as we may be affected
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by a fi)reign enemy. It weakens the consistency of all
public measures, so that no extensive scheme of thought can
be carried into action, if its accomplishm('nt demand any
long continuance of time. It weakens not only the consistency, but the vigor and expedition, of all public measures;
so that, while a divided people are contending about the
mea~ls of security or defence, a united enemy may surprise
and lDvade them. These are the apparent consequences of
disunion. Mr. Pinckney confessed, however, that, after all
that had been said upon the sul!iect, our Constitution was in
some measure but an experiment; nor was it possible yet to
form a just conclusion as to its practkability.
It had been an opinion long established, that a republican
form of government suiwd only the affairs-of ·a small state;
which opinion is founded in the consideration, that unless the
. people in evPrY district of the empire be admitted to a share
in the national repre~entation, the government is not to them
as a republic; that in a democratic constitution, the mechanism is too complicated, the motions too slow, for the operations of a great empire, whose defence and government
require execution and despatch in proportion to the magnitude, extent, and variety of its concerns. There was, no
doubt, weight in these reasons; but much of the objection,
he thought, would be done away by the continuance of a
federal republic, which, distributing the country into districts,
or states, of a ('ommodious extent, and leavillg to each state
its internal legislation, reserves unto a superintending gf)Vernment the adjustment of their general claims, the complete
direction of the common force and treasure of the empire.
To what limits such a republic might extend, or how fin it
is capable of u.liting the liberty of a small commonwealth
with the safety of a peaceful empire; or whether, among
coordinate powers, dissensions and jealousies would not arise,
which, for want of a common superior, might proceed to
fatal extremities, - are questions upon which he did not
recollect the example of any nation to authorize us to decide,
becau'!Ie the experiment has never been yet fairly made. We
are now about to make it upon an extellsive scale, alld under
circumstances so promising, that he considered it the fairest
experiment that had been ever made in favor of human
nature. He concluded with expressing a th')fough conviction that the firm establishment of the present system is
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better calculated to answer the great ends of public hapDines..
than any that has yet been devised.
A long debate arose on reading the ConstitutioQ in paragraphs; but, on a division, there appeared to be a majority
against it.
Hon. ROBERT BARNWELL hoped gentlemen would
confine themselves to the principles of this Con~titution
An honorable member had already given much valtMhle information as reasons that operated in the Convention, so that
they were now able to lay before their constituents the necessity of bringing forward this Constitution.
Judge PENDLETON read a paragraph in the Constitution, which says" the Senate shall have the sole power of
impeachment." In the British government, and all governments where power is given to make treaties of peace, or
declare war, there had been found necessity to annex responsibility. In England, particularly, ministers that advised
illegal measures were liable to impeachment, for adv.ising the
king. Now, if justice called for punishment of treachery
in the Senate, on account of giving bad advice, befol'e what
tribunal could they be arraigned? Not surely before their
house; that was absurd to suppose. Nor could the President be impeached for making treaties, he acting only under
advice of the Senate, without a power of negativing.
Maj. PIERCE BUTLER (olle of the delegates of the
Federal Com'elltion) was one of a committee that drew up
this clause, and would endeavor to recollect those reasons by
which they were guided. It was at first proposed to vest the
sole power of making peace or war in the Senate; but this
was objected to as inimical to the genius of a republic, by
destroyin(T the necessary balance they were anxious to preserve. Some gentlemen weTf~ inclinp.d to give this power to
the President; but it was oluected to, as throwing into his
hands the influellce of a monarch, having an opportunity of
im:olving his country in a war whenever he wished to promote h('r destTUetion. The House of Representatives was
then named; but an insurmountable o~jection was made to this
propositioll- which was, that negotiations always required
the greatest seerecJ, which could not be expected in a large
lOOy. The honorable gentleman then gave a clear, concise
opinion 011 the propriety of the proposed Constitution.
Gen. CHARLES COTESWORTH PINCKNEY (one
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of the delegates of the Federal Convention) observed, that
the honorable judge, from his great penetration, had hit upon
one of those difficult points whieh for a long time occasIOned
much debate in the Convention. Io~eed, this sul!iect appeared to be of so much magnitude, that a committee consisting of one member from each state was appointed to
consider and report upon it. His honorable friend (Major
Butler) was on the committee for this state. Some members
were for vesting the power for making treaties in the legislature; but the secreey and despatch which are so frequently
necessary in negotiations evinced the impropriety of vesting
it there. The same reason showed the impropriety of placing it solely in the House of Representatives. A few members were desirous that the President alone might possess
this power, and conteuded that it might safely be lodged
. witb him, as he was to be responsible for his conduct, and
therefore would not dare to make a treaty repugnant to tbe
interest of his country; and from his situation he was more
interested in making a good treaty than any otbe." man in
the U l~itcd States. This doctrine General Pinckney said he
could not acquiesce in. Kings, he admitted, were in general
more interested in the welfare of their coulltry than any
other individual in it, because the prosperity of tbe country
tended to increase the lustre of the crown, and a king never
could receive a sufficient compensation for the sale of his
kingdoms; for he could not enjoy in any other country so
advantageous a situation as he permanently possessed in his
OW11.
Hence kings are less liable to foreign bribery and
corruption than any other set of men, because no bribe that
could b.. given them could compensate the loss they must
necessarily sustain for injuring their dominions; indeed, he
did Jlot at present recollect allY instance of a king who had
received a bribe from a foreign power, except Charles II.,
who sold Dunkirk to Louis XIV. But the situation of a
President would be very differt'nt from that of a king: he
might withdraw himself from the United States, so that the
states could receive no advantage from his responsibility;
his office is not to he permanent, but temporary; and he
might receive a bribe which would enable him to livf. in
groater splendor in another country than his own; and when
out of office, he was no more interested in the prosperity of
Dis country than any other patriotic citizen: and in fraOlin~
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a treaty, he might perhaps show an improper partiality for
the state to which he panicuJarly belonged. The different
propositions made on this subject, the general observed, occasioned much debate. At last it was agreed to give the
President a power of proposing treaties, as he was the ostensible bead of the Union, and to vest the Senate (where each
state had an equal vojef~) with the power of agreeing or disagreei.ug to the terms proposed. This, i.1I som(~ measure,
took away their responsibility, but not totally; for, though
the Senate were to be judges on impeachl;llents, and the
members of it would not prolJably condemn a measure they
had agreed to coufirm, yet, as they were not a permanent
body, Lhey might be tried hereafter by other senators, and
condemned, if they. deserved it. On the whole, a large majority of the Convention thought this power would be more
safely lodged where they had finally vested it, than any
where else. It was a power that must necessarily be lodged
somewht're: political caution 'md republican jealousy rendered it improper for us to ,'cst it in the President alone;
the nature of negotiation, and the frequent recess of the
House of Representatives, rendered that body an improper
depository of this prerogative. The President and Senate
joined were, therefore, after much deliberation, deemed the
most eligible corps in whom we could with safety vest the
diplomatic authority of the Union.
HOIl. RAWLINS LOWNDES could not consider the
representation of two thirds in the Senate as equal to the old
Confederation, which required nine states. By this new
Constitution, a quorum in the Senate might consist only of
fourteen; two thirds of which were ten. Now. was this
any thing like a check equal to the present? Was it consistent with prud(!nce to vest so mueh power in the hands of
so small a body of men, who might supersede every existing
law in the U uion ? Here he read the 2d clause in the 6th
article of the Constitution, viz. : "This Constitution, and the
laws of the Uni1ed States which shall be made in pursuance
thereof, aud all treaties made, or which shall be made,
,mder the authority of the United States, shall be the supreme law of the land; and the judges in every state sh\lll
be bound thereby - any thing in the Constitution or laws of
allV state to the contrary notwithstanding."
Now, in thp.
!1I;tory of the known world, was there an instance of thp
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rulers of a republic being allowed to go so far? Even the
most arbitrary kings possessed nothing like it. The tyrannical Henry VIII. had power given him by Parliament to
issue proclamations that should haw the same force as laws
of the land; but this unconstitutional privilege had been
justly reprobated and exploded. The king of Frallce, though
a despotic prince, (he meant no reflection on that prince;
his opinion was very well known,) yet eould not enforce his
edicts until they had been registered in Parliament. In
England, the ministers proceed with caution in making treaties: far from being considered as legal without parliarneutarJ sanction, the preamble always stated that his majesty
would endeavor to get it ratified by his Parliament. He observed, that the clause entirely did away.the instalment law;
for, when this Constitution carne to be established, the treaty
of peace might be pleaded against the relief which that law
. afforded. The honorable gentleman commented on the extf"nsive powers given to the President, who was not, he believed, likely ever to be chosen from South Carolina or
Georgia.
Gen. CHARI.;ES COTESWORTH PINCKNEY rose
to obviate some of the objections made by the honorable
gentlf"man who sat down, and whose arguments, he thought,
were calculated ltd captandum, aud did not coincide with
that ingenuous, fair mode of reasoning he in general made
use of. The treaty could not be construed to militate against
our laws now in existence; and while we did not make, b}
law, any distinction between our citizens and foreigners.
foreigners would be content. The treaty had beell enrolled
in the prothonotary's office by the express order of the judges.
It had been a~judged, in a variety of cases, to he part of the
law of the land, and had been admitted to be so whenever it
was pleaded. If this had not been the case, and any individual state possessed a right to disrt>gard a treaty made by
Congress, no natioll would have entered into a treaty with us.
The comparison made between kings and our President
was not a proper one. Kings are, in gent'ral, hereditary, in
whose appointment the people have no voice; whereas, in the
(,lection of our President, the people have a voice, and the
state of South Carolina hath a thirteenth share in his appomtment. In the election of senators, South Carolina has an
I'!qual vote with any other state; so has Georgia; and jf we
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have a man as fit for the office of 'President this state as in
others, he did not think the being a southern man could be an
objection. More than one president of Congress had been
taken from this state. If we should not be represented in
the Senate, it would be our own fault; the mode o( voting
in that body per capita, and not by states, as formerly, would
be a strong inducement to us to keep up a full represelltation: the alteration was approved by everyone of the Convention who had been a member of Congress. He then
mentioned several instances of difficulties which he had been
informed had occurred in Congress in determining questions
of vast importance to the Union, on account of the mt'mbers
voting as states, and not individually. He did not think the
Southern States would be remiss in keeping a full representation. Experience proved that the Eastern and the SOllthern
States were most punctual in attendance. He understood
that it was the Middle ones that principally neglected this
duty.
Han. JOHN RUTLEDGE (one of the delegates of' the
Federal Convention) thought the gentleman mistaken both
as to law and fact; for every treaty was law paramount, and
must operate. [Read part of the 9th article of Confederation.] I n England, treaties are not necessarily ratified, as
was proved when the British Parliament took up the last
treaty of peace. A vote of disapprobation dispossessed Lord
Shelburne, the minister, of hi6J place; the Commons only
addressed the king for having concluded a peace; Jet this
treaty is binding in our courts and in England. In that
country, American citizens can recO\'er debts due to them
under the treaty; and in this, but for the treaty, what violences would have taken place! What security had \'iolent
tories, stealers of horses, and a number of lawless men, but a
law that we passed for recognizing the treaty? There might
have been some offenders punished; but if they had obtained
a writ of habeas corpus, no doubt they would have heen relieved. There was an obvious difference between treaties
of peace and those of commerce, because commercial treaties
frequently clashed with the laws upon that subject; so that
It was necessary to be ratified in Parliament. As a proof
thilt our present Articles of Confederation were paramount,
it was there expressed that France should enjoy certain privileges. Now, supposing any law had passed taking those
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privileges away, would not the treaty be a sufficient bar tc
any local or municipaJ laws? What sort of power is that
which leaves individuals in full power to reject or approve?
Suppose a treaty was unexpectedly concluded between two
nations at war; could individual su~jects ravage and plunder
under letters of marque and reprisal? Certainly not. The
treaty concluded, even secretly, would be a sufficient bar to
the establishment. Pray, what solid reasolls could be urged
to support gentlemen's fears that our new governors would
wish to promote measures injUl'ious to their native land?
Was it not more reasonable that, if every state in the Union
had a negative voice, a single state might be tampered with,
and defeat e·very good intention? Adverting to the objection
relative to the instalment law hr-ing dolle away, he asked,
supposing a person gave security conformable to that law,
.whether, judging from precedent, the judges would permit
any fll.rther proceedings contrary to it. He scouted the idea
that only ten members would ever be left to manage the
business of the Senate; yet, even if so, our delegates might
be part of that ten, and consequently our interest secured.
.He described difficulties experienced in Congress ill 1781
and 1782. In those times business of vast importance stood
still because nine states could not he kept together. Ha\'ing
said that the laws would stand exactly as they did before,
the chancellor asked whether gentlemen seriously could suppose that a President, who has a character at stake, would
be such a fool and knave as to join with ten others to tear
up liberty by the roots, when a full Senate were competent
to impeach him.
Hon. RALPH IZARD ga,'e a clear account of the manner _n which edicts are registered in France, which, however, were legal without that ceremony, Even the kings of
England had power to make treaties of peace or war. In
the congress held a.t Utrecht, two treaties were agrt'ed upon,
one relative to peace, the other of commerce; the latter was
not ratified, being found to clash with some laws in existence; yet the king's right to mab it was never disputed.
Mr. SPEAKER (Hon. John Julius Pringle) l4lid, that in
g.eneral be paid great deference to 'he opinions of the gentleman, (Mr. Lon-ndes,) because they Bowed from good natural
&e.-se, ml1UJfed by much reBection and experiell(·e. On this
occasion, he entirely disagreed with him. The gentleman
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appeared extremely alarmed by a phantom
bis own erf.ation - a phantom, like every other, without bOdy or sub.stance, and which will vanish as soon as touched. If the
objet:tions which we may have to other parts of the Constitu+iOll be no bettcr foullded than to this article, the Constitutioll will pass through the medium of this house, like gold
through the crucible, the purpr, and with much greater lustre.
His of~ectiollS will only serve to confirm the sentiments of those
who favor it. All the gentleman's objections may be comprised in the following compass: By the articlc, the President, with tcn senators, if only ten attend, may make
treaties to bind atl the states - that the treaties have the
force of, and indeed are paramount to, the laws of the land
- therefore, the President and Senate have a legislative
power; and then he gives scope to a great deal of dedamation on the vast danger of their having such legislative power,
and particularly that they might have a treaty which might.
thus repeal the instalment law. This is a greatt'r powt>r, he
says, than the king of France has; the king of Great Britain
has his ratified by Parliament - the treaties of the French
king mllst be registered. But he conc'eived the gentleman
was mistaken as to those treaties mane by these monarchs.
The king of France rf'gisters his edicts on some occasions, to
flcilitate the executioll, but not his treaties. The king of
Great Britain's treaties are discussed bv Parliament, not for
ratification, but to discover whether tIle ministers deserve
Cf'IlSme or approbation. The making of treaties is justly a
p:trt of their prerogative: it propt'l'Iy belongs to the exeellti,'e part of government, bc'c,mse they must be conducted
with despatch and secrecy not to be expected in largt'r assemblies. No stich dangers as the gentleman apprehends
can ensue from ,resting it with the President and Senate.
Although the treaties they m:lke may haVf~ the force of laws
whC'1l made, they have not, therelorf', legislative power. It
would be dangerous, indeed, to trust them with the power
of making laws to affect the rights of individuals; for this
might tend to the oppression of individuals, who could not
obtain redress. All the evils would, in that case, flow from
blending the legi.,lative, executive, and judicial powers.
This would violate the soundest principles of policy and goverlln1<'nt. It is not with rpgilrd to tlte flow{'r of making
treaties as of le~islati'm in !!;l'neral. The treaties will afleet
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all the individuals equally of all the states. If the President
and Senate make such as violate the fundamental laws, and
subvert the Constitution, or tend to the destruction of the
happiness and liberty of thp. states, the evils, equally oppressing all, will he removed as soon as felt, as those who are
oppressed have the power and means of redress.
Such
treaties, not being made ,with good faith, and on the broad
basis of reciprocal interest and convenience, but by treachery
and a betraying- of trust, and by exceeding the powers \\lith
which the makers were intrusted, ought to he annulled. No
nations would keep treaties thus made. I ndeed, it is too
much the practice for them to make mutual interest and <:onvenif'nce the rule of observation, or period of duration. As
for the danger of repealing the instalment law, the gentleman ha~ forgot that one article ordains that there shall be no
retrosp~ctive law.
The President and Senate will, therefore,
'hardly e\'er make a treaty that would be of this kind. After
other arguments to obviate the o~ie('tions of the honol ahle
gentleman, Mr. Speaker concluded with saying, that it was
not necessary for him to urge what further occurrf'd to him,
as he saw sc\'eral of the honorable members of the Convention preparing, whose duty it more particularly was, and
who were more able to confute the honorable gentleman ill
opposition.
Dr. DAVID RAMSAY asked if the gentleman meant us
ever to have any treaties at all. If not superior to local laws,
who will trust them? Would not the question naturally he,
" Did you mean, when you made treaties, to fulfil them?"
Establish once such a doctrine, and where will you find ambassadors? If gentlp.men had been in the situation of
receivin::?; similar information with himself, they would have
heard letters read from our ambassadors abroad, in which
loud complaints were made that America had become faithless and dishollPst. 'Was it not full time thilt such conduct
as this should he amended?
Gen. CHARLES COTESWORTH PINCKNEY rose
to mention some instances he had omitted of the trealY with
Great Britain hein::?; considered in our courts as part of the
law of the land. The judge who held the courl at Ninetysix discharged upwards of one hundred recognizances of per'ions committed for different crimes, which fell within the
meaning of this treaty. A man named Love, accused i)f
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murder, was liberated. It is true, the people, enraged at the
enormity of his conduct, hanged him soon after; but of this
the judicial power knew nothing until after its perpetration.
Another murderer was allowed to plead the treaty of peace
in bar, that h:ld conducted General Pickens's brother into
the hands of the Indians, who soon after put him to death.
Hon. RAWLINS LOWNDES desired gentlemen to consider that his antagonists were mostly gentlemen of the law,
who were capable of giving ingenious explanations to such
points as they wished to have adopted. He explained his
opinion relative to treaties to be, that no treaty concluded
(!ontrary to the express laws of the land could be valid.
The king of England, when he concluded one, did not think
himself warrantt~d to go further than to promise that he
would endeavor to induce his Parliament to sanction it.
The security of a republic is jealousy; for its ruin may be
expected from unsuspecting security. Let us not, therefore,
receive this proffered system with implicit confidence, as
carrying with it the stamp of superior perfection; rather let
us compare what we already pOSSt~SS with what we are offered f(), it. We are now under the government of a most
excellent constitution, one that had stood the test of time,
and carried us through difficulties generally supposed to IJe
insurmountable; one that bad l'aised us high in tbe eyes of
all nations, and given to us the enviaole blessings of liberty
and independence; a constitution sent like a blessing from
Heaven; yet we are impatient to l~hange it for another, that
vested power in a few men to pull down that fabric, which
we had raised at the expense of our blood. Charters ought
to be considered as sacred things. In England, an attempt
was made to alter the charter of the East India Company;
but they invoked heaven and earth in their cause; moved
]nrds, nay, even the king, in their behalf, and thus averted
the ruin with which they were threatened.
It has been said that this new government was to be considered as an experiment. He really was afraid it would
prm'e a fatal one to our peace and happiness. An expl·riment! What, risk the loss of political existence on experiment! No, sir; if we are to make experiments, rather It't
them be such as may do good, but which cannot oossibly do
any injury to us or our posterity. So far from I"aving any
expectation of success from such experiments, he sincerelv
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belie\ed that, when this new Constitution should be adopted,
the son of the Southern States would set, never to rise
aglin.
To prove this, he observed, that six of the Eastern States
formed a majority in the HOllse of Representatives. In the
enumeration he passed Rhode hland, and included Pennsylvania. Now, was it consonant with reason, with wisdom,
with policy, to suppose, in a legislature where a majority
t1f persons sat whose interests were greatly different from
ours, that we had the smallest chance of receiving adequate
advantages? Certainly not. He believed the gentlemen
tn:tt went from this state, to represent us in Convention,
possessed as much intf>grity, and stood as high in point of
character, as any gentlemen that could have been selected;
and he also believed that they had done evt'fy thing in their
,power to procure for us a proportionate share in this new
government; but the very little they had gained proved
what we may expect in future - that the interest of the
Northern States would so predominate as to divest us of any
pretensions to the title of a rt>public. In the first place, what
cause was there for jealousy of our importing negroes? Why
confine us to twenty years, or rather why limit us at all?
For his part, he thought this trade could be justified on the
principles of religion, humanity, and justice; for cprtainly to
translate a Sf't of human beings from a bad country to a
better, was fulfilling every part of these principles. But
they don't like our slavf's, becallse they have none themselves, and therefore want to exclude us from this great advantage. Why should the Southern States allow of this,
without the consent of nine states?
Judge PENDLETON observed, that only three states,
Georgia, South Carolina, and North ·Carolina, allowt>d the
importation of negroes. Virginia had a clause in her Constitution for this purpose, and Maryland, he believed, even
before the war, prohibited them.
Mr. LOWNDES continued - that we had a law prohibiting the importation of negroes for three vears. a law he
greatly approved of; hut there was no reason otrpred why
the Southern States might not find it necessary to alter their
conduct, and open their ports. Without negrops, this state
would degenerate into one of the most contemptible in the
fT nion; and he cited an expression that fell from General
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Pinckney on a former debate, that whilst there remained one
acre of swamp-land in South Carolina, he should raise his
voice against restricting the importation of negroes. Even
in granting the importation for twenty years, care had beeu
taken to make us pay for this indulgence, each negro being
liable, on importation, to pay a duty not exceeding ten dol
lars j and, in addition to this, they were liable to a capitation
tax. Negroes were our wealth, our only natural resource;
yet behold how Ollr kind friends in the north were deter
mined soon to tie up our hands, and drain us of what Wf'
had! The Eastern States drew their means of subsistence,
in a great measure, from their shipping; and, on that head,
they had been particularly eareful not to allow of any burdens: they were not to pay tonnage or duties; no, not even
the form of clearing out: all ports were free and open to
them! Why, then, call this a reciprocal bargain, whieh took
all from one party, to bestow it on the other!
Major BUTLER observed, that they were to pay five pet
cent. impost.
This, Mr. LOWNDES proved, must fall upon the consumer. They are to be the carriers; and, we beiDg the
consumers, therefore all expenses would fall upon us. A
great number of gentlemen were captivated with this ne"
Constitution, because those who were in debt would be com
pelled to pay j others pleased themseh'es with the reflection
that nOr fhore confiscation laws would be passed; but those
were small advantages, in proportion to the evils that might
he apprehended from the laws that might be passed by CongJ"Css, whenever there was a mctiority of reprtHIcntatives from
the Eastern States, who were governed by prejudices and
ideas extremely different from ours. He \vas afraid, in the
present instance, that so much partiality prevailed for this
np-w Constitution, that opposition from him wou.ld he fruitless: however, he felt so much tht: importance of the su~ject,
that he hoped the house would indulge him in a few words,
to take a view, comparatively, of the old constitutiOA and
the new one, in point of modesty. Congress, laboring under
many difficulties, asked to regulate commerce for twenty-one
years, when the power reverted i.nto the hands of those who
originally gave it j but this infallible new Constitution eased
tIS of any more trouble, for it was to f('gulate commerce ad
tnfinitum; and thus called upon us to pledge our.selves and
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posterity, forever, ill support of their measures; so when our
local legislature had dwindled down to the confined powers
of a corporation, we should he liable to taxes and eX('ise;
lIot, perhaps, payable in paper, but in spe(·ie. However,
they need not be uneasy, sim~e every thing would be managed
in future by great men; and great men, every body kfif~w~
were incapable of acting under mistake 01' prt>Judict>: they
were infallible; so that if, at any future period, we should
smart under laws which bore hard upon us, and think proper
to remonstrate, the answer would probably be, "Go: you
are totaHy incapable of managing for yourselws. Go: mind
your private affairs; trouble not yourselves with public concerns - ' Mind your business.'" The latter expression was
already the motto of some coppers in circulation, and he
thought it would soon be the style of language held out to, wards the Southern States. The honorable member apologized for going into the merits of this new Constitution,
when it was ultimately to be decided on by another tribunal; but understanding that he differed in opinion with his
constituents, who were opposed to electing any person as a
member of the Convention that did not approve of the proposed plan of government, he should not therefore have an
opportunity of expressing those sentiments which occurred
to him on considering the plan for a new federal government.
But if it was sanctioned by the people, it would have his
hearty concurrence and support. He was vel'y much, originalIy, against a dt'c1aration of independency; he also opposed
the instalment law; but when they received thE' approbation
of the people, it heeame his duty, as a good citizen, to promote their due observance.
Han. E. RUTLEDGE was astonished to hear the honorable gentleman pass such eulogium on the old Confederation,
and prefer it, as he had done, to the one before the house.
For his part, he thought that Confederation so very weak, so
very inadequate to the purposes of the Vnion. that, unless it
was materially altered, the sun of American independence
would indeed soon set - never to rise again. What could
be t'ffected for America under that highly-extolled constitution? Could it obtain security for our commerce in any
part of the world? Could it force obedi~nce to anyone
law of the V nion ? Could it obtain one shilling of money
for the disClilar~ of the most honorable obligations? The
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honorable gentleman knew it could not. Was there a single
power in Europe that would lend us a guinea on the faith
of that Confederation? or could we borrow one on the public fa'th of our own citizens? The people of America had
seen these things. they had felt the consequences of this.
feeble government, if that deserved the name of government
which had no power to enforce laws founded on solemn compact; and it was under the infiuen(:e of those feelings that
with almost one voice, they had called for a different gO\'ernment. Bllt the honorable gentleman had said that this government had carried us gloriously through the last war. Mr.
Rutledge denied the assertion. It was true we had passed
gloriously through the war while the Confederation was in
existence; but that success was not to be attributed to the
Confederation; it was to be attributed to the firm and unconquerable spirit of the people, who were determined, at the
hazard of every consequence, to oppose a submission to British government; it was to be attributed to the armaments
of an ally, and the pecuniary assistance of our friends: these
were the wings on which we were carried so triumphantly
through the war; and not this wretched Confederation, which
is unable, by universal acknowledgment, to obtain a discharge of any part of our debts in the hour of the most
perfect domestic tranquillity. What benefits, then, are to be
expected from such a constitution in the day of danger?
Without a ship, without a soldier, without a shilling in the
federal treasury, and without a nervous government to obtain
one, we hold the property that we now enjoy at the courtesy
of other power's. Was this such a tenure as was suitable to
the inclinations of our constituents? It certainly was not.
They had called upon us to change their situation, and we
should betray their interest, and our own honor, if we neglected it. But the gentleman has srlid that there were
points in this new confederation which would endanger the
rights of the people - that the President and ten senators
may make treaties, and that the balance between the states
was not sufficiently preserved - that he is for limiting the
powers of Congress, so that they shall not be able to do
any harm; for, if they have the power to do any harm,
they may. To this Mr. RlJtled~e observed, that the greatest
part of the honorable gentleman's ol~ection was founded on
an opinion that the choice of the people would fall on the
most worthless and the most negligent part of the com-
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mUDlty j but if it was to be admitted, it would go to the
withholding of all power froID all puhlic bodies. The gentleman would hal'e done well to have defined the kind of
power that could do no harm, The very idea of power included a possibility of doing harm; and if the gentleman would
show the power that could do no harm, he would at once
discover it to be a power which could do no good. To
argue against the use of a thing from the abuse of it, had
long since been exploded by all sensible people. It was
true that the PresidE'nt, with the concurrence of two thirds
of the Senate, might make treaties j and it was possi ble that
ten senators might constitute the two thirds, but it was just
within the reach of possibility, and a possibility from whence
no danger could be apprehended. If the President or the
senators abused their trust, they WE're liable to impeachment
,and punishment j and the fewer that were concerned in the
abuse of the trust, the more certain would be the punishment.
In the formation of this article, the delegates had done their
dut), fully j they had provided that two thirds of the Senate
should concur in the making of treaties. If the states should
be negligent in sending their senators, it would be their own
fault, and the injury would be theirs, not the framers of the
Constitution j but if they were not negligent, they would
have mort' than their share. Is it not astonishing that the
gentleman who is so strenuous an advocate for the powers
of the people, should distrust the people the moment that
power is' given to them, and should found his objections to
this article in the corruption of the representatives of the
people, and in the negligence of the people themselves? If
sueh objections as these have any weight, they tE'nd to the
destruction of all confidence - the withholding of all power
- the annihilation of all government. Mr. Rutledge insist
ed that we had our full share in the House of Representatives, and that the gentleman's fears of the northern interest
prevailing at all timt>s were ill-founded. The Constitution
had provided for a census of the people, and the number of
representatives was to be directed by the number of the
people in the several states j this clause was highly favorable
to the southern interest. Several of the Northern States
were already full of people: it was otherwi:;e with us; the
migrations to the south were immense, and we should, in tile
('ourse of a few years, rise high in our representation, whil-ct
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other states would keep their present position. Gentlemen
should carry their views into futurity, and not confine themselves to the narrow limits of a day, when contemplating A
subject of sueh vast importance. The gentleman had complained of the inequality of the taxes between the Northern
and Southern States; that tell dollars a head was imposed
on the importation of negroes; and that those negroe~ were
afterwards taxed. To this it was answered, that the ten
dollars per head was an equivalent to the five per cent. on
imported articles; and as to their being afterwards taxed,
the advantage is on our side, or, at least, not against us.
In the Northern States the labor is performed by white
people, in the Southern by black. All the free people (and
there are lew others) in the Northern States are to be taxed
by the new Constitution; whereas only the free people, and
two fifths of the slaves, in the Southern States, are to be
rated, in the apportioning of taxes. But the prindpal objection is, that no duties are laid on shipping; that, in fact, the
carrying trade was to be vested, in a great measure, in the
Americans; that the ship-building business was principally
carried on in the Northern StCltes. When this su~iect is
duly considered, the Southern States should he the last to
olgect to it. Mr. Rutlt·dge then went into a consideration
of the subject; after which the house adjourned.
THURSDAY,

JQ.1Iuary 17, 1788.

Gen. CHARLES COTESWORTH PINCKNEY observed, that the honorable gentleman (Mr. Lowndes) who
opposed the new Constitution had asserted that treaties made
under the old Confederation were not deemed pClramoullt to
the laws of the land, and that treaties made by thl' king of
Great Britain required the ratification of Parliameut to render them valid. The honorable gentleman is surely mistaken
in his assertion. His honorable friend (Chaneellor Rutledge) h:td clearly shown that, by the 6th, 9th, and 13th
Articles of the old Confederation, Congress have a power to
make treaties, and each state is pledged to observe them;
and it appears, from the debates of the English Parliament,
that the House of Commons did not rati~y, but actually censure, the peace made by the king of Great Britain with
America; yet the very members who censured it acknowledged it was binding on the nation. [Here the ~eneraJ
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read extracts from the parliamentary debates of the 17th and
21st of February, 1784.] Indeed, the doctrine that the king
of Great Britain may make a treaty with a foreign state,
'which shall irrevocably bind his sabjects, is asserted by the
best writers on the laws and constitution of England - particularly by Judge Blackstone, who, in the first book of his
Commentaries, (ch. 7, p. 257,) declares" that it is the king's
prerogative to make treaties, leagues, and alliances, with
foreign states and princes, and that no other power in the
kingdom can legally delay, resist, or annul them." If treaties entered into by Congress are not to be held in the same
sacred light in America, what foreign nation will have any
confidence in us? Shall we not be stigmatized as a faithless, unworthy people, if each member of the Union may,
with impunity, violate the engagements entered into by the
. federal government? Who will confide ·in us? Who will
treat with us if our practice should be conformable to this
doctrine? Have we not been deceiving all nations, by holding forth to the world, in the 9th Article of the old Confederation, that Congress may make treaties, if we, at the same
time, entertain this improper tenet, that each state may violate them? I contend that the article in the new Constitution, which says that treaties shall be paramount to the laws
of the land, is only declaratory of what treaties were, in fact,
under the old compact. They wert> as mueh the law of the
land under that Confederation, as they are under this Constitution; and we shall be unworthy to be ranked among
dvilized nations jf we do not consider treaties in this view.
Vattel, one of the best writers on the law of nations, says,
"There would be no more security, no longer any commerce
between mankind, did they not believe themselves obliged
to preserve their faith, and to keep their word. Nations,
and their conductors, ought, then, to keep their promises and
their treaties inviolable. This great truth is acknowledged
by all nations. Nothing adds so great a glory to a prince
and the nation he governs, as the reputation of an inviolable
fidelity to his engagements. By this, and their bravery, the
Swiss have rendered themselves rt'spectablt' throughoUl
Europe. This national greatness of soul is the sonrce of
immortal glory; upon it is founded the confidence of nations,
and it thus becomes a certain instrument of power and splendor." Surely this doctrine is right; it speaks to the heart,
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impresses itself on the feelings of mankind, and convmcc~
us that the tranquillity, happiness, alld prosperity, of the
human race, depend on inviolably preserving the faith of
treaties.
Burlamaqui, another writer of gre,It reputation on political law, says "that treaties are obligatory on the sl1~jects
of the powers who enter into treaties; tht·y are obligatory
as conventions lwtween the contracting powers; but they
have the force of law with respect to their sul!jects." These
are his very words: "lis ontforce de ioi a Ngard des sztjets,
con"idJres comme teis; and it is very manifest," continues
he, "that two sovereigns, who enter into a treaty, impose,
by such treaty, an obligation on their slltyects to conform to
it, and in no manner to contravene it." It is remarkable
that the words made use of by Burlamaqlli establish the doctrine, recognized by the Constitution, that treaties shall he
considered as the law of the land; and happy will it be for
America if they shall be always so considered: we shall then
avoid the disputes, the tumults, the frequent wars, we must
inevitably he engaged in, if we violate treaties. By our
treaty with France, we declare she shall have all the pl"i\rileges, in matters of commerce, with the most favOl·ed nation.
Suppose a particular state should think proper to I!rant a
particular pri,,·ilege to Holland, which she rt'fuses to France;
would not this be a violation of the treaty with France? I!
certainly would; and we in this state would be answerahk
for the consequences attending st)(~h vioLttion by another
state; for we do not pnter into treaties as separatt> states,
but as united states; and all the mt'mhers of the Union are
answerable for the breach of a trt~aty hy anyone of them.
South Carolina, therefore, considpring its situation, and the
valuablp produce it has to export, is partieuLlTly interested in
maintaining the sacredness of treaties, and the good faith with
which they should he ohserved by every member of the
Union. But the honorable gentleman complains that the
power of making treaties is vested in the President and
Senate, and thinks it is not ptaced so safely with them as
with the Congrpss under the old Confederation. Let us
examine this obiection. Bv the old Confederation, each
state had an equal vote in Congress, and no treaty could he
made without the assent of the df'legatps from nine states.
By the present Constitution, each statp sends two memhen;
It
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to tile Senate. who vote per capita; and the President has
power, with advice and consent of the Senate, to make
treaties, provided two thirds of the Senate present concur.
This inconvenience attended the old method: it was frequently difficult to obtain a representation from nine states;
and if only nine states wt're present, they must all concur
in making a treaty. A single member would frequently prevent the business from being concluded; and if he absented
himself, Congress had no power to compel his attendance.
This actually happened ",hen a treaty of importance was
about to be concluded with the Indians; and several states,
being satisfied, at particular junctures, that the nine states
present would not concur in sentiments on the subject of a
treaty, were indifferent whether their members attended or
not. Bllt now that the senators vote individually, and not
,by states, each state ",-ill be anxious to keep a full representation in the Senate; and the Senate has now power to compel the attendance of its own members. We shall thus
have no delay, and business will he conducted in a fuller
representation of the states than it hitherto has been. All
the members of the Convention, who had served in Congress, were so sensible of the advantage attending this mode
of voting, that the measure was adopted unanimously. For
my own part, J think it infinitely preferable to the old method.
So much for the manner of voting.
Now let us consider whether the power of making treaties
is not as securely placed as it was before. It was formerly
vested in Congress, who were a body constituted by the
legislaturt>s of the difft>rent states in equal proportions. At
present, it is vested in a President, who is chosen by the
people of America, and in a Senate, whose members are
chosen by the state legislatures, each legislature choosing two
members. Surely there is greater security in vesting this
power as the present Constitution has vested it, than in any
other body. Would the gentleman vest it in the President
alone? If he would, his assertion that the power we have
~ranted was as dangerous as the power vested by Parliament
in the proclamations of Henry VIII., might have been, perbaps, warranted. Would he vest it in the House of Representatives? Can secrecy be expected in sixty-five members?
The idea is absurd. Besidt>s, lheil' sessions will probably
last only two or three months in the year j therefore, on thal
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account, they would be a very unfit body for negotiation
whereas the Senate, from the smaJlness of its numbers, from
the equality of power which each state has in it, from tht'
length of time for which its members are elected, from thE"
long sessions they may have without any great inconveniency
to themselves or constituents, joined with the president, who
is the federal head of the United States, form together a
body in whom can be best and most safely vested the diplomatic power of the Union.
General Pinckney then observed, that the honorable
gentleman had not conducted his arguments with his usual
candor. He had made use of many which were not well
founded, and were only thrown out ad captandum. Why
say, upon this occasion, that every thing would, in future, be
managed by great men, and that great men could do no
wrong? Under the new Constitution, the abuse of power
was more effectually checked than under the old one. A
proper body, immediately taken from the people, and returnable to the people every second year, are to impeach those
who behave amiss, or betray their public trust; another hody,
taken from the state legislatures, are to try them. No man,
however great, is exempt from impeachment and trial. If
the representatives of the people think he ought to be impeached and tried, the President cannot pardon him; and
this great man himself, whom the honorable ~entleman pretends to be so much afraid of, as well as the Vice-President,
and all civil officers of the United States, are to he removed
from office on impeachment and cOD\'iction of treason, bribery, or other high crimes and misdemeanors. Then why
make use of arguments to occasion improper jealousies and
ill-founded fears? Why is the invidious distinction of" great
men" to he rt'iterated in the ears of the members? Is there
any thing in the Constitution which prevents the President
and senators from being taken from the poor as well as the
rich? Is there any pecuniary qualification necessary to the
holding of any office under the new Constitution? There
is not. Merit and virtue, and federal principles, are the
qualifications which will prefer a poor man to offi<!e, before
a rich man who is destitute of them. The gentleman haR
made a warm panegyric on the old Confederation. Can he
possibly he serious, and does he really think it caR secure us
tranquillity at home, or respect abroad? Ask the citizenlt
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of Massachusetts if the Confederation protected them dur109 the insurrection of Shays. Ask the (:rews of our vessels
captured by the Algerines if respect for our gm'ernment hath
softened the rigors of their captivity. Inquire of our delegates to Congress if all the despatches from your public
ministers are not filled with lamt>ntations of the imbecility
of Congress; and whether foreign nations do not declare
they can have no confidence in our government, because it
bas not power to enfoTee ohedience to treaties. Go through
each state in the Union, and be convinced that a disregard
for law hath taken the place of order, and that Congress is
so slighted hy all of them that not one hath complied with
her requisitions. Every state in the Union, except Rhode
Island, was so thoroughly ('onvinced that our government
was inadequate to our situation, that all, except her, st'nt
members to the Convention at Philadt>lphia.
General
'pinckney said, it had been alleged that, when thrre, they
exceeded their powers. He thought not. They had a
right, he apprehended, to propose any thing which they
imagined would strengthen the Union, and 1m for the advantage of our coulltry; but they did not pretend to a right
to determine finally upon any thing. The present Constitution is but a proposition which tht' people may rt:iect; but
he ('onjured them to reflect seriously hefore they did reject
it, as he did not think our state would obtain better tnms
by another convention, and the anarchy which would, in all
probability, be the consequence of r~jecting this Constitution, would encourage some daring despot to seize upon tbe
govt'rnm~nt, and effectually dt'prive us of our liberties.
Every member who attended the Convention was, from
the beginning, sensible of the necessity of giving greater
powers to the federal government. This was the very purpose for which they wt're convt'ned. The delegations of
Jersey and Delaware were, at first, averse to this organization; but they afterwards acquiesced in it; and the ('onduct of their delegates has been so v('ry agr",eable to the
people of these states, that their respective conventions have
unanimously adopted the Constitution. As we have found
it necessary to give very extensive powers to the federal
~(wernment both over the persons and estates of the c\tiZeDS, we thought it right to draw one branch of the legislature immediately from the people, and that both w"!a)th and
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numbers should be considered in the rp.presentatioll. {Ve
were at a loss, for some time, for a rule to aRCertain tbe
proportionate wealth of the states. At last we thought that
the productive labor of the inhabitants was the best rule for
ascertaining their wealth. In conformity to this rule, joined
to a spirit of concession, we determined that representatives
should be apportioned among tbe several states, by adding
to tbe wbole number of fr'3e persons three fifths of the slaves.
We thus obtained a representation for our property; and I
confess I did not expect that we had conceded too much to
the Eastern States, when they allowed us a representation
for a species of property which they have not among them.
The numbers in the diffi!rent states, according to tbe
most accurate accounts we could obtain, wereIn New Hampshire,
Massachusetts,
Rhode Island,
Connecticut,
New York, .
New Jersey, .
Pennsylvania,
Delawue,
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Maryland, (including three fifths of 80,000 negroes,)
Virginia, (including three fifths of 280,000 negroes,)
N. Carolina, (including three fifths of 60,000 Jtegroel,)
S. CarQlina, (includin~ three fifths of 80,000 nf'groes,)
Georgia, (including three fifths of 20,000 BPi'oeI,).

.
.
•

.

102,000
360,000
58,000
202,000
233,000
)38,000
360,000
37000
218:000
420,000
200,000
150,000
90,000

The first House of Representatives will consist of sixtyfive members. South Carolina will send five of them. Each
state has the same reprt>sentation in the Senate that she has
at present; so that South Carolina will have, under the new
Constitution, a thirteenth share in the government, which is
the proportion she has under the old Confederation: and
Wht'll it is considered that the Eastern States are full of
men, and that we must necessarily increase rapidly to the
southward and south-wt'stward, he did not tbink that the
Southern States will have an ,inadequate share in the representation. The honorable gentleman alleges that the
Southern States are weak. I sincert'ly agree with him.
We are so weak that by ourselves we could not form a union
strong enough for the purpose of effectually protecting each
other. Without union with the other states, South Carolina
must soon fall. Is there anyone among us so much a
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Quixote as to suppose that this state could long maintain her
independence if she stood alone, or was only connected with
the Southern States? J scarcely believe there is. Let an
invading power send a naval force into the Chesapeake to
keep Vit'ginia in alarm, and attack South Carolina with such
a naval and military force as Sir Henry Clinton brought here
in 1780 j and though they might not soon conquer us, they
would certainly do us an infinite deal of mischief; and if
they considerably increased their numbers, we should probably fall. As, from the nature of our climate and the fewness
of our inhabitants, we are undoubtedly weak, should we not
endeavor to form a close union with the Eastern States, who
are strong? And ought we not to endeavor to increase that
species of strength which will render them of most service to
us both in peace and war? - I mean their navy. We certainly ought; and by doing this we render it their particular
'interest to afford us every assistance in their power, as every
wound that we receive will eventually affect them. Reflect,
for a moment, on the situation of the Eastern States; their
country full of inhabitants, and so impracticable to an invading enemy by their numberless stone walls, and a variety of
other circumstances, that they can be under no apprehension
of danger from an attack. They can enjoy their independence without our assistance. If our government is to be
founded on equal compact, what inducement can they possibly have to be united with us, if we do not grant them some
privileges with regard to their shipping? Or, supposing
they were to unite with us without having these privileges,
can we flatter ourselves that such union would be lasting, or
that they would afford us effectual assistance when invaded?
Interest and policy both concurred in prevailing upon liS to
submit the regulation of commerce to the general government. But I will also add, justice and humanity require it
likewise. For who have been the greatest sufferers in the
Union, by our obtaining our independence? I answer, the
Eastern States. They have lost every thing but their country arid their freedom. It is notorious that some ports to the
ea8tward. which used to fit out one hundred and fifty sail of
vessels, do not now fit out thirty; that their trade of shipbuilding, which used to be very considerable, is now annihilated; that their fisheries are trifling, and their mariners ill
want of bread. Surely we are called upon hy every tie 0
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justice, friendship, and humanity, to relieve their distresses;
and as, by their exertions, they have assisted WI in estabbshing our freedom, we should let them, in some measure,
partake of our prosperity. The general then said he would
make a few observations on the ol~ections which the gentleman had thrown out all the restrictions that might be laid
on the African trade after the year 1808. On this pomt
your delegates had to contend with the religious and political
prejudiees of the Eastern and Middle States, and with the
interested and inconsistellt opinion of Virginia, who was
warmly opposed to our importing more slaves. I am of the
same opinion now as I was two years ago, when I used the
expressions the gentleman has quoted - that, while there remained one aC'fe of swamp-land uncleared of South Carolina,
I would raise my voice against restricting the importation of
negroes. I am as thoroughly convinced as that gf"ntleman
is, that the nature of our climate, and the flat, swampy situation of our country, obliges us to cllitivate our lands with negroes, and that withollt them South Carolina would soon be
a desert waste.
You have so frequently heard my sentiments on this subject, that I need not now repeat them. It was alleged, by
some of the members who opposed an unlimited importation,
that slaves increased the weakness of any state who admitted
them; that they were a dangerous species of property, which
an invading enemy could easily turn against ourselves and
the neighboring states; and that, as we were allowed a representation tor them in the House of RE'!presentatives, our
influence in government would be increased in proportion as
we were less able to defend ourselves. "Show some
period," said the members from the Eastern States, " when
it may be in our power to put a stop, if we please, to the im
portation of this weakness, and we will endeavor, for yOUl
convenience, to restrain the religious and political prejudice~
of our people on this subjf>ct." The Middle States and Virginia made us no such proposition; they were for an immediate and total prohibition. We endeavored to obviate
the objections that were made in the best manner we could,
.\nd assigned reasons for otlr ~nsisting on the importation,
which there is no occasion to repeat, as they mllst occur to
cvc~'y gentleman in the house: a, committee of the states
was appointed in order to accommodate this matter. and,
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after a great deal of difficulty, it was settled on the footing
recited in the Constitution.
By this settlement we have secured an unlimited importatif)n of npgroes for twenty years. Nor is it declared that the
importation shall be then stopped; it may be continued.
We have a security that the general government can never
emancipate them, for no such authority is granted; and it is
admitted, on all hands, that the general government has DO
powers but what are expressly granted by the Constitution,
and that all rights not expressed were reserved by the severctl
states. We have obtained a right to recover our slaves in
whatever part of America they may take refuge, which ls a
right we had not before. In short, considering 'all circumstances, we haye made the best terms for the security of this
species of property it was in our power to mak(!. We would
have made better if we could; but, OD the whole, I do Dot
think them bad.
Dr. DAVID RAMSAY thought our delegates had made
a most excellent bargain for us, by transferring an immense
sum of Continental debt, which we were pledged to pay,
upon the Eastern States, some of whom (Counecticut, for
instance) {~ould not expect to receive any material advantage
from us. He considered the old Confederation as dissolved.
Hon. JACOB READ looked on the boasted efficiency of
Congress to be farcical, and instanced two cases in proof of
his opinion. One was, that, when the treaty should have
been ratified, a sufficient number of members could not be
collected in Congress for that purpose; so that it was necessary to dpspatch a frigate, at the expense of four thousand
dollars, with particular directions for Mr. Adams to lise his
endeavors to gain time. His application proved successful;
otherwisE', very disagreeable consequences must ha"e ensued.
The other case was, a party of Indians came to Princeton
for the purpose of entermg into an amicable treaty with Congress; before it could be concluded, a member Wt'llt to
Philadelphia to be married, and his secession had ncarly
involved the western country in all the miseries of war. Mr.
Head urged a concurrence with those states that were in
favor of the new Constitution:
Hon. CHARLES PINCKNEY observed, that the honorahle gentleman was singular in his opposition to the new
Constitution, and equally singular in his profuse praise of the
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old one. He described, with mut:h good sense, the impracticability of annexing rf!sponsibility to the office of President
in a republican form of government; the only remedyagain8t
despotism being to form a party against those who were
obnoxious, and tum them out. He observed that the President's powers did not permit him to declare war.
Hon. RAWLINS LOWNDES declared himself almost
willin~ to give up his post, finding be was opposed by such
a phalanx of able antagonists, anyone of them possessing
sufficient abilities to contend with him; but as a number of
respectable members, men of good sense, though not in the
habit of speaking in public, had requested that he would state
his sentiments, for the purpose of gaining information 011
such points as seemed to require it, - rather in compliance,
therefore, with their wishes, than any inclination on his partt
he should make a few further observations OIl the subject.
Much had heen said, from different parts of the house, against
the old Confederation - that it was such a futile) inefficient,
impolitic governnwnt as to render us the objects of ridicule
and contempt in the eyes of other nations. He could not
agree to this, because there did not appear any evidence of
the fact, and because the names of those gentlemen who had
signed the old Confederation were eminent for patriotism,
virtue, and wisdom, - as much so as any set of men tbat
could be found ill America, - and their prudence and wisdom
particularly appeared in the care which they had taken
slcredly to guaranty the sovereignty of each state. The
treaty of peace expressly agreed to acknowledge us as free,
sovereign, and independent states, whit:h privileges we lived
at present in the exercise of. But this new Constitution at
once swept those privileges away, heing sovereign over all;
so that this state would dwindle into a mere skeleton of what
it was; its le~islative powers would he pared down to little
morl' than those now vested in the corporation; and he
should value the honor of a seat in the legislature in no
higher estim3tion than a seat in the city council. Adverting
to the powers given to the Prebident, ht· c.onsidered them as
enormous, particularly ia being allowed to interfere in the
elpction of members in the House.of Representath-es; astonishing that we had not this reserved to os, when the senators
were to be chosen from that body: - thinks it might be so
managed that the different legislatures should be limited to
the passing a few laws for rt>gulating ferries and roads.
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The honorahle gentleman went into an jnv~stjgation of
the weight of our representation in the proposed government,
which he thought would be merely virtual, similar to what
we were allowed in England, whilst under the British government. We were then told that we were represented in
Parliament; and this would. in the event, prove just such
another. The mode of choosing senators was exceedingly
exceptionable. It had been the practice formerly to choos~
the Senate or council for this state from that house, which
practice proved so inconvenient and oppressive, that, when
we framed our present Constitution, great care was taken to
vest the power of electing the Senate originally with the
people, as the hest pIau for securing their rights and privileges. He wished to know in what manner it was proposed
to elect the five representatives. Was it to be done in this
city? or would some districts return one member, and others
none at all?
Still greater difficulties would be found in the choice of a
President, because he must have a m~jority of ninety-one
votes in his favor. For the first President there was one
man to whom all America looked up, (General Washington,)
and for whom he most heartily would vote; hut after that
gentleman's administration ceased, where could they point
out another so highly rpspected as to con centre a majority
of ninety-one persons in his favor? and if no gentleman
should be fully returned, then the government must stand
still. He went over much of the ground which he had trod
the preceding day, relative to the Eastern States having been
so guarded in what they had conceded to gain the regulation
of our commerce, which threw into their hands the carryin~
trade, and put it in their power to lay liS under payment of
whatever freightage they thought proper to impose. It was
their interest to do so, and no person could doubt hut they
would promote it by every means in their power. He
wished OUl' delegates had sufficiently attended to this point
in the Com'ention - had heen more attentive to this o~ject,
and taken care to have it expressed, in this Constitution,
that all our ports were open to all nations; instead of putting us in the power of ,,-set of men who may fritter away
the value of our produce to a little or nothing, by compelling
payment of exorbitant freightage. Neither did he believe
it was in the power of the Eastt'rn States to furnish a suf-
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ficient number of ships to carry our produce. It was, indeed, a general way of talking, that the Ectstern States had
a great number of seamen, a vast number of ships; but
where were they? Why did they not come here now,
when ships are greatly wantt>d? He should always wish to
gh'e them a preference, and so, no doubt, would many other
gentlemen; and yet very few ships (:ome here from the
Eastern States. Another exceptionable point was, that we
were to give up the power of taxing ourselves. During our
connection with Great Britain, she left us the power of raising money in any way most convenient: a certain sum was
only required to defray the public wants, but no mode of
collecting it ever prescribed. In this new Constitution,
every thing is transferred, not so much power being left
us as Lord North offered to guaranty to us in his conciliatory plan. Look at the articles of union ratified between
England and Scotland. How cautiously had the latter taken care of her interest in reserving all the forms of law
- her representation in Parliament - the right of taxation
- the management of her revenue - and aU her local and
municipal interests! Why 'take from us the right of paying
our delegates, and pay them from the federal treasury? He
remembered formerly what a flame WiiS raised in Massachusetts, on account of Great Britain assuming the payment of
salaries to judges and other state offieers; and that this conduct was considered as originating in a design to destroy
the independence of their government. Our local expenses
had been nearly defrayed by our impost duty; but now
that this was given away, and thrown into a general fund,
for the use of all the states indiscriminately, we should be
obliged to augment our taxes to carryon our local government, notwithstanding we were to pay a poll tax for our negroes. Paper mOlley, too, was another article of restraint,
and a popular pOint with many; but what evils had we ever
experit>nced by issuing a little paper money to relieve ourselves from any exigency that pressed liS? We had now a
cireulatill~ medium which every body took. We used formerly to issue paper bills every year, and recall them every
five, with ~Teat convenience and advantage. Had not pa
rer money carried us triumphantly through the war, extricated us from difficulties generally supposed to be insurmountahle, and fully established us in our independence?
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and now eVt'ry thing is so changed that an entire stop must
be put to any more papt>r emissions, however great our distress may be. It was trut', no article of the Constitution
declared there should not be jury trials in civil cases; yet
this must be implied, because it stated that all crimes, except in cases of impeachment, shall be tried by a jury. But
even if trials by jury were allowed, could allY person rest
satisfied with a mode of trial which prevents the parties from
being obliged to bring a cause for discussion before a jury
of men chosen from the vicinagt', in a manner conformable
to the present administration of justice, which had stood the
test of time and experience, and ever heen highly approved
of? Mr. Lowndes expatiated some time on the nature of
compacts, the sacred light in which they were held by all
nations, and solemnly called on the house to eon sider whether it would not be bettt'r to add strength to the old Confederation, instead of hastily adopting another; asking whether
a man could be looked on as wise, who, possessing a magnificent building, upon discovering a flaw, instt'ad of repairing the injury, should pun it down, and build another.
Indeed, he could not understand with what propriety the
Convention proceeded to change the Confederatioll; lor
every pprson with whom he had cOllverst)d on this subject
concurred in opinion that the sole o~jeet of appointin~ a
convention was to inquire what alterations were lIecessary
in the Confederation, in order that it might answer those
salutary purposes for which it was originally intended.
He recommended that another convention should be called;
and as the general sense of America appeared now to be
known, every objection could lJe met 011 fair grounds, and
adequate remedit"s appli('d where necessary. This mode of
proceeding would conciliate all partiel'l, heeause it was
candid, and had a more obvious tendency to do away all
inconveniences than the adoption of a government which
pprhaps might require the bayonet to -enforce it; for it
could not be expected that the people, who had disregarded
the requisitions of Congress, though expressed in language
thp most elegant and forcible that he ever rememberpd to
have read, would be more obedient to the government
until an irresistible force compelled them to be so. Mr.
Lowndes concluded a long speech with a glowing eulogy on
the old Confederation, and challenged his opponents, whilst
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one state o~i~cted, to get over that section which said, " Thf
Articles of this Confederation shall be inviolablv observed
in every state, and the Union shall be perpetual'; nor shaU
any alteration at any time hereafter be made in them, unles!!
such alteration be agreed to in a Congress of the United
States, and be afterwards confirmed by the legislature of
every state."
Hon. ROBERT BARNWELL !laid, although he had been
opposed to the investigation of the Federal Constitution at
that period, and in that house, and foretold the unneeessary expenditure of hoth time and treasure that would be
occasioned by it, yet he acknowled~ed that, if individual
information upon its principles could by any means be a
compensation for these wastes, he should be extremely
indebted to the honorable gentleman for the opposition
which he had given. Mr. Barnwell was mO!i1t decidedly in
favor of the Constitution as recommended by the Convention,
and viewed with pleasure the small sacrifiees of int.erest,
which, in his opinion, have bf.en made to effect it. The
arguments which had been adduced hy the honorable gentleman in opposition had riveted his affections still more
firmly to it, and had established in his mind, as cOllviction,
what was only approbation befort'. If he did not view
some part of the Constitution through a medium different
from any of the gentlemen who had spoken before him, he
should not have troubled this house. With this idea he rose,
and left it to the house to determine whether he had done
his duty as a memher, or whether he had unnecessarily
contributed to the interruption of the business before thellI.
When he found that a gentleman of such acknowledged
ahilities, and of so great experif'nce, was opposed to the
Constitution, he expectf'd a train of reasoning, and a power
of argument, that would have made the federal fabric totter
to its foundation. But to him they rather appeared like
those storms whieh shake the edifi(~e to fix it more strongly
on its basis. To gh-e his reasons for this opinion, he begged
the indulgence of the house while he made the following
observatiolls upon the principlt's of the gentlemau's opposition. In the first instance, it appeared to him that the gentlt'man had estahlishf'd, as the hasis of his objeetions. thai
the Eastern States entertained the greatest aversion to those
which lay to the south, and would endeavor in everv
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lustant.e to oppress them. This idea he considered as found.
t>d in prejudice, and unsupported by facts. To prove
this assertion, Mr. B. requested gentlemen for a moment to
turn their attention to the transactions which the late war
has engraved upon the memory of every man. When the
arm of oppression lay heavy on us, were they not the first to
arouse themselves? When the sword of civil discord was
drawn, were they not the first in the fit!ld? When war deluged their plains with blood, what was their language?
Did they demand the southern troops to the defence of the
lIorth? No! Or, when war floated to the south, did they
withhold their assistance? The answer was the samt>.
When we stood with the spirit, but weakness, of youth,
they supported us with the vigor and prudence of age.
When our country was subdued, when our dtizens submittt·d to superior power, it was then these states evinced their
attachment. He saw not a man who did lIot know that the
shackles of the south were broken asunder by the arms of
the north. With the above-mentioned supposition of oppression, the gentleman had oluected to the formation of the
Senate; that the Cont(~deration required nine states to
ratify matters of importance, but by the Constitution a
majority of fourteen can do almost any thing. That this
was the case he did 1I0t deny; but the conclusions that he
had drawn were by no means consequential. The seven
Eastern States, the gentleman had said, whose interests
Wt~re similar, will unite together, and, by having a majority
in the Senate, will do what they please. If this was the
case, it went against uniting at all; for, if he was not mistaken, the interests of nine of the United States are almost
the same. New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, ~ennsylvania, and
Delaware, are very similar in their interests. They are
most of them entirely earriers for others; and those states
which are exporting ones are very nearly equal to tbe
carrying of their products themselves. Supposing, then, the
desire of oppression to exist, he asked if they could not do
it equally as well ullder the Confederation as the Constitution. He thought so; and, as the gentleman's arguml'nts
equally lay against every kind of coercive government, he
was of opinion that the Senate, as established by this
COlJstitution, was the most proper. Upon this head ht!
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begged permission to ask these questions: If the majority
was in the Southern States, (which, as ten is a majority!
might be the case,) would not objections, equally forcible as
the gendeman's, lie on the side of the Eastern States? and
yet that, in aU governments, a majority must be somewhere,
is most evident: nothing would be more completely farcical
than a government completely checked. Having commented
thus far on the gentleman's opposition to the Federal Constitution, he proceeded, according to the order of his objections,
to consider the presiding power. On this he would be extremely concise; for, as the only oldection which had fallen
upon this head from the honorable gf>ntleman was, that we
had only a thirteenth part of him; and as this might equally,
aqd, in his opinion, with more justice, be the objection of
many and almost every state, he considered it only as a
weight thrown into the scale of other objections, and not a
subject for discussion.
With respect to the President's responsibility, it could not
be established more firmly than it is by the Constitution.
When treaties are made, if in the time of prosperity, men
seldom think they gain enough; if in the day of adversity,
they would be apt to make the President the pillow upon
whom they would rest all their resentment. The Constitution had then wisely made him, as a man, responsible by the
influence of fame, his character, and his feelings; as a citizen, they have postponed the period at which he could he
tried with propriety until the fervor of party and cool reflection can determine his fate. The gentleman had also objected to the power given to those two branches of making
treaties, and that these treaties should become the Jaw of the
land. A number of gentlemen bave proved this pow~r to he
in the possession of the head of every free nation, and that it
is within the power of the present Congress. He should
only, therefore, observe, that the most free and enlightened
nations of the world had a federal head, in which this power
was established-he meant the Amphictyonic council of the
Greeks, which was the paUadinm of their united liberties,
and, until destroyed by the amhition of a few of the states
of Greece, was revered by that jealous peoplt! as the cornerstone of their federal union. Against the representation he
general1y objects, that they are too few, and not elected immediately by the people. The whole body consists of si"{tv
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th'e perSOlls, in \he proportion of one to thirty thousand.
The British Parliament have one to fifteen thousand in the
island of Great Britain, without considering her possessions
elsewhere. The numbers of her Parliament are fixed; our
congressional powers may be increased almost ad infinit-ullJ.
Supposing, then, that a smaller apportionment had been
made, in time we should have been oppressed with the
number of legislators, aad our government would be as languid and illoperative as it is at prest'nt; and he differed so
much from the honorable gentleman, that he was apprehensi\'e lest he should find that, by the Constitution, their numbers will be too great. As for their not being immediately
elected by the people at large, the gentleman would please
to, observe, that, contradictory to their present method of
.. Iecting delegates to Congress, - a method laid down by
that Confederation which he admires,-all the representa-.
lives are elected by. the people; so that, in this instance, the
gentleman was very unfortunate in his ol~jection. The gentleman also asked why we were deprived of the liberty of
paying our own delegates? This is another of the gentleman's unfounded suspicions; for the reason is so evident,
and the regulation so favorable, that he was astonished how
it escaped the honorable gentleman's notice. Congress are
to have the sole power of laying on imposts; and therefore,
when that fund is given up by which we were enabled to
pay our delegates, we are also eased of the burden of doing
it. This is so el'ident, that the establishment of the ol~jec
tion takes not a little from the weight of the gentleman'S
other observations. Mr. Barnwell proceeded to say that the
gentleman, upon the deprivation of the right to issue paper
medium, has altogether made use of an argument ad hominem, calculated to seduce; and his eulogium upon it was. in
his .opinion, misapplied. However, supposing that to be the
dew that led us to our liberty, yet the ~t'ntleman mnst acknowledge it was not the state, but the Continental money,
that brought about the favorable termination of the war. If
to strike off a paper medium becomes necessary, Congress,
hy the Vonstitution, still have that right, and may exercise
it when they think proper.
The honorable gentleman asks why the trial by jury was
not t'stahlished in every instance. Mr. Barnwell considered
this right of trial as the birthright of every Amt'rican, and th3
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basis of our civil liberty; but still most certainly particulcu
circumstances may arise, which would induce even tbe greatest advocates for this rigbt to yi~ld it for a time. In hi"
opinion, the circumstances that would lead to this point
were those which are specified by the Constitution. Mr
Barnwell said, Suffer me to state 11 case, and let every gen~
tleman determine whether, in particular il!stances, he would
not rather resign than retain this right of trial. A suit is
depending between a citizen of Carolina and Georgia, and it
becomes nec.-ssary to try it in Georgia. What is the consequence? Why, the citizen of this state must rest his cause
upon the jury of his opponent's vieinage, where, unknown
and unrelated, he stands a very poor chance for justice
against one whose neighbors, whose friends and relations,
compose the greater part of his judges. It is in this case,
and only in eases of a similar nature with this, that the right
of trial by jury is not established; and judging from myself,
it is in this instance only that every man would wish to resign it, not to a jury with whom h~ is unacquainted, but to
an impartial and responsible indh-idual.
Mr, Barnwell thf>n adverted to tbe parts of tbe Constitution which more immediately affected our state; namely,
the right of establishing imposts and granting preferencl's,
and the clause which respects the importation of negroes.
Upon the first he premised, that, in the compacts which
unite men into society, it always is nt>('f'ssary to give up a
part of our natural rights to secure the remainder; and that,
In every instance, if the latter could be maintained without
giving up the former, ever.V individual would be willing to
keep back his share of those aggregate ties which then would
bind the rest of the community; each individual would wish
to retain t.i!il right to act as hf> pleasell, whilst all but himself
were restricted in their condu(·t. Let liS, then, apply this
to the UnIted States; and yet the honorable gentleman supposes that South Carolina should he frfOe herself. Surely
this is n<.'~ just, and cannot be admislIible.
Mr. C'lairman, suffer me to make this one other rfOmarkthat, \Vb-.m the distinctions occasioned by wealth take place,
the deshe of equality and the appetite for property soon reQ,fer it ne('essary that the wealthy weak man should make
~reater sacrifices than the man wbo has nothing to lose, and
consequently nothing to fear. This is the case wi-h us. T(l
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seCUle our wealth, and establish our security, perhaps so:ne
little sacrifice was necessary; and what is this sacrifice?
Why, that, generally, American vessels should have a preference ill the carrying trade. The gentleman asserts that, by
granting this preference, we, as a large importing state, will
suffer greatly. Let us examine the truth of this position.
By so doing, says the honorable gentleman, we shall destroy
all competition, and the carrying states will establish what
freight tht~y please. I deny the declaration; and upon this
principle: bounties act as encouragements; and this preference may, in a trifling degree, injure us for one or two years,
but will throw so mallY capitals illto this trade, that, even if
the Eastern States should desire to oppress us, this would
prevent them; for when this bounty takes place, our harbors
will most indisputably reduce the freight. The gentleman
will perhaps say that this is conjectural only. I appeal to.
every author, who has written upon the subject, for the certainty of this commercial maxim, and will ask the gentleman
himself, whether an overstock of the market, in every instance, does not reduce the price of the commodity. Thus
he had pro\-ed, he thought, that, should the Eastern States
be desirolls to take unfriendly advantages, their own interest
would defeat their intl'Dtion.
Mr. Barnwell continued to say, I now come to the last
point for consideration, - I mean the clause relative to the
negroes; and here I am particularly pleased with the Constitution. It has not left this matter, of so much importance
to us, open to immediate investigation. No; it has declared
that the U niled States shall not, at any rate, consider this
matter for twenty-one Jears; and yet gentlemen are displeased with it. Congress has guarantif'd this right for that
space of time, and at its expiration may continue It as long
as they please. This question then arises - What will their
interest lead them to do? The Eastern States, as the honorable gentleman says, will beeome the <:arriers of America.
It will, therefore, certainly be their interest to encourage
exportation to as great an extent as possible; and if the
quantum of our products will be diminished by the prohibition of negroes, I appeal to the belief of every man,
whether he thinks those very carriers will themselves dam
up the sourees from whence their profit is derived. 'to think
so is so contradictory to the general conduct of maukllld,
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that I am of opinion, that, without we ourselvt's put a stop
to them,.the traffic for negroes will contiuue forever.
Mr. Barnwell concluded by declaring that tbis Constitlltion was, in his opinion, like the laws of Solon, not the beSl
possible to be tormed, but the best diat our situation will
admit of. He considered it as the panacea of America,
whose healing power will pervade the continent, and sincerely believed hat its ratification is a consummation devoutly
to be wished.
Commodore GILLON wished to know what reason the
house bad to suppose that, if anotber convention met, our
interest would be better taken care of by men of equal abilities with those who went to the other; or if, when there,
they could procure for us superior advantages to those already
agreed on. Indeed, be could not but consider our negativing the proffered government as an oblique mode of reflecting on the conduct of our delegates. instead of giving them
that praise they were so justly entitled to. He called the
attention of the house to the late commotions that had happened in Holland, where one part of the citizens had called
in the assistance of foreigners, for the sanguinary purpose of
cutting the throats of the other. Are we more virtuous?
If not, may it not happen tbat, if dissension unhappily prevail
among us, foreign aid will be joined to tbose enemies already
amongst us, and introduce the horrors of a civil war? He
was warmly in favor of our sister states becoming the carriers
of America; not that he wisbed to exdude our employing
foreigners; at present two thirds of ollr produce was earried
in American bottoms. The commodore hoped the gentleman wbo had approved of our state Constitution of 1778,
would be, in time, equally pleased with tbe Federal Constitution propost'd in 1787. He had represented our present
situation to be calm and peaceable, but it was such a calm
as mariof'rs often experience at sea, after a storm, when one
ship rolls against another, and they sink.
Hon. RAWLINS LOWNDES said, the honorable gentleman frequently thought proper to level bis shot at him;
but on the present occasion they were not well pointed.
The reason why he assented unto the Constitution in 1778
was, because it had been approved of by the people. There
had been something said about a ship: the Confederation
was our old ship; it bad cost us a great deal of money; and
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he hoped we should keep her at sea without having auy D('W
commanders.
Hon. JOHN MATHEWS, chancellor, confessed himself
astonished at hearing such encomiums on the Articles of
Confederation, as if they had carried us victoriously through
the war, when, in faet, they were not ratified until the year
1781; and if the Confederation had been in force in 1776,
this country would have inevitably been lost, because, under
it, Congress had not authority to give General Washington
the powers of a dictator at Valley Forge. Surely tht' honorable gentleman must be sensihle that the success of Congress
depended on the explicit confidence of the people; the voice
of Congress had the forl'e of law, and was cheerfully and
readily obeyed. With regard to the carrying trade, when
the Convention was first appointed, he was afraid that, if a
navigation act passed, the Northern States could not for some
time furnish shippin~ sufficient for carrying the produce of
America; but on gomg, last year, to the northward, he was
fully convinced to the contrary. At Rhode Island. he
received information that they could immediately furnish
50,000 tons of shipping, and that in 1787 Massachusetts
could furnish 150,000 tons. He then went into a calculation
of the produce of the Southern States. Virginia raised
between 60,000 and 70,000 hogsheads annually; South
Carolina, he supposed, would raise nt·arly 150,000 barrels of
rice j Georgia about 40,000; which, making large allowances for other kind of produce, still left an excess of shipping. As to any fears that the Northern States would so
far engross the navigation of America as to lay the Southern
States under a kind of coutribmion, by charging excessive
frcightage, we must suppose that thPJ and the Middle States
would confederate for this purpose; for, if tht>y did not, a
competition would naturally arise between them, and also
between America and the European nations, which would
always secure us against the payment of great and exorbitant
freights. As to the idea that a Sf'nate could overturn our
liberties and establish tyranny, this e\'il never could take
place whilst the President was an honest man, hecaus.e he
possessed the power of negativing any improper proceedings
of the two other hranches of ~overnment.
Hon. EDWARD RUTLEDG E proved, from the act
passed last session, appointing delegates from the state t(
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meet those from other states, in Convention at Philadelphia,
that they had not exceeded their powers. He then compared the powers given under the old crnd new constitutions.
and proved that they differed ~'ery little, except in thai
essential point which gave the power to government of ellforcing its engagements; and surely no person could ol~ect
to this. Mr. Rutledge thought very lightly of those fears
entertained about bayonets being necessary to enforce an
obedienee in the people to the laws, when it became certain
that they could not he broken with impunity; but if a spirit
of resistance should appear, surely it ought to be in the power
of government to compel a coprcion in the people. He then
took some notice of the union between Great Britain and
Scotland, showed the diffi~rence between the articles of
union and our Federal Constitution. Great Britain reserved
to herself the power of passing navigation laws, regulating
the excise; the rate of taxation was also proportionate; fi)1'
every two millions of money raised in England, Scotland
engaged to raise £45,000; but in this country, we were to
be equally taxed; no distinction had been made, and we
went on all-fours. So far from not preferring Northern
States by a navigation act, it would be politic to increase
their strength by every means in our power; for we had no
other resource, in thl' day of dangPr, than in the naval force
of our northern friends; nor could we ever f'xpect to become
a great nation until we were powerful on the waters. Look
only at the partiality of an act passed in England last year,
in which we were excluded from trading in some parts of
the West Indies, whilst liberty was given to all European
powers. In fact, we must hold our country by courtesy,
unless we have a na\"y ; for, if we are invaded, supposing in tht~
month of July, Congress could not send troops nine hundred
miles, ill time to r{'scue us from danger, were we to run such
risk, because it was possible we should be charged a little
more freightage for our produce. But if we are a great
maritime people, what have we to fear? Nothing; because
European powers were so far removed from us that it would
be very dangerous to send a considerahle force against us;
besides, as the West India trade must pass near our coast, it
naturally lay at our mercy. The honorable gentleman had
said a great deal about establishing an aristocraey, and yet
he wanted more power to the old constitution: now, did not
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his own proposition, which tended to establish a precedent
for .ilipping in, by degrees, additional power, appear as likely
to promote what he dreaded, as to agree with a constitution
that came sanctioned by the voice of the people?
Hon. ARTHUR SIMKINS, of Ninety-six, asked, for
mformation, whf'ther Congress had a right to interiere in
religion.
Gen. CHARLES COTESWORTH PINCKNEY ahswered, they had no power at all, and explained this point to
Mr. Simkins's satisfaction.
Han. RAWLINS LOWNDES saying that he was much
in arrear, the committee rose, reported some progress, and
ask.ed leave to sit again. Leave was given.
FRIDAY,

January 18, 17Mt'i

Maj. PIERCE BUTLER opened the debate (as we understand; the reporter of those dehates unfortunatt'ly not
being in the house) with several satisfactory answers to some
points of o~jection the preceding day.
Gen. CHARLES COTESWORTH PINCKNEY, in
answer to Mr. Lowndes, observed, that, though ready to pay
every tribute of applause to the great characters ~hose
names wem subscribed to the old Confederation, yet his
respect for them could not prevent him from being thoroughly
sensible of the defects of the system they had established;
sad experience had convinced him that it was weak, inefficient, and inadequate to the purposes of good government;
and he understood that most of the framers of it were so
thoroughly eOllvinced of this truth, that they were eager to
adopt the present Constitution. The friends of the neW
system do not mean to shelter it under the respectability of
mere names; they wish every part of it may be examined
with critical minuteness, convinced that the more thoroughly
it is investigated, the better it will appear. The honorable
gentleman, in the warmth of his encomiums on the old plan,
had said that it had carried us with success through the war.
In this it has been shown that he is mistaken, as it was not
finally ratified till March, 1781, and, anterior to that ratificanon, Congress never acted under it, or considered it as binding. Our su('cess, therefore, ought not to be imputed to the
old Confederation; but to the vast abilities of a Washington,
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to the valor and enthusiasm of our people, to the crue1ty of
nur t'!nemies, and to the assistance of our friends. The gentleman had mentioned the treaty of peace in a manner a!'i if
our independence had been granted us by the king of Great
Britain. But that was not the case; we were independent
before the treaty, which does not in fact ~rant, but acknowledges, our independence. We ought to date that invaluable
blessing from a much older charter than the treaty of peace
- from a charter which our babes should be taught to lisp
in their cradles; which our youth should learn as a carmen
necessarium, or indispensable lesson; which our young men
should regard as their compact of frt'!edom ; and which our old
should repeat with ejaculations of gratitude for the bounties
it is about to bestow on their posterity: I mean the Declaration of Independence, made in Congress the 4th of July,
1776. This admirable manifesto, which, for importance of
matter and elegance of composition, stands unrivallt>d, sufficiently confutes the honorable gentleman's doctrine of the
individual sovereignty and independence of the st'!veral
states.
In that Declaration the several states are not even enumerated; but after reciting, in nervous language, and with
convincing arguments, our right to independence, and the
tyranny which ('ompelled IlS to assert it, the declaration is
made in the following words: " We, therefore, the representatives of the United States of America in General Congress
assembled, appealing to the Supreme Judge of the world for
the rectitude of our intentions, do, ill the name and by the
authority of the good people of these colonies, solemnly publish and declare, that these United Colonies are, and of right
ought to be, FREE AND INDEPENDENT STATES."
The separate independence and individual sovereignty of
the several states were never thought of by the enlightened
band of patriots who framed this Declaration; the several
states are not even mentioned by name in any part of it, as if it was intended to impress this maxim on America,
that our freedom and independence arose from our union,
and that without it we could neither be free nor independp,nt. Let us, then, consider all attempts to weaken this
Union, by maintaining that each state is separately and individually independent, as a species of political heresy, which
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can never benefit us, but may bring on us the most serious
rlistres~es.

The general, then, in answer to Mr. Lowndes's objections,
that the powers vested in the general govel'llment were too
extensive', enumerated all the powers granted, and remarked
particuLlrly on each, showing that the general good of the
Union required that all the powers specified ought necessarily
to be H~s(t>d where the Cpnstitution had placed them; and
that, as all the powers granted sprang from the p.>ople, and
were to be exercised by persons frequently chosen, mediately
or immediately, by the people; and that, as" we had as great
a share in the government, in proportion to our importance,
as any other state had, - the assertion that our representation would be merely virtual, similar to what we possessed
under the British government, was altogether unfounded;
that there was no danger of the powers granted being abused.
while the people remained uncorrupt; and that corruption
was more effectually guarded agains(, in the manner this
government was constituted, than in any other that had ever
been formed. From the nnmber of electors who have a right
to vote for a member of the House of Representatives, little
danger can be apprehended of corruption or undue influence.
If a small district sent a member, there would be frequent
opportunities for cahal and intrigue; but if the sphere of
election is enlarged, then opportunities must necessarily
diminish. The little demagogue of a petty parish or county
will find his importance annihilated, and his intrigues useless,
when several connties join in an election; he probably would
not be known, certainly not regarded, out of his own circle;
while the man whose abilities and virtues had extended a
fair reputation beyond the limits of his county, would, nine
times out of ten, be the person who would be the choice of
the people.
There will be no necessity, as the honorable gentleman
has strangely supposed, for all the freeholders in the state to
meet at Charleston to choose five members for the House of
Representatives; for the state may be divided into five election districts, and the freeholders in each election district
may choose one representative. These freeholders need not
all meet at the same place in the district; they may ballot
in their particular parishes and counties on the same Oay,
and the hallots may be thence carried into a central part of
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the district, and opened at the same time; and whoever shall
appear 10 have a m~jority of the votes of the freeholders of
the whole district will be one of the five representatives for
this state. But if allY state should attempt to fix a very inconvenient time for the election, and name (agreeably to the
ideas of the honorable gentleman) only one place in the
state, or even one place in one of the five election districts,
for the freeholdt!rs to assemble to vote, and the people should
dislike this arrangement, they can petition the general government to redress this inconvenience, and to fix times and
places of election of representalives in the state in a more
convenient manner; for, as this house has l\ right to fix the
times and places of election, in each parish and county, for
the members of the Honse of Representatives of this state,
so the general gorernment has a similar right to fix the times
and places of election, in each state, for the members of the
general House of Repreilentatives. Nor is there any real
danger to be apprehendf'd from the exercise of this power, as
it cannot be supposed that any state will consent to fix the
election at inconvenient seasons and places in allY other state,
lest she herself should hereafter experience the same inconvenience; but it is absolutely necessary that Congress should
have this superintending power. lest, by the intrigues of a
ruling faction in a state, the members of the House of Representatives should not really represent the people of the state,
and lest the same faction, through partial state views, should
altogether refuse to send repre~entath'es of the people to the
general government. The general government has 110t the
same authority with regard to the members of the Senate.
It would have been improper to have intrusted them with it;
for such a power would, in some measure, have authorized
them to fix the times and places when and where the state
legislatures should convene, and would tend to destroy that
necessary check which the general and state governments
will have on each other. The honora ble gentleman, as if he
was determined to ol!iect to every part of the Constitution,
though he does not approve of electing representatives immediately by the pcoplt', or at least cannot conceive how it
is to be effected, yet ol~ects to the constitution of the Senate,
because the senators are to be elected by the state legislatures,
and not immediatt'ly by the people. When the Constitution says the people shall elect, the gt·ntleman cries ol1t. " It IS
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chimerical !-the election will he merely virtual." When the
Constitution determines that the state legislatures are to elect,
he exclaims, "The people's rights are invaded! - the election
should be immediately by them, and not by their representatives." How, then, can we satisfy him, as he is determined
to censure, in this Constitution, that mode of election which
he so highly approves in th... old Confederation? The reason
why our present state Constitution, made in 1778, changed
the mode of eJecting senators from the mode prescritwd by
our first constitution, passed in 1776, was because, by the
first, the senators were elected by this honse, and therefore,
heing their mere creatures, they couJd not be supposed to
have that freedom of wiH as to form a proper check on its
proceedings; whereas, in the general Constitution, the
House of Representatives will be elected immediately by
the people, and represent them and their pt"rsonal rights in-.
dividually; the Senate will be elected by the state legislatures, and represent the states in their political capacity;
and thlls each branch will form a proper and independent
check on the other, and the legislative powers will be advantageously balanced.
With regard to the objection that bad been made to the
mode of eJecting the President of the United States, General
Pinckney asked what other mode would have been so proper.
If he was to be elected by the House of Representatives and
the Senate, as one of them have the power of impeaching
and the other of trying him, he would be altogether their
creature, and would not have independence enough to exercise with firmness the revisionary power and other authorities
with which he is invested hy the Constitution. This want
of independence might influenc.e his conduct, in some degTf~e,
if he was to be elected hy one branch of the legislature
alone; but as he is to be elected by the people, through the
medium of electors chosen particularly for that purpose, and
he is in some measure to be a check on the Senate and House
of Representatives, the election, in my opinion, could not
have been placed so well if it had been made ill any other
mode.
In all elections of a chief magistrate, foreign influence is
to be guarded against. Here it is very carefully so; and It
is almost impossible for any foreign power to influence thirteen different sets of electors, distributed throughout the
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states, from New Hampshire to Georgia. By Lhis mode,
also, and for the sante reason, the dangers of intrigue ana
corruption are avoided, and a variety of other inconveniences,
which mllst have arisen if the electors from the different
states had been directed to assemble at one place, or if either branch of the legislature (in case the majority of electors did not fix upon the same person) might have chosen a
President who had not l)f'en previously put in nomination
by the people. I have before spoken of the policy and justice of vesting the majority of Congress with the power ot
making commercial regulations, and the necessity there is,
in all well-collstituted republics, that the majority should
control the minority j and I should have had a very strong
objection if it had contained the restrictive clause the honorable gentleman appears so anxious for, "that Congress
should not have it in their power to prevent the ships of
any nation from entering our ports." I cannot think it
would have been prudent or titting to have given the ships
of all foreign nations a constitutional right to enter our ports
whenever they pleased, and this, too, notwithstanding we
might be at war with them; or they may have passed laws
denying us the privileges they grant to all other commercial
nations; or circumstances not now foreseen might reDder it
necessary for us to prohibit them. Such a clause would
have il~ured the Eastern States, would have been eventually detrimental to ourselves, and would have in fact amounted to a declaration that we were rf!solved never to have a
navy. To such a clause the general declared he nf!ver
would have consented, and desired the gentleman to produce
an instance of any independent power who did not give
exclusive advantages to their own shipping. He thell took.
notice that Chaneellor Matthews had fully answered what
had been alleged concerning the exorbitant freights we
should be obliged to pay, and had clearly shown that no
danger was to be apprehendt>d on that su~ect; and that
the Eastern States could soon furnish us, and aU the- Southern States, with a sufficient number of ships to carry off
our produce. With regard to the gf'neral government imposing internal taxes upon us, he contended that it w~s
absolutely necessary they should have such a power: requIsitions had been in vain tried every year since the ratification of t he old Confederation, and not a single state had
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paid the quota required of her. The general government
could not abuse this power, and favor on~ state and oppress
another, as each state was to be taxed only in proportion
to its representation; and as to excises, when it is considered how many more excisable articles are manufactured to
the northward than thf're are to the southward, and tht' ease
and convenience of raising a revenue by indirect taxation,
and the necessity there is to obtain money for the payment
of our debts, for our common defence, and lor the gellf'ral
welfare, he thought every man would see the propriety, and
even the necessity, of this clause. For his part, he knew
of no sum that he would not sooner have consented to have
paid, jf he had had it, rather than ha\'e adopted Lord North's
conciliatory plan, whi('h seems, by the argument of the gentleman, to be in some respect preferahle to the proposed
Constitution; but in asserting this, the gentleman cer~
tainly cannot be serious. As to the payment of members
of the legislature OlJt of the federal treasury, General Pinckney contended it was right, and particularly beneficial to us,
who were so distant from the seat of the federal government, as we at present paid our members not only while
thf'y were actually in Congress, but for all the time they
were going there and returning home, which was an expense the Middle States felt but in a slight degree; but now
that all the members are to be paid out of the public treasury, our remote situation will not be particularly expensive to
us. The case of the payment of the Massachust'tts judges
under the royal government can by no ingenuity be made
applicable to the payment of the members of the ft'dt'ral
legislature. With regard to Mr. Lowndes's question, " What
harm had paper money done?" Gener:!1 Pinckney answered,
that he'wondered that gentleman should ask such a qUt'stion,
as he had told the houst' that he had lost fiftt'en thousand
guineas by depreciation; but he would tell the gentlt'man
what further i~iuries it had done - it had corrupted the
morals of the people; it had diverted them from the paths
of honl'st industry to the ways of ruinous speculation; it
had destroyed both public and private credit, and had brought
total ruin on numberless widows and orphans.
As to the judiciary department, General Pinckney observed,
that trial by jury was so deserv(·dly esteemed by the people
of Amerlc~ that it is impossibll' f~r t!wir \"I'presentatives to
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omit introducing it whenever it can with propriety be done.
In appeals from courts of chancery, it surely would he il1t'
proper. In a dispute between a citizen of Carolina and a
citizen of Georgia, jf a jury was to try the case, from which
state are they to be drawn? If from both or either, would
the citizens of Carolina and Georgia choose to be summoned
to attend on jnries eight hundred miles from their home?
and if the jury is . to be drawn from the state in which Congress shall sit, would these citizens wish that a cause relative to negro property should be tried by the Quakers of
Pennsylvania, or by the freeholders of those states that have
not that species of property amongst them? Surely not.
Yet it is necessary, when a citizen of one state cannot
obtain an impartial trial in another, that, for the sake of
justice, he should have a right to appeal to the supreme judiciary of the United States to obtain redress; and as this
right of appeal does not extend to citizens of the same state,
(unless they claim under grants of different states,) but only
to the causes and persons particularly mentioned jlJ the Constitution, and Congress have power to make such regulations
and impose such restrictions relative to appeals as they think
proper, it can hardly be supposed that they will exercise it
in a manner injurious to their constituents.
Trials by jury are exprelfsly secmed in aU criminal cases,
and not excluded in any civil cases whatsoever. But experience had demonstrated that it was impossible to adhere
to them in all civil cases: for instance, on the first establishment of the admiralty jurisdil·tion, Congress p38sed aD ordinance requil'ing aU causes of capture to be decided by jurtf's :
this was contrary to the praetice of all nations, and 1Ve knew
it; but still an attachment to a trial by jury induced the experiment. What was the cons(>quen(~e? The property of
our friends was, at times, condemned indiscriminately with
the property of our enemies, and the property of our citizens
of one state by the juries of another. Some of our citizens
ha~·e severely felt these inconveniences. Citizllns of other
states and other powers experieneed similar misfortunes from
this mode of trial. It was, therefore, by universal consent
and approbation, laid aside in cases of ca pture. As the ordinance which regulated these trials was plssed by Congress,
they had the power of altering it, and thf'y exercised that
power· but had that ordinance been part of the Confe<if.""4
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cion, it could not then have been repealed ill the then situa(Jon of America; and had a clause of a similar tendency
he en inserted in this Constitution, it could only be altered hy
a convention of the different states. This shows at once
how improper it would have been to have descended to
11llnutic:e in this particular; and he trusted it was unnecessary, because the laws which are to regulate trials must be
made by the representatives of the people chosen as this
hOlJse are, and as amenable as they are for every part of
their conduct. The honol'able gentleman says, compacts
should be binding, and that the Confederation was a compact. It was so; but it was a compact that had been
repeatedly broken by every state in the Union; and all the
writers on the laws of nations agree that, when the parties to a
treaty violate it, it is no longer binding. This was the case
with the old Confederation; it was virtually dissolved, and it .
became necessary to form a new constitution, to render us
secure at home, respectable abroad, and to give us that station
among the nations of the world, to which, as free and independent people, we are justly entitled.
Hon. RAWLINS LOWNDES observed, that he had
heen accused of obstinacy in standing out against such a
tormidahle opposition; but he would silleerely assure the
house that he was as open to conviction as any gentleman
on the floor: yet he never would allow himself to he drawn
into the adoption of specious arguments; for such hI'! (:onsidered mallY of those now opposed against him to be. Indeed, some gentlemen had departed from their usual candor
in giving an interpretation to his arguments which they did not;
merit. In one instanc:e, it had been stated as if he was of
opinion that treaties had not the force of law. This was
going too far. He did not recollect that he had asserted any
more than that the king of Great Britain had not a legal power
to ratify any treaty which trenched on the fundamental laws
of the country. He supposed a case, uuder the dispensing
act of William and Mary, asking, "If the king had made a
treaty with the Roman Catholics, could that which was
t!xcepted by the laws ever be considered as paramount?"
The honorable gentleman again took an ample view of the
old Confederation, on which he dwelt with fervency for some
time, and ridiculed the depraved inconsistency of those whl'
pant for the change. Great stress was laid on the admirable
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checks which guarded us, under the new Constitution, from
the encroachments of tyranny; but too many checks in a
political machine must produce the same mischief as in a
mechanical one - that of thro",rjng all into confusion. But
supposing we considered ourselves so much aggrieved as to
reduce us to the necessity of insisting on redress, what
probability had we of relief? Very little indeed. In the
revolving on misfortune, some little gleams of comfort
resulted from a hope of being able to resort to an impartial
tribunal for redress; but pray what reason was there for
expectancy that, in Congress, the interest of five Southern
States would be considered in a preferable point of view to
the nine Eastern ones? With respect to migration from the
Eastern States to the Southern ones, he did not believe that
People would ever Bock here in such considerable numbers,
because our country had generally proved so uncomfortable,
from the excessive heats, that our acquaintance, during the
heats, is rather shunned than solicited. The honorable gentleman mentioned that he had sent for a person from Europe,
who did not long survive 'his introduction here, falling a
sacrifice to the baneful effects of fogs and swamps; so that,
from our limitation of importing negroes after the term of
twenty years, instead of rising in representation, we should
gradually degenerate. He treated those fears of our falling
a prey to foreigners as one of those arguments tending to
precipitate us into measures inimical to our natural interest;
for was it to be supposed that the polieyof France would
ever suffer America to become an appendage of the crown
of Great Britain; or that Great Britain, equally jealous of
France, would permit her to reduce us to subjection? Our
danger of ruin should rather be apprehended from dissensions amongst ourselves - from our running into debt withont any intention to pay: that was the rock on which we
might split, rather than foreign enemies; and, therefore, all
those arguments for establishing the necessity of a navy and
"'tanding army were nugatory, and entitled to very little
attention.
It was urged that, until we had a navy powerful enough
to protect us, our liberties and property were held only on
~ourtesy; but if gentlemen adverted, where this navy, so
necessary, was to come from,-not from the Southern States.
but the Northern ones, - they would easily perceive to whom
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this country would belong. It was true, the old Confederation was a mere paper defence; but th.. n it was a good proof
un our behalf if we were overcome b} unmerited wrongs.
~me had made this a question - " Will you join, or will
."ou be single? " For his part, he did not think matters bad
l.'Ome to su(:h a crisis; rather Jet us comply with our federal
connection, which, not yet being broken, admits of being
strengthened. A gentleman had instanced Vattel in support
of his argument, and laid down, from that author, an opinion
that where parties engaged in the performance of an obligation, should anyone of them fly off from his agreement, the
original was null and void. He had ingeniously applied this
to our present Continental situation, and contended, as some
oti the states acted in a refractory manlier towards the Con.
tinental Union, and obstinately refused a compliance, on
their parts, with solemn obligations, that of course the Confederation was virtually dissolved. But Vattel merely recited'
such a case as where olily a part of a conft>deration was
broken; whereas ours was totally difft'rent, every state in the
Union having been uniform in refusing a compliance with
the requisitions of Congress. Some gentlemen had advanced
a set of assertions to prove that the Eastern States had
greatly suffered in the war. Pray, bow had they suffered?
Did they not draw from the Continental treasury large sums
of money? Was not every expense incurred by tbem
defrayed out of the Continental coffers? Another great ad"antage ht>ld out was, that we should be eased, in future, from
the obligation and difficulty of defraying the eXpt'nses of de) ..
egates. Had we gained so much by this, when we had
given up the very mealls of furnishing this sort of supply,
formerly in our own option? As to the taxes, undoubtedly
they must be increased under this new government. We
paid at present two dollars per bead upon Ollr negroes; but
tbe expenses attending our pompous government might illcrease this expense into six dollars per head, and this enormous slIm collected by a sort of foreign power; for did any
man, tbat knew America, suppose such tax will btl easily
paid? But ifthere was such a universal propensity to set up
this golden imagt>, why delay its inauguration? Let us at
ollce go plump into the adoration of it; let us at once 8ur~
l'ender al'ery rigbt which we at present possess. A material
ol~ection of bis to the offered plan was, tbat the Prclident
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would have power to call both houses at what time ana place
he thought proper. Suppose a political cause for partiality.
might he not 80 arrange tbings, as to carry a favorite point,
by assembling the federal government, to the ruin or detriment of those states he meant to crush, and laws be enacted
before those in extreme parts of the country knew any thing
of their tendency? Surely some restrictions, as to time ot
meeting, should have been specified. The President had
also the power of adjourning to any day he thought proper.
In our old constitution, no sm:h power was gi,'ell to the chief
magistrate to adjourn or dissolve. On the whole, this was
tbe best preparatory plan fi)r a monarehical gm'ernment he
had read. The Constitution of Grt~at Britain he considered
a8 the best monarchical one he ever perused; and this new
gO\'ernment came so near to it, that, as to our changing
f..om a republic to a monarchy, it was what every body must
naturally expect. How easy the transition! No difficulty
occurred in finding a kine-: the President was the man proper
for this appointment. The Senate, hailing him a king, (constituted, according to Mr. Adams's description, from the wellborn,) will naturally say to one another, "You sec how we
are situated; certainly it is for our country's benefit that we
should be all lords; " and lords they are.
Mr. Lowndes concluded his speech with thanking the
house for tht·ir very great indulgence in permitting him to
take up so much time. He hoped that the vast importance
of the su~ject would plead his excuse. He also thanked
those gentlemen 011 the other side of the (Juestion for the
candid, fair manner in which they had answered his argu~
ments Popularity was what he never courted; but on this
point he spoke merely to point out those dangers to whieh
his fellow·citizens were exposed - dangers that were so evident, that, when he ceased to exist, he wished for no other
epitaph, than to have inscribed on his tomb, "Here lies the
man that opposed the Constitution, because it was ruinous
to the liherty of-America."
Hon. JOHN RUTLEDGE declared he had often heard
the honorable gentleman with much pleasure; hut on the
present occasion, he was astonished at his perseverant'c.
Well might he apologize for his taking up the time of gt>ntlt>men, when, in the very outset, he declared that this Consti
tution must necessarily be suhmitted to a future convention
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':)f the people. Why, then, enter so largely in argument on
its merits, when the ultimate decision depended on another
body? Mr. Rutledge then took up an argument relative to
treaties ~.ot being paramount to the laws of the land. Was
not the l;ut treaty contrary to the Declaratory Act, and a great
number 0; other acts of Parliament ? Yet who ever doubted
its validit)? The gentleman had declared that his sentiments wer~ so much in contradiction to the voice of his constituents, t ••at he did not expect to be appointed a member
of the COlavention. Mr. Rutledge hoped he wouJd be
appointed, aud did not hesitate to pledge himself to prove,
demonstrably, that all those grounds on whi('h he dwelt so
mu.!h amounwd to nothing more than mere declamation;
that his boastt!d Confederation was not worth a farthing;
and ~hat, if Mr. Chairman was intrenched in such instruments up to h~3 chin, they would not shield him from one
single ndtionaJ ::alamity. So far from thinking that the sun
of this country was obscured by the new Constitution, he
did 110t doubt b-...t that, whenever it was adopted, the sun of
this state, ullitel with tWf'ive other suns, would exhibit a
meridian radian.e astonishing to the world. The gentleman's obstinacy brought to his recollection a friend to this
country, once a ...}(~mber of that house, who said, "It is generally imputed t<. me that I am obstinate. This is a mistake.
I am not so, but sometimes hard to he convinced."
Hon. PATRICK CALHOUN, of Ninety-six, maGe some
observations on Lhe too great latitude allowed in religion.
-Hon. J AME~ LINCOLN, of Ninety-six, declared, that
if ever any per!kJn rose in a public assembly with diffidence,
he then did; if ~ver any person felt himself deeply interested
in what he thought a good cause, and at the same time lamented the want of abilities to support it, it was he. On a
question on whu:h gentlemen, whose abilities would do honor
to the senate of ancient Rome, had enlarged with so much
eloquence and learning, who could venture without anxiety
and diffidence? He had not the vanity to oppose his opinion to sllch mp-II; he had not the vanity to suppose he could
place this business in any new light; but the justice he owed
to his constituents - the justice he owed to his own feelings,
which would perhaps upbraid him hereafter, if hp- indulged
himself so far as to give merely a silent vote 011 this p,reat
question - impelled him, reluctantly impelled him, to intJ'llufl
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himself on the house. He had, for some years past, turnerl
his thoughts towards the politics of this country; he long
since perceived that not only the federal but the state Constitution required much the hand of correction and revision.
They were both formed ill times of confusion and distress,
and it was a matter of wonder they were so free from defects
as we found them. That they were imperfect, no one would
deny; and that something must be done to remedy those
imperfections, was also evident; but great care should be
taken that, by endeavoring to do some good, we should not
do an infinite deal of mischief. He had listened with eager
attention to all the arguments in favor of the Constitution;
but he solemnly declared that the more he heard, the more
he was persuaded of its evil tendency. What does this proposed Constitution do? It changes, totally changes, the
form of your present government. From a well-digested,
well-formed democratic, you are at once rushing into an
aristocratic government. What have you been contending
for these ten years past? Liberty! What is liberty? The
pc:lwer of governing yourselves. If you adopt this Constitution, have you this power? No: you give it into the hands
of a set of men who live one thousand miles distant from
you. Let the people but on('e trust their liberties out of
their own hands, and what will be the consequence? First,
a haughty, imperious aristocracy; and ultimately, a tyrannical monarchy. No people on earth are, at this day, so free
as the people of America. All other nations are, more or
less, in a state of slavery. They owe their constitutions
partly to chance, and partly to the sword; but that of America is the offspring of their choice - the darling of their
bosom: and was there ever an instance in the world that a
people in this situation, possessing all that Heaven could give
on earth, all that human wisdom and valor could procurewas there ever a people so situated, as calmly and deliberatdy
to convene themselves together for the express purpose of
considering whether they should give away or retain those
inestimable hlessings? In the name of God, were we a
parcel of children, who would cry aDd quarrel for a hobbyhorse, which, when we were once in possession of, we
quarrel with and throw it away? It is said this Constitulion is an experiment; hut all regular-bred physicians arc
cautious of experiments. If the constitution be crazed a
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little, or somewhat feeble, is it ther~fore necessary to kiD it
in order to eure it ? Surely not. There are mauy parts of
d.is Constitution he objected to: some few of them had not
been mentioned; he would therefore request some information thereon. The President holds his employment for four
years; but he may hold it for fourteen times four years: in
short, he may hold it so long that it will be impossible, without another revolution, to, displace him. You do not put the
same check on him that you do on )"our own state governora man born and bred among you; a man over whom you
have a continual and watchful eye; a man who, from the
very nature of his situation, it it almost impossible can du
you any injury: this man, you say, shall not be elected for
more than four years; and yet this mighty, this omnipotent
governor-general may be elected for years and years.
He would be glad to know why, in this Constitution, there
:8 a total silence with regard to the liberty of the press.'
Was it forgotten? Impossible! Then it must have been
purposely omitted; and with what design, good or bad, he
left the world to judge. The liberty of the press was \he
tyrant's scourge - it was the true friend and firm('st supporter of civil liberty; therefore wh} pass it hy in silence?
He perceived that not till almost the very end of thp Constitution was there any provision made for the nature or form
of government we were to live under: he contended it should
have been the very first article; it should have been, as it
were, the groundwork or foundation on which it should have
been built. ~ But how is it? At the very end of the Constitu
tion, there is a clause which says, - " The Con~ress of the
United States shall guaranty to each state a republican form
of government." But pray, who are the United States?A President and fOllr or fi,oc senators? Pray, sir, what security have we for a republican form of government, when
it depends on the mere will and pleasure of a few men, who,
with an army, navy, and rich treasury at their back, may
change and alter it as they please? It may be said they
will be sworn. Sir, the king of Great Britain, at his cor()nation, swore to govern his su~jects with justice and mercy.
We were then his subjects, and confinued so for a long time
after. He would be glad to know how he observed his oath.
If, then, the king of Great Britain forswore himself, what
security have we that a future President and four or five
°
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men like himself-will think more solemnly of

so sacred an obligation than he did ?

Wh~' was not this Constitution ushered in with the bill
of rights? Are the people to have DO rights? Perhaps this
same President and Senate would. by and by, declare them.
He much feared they would. He concluded by returning
his hearty thank.s to the gentleman who had so nobly opposed this Constitution: it was supporting the cause of the
people; and if ever anyone deserved the title of man of
the people, he, on this occasion, most certainly did.
Gen. CHARLES COTESWORTH PINCKNEY answered Mr. Lincoln on his objections. He said, that the
time for which the President should hold his offiet' , and
vhether he should be rei:Higible, had been fully discussed in
'ue Convention. It had been once agr,.ed to by a majority,
tiat he should hold his office for the term of seven years,
but should not be reelected a second time. But upon reconsidering that article, it was thought that to l'ut off all
hopes from a man of serving again ill that ele"ated sta~
tion, might render him dangerous, or perhaps indifferent to
the faithful discharge of his duty. His term of service might
expire during the raging of war, when he might, perhaps,
be the most eapable man in America to conduct it; and
would it be wise and prudent to declare in out Constitution
that such a man should not again direct our military operations, though our success might be owing to his abilities?
The mode of electing the President rendered undue influence
almost impossible; and it would have heen imprudent in us
to have put it out of our power to reelect a man whose talents, abilities,. and integrity, were such as to render him the
o1!iect of the general choice of hiR (~ountry. With regard to
the liberty of the press, the discussion of that matter was
not forgotten by the members of the Convention. It was
fully dt>bated, and the impropriety of saying any thing about
it in the Constitution clearly evinced. The general goYernment has no powers but what are expressly granted to it ;
it therefore has no power to take away the liberty of the
press. That invaluable blessing, wbich deserves aU the encomiums the gentleman has justly bestowed upon it, is
secured by aU our llltate constitutions; and to have mentioned
it in our general Constitution would perhl'lp8 furnish an ar~ment, hereafter, that the general government had a ~t
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to exercise powers not expressly delegated to it. For the
same reason, we had no bill of rights inserted in our Constitution; for, as we might perhaps have omitted the enumeration of some of our rights, it might hereafter be said
we had delegated to the general government a power to
take away such of our rights as we had not enumerated;
but by delegating express powers, we certainly reserve to
ourselves every power and right not mentioned in the Constitution. Another reason weighed particularly, with the
members from this state, against the insertion of a bill of
rights. Such bills generally begin with declaring that all
men are by nature born free. Now, we should make that
declaration with a very bad graef', when a large part of our
property consists in men who are actually born slaves. As
to the clause guarantying to each state a republican form ot'
government being inserted near the end of the Constitution,
the general observed that it was as binding as if it had
been inserted in the first article. The Constitution take~
its effect from the ratification, and every part of it is to be
ratified at the same time, and not one clause hefore the
other; but he thought there was a peculiar propriety. in
inserting it where it was, as it was necessary to form the
government before that government could guaranty any thing.
Col. MASON thanked Mr. Lowndes for his opposition,
by the desire of several gentlemen, members of that house.
It had drawn forth from the other side most valuable information, and he thanked those gentlemen for the willingness
with which they had given it, with so much good-nature
Those gentlemen who lived in the country were now enabled to satisfy their constituents.
The qllestiOi being put, that a convention of the people
should be called for the purpose of considering, and of rati~ving or rejecting, the Constitution framed for the United
States by a Convention of delf'gates assembled at Philadelphia in May last, it was unanimously agreed to.
[There will appear some omiuions in what fell from jlr. LOflInde~,
which could not be supplied, olcing to the loss of a note-book in the .fire
",hirh consumed the State-House.l
SATURDAY,

January HI, 1788.

On the question being put for the Convention to assemble
in Char)f'ston on Monday, the 12th day of May llt'xt, the
ayes allci nays were as follows, vi?. : -
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FOR THE PARISHES or ST. PHILIP AIfD ST. MICHAEL, CBARLJ:STOIf.-.'\,U·
Edward Rutledge, Dr. David Ramsay, Wilham Johnson, C. C. Pmckn('y, EdwolA
I)o.rrell, Thomas Jones, Isaac Motte, John Mathl'w8, Daniel Cannon, Daniel Stevens, John Blake, Anthony Toomer, J"hn F. Grunke, Thomas Heywood, Jun.,
Richard Lushington, FrancIs Kmloch, Jacob Read, Edward Blake, John Bucld, Raw·
Ims Lowndes, MlCh8.<,1 KRlteisen, Thomas Bf>e, Adllnuo Burke, Hugh Rutledge, Edward Lightwood.-.M.ys: none.
CHRIST CHU/lCH.~.d!les: Charles Pmckney, Plowden Weston, Joseph Manigault,
John Hutter. - Nays: none.
ST. JOHN'S, BERKLEY COUNTY. - .1yes: Peter Fassoux, Theodore Gourdine,
Thomas Simon•. -Nays: Robert M'Kelvey, Gideon Klrke.
ST. ANDREW' •. -.dyes: John Riv<'fs, Glen Drayton, Thom .... Farr, Jam..s Ladson,
Charleo Drayton. -Na!l: Wilham Scott.
ST. G>:ORGE'S, DORCHEST);R.-.d!les: John Gla7.e, Walter Izard, William Postell,
John Bell. - Nays: none.
ST. JAMES'S, GooSt: CRl!:EK.-.dyes: Ralph hard, Gabriel Manigault, William
Smith, John Parker, Jun. - Nays: none.
ST. THOMAS, AND ST. DENNIS.-.dyU: Thomas Screven, Robert Daniel, Thomas
ShrubrlCk. - Nays: none.
ST. PAUL'S.-.9yes: George Haig, William Wa.shington, Paul Hamilton.-Nays·
non{'.
Sr. BARTHOLOMEW'S,- .dyes: William Furguoon, Peter Youngblood, William C.
Snipes, John North. - N"ys: non£>.
ST. HELENA. -.d!l'.s: Wilham Huard WIgg, John Joyner, John Jenkins, Robert
Barnwell, B£>njamin Reynolds, Bernard EllIOtt. - Nays: none.
ST. JAMES'S, SUTEE. -.dy,.s: Thomas Horry, Jacob Bond, rOn, William DoUlt·
uillt, Lewis Miles. - Nays: none.
PRINCE G.:OROE'S, W1NYAW.-.9yes: Thomas Waties, Matthew Irvine.-Nay.
James Withers, Thomas Dunbar.
ALL SAINTS. - .9yes: Robert Herriot, Daniel Morral - NIlYs: none.
PRiNe>: FREDERICK'S. - /lyu: none. - Nays: John T. Green, John Dicky, Ben
,tIlmin Porter, James Pettigrew.
ST. JOHN'S, COLLETON COUNTY - Ayes: Isaac Jenkins, William Smelie.-Nay•.
none.

ST. PETER·S. - .9yes: none. - Nays: Jame. Thompson, John Chisholm, John
"'en wick, Samuel Maner.
PRINCI': WILLIAM'S. -.llyllB: Pierce BullE'r, John Lightwood, John A. Cuthbert..Yay!!: Stephen Bull, William Murray.
ST. STEPHEN'S. - .dyes: none. - Nay": Thomas Palmer, John Coutuier, T
Cordel.
DISTRICT TO THE E.l8TWARD OF W ATEREK. - Ayes: none. -Na-Jill: Isaac Alexander, Thomas Sumt£>r, Andrew Baskins, Joseph Lee, Thomas M'Faddm, George
Cooper, B~njamm Cudworth, Samuel Dunlap, Hugh White.
DISTRICT OF NINETY-SilL - .d!l's: Patrick Calholln, John Purvis. -Nay": Arthw
!:Iimpkins, James Lincoln, Adam Crain Jon~8, William Butler.
DiSTRICT OF SUE-GOTHA. - .9y,-s: none. - Nays: Joseph Culpeper, Henry
Pendl~ton, John Threewits, Llewellen Threewits.
LOWER DISTRICTS, BETWEE" BROAD AND SALUDA RIVERS.-.9yu: none. Nay.
Philemon Watenl, George Ruff, John Lindsay, William Wadlington.
LITTLE RIVER DISTRICT. - .9yes: none.-Nays: John Hunter, Angus Campbel,
Levi Casey, James Mason.
UPPER, OR SPARTAN DISTRICT. - .9yes: none. - Nays: Thorn"" Brandon, S.
M'Junkin Winn, Jamps Craig, John Gray, James Knox, John Turner, Aromanus
Lyles, John Cook, James P"d,an.
DiSTRICT CAI.LED THE NEW ACQUISITION -.9'1'-11: none.-Nay... Andrew!.ove,
James Powell, William Fergus, Wilham Bratton, Robert Patton, James Ram8&Y,
10hn Drennan, James Martin, Joseph Palmer, Alexand£>r Moore.
ST M.TTHEW'S. -.I1y.s: nonc. - Nays: Tholll .... Sabb, J. Frienlon, Paul Warley
ORAIfGE P"RISH. - .9ges: none. -Nays: Wilham Robmson, Lewis Lesterjette.
ST. DAVID'S. - .dyes: n·me. - Ntt'1s: Calvin Spencer, Robert Baxwill, A. Hunter
DiSTRICT BETWEElI S
AH R,VER AND THE NORTH FORK Ot' EDlSTo..dyes: none. - Nay.: William Davis, I ......c Cush, James Fair, Daniel Greene,
.9yes, • • - - - • 76. I Nays, • - - - • • • - • 7l)

"'''1'1

So it was resolved in the affirmative.
JOHN SANDFORD DART, C. H R
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DEBATES IN CONVENTION.
MONDAY, May 12, 1788.
This day being appointed for the meeting of the state Com·ention, (Mr.
'l'homas Bee, in the chair, pro tem.,) the returns were read, and there nol
bcin2 a majority, adjourued until Tuesday, the 13th.
TUESDAV, May 13, 1788.
On this day the Convention met, and the names being called over, there
appeared to be present one hundred aud seventy-three members; UPOll
which they proceeded to ballot, when
His excellency, Governor THOMAS PINCKNEY, was elected Presidtnt.
Colonel JOHN· SANDFORD DART was elected Secretary.
Mr. Atmore, Messenger. Mr. Athwell, Door-keeper. Mr. John
Bounetheau, Bar-keeper. Mr. Stevens, Cashier. Colonel Lushington,
Assistam-Cashier.
WEDNESDAY,

May 14, 1788.

Speech of Mr. CHARLES PINCKNEY, (one
gfltes of the Federal Convention.)

of the dele-

Mr. President, after so much has bf'en said with respect
to the powers possessed by the late COIlvention to form and
propose a new system - after so many observations have
been made on its leading principles, as well in the House of
Representatives as in the conventions of other states, whose
proceedings have been published - it will be as unnecessary
for me again minutely to examine a sul~ject whieh has been
so thoroughly investigated, as it would he difficult to carry
you into a field that has not been sufficiently explored.
Having, howl~vt'r, had the honor of being associated in the
delegation from this state, and presuming upon the indulgenr.e of the house, I shall proceed to make some observations
which appear to me necessary to a full and candid dis(,ussion
of the system now before us.
It seems til he generally confessed that, of all sciences, that
of government, or polities, is the most difficult. In the old
world, as far as the lights of history extend, from the earliest
ages to om own, we find nations in the constant exercise of
all the forms with which the world is at present furnished.
We have seen among th..: ancients, as well as the moderns.
monarchies, limited and absolute, aristocracies, republics of
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a single state, and federal unions. But notwithstanding aU
their experience, how confined and imperfect is their knowledge of government! how little is the true doctrine of representation understood! how few states enjoy what we call
freedom! how few governments answer thoae gre?t ends of
puLiic happiness which we seem to expect from our own!
In reviewing such of the European states as we are best
acquainted with, we may with truth assert that there is but
one among the most important which confirms to its citizens
their civil liberties, or provides for the security of private
rights. But as if it had been fated that we should be the
first perfectly free people the world had ever seen, even tile
government f have alluded to withholds from a part of its
subjects the equal enjoyment of their religious liberties.
How many thousands of the su~ects of Great Britain at this
moment labor under civil disabilities, merely 00 account of
their religious persuasions! To the liberal and enlightened
mind, the rest of Europe affords a melanl'holy picture of the
dt'pravity of human nature, and of the total subversion of
those rights, without whi(·h we should suppose DO people
could be happy or content.
We have been taught here to believe that all power of
right belongs to the people; that it flows immediately from
them, and is delegated to their officers for the public good ;
that our rulers are the servants of the people. amenable to
their will, and created for their use. How different are the
governments of Europe! There the people are the ~en'ants
and subjects of their rulers; there merit and talents have
little or no influence; bm all the honors and oilkes of government are swallowed up by birth, by fortune, or by rank.
From the European world are DO precedents to be drawn
for a people who think they are capable of governing themselves. Instead of receiving instruction from them, we may,
with pride, affirm that, new as this country is in poj.nt of
M'ttlement, inexperienced as she must be upon questions of
government, she still has read more useful lessons to the old
world, she has made tbem more acquainted with their own
rights, than they had been otherwise for centuries. It is with
pride I repeat that, 01<1- and experienced as they are, tbey
are indehtf>d to us for light and refinement upon poiRts of all
others the most intt'resting.
Had the American revolution not happened, would Ireland
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eruoy her prf'sent rights of commerce and legislation? Would
the subjects of the emperor in the Netherlands have presumed
(0 contend for, and ultimatt>ly to secure, the privileges they
demanded? Would the parliaments of France have resisted
the edicts of their monarch, and justified in a language that
will do honor to the freest peorle? Nay, I may add, would
a becoming sense of liberty, and of the rights of mankind.
have so generally pervaded that kingdom, had not their
knowledge of America led them to the investigation? Undoubtedly not. Let it be therefore our boast that we have
already taught some of the oldest and wisest nations to explore their rights as men j and let it be ollr prayer that the
effects of the revolution may never CE'ase to operate until
they have unshackled all the nations that have firmness to
resist the fetters of despotism. Without a precedent, and
with the experience of hut a few years, were the Convention
called upon to form a system for a people differing from all
others we are acquainted with.
The first knowledge necessary for us to acquire, was a
knowledge of the people for whom this system was to be
formed; for unless we were acquainted with their situation,
their habits, opinions, and resources, it would he impossible
to form a government upon adequate or practicable principle&.
If we examine the reasons which have given rise to the
distinctions of rank that at present prevail in Europe, we
shall find that none of them do, or in all probability ever
will, exist in the U nioll.
The only distinction that may take place is that of wealth.
Riches, no doubt, will ever have their influence; and where
they are sutTered to increase to large amounts in a few hands,
there they may become dangt'rous to the public - particIllarly when, from the cheapness of labor and the scardty of
mont'y, a great proportion of the people are poor. These,
however, are dangers that I think we have very liTtle to
apprehend, for these reasons: One is from the destruction
of the right of primogeniture; by which means, the estates
of intestates are equally to be divided among all their children - a provision no less consonant to the principles of
a republican government, than it is to those of general equity
and parental affection. To endeavor to raise a name by
accumulating property in one branch of a family, at the ex
pcnse of others equally related and deserving, is a vanity no
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less unjust and cruel than dangerous to the interests of liberty
it is a practice no wise state will ever encourage or toleratp.
In the Northern and Eastern States, sueh distinctions among
children are seldom heard of. Laws have been long sillct'
passed in all of them, destroying the right of primogeniture,
and as laws ne\'er fail to have a powerful influence upon the
manners of a people, we may suppose that, in future, an
equal division of property among children will, in gt'neral,
tak.e place in all the states, and one means of amassing inordinate wealth in the hands of individuals be, as it ought.
forever removed.
Another reason is that, in the Eastern and Northern States,
the landt>d property is neal'ly equally divided: very few have
large bodies, and there are few that have not small tracts.
The greater part of the people are employed in cultivating
their own lands; the rest in handicraft and commerce. They
are frugal in their manner of living. Plain tables, clothing,
and fumiture, prevail in their houses, and expensive appeatances are avoided. Among the landed interest, it may be
truly said there are few of them rich, and few of them very
poor; nor, while the stab's are capable of supporting so many
more inhabitants than they contain at present- while so vast
a territory on our frontier remains uncultivated and unexplored
- while the means of subsistence are so much within every
man's power- are those dangerous distinctions of fortllne to
be expectl·d which at present prevail in other countries.
The people of the Union may be classed as follows:
Commercial men, who will be of consequence or not, in the
political scale, as commerce may be made an o~ject of the
attention of government. As far as I am able to judge, and
presuming th3t propt'r sentiments will ultimately prerdil upon
this slll~jeet, it does not appear to me that thf> commercial
line will ever have much influence in the politics of the
Union. Foreign trade is one of the enemies against which
we must be extremely gilarded - more so than against any
other, as none will ever have a more unfavorable operation.
I consider it as the root of ollr present puhlic distress - as
the plentiful sonrce from which our future national calamities
will flow, unless great care is tak.en to prevent it. Divided
as we are from the old world, we should haTe nothin~ to do
with their politics, and as little as possible with theIr ecm-
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m('rce: they can never improve, but must inevitably cor·
rupt us.
Another class is that of professional men, who, from their
education and pursuits, mnst ever have a considerable influence, while your government retains the republican principle, and its affairs are agitated in assemblies of the people.
The third, with whom I will connect the mechanical, as
generally attached to them, are the landed interest - the
owners and cultivators of the soil- the men attached to the
truest interests of ·their country from those motivf's which
always bind and secure the affections of the nation. In
these consists the great hod y of the people; and here rests,
and I hope ever will continut', all the authority of the
government.
I remember once to have seen, in the writings of a very
celebrated author upon national wealth, the following remarks: "Finally," says he, "th('re are but three ways for
a nation to acquire wealth. The first is by war, as the
Romans did in plundering their conquered neighbors: this is
robbery. The second is by eommerce, which is generally
cheating. The third is by agriculture, the only honest waJ,
whNpin a man receivt's a real increase of the seed thrown
into the ground, in a kind of continual miracle wrought by
t111~ hand of God in his favor, as a reward for his innocent
life and virtuous industry."
I do not agree with him so far as to suppose that commerce is generally ,:;heating. I think there are some kinds
of commerce not ouly fair and valuable! but such as ought to
be t'ncollrag.ed hy gm'ernment. I agree with him in this
general princillit' - that all the great o~;ects of go\ernment
should be su bservjPllt to the inerease of agriculture and the
support of the landed interf'st, and that commerce should
only he so far attended to, as it may serve to improve and
strengthp.n thpm; tlut the o~;ect of a republic is to rellder
its citizens virtuous and happy; and that an unlimited
foreign commerce can seldom fail to have a contrary tendene\'.
Tht'se classes compose the people of the Union; and,
fortunately for their harmony, they may he said in a great
measure to be connected with and dependent upon each
other.
The mercbant is dependent upon the' plantf'T. as the pur-
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ehaser of his imports, and as furnishing him ,,·ith the means
of his remittances. The professional men depend upon both
for employment in tbeir respective pursuits, and are, in tbeir
turn, useful to both. The landholder, tbough the most independent of the three, is still, in some measure, obliged to
the merchant for furnishing him at home with a ready sale
for his productions.
From this mutual dependence, and the statement I have
m,lde respecting the situation of the people of the Union,
I am led to conclude that mediocrity of fortune is a leading
feature in our national character; that most of the causes
which lead to destruct;ons of fortune among other nations
being removed, and causes of equality existing with us
which are not to be found among tht>m, we may with safety
assert that the great body of national wealth is nearly
equally in the hands of the people, among whom there are
few dangerously rich or few miserably poor; that we may
congratulate ourselves with living under the bles8ings of a
mild and equal government, which knows no distinctions
but those of merits or talents - under a government whose
honors and offices are equally open to the exertions of all hel'
citizens, and which adopts virtue and wortb for ber OWO,
wheresoever she can find them.
Another distinguishing feature in our Union is its division
into individual states, diffE·ring in ~xtent of territory, mannef8, population, and products.
Those who are acquainted with the Eastern States, the
reason of their ori:!inal mi~ration, and their pursuits, habits,
and principles, well know that they are essentially different
from. those of the Middle and Southern Srates; that they
retain all those opinions respecting religion and government
which first inducf'd their ancestors to cross the Atlantic; and
th:lt they are, perhaps, more purely republican in habits and
l5entiment than any other part of tbe Union. The inhabitants of New York and the eastern part of New Jerseyoriginally Dutch settlements -seem to have altered less than
might have bepn expf>cted in the conrse of a century; indeed,
tne greatest part of New York Olay still be considered as a
Dutch settlement, the people in the interior country generaUy using that language in their familit"..s, and baving very
Httle varied their ancient customs. Pennsylvania and Delaware are DE·arly one half inhabited by Quakers, whC'se
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passive prim iples upon questions of government, and rigid
opinions in pi ivatc, render them extremely different from the
f!itizens eitht:r of the Eastern or Southern Stab's. Maryland
was originally a Homan Catholic colony, and a great numbt'r
of their inhabitants, some of them the most wealthy and cultivated, are still of this pers:.Jasion. It is unnecessary for me
to state the striking difference in sentimt'nt and habit which
must always exist between the Independt'llts of the Eastthe Calvinists and Quakt>rs of the Middle States, anu the
Roman Catholies of Maryland; but striking as this is, it is
not to be compared with the difference that there is between
the inhabitants of the Northern and Southern States. When
I say Southern, I mean Maryland, and the states to the southward of her. Here we may truly observe, that Nature has
drawn as strong marks of distinction in the habits and manners of the pf'ople as she has in her climates and productions.
The southern citizell beholds, ,\lith a kind of surprise, the
simple manners of the east, and is too often induced tc.
entertain undeserved opinions of the apparent purity of the
Quaker; while they, in their turn, seem concerned at what
they term the eJi.travaganc(' and dissipation of their southern
friends, and reprobate, as nnpardonable moral and political
evil, the dominion they hold over a part of the human race.
The inconveniencf's which too frequently attend these differences in habits and opinions among rhe citizens drat compose
the U nioll, are not a little inr.reased by the variety of their
state governments; for, as I nave already ohserved, the constitution or laws under which a people live never f..il to ha\Te
a powerful effect upon the mannf'Ts. We know that all the
states have adhered, in their forms, to the repuhlican principle, though they have differed widely in their opinions of
the mode best calculated to prf'serve it.
I n Pennsylvania and Georgia, the wholf' powers of government are lodged in "i legislative body, of a single brandl,
over which there is no r.ontrol; nor are their executives or judicials, from their connection and necessary dependence on
the legislature, capable of strictly executing their respective
offices. In aU the other states, except Maryland, Massachusetts, and New York, they are only so far improved as to
have a It'~islature with two branches, which completely
Illvolve and swallow lip all the powers of their governmt'nt.
In neither of these are the judicial or executive placed in
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that firm or independent situation which can alone secure the
safety of the people or the just administration of the laws.
In Maryland, one branch of their legislature is a Senate,
chosen, for five years, by electors chosen by the people.
The knowledge and firmness which this body have, upon all
occasions, displayed, not only in the exercise of their legis~
lath"e duties, but in withstanding and defeating sllch of the
p~jects of the other house as appeared to them founded in
local and personal motives, hal--e long since convinced me
that the Senate of Marvland is the best model of a senate
that has yet been offered to the Union; that it is capa hie of
correcting many of the vices of the other parts of their
Constitution, and, in a great measure, atoning for those
defects which, in common with the states I have mentioned,
are but too evident in their execution - the want of stability
and independence in the judicial and executive departments.
In Massachusetts, we find the principle of legislation more
improved by the revisionary power which is given to their
governor, and the independence of their judges.
In New York, the same improvement in legislation has
taken place as in Massachusetts; but here, from the execu~
tive's being elected by the gre<lt body of the people; holding
his office for three years, and being reeligible; from the
appointment to offices being taken from the legislature and
placed in a select council, - I think their Constitution is,
upon the whole. the best in the Union. Its faults are the
want of permanf'nt salaries to their judges, and giving to
their executive the nomination to offices, which is, in fact,
giving him the appointment.
It does not, however, appear to me, that this can be called
a vice of their system, as I have always been of opinion that
the insisting upon the right to nominate was a usurpation of
their executive's, not warranted by the letter or meaning of
their Constitution.
These are the outlines of their various forms, in few ot
which are their e,.ecutive or judicial departments wisely con~
structed, or that solid distinl'tion adopted hetween the
branches of their legislative which can alone provide for the
mftuence of different principles in their operation.
Much difficulty was expected from the extent of country
to be t50verned. All the republics we read of, either in the
ancient or modern world, have been extremely limited JD
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t"rril try. Wt: know of none a tenth part so large as the
United States; indeed, we are hardly able to determine,
from the lights we are furnished with, whether the governments we have heard of under the names of republics
really deserved them, or whether the ancients ever had any
just or proper ideas upon the su~ject. Of the doctrine of
representation, the fundamental of a republic, they certainly
were ignorant. If they 'were in possession of any other safe
or practicable principles, they have long since been lost and
forgotten to the world. Among the orher honors, therefore,
that have het'n reserved for the American Union, not the
least considerable of them is that of defining a mixed system, by which a people may govern themselves, possessing
all the virtues and benefits, and avoiding all the dangers and
inconveniences, of the three simple forUls.
I have said that the ancient confederacies, as far as we,
are acquainted with. them, ('-overed lip an inconsiderablp
territory.
Among the modems, in our sense of the word, there is no
stich system as a confederate republic. There are, indeed,
some small states whose interior governments are democratic; hut these are too inconsidt'rable to afford information.
The Swiss cantons are only connected by alliances; the
Germanic body is merely au association of potentates, most
of them absolute iu their own dominions; and as to the
U niled Netherlands, it is such a (.'onfusion of states and
assemblies, that I have always been at loss what species of
government to term it. According to my idea of the word, it
is not a republic; for I conceive it as indispensable, in a
republic, that all authority should flow from the people. In
the United Netherlands, the people have no interference
either in the election of their magistrate or in the affairs of
government. From the eXJlP.riment, therefore, never having
l)ten fairly made, opinions have bt>en entertaint'd, and sanctioned hy high authorities, that republics are only suited to
small societies. This opinion has its advocates among all
those who, not having a sufficient share of industry or talents
to investigate for themselves, easily adopt the opinions of
such authors as are 8UpPOSf'.d to have written with ahility
upon the subject; but I am Jed to believe other opinions
begin to prevail- opinions more to be depenoed upon,
becausf> they result fromjuster prindples.
We begin now to suppose that the evils of a republic-
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dissension, tumult. and faction - are more dangerous in
sm:lll societies than in large confederate stales. III the first,
the people are easily assembled and inflamed - are always
exposed to those convulsive tumults of infatuatioll and ell
thusiasm which often overturn all public order. In the lattf~r.
the multitude will be less imperiolls, and const"quently l.~ss
inconstant, because the extensive territory of each republic
and the number of citizens, will not permit them all to be
assembled at one time and in one place: the sphere of government being enlarged, it will not easily be in the power of
factious and designing men to infect the whole people; il
will give an opportunity to the more temperate and pruden!
part of the society to correct the licentiousness and injustice
of the rest. We have strong proofs of the truth of this
opinion in the examples of Rhode Island and Massachusetts
- instances which have, perhaps, been critically afforded by
an all-merciful Providence to evince the truth of a position
extremely important to our present inquiries. In the former,
the most contracted society in the Union, we have seen their
licentiousness so far prevail as to seize the reins of _government, and oppress the people by laws the most infamous that
have ever disgraced a civilized uation. In the latter, where
the sphere was enlarged, similar attempts have been rendpred
abortive hy the zeal and activity of those who were opposed
to them.
As the Constitution before you is intended to represent
states as well as citizens, I have thought it necessary to make
these remarks, because there are, no douut, a great number
of the members of this body, who, from their particular pur
suits, have not had an opportunity of minutely investigating
them, and because it will be impossible for the house t~lirly
to deternline whether the government is a proper one or not,
unless they are in some degree acquainted with the people
and the states, for whose use it is instituted.
For a people thus situated is a government to be formeda people who have the justest opinion of their civil and religious rights, and who have risk..d every thing in asserting
and defending them.
In every government there necessarily exists a power from
which there is no appeal, and which, for that reason, may
be formed absolute and uncontrollable.
The person or assembly in whom this power resides is
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called the sovereign or supreme power of the state. With
us, the sovereignty of the Union is in the people.
One of the best political and moral writers (Paley, a deacon of Carlisle - vol. ii. 174, 175) I have met with, enumerates three principal forms of government, which, he says,
are to be regarded rather as the simple forms, by some COlDo;
bination and intermixture of which all actual governments
are composed, than as any where existing in a pure and elementary statE'. These forms are, 1st. Despotism, or absolute monarchy, where the legislature is in a single person.
2d. An aristocracy, where the legislature is in a select
assembly, the members of which either fill up, by election,
the vacancies in their own body, or succeed to it by inheritanee, property, tenure of lands, or in respect of some personal right or qualification.
3d. A republic, where the people at large, either collectively or hy representation, form the legislature.
The separate advantages of monarchy are unity of council,
decision, secrecy, and despatch; the military strength and
energy resulting from these qualities of government; the
exclusion of popular and aristocratical contentions; the preventing, by a known rule of succession, all competition for
the supreme power, thereby repressing the dangerous hopes
and intrigues of aspiring citizens.
The dangers of a monarchy are tyranny, expense, exactions, military dominations, unnf"cessary wars, ignorance, in
the governors, of the interest and accommodation of all people,
and a consequent deficiency of salutary regulations; want of
constaney and uniformity in the rules of government, and,
procef'ding from thence, insecurity of persons and property.
The separate advantage of an aristocracy is the wisdom
that may he expected from experience and education. A
permanent council naturally possesses experience, and th~
mf"mbers will always he educated with a view to the stations
they are destined by their birth to occupy.
The mischiefs of an aristocracy are dissf"nsions in the ruling orders of the state; an oppression of the lower orders by
the privilege of the highf"r, and by laws partial to the separate interests of the law-makers.
The advantages of a republic are liberty, exempt jon from
needless restrictions, equal laws, public spirit, averse ness te·
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war, frugality, - above all, the opportunities afforded, to men
of every description, of producing their abilities and counsels
to public observation, and the exciting to the service o( the
commonwealth the faculties of its best citizens.
The evils of a republic are dissensions, tumults, faction,
the attempts of ambitious citizens to possess power, the confusion and clamor which are the inevitable consequences of
propounding qUt'stions of state to the discussion of large
popular assemblies, the delay and disclosure of the public
councils, and too often the imbecility of the laws.
A mixed government is composed by the combination of
two or more of the simple forms above described; and in
whatever proportion each form enters into the constitution
of government, in the same proportion may both the advantages and evils which have been attributed to that form be
expected.
The citizens of the United States would reprobate, with
indignation, the idea of a monarchy. But the essent.ial
qualities of a monarchy - unity of council, vigor, secrecy,
and despatch-are qualities essential in every government.
While, therefore, we have reserved to the people, the fountain of all power, the periodical election of their first magistrate, - while we have defined his powers, and bound them
to such limits as will effectually prevent his usurping authorities dangerous to the general welfare, - we have, at the
same time, endeavored to infuse into this department that
degree of vigor which will enahle the President to execute
the laws with energy and despatch.
By constructing the Senate upon rotative principles, we
have removed, as will be shown upon another occasion, all
danger of an aristocratic influence; while, by electing the
members for six years, we hope we have given to this part
of the system all the advantages of an aristocracy - wisdom,
experience, and a eonsistency of measures.
The House of Representatives, in which the people of the
Union are proportionably represented, are to be biennially
elected by them. Those appointments are sufficiently short
to render die member as dependent as he ought to be UPOIl
bis const;tuents.
The} are the moving-spring of the system. With them
ad grants of money are to originate: on them depend the
wars we shall be engaged in, the fleets and armies we shal
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raise aul'l support, the salaries we shall pay; in short, on
them d('pend the appropriations of money, and consequently
all the arrangements of government. With this powerful
influem'e of the purse, they will ~ always able to restrain the
usurpations of the other departulf'nts, while their own li<:el1tiollsness will, in its turn, be checked and corrected by them.
I trust that, when we proct>6d to review the system by
sections, it will be found to contain all those necessary prol-isions and restraints, which, while they enable the general
government to guard and protect our common rights as a
nation, to restore to us those blessings of commerce and
mutual confidence which have been so long removed and
impaired, will secure to Uti those rights, which, as the citizens of a state, will make us happy and content at homeas the citizens of the Union, rt'spectable abroad.
How different, Mr. President, is this government (~on-·
saucted from any we have known among us!
In their individual capacities as citizens, the people are
proportionably represented in the House of Representatives.
Here they who are to pay to support the expenses of go\'ernment, have the purse.strings in their hands; here the
people hold, and feel that they possess, an influence sufficiently powerful to prevent every undue attempt of the
other branches, to maintain that weight in the political scale
which, as the source of all authority, they should el'er possess; here, too, the states, whose existenee as such we have
often heard predicted as precarious, will find, in the Senate.
tht> guards of their rights as political associations.
On them (I mean the state systems) rests the general
fabric: on their foundation is this magnificent structure of
freedom erected, each defWnding upon, supporting, and protecting the other: nor -110 intimate is the connection- can
the one De removed without prostrating the otht'r in ruin:
like the head and the body, separate them and they die.
Far be it from me to suppose that such an attempt should
eter be made the good sense and virtue of our country forbid the idea. To the Union we will look up, as to the temple of our freedom - 3 temple founded in the aiff'ction!l, and
supported by the virtue, of the people. Here we will pour
out our gJ3titude to the Author of all good, for suffering
us to participate in the rights of a pt'-Ople who go\'crn themselves.
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Is there, at this moment, a nation upon earth that enjoy,.
this right, where the true principles of represt'ntatioll are
understood and practised, and where all authority flows from.
'ind rt'tUTl1S at statl'.d periods to, the people? I answer,
there is not. Can a government be said to be free wht're
these rights do not exist? It cannot. On what depends
the enjoyment of these rare, these inestimable privileges?
On the firmness, on the power, of the Union to protect and
defend them.
How grateful, then, should we be, that, at this important
period, - a period important, not to us alone, but to the
general rights of mankind, - so much harmony and COllCt'Ssion should prevait throughout the states; that the public
opinion should be so much actuated by candor, and an attention to their general interests; that, disdaining to be governed
by the narrow motl\'es of state policy, they have liberally dt'termined to dedicate a part of their advantages to the support
of that government from which they received thpm! To
fraud, to force, or accidel.t, all the governments we know
have owed their births. To the phil~ophic mind, how new
and awful an instance do the United States at prespnt
exhibit in the political world! They exhibit, sir, the first
instance of a people, who, being dissatisfied with their g;overnment, -unattacked by foreign force, and undisturbed by
domt'stic uneasiness, -coolly and deliherately resort to the
virtue and good sense of their country, for a correction of
their public errors.
It must be obvious that, without a superintending goverument, it is impossible the liberties of this country can long
be secured.
Single and unconnected, how weak and contemptible are
the largest of our states! - how una hIe to protect themselvfls
from external or domestic insult! How illcompetent to national purposes would ~ven partial union be! - bow liable
to intestine wars and confusion !-how liule able to secure
the blessings of peace!
Let us, therefore, be careful in strengthening the Union.
Let us remember that we are bounded by vigilant aod at
tentive neighbors, who view with a jealous eye our rise to
empire.

Let us remember that we are bound, in gratitude to 001
northern brethren, to aid them in the recovery of those right!!
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which they have lost in obtaining for us an extension of our
commerce, and the security of our liberties. Let us not be
unmindful that those who are weak, and may expect support, must, in their turn, be ready to afford it.
We are called upon to execute an important trust- to
examine the principles of the Constitution now before you,
and, in the name of the people, to receive or reject it.
I have no doubt we shall do this with attention and harmony; and flatter myself that, at the conclusion of our discussion, we shall find that it is not only expedient, hut safe
and honorable, to adopt it.
TUESDAY,

May 20, 1788.

This day the Convention went through the discussion of
the Federal Constitution by paragraphs.
Mr. ALEXANDER TWEED, of Prince Frederick, said: .
Since I came to town, I have more than once heard it asserted, that the representatives of the parish of Prince Frederick were, prior to their election, put under promise to their
constituents, that they should by no means give their sanction to the adoption of the new Constitution. Any such
restriction, sir, on my own part, I deny. Had they taken
upon them so far as to dictate for me, I should have spurned
at the idea, and treated such proposals with that contempt
they would have justly merited; and I am clearly of opinion, and I think warranted to say, that these are the sentiments and situation of (at least) some others of mJ colleagues.
Notwithstanding, sir, (rom all I ha"e heard or can learn, the
general voice of the people is against it. For my own part,
Mr. President, I came not here to echo the voice of my constituents, nor determined to afprove or put a negative upon
the Constitution proposed.
came with a mind open to
conviction, in order to hear what, in the course of the debates
of this house, might be said for and against it. Much, very
much, sir, has been advanced on both sides. The matter in
hand I look upon to be the most important and momentous
that ever came before the representatives of the people of
South Carolina. We were told, sir, some days ago, b.v a
Jearned and honorable gentleman now on the floor, that, as
our case at present stOOd, we must adopt the Constitution
proposed; for, if we did not, in all probability some powerful despot might start up and seize tbe reins of government
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~n()ther learned and honorable gentleman on my l~ft hand
said, we must look up to it as the rock of our salvation. T<'
make short, sir, necessitas non lutbet legem was the word.
Those gentlemen, Mr. President, and some others, members of this respectable Convention,- whose profound oratory and elocution would, on the journals of a British Housf:
of Commons, stand as lasting monuments of their great
abilities, - a man of my circumscribed scale of talents is not
adequate to the task of contending with; nor have I a tUff;
for embellishing my language, or bedecking it with all thtflowers of rhetoric. In a word, Mr. President, my idea 01
the tnltter now under our consideration is, that we very much
stand in need of a reform of government, as the very sinews
of our present constitution are relaxed. But, sir, 1 would
fondly hope that our case is not so bad as represented. Arc
we invaded by a foreign enemy? Or are the bowels of our
('ountry torn to pieces by insurrections and intestine hroils?
I answer, No.
Sir, admit hut this, and then allow me to ask if history
furnishes us with a single instance of any nation, state, or
people, who had it more in their power than we at present
have to frame for ourselves a perfeet, permanent, free, and
happy constitution. The Constitution, sir, now under con.,iderdtion, was framed (I shall say) by the wisdom of a General Convention of the United States; it now lies twfore us
to wait our concurrence or disapprobation. We, sir, as citizens and freemen, have an undoubted right of judging for
ourselves; it therefore behoves us most seriously to consider,
before we determine a matter of such vast magnitude. 'Ve
are not acting for ourselves alone, but, to all appearance, for
generations unborn.

Speech

of Mr. CHARLES PINCKNEY, on the 10th Section
of Article 1st of the Federal Constitution.

This section I consider as the soul of the Constitution,- as
containing, in a few words, those restraints upon the states,
which, while they keep them from interfering with the powers of the Union, will leave them always in a situation to
comply with their federal duties - will teach them to cultivate those principles of public honor and private honesty
whidl are the sure road to national character and happiness
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The only parts of this section that are objected to are
those which relate to the emission of paper money, and its
consequences, tender-laws, and the impairing the obligation
of contracts.
The other parts are supposed as exclusively belonging to,
and such as ought to he vested in, the Union.
If we consider the situation of the United States as they
are at present, either individually or as the members of a
general confederacy, we shaH find it extremely improper
they should ever be intrusted with the power of emitting
money, or interfering in private contracts; or, by means of
teuder-Iaws, impairing the obligation of contracts.
I apprehend these general reasonings will be found true
with respect to paper money: That experience has shown
that, in every state where it has been practised since the
revolution, it always carries the gold and silver out of the
country, and impoverishes it - that, while it remains, all the
foreign merchants, trading in America, must suffer and lose
by it; therefore, that it must ever be a discouragement to
commerce - that every medium of trade should have an intrinsic value, which paper money has not; gold and silver
are therefore the fittest for this medium, as they are an equivalent, which paper can never be - that debtors in the asst>mblies will, whenever they can, make paper money with
fraudulent views - that in those states wher.. the credit of the
paper money has bet'n best supported, the bills havt> never
kept to their nominal value in circulation, but have constantly
depreeiated to a certain degree.
I consider it as a granted position that, while the productions of a state are useful to other countries, and can find a
ready sale at foreign markets, there can be no doubt of their
always being able to command a sufficient sum in speeie to
answer as a medium for the purposes of carrying on this
commerce; prOl'ided there is no paper money,·or other means
of conducting it. This, I think, will be the case even in
instances where the balance of trade is against a state; but
where the balance is in favor, or where there is nearly as
much exported as importpd, there can be no doubt that the
products will be the means of always introducing a sufficient
quantity of specie.
If we were to be governed by partial views, and each statf'
was only to eonsider how far a ~eneral regulation suited bet
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own interests, I think it can be proved there is no state in
the Union which ought to be so anxious to have tbis part of
the Constitution passed as ourselves.
W t' are to reflect that this Constitution is not framed to
answer temporary purposes. We hope it will last for ages
- that it will be the perpetual protector of our rights and
properties.
This state is, perhaps, of all others, more blessed in point
of soil and productions than any in the Union. Notwithstanding all her sufferings by the war, the great quantity of
lands still uncultivated, and the little attention she p.ays tp
the improvement of agriculture, she already exports more
than any state in the Union, (except Virginia,) and in a
little time must exceed her.
Exports are a surer mode of determining the productive
wealth of a country than any other, and particularly when
these products al'\:' in great demand in foreign countries.
Thus circumstanced, where can be the necessity of paper
monf'y? Will you not have specie in sufficient quantities ;>
Will you not have more money in circulation without paper
money than with it ?- I mean, without having only paper in
such quantities as you are able to maintain the credit of, as
at prest'nt. I aver you may, and appeal only to the experienee of the last five or six vears. Will it not be confessed
thelt, in 1783 and 1784, we~ had more money than we have
.1t present, and that the emission of your present paper banlshed double the amount out of circulation? Besides, if
paper should become nece!lsary, the general government still
POSSf'~~ the powpr of emitting it, and Continental paper,
well funded, must ever ansWer the pnrpose better than state
paper.
How extremely useful and advantageous must this restraint
~ to those states which mean to be honest, and not to
defraud their neighbors! Henceforth, the citizens of the
states may trade with each other without fear of tender-laws
or laws impairing the nature of contracts. The citizen of
South Carolina will then be able to trade with those of Rhode
Island, North Carolina, and Georgia, and be sure of receiving the value of his commodities. Can this be done at present? It cannot! However just the demand may be, yt!l
still your honest, suffering citizen must be content to receive
tMir depreciated paper, or give up the debt.
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But above al1, how much will this section tend to restore
your credit with foreigners - to rescue your national character from that contempt which must ever follow the most
flagrant violations of public faith and private honesty! No
more shall paper money, no more shall tender-laws, drive
their ~ommerce from our shores, and darken the American
name in every country where it is known. No more shall
our eitizens conceal in their coffers those treasures which the
weakness and dishonesty of our government have long hidQen from the public eye. The firmness of a just and even
system shall bring them into cireulation, and honor and virtu~
shall be again known and countenanced among us. No
more shall the widow, the orphan, and the stranger, beeome
the miserable victims of unjust rulers. Your government
shall now, indeed, be a government of laws. The arm of
.J ustice shall be lifted on high; and the poor and the rich,
the strong and the weak, shall be equally piOtected in their
rights. Public as well as private. confidence shall again be
.:stahlished; industry shall return among us; and the blesslOgs of our government shall verify that old, but useful maxim,
that with states, as well as individuals, honesty is the best
policy.

Speech

of Mr.

PATRICK DOLLARD,

of

Prince Fred-

erick',~.

Mr. President, I rise, with the greatest d"iffidence, to
speak on this occasion, not only knowing myself unequal to
the task, but believing this to be the most important question that ever the good people of this state were cal1ed
together to deliberate upon. This Constitution has been
ably supported, and ingeniously glossed O\'er by many able
and respectable gentlt>men in this house, whose reasoning,
aided by the most accurate eloqnence, might strike conviction
even in the predetErmined breast, had they a good cause to
support. Conscious that they have not, and also conscious of
my inability to point out the consequences of its defects, which
have in some measure been defined by able gentlemen in
this houst'l, I shall therefore confine myself within narrow
bounds; that is, concisely to make known the sense and
language of my constituents. The people of Prince Frederick's Parish, whom I have the honor to represent, are a brave.
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honest, and industrious people. In the late bloody contest,
they bore a conspicuous part, when they fought, bled, and
conquered, in defence of their civil rights and privileges,
which they expected to transmit untainted to their posterity.
They are nearly all, to a man, opposed to this new Constitution, because, they say, they ha\'e omitted to insert a bill of
rights therein, ascertaining and fundamentally establishing,
the unalienable rights of men, without a full, free, and secure
enjoyment of which there can be no liberty, and over whirh
It is not necessary that a good government should have the
control. They say that they are by no means against VCflting Congress with ample and sufficient powers; hut to make
over to them, or any set of men, their birthright, comprised
in Magna Charta, which this new Constitution absulutely
does, they can never agree to. Notwithstanding this, they
have the highest opinion of the virtues and abilities of {he
honorable gentlemen from this state, who represented us in
the General Convention; and also a few otht'r distinguished
characters, whose names will be transmitted with honor to
future ages; hut I believe, at the same time, they are but
mortal, and, therefore, liable to err; and as the virtue and
abilities of those gentlemen will consequently recommend
their being first employed in jointly conducting the reins of
this gO"'ernment, they are led olo believe it will commence
in a moderate aristocracy: but, that it will, in its future operations, produce a monarchy, or a corrupt and oppressive aristocracy, they have no manner of doubt. Lust of dominion
is natural in every soil, and the love of power and supt>riority
is as prevailing in the United States, at present, as in any part
of the earth; yet in this country, depraved as it is, there still
remains a strong regard for liberty: an American bosom is
apt to glow at the sound of it, and the splendid merit of preserving that best gift of God, which is mostly expelled from
every country in Europe, might stimulate Indolence, and
animate even Luxury to consecrate herself at the altar of
freedom.
My constituents are highly alarmed at the large and rapid
strides which this new government has taken towards despotism. They say it is big with politieal mischiefs, and pregnant with a greater variety of impending woes to the good
people of the Southern States, especially South Carolina,
than all the plagues Stl pposed to issue from the poisonous
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hox of Pandora. They say it is particularly calculated for
Ihe meridian of despotic aristocracy; that it evidently tends
to promote the ambitions views of a few able and designing
men, and enslave the rest; that it carries with it the appearance of an old phrase, formerly made use of in despotic
reigns, and especially by Archhishop Laud, in the reign of
Charles I., that is, "non-resistance." They say thpy will
resist against it; that they will lIot accept of it unless compelled hy force of arms, which this new Constitution plainly
threatens; and thpn, they say, your standing army, like
Turkish janizaries enforcing despotic laws, must ram it down
their throats with the points of bayonets. They warn the
gentlemen of this Convention, as the guardians of their liberty, to beware how they will be accessory to the disposal of,
or rather sacrificing, their dear-hought rights and privileges.
This is the sense and language, Mr. Presidellt, of the people;
and it is an old saying, and I believe a vpry tlUe one, that
the general voice of the people is the voice of God. The
g.eneral voice of the people, to whom I am responsible, is
against it. I shall never betray the trust resposed in me by
them; therefore, shall give my hearty dissent.
WEDNESDAY,

May 21,

178~.

Gen. SUMPTER, agreeably to notice given yesterday,
(TUt-'sday, 20th,) moved for an aqjournment of the Convpn
lion to the (20th Octoher) twentieth day of Ocrober next,
in order to give time for the further consideration of the
Fedpral Constitutioll. After ('onsiderable debate, it was
rejected by a majority of (46) forty-six - yeas, eighty-nine,
(89;) nays, one hundred and thirty-five (135).
FRIDA Y, May 23, 178~.
On motion, Resolved, That this Convention do assent to and ratify the
Constitlltion agrepd to 011 thp lith day ofSepte!mber IRst, by the Convention
of the United StateR of America, held at Philadplphia.
On the question being put to a£rree to the same, the yeas and nays wp.re
called for hy the unanimous vOice of the Convention, and are as follow~:FOR THE PARISHES OF S'r PHILIP ANn ST. MICHAFJ., CHARLESTO". Yeas
His excp!lency, Gnvernnr Thomas Pmr.knf'Y, dId not vot!'. Lieutenant-Govprnor
Thomas Gadsden, C. C. Pmcknpv, (gpnpral, \ Chn8,npher Glldsden, (gpnpral- mf'mIIPr of CnnjfrE'.s of '(j!;, at Nl'w York) Edward Rutled~f', (governor - one of the Congr" •• of '76,) David Ramsav. (Dr,) Thnma8 Heywa.rI, Jun, (judge -and onp of the
COllgr.,s. of '76,) Edward Darrell, Isaac Motte, John Mathe·w., (governor,) Edward
Blake, Thomas Bep, (jlld~e,) Daniel De SO".'lIre, Thoma. Jnnes, John F. Grimke,
:jlldge,) Wilham JOhnsoll, John J. Prmgle, (attorney-general,) John lJlake, Dalllel
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Sw\ens, Daniel Cannon, Anthony Toomer, Hugh Rutledge, (judge,) John Budd,
(Dr.,) Frallcls Kmloch, Thomas SOllimersall, MIchael Kaiteillen, (ca~tam of Fort
Johnson,) RIchard Lushmgton, (colonel,) NathanIel Ru_l, Joaiah Smith, LeWI.
Morns, Edward Llghtwood, John Edwards. 31.
CURIST CHVRCH. - Yeas: Hon. Charles Pmckney, Hon. John Rutledge, H('n. A.
Vanderhorst, William Read, Joseph Manigault, Jacob K.cad, Joshua Toomer. 7.
ST. JOHN'S, BI'RKLEY.- Yt48: Hon. Henry Laurens, Gen. Wilham Moultrie,
Henry Laurens, Jun. 3. - Nlty.: Peter Fayuoux, Keatmg S,mono, ThoOlU Wal.
ter. 3 - .!lbsenl. Francis Marlon. 1.
Sr. ANDREW'S.- Yeas: Glen Drayton, Hon. Richard Hutson, Thornu Fuller,
James Ladson, Ralph Izard, Jun., Charles Drayton, Hon. W,lham Scott. 7. - Nuys:
nont'.

ST. GEORGE'S, DORCHI'STER. - YtO$: John Gloze, Morton Waring, Thom ...
Warrmg, Maj. J. Postell, WIlham Postell, ;\lath,8s Hutchmson, John Dawson. 7..Il'ay.: nonp.
i:h. JAMES'S, GOOSE CRf:EK.-Yta.: Hon. Ralph Izard, Peter SmIth, Hon. Ben·
;amm SlI1lth, Gabl1el Mamgault, Wilham SmIth, J. Pa.rker, Jun., J. Deas, Jun. 7.Nays: none.
ST THO"AS AND ST. DENNIS. - Yeas: Hon John Huger, Thomu Kftrwon,
Thomas Screven, Robert Damel, Lewl. Fogarlte, Isaac Harleston, laaac Parker JI/ays,' none

8,. PAUl.'. PARISH.-Yeu: Paul Hamilton, Georg.. Halg, Jo...ph Slann, Roger
Parker Saunders, Wilham Washington, (hero of Eutaw and Cowpens.) - Nays
John 'Vllson, Han Melcher Garner. 2.
ST BARTHOLOMEW'S. - Yeas: Han, John Lloyd. John Cros.keys - Nays· BeD'
P~stelJ, Wilham Clay Snipes, O'llrien SmIth, Paul Walter, Edmund Bel·
j'amm
mger. ;).
~T. HELENA'S.-Yeas· Hon. John Barnwell, HOIl John Joyner, Hon John Kc.n,
Hon. William H Wlgg, Hon. Robert Barnwell, Hon. William ElliOtt, Hon. James
Stuart. 7 - Nays: none.
ST. JAMES'S, SANTEE - Yeas: Isaar Dubose, Lewis Miles, Samuel Warren, RIchard
Withers, John Mayrant, Thomas Bnny. 6. - Nay: John Bowman. 1.
P""CE GEORG1-'S, WIN YAW -l'f(ls: Han Thomas Waties, (Judge of C. C. P.,
and chancellor,) Samuel Smith. Cleldnd Kmloch, Hon. Wilham Allston, Jun. 4.Nuys: none. - .!lb,."I: Peter Horry. I.
ALL S''''TS'. - Yeas: Daniel Morral, Thomas Allston. 2. -Nay8: none.
PRI~CE FREDERICK·s.-Yeas· William Wilson, Alexander Tweed, Will,am Frier80n, James Pettigrew 4. - .....,.Vs: Patrick Dollard, William RRad, J. Burges, Jun, 3
ST. JOJl~'S, COLLETON COUNTY - Yea8: Thomas Legare, Richard Muncree!; Jun.,
Hon. Daniel Jenkins, Hugh Wilson, Isaac JenklDs, Ephraim MIkel, W,llll~m SlIlelle
.N·"!ls: none.
ST. PETER". - YMS: John Fen.wick, Joachin Haltstone, Seth Stafford, Rev. H('nry
tlolcolD. 4. - Nay,: John Chishollll, John Lewi. Bourjlll, Jun. 2. - .!lbse"t: William Stafford. I.
PR.-CE WILLIAM'S. - Y.eas: Thomas Hutson, John M'Pheroon, James Maine,
John A. Cuthbert, John Lightwood, John Simmons, Stephen Devaux. 7. - Nays:
non£",

ST. STEPHEN'S -Y,as: John Palm~r, Hon Hczekiah Mah.ms, Samuel Dubose,
John Peyre. 4. - Nays: none. - Absenl: Thomas Cooper, Thomu Palmer. 1
vacant.
D,STRICT EASTWA
or THE W ATEREE. - Yta. John Chesnut. 1. - Na!J .•.
Thomas Sumter, Andrew BaBkins, John Lowry, Benjamm Cudworth, William Massay. Hugh WhIte, Thomas Dunlap, Samuel Dunlap, John Montgomery. 9. - .!lbsent '
S. Bnykm.
D,STRICT Ot· N,NETY-SIX. - Yea: Dr. John HarriS I. - Nay.: Jame. Lincoln,
Adam Crain Jones, Edmond Martin, Andrew Hamilton, Joseph Calhoun, William
Buth'r, John BOlVle, Han. John L. GervaIs. ~. - .'ibsent: John Ewmg Calhoun,
Charles Davenport. 2.
NORTH SIDF. OF SALUDA. -Y.as: Samuel Earle, Lemuel J. AII.tone, John Thoma.,
Jun. 3.-Nays: nnne
SOUTn SIDE OF SAI.VIl •. -Ytas: John MIller, William M'Caleb. 2.-N"ys
none - Jib.",t: Robert Anderson 1 .
D,S'rRICT OF SUE·GOTHA -Yea: Hon Henry Pendleton I.-Nay.: Hon Rich.
n.rd Hampton, J Culpeper, W,lliam FitzpatrIck, Llewellen Threewits, John Three,,-,ts, 'Vade Hampton. I)
LOWER D"T"'CTS BETWF.F!i' B"n,n A~D S.LtlnA R,VERS. - Y.a.: none. -Na'/8
Hon. Bdanull Burke, J. Lindsay, Philemon Waters, Robert Ruthford, Hau. J. HaDl!"
'on 5.
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LIT1J.£/lnvER DIITRICT.-Yeu: John Hunter, TholDU Wadllworth. 2
Samuel SUon, Joahua Saxon. 2. - AbHrtt: J&meII MaYllOn. 1.
Un!!:R OR SURT.U' DIITRICT.-Yeu: none.-X.p: \\-illiam Kennedy, J&meII
Jourdon, Charles Sims, Thomaa BTindon, Hon. Zacariah Bullock. 6.
DISTRICT BETWEBN BROAD AND CATAWBA RIVERI, RICHLAND COlJlfTT.-Yeu:
D!lDe.-NIIJ6: Hon. Thomu Taylor, William Meyer, Thomu Howell. 3.
FAIRFIJ:LD COIJIfTY. - Xt11Y8: JIL.IIl6 Craig, Jacob Brown, John Gray, John
Cook. 4.
CHI:STER DISTRICT.-Yeu: none.-X.p: Edward Lacy,Joeeph Bro1n1, William
Miles, Jame. Knox. 4.
DISTRICT CALLED THE NEW ACClIJIIITION.-YIII: Rev. Franci. CummiDi. 1.Nays, Hon. William Hill, Robert Patton, Samuel Watson, James Martin, Jamee
G. Hunt, Samuel Lowry, Andrew Love, John M'Caw, Adam Meek, Abraham
Smith. 10.
ST. MATTHEW·I. -YIII$: Hon. William Thompson, Hon. Paul Warley. 2.-Xay·
Hon. John Linton. 1.
ORAllGE.-Y...,: Lewis Lesterjette, Jacob Rumph, Donald Bruce. 3.-X~.
none. -Absent: Lewis Golsan. 1.
ST. Duw·s.-YIII$: Lemuel Benton, William Dewitt, Calvin Spencer, Samuel
Taylor, R. Brownfield, Benjamin Hicks, Jun. 6.-Nay.: none.-Absmt: Trin.
Thomas. 1.
DISTRICT BETWEEN SAVAIUUH RIVBR, AND THE NORTH FORa OF EDISTO. -YIII8.
Stephen Smith, Hon. William Dunbar, JotM'ph Vince, William Robi80n, John Co)..
lins, JOll&than Clark. 6.-Xays: none.-Absem: William Buford. 1.
Y111$, • • 149. I Xays, • • 73. I Majurity, • • 76. I AbHrtt,
• J6

SO it was resolved in the affirmative.
JOHN S. DART. Secretary of Conflentilm
You.

St. Philip and St. Michael,... . • • • . . • • . . . . . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • ••
Christ Church, ••••••.•••••••••••.•••••.• , • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • •
St. John's, Berkley County,.................. ••••••••.•..••
St. Andrew'S, .................. , .. • . • .. .. .... ... .. .........
St. George'., Dorcheeter,..................................
St. James's, Gooee Creek, .. . . .. • • • • .. .. .. .. • • .. .. .. • . .. .. ..
St. Thorn.. and St. Dennis, . . • . • • • • .. ... . .. • .. • .... .. .. .. ..
St. Paul'lI Parilh,........................ .... .. .. .... ... ...
St Bartholomew's,........................................
St. Helena's, • • .. ... • • • .. . • .. • .. • .. ... ... • .. • .. .. • • .. .. • ••
St. James's, Santee, .•.. , .................................
Princl' George'e, Winyaw,..................................
All Saints', ............................... e. • • • • • . . . . . . . . .
Prince Frederick·s,........................................
St. John's, Colll'ton County, ............. .......... ........
St. Pl'ter'., ....... , .. • • .. .... . .. .... . ........... .... . • .. ..
Prince William'e, .........................................
St. Stephen's, ............................................
District Eastward of the W&teree,...........................
District of Ninety·six, .....................................
North side of the Saluda, ..................................
South .ide of the Saluda, .... • .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. • • • • .. .. ..
District of Saxe-Gotha,...... ..............................
LowE'r District, bl'tween Broad and Saluda Riven, •.•••• e •• e.
Little River District, ....................... , ............ _.
9pper, or Spartsn District,......................... ........
,)inrict between Broad and Catawba Rinn, Richland County,
Fairfil'ld <Aunty, .........................................
Che.I.Pr County, ..........................................
District celled the New Acquilition, .........................
St. Matthew·........ .. .. • ......... .... .... ..... . . . . . • .....
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Two hwulred and thirt,y4ix memben appoiDted to tile ConftJll.ioll
Fourteen '-at.
Two huDdred IIIld twenty.two aUeaded, of which there were,
In favor of adoption,.......... .••• ••••••.•••••••••••••• 140
Apiut. adoption,. • • • • • ..... • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • .. • • • 73
Majority,...... ............. ...... ............... ..... 67

OVUM REIPUBLlC.£. -

T1ae (}mgreu

of 1766.

[From Garden's Anecdotes, Second Bene..]

South Carolina is literally one of the Nine primitive Muses of American
Li berty. .. Before tM thirteen ,oere - she is." We must never forget
that the parent ofthe revolution, the very Ovum RtipublictZ, was the Congr.ess which convened in New York, in 1765. But nine colonies were
represented, as four were overpowered by the royal pllrty. But South
Carolina beat down the strong opposition of the crown, and was the only
one, south of the Potomac, that sent a delegation. This was the achievement of General Gadsden. In this primeval council, our members were
far from being insignificant. Three committees only were appointed, and
of two tne sons of Carolina were chairmt'n. Mr. Lynch (father of the
patriot who signed the Declaration ofIndependence) was chairman of the
one to prepare an address to the House of Commons, and John Rutledge
(who Wllll tht'n but twenty-sill years of age) of that for the house of lords.
This Convention of sages was the parent plant of our present confederacy
of republics. Thus was South Carolina among the aboriginal founders of
the Union.

Delegates to the Congress of 1765.
MtlUtldtuetU, 3-Jame8 Oti8, Oliver Partridge, Timothy Ruggles.
Rltot/e laland, 2- Metcalf Bowler, Hen,,! Ward.
ConlUdUttt, 3- Eliphalet Dyer, David Rowland, William S. Johlllton.
Nuo York, 5 - Robert R. Livingston, John Cruger, Philip Livingston, Williau:
Bay&rd, Leonard Liepen&rd
New Jersey, 3 - Robert Ogden, Hendrick Fisher, Joseph Borden.
Pmuyl'lHlJlia, 3-Jolm Dlckinsoll, John Morton, Gtoorge Bryan.
lHl471J4re, 3-Jacob Kollocb, Thomaa M'Kean, C_r RodJlf'y.
MM!fl4nd, 3- William Murdock. Edward Tilghman, Thomaa Ri!!l'gold.
Smaa Caroliaa, 3 - Thomaa Lynch, Christopher Gadaden, John RUtledge.

Nine colonies, and twenty-eight delegates.

Extract from the official Journal

of the

Cungress of 1765.

Met in New York, on Monday,7th of October, 1765. Arter having
examined and admitted the certificates of appointment of the above memhers, the said committees proceeded to choose a chairman by ballot; and
Timothy Ruggles, Esq., of Massachu!letts, on sorting and counting the
votes, appeared to have n majority, and thereupon was placed in the chair.
Ruolved, Rmi. con., That John Cotton be clerk to this Congress, during
the continuance thereot
Rt.soltJrd, That the committee of each colony shall have one voice only,
in deterlDining any questions that shall aril.'e in the Congreaa.

SOUTH CAROLINA.
After meeting regularly e'ery day, with the exceptiou of the Sabbath,
they coucurred in a declaration of the rights and grievances of America,
and appointed the foUowing committees, on Sllttlrday, 19th <>etober ..
1765:-

V_

Upcm motion,
That Robert R. Living.ton, of New York, William Samuel
Johuatou, ud William Murdock, EIKI...., be a committee to pft'pare an addre. to hill
majesty, and Ia), thr u.me befoft' the Congre. on Monday Bext.
Voted alMJ~That John R.utledge, of South Carolina, Edward TiIJhman, and Phihp
Livinpton,
n., be a commiltee to pre~ a memorial and petitIOn to the Lords in
Parhament, an lay the 8ILme bc.-fore the Congrc.. on Monda), next.
VuUd ..uo, That Thomu Lynch. of South Carolina, JILIDf'8 Oti_, and 'I'homa.
M'Kean, ElKIn., be a committee to prepare a JM"tition to thr Hou.e of Commons of
Gft'at Britaia, &ad lay the _~ before the CongPHB on Monday ftut. After having
attended daily, the lut meeting was held on Thuma" 24th October, 1765.
V«ed, .-niftlOll.'" That the clerk of this Congreu aifll the minute8 of their prouedinga, and deliger a copy for the \De of each colony and province. - See "Principles and Act. of the Revolution."

It is to be regr~tted that the few speeches here published constitute all
of the able debates in the South Carolina Convention which could be
procured. The ditoeussion commenced on the 14th of May, and, it is.
understood, Wall continued with brilliancy eight days j Judge Burke, Mr.
Bowman, Dr. FaY880ux, and others, disclosing the abuses and misconstructions of which the Constitution Wall susceptible; Judge Pendleton,
General Pinckney, and Hon. J. Pringle, among many other distinguished
members, enforcing the expediency and necessity of its adoption.

"This acceptance and ratification wall not without opposItIon, In
addition to the common objections which had been urged against tlU?
ConstitutioD, South Carolina had some local reasons for refu!ing, or at
least delaying, a final vote on the question. Doubts were entertained of
the acceptance of the Constitution by Virginia. To gain time till the
determination of that leading state was known, a motion for po~tponement
was brought forward. This, after an animated debate, was overruled by
a majority of 46. The rejection of it was considered as decisive in favor
of the Constitution. Wheri the result of the vote was announced, an
~vellt unexampled in the annals of Carolina took place.
Strong and
Involuntary expressions of applause and joy burst forth from the numerous
transported spectators. The minority complained of disrespect; unpleal!lant
consequences were anticipated. The majority joined with the complainiog members in clearing the house, and in the m081. d"u~ate manner
soothed their feelings. In the true style of republicanism, the minority
not only acquiesced, but heartily joined in supporting the determination
or the majority. The Constitution went into operation with general con·
!It'nt, and has ever since been strictly obsened."-Ramsay'$ History oj
BoutA Caroliaa, '01. ii. p. 432.

OPINIONS,
BEL ECTED FROM DEBATES IN CONGRESS.
paOlI
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CONSTITUTIONAL PRINCIPLES.
Oath. -

On a Bill pre8cribing the Oath to support the Oonstttution.
)/41/

6,1789

1\'Ir. GERRY said, he did not ditocover wh"t part of'the Constitution
gave to Congress the power of making this provision, (for regulating the
time and manner of administerin)! cerlaln oaths,) except 80 much of it
as respects the form of the oath; it is not expressly given by any clause
of the Constitution, and, if it does not exist, must arise from the $lDeeping
daus" as it is frequently termed, in the 8th section of the 1st article of
the Constitution, which authorizes Congress .. to make all laws which
shall he necessary and proper for carrying into execution the foregoing
powers, and all other powers vested by thi~ Constitution in the government of the United States, or in any department or officer tbereof." To
this clause there seems to be no limitation, so far as it applies to the extension of the powers ,csted by the Constitution; but even this clause
gives nQ le~islative auth()rity to Con~ress to carry into effect any power
not expressly vested by the Constitution. In the C,)ftSlitution, which is
the supreme law of the land, provtsion is made that the members ()f the
lelTislatures of the several states, and all executi\'e and judicial officers
th~reor, shall be bound by oath to Sllpport the Constitution. But there is
no provision for empowl'ting the government of the United States, or any
officer or department thereof, to pass a law obligatory on the members of
the It'gislalures of the several states, and other officers thereof, to take this
O'lth. This ill made their duty already by the Constitution, and no such
law of Congress can add force tn the obligation; bllt, on the other h'lnd,
if it is admitted that such a law is necessary, it tends to weaken the Constitution, which requires stich aid: neither is any la'", mher thsn to prescribe the form of the oath, neeessary ur proper to carry this part of the
Constitution into effect; for the oath required by the Constitntion, being
a necl'ssary qualificlrtion for the state officers mentioned, cannot be dis'lensed with by any authority whatl'ver, other than the people, and the
judicial power of the United States, extending
aU cases arising in law
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or equity under this Constitution. The judges of the United States, who
are bound to support the Constitution, may, in all cases within their jurisdiction, annul the official acts of state officers, and even tbe acts of the
members of the state legi:slatures, if such members and officers were disqualified to do or pass such acts, by neglecting or refusing to take this
oath.
Mr. BLAND had no doubt respecting the powers of Congress on this
.ubject. The evident meaning of the words of the Conl'litution implied
that Con~ress should have the power to pass a law directing the time and
manner of taking the oath prescribed for supporting the Constitution.
There can be no hesitation respecting the power to direct their own officers, and the constituent parts of Congress: besides, if the state If'gislatures were to be left to direct and arrange this business, they would pass
different laws, and the officers might be bound in different degrees to support the Constitution. He not only thought Congress had the power to
do what was proposed by the Senate, but he judged it expedient also.
Mr. JACKSON. The states had better be left to regulate this matter
among themselves; for an oath that is not voluntary is seldom held sacred.
Compelling people to swear to support the Constitution will be like the
attempts of Britain, during the late revolution, to secure the fidelity of
those who fell within the influence of her arms; and like those attempts'
they will be frustrated. The moment the party could get from undt'r her
wings, the oath of allegiance was disregarded. If the state officers will
not willingly pay this testimony of their attachment to the Constitution,
what is extorted from them against their inclination is not much to be relied on.
Mr. LAWRENCE. Only a few words will be necessary to convince us
that Congress have this power. It is declart'd by the Constitution, that its
ordinances shall be the supreme law of the land. If the Constitution is
the supreme law of the land, every part of it must partake of this supremacy; consequently, every general declaration it contains is the supreme
law. But then these general declarations cannot be carried into effect
without particular regulations adapted to the circumstances: thestl particular regulations are to be made by Congress, who, by the Constitution, have power to make all laws necessary or proper to carry the
declarations of the Constitution into effect. The Con"titution likewise
declares that the members of the state legislatures, and all officers, executive aud judicial, shall take an oath to support the Constitution. This
declaration is general, and it lies with the supreme legislature to detail
and regulate it.
Mr. SHERMAN. It appears necessary to point out the oath itself, as
well as the time and manner of taking it. No other legislature is competent to all these purposes; but if they were, there is a propriety in the
supreme legi!'llature's doing it. At the same time, if the state legislatures
take it up, it cannot operate disagreeably upon them, to find all their
neighboring states obli![ed 10 join them in supporting a meaflure they approve. What a state legislature may do, will be good as far as it goes.
On the same principle, the Constitution will apply to each individual of
the state officers: they may go, without the direction of the state legislature, to 1\ justice, anc! take the oath voluntarily.
This, I suppose, would be binding upon them; but this is not satisfactory; the government ought to know that the oath has been properly
taken i and this caD only be done by a general regulation. If it is in thn
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diseretion of the state legislatures to make laws to carry the declaration
of the Constitution into ell.ecution, they haTe the power of refusing, and
may avoid the positive injunctions of the Constitution. As the power of
Congress, in this particular, extends over the whole Union, at is most
proper for us to take the subject up, and make the proper provision for
carrying it into execution, to the intention of the Constitution.

Uuties. -

Bill laying Duties on Goods,

te.

HOOSE OF RZPR1:SElfT.TIT1:I,

May 15.

Mr. WHITE. The Constitution, having authorized the House of
Representlltives alone to originate money bills, places an important trust
in our hands, which, as their protectors, we ought not to part with. I do
not mean to imply that the Senate are less to be trutlted than this house;
but the Constitution, no doubt for wise purposes, has given the immediate representatives of the people a cOlltrol over the whole government in
this particular, which, for their interest, they ought not to let out of their
bands.
Mr. MADISON. The Constitution places the power in the House of
originating money bills. The principal reason why the Constitution had
made this distinction was, because they were chosen by the people, and
supposed to be the best acquainted with their interest and ability. In
order to make them more particularly acquainted with these objects, the
democratic branch of the legislature consisted of a greater number, and
were chosen for a shorter period; that 80 they might revert more frequently to the mass of the people.
Mr. MADISON" moved to lay an impost of eight cents on all beer
impnrted. He did not think this would be a monopoly, but he hoped it
would be such an encouragement as to induce the manufacture to take
deep root in every state in the Union." - Lloyrfs Debatts of Congress,
vol. i. p. 6;';.
Tlte same. "The states that are most advanced in population, and
~ipe for manufactures, ought to have their particular interests attended to
in some degree. While these states retained the power of making regul'ltions of trade, they had the power to protect and cherish such institutions. By adopting the present Constitution, they have thrown the exertllse of this power into other hands. They must have done this with an
eltpectatiou that those interests would not be neglected here." - Idem,
if. 24.
Tiv same. .. There may be some manufactures which, being once
formed, can advance tnwards perfection without any adventitious aid;
while others, for want of the fostering hand of government, will be Ullable to go on at all. Legislative attention will therefore be necessary to
collect the proper objects for this purpose." - Idem, p. 26.
Mr. CLYMER" did not object to this mode of encouraging manufactures, and obtaining revenues, by combining the two objects in one bill.
He was satisfied that a political necessity existed for both the one and
the other." - Itbm, p. 31.
Mr. CLYMER" hoped gentlemen would be disposed to extend a degree of patronage to a manufacture [steel] which II moment's reflection
,,"ould cor vince them was highly deserving protection." - Idem, p. 69
\fro CARROLL" moved to insert window snd other glass. A manufacture of this article was begun in Maryland, and attended with ~onsio

.j.i6
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If the legislature was to grant a mall encouragement,

it would be permanently e8ubliebed." - Idma, p. 94.
Mr. W ADSWORTII. "By moderating tbe duties, we shall obtain
and give that encouragement to manufactures which ill in&elided." - Idem, p. 128.
Mr. AMES" thought this a oleful and accommodating manufacture,
[nails,J which yielded a clear gain of all it sold for; but the cost of the
material. the labor employed in it, would be thrown away probably in
many IIIstanees. - - - He hoped the article would remain in the bilL"
- Ithm, p. 81.
Tile same. " The committee were already informed of the flourishing
situation of the manufacture, [nail~~ but they ought not to join the gentleman from South Carolina, Mr. 'I ucker, in concluding that it did not,
therefore, deserve legislattve protection. He had DO doubt but the committt"e would concllr in laying a small protecting duty in favor of this
manufacture." -Idl'fll, p. ~.
Mr. }<'ITZSIMONS .. Wll8 willing to allow a small duty, because it
conformed to the policy of the states who thought it propt"r iu this man·
ner to protect their manufactures." - Idem, p. 83.
TIle same. "It being my opinion that an enumeration of artic.les will
tend to clear away difficultjes. I wish as many to be selected as possible..
For this reason I have prepared myself with an additional number:
among these are BOme calculated to encourage the productions of our
country, and protect our infant manufactures."- Idem, p. 17.
Mr. HARTLEY. "If we consult the history of the ancient world,
Europe, we shall see that they have thought proper, for a long time past,
to give great encouragement to establish manufactures, by laying such
partial duties on the importation of foreijfn goods, all to give the home
manufactures a considerable advantage in the price when brought to
market. - - - I think it both politic and just that tbe fostering hllnd of
the general government should extend 10 all those manufactures which
will tend to national utility. Our stock of materillJs ill, in many instancell,
equal to the greatest demand, and our arttsans sufficient to work them up,
e\'en for exportation. In those cases, I take it to be the policy of every
enlightened nation to give their manufacturers that degree of encouragement necessary to perfect them, without oppres..~ing the other parts of the
community; and, under this encouragement, the industry of the manufacturer will be employed to add to the wealth of the nation." - Idl'fll,
revel1~,

p.22.
Mr. WHITE. "In order to cbarge specified articles of manufacture so
as to encounge our domestic ones, it will be necessary to examine the
present state of each throughout the Union." - Idem, p. J9.
Mr. BLAND (of Virginia) .. thought that yery little re\,enue was likt"ly
to be collected frOID the importation of tbi" article, [beef;] and, as it was
to be had in sufficient quantities within the United States, perhaps a tax
amounting to a prohibition would he prnper." -Idem, p. 66.
Mr. BLAND" informed the committee that there were mines opened in
Virginia capable of supplying the whole of tbe United States; and, if some
restraint was bid on importation of foreign coals, those mines might be
worked to advantage." - Ilk"" p. 97.
Mr. BOUDINOT. .. I shall certainly moye for it, [the article of glass,]
ulIPJ?pOSe we are capable of manufacturing this 8S well as many of the
.ber~ In fact, it is well known that we have and ClUl do it as well all
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most nations, the material. being almost all prodQC6.l in our country."Idma, p. 28.
The same. "Let us take, then, the resolution of Congress in r783,
and make it tbe basis of our system, adding only such protecting duties a.
are necessary to support the manuf~ctures established by tbe legislatures
of the manufacturlOg stales." -1_, p. 34.
Mr. SINNICKSON "declared himself a friend to this manufacture,
[beer,] and thought that, if the duty wal laid high enough to effect a
prohillltion, the manufacture would increase, and of consequence the price
would be lessened." -Irk_, p. 65.
Mr. LAWRENCE" thought that if candles were an object of considerable importation, they ought to be taxed for tbe sake uf obtaining
revenlle, and if they were not importt'd in cousiderable quantities, the
burden upon the consumer would be small, while it tended to cherish a
valuable manufacture." -Idem, p. 68.
Mr. FITZSIMONS "moved to lily a duty of two cents per pound 011
tallow cIndles. The mallufacture of candles is an important manufacture, and far advanced towards perfection. I have no doubt but ill a few
years we shall be able to supply the consumption of every part of the
continent." -Idmt, p. 67.
Th~ same. "Supp03e 55. cwt. were imposed, [on unwrought Iteel :]
it might be, as stated, a partial duty; but would not the evil be lOOn
overbalallced by tbe establishment of such an important manufacture t"Idem, p. 69.
The same. "The necessity of continuing those encouragements which
the state legislatures have deemed proper, exists in a considerable degree.
'rherefore it will be politic in the government of the United States to
continlle such duties until their object i8 accomplished." -Idem, p. 67.
Mr. SMITH (of South Carolina.) "The people of South ClU'olina are
willing to make sacrifices to encourftge the manufacturing and maritime
interests of their sister states" -Idem, p. 212.
•
Gen. Washington's Speech til CllngrelS, of Jauary 11, li90, declares,
"That the safety and interest of a free people require that Congress
should promote such manufactures as tend to render them independent of
others for essential, particularly military supplies.
"'rhe advancement of agriculture, commerce, and manufactures, by
all proper means, will not, I trust, nE'ed recommesdation."
Extract frllm the reply of the &nate, to the 'puch of Gen. Wash.ingtllll, January, )790. - " Agriculture, commerce, and manufactures,
forming the buis of the weahh and strength of our confederated repUblic.
must be the frequent subject of our deliberations, and shall be advanced
by all the proper means in our power."
Extract from the reply of the Howe of Repre.mtatiflts. - .. We concur with you in the sentiment that • agriculture, commerce, and mm...
factures, are entitled to legislative protection.' "
His 'THeck of Dece..ber, 1796, holds out the lame doclrine.-" CongreM have repeatedly, and Dot without IUoeetlll, directed their attention
to the encouragement or manufactures. The oDject is of too much i~
portance not to insure a continoanee of the.e efforts in every way whicn
ehall appear eligible."
Eztrad fro- tlat! rep'y of tIN /kraale to tIN speul& of Om. Wasling1/)fI, Decelllber, 1796. - .. The necessity ofaccelerating the establishmeDt
of certain useful ~rancbes of manufaetures, by the intervention of leiia-
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lative aid and protectiol . and the encouragement due to agriculture by
the creation of boards, (composed of intelligent individuals,) to patronize
the primary pursuit of society, are suujects which will readily engage our
most serious attention."
Mr. Jljferson, in his Message of 1902, states that - "To cultivate
peace, maintain commerce and navigation, to foster our fi::!heries, aud protect manufactures adapted to our circumstances, &c., are the landmarks
by which to guide ourselves in all our relations."
Prom Mr. Je.fferson's Message of 1808. - " The situation into which
we have been thus forced has impelled us to apply a portion of our industry and capital to interual manufacturing improvements The extent
of this conversion is daily increasing, and little doubt remains that the
establishment:! formed and forming will, under the auspices of cheaper
materials and subsistence, the freedom of labor from taxation with us, and
protecting duties and prohibitions, become permanent."
Extract from the Message of Mr. Madison, December 5, 1815. - .. U nder circumstances giving powerful impulse to manufacturing industry, it
has made among us a progress, and exhibited an efficiency, which justifY
the belief that, With a protection not more than is due to the enterprising
citizens whose interests are now at stake, it will become, at an early day,
not only safe against occasional competitions from abroad, but a source of
domestic wealth, and even of external commerce.
In selecting the branches more especially entitled to public patronage, a
preference is obviously claimed by such as will relteve the United States
from a dependence on foreign supplies, ever subject to casual failures, for
articles necessary for public defence, or connected with the primary wants
of individuals. It will be an additional recommendation of particular
manufactures, where the materials for them are extensively drawn from
our agriculture, and consequently impart and insure to that great fund of
national prosperity and independence an encouragement which cannot fail
to be rewarded."
Prom the Mes$age of President Monroe, December, 1818. - " It is
deemed of importance to encourage our domestic manufactures. In what
manner the evils which we have adverted to may be remedied, and how it
may be practicable in other respects to afford them further encouragement,
paying due regard to the other great interests of the nation, is submitted
to the wisdom of Congress."
Prom tlte same, December 3, 1822. - " Satisfied I am, whatever may be
the abstract doctrine in favor of unrestricted commerce, prOVided all nations would concur in it, and it was not liable to be interrupted by war,
which has never occurred, and cannot be expected, that there are strong
reasons applicable to our situation, and relations with other countries,
which impose on us the obligation to cherish and sustain ollr manufactures."
From the same, December, 1823. - " Having communicated my views
to Congress, at the commencement of the last session, respecting the encouragement which ought to be given to our manufactures, and the principle on which it should be founded, I have only to add that those views
remain unchanged, and that the present state of those countries with
which we have the most immediate political relations, and greatest commercial intercourse, tends to confirm them. Under this impression, I rel:ommend a review of the tariff, for the purpose of affording such addition""
vrvlectioli to those articles which we are prepared to manufacture. VI
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which are more immediately connected with the defence and iudet endence
of the country."
lVIII. H. Crawford, Secretary cifthe Treasury, in his report, December,
]8HI, says, - " It is believed that the present is a favorable moment fOi
affurdlng efficient protection to that increasmg and important interest, if It
c.nn he done consistently with the general interest of the nation."
Eztral't frum the Mfssage of President J~jfersoll; December 2, 1806." The qllestion now com€'s forward, To what objects Hhall surpluses be
appropriated, and the whole surplus of impost, after the entire discharge
of the public debt, and during those intervals when the purposes of war
shall 1I0t call for them 1 Shall we suppress the impost, and give that advantage to foreign over domestic manufactules 1 On a few articles of a
more general and necessary use, the suppressIOn, in due season, will doubt·
less be right; but the great mass of the articles on which impost is paid
are foreIgn luxuries, purchased only by those who are rich enough to afford
themselves the use of them. Their patriotism would certainly prefer its
continuance, and application to the great purposes of public education,
roads, rivers, canals, and such other objects of public improvement as It
may be thought proper to add to the constitutional enumeration of feder.tl
powers. By Ihese operations, new channels of communication will oe
opened between the state~; the lines of separation will dis~ppear; their
interests will be identified, and the union cemellted hy new and indissoluble ties. Education is here placed among the articles of public care. Not
that it would be proposed to take its ordinary branches out of the hands
of private enterprise, which manages so much better all th€' concerns to
which it is equal; but a public institution alone can supply those scienc.es
which, though rarely called for, are yet necessary to complete the circle,
all the parts of whIch contribute to the improvement of the country, and
some of them to its preservation. The subject is now pro?osed for the
conSideration of Congress, because, if approved, by the time thE" state legislatures shall have deliberated on this exten8ion of the federal trusts, and
the laws shall be passed, and other arrange.nents made for their execution,
the necessary fund~ will be on hand and without employment. I suppose
an amendment to the Constitution, by consent of the states, necessary, because the objects now recommended are not among those ennmerated in
the Constitution, and to which it permits the public money to be applied." - - From the same, No". 8, 1808. - "'fhe probable accumulation of surpluses of revenue beyond what can bE" applied to the payment of the
public debt, whenever the freedom and safety of onr commerce shall be
restored, merits the consideration of COllgress. Shall it lie unprodur.tive
in the public vaults 1 Shall the revenue be reduced 1 Or shall it not
rather be appropriated to the improvements of roads, canal~, rivers, education. alld other great foundations of prosperity and union, under the
pow€'rs which Congress may already possess, or snch amendment of the
Constitution as may be approved by the states 1 While un('.ertain of the
course of things, the time may be a~vantageously employed in obtaining
the powers necessary for a system of Improvement, should that be thought
best." - • •
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Removal by the President. - On the Bill for establishing an
ezecutive Department, to be denominated the Department of
Poreif(n, Affairs.
HoulE

OF REPREIEKTATIYIE8,

J""tJ 16,1789.

The first clause, after recapitulating the title of the officer and his duties, had these words: .. to be removahk from office by the President of
the United States."
Mr. WHITE. The Constitution gives the President the power of
nominating, and by and with the advice and coosent of the Senate, appointing to office. As I conceive tlle power of appointing and dismissing
to be united in their natures, and a principle that never was called in
questioll in any government, I am adverse to that part of the clause wbich
subjects the secretary of foreign affairs to be removed at the will of thE'
President. In tbe Constitution, special provision is made Cor the removal
of the judges: that I acknowledge to be a deviation from my prinCiple j
but as It is a constitutional proviSion, it is to be admitted. In all cases
not otherwise provided for in this Constitution, I take it that tbe principle I have laid down is the governing one. Now, the Constitution blls
a8Sociated the Senate with the President in appointing the heads of de- .
partment j for the words of the law declare that there shall be 1\ department established, at the head of which shall be an officer to be so denominated. If, then, the Senate is associated with the President in the
appointment, they ought also to be associated in the dismission from office.
Upon the justness of this construction, I take the libt-rty of reviving the
motion made in the committee of the whole for striking out these words,
" to be removable from office by the President of the United States."
Mr. SMITH, (of South Carolina.) The gentleman has anticipated me
in his motion. I am clearly in sentiment with him that the words ougbt
to go out. It is in the recollection of the committE'e, tbat, when the subject was last before us, this power was excepted tOj and although the
words were then allowed to stand, it was generally understood that it
should be furtber debated. I then was opposed to giving this power to
the President, and am still of opinion that we ought not to ml,ke this
declaration, even if he has the power by the Constitution.
I would premise, that one of these two ideas is just- eitber that tbe
Constitution has given the President the power of removal, and therefore it is nugatory to make the declaration here, or it has 1I0t given the
power to him, and therefore it is improper to make an attempt to confer
it upon him. If it be not given to him by the Constitution, but belongs
conjointly to the President and Senate, we have no right to deprive
the Senate of their constitutional prf'rogative; and it has been the opinion
of sensible men thllt the power was lodged in this mllnner. A publiclIlion of no inconsiderable eminence, in the class of political writings on
the Constitution, has advanced this sentiment. The author, or authors,
(for I have undt'rstood it to be the production of two gentlemen of grell!
information,) of the work published under the signature of Publiu8, hM
these words: "It has beton mentiont'd .. one of the advan~ to be expected from the coop
eration of the Renate in the bUllint'fJ8 of appointmenu, that it would contribute to tht.
8tability of tht' adminiltration. The coneent of that body would be nece.ary to di..
pI act' .. well a. appoint. A change of tht' chief maginrate, thenof'ore, would not 00·
ca8ioll BO violent or BO general a revolution in the offices of the government 88 might
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be e~c~ i~ he were ~ .ole di~r of officee. Where a - . in any atatio..,
has g",en u.t.uactory e'f.deuce of h •• fitne88 for it, a new President would be reo
strained from attempting a change, in favor of a person more agreeable to him, by
the apprehension that the d'lCOnntenance of thP Senate might fr1l8trate the attempt,
and brIng some degretl of diecredit upon himself. Those who can best eatitna.te the
value of a steady adminiatratiun will be moat diepotoed to prize a provision which
~onnecte the official exietence of public men with the approbation or diu.pprobation
of that body whIch, from the greater permanency of its own compoail.on, will, in all
probability, be leas subject to inconstancy than any other member of the governlDPnt."
.

Here this author lays it down. tbat there can be no doubt of the power
of the Senate in the business of removal. Let this be as it may, I am
clear that the Presidt'nt alone has not the power. Examine the Constitution; the powers of the several braoches of government are there defined ;
tbe President has particularpow ... rs assigned him; the judIcial have, in like
manner, powers assigned them; but you will find no such power as remo,,"
ing from office given to the President. I call upon gentlemen to show me
where it is said that tbe President shall remove from office. I know tbey
cannot do it. Now I infer from this, all the Constitution has not gi'fen the
President the power of removability, it meant that he should not have that
power, and this inference is supported by that clause in the Constitution,
which provides that all CIvil officers of the United States ,hall be remo'fed
from office on impeachment for and conviction of treason, bribery, or
other high crimes and misdemeanors. Here is a particular mode pre&cribed for reml>ving, and if there is no other mode directed, I contend
that the Constitution contemplated only this mode. But let me ask gentlemen if any other mode ill necessary. For what other cause should a
man he removed from office! Do gentlemen contend that sickness or
ignorance wonld be a sufficient cause 1 1 believe, if they will reflect, they
cannot instance any person who was removed from ignorance. I venture
to say, there never was an instance of this nature in the United States.
There have bee" instances where a pt"rsoll has bel"n removed for offences:
the Silme may again occnr, and are therefore judiciously provided for in
the COllstitution. But in this calle, is he removed from his ignorance, or
his error, which is the consequence of his ignorance 1 I suppose it is for
his error, because the public are injured by it, and Il()t for incapacity.
The President is to nominate thp officer, and the S ... nate to approve: here
is provision made against the appointment of ignorant officers. They
cannot be removed for causes which 8ub8isted before their eoming into
office. Their ignorance therefore must arise after they are appointed; but
this is an unlikely case, and one that cannot be contelnplated as probable.
I imagine, lIir, we are declaring a power in the Prellident which may
hereafter be greatly abosed, for we Rre not always to expect a chief magistrate in whom such entire confidencE' clln be placed as in the present.
Perhaps gentlemen are so milch dazzled with the splendor of the virtues
of the present President, as Dot to be able to see into futurity. The
framers of the Constitution did not confine their views to the first perl'On
who was looked up to, to fill the presidential chair. If they had, they might
have omitted tho!le checks and guards with which the powers of the execll~
tive are surrounded. They knew, from the cnuree of human events, that
they could not expect to be So highly favor ...d of HeR'fen, as to have the blessilll{ of his administration more than seven or fvurteen years; after which,
they supposed a man might get into power, who, it was possible, ftIij{~t
mlllheha,'e. We oUllht to follow their example, and contemplate th.,
po\l'p.r 10 the bands of an ambitious man, who might apply it to dangeroul
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I,urposes. If we give this power to the President, he may, from caprice,
remove the most worthy men from office: his will and pleasure will be the
slight tenure by which an office is to be held; and of consequence, you rellder the officer the mere state dependant, the abject slave, of a perllDn who
may be disposed to abuse the confidence hill fellow-citizens have placed in
him.
Another danger may resulL If you desire an officer to be a man of
capacity and integrity, you may be disappointed. A gentleman possessed
of these qualities, knowing he may be removed at the pleasure of the
President, will be loath to risk his reputation on such insecure ground. As
the matter stands in the Constitution, he knows, if he is suspected of doing
any thing wrong, he shall have a fair trial, and the whole of his tranl!lactions developed by an impartial tribunal: he will have confidence in himself when he knows be can only be removed for improper behavior. But
if he is subjected to the whim of any man, it may deter him from entering
into the servicp. of his country; because, if he is not subllervient to that person's pleasure, he may be turned Ollt, and the public may be led to suppose for improper behavior. This impression cannot be removed, as n
public inquiry cannot be obtained. Beside this, it ought to be considered,
that the person who ill appointed will probably quit some other office or
business in which he is'occupied. Ought he, after making this sacrifice
in order to serve the public, to be turned out of place without even a reason being assigned for such behavior 1 Perhaps the fresi'dent does not do
this with an ill intention: he may have been misinformed, for it is presumable that a Prf'Sident may have round him men em'ious of the honors
or emoluments of persons in office, who will insinuate suspidons into his
honE'sl breast, that may produce a removal: be this as it may, the event is
still the same to the removed officer. The public suppose him guilty of
malpractices - hence his reputation is blasted, his prnperty sacrificed. I
say his property is sacrificed, because I consider his office as his property:
he is stripped of this, and left exposed to the malevolence of the world, contrary to the principles of the Constitution, and contrary to the principle!!
of all free government.'!, which are, that no man shall be despoiled of his
property but by a fair and impartial trial.
I have stated that, if the power is given by the Constitution, the declaration in the law is nugatory; and J will add, if it is not given, it will be
nugatory also to attempt to ve!!t the power. If the Senate participate, on
any principle whatever, in the removal, they will never consent to transfer
their power to another branch of the government; therefore they will not
pa.,'! a law with such a declaration in it.
Upon this consideration alone, jf there W~8 no other, the words should
he struck out, and the question of right, if it is one, left to the decision
of the judiciary. Jt will be time enough to determine the question when
the President shall remove an officer in this way. J concf'ive it can properly be brought before that tribunal; the officer will hal'f' a right to a mmarlam'lls to he restored to his office; and the judges would determine whether
the President exercised a constitutional authority or not.
Some gentlemen think the Constitution takes no notice of this officer,
as the head of a department. 1'hey suppose him an inferior officer in aid of
the executive. This, I think, is Roing too far; because the Constitution, in
the words authorizing the President to calion the heads of department!
for their QJlinions in writing, contemplates several departments. It says.
.. the prmclpal officer in each of the executive departments."
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I have seriously reflected on this subject, and am convinced that the
President h IS not this power by the Constitution, and tholt, if we had the
right to invest him with it, it would be dangerolls to do so.
Mr. HUNTINGDON. I think the clause o\lght 1I0t to stand. It was
well observed, that the Constitlltion was silent respecting the removal, otherwise than lly impeachment. I would likewise add, that it mentions no
other cause of removal than treason, bribery, or other high crimes and
misdemeanors. It does not, I apprt'hend, extend to cases of infirmity or
incapaCity. Indeed, it appears hud to me that, after an officer has become
old in an honorable service, he should be impeached for this infirmity.
The Constitution, I think, must be the only rule to gllide IlS on this occasion. As it is silent with respect to the removal, Congress ought to say
nothing about It, because it implies that we have a right to bestow it, and
I believe this power is not to be found among the enumerated powers
delegated by the Constitution to Congress.
It was s:ud, if the President had this authority, it would make him more
responsible for the conduct of the officer. But if we have a vicious Pre!;o
iden!, who inclines to abuse this power, which God forbid! hiS re~pon8i
bility will stand us in little stead: therefore that idea does 1I0t satisfy m~
that it is proper the President should have this power.
Mr. SEOGWICK. I wish the words to be struck out, because I conoeive them to be unnecessary in this place. I do conceive, Mr. Speaker,
that this officer will be the mere creature of the law, aud that very httle
need be said to prove to you that of necessity this ought to be the case. I
apprehend, likeWise, th,lt it requii"es but a small share of abilities to point
out certain causes for which a person ought to be removed frolll office,
withollt being guilty of treason, bribery, or malfeasance; and the nature
of thmgs demands that it should be so. Suppose, sir, a man becomes insane by the vISitation of God, and is likely to ruin our aff.tirs; are the
hands of grwernment to be confined from warding off the evil? Suppose
a per.>on in office not possessing the talents he was judged to have at tht'
time of the appointment; is the error not to be corrected 1 Suppose he
acquires vicious habits, an incurable illdolence, or total nt'glect of the
duties of his office, which forebode mischief to the public welf,lre ; is there
IlO way to arrest the threatened danger 1 Suppose he becomes odious and
unpopular by reason of the measures which he pursues, - and this he may
do Without committing any positive offence against the law. - must he
preserve his office in despite of the public will? Suppose him grasping at
his own aggrandizement, and the elevntinn of his connections, by every
means short of the treason defined by the Constitution, - hurrying your affairs to the precipice of destruction, endangering your domestic tranquillity,
plundering you of the means of defence, by alienating the affections of
your allies, and promoting the spirit of discord, - is there no way suddenly
to seize the worthless wretch, and hurl him from the pinnacle of power 1
Must the tardy, tedIOUS, desultory road, by way of impeachmellt, be travelled to overtake the man who, barely confining bimselrwithin the letter
of the IlW, is employed in drawing off the vital principle orthe government 1
Sir, the nature of things, the great objects of society, the express objecttr:
of this Constitution, require that this thing should be otherwise. Well, sir,
this is admitted by gentlemen; but they say the Senate is to be united with
the Pre~ident in the exercise of this power. I hope, sir. this is not tht'
ease, because it would involve us in the mo!'t serious difficulty. Suppose
a discovery of any of those events which I have j.ust enumerated wete 1(>
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take place when the Senate is not in session; how is the remedy to be applied 1 This is a IIt'rious consideration, and the evil could be avoided no
other way than by the Senate's silting always. Surely no gentleman of
this house contemplates the necessity of incurring such all expense. I am
sure it will be very objectionable to our constituents; and yet thiS must be
done, or the public interest be endangered by keeping an unworthy
officer in place uutil that body shall be assembled from the extremes of
the Union.
It has been said that there is danger of this power being abused if
exercised by one man. Certainly, the danger is as great with respect to
the Senate: who are assembled from various parts of the continent, with
different impressions and opinions. It appears to me that such a body is
more likely to misuse this power than the man whom the united voice of
America calls to the presidential chair. Afl the nature of the government
requires the power of removal, I think it is to be exercised in this way by
a haud capable of exerting itself with effect; and the power mllst be conferred on the President by the Constitution, as the executive officer of the
government.
I believe some difficulty will result from determining this question by a
1nandamus. A mandamus is issued to rf'place all officer who has been removed contrary to law. . Now, this officer being the creature of the law,
we may declare that he shall be removed for incapacity; and if so declared,
the removal will be according to law.
Mr. MADISON. If the construction of the Constitution is to ae left
to its natural course, with respect to the executive powers of this government, I own that the insertion of this sentiment in law may not be of
material importance, though, if it is nothing more than a mere declaration
of a clear grant made by the Constitution, it can do no harm; but if it
relates to a doubtful part of the Constitution, I suppose an exposition of
the Con!ltitution may come with as much propriety from the legislature as
any other department of government. If the power naturally helongs to
the government, and the Constitution is undecided as to the body which
is to exercise it, it is likely that it is subm itted to the discretion of the
legislatures, and the question will depend upon its o\\-n merits.
I am clearly of opinion with tn!' gentleman from South Carolina, (Mr.
Smith,) that we ought, in this and every other case, to adhere to the ConstitUl ion, so far as it will serve as a guide to us; and that we ollght not to
be swayed in our decisions by the splendor"of the character of ollr present
chief magistrate, but consider it with respect to the merit of men who, in
the ordinary course of things, may be supposed to fill the chair. I believe
the power here declared is a high one, and in some respects a dangerous
one; bllt, in order to come to a right decision on this point, we must consider bl)fh sides of the qllestion - the possible abuses which may spring
from the single will of the first magistrate. and the abuse which may spring
from the combined will of the executive and the senatorial qualification.
When we consider that the first magistrate is to be appointf'd at present
by the suifral!es of three millions of people, and, in all human probability,
in a few years' time, by double that numbl'r, it is not to be presull,ed that
a vicious or bad character will be selected. If the government of any
country on the face of the earth was ever effectually guarded against the
eJection of ambitious or designing characters to the first office of the stRte,
I think it may with truth be .. aid to be the ca~(' nnoer the Constitution of
the rnited States. With all the illfirmitiel; inclJcnt to a popular election
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corrected by the particular mode of conducting it, as directed under the
present system, 1 thinK we may fairly calculate that the instances will be
very rare in- which an unworthy man will receive that mark of public eonfidence which is required to delfignate the President of the United Stlltes.
Where the people are dispo!5ed to give so great an elevation to one of their
fel\ow-citizens, I own that I am not afraid to place my con6dence in him j
especially whell I know he is impeachable, for any crime or misdemeanor,
before the Senate at all times; and that, at all events, he is impeachable
before the community at large every four years, and liable to be displact'd
if his conduct shall have given umbrage during the time he bas been in
office. Under these circumstances, although the trust is a high one, and
in some degree, perhaps, a dangerous one, I am not sure but it will be
safer here th 10 placed where some gentlemen suppose it ought to bE'.
It is evidently the intelltion of the Constitution that the first magistrate
should be responsible for the executive department; 80 far, therefore, all
we do not make the officers who are to aid him in the duties of that department responsible to him, he is not respon ...ible to his country. Agalll :
is there no danger that an officer, when he is appointed by the concurrence
of the Senate, and Ius friends in that body, may choose rather to risk his
establi~hment on the favor of that branch, than rest it upon the discharge
of his duties to the s:ltisf.lction of the executive branch, which is constitutionally authorized to inspect and control his conduct'l and if it should
happen that the officers connect them!<E!lves with the Senate, they may
mutually support each other, and, for want of efficacy, reduce the power
of the President to a mere vapor, in which case his responsibility would
be annihilated, and the expectation of It unjust. The high executive officers, joined in c.lbal with the Senatf'!, w'lUld lay the foundation of discord,
and end in an assumption of the executive power, only to be removed by
a revolution in the government. I believe no principle is more clearly
laid down ill the Constitution than that of responsibility. After premising
this, I will proceed to an investigatIOn of the merits of the question upon
constitutional ground.
I have, since the subject was last before the house, examined the Constitution with attention; and I acknowled~ that it does not perfectly
correspond with the ideas I entertained of it from the 6rst glance. I am
inclined to think thlt a free and systematic interpretation of the plan of
government will leave us less at liberty to abate the responsibility than
gentierllcn imagine. I have already acknowledged that the powers of the
government must remain as apportioned by the Constitution. But it may
be contended that, where the Constitution is silent, it becomes a subject
of legislative discretion. Perh!lps, in the opinion of some, an argllment in
favor of the clause may be successfully brought forward Oil thi~ ground. I,
however, leave it for the present untouched.
By a strict examination of the Constitution on what appear to he its trne
principles, and cOllsidering the great departments of the government in the
relation they have to each other, I have my doubts whether we are not absolutely tied down to the con~trllction declared in the bill.
In the 1st section of the 1st article, it is said that 1111 legislative powers
herein granted shall be vested in a Congress of the United States. In the
2d article, it is affirmed that the executive power shall he vested in a
P·estdent of the United States of America. In the 3d article, it is declarea
(.. 'It the judicial power of the United States shall be vested in one Supremr
Court, and in such inferior courts as Congress may from time to time or
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daill and e;,tablish. I suppose it would be readily admitted that, so far Il!
the Constitution has separated the powers of these great departments, it
would be improper to combine them together; and so far 8S it has left any
particular department In the entire possession of the powers incident to
that department, I conceive we ought not to qualify them further than they
are qualified by the Constitution. The legislative powers are vested ill
Congress, and are to be exercised by them uncontrolled by any other department, except the Constitution has qualified it otherwise. The Constitution has qualifiE'd the legislative power by authorizing the President to
object to any act it may pass - requiring, in this case, two thirds of both
houses to concur III maklllg a law; but still the absolute legislative power
is vested In the Congress, with this qualification alone.
The ConstilUtion affirms that the executive power shall be vested in the
President. Are there exceptions to this proposition? Yes, there are.
The Constitution says that, in appointing to office, the Senate shall be associated with the President, unless in the case of inferior officers, when
the law shall otherwise direct. Ha\'e we a right to extend thiS exceptIOn?
I believe not. If the Constitution has invested all executive power in the
President, I venture to assert that the legislature has no right to diminish
or modify his eltecutlve authority.
.
The question now resolves itself into this: Is the power of displacing
an executive power? I conceive that, if any power whatsoever is in its
nature exeCUllve, it is the power of appointing, overseeing, and controlling
those who execllte the laws. If the Constitution had not qualified the
power of the President in appointing to office, by a~si)ciating the Senate
with him in that business, would it not be clear that he would have the
right, by virtue of his executive power, to make such appointment 1
Should we be authorized, in defiance of that clause in the COIll!tltution," The executive power shall be vested in u President," - to unite the Senate
with the President ill the appointment to office? I conceive not. If it 18
admitted we should not be authorized to do this, I think It may be disputed whether we have a right to associate them in removing persons from
office, the one power being as much of an executive nature 8S the other;
and the first only is authorized by being excepted out of the general rule
established by the Constitution, in these words, ,. The executive power
shall be vested in the President."
The judicial power is vested in a Supreme Court; but will gentlemen
say the judicial powE'r can be placed elsewhere, unless the Constitution
has made an exception' The Constitution justifies the Senate in eXE'rcising a judiciary power in determining on impeachments. But can the
judicial powers be further hlended with the powers of that body 1 They
callnot. I t hE-rerore Aay it is incontrovE'rtible, if neither the legislative nor
judicial puw.'rs are subjected to qualifications other than those demanded
in tIJe Constitution, that the executive powers are equally unabatable as
either of the other; and inasmuch as the power of removal is of an executive nature, and not aft'eeted by any constitutional exception, it is beyond the reach of the leltislative body.
If this is the true construction of this illstrumem, the cIautle in the bill
is nothing more than explanatory of the meaning of the Constitution, and
therefore not liable to any particular objection on that account. If the
Constitution is silent, and it is a power the legislature have 8 right to confer, it will appear to the world, if we strike out the clause, as if we doubted tl'e propriety of vesting it in the President of the United States. I
therefore think it best to retain it in the bill.
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Mr. WHITE. I have no doubt in my mind but an officer can be removed without a public trial. I think there are cases in which it would
be improp~r that his misdemeanors should be publicly kllOwn; the tran'luillity and harmony of the Union might \Ie endangered If his guilt was
not secreted from the world. I have therefore nQ he:;itation in declaring,
as my sentiment, that the President and Senate may dismiss him.
The Constitution contemplates a removal 1/1 lOme other way besides
that by impeachment, or why is it declafed, In fdvor of the judges only, that
tbey shall hold their officeI' during good behavior 1 Does 1I0t this stronO'ly
imply that, without liuch an exception, there would have been a discreti~n
ary power in Borne branch of the government to dismiss even them 1
Several obj~ctions have arisen from the inconvenience with which the
power must be exercised, if the Senate is blended with the executive j and
therefore it is inferred that the President ought exclusively to have this
power. If we were framing a constitution, these arguments would have
their proper weight, and I might approve such an arrangement. But at
pr,esent, I do not consider we are at liberty to deliberate on that subject;
the Constitution is already formed, and we can go no fllrther in distributing
the powers than the Constitution warran~.
It was objected that the President could not remove an officer unless the
~enate was in session j but yet the emergency of the case might demand
an instant digmission. I should imaglDe that no inconvenience would result 011 this account; becallse, on my principle, the same power which call
make a temporary appointment, can make an equal suspension: the powers are opposite to each other.
The gentleman says we ought not to blend the executive and legislative
powers further than they are blended in the Constitution. I contend we
do not. There is no expression in the Constitution which says that the
President shall have the power of removal from office: but the cOlltrary
is strongly implied j for it is said that Congrt'ss may establish officers by
law, and vest the appointment, and consequently the removal, in the President alone, in the courts of law, or heads of departments. Now, this
shows that Congress are not at Iiherty to make auy alteration by law in
the mode of appointing superior officers, and con$equently that they are
not at liberty to alter the manner of removal.
Mr. BOUDINOT. This is a question, Mr. Speaker, that requires filII
consideration, lind ought only to be settled on the most candid discussion.
It certainly involves the right of the Senate to a very important power.
At present, I am so impressed with the importance of the subject, that T
due not absolutely decide on any principle, although I am firmly persuaded we ought to retain the clause in the bill j and, so far as it has
been examined, I agree that it is a legislative construction of the Constitution necessary to be settled for the direction of your officers. But if it is
a deviation from the Constitution, or in tlte least degree an infringement
upon the authority of the other branch of the legisllture, I shall most decidedly be against it. But I think it will appear, un a full consideration
of this bUl!iness, that we clln do no otherwise th1n agree to this construction, in order to preserve to each department the full exercise of its powers,
and to give thitt hOllse security for the proper conduct of the officers who
Are to execute the laws.
The arguments adduced are to show that tht' J)(lwer of removal lies either
m the President and the Senate, or the President alone, except in cal!(ll
of 'emovaJ by impeilchment. There js nothing, I take it, in the Consti-
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lution, bI the reuon of the thing, that officers should be only removable
by impeacbment. Such a provision would he derogatory to tbe powers of
government. and subversive of the rights of the people. What says the
Constitution on this point t I f~ar, sir, it has not been rightly comprehended. That the House of Representatives shall have the sole power of
impeachment; that the Senate shall have the sole powt'r to try all impeachments j and judgment shall not extE'nd further than to removal from office.
and disqualification to hold it ill future: then comes the clause declaring, absolutely, that he shall be removed from office on impeachment for
and conviction of treason. bribery, or other high crimes or misdemeanors.
It is this clause which guards the right of the house, and enaLles them
to pull down an improper officer, although he should be supported by all
the power of the executive. This, then, ill a necessary security to the
Ilcople. allIl one that is wisely provided in the Constitution. But I believe
it is nowhere said that officers shallllever be removf'd but by impeachment j
but it says they shall be removed on impeachment. Suppose the sec,eta¥y of foreign affairs shall misbehave, and we impeach hun j notwithstanding the clearest proof of guilt, the Senate might only impose some trifling
punishment. and retain him in office, if it was not for thiS declaration in
the Constitution.
Neither this clause nor any other goes so far as to say it shall be the
only mode of removal: therefore we may proceed to inquire what the other
is. Let us examine whether it belongs to the Senate and President. Certainly, sir, there it! nuthinl.' that gives the Senate thil! right in express terms;
but they are authorized tn express words to be concerned in the appointment. And does this necessarily include the power of removal 1 If the
Presidcnt complains to the Senate of the misconduct of an officer, and
desires their advice and consent to the removal, what are the Senate to
do 1 Most certainly. they will inquire if the complaint is well founded.
To do thill, they must call the officer before them to answer. Who, then,
are the parties 1 The supreme executive officer against his assistant j and
then the Senate ate to set judges to determine whether sufficient cause of
removal exists. Does not this set the Senate over the head of the President 1 But suppose they shall decide in favor of the officer j what a situation is the President then in. surrounded by officers with whom, by his
situation, hE' is compelled to act, but in whom he can have no confidence,
reversing the privilege. given him by the Constitution, to prevent his having officers imposed upon him who do not meet his approbation!
But I haYe another more solid objt'ction. which placps the question in
a more important point of view. The Constitution has placed the Senate
as the only security and barrier between the House of Representatives
and the President. Suppose the President has desired the Senate to concur in removing an officer, and they have declined j or suppose the House
have applied to the President and Senate to remove all officer obnoxious
to them, and they determine against the measure; the house can have recourse to nothing but an impeachment, if they suppose the criminality of
the officer will warrant such procedure. Will the Senate, then, be thllt
upright court which they ought, to appeal to on this occltsion, when they
have prejudged your cause t I cont'.eive the Senate will be too much under the control of their former decision, to be a proper body for this house
t<' apply to for impartial justice.
'\11 the Senate arC' the dernier ressort, and the only court of judl~atute
\Vlli\·.h can determine on cases of impeachment, I am for preserving t"eM
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free and independent, both on account of the officer and this house.
therefore conceive that it wu never the iutentioll of the COlAatitution tc
vest the power of removal ill the President alld Senate; but as it must
exisl somewhere, it rests on tbe Presideut alone. I conceive this point
Nas made fully to appear by the honorable member from Virginia, (Mr.
Madison ;) inasmuch as the President is the supreme executive officer of
the United States.
It was asked If ever we knew a person removed from office by reason
of sickness or ignorance. If there never was such a case, it is perhaps
nevertheless proper that they should be removed for those reasons, and we
shall do well to establish the prmciple.
Suppose your secretary of foreign atrairs rendered incl)pable of thought
or action by a paralytic stroke. I ask whether there would be any propriety iu keeplDg such a persoll in office; and whether the salus populi - the
first object of republican government- does not absolutely demand his
dismiSSIOn. Can it be expected that the President is resjlolll.ible for an
officer under these circumstances, although, when he went into office, ha
might have been a wise and vmuous man, and the President well inclined
to risk his own reputation UPOIl the integrity and abilities of the person!
I conceive it will be improper to leave the determination of this question to the judges. There Will be some indelicacy in subjecting the executive action in this particular to a suit at law; and there may be much
inconvenience if the President does not exercise this prerogative until it
is decided by the courts of justice.
From these considerations, the safety of the people, the security of this
house, and adherence to the spirit of the Constitution, I am disposed to
think the clause proper; and as some doubts re"pectiug the construction
of the Constitution have arisen, I think it also necessary; therefore I
hope it will remain.
Mr. SMITH, (of South Carolin".) The gentleman from Virginia has
said that the power of removal is executive in its nature. I do not belie\'e
this to be the case. I have turned over the constitutions of most of tbe
states, and I do not find that any of them have granted this power to the
governor. - In some instances I find the executive magistrate suspends,
but none of them bave the right to remove, officers; and I take it that the
Constitution of the United States has ditltributed the powers of government on the same principles which most of the state constitutions have
adopted; for it will not be contended but the state governments furnished the members of the late Convention with the skeleton of this
Constitution.
The gentlemen have observed tbat it would be dlmgerous if the President had not this power. But is there not danger in making your secretary of foreign atrairs dependent upon the will and pleasure of the President 1 Can gentlemen see the danger on one side only? Suppose the
President averse to a just and honorable war wbich CongrCSll have embarked in; can he not countenance the secretary at war (for it is in con·
templation to establish such an officer) in the waste of public stores, and
misapplicationofthe supplies! Nay, cannot he dragoon your officer into
a compliance with his designs by threatening htm with a removal, by
which hi, reputation and property would be destroyed T If the officer
was established on a better tenure, he would dare to be honest; he would
know himself invulnerable in his integrity, and defy the ahafts of maley.,.
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lence, thuugh aimed with Machiavellian policy. He would be a barrier to
your executive officer, and save the state from ruin.
But, Mr. Chairman, the argument does not turn upon the expediency of
the measure. The great question is with respect to its constltutionahty;
and as yet I have heard no argument advanced lSufficiently cogellt to
pro\'e to Illy nllud that the Constitution warrants such a di,positioJl of the
power of removal; and until I am convinced that it i~ both expedient and
constitutional, 1 cannot agree to it.
Mr. GERRY. Some gentlemen consider this as a question of policy;
but to me it appears a question of constitutionality, and I presume it will
be determmed on that point alone. The best arguments I have heard
urged on this occasion came from the honorable geutleman from Virginia,
(Mr. Madison.) He says, the Constitution has vested the executive power in the President; and that he has a right to exercise it under the qualifications therem made. He lays it down as a maxim, that the Constitution, vesting in the President the executive power, naturally vests him
with the power of appointment and removal. Now, I would be glad to
know from that gentleman, by what means we are to decide this question.
Is his maxim supported by precedent drawn from the practice of the individual states 1 The direct contrary IS established. In many cases, the
executives are not, in particular, vested with the power of appointment;
nor do they exercise that power by virtue of their office. It will be found
that other branches of the government make appomtments. How, then,
can gentlemen assert that the powers of appointment and removal are incident t.il the executive department of the government 1 To me it appears
at best but problematical. Neither is it clear to me that the power that
appoints naturally possesses the power of removal. As we have no certamty on either of these points, I thmk we must consider it, as established
by the Constitution.
It has been argued that, if the power of removal vests in the President
alone, it annuls or renders nugatory the clause in the Constitution which
directs the concurrence of the Senate in the CRse of appointment: it behoves us not to adopt principles suoversive of those established by the
Constitution. It has been frequently asserted, on former occasions, that
the Senate is a permanent body, and was so constructed in order to give
durability to public measures. If they are not absolutely permanent, they
are formed on a renovating principle which gives them a !'ailitary stability.
This is not the case either with the President or House of Representatives; nor is the judiciary equally lasting, because the officers are subject
to natural dissolution. It appears to me that a permanency was expected
in the magistracy; and therefore the Senate were combined in the appointment to office. But if the President alone has the power of removal,
it is in hiS power at any time to destroy all that has been done. It appears to me that such a principle would be destructive of the intention of
the Constitution exprest'ed by giving the power of Rppointment to the
Senate. It also subverts the clause which gives the Senate the sole power of trying imp~achments; because the President may remove the offi
cer, in order to se.reen him from the effects of their judgment on an impeachment. Why should we construe any part of the Constitution in
Buch a manner as to destroy its eS!lential principle~, when a more consonant construction can be obtained T
It appears very clear to me that, however thiS power may be dietrit)l)tP.d
by the Constitution, the House of Representatives have nothing to do With
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iL Why, then, should we interfere in the business 1 Are we afraid tbe Pr.
ident and Senate are not suffieiently informed to know their respecti,e
duties lOur interposition argues that they want judgment, and are not
abl~ to adjust their powers without the wisdom of this house to usist
them. To say the least on this point, it must be deemed indelieate for us
to intermeddle with them. If the faet is, as we seem to sUllpeet, that they
do not undt:rstand the Constitution, let it go before the proper tribunal;
the judges are the constitutional umpires on sueh questions. Why, let
me ask, gentlemen, shall we commit an infraction of the Constitution, for
fear the Senate or President should not comply with its direetions!
It has been said, by my eolleague, that these offieers are the creatures
of the law; but it seem" as if we were not eontent with that, - we are
making them the mere creatures of the President. They dare not exereise the privilege of their ereation, if the President shall order them to
forbear. Because he holds their thread of life, his power will be 10Vereign over them, and will soon swallow up the small seeurity we have in
the Senate's eoneurrence to the appointment, and we shall shortly need
no other than the authority of the supreme executive offieer to nominate.
appoint, eontinue, or remove.
Mr. AMES. When this question was agitated at a former period, I
took no part in the debate. I believe it was then proposed without any
idea or intention of drawing on a lengthy diseussion, and to me it appeared to be well understood and settled by the house; but sinee it has
been reiterated and contested again, I feel it my bounden duty to deliver
the reasons for 'Voting in the manner I then did and shall do now. Mr.
Chairman, I look upon every quel'ltioll whieh touehes the Constitution as
serious and important, and therefore worthy of the fullest discussion and
the most solemn decision. I believe, on the present occasion, we may
come to something near certainty, by attending to the leading principles
of the Constitution. In order that the good purposes of a federal government should be answered, it was neeessary to delegate considerable
powers; and the principle upon which the grant was made intended to
give sufficient power to do all possible good, but to restrain the Tulers
from doing mischief.
The Constitution places all executive power in the hands of the President; and could he personally execute all the laws, there would be no
oceasion for establishing auxiliaries; but the circumscribed powers of human nature in one man demand the aid of others. When the objects
are widely stretehed out, or greatly diversified, meandering through sueh
an extent of territory as what the United States possess, a minister cannot
!'lee with his own {'yes every transaetion, or feel with his hands the minutitZ that pass through his department: he must therefore have assistants.
But in order that he may be responsible to his country, he mUllt have a
ehoice in selecting his assistants, a control over them, with power to remove them when he find!! the qualifications which induced their appointment cease to exist. There are officer. under the Constitution who hold
their office by II different tenure: your judges are appointed during good
behal·ior; and from the delicacy and peeuliar nature of their trust, it is
right it ,houJd be flO, in order that they may be independent and impartial
;n adminiltering justiee between the government and its citizens. But
the remmability of the one elass, or immovability of the other. is founded
(,ll the s,lme principle-the seeurity of the people against the abuse of
£1')\\ er.
f)(JC- au ~ gentleman imagine that an offieer is entitled '" hilt
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office Ii'" to an estate' Or doell the Jegis)atllre establish them for the coq...
TellienC6 of an indi\'idual! For my part, I cODceive it intended to carry
into effect the purposes for which the Conetitutioll was intended.
The executive powers are delegated to the President, with a view to
have a responsible officer to superintend, control, inspect, and check,
the officers necessarily employed in administering the laws. The only
bond between bim and those he employ. is the confidence he has in their
integrity and talents. Wht:n thllt confidence ceases, the principal ought
to have the power to remove thoee whom he cnn DO longer trust with safety.
If an officer IIhall be guilty of neglect or infidelity, there can be no doubt but
he ought to be removed; yet there may be numerouOl causes for removal
which do not amount to a crime. He may propose to do a mischief, but
I believe the mere illtention would not be cause of impeachment: he may
Jose the confidence of the people upon suspicion, in which case it would
be improper to retain him in service; he ought to be removed at any time,
when, im'tead of doillg the greatest possible good, he is likely to do an
injury, to the public interest, by being combined in the administralion.
I presume gentlemen will generally admit that officers ou~ht to be removed when they become obnoxious; but the question is, How shall this
power be exercised 1 It will not, I apprehend, be contended that all offieers hold their offices during good behavior. If this is the case, it is a
most singular government. I believe there is not another in the universe
thllt bears the least semblance to it in this particular: such a principle, I
take it, is contrary to the nature of things.
But the manner how to remove is the question. If the officer misbehaves, he can be removed by impeachment. BUI, in this ease, is impeachment the only mode of removal? It would be found very inconvenient to
have a mall coutinued in office after being impeached, and when all confidence in him was suspended or lost. Would not the p.nd of impeachment
be d"feated by tbis mean!!? If Mr. Hastings, who wal mentioned by the
gentleman from Virginia, (Mr. Vining,) preserved hit! command in India,
could he not defeat the impeachment now pending in Great Britain 1 If
that doctrine obtains in America, we shall find impeachments come too
late; while we Ire prepllrillg the process, the mischief will be perpetrated,
and the offender etcape. 1 apprehend it will be as frequently necestlary to
prevent crimes as to punish them; and it may often happen that the only
prevention is by removal. The superintending power possessed by the
President will perhaps enable him to discover a base intention before it is
ripe for execution. It may happen that the treasurer may be disposed to
~tray the public chPSt to the enemy, and 80 injure the government beyond
the possibility of reparation. Should the President be restrained from removing 80 dangerouB an officer until the slow formality of an impeachment
was complied with, when the nature of the case rendered the application
uf a Budden anet decisive remedy indispensable 1
But it will, I say. be admitted that an officer may be removed: the question then is, by whnm 1 Some gentlemen 8ay, by the President alone;
and others, by the Pre.ident, by llnd with the advice of the Senate. By
the advocates of the latter mode it is alleged that the Constitution is in the
way of the power of removal heing by tbe President alone. If this is
ubsolutely the ease, there is an end to 1111 further inquiry. But before WE
Buffer this to be considered an insuperable impediment, we ought to bE
clear that the Constitlltion prohibits him the exercise of whllt, on II fim
view, appear8 to be a power incident to the executive branch of tbe got'
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ernment. The gentleman from Virginia (Mr. Madison) has made so maul
obse"ations to eviuce the constitutionality of the clause, that it is un
necessary to go over the ground again. I shall therefore contine mytlt'lf te.
answer ooly some remarks made by the gentleman from South Caruhna
(Mr. Smith.) The powers of the President are defined in the Constitution j but it is said that he is not expressly authorized to remove from
ofiice~ If the Constitution is silent a1~0 with respect to the Senate, the argument may be retorted. If this silence proves that the power cannot be
exercised by the President, it certainly proves that it cannot be exercised
by the Pr~ident, by aud with the advice and consent of the Senate. The
power of removal is incident to government; but, not being distributed
by the Constitution, it will come before the legislature, and, like every
other omitted case, must be supplied by law.
Gentlemeo have s'lid, when the question was formerly before us, that all
powers not intended to be given up to the general government were retained. I beg gentlem"n. when they undertake to argue from implication,
to be consistent, and admit the force of other arguments drawn from the
slime source. It is a leading principle in every free government - it is a
prominent feature ill this - that the legislative and executive powers
should be kept distinct j yet the attempt to blend the executive and legislative department!', in exercising the power of removal, is such a maxilT
as ought not to be carried into practice on arguments grounded on implication. And the gentleman from Virginia's (Mr. White's) rl'asoning is
wholly drawn from implication. He SUppflSl'S, af the Constitution qualifies
the President's power of appointing to office, by "ubjectin~ his nomination
to the concurrence of the Senate, that the qualification follows of course
in the removal.
If tbis is to be considered as a question undecided by the Constitution,
and submitted 011 the footing of expediency, it will be well to consider
where the power can be most u!lefully deposited, for the security and benefit of the people. It has been said by the gentleman on the other side
of the house, (Mr. Smith,) that there is an impropriety in allowing the
exercise of this power; that it is a dangerous authority, and milch evil may
result to the liberty and property of the officer who may be turned out of'
business without a moment's warning. I tak!' it, the question is 1I0t
whether such power 8h111 he given or retained; becall!le it is admitted, on
all hands, that the officer may be removed; so that it is no grant of
power - it raises 110 lIew danger. If we strike out the clause, we do not
keep the power, nor prevent the exer.cise of it; ao the gentleman will derive none of the security he contemplatl'S by agreeing to the motion for
BtrikinO' out. It will be found that the nature of the business requires it
to be ~onducted by the head of the executive; and I believe it Will be
foulld, even there, that more injury will arise from not removing improper
officers, than from displacing good ones. I believe experience has convinced us that it is an irksome business; and officers are more rrequently
contillued in one place after they become unfit to perform the duties,
than turned out while their talents and integrity are useful. But advantages may rl'Buit from keeping the power of removal, in terrorem, over tbe
heads of the officers; they will be ~timulated to do their duty to the satisfaction of the principal, who is to be responsible for the whole executive
depllltment.
The gentleman has supposed there will be great difficulty in getting
officers of abilities to engage in the service of their country upon such
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terms. Therp. has ne\'er yet been any scarcity of proper officers in any
department of the government of the United States; even during the war,
when men risked their lives and property by engaging in such service,
there were candidates enough.
But why should we cunnect the Senate in the removal? Their attention is taken up with other important business, and they have no constitutional authority to watch the conduct of the executive officer~, and
therefore cannot use such authority with advantage. If the President is
inclined to IIhelter himself behind the Senate, with respect to having continued an improper person in office, we lose the responsibility willch is
our greatest security: the blame. amongst so many, will be lost. Another
reason occurs to me against blendmg these powers. All officer who
superintends the public revenue Will naturally acquire a great influence.
If he obtains support in the Senate, upon an attempt of the President to
remove him, it will be out of the power of the house, when applied to by
the first magistrate, to impeach him with ~uccess; for the very means of
proving charges of malconduct against him will be under the power of
the officer: all the papers necessary to convict him may be withheld while
the persoll continues in his office. Protection may be rendered fOf protection j and, as this officer has such extensive influence, it may be exerteQ
to procllre the reelE'ction of his friends. These circumstances, in addition to those stated by the gentleman from New JerAey, (Mr. Boudinot,)
must clearly evince to every gentleman the impropriety of connecting the
Senate With the President, in removing from office.
I do not say thesE' things will take effect now; and if the question only
related to what might take place in a few years, 1 should not be uneasy on
this point, because I am sensible the gentlemen who form the present
Senate are above ('.orruption; but in futllre ages, (and I hope this government may be perpetuated to the end of time,) such things may take
place, and it is our duty to provide against evils which may be foreseen, but
if now neglected, will be irremediable.
I beg to observe, further, that there are three opimons entertained by
gentlemen on this snbject. One is, that the power of removal is prohibited by the Constitution j the next is, that it requires it by the President;
and the other is, that the Constitution 18 totally silent. It therefore appears to me proper for the hou~e to declare what is their sense of the
Constitution. If we declare justly on this point, it will serve for a rule
of conduct to the executive magistrate: if we declare improperly, the judiciary will revise our decision j so that, at all events, I think we ought to
make the declaration.
Mr. LIVERMORE. I am for striking Ollt this clause, Mr. Chairman,
upon the principles of the Constitution, from which we are not at liberty
to deviate. The honorable gentleman from Massachusetts (Mr. Sedgwick) calls the minister of foreign affairs the creature of the law, and that
very properly; because the law establishes the office, and has the power
of creating him in what shape the legislature pleases. This being the
case, we have a right to create the office under such limitations and rE'Strictions as we think proper, provided we can obtain the consent of the
Senate; but it is very improper to draw, as a conclusion from having the
power of giving birth to a creatme, that we should therefore bring forth a
monster, merely to !lhow we had such power. I call that creature a monater that has not the proper limbs and features of its species. I think the
creature we are forming is unnatural in its proportions It has been often
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laid that toe Constitution declare! the President, by and with the adviQA
and consent of the Senate, shall appoint this officer. ThIS, to be sure
is very true, and so is the conclusion which an honorable gentleman frolJl
Virginia (Mr. White) drew from It - that an officer must be dischargeG
in the way he was appointed.
I believe, Mr. Chairman, this question depends upon a just construction
of a short clause ID the ConstitutIon - " The President shall have power,
by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, to appoint amball!ladors,
other pubhc ministers, and consul~, judge~ of the Supreme Court, and all
other officers of the United States." Here is no difference with respect
to the power of the President to m'tke treaties and appoint officers, only it
requires in the one case a larger majority to concur than in the other. I
will not, hy any means, tluppose that gentlemen mean, when they argue in
favor of removal by the President alone, to contemplate the extension of
the pl)wer to the repeal of treaties j bec.mse, if they do, there will be
little occasion for us to sit here. But, let me ask these gentlemen - as
there is no real or imaginary distiuction between the appointment of amba"sadors and ministers, or secretaries of foreign affairs - whether they
mean that the President should have the power of recalling or discarding
ambassadors and military officers, - for the words in the Constitution
are, " all other officers," - as well as he can remove your secretary of
foreign affairs. To be sure, they cannot extend it to the judges, because
they are secured under a subsequent article, which declares they shaH hold
their offices during good behavior j they have an inheritance which they
cannot be divested (If but on conviction of some crime. But I presume
gentlemen mean to apply it to al\ those who have 1I0t an inheritance in
their offices. In thi8 case, it takes the whole power of the President
and Senate to crflale an officer j but half the power can uncreate him.
Surely, a law passed hy the whole legislature cannot be repe'iied hyone
branch of it j so, I conceive, in the case of appointments, it requires the
same force to supersede an officer as to pllt him in office.
I acknowledge that the clause relative to impeachment is for the benefit
of the people. It is intended to enable their representatives to hring a
bad officer to justice, who is screened by the President. But I do not
conceive, with the honorable gentleman from Soulh Carolinll, (Mr. Smith,)
that it, by any means, excludes the usual way!! of superseding officers. It
is said, in the Constitution, that the house shall have the power of choosing their own officers. We have chosen a clerk, and, I am satisfied, a
very capahle one j but will any gentleman contend that we may not discharge him, and choose another, and another, as often as we see calise 1
And so it is in every other instance - where they have power to make,
they have likewise the power to unmake. It will be said, by gentlemen,
that the power to make does not imply the power of unmaking; hut I
believe they will find very few exceptions in the United States.
Were I to speak of the expediency, everyone of my obserVAtions would
be against it. When an important and confidential trust is placed in a
man, it is worse than death to him to be displaced without CRUse; his
reputation depends upon the single will of the President, who may ruin
him 011 hare suspicion. Nay, a new President may turn him out on mere
caprice, or in order to make room for a f.lvorite. This contradict., all my
notions of propriety j every thin~ of this sort should be done with due
deiiberation; every person ou~ht to have a hearing; bel<lre they are
punished. It is on thpse considerations that I wish the general principle
laid down by the gentleman from Virginia (Mr. White) may be adhered '0.
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I will add one word mOrF\ and I have done. This seems, Mr. Chairman, altogether to be aimed at the Senate, What t.ave they done to
chagrin us ~ or why shuuld we attemp't to abridge their powers, because
we can reach them by our regulations In the shape of a bill! I thmk we
had better let it alone. If the Constitution ha~ given them this power, they
will rf>ject this parf of the bill, and they Will exercise that one privilege
judiciously howe\'er they may the power of removal. If the Conslltution
has not given it to them, it has not' vested it auy where else; consequently, this house would have no right to confer it.
Mr. HARTLEY. I apprelfend, Mr. Chairman, that this officer can·
not be considered as appointed during good behavior, even in point of
policy; but with respect to the constitutionality, I am pretty confident he
cannot be viewed In that light. The Constitution df>c1ares the tenure of
the officers it rf>cognizes, and says Olle class of them shall hold their
offices during good behavior; they are the judges of your Supreme and
other courts; but as to any other officer bemg established Oil this firm
tenure, the Constitution is silent. It, then, nf>cessarily follows that we
must consider every other according to its nature, and regulHle it in a corresponding maimer. The busine<s of the secretary of foreign affairs is of
an executive nature, and must consequently be attachf>d to the executive'
department.
I think the geutlf>man from South Carolina goes too far, in saying that
the clause respecting impeachments implies that there is no other mode of
removing an officer. I think it does not follow that, because one mode
is pointed out by the Constitution, there is no other, especially if that provision is intended for nothing more than a punishrnellt for a crime. The
4th section of the 2d article says that all ciVil officers shall be removed
011 conviction of certain crimes.
But it cannot bt' the intention of the
Constitution to prevent, by this, a removal in any other way. Such a
principle, if once admitted, would be attended with very inconvenient and
mischievous consequences.
The gentleman further contends that every man has a property in his
office, and ought not 10 be removed bllt for criminal conduct; he ought
not to be removed for inability. I hope this doctrine will nevp.r be admitted ill this country. A man, when in officf', ought to have abilities to
discharge the duties of it. If he is discovered to he unfit, he ought to be
immediately removed; but not on principles like what that gentleman contends for. If he has an e~tate in his office, his right must be purchased,
and a practice like what obtains in Eugland will be adopted ht-re. We
shall be unable to dismiss an officer, without allowing him a pension for
the interest he is deprived of. Such doctrine may suit a nation which is
strong in proportion to the number of dependants upon the crown, but
will be very pernicious in a republic like ours. When we have established
an officI', let the provision ror the support of the officer be E:qual to compensate his services; but never let it be said that he has an estate in his
office whf>n he i~ found unfit to perform his duties. If offices are to be
held during good behavior, it is easy to foresee that we shall have as many
factiolls as heads of departments. The consequence would be, corruption in onl' of the great departments of g:O\'f>rnment; and if the balance is
once destroyed, the Cnn~litutioll Olust fall amidst the ruins. From thi!!
,iew of thf> ·mbject, T have no difficulty to declare that the flecretary of
foreign affairs is an officer during pleasure, and not during good behavior
lUI contended for.
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One gentleman (Mr. White) holds the same principles, but differs with
respect to the power which ought to exercise the privilege of removal. On
this point we are reduced to a matter of construction; but it is of high
importance to the United States that a construction should be rightly
made. But gentlemen say it is inconsistent with the Constitution to make
this declaration; that, as the Constitution is silent, we ought not to be too
explicit. The Constitution has expressly pointed out several matters
which we can do, and some which we cannot; but in other matters it
is silent, and leaves them to the discretion of the legislature. If this is
not the case, why was the last clause of the 8th section of the lst article
inserted 1 It gives power to Congress to make all laws necessary and
propE'r to carry the government into effect.
I look upon it that the legislature have, therefore, a right to exercise
their discretion on such qnestions; and, however attentively gentlemen
may have exanllned the Constitution on this point, I trust they have discovered no clause which fj)rbids this house interfering in business neceslIary and proper to carry the government illto effect.
The Constitntion grants expressly to the President the power of filling
all vacancies during the recess of the Senate. This is a temporary power,
like that of removal, and liablE' to very few of the objections which have
been made. When the. President has removed an officer, another must
be appointed; but this cannot be done without the advice and consent of
the Senate. Where, then, is the danger of the system 01 favoritism?
The President, notwithstanding the supposed depravity of mankind, will
hardly remove a worthy officer to make way for a person whom the Senate
may rE'ject. Another reason why the power of removal should be lodged with
the President, rather than with the Senate, arises from their connection
with the people. The President is the representative of the people; in a
near and equal manner, he is the guardian of his country. The Senate are the representatives of the State legislatures; but they are very
uneqlld in that representation: each state sends two members to that
house, although their proportionll are as ten to one. Hence arises a degree of insecurity to an impartial administration; but if they posses..~d
every advantage of equality, they cannot be the proper body tn in!lpect
into the behavior of officers, because they have no constitutional powers
for this purpose. It does not always imply criminality to be removed from
office, because it may be proper to remove for other causes j neither do I
see any danger which can result from the exercise of this power by the
President, because the Senate is to be consulted in the appointment which
is afterwards to take place. Under these circumstances, I repeat it, that
I have no doubt, in my own mind. that this officE' is during pleasure; and
that the power of removal, which is a mere temporary one, ought to
be in the President, whose powers, takl'n together, are not very numerous, and the sllccess of this government depends upon their being unimpaired.
Mr. LAWRENCE. It has been objected against this clause. that the
granting of this power is unconstitutional. It was aillo objected, if it is
not unconstitutional, it is unnecessary; that the Constitution must contain,
in itself, the power of removal, Hnd have given it to some body, or person,
of the government, to be exerci~ed; that, therefore, the law could make
no disposition of it, lind the attempt to grant it was unconstitutional: or
the law is unnece,.sary; - for, if the power is granted in the way the clause
Rnppt,ses, the legislature can neither add to nor diminish the power by
rnaking the declaration.
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With respect to the unconstitutionality of the measure, I observe, that,
if it is so, the Constitution must have given the power expressly to some
person or body other than the President; otherwise, it cannot be said with
certainty that it is unconstitutional in us to declare that he shall have the
power of removal. I believe it is not contended that the Constitution expre~8ly gives this power to any other persol}; but it ill contended that the
objection is collected from the nature of the body which has the appointment, and the particular clause in the Constitution which declares, that all
officers shall be rellloved on conviction. It Will be necessary to examine
the expressions of that clause j but I belie\'e it will be found not to comprehend the case we have under consideration. I suppllse the Cont<titution
contemplates somewhere the power of removal for other causes besides
those expressed as causes of impeachment. I take it that the clause in
the Constitution respecting impeachments is making a provision 'for removal against the will of the President; because the house can carry the
offender before a tribunal which shall remove him, notwithstandmg the
desire of the chief magi!ltrate to ke!'p him in office. If this is not to be
the construction, then a particular clause in the Constitution will be nugatory. The Constitution declares that the judges shall hold their offices
during good behavior. This implies that other officers shall hold their
offices during a limited time, or according to the will of some persons;
because, if all p€'rsons are to hold their offices dur!ng good behavior, and
to be removed only by impeachment, then this particular declaration in favor of the judges will be useless. Weare told that an officer must misbehave before he can be removed. This is true with resl)ect to those officers
who hold their commis!!ions during good behavior; but it cannot be true
of those who are appointed during pleasure: they may be removed for
incapacity, or if their want of integrity is suspected; but the question is,
to find wh€'re this power of removal resides.
It has been argued that we are to find this in the construction arising
from the nature of the authority which appoints. Here I would meet the
gentleman, if it was necessary to rest it entirely on that ground Let me
ask the gentleman, who appoints 7 The Constitution gives an advisory
power to the Senat€'; but it is considered that the President makes the appointment. The appointment and responsibility are actually his; for it is
expressly declared that he shall nominate and appoint, though their advice
is required to be taken. If, from the nature of the appointment, we are to
collect the authorit) of removal, then I say the latter power is lodged in
the President: because, by the Constitution, he has the power of appointment: instantly as the Senate have advised the appointment, the act is
required to be executed hy the Presidpnt. The language is explicit: "He
shall nominate, and, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, appoint;" so that, if the genth'man's general principle, that the power
appointing shall remove also, is true, it follows that the removal shall be
by the President.
It has been stated, as an objection, thllt we should extend the powers of
the President, if we give him the power of removal; and we are not to
construe the Constitution in such way as to enlarge the executive power to
the injury of any other; that, as he is limited in the power of appointment
by the control of the Senate, he ought to be equally limited in the removal.
If there is any wei!rht in this ar![ument, it implies as forcibly against
vesting the power conjointly in the President and Senate; because, if we
are not to extend the powers of the executive beyond the express detail of
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duties found in the Constitution, neither are we at liberty to extend the
rlulies of the Senate beyond those precise points lixed in the BaBle inl!trument: of course, if we cannot say the President alone shall remo\'e, we
cannot Bay the President and Senate may excrci..e such power.
It is admitted that the Constitution is silent on this subject; but it ill
also silent with respect 10 the appointments it has vested in the legislature.
The Constitution declares that Congress may by law vest the appointment
of such inferior officers as they think proper in the President alone, in'tbe
courts of law, or heads of departments; yet says nothing with respect to
the removal. Now, let us suppose the legislature to have vested the power of appointment in the Presid~nt in cases of inferior offieea; can the
intention of the Constitution in this, (contemplating this mode of appointment for the sake of convenience,) be ever carried into effect if we say
nothlOg respecting the removal! What would be the consequence if the
legislature should not make the declaration 1 Could it be supposed that
he would not have the authority til dismiStl tbe officer he has so appointed 1
To be sure he could. Then, of course, in those cases in which the Constitution has given the appointment to the President, he must have the
power of removal. for the sake of consistency; for no person will say that,
if the President should appoint an inferior officer, he should not have the
power to remove him when he thought proper, if no particular limitation
was determined by the law. Thus stRnds the matter with respect to the
Constitution. There is no express prohibition of the power, nor positive
grant. If, then, we collect the power by inference from the ConstitutiOh,
we shall find it pointed strongly in favor of the President, much more 114)
than in favor of the Senate 60mbined with him.
Tbis is a case omitted, or it is not; if it is omitted, and the power is
nece",sary and essential to the government, lIlle! to the great intt>rests or the
United States, who are to make the provision and supply the defect! Certainly the legislature is the proper body. II is declared they shall establish of.
fices by law. The establishment of an office iml)lie!.' every thing rehltillEH'O
its formation, constitution, and termination j consequently, the Congress are
authorized to declare their judgment 011 each of the~e points. But ir the a,·
guments of the gentleman from South Carolina (Mr. Smith) prevai., that, as
the Constitution hilS not meditated Ihe removal of an officer III an, other way
than by impeachment, it would be an assumption in Congre!Sto vest the President, courts oflaw, or heads of department,., with power to dismiss their officers in any otht>r manner: - wOllld a regulation of this kind be effertual to
carry into effect the great objects of the Constitution 1 I contend it would
not. Therefore, the principle which OppO!lCS the carrying of the CO'lstitution into effect, must be rejected as dan~erous and incompatible with the
general welfare. Hence all those suppositions, that, beeltu!!Ie the Constitution is silent, the legislature must not supply the defect, are to be treated
8S chimeras and illusory inferences.
I believe it is possible that the Constitution may be misconstrued by the
lestislature; bllt will any gentleman contend th!lt it is more probable that
the Sen:tte, one branch only of the legi~lature, should make a more upright decision on any point than the whole lellislature, - e~i811y on a point
in which they are supposed by some ~entlemen to be !Of) immediately interested, even IIdmittinl( that honorable body to have more wisdom and more
integrity than this house! Sueh an inference can hllrdly be admitted.
But I believe it seldom or never Willi 10 eonlended, that there wu more w.
dom or security in a part tban in the whole.
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But slIpposing the power to vest in the Senate, is it more safe in their
hands than where we contend It should be 1 Would it be more satisfactory
to our constituents for us to make such a declaration in their favor 1 I
believe not.
With respect to this and every case omitted, but which can be collected
from the other provisions made in the Constitution, the people look up to
the legislature, the concurrent opinion of the two branches, for their construction ; they conceive those cases proper subjects for legislative wisdom;
they naturally suppose, where provisions are to be made, they ought to
spring from this source, and' this source alone.
From a view of these circumstances, we may be induced to meet the
question in force. Shall we now venture to supply the defect 1 For my
part, I have no hesitation. We should supply the defect; we should
place the power of removal in the great executive officer of the government.
In the Constitution, the heads of departments are considered as the
mere assistants of the President in the performance of his executive duties. He has the superintendence, the control, and the insilection, of their
conduct; he has an intimate connection with them; they must receive from
him his orders and directions; they must answer his inquiries in writing.,
when he requires it. Shall the person having these superior powerR to
govern - with such advantage!! of discovering and defeating the base intentions of his officers, their delinquencies, their defective abilities, or their
negligence - be restrained from applying thelle IIdvantages to the most useful, lIay, in some cases, the only useful purpose which can be answered
by them 1
It appears to me that the power can be safely lodged here. But it haa
been said by some gentlemen, that if it is lodged here it will be suhject to
abuse; that there mny be 8 change of officers, and a complete revolution
throul{hout the whole executive department, upon the election of every
new President. I admit that this may be the ca..ce, and contend that it
should be the ease if the President thinks it necessary. I contend that
every President should h8\'e those men about him ill whom he can place
the most confidence, provided the Senate approve his choice. But we are
not from hence to infer that changes will be made in a wanton mllnner,
and from capricious motives; because the Pre!'idents are checked and
guarded in a very safe manner with re!'pect to the appointmellt of their
5UCCE'SSors; from all which it may be fairly presumed that changes will
be made on principles of policy and propriety only.
Will the man chosen by three millions of his fellow-citizens, be such Ii
wretch as to abuse them in II wanton manner t For my part I should think,
with the gentleman from Virginia, (Mr. Madison,) that a President, thus
selected IIlld honorp.d by his country, is entitled to my confidence; and I
see no reason why we should suppose he is more inclined to do harm than
good, Elected a8 he is, I trust we are !!ecure. I do not draw these obI!ervations from the safety I conceive under the pre!ICnt 8dmini~tration, or
because our chief magi8trate is possessed of irradiated virtues, whose IUbtre bril!;htens this western hemisphere, and incites the admiration of the
world f But I calculate npon what our mode of election is likely to bring
forward, lind the security which the Consti1ution affords. If the Pre~ident
ablll"E'8 his trllst, will he escape the popular CE'n~ure when the period which
terminatE'S his elevation arrives 1 And wollid he nnt he liable to impeachment lilf disphlcing a worthy and able \\laD who enjoyed the confidence of
the people 1
'
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We ought not to consider one side alone j we should consider the ben
elif of such an arrangement, as well as the difficulties. We should also
consider the difficulties arising from the exercise of the power of removing
by the Senate. It was well observed by an honorable gentleman (.\Ir
Sl'dgwick) on tbis point, that the Senate must continue in session the
whole year, or be hastily assembled from the l'xtremes and all parts of the
cC)ntinent, whenever the President thinks a removal necessary. Suppose
an ambassador, or minister plenipotentiary, negotiating or illtriguin~ contrary to his instructions, and to the injury of the United States; before thE.
Senate can be assembled to accede to his recall, the interest of hill country
may be betrayed, and the evil irrevocably perpetrated. A great numher
of such instances could be enumerated j but I will not take up the time
of the committee j gl'ntlemen may suggest them to their OWII minds j and I
imagine they \!ill be sufficient to convince them that, with re!lpect to the
expediency, the power of removal ought not to be in the Senate.
I take it, Mr. Chairman, that it is proper for the legislature to speak
their sense upon those points on which the Constitution is silent. I believe the judges will never decide that we are guilty of a breach of the
Constitution. by declaring a legislative opinion in casl'S where the Constitution is silent. If the laws shall be in violation of any part of the Constitution, the judges will not hesitate to decide ag:l.in"t thf'm. Where the
powl'r is incident to the government, and the Constitution is silent, it can
be no impediment to a legi~lative grant. I hold it necessary, in such
cases, to make provision. In the ea-e of removal, the Constitution is silent. The wisdom of the legislature should therefore declare in what place
the power resides.
1\-lr. JACKSON. As a constitutional question, it is of great moment,
and worthy of full discussion. I am, sir, a friend to the full exercise of
all the powers of government, and deeply Impressed with the necessity
there exists of having an energetic executive. But, friend 88 I am to the
efficient government, I value the liberties of my fellow-citizens beyond every other consideration j and where I find them endangered, I am willing
to forego every other ble~sing to secure them. I hold it as good a maxim
as it is an old onf>-oftwo evils to choose the least.
It has been mentioned, that in all governmf'nts the executive magistrate
had the power of dismissing officers under him. This may hold good in
Europe, where monllrchs claim their powers jure divinn; but it never can
be adlDitted in America, under a Constitution delegating enumerated pnwers. It requires more than a mere ipse dixit to demonstrate that any powtor is in its nature executive, and eonsequently given to the President of
the United States by the pre~ent Con!ltitution. But if this power is incident to the executive branch of government, it does not follow that it vests
in the President alone; because he alone does nut possess all executive
powers. The Constitution hal< lodged the power of forming treaties, and
all executive business, I pre5ullle, conneeted therewith, in the President j
but it is qualified by and with the advice and consent of the Senate - provided two thirds of the Senate agree therein. The !lame has taken place
with respect to appointing officers. From this [ infer that those arguments
are done away which the gentleman from Virginia (Mr. Madison) used, to
prove that it was contrary to thl' principles of the Constitution that we
should blend the executive and lesrislative powers in the same body. It
may be wrong that the ..,eat power's of government should be blended in
this manner, but we cannot separate them: the error is ado~ed in tbtl
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Constitution, and can only he eradicated by weeding it out of that instrument. It may therefore be a proper subject for amendment, when we come
to conl'ider that business again.
It has been observed, that the President ought to have this power to remove a man when he becomes obnoxious to the people, or disagreeable to
himself. Are we, then, to have all the officers the mere creatures of the
President T This thirst of poWeT will introduce a treasury bench into the
house, and we shall have ministers obtrude upon us to govern and direct
the measures of the legislature, and to l!Iupporl the influence of their masterj and shall we establish a different influence between the people and the
President 1 I suppose these circumstanees must take pi aee, because they
have taken plaee in other countries. The executive power falls to the
ground in England, if it cannot be supported by the Parliament; therefore
a high game of corruption is played, and a majority secured to the ministry by the introduction of placemen and peO!lioners.
The gentlemen have brought forward arguments drawn from possibility.
It is said that our l'E'eretary of foreign affairs may become unfit for his office
by a fit of lunacy, and therefore a silent remedy should be applied. It is true
such a case may happen; but it may also happen in cases whE're there is
no power of removing. Suppose the President should be taken with a fit
of lunacy j would it be possible by such argument.~ to remove him! I apprehend he must remain in office during his four years. Suppose the Senate should be seized with a fit of lunacy, and it was to extend to the House
of Representatives; what could the people do but endure this mad Congress till the term of their election expired 1 We have seen a king of
England in an ab80lute fit of lunacy. which produced an interregnum in
the government. The same may happen here with respE'ct to our President; and although it is improbable that the majority of both houses of
Congress may be in that situation, yet it is by no means impo!lsible. But
gentlemen have brought forward another argument, with respect to the
judges. It is said they are to hold their offices during good behavior. I
agree that ought to be the case. But is not a judge liable to the act of
God, as well as any other officer of government 1 However great his legal
knowledge, his judgment and integrity, it may be taken from him at a
stroke, and he rendered the most unfit of all men to fill such an important
office. But can you remove him 1 Not for this cause: it is impossible;
because madness is no trea.'Ion, erime, or misdemeanor. If he dues not
choose to resign, like Lord Mansfield he may continue in office for
ninety or one hundred years; for so long have some men retained their
faculties.
But let me ask gentlemen if it is possible to place thE'ir officers in such
a situation - to deprive them of their independency and firmness; for I apprehend it is not intended to stop with the secretary of foreign affairs. Let
it be remembered that the Constitution gives the President the command
of the military. If you give him complete power over the man with thE'
strong box, he will have the liberty of America IInder his thumb. It is
easy to see the evil which may result. If he wants to establish an arbi.
trary authority, and finds the l'Ccretary of finance not inclined to second
his endeavors, he ha- nothing more to do than to remove him, and get olle
appomted of principles more con~enial with his own. Then says he, .. I
have got the army; Jet me have but the money, and I wil1 establish my
throne upon the ruins of your visionary republic." Let no gentleman PRY
1 am contemplating imaginary dangers - the mere chimeras of a heatec!
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brain. Behold the baneful influence of the royal prerogative. All office...
till lately held their commissions during tbe pleasure of the crown.
At this moment, see th~ king of Sweden aiming at arbitrary power,
abuuing the doors of his Benate, and compelling, by the force of arms, his
shuddering councillors to acquiesce in his despotic mandates. I agree that
this is the hour in which we ought to establish our government; but it is
an bour in which we should be wary and cautious, especially in what respects the executive magistrate. With him every power may be safely
lodged. Black, indeed, is the heart of that man who even suspects him
to be capable of abusing them. But alWl! he cannot be with UB forever:
he is liable to the vicissitudes of life; he is but mortal; and though I contemplate it with great regret. yet I know the period must come which will
separate him frolll his country; and can we know the virtues or vices of
his successor in a very few years t May not a mau with a Pandora's box
in his breWlt come into power, and give us sensible cause to lament our
present confidence and want of foresight t
A gentleman has declared that, as the Constitution has given the power
of appointment, it has consl'quently given the power of removal. I agree
with him in all that the Constitution expressly grants, but I must differ in
the constructive reasoning. It was said by the advocates of this Constitution. that the powers not given up in that instrument were re!lerved to the
people. Un!1er this impression, it hWl been proposed, WI a favorite amendment to the Constitution, that it should be declared that all powers lIot
expressly given should be retained. As to what gentlemen have said of its
giving satisfaction to the people, I deny it. They never can be pleased
that we should give new and extraordinary powers to the executive. We
must confine ourselves t.o the powers described in the Constitution; and
the moment we pus it, we take an arbitrary stride toward a despotic government.
The gentleman from New York (Mr. Lawrence) contends that the President appoints, Rnd therefore he ought to remove. I shall agree to gi,e him
the same power, in cases of removal , as he has in appointing; but nothing
more. Upon thiil principle, I would agree to ~ive him the power of suspension during the recess of the Senate. This, in my opinion, would et:.
fectually provide against those inconveniences which have been apprehellded, and not expose the government to the abu8f's we ha'e to dread from
the wanton and uncontrolled authority of removing officers at pleasure. I
am the friend of an energetic government j but while we are gi'ing vigor
to the executi,e arm, we ought to be careful not to lay the foundation of
future tyranny.
For my part, I must declare that I think this power too great to be safely trusted in the hands of a Ringle man; especially in the hands of a man
who has 110 much constitutional power. I believe, if those powers had
been more contracted, the system of government would have been more
generally agreeable to our constituents; that is, at present it would conform more to the popular opinion, at leut. For my put, though I came
from a state where the energy of go,ernment can be useful, and where it
iii at this moment wanting, I cannot agree to extend this power; because
I conceive it may, at lOme future period, be exercised in such a way 18 to
lIubvert the liberties of my country; and no consideration shall e,er induce me to put them in jeopardy. It is under this impression that I shall
vote decidedly against the clause.
Mr. CLYMER. If I was to gi,e my vote merely on c:onatitutiooal
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ground, I should be totally indifferent ",bether the words were struck out
or not; because I am clear that the executive has the power of removal,
as incident to his department; and if the ConstitutIOn had been silent
with respect to the appointment, he would have had thllt power also. The
reason, perhaps, why it was mentlolled in the Conl'titullon, was to give
lOme further security against the Improper introduction of improper men
into office. But in cases of removal there is not such necessity for this
check. 'Vhat great danger would arise from the removal of a worthy
man, when the Senate must be c 'lIsulted in the appointment of his succe~sor 1 Is it likely that they will consent to advance an Improper character? The presumption therefore is, that be would not abuse this powerj or, ifhe did, only one good man "ould be changed for another.
If the President is divested of this power, his responsibility is destroyed;
you prevent hiS effiCiency, and disable him from affordiug that security to the people which the COII~titution contemplates. What use will it
be of, to call the citizens of the U uion together every four years to obtain
a purified choice of a representative, jf he is to be a mere cipher in the
government 1 The executive must act by others; but you reduce him to
a mere shadow, when you control both the power of appoiutment and removal. If YOIl take away the latter power, he ought to resign the power
of superintending and directing the executive parts of government into the
hands of the Senate at once; and then we become a dangerous aristocracy, or shall be more destitute of energy than any government on earth.
These being my sentiments, I wish the clause to stand as a legislative
declaration that the power of removal is constitutionally vested in the
President.
lIr. P AG E. I venture to assert that this clause of the bill contains
in it the seeds of rOYlI1 prerogative. If gentlemen lay such stress on the
energy of the government, I beg them to consider how far this doctrine
may go. Every thing which has been said ill favor of energy in the executive may go to the destruction of freedom, and establish despotism. This
very energy, so much talked of, has led many patriots to the Bastile, to the
block, and to the halter. If the chief magistrate can take a man away
from the head of a department without assigning any reason, he may as
well be invested with power, on certain occasions, to take away his existence. But will you contl'nd that this idea is consonant with the principles of a free government, where 110 man ought to be condemned un·
heard, nor till after a solemn conviction of guilt on a fair and impartial
trial 1 It would, in my opinion, be better to suffer, for a time, the mischief arising from the conduct of a bad officer, than admit principles
which would lead to the establishment of despotic prerogatives.
There can be little occasiou for the President to exercise this power,
unless you suppose that the appointments will be made ill a careless manner, which by no means is likely to be the case. If, then, you ha\'e a
good officer, why should he be made dependent upon the will of a single
man 1 Suppose a colonel in your army should disobey his orders, or
cowardly flee before the enemy; what would the general do 1 Would he
be at liberty to dismiss the officer 1 No; he would suspend him, until a
court-martial was held to decide the degree of guilt. If gentlemen had
been content to say that the President might suspend, I should second
their motion, and afterward the officer might be removed by and with the
advice and cOllsent of the Senate: but to make every officet of the gov.
IlrnmeDt dependent on the will and pleasure of one man, wi!! bt. vesting
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such arbitrary power in him as to occasion every friend to liberty to tremble for his country. I confess it seems to me a matter of infinite concern, and I should feel very unhappy if 1 supposed the clause would remalO in the bill.
Mr. SHERMAN. I consider this as a very important subject in every
point of view, and therefore worthy of full di!lcu5sion. In my mind, it
involves three questions: First, whether the Preliident has, by the Constitution, the right to remove an officer appointed by and with the ad\'ice and
consent of the Senate. No gentlem~n contends but the advice and consent of the Senate are necessary to make the appointment in all cases, unless In inferior offices, where the contrary is estabhshed by lotw; but then
they allege that, although the consent of the Senate is necessary to the
appointment, the President alone, by the nature of his office, has the power of removal. Now, it appears to me that this opinion is ill founded,
because this provision was intended for some u!!eful purpose, and by that
construction would answer none at all. I think the concurrence of the
Senate as necessary to appoint an officer as the lIomination of the President; they are constituted as the mutual checks, each having a negative
upon the other.
I consider it as an established principle, that the power which appoints
can also remove, unless there are express exceptions made. Now, the
power which appoints the judges cannot dl~place them, becau!le there is
a constitutional restriction in their favor; otherwise, the President, by and
with the advice and consent of the Senate, being the power which appointed them, would be sufficient to remove them. This is the construction in England, whE're the king had the power of appointing judges; it
was declared to be during plea~ure, and thpy might be removed when
the monarch thought proper. It is a general principle in law, as well as
rea~on, that there should be the same authority to remove as to establish.
It is so in legislation, where the several branches whose concurrence was
necessary to pass a law, must concur in repealing it. Just so I take it
to be in cases of appointment; and the President alone may remove
when he alone appoints, as in the case of inferior offices to he established
by law.
Here another question arises - whether this officer comes within the
description of inferior officE'rs. Some gentlemen think not, because he is
the head of the department for foreign alfai.s. Other8 may perhaps think
that, as he is employed in the executive departmrnt in aid of the President, he i~ not such an officpr as is undrrstood by the term lunds of departments ; because the President is the head of the executive department,
in which the secretary of foreisrn atrairs serves. If this is the construction
which gentlemen put upon the business, they may vest the appointment
ill the President alone, and the removal will be in him of consequence.
But if this reasoning is not admitted, we can by no means vest the appointment or removal in the chief magistrate alone. All the officer is the
mere creature of the legislature, we may form it under such regulations
as we plellse, wi~h such powers and duration as we think good policy requires. We may say he shall hold his office durin£t good behavior, or that
he shall be annllally elected; we may say he shall be displaced for neglect
of duty, and point out how he should be convicted of it, without calliug
upon the President or Senate.
The third question is, if the le!!islature has the power to authorize the
Prt'.sident alone to remove this officer, whether it is expedient to vest him
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with 1\ I do not believe it is absolutely necessary that he should have
such power, because the powE'r of suspending would answer all the purposes which gentlemen have in view by giving the power of removal. I
do not think that the officer is only to be removed by impeachment, as is
argued by the gentleman from South Carolina, (Mr. Smith;) because he
is the mere creature of the law, Rnd we can direct him to be removed on
conviction of mismanagement or inability, without calling upon the Senate for their conCllrrelJce. But I believe, if we make no such provision,
he may constitutionally be removed by the President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate; and I believe it would be most expedient
for us to say nothing ill the clause on the subject.
Mr. STONE. I think it necessary, Mr. Chairman, to determine the
question before us. I do not think it would do to leave it to the determination of courts of law hereafter. It should be our duty, in cases like
the present, to give our opinion on the construction of the Constitution.
When the question was brought forward, I felt unhappy, because my
mind was in doubt j but since then, I have deliberately reflected upon it,
and have made up an opinion perfectly satisfactory to myself. I consider
that, in general, every officer who is appointed should be removed by the
power that appoints him. It is so in the nature of things. The power
of appointing an officer arises from the power over the subject on whicn
the officer is to act. It arises from the principal, who appoints, having an
mterest in, and a right to conduct, the business which he does by means
of an agent; therefore this officer appears to be nothing more than an
agent appointed for the convenient despatch of business. This is my
opinion on this subject, and the principle will operate from a minister of
state down to a tide-waiter. The Constitution, it is admitted by every
gentleman, recognizes the principle; because it has not been denied,
whenever general appointments are made under the Constitution, that
they are to be at will and pleasure; that where an appointment is made
during good behavior, it is an exception to the general rule; there you
limit the exercisE' of the power which appoints: it is thus in the case of
the judges.
Let us examine, then, whence originates the power of Congress with
respect to fhp. officer under consideration. I presume it is expressly contained in the Constitution, or clearly deducible from that instrument, that
we have a right to erect the department of forei~n affairs. No /Zentleman
will consent to a reduction or relinquishment of that power. The Constitution has given us the power of laying and collecting taxes, duties,
imposts, and excises; this includes the pow!:'r of organizing a revenue
board. It givE'S us power to regulate commerce; this includes the power
of establishin~ a board of trade: tn make war, and organize the militia;
thi" enables us to establish a minister at war: and generally to make all
laws necessary to carry these powers into effect. Now, it appears to me,
"I>at the er!:'ction of this department is expressly within the Con~titution.
Therefore it seem~ to me, as Congress, in their le/Cislative capacity, hav!:'
an interest in, and pow!:'r ov!:'r, this whole tranl!action, that they consequently appoint and displace their officers. But there is a provision in
the Constitution which takes away from U8 the power of appointing officers of a certain description; they arE' to be appointed by the President,
by and with the advice and consent of the Senate; then the Constitution
limits the le!.rislature in appointing certain officers. which would otherwise
be within their power.
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It will, then, become a considerable question, as it has been in my mind,
that as, in tbe nature of things, tbe power which appoints removes alllO
and as the power of appointment, by the ConstitutIOn, is placed m the
President aud Senate, whether the removal does not follow as incidental
to that power. But I am averse to that construction, as the terms of the
Constitution are sufficient to invest the legislature with complete power
for performing its duties; and since it haa given the power of making
treaties, and judging of them, to the Senate and President, I should be
inclined to believe that, as they have an immediate concern in, and control over this business, therefore they ought to have tbe power of removal. It may be said, with respect to some other officers, that, agreeably to tbis principle, the President alone ought to have the sole power of
removal, because he is interested in it, and has the control over the business they manage; for example, the minister at war. The President is
the commander-in-chief of the army and militia of the United States;
but the ground is narrowed by the Senate being combined with him in
making treaties; though even here the ground is reduced, because of the
power combined in the whole legislature to declare war and grant supplies.
If it is considered that Congress have a right to appoint these officers, or
dictate the mode by which they shall be appointed, -aud I calculate in
my own opinion the manner of dismission from the mode of appointment,
- I should have no doubt but we might make such regulations as we
may judge proper. If the Constitution had given no rule by which officers were to be appointed, I should search for one in my own mind. But
as the Constitution has laid down the rule, I consider the mode of removal as clearly defined as by implication it can be: it ought to be the
same with that of the appointment. What quality of the human mind is
necessary for the one that is not necessary for the other t Information,
impartiality, and judgment in the business to be conducted, are necessary
to make a good appointment. Are not the same properties requisite for a
dismission? It appears 110 to me.
·1 cannot subscribe to the opinion, delivered by some gentlemen, that the
executive in its nature implies the power to appoint the officers of government. Why does it imply itt The appointment of officers depends upon
the qualities that are necessary for forming a judgment on the merits of
men; and the displacing of them. instead of including the idea of what is
necessary for an executive officer, includes the idea necessary for a judicial
one; therefore it cannot exist, in the nature of things, that an executive
power is either to appoint or displace the officers of government. Is it a
political dogma 1 Is it founded in experience 1 If it is, I confess it has
been very long wrapped up in mysterious darkness. All a political rule, it
is not common in the world, excepting monarchies, where this principle
is established, that the interest of the state is included in the interest
of the prince; that whatever injures the state is an injury to the sovereign ;
because he has a property in the IItate and the government, and is to take
care that nothing of that kind is to be injured or destroyed, he being 80
IntimateJy connected with the well-being of the nation, it appears a point
of justice only to suffer him to manage his own concerns. Our principles
of government are different; and the President, instead of being master
of the people of America, is only their great servant. But, if it arises
'rom a political dogma, it must be subject to exceptions, wbich hold good
DS they are applied to governments which give greater or lesser proportion!1
9f power to their p.ltccutive. I shall only remark that the Constitutio"
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in no on~ part of it, so far as I can see, supposes that the President is the
sole judge of the merits of an appointment; it is very forcible to my mind,
that the Constitution has eonfiued his sole appointment to the case of
inferior officers. It also strikes me, from the clause that gives the President the power to grant reprieves and pardons for offences against the
United States, except 10 cases of impeachment, that the Constitution
reposes a confidence in the Senate which it has lIot done in this officer;
and therefore, there is no good reason for destroying that participation of
power which the system of government has given to them.
Whether it would be expedi",nt to give the power of removal to the
President alone, depends on this consideration: - th,-} are both bodies
chosen with equal care and propriety; the people show as much confiliell('e
in the one as in the other; the best PreSident and the best Senate, it is to
be pre!lUmed, will always be chosen that they can get. All the difficulties
and embarrassments that have been mentioned can be removed by givlflg
to the President the power of au'pension during the recess of the Senate;
and I think that an attention to the Constitution will lead us to decide
that this is the oniy proper power to be vested in the President of the
United States.
Mr. MADISON. I feel the importance of the question, and knovl
that our decision will involve the decision of all similar ca8e~. The
decision that is at thi!' time made will become the permanent exposition
of the Constitution; and on a permanent exposition of the Constitution
will depend the genius and character of the whole go\·ernment. It WIll
depend, perhaps, on this decision, whether the government shall retain
that equilibrium which the Constitution intended, or take a dIrection
towards aristocracy, or anarchy, among the members of the government.
Hence, how careful ought we to be to give a true direction to a power so
cTltically circumstanced! It is incumbent on us to weigh, with particular
attention, the arguments which have been advanced in support of the
various opinions with cautious deliberation. Iown to you, Mr. Chairman,
that I feel great anxiety upon this question. I feel an anxiety, because I am
called upon to give a decision ill a case that may affect the fundamental principles of the government under \\hich we act, and liberty itself. But all
that I can do, on such an occasion. is to weigh well every thing advanced
on both sides, with the purest de.jre to find out the true meaning of the
Constitution, and to be guided by that, and an attachment to the true
spirit of liberty, whose influence I belie\'e strongly predominates here.
Several con~tructions have been put upon the 'Constitution Tl'lative to
the point in question. The gentleman from Connecticut (Mr. Shl'rman)
has advanced a doctrine which was not touched upon before. He seem~
to think (if I understood him right) that the power of displ:lcing from
office is subject to legislative discretion, because, it having a r!gj..t to
create, it may limit or modify, as is thought proper. I shall not say but .It
first view this doctrine may seem to have some plausibility. But when I
consider that the Constitution clearly intended to maintain a marked
distinction between the legislative, executive, and judicial powers of
government; and when I consider that, if the legislature has a power such
as contended for, they may subject, and transfer, at discretion, powers from
one department of government to another; they may, on that principle,
l"xclude the President altogether from exercising any authority in the
,emoval of officers; they may give it to the Senate alone, or the President
IUld Senate combinl'.d: they may vest it in the whole Congress, or they mn.
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reserve it to be exercised by this house. When J consider the consequences of this doctrine. and compare them' with the true principles of
the Constitution. I Own that I cannot subscribe to it.
Another doctrine, which has found very respectable friends, has been
particularly advocated by the gentleman from South Carolina, (Mr.
Smith.) It is this: When an officer is appointed by the President and
Senate, he can only be di!<placed, from malfeasance in his office, by
impeachment. I think this would give a stability to the executive dt'partment, so f.lr as it may he described by the heads of departmt'nts, which is
more incompatible wilh thl" genius of republican governments in general,
and this Constitution in particular, than any doctrine which has yet been
proposed. The danger to liberty - the danger of maladmini!!tration - has
not yet bel"n found to lie so much in the facility of introducing improper
persons into office, as in the difficulty of displacing those who are unworthy
of the publac trust. If it is said that an officer once appointed shall not
be di~placed without the formahty required by impeachment. I shall be
glad to know what security we have for the f,ithful administration of the
government. Every individual in the long chain. which extends fi'om the
highest to the lowest link of the executive magistracy, would find a
security in his situation which would relax his fidelity and promptitudf>
in the discharge of his duty.
The doctrine. however, which seems to stand most in opposition to the
principles I contend for is, that the power to annul an appointment is, in
the nature of things. incidental to the power which makes the appointment. I agree that. if nothing more was said in the Constitution than
that the President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate,
should appoint to office, there would be great force in saying that the
power of removal resulted, by a natural implication, from the power of
appointing. But there is another part of the Constitution no less explicit
than the one on which the gentleman's doctrine is founded; it is that part
which declares that the executive power shall be ve~tetl in a President of
the United States. The association of the Senate with the President, in
exercising that particular function, is an exception to this general rule;
and exceptiolls to genenl rules, I conceive, are ever to be taken strictly.
Bllt there is another part of the Cunstitlltion which inclines. in my judgment, to favor the construction I pllt upon it: the President iii required
to takl" care that the laws bt' faithfully executed. If the duty to see the
Jaws faithfully executed be required at the hands of the executive magistrate, it would seem that it was generally intended he should have that
species of pnwer which is necessary to accomplish that end.
Now. if the officl"r, when once appointed, is not to depend upon the
President filr his official existence, but upon a distinct body, (for where
there are two ne~atives required, either can prevent the removal,) I confess
I do not see how the President can take care that the laws be faithfully
executed. It is true, by a circuitous operation, he may obtain an impeach.
ment, and even without this it is not impossible he may obtain the concur·
renee of the Senate, for the purpose of displacing an officer; hut would
this give that species of control to the executive magistrate which seems
to be required by the Constitution 1 I own, if my opinion was not contrary to that entertained by what I suppose to be the minority on this
question, I should be doubtful of bein~ mi~taken, when I discovered how
inconsistent that construction would make the Constitution with itself. 1
can 'laro.y bring myself to imaltine, the wisdom of the Convention whu
framed the Constitution contemplated such incongruity.
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There is another maxim which ought to direct us in expounding the
and is of grellt importance. It is laid down in most of the
constitution!!, or bills of rights, in the republics of America, - it is to be
found in the political writings of the most celebrated civilians, and is
every where held as essential to the preservation of liberty, - that the
three great departments of government be kept separate and distinct; and
if in any case they are blended, it is ill order to admit a partial qualification, in order more effectually to guard against an entire consolidation. I
think, therefore, when we review the several parts of this Constitution,when it says that the legislative powers shall be vested ill a Congress of
the United States, under certain exceptions, and the executive power vestf'd
in the President, with certain exceptions, - we must suppose they were
intended to be kept separate in all cases in which they are not blended,
and ought, consequently, to expound the Constitution so as to blend them
as little as possible.
Every thing relative to the merits of the question, as distinguished from
a constitutional question, seems to turn on the danger of such a power
vested in the President alone. But when I consider the checks under which
he lies in the exercise of this power, I own to you I feel no apprehen8ions
but what arise from the dangers incidental to the power itself; for danger"
will be incidental to It, vest it where you please. I will not reiterate what
was said before, with respect to the mode of election, and the extreme
improbability that any citizen will be selected from the mass of citizens
who is not high" distinguished by his abilities and worth: in this alone
we have no small security for the faithful exercise of this power. But,
throwing that out of the question, let us consider the restraints he wi!'
feel after he is placed in that elevated station. It is to be remarked that
the power, in this case, will not consist so much in continuing a bad man
in office as in the danger of displacing a good one. Perhaps the great
danger, as has been observed, of abuse in the executive power, lies in the
improper continuance of bad men in office. But the power we contend
for will not enable him to do this; for if an unworthy man be continued
in office hy an unworthy President, the House of Representatives can at
any time impeach him, and the Senate can remove him, whether the
President choosE'S or not. The danger, then, consists merely in thisthe President can displace from office a man whose merits require that he
should be continued in it, What will be the motives which the President
can feel for such abuse of his power, and the restraints that operate to
prevent it 1 In the first place, he will be impeachable by thi~ house, before
the Senate, for such an act of maladministration; for I contend that the
wanton removal of meritorious officers would subjE'ct him to impeachment
and removal from his own high trust. But what can be his motives for
displacing a worthy mall? It must be, that he may fill the place with an
unworthy creature of his own. Can he accomplish this end 1 No: he
can place no man in the vacancy whom the Senate shall not approve; and
if he could fill the vacancy with the man he might choose, I am sure he
would have little inducement to make an improper removal.
Let us consider the consequences. The injured man will be supported
bv the popular opinion; the community will take sides with him allainst
tite President; it will facilitate those combinations, and give success to
those exertions which will be pursued to prevent his reelection. To displace a man of high merit, and who, from his station, may be supposed a
man of extensive influence, are considerations which will excite seric us
~onstitution,
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reflections beforehand in the mind of any man who may fill the presidel.
tial ch~ir: the friends of those individuals, and the public sympathy, wi.
be against him. If this should not produce his impeachmeut before the
Senate, it will amoullt to an impeachment before the community, who wlli
have the power of punishment by refusing to reelect him. But suppose
this persecllted individual call not obtain revenge in this mode: there are
other modes in which he could make the situation of the President very
inconvenient, if you suppose him resolutely bent on executing the dictates
of resentment. If he had not intluence enough to direct the vengeance
of the whole community, he may probably be able to obtain all appointment ill oue or other branch of the legislature; and, being a man of weight,
talents, and influence, in either ease he may prove to the President troublesome indeed. We have seen examples, in the history of other nations,
which jUl!tify the remark I now have made: though the prerogativelf of
the British king are as great as his rank, and it is unquestionably known
tbat he bas a positive intluence over both branches of the legil!lative body,
yet there have been examples in which the appointment and removal of
ministers has been found to be dictated by one or other of those branches.
Now, if this is the ease with an hereditary monarch, possessed of those
high prerogatives, and furnished with so many means of influence, can we
suppose a President, elected for four years only, dependent upon the popular voice, impeachable by the legislature, little if at all distinguished, for
wealth, personal talent!!, or influence, from the head of the department
himself; - I say, will he bid defiance to all these considerations, and
wantonly dismiss a meritorious alld virtuous officer 1 Such abuse of power
exceeds my conct'ption. If any thing takes place ill the ordinary course
of business of this kind, my imagination cannot extend to it on any
rational principle.
But let us not consider the qufl8tion on one side only: there are dangers to be contemplated on the other. Vest the power in the Senate
jointly with the President, and you abolish at once the great principle of
unity and responsibility in the executive department, which was intended
for the security of liberty and the public good. If the President should
possess alone the power of removal from office, those who are employed
in the execution of the law will be in their proper situation, and tht' cbain
of dependence be presef\'ed; the lowellt officer. the middle grade, and the
highest, will depend, as they ought, on the PrCllident, and the President
on the community. Tht' chain of dependence, therefore, terminates in
the supreme body, namely, in the people; who will possess besides, in aid
')f their original power, the decisive engine of impeachment. Take the
other supposition - th~t the pnwer should be vested in the Senate, on the
principle that the power to displace is neee!l!larily connected with the
power to appoint. It is declared by the Constitution, that we may by law
vest the appointment of inferior officers in the heads of departments, the
power of removal being incidental, as stated by a;ome gentlemen. Where
does this terminate? If you begin with the subordinate officers, they are
dependent on their snperior, he on the next superior, and he, on whom' on the Senate, a permanent body, by its peculiar mode of election, in
reality existing forever - a body possessing that proportion of aristocratic
power which the Constitution no doubt thought wise to be establisht>d in
the system, but which S!lme hllve strongly excepted against. And, let me
ask, gentlemt'n, is there equal security in this Cllse as in the other? Shllll
we trust the Senate, respo .• sible to individual legislatures, rather than the
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person who is responsible to the whole community 1 It is true, the Senate
do not hold their offices for liIe, like aristocracies recorded in the historic
page; yet the fact is, they will nOI possess that responsibility for the exercise of executive powers which would render it lSafe for us to vest such
powers in them. What an aspect will this give to the executive! Instead
of keeping the 'departments of government distinct, you make an executive Ollt of' one branch of the legislature; you make the executive a twoheaded monster, to use the expre~sion of the gentleman from New Hampshire, (Mr. Livermore;) you destroy the great principle of responsibility,
and perhaps have the creature divided in its will, defeating the very purposes for which a unity ill the executive was instituted.
These objections do not lie against such an arrangement as the bill establishes. I conceive that the President is sufficiently accountable
to the community; and if this power is vested in him, it will be vested
where Its nature requires it should be vested: if allY thing in its nature it!
executive, it mllst be that power which is employed in superintending, and
seeing that the laws are faithfully executed; the laws cannot be executed
but by officers appointed fur that purpose; therefore, those who are over
8uch officers naturally possess the executive power. If any other doctrine
be admitted, what is the consequence 1 You may set the Senate at the
head of the executive department, or you may require that the officers hold
their places during the pleasure of this branch of the legislature, if you
cannot go so far as to say we shall appoint them; and by this means you
link together two branches of the government which the presenation of
liberty requires to be con'stantly separated.
Another species of argument has been urged against this clause. It is
said that it is improper, or at least uIIIIPcessary, to come to any decision
on this subject. It has been said by one gentleman that it would be officious in this branch of the legislature to expound the Constitution, so far
as it relatps to the division of power between the President and the Senate. It is incontrovertibly of as much importance to this branch of the
government as to any other, that the Constitution be preserved entire. It
is our duty, so far as it deppnds upon us, to take care that the powers of
the Constitution be preservpd entire to every department of government.
The breach of the Constitution in one point will facilitate the breach in
another: II breach in this point m'ay destroy the equilihrium by which the
house retains its conspquence and share of power; therefore we are not
chargeable with an officious interference. Besides, the bill, before it can
have effect, must be submitted to both those branches who are particularly interested in it: the Senate may negative, or the President may object,
if he thinks it unconstitutional.
But the great objection, drawn from the source to which the last arguments would lead liS, is, that the Ipgislature itself has no right to expound
the Constitution; that wherever its meaning is doubtful, you must leave it
to take its course, until the judiciary is called upon to declare its meaning.
I acknowledge, in the ordinary course of government, that the exposition
of the laws and Con8titution devolves upon the judicial; but I beg to know
upon what principle it can be contended that anyone department draws
from the Constitution greater powers than another, in marking out the
limits of the powers of the several departments. The Constitut;on is the
charter of the people in the government; it specifies certain great powers
;18 ah"fllutely granted, and marks out the df>partments to exerdse them.
If the constitutional boundary of either be brought into question. I do not
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eee that anyone of the'le independent departments has more right than
another to declare their sentiments on that point.
Perhaps this is an admitted case. There is not one government on the
face of the earth, so rar as I recollect - there is not one in the United
States- in which provision is made for a particular authority to determine
the limits of the constitutional division of power between the branche.'1
of the government. In all systems, there are points which must be adju~ted by the departments themselves, to which no one of them is competent. If it cannot be determined in this way, there is no resource left but
the will of the community, to be collecte-d ID some mode to be provided by the
Constitution, or one dictated by the necessity of the ease. It is, therefore,
a fair question, whether this great point may not as well be decided, at
least by the whole legislature, as by part - by us, as well as by the executive
or the judicial. As I think it will be equally constitutional, I cannot imagine it Will be less Slife, that the exposition should issue from the legislative authority, than any other; and the more so, hecallse it involves in the
decision the opinions of both those departments whose powers are supposed to be affected by it. Besides, I do not see in what way this question
could come before the judges to obtain a fdir and solemn decision; but even
'if it were the case that it could, I should sllppose, at least while the government is not led by passion, distllrbed by faction, or deceived by any
disCCllored medium of sight, but while there is a desire in all to see and be
guided by the benignant ray of truth, th It the decision may be made with
the mo~t advantage by the legislature itself.
My conclusion from these reflections is, that it will be constitutional to
retain the clause; that it expresses the meaning of the Constitution as it
mllst be establi"hed by fair constrnction - and a construction which, upon
the whole, not only consists with liberty, but is more favorable to it than
anyone of the interpretations that have been proposed.
Mr. GERRY. I am clearly of opinion, with the gentleman last up, that
it is of importance to decide this question on its true principles; and am
free to declare that I shall be as ready to oppose every innovation or encroachment upon the rights of the execlltive, as upon those of the.legislative. I conceive myself bound to do this, not only by oath, but by an ob·
ligation equally strono{ - I mean the obligation of honor.
I wish, sir, to consider this question 110 far as to ascertain whether it is
or is not unconstitutional. I have listened with attention to the arguments
which have been urged on both sides; and it does appear to me that the
clause is as inconsistent with the Constitution as any set of words which
could possibly be inserted in the bill.
There are two questions relative to tbis clause - the fir~t, whether the
sovereignty of the Union has dele!!;ated to the government the power of removal ; and the second, to whom 1 That they have delegated such power
has been clearly proved by the gentlemen who advocate the clause - who
justly say, if the power is not delegated, the clause in the Constitution,
declaring the appointment of judges to be during good be~avior, would be
nugatory, unless some branch of government could otherWise have removed
them from office. As to the second question, it depends upon the first:
if the power is delegated, it must vest in some part of the government.
The gentlemen will agree that this house has not the power of removal ;
they will also agree that it does not vest in the judicial: then it must vest
in the President, or the President by and with the advice and consent of
the Senate. III either of these cases, the clause is altogether useless anQ
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nugatory. It is useless if the power vests in the President; because, when
the que~tion comes before him, he will decide upon the provision made in
the Constitution, and not on what is contained in this clause. If the power vests in the President and Senate, the Senate will not consent to PBSS
the bill with thill clause ill it j therefore the attempt is nugatory: but if the
Senate will assent to the exercise of the power of removal by the President
alone, whenever he thinks proper to use it so, then, in that case, tbe clause
ill, as I said before, both useless and nugatory.
The second question which I proposed to examine is, to whom the
power of removal is committ~d. The gentlemen in favor of this clause
have not shown that, if the construction that the power vests in the President and Senate is admitted, it will be an improper construction. I call
on gentlemen to point out the impropriety, if they discover any. To me
it appears to preserve the unity of the severnl clauses of the Constitution;
while their construction produces a clashing of powers, and renders of
none effect some powers the Senate by express grants possess. What becomes of their power of appointing, when the President can remove at
discretion 1 Their power of judging is rendered vain hy the President's
dismission; for the power of judging implies the power of dismissing, which
will be totally insignificant in its operation, if the President can imme-.
diately dismiss an officer whom they have judged and declared innocent.
It is said that thl' President will be subject to an impeachment for dismissing a good man. This, in my mind, involves an absurdity. How can
the house impeach the President for doing all act which the legislature has
submitted to his discretion 1
But what consequence may result from giving the President the absolute
control over all officers 1 Among the rest, I presume he is to have all unlimited control over the officers of the treasury. I think, if this is the case,
you may as well give him at once the appropriation of the revenue; for of
what use is it to make laws on this heael, when the President, by looking
at the officer, can make it his intere!lt to break them 1 We may expect
to see institutions arising under the control of the revenue, and not of
the law.
Little, then, will it answer to say that we can impeach the President,
when he can cover all his crimes by an application of the revenue to those
who are to try him. This application would certainly be made in case of
a corrupt President. And it is against corruption in him that we must
endeavor to guard. Not that we fear any thing from the virtuous character
who now fills the executive chair; he is perhaps to De safer trusted with
such a power than any man on earth; but it is to secure us against those
who may hereafter obtrude themselves into power.
But ir we give the President the power to remove, (though I contend, if
the Constitution has not given it him, there is no power on earth that can,
- except the people, by an alteration of the Constitution, - though I will
suppose it for argument's sake,) you virtually give him a considerable power
over the appointment, independent of the Senate; for if the Senate shnuld
reject his first nomination, which will probably be his favorite, he must
continue to nominate till the Senate concllr: then, immediately after the
recellS of the Senate, he may remove the officer, and introduce his own
creature, as he has this power expressly by the Constitution. The influenee created by this circumstanee would prevent his removal from all
office which he held by a temporary appointment from hi" patron.
This has been supposed by some gentlemen to be an omitted ease, aDd
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that Congress have the power of supplying the defect. Let gentlemen
consider the ground on which they tread. If it IS an omitted case, an attempt in the legislature to supply the defect will be, in fdct, an attempt te.
amend the ConstItution. But this can only be done in the way pointed
out by the fifth article of that instrument; and an attempt to amend it in
any other way may be a high crime or misdemeanor, or perhaps somethinJ:
worse. From thIS view of our situation, gentlemen may perhaps be led t.
consent to strike out the clause.
In Great Britain there are three estates - King, Lords, and Commons
Neither of these can be represented by the other; but they conjoilltly can
form constructions upon the rights of the people, which have been obtalOed
sword in hand, from the crown. These, with the legislative acts, form
the British constitution; and if there is an omitted case, Parliament has a
right to make provision for it. But this is not the case in America, consisting of a single estate. The people have expressly granted ~ertain
powers to Congress, and they alone had the right to form the ConstitutIOn.
In doing so, they directed a p'lrticular mode of making amelldment.~, which
we are not at liberty to depart from.
The system, it cannot be denied, is in many parts obscure. If Congresl
are to explain and declare what it shall be, they certamly will have it in
their pf}wer to make it what they please. It has been a strong objection
to the ConstitutIOn, that it was remarkably obscure; nay, some have gone
so far as to assert that it was studiously obscure - that it might be applied
to every purpose by Congress. By thIS very act, the house are assuming
a power to alter the Constitution. The people of America can never be
safe, if Con~ress have a right to exercise the power of giving constructions
to the Constitution different from the original instrument. Such a power
would render the most important clause in the Constitution nugatory; and
one without which, I will be bold to say, this system of government never
would have been rat ifled. If the people were to find that Congress meant
to alter It in this way, they would revolt at the idea: it would be repugnant to the principles of the revolution, and to the feelings of every freeman
in the United States.
It is said that the power to advise the President in appointing officers is
an exception to a general rule. To what general rule? That the
President, being an executive officer, has the right of appointing. From
whence is this general rule drawn 1 Not from the Constitution, nor from
custom, becau~e the state governments are generally against it. Before
the O'entleman had reasoned from this general rule, he onght tt> have demon~trated that it was one. He ought to have shown that the President,
ex officio, had the power to appoint and remove from office; that it wa!!
necessarily vested in the executive branch of the government.
It is said to be, the duty of the President to see the laws faithfully
executed, and he could not discharge this trust without the' power of
removal. I ask the gentleman if the power of suspension, which we are
willill~ to give, is not sufficient for that purpose 1 III case the Senate
should not be sitting, the officer could be suspended;' and at their
next session the r.auses which require his removal might be inqui~ed into.
It is said to be incumbent on us to keep the departments distinct. I agree
to this; but, then, I ask, what department is the Sell'!lte of, when it exercises it~ power of appointment or removal? If legilllative, it shows that
the power of appointment is not an executive power; but if it exercise!
the power as 'Ill executive branch of ~overnmellt, t~P, is no mixing of
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the departments; and therefore the gentleman's objections fall to the
ground.
The dangers which lie against investing this power jointly in the Senata
and President, have been pam ted out; but I think them more than
counterbalanced by the dangers ari~ing from investing it ill the President
alone. It was said that the community would take part with the injured
officer against the President, and prevent his reelection. I admit that the
injured officer may be a man of influence and talents; yet it is fifty to one
against hlln, when he is opposed by such a powerful antagonist. It is said
that, if the Senate should have this power, the government would contain
a two-headed monster; but it appellrs to me, that if it consists in blending
the power of making treaties and appointing officers, - as execlltive officerll,
with their legislative powers, the Senate is already a two-headed monster.
If It is a two-headed monster, let us preserve it a consistent one; for surely it will be a very inconsistent monster, while it has the power of appointing, if you deprive it of the power of removing. It was said that the Judges
could not have the power of decidmg 011 this subject, because the Consti·
tutlon was silent; but I may ask if the judges are, ex officio, judges of the
law; and whether they would not be bound to declare the law a nullity, if
this clause is continued in it, and is inconsistent with the Constitution.
There is a clause in this system of government that makes it their duty:
I allude to that which authorizes the President to obtain the opinions of
the heads of departments 'in writing; so the President and Senate may require the opinion of the judges respecting this power, if th",y have any
doubts concerning it.
View the matter in any point of light, and it is utterly impossible to admit this chuse. It is both useless and unnecessary; it is inconsistent with
the Constitution, and is an officious interference of the house in a business
which does not properly come before them. We expose ourseh'es to most
dangerous innovations by future legislatures, which may finally overturn
the COllstitution itself,
Mr. BENSON. I will not repeat what has been said to prove that the
true construction is, that the President alone has the power of rerno\'al, but
Will state a case to show the embarrassment which must arise by a combination of the senatorial and legislative authority in this particular. I WIll
instance the officer to which the bill relates. To him will nece~8arily be
committed negoti~tions with the ministers of foreign courts. This is a
very delicate trust. The supreme executive officer, ill superintending this
dep'lrtment, may be entan~led with suspicions of a very delicate nature,
relative to the transactions of the officer, and such as, from circumstances,
would be injurious to name: indeed, he may be so situated, that he will
not, cannot, give the eddence of his suspicion. Now, thus circuml'tanced,
suppose he should propose to the Senate to remove the secretary of foreign
affairs: are we to expect the Senate will, without any reason being
assigned, implicitly submit to his proposition? They will not.
Suppose he should say he suspected the mau's fidelity: they woult! say,
" 'Ve mllst proceed f.'lTther, and know the reasons for this suspicion;" they
would in~ist on a full communication. h it to be supposed that this man will
lIot have a sin!!le friend in the Senate who will contend for a fair trial and
fui. hraring 1 The Pre~ident, then, becomes the plaintiff, and the secretary
the defendant. The Sell1tt' are sittilllt in judgment between the chief
ma,d~trate of the United States Rnd a subordinate officer. Now, I submit
to the candor of the gentlemen, whether this looks like good gov(;rnment.
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Yet, in every instance when the President thinks proper to have an officer
removed, this absurd scene must be displayed. How much better, even
011 principle" of expediency, will it be that the President alone have the
power of removal !
But suppose the Senate to be joined with the President in the exercise
of the power of removal; what mode will they proceed in 1 Shall the
President always propose the removal, or sball the Senate undertake this
part of the business 1 If 80, how are they to act 1 There is no part of
the Constitution which obliges the Presidtlut to meet them, to state his
reasous for any measure he may recommend. Are they to wait upon the
President 1 In short, it appears to me that introducing this clashing of
the powers, which the Constitution has given to the executi'e, will be
destructive of the great end of the government. So far will restraining
the powers of that department be from producillg security to the liberties
of the people, that they would inevitably be swallowed up by an aristocratic body.
Mr. SEDGWICK. It will be agreed, on all hands, that this officer,
withuut observing on Ihe subject at large, is merely to supply a natural
incompetency in man: in other words, if we could find a President cap3ble of executlllg this and all other business assigned him, it would be unnecessary to introduce any other officer to aid him. It is then merely
from necessity that we in~titl1te such an office; because all the duties detailed in the bill are, hy the Constitution, pertaining to the department of
the executive magistrate. If the question respected the expediellcy, I
should be content to advocate it on that ground, if expediency is at all to
he considered. Gentlemen will perceive that this man is as much an instrument, in the hantl~ of the President, as the pen if:' the in~trumellt of the
secretary in corresponding with foreign courts. If, theil, the secretary of
foreign affairs is the mere instrument of the President, one would suppose,
on the principle of expediency, this officer should be deltendent upon him.
It would seem incongruous and absurd, that an officer who, in the rea~on
and nature of things, was dependent 011 his principal, and appointed
merely to execute such business as was committed to the charge of his
superior, (for this busines~, I contend, IS committed solely to his charge,)
- I say it would be absurd, in the highest degree, to coutinue I'uch a
person in office contrary to the will of the President, who is responsible
that the businesg be cond'icted with propriety, and for the general interest
of the nation. The President is made re:oponsible, and shall he not judge
of the talents, abilities, and integrity of his instruments 1
Will you depend on a man who has imposed upon the President, and
~ontinue him in office when he ill evidently disqualified, unless he can be
removed by impeachment 1 If this idea should prevail, - whieh God forbid! - what would he the result 1 Suppose even that he should be removable by and with the advice and consent of the Senate; what a wretched
situation mi~ht not our pllblic councils he involved in! Suppose the President has a secretary in whom he discovers a great degree of ignorance, or
a total ineapacity to conduct the business be has assigned him; suppose
him inimical to the President; or suppose any of the great variety of cases
which would be good cause for removal, and imptess the propriety of such
:t measure strongly on the mind of the President, withOUt" any other evilence than what exists in his own ideas from a contemplation of the mRn's
eonduct and eharacter day hy day; what, let me ask, is to be the conse1uenee if the Senate are to be applied to 1 If they are to do any thing ia
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thi" business, J presume they are to deliberate, because they are to advise
anli consent; if they are to deltberate, you put them between the officer
and the President; they are then to inquire into the causes of removal;
the President must produce his testimony. How is the question to be illvestigated 1 - because, I presume, there must be some rational rule fOT
r.ollducting this bus mess.
I~ the PresIdent to he sworn to declare the whole truth, and to bring forward fapts! or ale they to aumil suspicion as testimony 1 or is the word of
the President to be taken at all events 1 If so, this check is not of the
least efficacy in nature. But if proof is lIece8sary, what is then the consequence 1 Why, in nine cases out of ten, where the case is very clear
to the mind of the PresIdent that the man ought to be removed, the effect
cannot be produced; because it is absolutely Impossible to produce the
necessary e\ldence. Are the Senate to proceed without evidence? Some
gentlemen contend not; then the object will be lost. Shall a man, under
these circumstances, be saddled upon the President, who has been appointed
for no other purpose, in the creation, but to aid the President III performing certain duties 1 Shall he be continued, I ask again, agaim.t the will
of the PreSIdent 1 If he i!l, where is the respon8ibility 1 Are you to look
lor it in the President, who has no control over the officer, no power to
remove him if he acts unfeelingly or uufaithfully 1 Without you make
him responsible, you weaken and destroy the strength and beauty of yOIJT
system.
hat is to be done ill cases which can only be known from a
long acquaintance with the conduct of an officer 1 But 80 much has
been said 011 this subject, that I will add no further observations upon it.
Let me ask, what wil) be the conseqUf'nre of striking out the!le words 1
Is the officer to be contllllled during all indefinite time! for it has been
contended that he cannot he removed but by impeachment. Others have
contended that he is always ill the powt'r of them who appoint him. BlIt
who will undertake to remove him! Will the President undertake to exercise an authonty which has been so much dOllbtpd heTl\ and which will
appear to be determined against him If we consent tl) strike out the words 1
III the Senate undertake to f'xercise this power 1 I apprehelld they will
not. But if they shOUld, would they not also be brought before the judges,
to show by what authority tlwy did it 1 because it is supposed by olle gentleman, that the case might gl) before that tribun.]), if the President alone
removed the officer. nut how is this to he tione 1 Gentlemen tell you,
the man who is displaced must apply for a mandamus to admit him to hi:.
office. I doubt much if this would be adequate to the pnrpose. It would
he dIfficult to say whether the 1//andamu$ !lhould be elirecteel to the President, to the President ano Sen'lte, to the legislatur{', or to the people.
Could the Presielent be compelled to answer to a civil suit, for exerCising
the power vested in him hy law auel hy the Constitution 1 The question
upon either of those points would be involved in doubt!' and difficulties.
If these ob!<ervatiolls strike the committee in the same point of light,
and with the same filree, as they have struck my mind, they will proceeel
to d{'termine the present question; and I have no dOllbt but they will determ me rieht.
)Ir. LEE. I contend we have the power to modify the estahlishmen
of offices. So ou"ht we, Mr. Chairman, to modify them in such a way as
to promote the g;neral welflre, which can only be done by keeping the
three branches distinct j by informing the people where to look, ill order
to guard against improper executive acts. It i~ our duty. therefore, to vt'M
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all executive power, belonging to the government, where the CorventioD
intended it should be placed. It add!' to the responsibility of the most responsible branch of the government; and without responsibility, we should
have little security against the depredations and gigantic strides of arbitrary power. I say it is necessary, sir, to hold up a single and specific
object to the public jealousy to watch; therefore it is necessary to connect
the power of removal with the President. The executive is the lIOurce of
all appointments: is his responsibility complete unless he has the power
of relnovaI! If he has this power, it will be his fault if any wicked or
mischievous act is committed; and he will hardly expose himself to the
resentment of three millions of people, of whom he holds hill power, and
to whom he is accountah,1e every four years.
If the power of removal is vested in the Senatl', it is evident, at a singlt'
view, that the responsibility is dissipated, because the fault cannot be fixed
on any individual: besides, the member!' of the Senate are not accountaolt' to the people; they are the representatives of the state It'gislaturf's;
but even if they were, they have no powers to enable them to decide with
propriety in the case of removals, and therefore are improper persons to
exercise such authority.
1\:Ir. BOUDINOT. Sir, the efficacy of your government may depend
upon the determination of this house respectmg the pre~ent question. For
my part, I shall certainly attend to the terms of the Constitution in makin~
a decision; indeed, I never wish to see them departed from or construed,
if the government can possibly be carried into effect in any other manner.
But I do not agree with the gentleman, that Congress have no right to
modify principles established by the Con~titution j for, if this doctrine be
true, we have no business here. Can the Constitution be executed, if its
principles are not modified by the legislature 1 A Supreme Court is established by the Constitution; but do gentlemen contend that we cannot
modify that court, direct the manner in which its functions shall be performed, and assign and limit its jurisdiction 1 I conceive, notwithstanding the ingenious arguments of the gentleman from Virginia, (Mr. White,)
and the ingenious arguments of the gentleman from South Carolina, (Mr
Smith,) that there has not been, nor can bl', any solid reason adduced to
prove that this house has not power to modify the principles of the Constitution. But is the principle now in dispute to be found in the Constitution 1 If it is to be found there, it will serve 8S a line to direct the
modification by Congress. But we are told that the members of this
house appear to be afraid to carry the principles of the Constitution into
p.ffect. I believe, sir, we were not sent here to carry into effect ('very
principle of the Constitution j bllt I hope, whenever we are convinced it
is for the b('nefit of die United States to carry any of them into effect, we
shall not hesitate.
The principle of the Constitution is, generally, to vest the ~overnmellt
in three branches. I conceive this to be completely done, if we allow for
one or two instanct's, where the exeeutive and legislative powers are
intermixed, and the case of impeachment, These cases I take to be
exceptions to a principle which is highly esteemed in America. Let
gentlemen attend to what was said by some of the conventions when they
Tatified the Constitution. One great objection was, that the powers were
not totally separated. The same objection is, I believe, to be found amonlr
the amendments proposed by the state of North Carolina. Now, I conceive. if we do any thing to conciliate the minds of people to the Const!-
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luti'ln. we ougbt not to modify tbe principle of tbe government IQ III to
increase the evil complained of, by a further blending of the elP-cutive apd
legislative powers, aqd that too u·poD construction, wben gentlemen dellY
that we ought to use conltructioD in al\Y ease.
Now, let us take up the COlletitutiop, and cQJlsider, from the terms and
principle8 of it, in whom this power is vellted. It is said by some gentlemen to be an omitted case. I shall take up tbe other principle, which is
easier to be maintained, - that it il!l not an omitted case, - and say the
power of rellloyal ill vested in the President. I shall also t~ke up the
principle laid down by the gentleman from Virginia, (Mr. White,) at the
beginning of tbis argument, that, agreeably to the nature of all executive
powers, it is right and proper that the persoJi .who appoints shl>uld remove. Thi!l leads me to consider in whom the appointment is vested by
the Constitution. The President nominates and appoints: he is further
expre~sly authorized to commission all officerll. Now, does il appear,
from this distribution of power, that the Senate appoints! Does an officer
exercise powers by authority of the Senate 1 No. I believe the President ill the person from whom he derives his authority. He appoints, but
under a check. It is necessary to obtain the consent of the Senate; but
after tbal i. obtained, I ask, who appoints! who vests the officer with authority 1 who commissions him 1 The President does these acts by his
sole power; but they are exercised in consequence of the advice of another
branch of'~overnmenL If, therefure, the officer rf'ceives his authority
and commllSion from the President, surely the removal follows as coincidenL
Now, let us examine whether this construction eonsi~ts with the trne
interest of the United States and the general principles of the Constitution.
It consists with the general principles of the Constitution. becam'e the
executive ptlwer is given t<> the Pret'ident, and it is by reason of his incapacity that .ve are called upon to appoint assistants Mention, to be flure,
ill made of principal offic6rt1 in departments; Ollt it is from construction only that we derive ollr power to constitute ll,is particular office. If
we were not at liberty to modify tbe principlell of the Constitution, I do
not see how we could erect an office of foreign affairs. If we establish an
office avowedly to aid the President, we leave the conduct of it to his
discretion. Hence the whole executive is to be left with him. agreenbly
to this maxim - All executive power shall be vested in a President. But
how does this comport with the true interest of the United States t Let
me ask gentlemen where they suspect danger. Is it not tnade expressly
the duty of the secretary of foreign affairs to obey such orders RI! shall be
~iven to him by the President 1 And would you keep in office a man who
should refuse or neglect to do the duties assigned him 1 Is not tbe President responsible for the administration! He certainly is. How, then, can
the public interest suffer 1
Then, if we find it to be naturally inferred, from the principles of the
Constitution, coincident with the nature of his duty. that this officer should
be dependent upon him, and to the benefit of the United States, for wh~t
purpose shall Congres~ refuse a legislative declaration of the Constitution,
and leave it to remain a doubtful point! Because, if Congress refuses to
dt'termine, we cannot conceive tbat others will be more entitled to decide
upon it than we are. This will appe~r to give ground for what the gentle
men hRve aSl'erted - that we arc afraid to carry the Constituti9n jnw,
effect. This, I apprehend, would not be doing Qur duty.
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Gentlemen say they have a sufficient remedy for every evillikcly to re
lult from connecting the Senate with the Presldeut. ThiS they propose k
do by allowing the power of suspension. ThiS. in the first place, does not
allswer the end; bt-cause there is a possibility that the officer may not be
displaced after a hearlllg before the Senate; and in the second place, it
is elltirely inconsistent with the whole course of reasoning pursued by the
gentlemen in opposition. I would ask them, if the COllstitution does not
give to the Pre,ident the power of removal, what p:trt is it that gives the
power of suspension! If you WII! ill one case construe the Constitution,
you m~y do It ill another; for 1 look upon it as dangerous to give the power
of suspension, by implication, as to give the full plaver of removal. Gendenlen, Gusene that I t,tke it for granted that the President has 110 express
right to the power of suspen-Ion; and that, if he is to exercise it, it must
be drawn, by constructive reasoning alone, from the Constitution. If we
are to exercise our autharity, we had better at once gil'e a power that
would answer two valuable purpose~. than one altogether nugatory. In
the first place, it would entirely separate the legislative and executive departments, conforillably to the great principles of the Constitution; and.
in the second pl.lce, it would answer the end of government better, and
secure real benefits to the UnioJl.
rhe great e\'il, as w IS st:\ted by the gentleman frum Virginia, (Mr.
Madison,) yesterday, is, that bad officers shall continue in office, and not
that good on~s be removed; yet this last i~ all that is in the power of the
President. If he removes a good officer, he cannot appoint his successor
without the consent of the Senate; and it is fairly to be presumed, that,
if at any time he should be guilty of lluch an oversight as to remove a
useful and valuable officer, th~ evil will be small, because another as valuable will be placed in hiS stead. If it is ~aid that this is an injury to the
individual, I confess that it is possible that it may be so. But ought we
not, in the first place, to consult the pubhc good! Bllt, on mature consideration, I do not apprehend any very great injury will result to the
individual from this practice; because, when he accepts of the office, he
knows the tenure by which he is to hold it, and ought to be prepared
against every contingency.
These being the principles on which I have formed my opinion, in
addition to what was stated, I do conceive that I am perfectly justified to
Illy constituents, and to my onth, to support this construction. And when
I give my vote that the President ought to have the power of removal from
office, I do it on principle; and gentlemefl in the opposition will leave us
to the operation of our judgments on this as well as every other question
that comes before us. For my part, I conceive it is impossible to carry
into execution the powers of the President, in a salutary manner, unless he
has the power of removal vested in hlln. I do not mean that, if it was not
vested in him by the Constitution, it would be proper for COllgress to
confer it, thouah I do believe the government would otherwise be very
defective; yet:'e would have to bear this inconvenience until it was rectified by an amendment of the Constitution.
Mr. GERRY. Tht' P,arliament of England i~ one of the most important bodies on earth; but they can do nothing without the concurrence of
the executive magistrate. The Congress of the United States are likely
to become a more important body; the executive m'lgistrate has but a
qualified negative over them. The Parliament of England, with the conICnt of the king. can expound their constitntion; in fact. they are th"
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oonlotitu ion itself. But Congress may, if once the doctrine of construction is established, make the Constitution what they please, and the PresIdent can have no control over them.
It has been baid by my colleague, (Mr. Sedgwick,) that the President
not only nominates, but appoints, the officers j and he infert! from hence,
that, as the power of removal is incidental to the power of appointing, the
President has the power of removal also. But I ~hould be glad to know
how it can with justice be said that the President appoints. The Constitution requires the consent of the Senate; therefore they are two distinct
bodies, and intended to check each other. If my colleague's is a true
construction, it may be extended farther I and said, that, in the act of nominating, the assent of the Senate is virtually gil'en, and therefore he has a
right to make the whole appointment himself, without any interference on
the part of the Senate. I contend, sir, that there is just as much propriety
in the one construction as in the other. If we observe the enacting style
of the statutes of Great Britain, we shall find pretty near the same words
as what are ueed in the Constitution with respect to appollltments: - " Be
it enacted by the king's most excellent majesty, by and with the advice
and consent of Parliament." Here it might be said the king enacts all
laws; but I believe the truth of this fact will be disputed in that country.
I believe 110 one will pretend to say that the king is the three branche", of
Parliament; and unless my colleague will do all this, I never can admit
that the President, in himself, has the power of appointment.
My colleague has gone farther, to show the dependence of this officer
on the !'resident. He says the necessity of appointing a secretary of foreign affairs arises from a natural defect in man; that if the President was
able to administer all these departments, there would be no occasion of
making provision by lnw. If the President had power superior to the limits of humanity. he might render his country great services; but we are
1I0t likely to have any sllch Presidents; the Constitution itself contemplates none; it makes provision fur the infirmities of human nature; it
authorizes us to establish offices by law j and this is the ground upon
which we stand; indeed, this is the ground that was assumed yesterday by
my colleague. when he said that this officer was the creature of the law.
If he is the creature of the law, let him conduct according to law j and
let it not be contended that he is the creature or the President, because he
is no further the creature of the President than that he is obliged to give
his opinion in writing when required. But it is said the President is
responsible fur the conduct of this efficer, I wish to know what this responsibility is. Doe:! it mean, if a subordinate executive officer commits
treason, that the President is to suffer for it? This is a strange kind of
responsibility. Suppose. ill the case of the secretary of the trea~ury,
there should be a defalcation of the public revenue j is he to make good
the loss 1 Or, if the head of the army should betray his trust, and sacrifice the liberties of his country, ill the President's head to be the devoted
sacrifice 1 The Constitution shows the contrary, by the provision made
for impeachment; and this I take to be one of the strongest arguments
against the President's havil'g the power of removing one of the principal
officers of government -thnt he is to bear his own responsibility.
The question before the committee must be decided on one of these
two grollnds. Either they must suppm<e this power is delegated particu.arly to the President by the Constitution, or it is not. I.e:. us examine
these two cues. If gentleman say that it is delegated by the Conl'titu-
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tion, then there is no use for the clause: but if it is not varticularly delegated to the President by the Constitution, and we are inclined to authorize
him to exercise this power, I would ask gentlemen whether this is the
proper way to do it; whether a little clause hid in the body of a bill can
be called a declaratory act. I think it cannot. It looks as if we were
afraid of avowing our intentions. If we are determined upon makmg a
declaratory act, let us do it in such a manner as to indicate our intention.
But perhaps gentlemen may think we have no authority to make declaratory acts. They may be right in this opinion; for though I have examined the Constitution with attention, I have not been able to discover any
clause which vests Congress with that power. But if the power of rna
king declaratory acts really vests ill Congress, and the judges are bound by
our decisiolls, we may alter that part of the Constitution which is secured
from being amended by the 5th article; we may say, that the 9th sectIOn
of the Constitution, respecting the migration or importation of persons,
does not extend to negroes; that the word persons means only white men
and women. We then proceed to lay a duty of twenty or thirty dollars
per head on the importation of negroes. The merchant does not construe
the Constitution in the manlier that we have done. He therefore in~tltutes
a suit, aud brings it before the supreme judicature of the Ullited States
for trial. The judges, who are bound by oath to support the Constitution,
declare against this law; they would therefore give judgment in favor of
the merchant.
But, say Congress, we are the constitutional expounders of this clause,
and your decision in this clUle has been improper. Shall the judges, because Congress have usurped power, and made a law founded in construction, be impeached by one branch, and convicted by the other, for doing
a meritorious act, and standing in opposition to their asurpation of power 1
If this is the meaning of the Constitution, it was hardly worth while to
have had so much bustle and uneasine:5l! about it. I would ask gentlemen,
if the Constitution has given us power to make declaratory acts, where is
the necp.ssity of inserting the 5th article for the purpose of obtaining
amendments? The word amentUnent implies a defect; a declafdtory act
conceives one. . Where, then, is the differellce between an amendment
and a declaratory act 1 I call upon the gentleman to point out what part
of the Constitution s~ys we shall correct that instrument by a declaratory
IIct. If gentlemen once break through the constitutional limits of their
authority, they will find it very difficult to draw. a boundary which wiII
secure to themselves and their posterity that liberty which they have so
well contended for.
Mr. SHERMAN. The Convention, who formed this Constitution,
thought it would tend to secure the liberties of the people, if they prohibited the President from the sole appointment of all officers. They knew
that the crown of Great Britain, by having that prerogative, has been enabled to swallow up the whole administration; the influence of the crown
upon the legislature su~iects both houses to its will and pleasure. Perhaps
it may be thought, hy the people of that kingdom, that it is best for the
executive magistrate to have such kind of influence; if so, it is very well,
and we have no right to complain that it is injurious to them, while they
themselves consider it beneficial. But this government is different, and
intended by the people to be different. I have not heard any gelltiem8n
proouce an authority from law or history which proves, where two branches
ve interested in the appointment, that one of them has the power of re-
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I remember that the gentleman from Mauachusetts (Mr. Sedgwick) told us tbat tbe two bouses, notwithstandmg tbe partial negative of
the President, p08sessed tbe wbole legislative power; but will the gentleman infer from that, uecause the COncurrence of both branches is Deee&sary to pau a law, that a leu authority can repeal it! This is all we
contend for.
Some gentlemen suppose, if the President has not the power by the
Constitution, we ought to ,est it in him by law. For my part, I very
mucb doubt if we have tbe power to do this. I take it we would be placing the heads of departments in 1\ situation inferior to what the Constitution contemplates; but if we have the power, it will be better to exercise
it thall attempt to construe the ConstitutIOn. But it appears to me, tbat
the best way will be to leave the Constitution to speak for itself whenever
occasion demands.
It bas been said, that the Senate are merely an advisory body. I am
Dot of this opinion, because their consent is expressly requir~d; if this is
not obtained, Q.J1 appointment cannot be made. Upon the whole, I look
npon it as neceuary, in order to preserve that security which tbe Constitution affords to the liberty of the people, that ,,·e avoid making this
declaration, especially in favor of the President; as I do not believe thl;!
Constitution vests the authority in him alone.
Mr. AMES. I believe there are lIery few gentlemen on this floor who
have not mad.: up their opinions; therefore it is particularly disagreeable
to solidt their attention, especially when their patience is already exhausted, and their curi08ity saled; but still I hope to be of some use ip
collecting the various arguments, and bringing them to a point. I shall
rather confine myselfto thill task, than attempt to offer any thing that is
new. I shall just observe, ~hat the arguments of the gentleman from
Pennsylvania, (Mr. Scott,) which are complained of as beipg ridiculous,
were arguments addre!lsed to thE" understandinl(s of the committee; my
own understanding wa. enlightt:ned by them, although they wore the garb
of pleasantry. nut to proceed to my main object.
The question, so far as it relates to tbe Constitution, is this - whether
it has vested the sole power gf removing in the President alone, or whether
it is to take pIRce by and with the advice and consent of the Senate. If
the question of constitutionality was once despatched, we should be left to
consider of the expediency of the measure. I take it to bf.' admitted on
all hands, though it was at first objected to by a worthy gentleman from
South Carolina, that the power of removal from office, at pleesure, resides
somewhere in the government. If it does not reside in the President, or
the Presidept and Senate, or if the Constitution has not vested it in any
particular body, it IIlllst be in tbe legislature; for it is abtlurd to suppose
that officers once appointed cannot be removed. The argument tending
to prove that the power is in the President alone, by an express declaration.
may not be satisfactory 11> the minds of those gentlemen who dE"em the
Constitution to be silent on tbat head. But let those gentlemen revert to
tbe priliCiplel. epirit, and tendency. of the Constitution, and tbey will be
colJlpellf!d to acknowledge that there is the highest degree of probability
that the power does vest in the President of the United States. I shall
not undertake to Ny tbat the arguments are conclusive on this point. I
do not suppoee it is neccuary that they should be 80; for I believe nearly
.. good eooclullions may be drawn from the refutationll of an IIrgument al
&011\ any other proof j for it is well said, that destructio . .illS eft leJUr
.no tJIIena.
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It has been said. and addrea....oo with· solemnity to our conSClIll.\ces, til.;,
we ollght not to destroy the Constitution, to change, or modify it; nay, it
has been inferred that it is unllece>lsilry and dangerous for us to proceed
in this inquiry. It is true, we may decide wrong, and therefore there may
be danger; but it is not unnecessary: we have elltered too far into the
discussion to retreat with honor to ourselves or security to our country:
we are sworn as much to exercise constitutional authority, for the general
good, as to refrain from assuming powers that are not given to us: we are
as responsible for forbearing to act, liS we are for acting. Are we to leave
this question undetermined, to be contended between the President and
Senate 1 Are we to say that the qnestion to us is indissoluble. and therefore throw it upon the shoulders of the President to determine! If it is
complex and difficult, it is certainly disingenul)us in us to throw off the
decision: besides. after so long a debate has been had, a decision must be
made; for it ne\'er would do to strike out the words, as that WQuid be deciding. and deciding against the power of the President.
It must be admitted that the Constitution is not explicit on the point in
contest; yet the Constitution strongly infers that the power is in the President alone. It is deciared that the executive power shall be vested in the
Pre!.'ident. Under these terms, all the powers properly belonging to the
executive department of the government are given, and such only taken
away as are expressly excepted. If the Constitution had stopped here,
alld the duties had n<>t been defined, either the President had had no powers at all, or he would acquire from that genef'll expression all the powers properly belonging to the executive department. III the Constitution,
the President is req'Jired to see the laws faithfully executed. He cannot
do thIS without he has a control over officers appointed to aid him in the
performance of his duty. Take this power out of his hands. and YOlI virtually strip him of his authority; you virtually destroy his responsibility,
the great security which this Constitution holds Ollt to the people of
America.
Gentlemen will say that, as the Constitution is not explicit, it must be
matter of doubt where the power vests. If gentlemen's consciences w.ill
not let them agree with us, they ought to permit us to exercise the like
liberty on our part. But they tell us we must meet them on the ground
of accommodation, and give up a declaration that the power of removal
is in the President, and they will acquiesce in declaring him to have the
power of suspension; but they should recollect that, in so doing, we sacrifice the principles of the Constitution.
It has been frequently said, that the power of removing is incidental
til the power of appointing': as the Constitution implies that all officerfj,
except the judges, are appointed durin~ pleasure, so the power of removal may. in all cases, be exercised. But suppose this general principle
true; yet it is an arbitrary principle, I take it, and one that cannot be
proved: if it was denied. it could not be established; and if it was e!ltablished, it is still doubtful whether it would make for the adverse side
of this question or not. because it is dubious whether the Senate do actually appoint or not. It is admitted that they may check and regulate
.11e appointment by the President; but they can do nothing more; they
are merely an advisory body, and do not secure any degree of responsibility. which is one great object of the present Constitution: they are not
answerable for their secret advice; but if they were, the blame, di,iderl
among 80 many, would fall upon nOlle.
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Certainly this aasumed principle ia rery often untrue; but if it ia true,
It ia not favorable to the gentlemen's doctrine. The President, I eon·
tend, has expressly the power of nominating and appointing, though he
must obtain the consent of the Senate. He is the agent: the Senate
may prevent his acting, but cannot act themselves. It may be difficult
to illustrate this pomt by examples which will exactly correspond: but
suppose the ease of an executor, to whom is devised lands, to be sold with
the advice of a certain person, on certain conditions; the executor sells
with the consent, and upon the conditions, required in the will: the conditions are broken; may the executor reenter for the breach of them 1 or
has the person whom he was obliged to consult with in the sale any power to restrain him 1 The executor may remove the wrongful possessor
from the land, though, perhaps, by the will, he may hold it in trust for
another person's benp.fit. In this manner, the President may remove
from office, though, when vacant, he cannot fill it ""ithout the advice of
the Senate. We are told it is dangerolls to adopt constructions; and
that what is not expressly given is retained. Surely it is as impropel
in this way to confer power upon the Senate as upon the Presidclll; for
if the power is not in the President solely by the Constitution, it .• ever
can .be in the President and Senate by any grant of that instrument;
any arguments, therefore, that tend to make the first doubtful, operate
against the other, and make it absurd. If gentlemen, therefore, doubt
with respect to the first point, they will certainly hesitate with respect to
the other. If the Senate have not the power, - and it is proved that
they have it not, by the arguments on both sides, - the power either vests
with the President or the legislature. If It is in the disposal of the latter,
and merely a matter of choice with us, clearly we ought not to bestow it
on the Senate; for the doubt, whether the President is not already entitled to it, is an argument against placing it in other hands: besides, the
exercise of it by the Senate would be inconvenient; they are not always
sitting: it would be insecure, because they are not responsiole: it would
be subversive of the great principles of the Constitution, and destructive
t(;l liberty, because it tends to intermingle executive and legislative powers in one body of men, and this blending of powers ever forms a tyranny.
The Senate arc not to accuse offenders; they are to try them: they are
not to give orders; but, on complaint, to judge of the breach of them.
Weare warned against betraying the liberties of our country: we are
told that all powers tend to abuse: it is our duty, therefore, to keep them
single and distinct. Where the executive swallows up the legislature, it
becomes a despotism; where the legislature trenches upon the executive,
it approaches towards despotism j and where they have less than is necessary, it approximatell towards anarchy.
We should be careful, therefore, to preserve the limits of each autholity, in the present question. As it respects the power of the people, it i"
but of little importance; it is not pretended that the people have reserved
the power of removing bad officers. It is admitted, on all hands, that
the government is poS5Csaed of such power; consequently, the peoRle can
neither lose nor gain power by it. Weare the servants of the peopTe; we
are the watchmen; and we should be unfaithful, in both characters, if we
should so administer the government as to destroy its great principles and
most essential advantages. The question now among us is, which of thest'
servants shall exercise a power already granted. Wise and virtuOl'" lIthe Senate may be, such a power lodged in their bands will not only tend
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to abu~e, but cannot tend to any thing else. Need J repeat the inconTeniences which will result from vesting it in the Senate 1 No. I app.aal
to that maxim which has the sanction of experience, and is authorized by
the decision of the wisest men: to prevent an abuse of power, it must btl
distributed into three branches, who must be made independent, to watch
and check each other: the people are to walch them all. While these
maxims are pursued, our liberties will be preserved. It was from neglecting or despising these maxims, the ancient commonwealths were destroyed. A voice Issues from the tOIllO which covers their ruins, and proclaims to mankind the sacrednpss of the truths that are at this moment
in controversy.
It is said that the Constitution has blended these powers which we
advise to keep separate, and, therefore, we ought to follow in completing
SImilar regulations; but gentlemen ought to recollect, that has been all
objection against the Constitution; aud if it is a well-founded one, we
ought to endeavor, all th~t is in our power, to restrain the evil, rather than to
increase it. But, pt;rhaps, with the sole power of removal in the President,
the check of the Senate in appoiutments may have a salutary tendency:
in removing from office, their advice and consent are liable to all the objections that have heen stated It is very proper to guard the introduction
of a man into office by every check that clln properly he applied; but after he is appointed, there can be no use in exercising a judgment upon
events whIch have heretofore taken place. If the Senate are to possess
the power of removal, they 'will he enabled to hold the person in office,
let the circumstances be what they may, that p()int out the nece~sity or propriety of his removal; it creates a permanent counection; it will nurse
faction; it will promote intrigue to obtain protectors, and to shelter tools.
Sir, it is infusing poison into the Constitution; it is an impure and unchaste connection: there is ruin in it: it is tempting the Senate with forbidden fruit: it ollght not to be possible fin a branch of the legislature
even to hope for" share of the executive power; for they may !:-e tempted
to increase it. by a hope to share the exercise of it. People are seldom
jealous of their own power j and if the Senate become part of the executive, they will be very improper persons to watch that department: so far
from being champions for liberty, they will become conspirators against it.
The executive department should ever be independent, and sufficiently
energetic to defeat the attempts of either branch of the legislature to usurp
its prerogative. Bllt the proposed control of the Senate is setting that
body above the President: it tends to establish an aristocracy. And at the
moment we are endangering the principles of our free and excellent Constitution, gentlemen are undertaking to amuse the people with the sound
of liberty. If their ideas should succeed, a principle of mortality will be
infnsed into a government which the lovprs of mankind have wished might
last to the end of the world. With a mixture of the executive and legislative
powers in one body, no government can long remain uncorrupt. With a
corrupt executive, liberty may long retain a trembling existence. With a
corrupt legislature, it is impossible: the vitals of the Constitution would
be mortified, and death must follow in every step. A government thus
formed would be the most formidable curRe that could befall this country.
Perhaps an enlightened peop"~ might timely foresee and correct the error j
hut if a season was allowed for such a compound to grow and prod\Jce its
natural fruit, it would either banish liberty, or the people would be driven
to exercise their unalienable right, the right of uncivilized nature, an~
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d.lfItroy a monster whose vOl1lciuus and capacious jaws could crush and
Ilwallow up themselves and their pO!!terity.
The principles of this Constitution, while they are adhered to, will
perpetuate that liberty which it is the honor of Americans to have well
contended for. The clause in the bill ill calculated to support those principles; and for this, if there was no other reason, I should be inclined to
give it my support.
Mr. LIVERMORE. The decision of this question depends upon
the construction of a short clause in the Constitution, in which is designated the power of the President. It is said he shall have power, by and
with the advice and consent of'the Senate, to make treaties, provided
two thirds of the senators present concur. He shall nominate, and, by
and with the advice and con~ent of the Senate, appoint ambassadors, other
public ministers, and consuls, jllstices of the Supreme Court, and all other
officers of the United States. Such strange constructions have been given
to this advice and consent of the SenAte, which, if agreed to, will make
the whole Constitution nothing, or any thing, just as we please. If we
can deprh'e the Senate of their powers in making treaties, and say, with
truth, that they have no authority in the business, the legislature will become a dangerous branch of the government. So, in the case of appointing ..fficers, if it can be truly said that these heads of departments are the
servants of the PresideAt alone, we shall make the executive department a dangerous one.
I do not admit that any man has an estate in his office. I conceive all
officers to be appointed during pleasure, except where the Constitution
stipulates for a different teuure - unless, indeed, the law should create the
office, or officer, for a term of years. After observing this, I must contend that the power of removal is incidental to the power of appointment.
If it was the President alone that appointed, he alone could displace. If
the President and Senate, by a joint agreement, appoint an officer, they
alone have the power to suoersede him; and however any gentleman may
say he doubts, or does not understand, the force of tbis principle, yet to
me it appears as clear and demonstrable as any principle of law or ju~tice
that I am acquainted with. There is another method to displace officers
expressly pointed out by the Constitution; and this implies, in the clearest manner, that in all other cases officers may he removed at plea!<ure ;
and If removed at pleasure, it must be at the pleasure of the parties who
appointed them.
Congress are enabled, by the Constitution, to establish offices by law.
In many cases they will, no doubt, vest the power of appointing inferior
officers in the President alone. They have no express right, by the Cunstitution, to vest in him the power of removing these at pleasure; yet no
gentleman wiII contend but inferior offioers ought to be removable at
pleasure. How, then, can the President acquire this authOlity, unless it
be on the principle that the power of removal is incidental, and the naturaJ consequence of the power of appointinl1;. If gentlemen will maintltill
con~istellcy, they wiU be compelled to acknowledge the force of this principle and if they acknowledge the principle, they must Agree to strike
out the words.
Mr. MADISON The question now seems to be brought to thiswhf'ther it is proper or improper to retain these words in the clause, provided they are explanatory of the Constitution. I think this branch of the
legislature is as milch intere!5ted in the establishment of the true mean'ng
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of the Constitution, as either the President or Senate; and when the ('onatitution submits it to us to establish dffices by law, \ve ought to know by
what tenure the office should be held, and whether it should depend "por
the concurrence of the Senate with the President, or upon the will of thE.'
President alone, because gentlemen may hesitate, in either case, ,,,hether
they will make it for an indefinite or precise time. If the officer can be
removed at discretion by the President, there may be safety in letting it be
for an indefinite period. If he cannot exert his prerogativel there is no
security, even by the mode of impeachment; because the officer may intrench himself behind the authority of the Senate, and bid defiance to
every other department of government. In this ease, the que~tion of
duration would take a different turn. Hence it is highly proper that we
and our constituents Should know the tenure of the office. And ha¥e we
not as good a right as eny brallch of the government to declare OUt sen~
of the meaning of the Constitution 1
Nothing has yet been otrered to invalidate the doctrine, that the meaning
of the Constitution may as well be ascertained by the legislative as by the
judicial authority. When a questIOn emerges, as it does In this bill,arid much seems to depend UpOIi it, - I should conceive it highly proper
to make a legislative construction. In another point of view, it is proper
that this interpretation should 1\0W take ptace, rather than at a time when
the exigency of the case may require the exercise of the power of removal.
At present, the disposition of every gentleman is to seek the truth, and
abide by its guidance when it is discovered. I have reason to believe the
same dispO!!ition prevails in the Senate. But will this be the case When
some individual officer of high rank draws into question the capacity of the
President, with the Senate, to etrect hilS removal 'f If we lea\'e the Constitution to take this course, it can never be expounded until the President
shall think it expedient to exercise the right of removal, if he supposes hE'
has it. Then the Senate may be induced to eel up their pretensions; and
will they deCIde so calmly as at this tllne, when 110 important officer ill
any of the great departments is appointed to influence theit judgments 1
The im'l~illatioll of no member here, or of the Senate, or of the President
himself, is heated or disturbed by faction. If ever II proper moment for
decision should offer, it must be one like the present.
I do not conceive that thiq question has been truly stated by some gentlemen. In my opinion, it is not whether we sh~ll take the power from
one branch of the e;overnment, and give it to another. but the question
is, to which branch has the Constitution given it 1 Some gentlemen
ha\'e said that it resides in the people at large, and that, if it is necessary to the government, we mllst apply to the people for it, and obtain
it by way of amendment to the Constitution. Some gentlemen contend, thM although it is given in the Constitution as a necessary power to
carry into execution the other powers vested by the Constitution, yet it is
vested in the legi~lature. I cannot admit this doctrine either, because it
is setting the legislature lit the head of the executive branch of the government. If we take the other con!ltntction, of the gentleman from St)uth
Carolina, that all officers hold their places by the firm tenure of good behavior, we shall find it still more improper. I think gentlemen will see,
upon reflection, that this doctrine is incompatible with the principles of
free government. If there is no removability but by way of impeachment,
tnen all the executive officers of govE.'rnmcnt hold their officE'S by the firm
lE.'nllre of good behavior, from the chief justice down to the tide-waiter.
[Mr. SMITH interrupted Mr. Madison, and said, that he had. admitted
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that inferior officers might be removed, because the Constitution had left
it in the power of the legislature to establish them on what terms they
pleased; consequently, to direct their appointment and removal]
Mr. MADISON had understood the gentleman as he now explained
himself. But still he contended that the consequences he had drawn
would necessarily follow; because there WIIS no express authority given to
the legislature, in the Constitution, to enable the President, the courts
of law, or heads of departments, to remove an inferior officer. All that
was said on that head was confined solely to the power of appointing them.
If the gentleman admits, says he, that the legislature may vest the power
of removal, with respect to inferior officers, he must also admit that the
Constitution vests the President with the power of removal in the case of
superior officers, because both powers are implied in the same words; the
President may appoint the one class, and the legislature may authorize
the courts of law or heads of departments to appoint in the other case.
If, then, it is admitted that the power of removal vests in the President, or
President and Senate, the arguments which I urged yesterday, and those
which have been urged by honorable gentlemen on this side of the question for these three days past, will fully evince the truth of the construction which we give, - that the power is in the President alone. I will not
repeat them, because tpey must have full possE"ssion of every gentleman~s
mind. I am willing, therefore, to rest the decision here, and hope that it
will be made in such a manner as to perpetuate the blessings which this
Constitution was intended to embrace.
Mr. BALDWIN. I have felt an unusual anxiety during the debate upon
this question. I have attentively litltened to the arguments which have
been brought forward. and have wei~hed thE"m in my mind with great
deliberation; and as I consider a proper decision upon it of almost
infinite importance to the government, I must beg the indulgence of the
house while I submit a few observations.
'fhe main ground on which the question is made to rest is, that if we
adopt this clause, we violate the Constitution. Many of the gentlemen
who advocate the present motion for striking out, would, if they could do
it with consistency to the Constitution, be ill favor of the clause. We
have been reminded of our oaths, and warned not to violate the solemn
obligation. This injunction has come from so many parts of the house, that
it arre!ted my whole attention for a few minutes; and then they produced
us the clause in the Constitution which directed that officers should be
appointed by and with the advice and consent of the Senate. They then
tell us that he should be removable in the same manner. We see the
clause by which it ill directed that they should be appointed in that manner,
but we do not see the clause respecting their removal in the same way.
Gentlemen have only drawn it as lin inference from the former: they
construe that to be the meaning of the Constitution, as we construe the
reverse. I hope, therefore, gentlemen will change their expression, and
say. we shall violate their constrllction of the Constitution, and not the
Constitution itself. This will be a very different charge! unless the
~entlemen pretend to support the doctrine of infallibility, as it respects
their decillions; and that would perhaps be more than the house are
willing to admit, and more than the people in this country are accustomed
to believe.
I have said the gentlemen rest their principal opposition on this pointthat the Constitution plainly means that the officertl must be removed in
the ,,'ay they are appointed. Now, when gentlemen tell me that I WI!.'
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going to construe the Constitution, and many interpret it in a manner
which was never intAnded, I am very cautious how I proceed. I do no.
like to construe over much. It is a very delicate and critical branch of
our duty: and there is not, perhaps, any part of the Constitutioll on
which we should be more cautious and circumspect than on the present.
I am well authorized to say, that the tringling the powers of the Presi.
dent and Senate was strongly opposed in the Convention whieh had the
honor to submit to the consideration of the United States, and the different states, the present system for the government of the Union. Some
gentlemen opposed it to the last; and tinally it was the principal ground
on which they refused to give it their signature and assent. One gentleman called it a monstrous and unnatural connection, and did not hesitate
to affirm it would bring on convulsions in the government. This objection
was not confined to the walls of the Convention; it has been the subject of
newspaper declamation, and perhaps justly so. Ought not we, therefore,
to be careful not to extend this unchaste connection any farther 1
Gentlemen who undertake to construe, 8ay that they see clearly that
the pOlver which appoints must al!!O remove. Now, I have reviewed thill
aubject with all the application and discernment my mind is capable of
and have not been able to see any such thing. There is an agency given
to the President, in making appointments, to which the Senate are eon·
nected. But how it follows tbt the connection extends to the removal,
positively I cannot see. They say that it follows as a natural, inseparable
consequence. This sounds like logic. But if we consult the premises,
perhaps the conclusion may not follow. The Constitution opposes this
maxim more than it supports it. The President is appointed by electors
chosen by the people themselves, or by the state legislatures. Can the state
legislatures, either combined or separate, ('ffect his removal? No. But the
Senate may, on impeachment by tbis house. The judges are appointed
by the President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate; but
they are only removable by impeachment; the President has no agetlC, in
thA removal. Hence, I 8ay, it is not a natural consequence that the power
which appoints should have the power of removal also.
We may find it necessary that subordinate offic£'rs should be- appointed,
in the first instance, by the President and Senate. I hope it will not be
contended that the President and Senate shall be applied to in all clll!es
when their removal may be necessary. This principle, sir, is not pursued by the Senate themselves, in the very bill that is no,,,- before this
house, sent down by the Senate, to establish the judicial courts of the
United States. It is directed that a marshal shall be appointed' for each
district, who shall have power to appoint one or more deputies; and these
deputies are to he removable from office by the judge of" tbe· District
Court, or the Circuit Court sitting within the district, at the pleasure of
either. It is not said tbey shall be appointed by the marsh!', who may remove them at plel\sure; which ought to be the case. if the maxim is true,
that the power which appoints necessarily hill! the power of removal.
But I dispute the maxim altogether; for thou~h it is sometimes true, it is
often fallacious; but by no means is it that kind or conclusive argument
which they contend for.
Gentlemen proceed in their constructions, and they ask, .. Why did
not the Convention insert a clause in the ConSlitlltion\ declaring the removal to be in a manner different from the appnintment 1" They tell us
balit must naturally have occurred tothem,and that here and there wasthf'
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proper place to insert such a clause. Now, let me ask them, also, iftheire
IS the natural construction, why the Convention, after declaring that officers should be appointed by and with the advice and consent of the Senate,
did not add, to be removed in like manner. It mUlt have 81! naturally
occurred to insert the one as the other. It il very poslible that luch a
clause might have been moved and contended for; but it is hardly probable it would meet with success from those who opposed lZiving the Senate
any check or control whatsoever over the powers of the President; much
less was it probahle that those gentlemen who opposed it there should
wish to enlarge it by construction: for my part, I hope never to see it increased in this way. What of this nature is brought in by the letter of
the Constitution. let it be there: but let us never increa~ evil" of which
we have some right to compl~in. A gentleman asks, .. Where is Ihe
danger of mixing these powers, if the Constitution has already done it 1"
That gentleman knows that it has always been viewed as an evil. and an
association of the legislative and executive powers in one body has been
found to produce tyranny. It is a maxim among the wisest legislators not
to blend the branches of government further than is necessary to cRrry
their separate powers into more complete operation. It was found necessary to blend the powers to a certain degree; so far we must acquiesce.
The Senate must concur with the Prellident in making appointments;
but with respect to the removal, they are not associated; no such clause
is in the Constitution; and, therefore, I should conclude that the Convention
did not choose they should have the power. But what need was there that
such a clause should be there 1 What is the evil it \\ as intended to guard
against 1 Why. we are afraid the President will unnecessarily remove a
worthy man from office; and we say it is a pity the poor man should be
turned out of service without a hearing; it is injurious to his reputation;
it is his life. says the gentleman from New Hampshire, (Mr. Livermore;)
it is cruelty in the extreme. But why are we to suppose this? I do not
see any well-grounded apprehension for such an abuse of power. Let us
attend to the operation of Ihis busine~s. The Constitution provides for
what 1 That no bad man should come into office: this is the first evil.
Hence we have nothing to dread from a system of favoritism; the public
are well secured against that Ilreat evil; therefore the President cannot be
influenced hy a desire to get hi~ own creatures into office; for it is fairly
presumable that they will he rejected by the Senate. But suppose that
one such could he got in; he can be got out again, in spite of the President: we can impeach him, and drag him from his pillce; and then there will
be some othrr person appointed.
Some gentlemen seem to think there tohould be another clause in the
Constitution, providing that the President should not turn out a good
officer, and then they would not apprehend so much danger from that
quarter. There are other evils which might have heen provided agaim!t, and
other things which might hue been regulated; but if the Convention had
undertaken to have done them, the Constitution, instead of being contained in a sheet of paper, would hllve swelled to the size of a folio volume. But what ill the evil of the President's being at liberty to exercise
this power of removal? Why, we fear that he will displace, not one good
officer only, but, in II fit of pll8sion, all the g<'od officers of the government,
by which, to be tllJre, the public would suffer; bll~ I venture to say he
would suffer himse1f more than any other man. But I trust there is no
dearth of good melL I beli8re be eould not turn out so many, but that the
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Senate would still hal'e some choice, out of which to supply a gooc1 on..
But, e'f'en if he was to do this, what would be the eonaequenee 1 11..
would be obliged to do the duties himself; or, if he did not, we would
impeach him, and turn him out of office, as he had done others. I mUlt
admit, though, that there is a possibility of luch an evil, but it is a remote
possibility indeed.
I think gentlemen muAt concede that, if there should be such a paslion, - SlIch resentment as I have suppOIIed between the President and tht'
heads of departments, - the one or the other ought to be removed; tht>y
must not go on pulling different ways, for the public will receive mo"'
manifest injury: therefore it mitigates the appearance of the evil by sutTering the public business to go on, which, from their irreconcilable ditTerence, would otherwise be at a stand.
Mr. GERRY. The judges are the expositors of the Constitution and
the acts of Congress. Our exposition, therefore, would be .lIIbject to their
revisal. In this way the constitutional balance would be destroyt>d. The
legislature, with the judicial, might remove the head of the eXt'cutlve
branch. But a further reason why we are not the expositofll, is, that the
judiciary DIlly disagree w.th 1J8, and undo what all our etTorts hllve labored
to accomplish. A law is a nullity, unless it can be carried iuto execution:
in this case, our law will be su!'pended. Hence all construction of the
meaning of the Constitution L'I dangerous, or unnatural, and therefore
ought to be avoided.
This is our doctrine, that no power of this kind ought to be exerCIsed
by the legislature. But, we say, if we must give a construction to the Constitution, it is more nalural to give the construction in favor of the power
of removal vesting in the President, by and with the advice and eonsent
of the Senate, because it is in the nature of things that the power which appoints removes also. If there are deviations from this general rule, the
instances are few, and not sufficient to warrant our departure on this
occasion. We say our cOllstruction is superior also, because it don not
militate against any clause of the Constitution; whilst their construction
militates against several, and, in some respects, renders them mere nullities.
There is a consistency, under a monarchy, of the king's exercising the
power of appointment and removal at pleasure. In Great Britain this is
the prerogative of the throne; whE're it is likewise held a maxim, that the
king can do no wrong. The chief magistrate under this Constitution is a
different character. There is a constitutional tribunal, where he may be
arraigned. condemned, and punished, if he does wrong. The reason of
this distinction I take to be this: the majesty of the people receives an
injury when the President commits all improper act, for which they are to
receive satisfaction. King~ have a property in government; and when a
monarch act!! unwisely he injures his own interest, but is accountable to
none, because !!atisfaction is due to himself alone. He is e3tablishE'd in
his office for life; it is an estate to him which he is interested to transmit
to his posterity unimpaired; the good of the people, upon principles of
interest, will be his peculiar study; he ought, therefore, to have power to
act in such a manner as is most likely to secure to him this object; then.
necessarily, he Dlust have the right of choosing or displacing his agents.
There can be no difficulty on this point. But in a confederated republic
the chief magistrate has no sueh trust; he is elected but for four yeau.
after which the government goes into other hands; he is not stimulated ~o
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improve a patrimony, and therefore bas no occasion for complete power
over the officers of the government. If he has such power, it can only be
made useful to him by being the means of procuring him a reelection, but
can n~ver be useful tl) the people by inducing him to appoint good officers
or remov~ bad ones. It appears to me that such unbounded power vitiates
the prinCIples of the Constitution; and the officers, instead of being the
machinery of the government, moving in regular order prescribed by the
legislature, wiII be the mf.'re puppets of the President, to be employed or
thrown aside as useless lumber, according to his prevailing fancy.
If gentlemen will take this step, they must take another, and secure the
public good by making it the interest of the Presidt'llt to consult it; they
must elect him for life, or, what will be more consistent still, they must
make his office hereditary. Then gentlemen may say, with some degree
of truth, that he ought to have the power of removal, to secure in his hands
a balance in the government. But if gentiemt'n are willing to remain
where they are, and abide by the Constitution, regarding its true principles.
they will not contend that there is a necessity, or even a propriety, in vestIllg this power in the President alone.
Gentlemen tell us thf.'y are willing to (lonside' this as a constitutional
question; and yet the bill showl! that they consider the Constitution silent,
for the clause grants the power in expresl! terms: this also implies that
the legislature have a right to interfere with the executive power contrary
to their avowed principles. If the legislature has not the power of remo"al, they cannot confer it upon others; if they have it. it is a legIslative
power, and they have no right to transfer the exercise of it to any other
bl)dy; so. view this question in whatever point of light you please, it is
clear the words ought to be struck out.
The call for the question being now very general, it was put - Shall
the words" to be removable by the President" be struck out T
It was determined in the negative; being yeas 20, nays 34.

Amendments to the Constit·ution.
lIoUSE OF REPllESEKT.TIVES,

.I1vgtUt 13, 1789.

1\Ir. GERRY. The Constitution of the United States was proposed by
a Convention met at Philadelphia; but with all its importance, it did not
possess as high authority as the President, Senate, and House of Representatives of the Union; for that Convention was not convened in consequeuce of any express will of the pt'Ople, but an implied one, through
their members in the state legislatures. The Constitution derived no authOrity from the first Convention; it was concurred ill by conventions of
the people, and that concurrE'nce armed it with power, and invested it
with dignity. Now, the Congress of thE' United States are expressly authorized, by the sovereign and uncontrollable voice of the people, to pro.
pos~ amendments whenever two thirds of both houses shall think fit.
Now, if this is the fact, the propositions of amendment will be found to
originate with a higher authority than the original system. The conven\10011 of the atates respectively have agreed. for the people, that the state
legIslatures shall be authorized to decide upon these amendments in the
manner of a convention. If these acts of the state legislatures are not
good, because they are not I!pecifically instructed by their constituents,
neither were the acts calling the first and subsequent conventions.
Mr. AMES. It is not necessary to increase the representation. in orlll"'
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to guard against corruption; because no one will presume to think that.
body composed like this, and increased in a ratio of 4 to 3, will be much
less exposed to sale than we are. Nor is a greater number necessary to
&eCure the rights and liberties of the people, for the representative of a
great body of people is likely to be more watchful of its interests than the
representative of a les..'<er body.
Mr. MADISON. Suppose they, the people, instruct a representative
by his vote to violate the Constitution j is he at liberty to obey such instructions 1 Suppose he is instructed to patronize certain measures, and
from circumstances known to him, but not to his constituents, he is convinced that they will endanger the public good j is he obliged to sacrifice
his own judgment to them t Is he absolutely bound to perform what he is
instructed to do t Suppose he refuses; will his vote be the less valid, or
the community be disengaged from that obedience which is due, from the
laws of the Union? If his vote must inevit:lbly have the dame effect.
what sort of a right is this, in the Constitution, to instruct a representative
who has a right to disregard the order, if he pleases 1 In this sense, the
right does not exist; in the other sense, it does exist, and is provided
largely for.

Domestic Debt.
HOOSE 0)' REPRESENTA.TIVES,

Furuary22, 1790.

Mr. SMITH, (of South Carolina.) The Constitution itself was opposed to the measure, (discrimination of the domestic debt j) for it was
an ez post facto law, which was prohibited in express terms. ThE' transference of public securities was lawful at the time these alienations were
made; an attempt therefore to punish the transferee!!, is an attempt to
make an ex post facto law, by making that unlawful which was lawful at
the time it was done; it altE'rs the nature of the transaction, and annexes
the idea of guilt to that which, at the moment of commission, wa .. not only
perfectly innocent, but was explicitly authorized and encouraged by a
public act of Congress. By that act, those who had money were invited
to purchase of those who held securities; and now they were called upon
to punish the purchasers who bought under that invitation. The Constitution restrains the states from passing any law impairing the force of
contracts: a fortiori, is the legislature of the Union restrained? What
an example to hold up to the judiciary of the United States! How could
they annul a state law, when the IItate would be able to plead a precedent
on the part of Congress T The right of property was a sacred right; no
tribunal on earth, nor even legislative body, could deprive a citizen of his
property, unless by a fair equivalent, for the puulic welfare. The purchaser was vested, by the sale, with an absolute right to the filII amount
of the security. and it was beyond their authority to divest him of it.
They might, indeed, by an act of power, declare that he should be paid
only half; but hi!!' right to the other moiety would not be f'xtin~ui!lhed.
The present Constitution, which is a mild one, met with considerable
opposition. Had it been rejected, the public securities would never have
been paid.
It was the surest policy of governments to adhere strictly to their plighted faith, when it was in their power to do so, even should such strict
,dherence work an injury to some part of the community. This was the
p ..aotice of nations in the Case of a treaty, which. when made by competent authe.TitT they considered themselves bound to observe, although the,
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deemed it disadvantageous to them, lest a refusal should deter other nation8
from treating with tht>OI in future. It is by this line of conduct that public
credit Can alone be supported.
Mr. MADISON. The constitutionality of the proposition had been
drawn into question. He (Mr. Madison) Illiked whether words could be
devised that would place the new government more precisely in the lame
relation to the real cred Itors With the old. The power was the same; the
objection was the same: the means only were varied.
If the gentlemen pt>rsisted, howE'ver. in demanding precedents, he was
happy in being able to gratify them lVith two, which, though lJot exactly
parallel, were,ol1 that account, of t he greater force, since the interposition
of Il'0vernment had taken place where the emergencies could less require
them. The first was the case of the Canada bill. During the war which
ended in li63, and which was attended with a revolution in the government
of Canada, the supphes obtained for the Frer.ch army in that province
were paid filr in bills of exchange and certificates. This paper dt>preciated, and was bought up chiefly by British merchants. The sum and the
tYel'reciations were so considerable as to become a subject of negotiation
hetlVeen France and Great Brttain at the peace. The negotiation produced a particular article, by which it was agreed by France that the
paper ought to be redeellled, and admitted by Great Britain that it
should be redeemed, at a stipulated value. In the year li66, this article
was accordingly carried into effect by ministers from the tlVO courts,
who reduced the paper, in the hands of the British holders, in some instances as much as seventy-five per cent. below its nominal value. It
was stated, indeed, by the reporter of the r.ase, that the holders of the
paper had themselves concurred in the liquidation; hut it was not probable that the concurrence was voluntary. If it was voluntary, it shows that
they themselves were sensible of the equity of the sacrifice.
The other case was of still greater weight, as it had no relation to war
or to treaty, and took place in the nation which had been held up as a
model with respect to public credit. In the year 1715, the civil list of
Great Britain had fallen in arrears to the amount of £500,000. The
crE'ditors who had fumished supplies to the gm'ernment, had, instead of
money, received debentures only from respt>ctable officers. These had
depreciated. In that st.ate they were assigned in some instances; in others,
co\'enanted to be assigned. When the Parliament appropriated funds for
satisfying these arrears, they inserted an express provision in the act, that
the creditors who had been obliged, by the defaults of government, to
dispose of their paper at a 10!!8, might redeem it from the assignees by
repaying the actual price, with al\ interest of six per cent., and that all
agreements and covenants to assign should be absolutely void. Here,
then, was an interposition on the very principle that a government ought
to redress the wrongs sustained by its default, and on an occasion trivial
when compared with that undt>r consideration; yet it does not appear
that the public credit of its nation was injured by it.

Slave Trade. -On com,mitting the Memorial of the Quakers
the Slave Trade.
HOUSE OF REPREIE!<TATnEs,

01.

MarrA, 1790.

Mr. TUCKER said, ht> conceived the memorial to be 'iO glaring ar
interference with the Constitution, that he had hoped tb'1 house would
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not have given 110 much countenance to a request '10 improper in itself.
He was 90rry that the society had discovered so lou 'e prudence in their
memorial, as to wish that Congress should intermeddle ill the iuterual regulations of the p~rticular states. He hoped the petition would not be
committed, as it would operate directly against the interest of lhose it
was designed to benefit. This is a bUl'iness that may be attended with
the most serious consequences j it may end in a 8ubver~ion of the government, being a direct attack on the rights and property of the Southern
States. He then inquired what satisfaction was to be made to the proprietors of slaves. He believed it was not III the power of the states to
make indemnification for the loss that would attend emancipation. lIe
reprobated the interposition of the society, and denied that they pU5ses~ed
any more humanity thln olher denominations.
Mr. GERR Y replied to Mr. Tucker, and desired the gentleman to point
out auy part of the memorial which proposed that the legislature should
infringe on the Constitution. For his part, he heard nothing read that
had such a tendency. Its only object was, that Cllligress should exert
their con~itutional authority to auate the horrors of slavery so far as they
could. He hoped the petition would be committed. Indeed, he cOllsidered that all altercation on the subject of commitmellt was at an end, as
the house had essentially determined that it should be cnmmitted.
Mr. BURKE reprobated the commitment, as subversive of the Constitution, as 80undlllg an alarm, and blowing the trumllCt of sedition in the
Southern States. He should oppose the business totally; and if chosen
on the committee, be should decline serving.
Mr. SCOTT was in favor of the commitment.
Mr. JACKSON wa~ opposed to it, and p:tinted in f'ltrong colors the
alarming consequences to be apprehended from taking up the business,revolt, insurrection, and devastation, - and concluded by an observation
similar to Mr. Burke's.
Mr. SHERMAN could see no difficulty in committing the memorial;
the committee may bring in such a report as may prm'e satisfactory to
gentlemen on all sides.
Mr. BALDWIN referred to the principles of accommodation which prevailed at the time of forming tlie government. Those mutual concessions
which then took place gave us a Constitution which was to insure the
peace and the equal rights and properties of the various states: and to
prevent all infraction of the rights in this particular instance, they precluded themselves, by an express stipulation, from 1111 interposition in the
slave trade. Congress are not called upon to declare their sentiments
upon this occasion j they cannot constitutionally interfere in the bu~inl'5s.
He deprecated the consequences of such a mellsure in very forcible terms,
and hoped the house would proceed no farther in the investigation of the
subject.
Mr. SMITH, (of South Carolina,) recurring to the memorial, ob,served,
that Congress could not constitutionally interfere in the business, upon
the prayer of the memorialists, as that went to an entire abolition of
,,!uery; it could not, therefore, with propriety, be referred to a comrr.. tlee.
In the Southern States, difficulties on this account had arisen in re!'pect
to th'" "atification of the Constitution j and, except their apprehensions on
t"i, head had been dis~ipaled by their property being secnrp.d and guarantied to tI'em by the COllstitution itself, they never could have adopted it
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He then depicted the miseries th It would result from the interference of
Congress in the southern governments. He asserted, as his opiuion, that
If thele were no slaves in the Southern States, they would be entirely
depopulated; from the nature of the country, it could not be cultivated
without them. Their proprietors are persons of as much humanity as the
inhabitant!! of any part of the continent: they are as conspicuous for their
morals as any of their neighbors.
He then asserted that the Quakers are a society not known to the laws;
that they stand ill exaclly the same SituatIOn with other religious societies.
Their memorial relates to a matter in which they are 110 more interested
than any other sect whatever; and It must therefore be considered in the
light of advice; and is it customary to refer a piece of advice to a committee? He then contrasted this memorial wuh one willch might be
presented from the sect called Shaking Quakers, whose prinCiples and
practices are repre&ented in a very exceptionable point of light; and asked
whether Congress would pay any attention to such a memorial. He
hoped the memorial would not be committed.
!\Ir. PAGE W:lS in favor of the commitment. He hoped that the
benevolent d('8igns of the respectable memorialil>ts would not be frustrated
at the threshold, so far as to preclude a fair dlscu~sion of the prayer of
their memorial. He ob~erved that they do not apply for a total abolitlOll
of slavery. Thpy only request that slJch measures may be taken, consistent with the Constitution, as may finally issue in the total abolition of the
slave trade. He could not conceive that the apprehensions entertaiued hy
the gentlemen from Georgia and South Carolina were well founded, as
they respected the proposed interference of Congress.
Mr. MADISON observed, that it was his opinion, yesterday, that the
best way to proceed in the business was to commit the nwmonal, without
any debate on the subject. From what has taken place, he was more convinced of the propriety of the idea j but, as the business has engaged the
attention of many members. and much has been said by gentlemen, he
would offer a few observations for the consideration of the house. He
then entered into a critical review of the circumstances respecting the
adoption of the Constitution; the ideas upon the limitation of the powers
of Congress to interfere in the regulation tlf the commerce in slaves, and
t!howing that they undeniably were not precluded from interposing III their
importation; and generally, to regulate the mode in which every species
of busmess shall be transacted. He adverted to the western country, and
the cession of GeOlgia, in which Congress have certainly the power to
regulate the subject of sla"ery; which shows that gentlemen are mistaken
in supposing that Congress cannot constitutionally interfere in the business
in any degree whatever. He was in favor of committing the petitions,
aud justified the measure, by repeated precedents in the proceedmgs of
the house.
Mr. GERRY entered into a justification of the interference of Congress, as being fully compatible with the Constitution. He desc'lIlted on
the miseries to which the Africans are subjected by this traffic, and said
that he never contemplated this subject without reflecting what his own
feelings would be, in case himself, his children, or friends, were placed in
the same deplorable circumstances. He then adverted to the flagrant
acts of CTUf'lty which are committed in carrying on that traffic., and asked
whether it can be supposed that Congress has no power to prevent such
transactions as far as possible. He then referred to the Constitution, and
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pointed out the restrictions laid on the general government respectiag th_
importation of slaves. It is not, he presumed, in the contemplation of any
gentleman in this house to violate that part of the Constitution; but that
we have a right to regulate this business is as clear as that we have any
rights whatever; nor has the contrary been shown by any person who ha...
spoken on the occasion. Congress can, agreeably to the Constitution,
lay a duty of ten dollars a head on slaves: they may do this immediately.
He made a calculation of the value of the slaves ill the Southern States.
He supposed they might be worth about ten million of dollars. Congress
have a right, if they see proper to make a proposal to the Southern States,
to purchase the whole of them; and their resources in the western country may furnish them with means. He did not mean to suggest a measure
of this kind: he only instanced these particulars to show that Congress
certainly have a right to intermeddle in this business. He thought that
no objections had been olf'ered of any force to prevent the committing of
the memorial.
Mr. BOUDINOT was in favor of the commitment, enlarged Oil the
idea suggested by Mr. Gerry, and observed that the memorial contained
only a request that Congress would interfere their authority in the
cause of humanity and mercy.
Mr. GERR Y and Mr. STONE severally spoke again on the subject.
The latter gentleman, in opposition to the commitment, said, that this
memorial was a thing of course; for there never was a society of any considerable extent which did not interfere With the concerns of other people;
and this interference has at one time or other deluged the world with blood.
On thi!' principle he was opposed to the commitment.
Mr. TUCKER moved to modify the first paragraph by striking out all
the words afier the word opinion, and to insert the following: .. that the
several memorials proposed to the consideration of this house a subject on
which its interference would be unconstitutional, and even its deliberations
highly injurious to IIOme of the states of the Union."
Mr. JACKSON rose, and observed, that he had been silent on the subject of the reports coming betore the committee, becauKe he wished the
principles of the resolutions to be examined fairly, and to be decided on
their true grounds. He was against the propositions generally, and would
examine the policy, the justice, and use of them; and he hoped, if he could
mske them appellr in the same light to others as they did to him by fair
argument, that the gentlemen in opposition were hot 110 determined in their
opinions as not to give up their present sentiments.
With respect to the policy of the measure,-the situation of the elaves
here, their situation· in their native states, and the disposal of them in
ca.'!e of emancipation, should be considered. That slavery was an evil
habit he did not mean to controvert; but that hahit was already established,
and there were peculiar situations in countries which rendered that habit
necessary. Such situations the states of South Carolina and Georgia were
in : large tracts of the most fertile lands on the continent remained uncnltivated for the want of population. It was frequently advanced 00 the
floor of Congress how unhealthy those climates were, and how impossible
it was for northern constitutions to exist there. What, he asked, is to be
done with this uncultivated territory! Is it to remain a waste 1 Is the
rice trllde to be banished from our coasts T Are Congress wining to delfl'e themselves of the revenue arising from that trade, and which is dail)
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mcreasing, and to throw this great advantage into the handa of other
t.ountries 1
Let us examine the use or the Ix Detit of the resolutions contained in the
report. I call upon gentlemen to gi"e me one slOgle instance in which
they can be of service. They are of no UBe to Congress. The powers of
that body are alrE'ady defined, and those powers cannot be amended, confirmed, or diminished, by ten thousand resolutions. Is not the first proprn.iuon of the report fully contained in the Constitution 1 Is not that the
guide and rule of this legitolature? A multiplacity of laws is reprobattd in
any society, and tends but to confound and to perplex. How strange would
a law appear which was to confirm a law! and how much more strange
mu~t it appear for this body to pass resolutions to confirm the ConF.titution
under which they sit! This is the case with others of the resolutions.
A gentleman from Marylalld (!\:Ir. STONE) very properly observed that
the Union had received the differE'nt states with all their ill habits about
them. This was one of these habits establishf'd long hefore the Constitution, and could not now be remedied. He begged Congress to reflect 011
the number on the continent who were opposed to this Constitution, and
on the number which yet remained in the Southern StatE'!\!. The violation
of this compact they would seize on with a\'idity; they would make a
handle of it to cover their designs against the government; and many good
federali~'s, who would be iiljured by the measure, would be induced to join
them. His heart was truly federal, and it had always been so, and he
wished those designs frustrated. He begged Congress to beware, before
they went too far. He called on them to attend to the interest of two
whole states, as well as to the mE'morials of a society of Quakers, who
came forward to blow the trumpet of sedition, alld to destroy that Coostitution which they had not in the least contributed by personal service or
supply to establish.
He seconded Mr. Tucker's motion.
Mr. SMITH (of South Carolina) said, the gentleman from Massachusetts
(Mr. GERRY) had declared that it was the opinion of the select committee, of which he was a member, that the memorial from the Pennllylvflllia
society required Congress to violate the Constitution. It was not less
a!ltonishing to see Dr. Franklin takiog the lead in a bu~iness which looks
so much like a persecution of the southern inhabitants, when he recollected the parable he had written some time agq, with a view of showing
the impropriety of one set of men persecuting others for a difference of
opinion. The parable was to thIS effect: .. An old traveller, hungry and
weary, applied to the patriarch Abraham for a night's lodging. In conversation, Abraham discovered that the stranger differed with him on religious points, and turned him out of doors. In the night, God appeared
unto Abraham, and said, Where is the stranger? Abraham answered, I
found that he did not worship thE' true God, Bnd 110 I turned him out of doors.
The Almighty thus rebuked the patriarch: Have I borne with him threescore and ten years, and could!'t thou not bear with him one night! " Has
not the Almighty, said Mr. Smith, borne with us for more than threescorp.
years and tell 1 He haa even made our country opulent, and shed the
blessings of affluence and prosperity on our land, notwithstanding all its
I!laves; and must we now be ruined on aeconnt of the tender consciences
of a few scrupulous individuals, who differ from us on this point!
Mr. BOUDINOT agreed with the general doctrines of Mr. S .• but
could not agree that the clause in the Constitution relp\\ng 10 the want of
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power in Congress to prohibit the importation of such persons as any of
the states, 0010 "'Listing, shall think proper to admit. prior to the year J808,
and authorizing a tax or duty on such importation, not exceeding ten
dollars for each person, did 110t extend to negro slaves. Candor required
that he should acknowledge that thiS was the express detign of the Constillnion j and therefore Congress could not interlere in prohibiting the
importation or promoting the emancipation of them prior to that period.
Mr. Boudmot observed, that he was well informed that the tax or dutv of
ten dollars was provided, instead of the five per cent. ad valorem, and' was
so expressly understood by all parties in the Convention j that, therefore,
it was the interest and duty of Congress to impose this tax, or it would
not be doing justice to the states, or equalizing the duties throughout the
Union. If this was not done, merchants mighl bring Iheir whole capitals
into this branch of trade, and save paying any duties whatever. Mr.
Boudinot observed, that the gentleman had overlooked the prophecy of
St. PetN, where he loretells that, among other damnable heresies,
.. through covetousness shall they wuh feigned words make merchandise
of yon."
[NOTE.- In the first edition, p. 211, vol. iv., this "pad terminated," .Me7IWTial reo
juud" - a mi.take, which the edItor In tbe present edition correcto, by oUting that
with othcr p«>titions of a similar obJ"ct, it was committed to a ""lect committee: that
commIttee made a report; the report was referred to a commIttee of the whole house,
and discussed I)n four aucccssive days: it was th.. n reported to the house with amend·
mento, and by the house QI'dered to ~ inscn~d in ita Journals, and then laid on U.e
",ble.
That report, lUI amended in commitwe. i. in the following word.: "The committN!
to whom were referred 8undry memorial. from the people cal1ed Quakers, and aJlO a
memorial from the Pennsylvania Society for promoting the Abolition of Slavery, 8Ubmit the following r"port, (as am .. nded in committee of th .. whole :) .. Firat That the migration or importotion of such persons, as any of the atates now
existing shall think proper to admit, cannot be prohibIted by Congreas prior to the year
1808.
"Secondly. That Congress have no power to interfere in the emancipation of
~lave8, or in the trf'atmellt of them, within any of the stat... ; it rt'maining with the
IM>veral states alone to proVIde any regulation therein which humanity and true policy
may require.
"Thirdly. That Congre •• have authority to restrain the citizens of the UniteQ
States from carrying on the African slave trade, for the purpose of supplying foreigners
with slav"., and of providing, by prop«>r regulations. t<>r the humane trl'atment, during
~heir passage, of .lave. imported by the aaid cit.zell8 illto the state, admitting such
IInportollOns.
" Fourthly. That ClIngresa have also authority to prohibit foreigners from fitting
out v..socla in anf. part of the United State. for tranaporting persona from Africa to
any forcign port.' ]

On the Establishment of a National Bank.
Houn:

OF REPRESEI'ITA.TlYES,

Febnutry 2, 1791.

Mr. GILES said he was disposell to consider the plan as containing a
principle not agreeable to the Constitution, and in itself not altogether
expedient.
To show its unconstitutionality, he read the 1st section of the bill which
established the subscribers of the bank into a corporation, to do which, he
conceived the Constitution had giyen Congress no power. He read' the
clause in the Constitution which had been adduced as sanctioning the
exerr.ise of such a power. Thill clause only respects, he said, all the
necessary powers to carry into effect such as were expressly dt"legated ;
.hat offormillg corporations was not expressly granted. He then adverted
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o the power of borrowing money, vested in Congress by the Constitution,
and controverted the idea that a bank was necessary to carry it into execution. It might, he granted, conduce to a greater facility iu exercising
that power; uut that it was expedient or necessary he denied, either to
effect loans or establish the government.
If Congress, in this instance, he observed, exercised the power of ts"recting corporations, it was nowhere limited, and they might, if they thought
fit, extend it to every object, and, in consequence thereof, monopolies of
the East and West Ind ia trade be established; and this would place us, he
Ilaid, in the precise situation of a nation without a free constitution.
He referred to the clause in the Constitution which prohibits COllgress
from giving a preference to one part of the United States over another.
This he considered, together with his other objections, fully sufficient to
justify a rejection of the plan.
He thell offered some observations relative to the expediency of the
measure. If it is problematical only, whether the establishment of this
national bank is agreeable to the Constitution, this ought to be, he thought,
sufficient to prevent an adoption of the system. He showed the consequences which will result from a doubt of the legality of the measure. He
noticed the objection which had been ori~inally made by the people to the
Constitution, and the pains which were taken to obviate their fears and
apprehensions. The adoption of this plan, he said, would realize many
of their disagreeable anticipations. He denied the nece$sity of a bank for
the preservation of government. The only object, as the subject struck
his mind, was to raise stock; but it was certainly not expedient, he conceived, to kindle the flame of discontent, and rouse the fears and jealousies
of the people, in many states, to raise stock.
He took notice of some obtlervations which had fallen from a gentleman
from Connecticut, respecting incidental powers, and denied that CO!lgres.~
possessed those powers. The general government, he said, was not a consolidated government, but a federal government, possessed of such power:!
as the states or the people had expressly delegated; but to support these
incidental powers, ceded to Congress, was to make it, not a federal, not
even a republican consolidated government, but a despotic one. If this
idea was contemplated, the people would be alarmed, they would be justly
alarmed, and he hoped they wOllld be alarmed.
Mr. VINING observed, that he had endeavored to give the subject a
full and dispassionate consideration j and, 80 far from thinking the
plan contrary to the Constitution, he considered it perfectly consonant
to it.
He adverted to the principles, design, and operations of the bank systems. Their usefulness he deduced from the experience of those countries which had been the longest in the use of those institutions. The
constItutionality of the measure he urged from a fair construction of those
powers, expressly delegated, and from a necessary implication; for he insisted that the Constitutioll was a dead letter, if implied powers were not
to be exercised.
Mr MADISON did not oppose all the banking systems, bat did not
aplYl'ove of thf' plan now under consideration.
Upon the general view of banks, he recapitulated the several advantages which may be derived from them. The public credit, he grantE'd,
might be raised for a time, but only partially. Banks, he couceived,
tenued to diminish the quantity of precious metals in a country; and lite
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articles received in lieu of a portion of them, which was banislten, (".onferred no substantial benefit on the country. He dwelt on the c8suaitip.s
that banks are subject to.
To be essentially useful in so extensive a country, banks, he said, should
be fixed in different parts of the United States; and in this view, th" local
banks of the sev.eral states, he said, could be employed with more advantage than if any other banking system was substituted. Circumstanr.es,
in Great Britain, he observed, required that there should be one balik, as
the object there is to concentrate the wealth of the country to a point, as
the interest of their public debt i8 all paid in Olle place. Here a difference in circumstances called for another kind of policy: the public debt
is paid in all the different states.
He then expret'lsly denied the power of Congress to establish banks
And this, he said, was not a novel opinion j he had long entertained it.
All power, he said, had its limits j those of the general government were
ceded from the mass of general power inherent;n the people, and were
consequently confined within the bounds fixed by their act of cession.
The Constitution was this act j and to warrant Congress in exercising the
power, the grant of it should be pointed out in that instrument. This, he
said, had not been done j he presumed it could not be done. If we ventured to construe the COllstitution, such construction only was admissible,
as it carefully preserved entire the idea on which that Constitution ill
founded.
He adverted to the clauses in the Constitution which had been adduced
as conveying this power of incorporation. He said he could not find it
in that of laying taxes. He presumed it was impossible to deduce it from
the power given to Congress to provide for the general welfare. If it is
admitted that the right exists there, every guard set to the powers of the
Constitution is broken down, and the limitations become nugatory.
The present Congress, it was said, had all the powers of the old Confederation, and more. Under the old government a bank had been estahli~hed; and thence it was deduced that the present legislature had indubitably that power. The exigencies of government were such, he answered,
under the old Confederation, as to justify almost any infraction of parchment rights; but the old Congress were consciolls they had not every
power necessary for the complete establishment of a bank, and recommended to the individual states to make sundry regulations for the complete establishment of the institution.
To exercise the power included in the bill was an infringement on the
rights of the several states; fer they could establish banks within their
respective jurisdictions, and prohibit the est~blishment of any others. A
law existed in one of the states prohibitory of cash notes of hand, payable on demand. The power of making lIuch a law could not, he preSlimed, be denied to the ~tates; and if this was granted, and such laws
were in foree, it certainly would effectually exclude the establishment
of a bank.
This power of establishing a bank had heen, he said. deduced from
the right, granted in the Constitution, of borrowing money j but this, he
conceived, was not a bill to borrow money. It was !'aid that Congress
had not only this power to borrow money, but to enable people to lend.
In answer to this, he observed that, if Congress bad a tight to enable
those people to lend, who are willing, but not able, it might be said
tbat they bave a right to compel those to lend, who were able, and
Dot willing.
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He nIh :rte,lto that clause in the Constitution which empowers Congress
to pass all tt.e hws neceSl'ary to carry it~ powcrs into execution, and, oblIen'ing on the diffusive and ductile interpretation of these words, and the
boundless latItude of construction given them by the friends of the bank,
said that, by their construction, every possible power might be exercised.
The government would then be paramount in all public cases: charters,
incorporations, and Illonopolie" lIlIght he gIven, and every limitation effectually swept away, and could supersede the establishment of every bank in
the se\'cral state". The rI",·trillr· of IIl1plication, he warned the friends to
this s} stem, was a d.lIIgerolis olle. which, multiplied and combined in the
mallner some gentlclllen appeared to contempJ.lte, would form a chain
reaching e\'ery object of legl~latioll of the United States. This power to
incorporate, he contended, wa~ or primary importance, and could by no
means be riewed as a subaltern, and thereli)re ought to be laid down in
the Con~titution, to warrant Congress in the exercise of it, and ought not
to be considered as resulting from any other power.
Incorporation, he said, is important as the power of naturalization; and
Congress, he presun1ed, would not exercise the power of naturalizing a
lilreigner, unless expres~ly authorized by the Constitution. He read n
sentence in the bill respecting the power of making such regulations as
were not contran to law. 'Vhat law 1 Was it the law of the United'
States 1 There \~'ere so few, that this allowed a very considerable latitude to the power of making regulations, aud more than any member,
he concei\'ed. would \\'i~h to grant. Were the law,; of the iudividual
state~ cOlltemplaled by this provision 1 Then it would be in the power of
the separate states to defeat all institution of the Union. He asked by
what authority Congress empowered a corporation to possess real estate.
He reprobated this idea. To establish this bank was, he said, establishing
a monopoly guarantied in such a manner that no similar privilege could
be granted to any other number of persons whate\·er. He denied the
necessity of instituting n bank at the present time. The Constitution
ought nol to be "jolated without urgent necessity indeed. There were
banks, in several of the states, from which some advantages could be
derin'<1 which coulll not be gained from an institution on the plan proposed.
In confirmation of his sentiments, he adduced certain passa~es from
sppcchcs made in !<e\'eral of the state ronventions by those ill favor of
adopting the Constitution. These passages were fully in favor of this idea
- that the general gO\'ernment could not exceed the rrprl'ssly-delegated'
powers. In confirmation also of this sentiment, he adduced the amendments propo><ed by Congress to the Constitution.
He urged, from a variety of con!liderations, the postponement of the
buisness to the next session of Congress.
Mr. AMES. For his own part, he never doubted the constitutionality
of the plan; and if the puhlic sense was to be regarded on the occasion,
their approbation of the measures taken bv the old Confederation, respecting Ihe Dank of North America, and th~ir total lIilence on the constitutionality of the plan ber-'re Consrress at this day, were to him sufficient
proofs of their opinions on the subject.
The first question that occurred on this subject was, whether the powers
of the hou!le Wf're confined to those expre~sly 'granted by the letter of the
Constitution, or whether the doctrine of implic8tinn was safe I!'round to
proceed upon. If the letter of the Constitution was to be adherlld to
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the question he tleemed determined j but if a more rational plan wa.
adopted, and the sense of the Con~tituti/)n, upon strict examination, appeared even doubtful, every member must then appeal to his conscience
and understandmg. If the powers of \he house were circumscribed by
the letter of the Constitution, much expense might have been saved to
the public, as their hands would have been compiett'ly tied. But, by the
very nature of gm'ernment, the legislature had an implied power of using
every means, not positively llrohiblted by the Constitution, to execute the
ends for which that government was mstltuted. Every constitutional right
should be so IIherally construed as to elfect the public good. This, it
has been S lid, wall taking too great a llltitude; but certainly to promote
the ends of government was the end of its existence; and. by the ties of
conscience, each member was bound to exercise every lawful power which
could have a tendency to promote the general welfare. It had been said
that the doctrine of implication was dangerous, and would alarm the
people. He thought it would not, unle!!s the alarm was fClunded.
Suppose, he said, the power of raising armies was not expressly granted
to the general government; would it be inferred frolll hence, that the
power of declaring war, without the means of carrying it on, had been
ceded to them? Would it be said that the blood of fellow-citizens was
crying for ven~eance, though their lives and property called for protection
from the hand of government 7 Would it be said that they had not a
constitutional right to be protected 7 Would it be urged that the Constitution, by not expressly granting to the general government the power
of levying armies, had put it out of their power to protect its citizens 1
This, he conceived, would be a very dangerous doctrine.
Suppose the power of borrowing money had not been expressly given to
the federal government; would it not, in emE'rgencit's, be inferred from
the nature of the general powers granted to it 1 Suppose the power to
lend had not been mentioned, lind a sUl'jllus of reVfRUC in the public coffers: should it not be distributed among the people, but locked up and
8ulfered to remain unproductive in the treasury 1 He imagined not. Suppose the question of redeeming the prisoners ill captivity at Algiers was
before the house j would it be urged that nothing could be done in their
favor. by the general government, becanse no power was specially granted 1
No. Every person, he conceived, that felt as a man, would not think his
hands tied when they were to be extended to the relief of suffering fellowcitizens. The power of buying certificates was not particularly mentioned
in the Constitlltion j yet it had been exercised by the general government,
and was inferred from that of paying the public debt, and from the reason
of the case. The power of establishing banks, he conceived, could be
deduced from the saUlt' source - from their utility in the ordinary opt'rations of government, and their indispensable necessity in cases of sudden
emergencies. It was said thllt the state banks would serve all the~ purpost's; but why deprive the general government, he asked, of the power
of self-defence 1
.Mr. Ames proceE'ded to prm'e that the power of incorl'orating the subscribers to the bank cOIII<l be dE'duCE'd from that clause in tbe Constitution
which had been termed the S1DFcping rlnusc. Unlea!; a reasonable latitude
of construction of this part of the Constitution wa.'! allowed, be did 1I0t
see upon wh'lt authority several acts of Congress would rest. ~hence
did the general government draw the authority they had exercised over the
we.~tern territory 1 That authority. he answered, must of necessity belong
to Congress: it eould not rest with the individunl statei'
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The power here was derived by implication, and was deduced from tIle
reason and necessity of the case; and the power contended for in the present case might, for the same reasons, be exercised, and Will! drawn from
the same source. The governmellt of the western territory was a species
of corporation - a corporation in its nature the most important j Rnd
would it be said that Congress had acted unconstitutionally when they
established it? And would the territory be left under the control of the
indil'idual states? He presumed not.
By the Constitution, a power of regulating trade was :<pt'cially given to
Congress j and under this clause they had established rt'gulations affecting
ships, seamen, lighthouses, &c. By parity of reasoning, he conceived
that, as the power of collecting taxes was specified among the rights gral.,ted
by the Constitution to Congress, they undoubtedly were entitled to make
regulations aifpcting the instruments by means of which those taxes were
to be collected.
Some opposition to the ~ystem arose from the idea that it was an infringement on the rights of the individual state!'. This objection he answered. It could not be denied, he said, that Congress had the right to
exercise complete and exclusive jurisdiction over the district of ten miles
square, ceded for the seat of permanellt residence, and over such spots as .
were ceded for the t'stablishment of lighthouses, &c. In these places,
then, it must be granted that Congress had authority to establish a bank.
If this was allowed, (and he could not see how it could be denied,) then
the question became a question of place, and not of principle. He adverted to tlie preamble of the Constitution, which declares that it is established for the general welfare of the Union. This vested Congrpss with
the authority over all objects of national concern, or of a general nature.
A national bank undoubtedly came under this idea; and though not specially mentioned, yet the general design and tendency of the Constitution
proved more evidently the constitutionality of the system, than its silence
ill this particular could be construed to express the contrary. He dpduced
the power also from those clauses in the Constitution which authorize
Congress to lay and collect taxes. This, he said, could not be done from
every cnrner of so extended an empire without the assistance of paper. In
the power of borrowing money, he saw that of providing the mean.s, by
the establishment of a bank. But it has been said that, if Congress could
exercise tnt: power of making those who were willin!!, able to lend, they
might carry their authollty to creating the will in those who were able.
This would be, he said, an libuse of power, and reasonings drawn from it
could not be just.
Gentlemen had noticed the amendment proposed by Congress to the
Constitution, as conveying the sense of the legislature on the nature of the
powers vested by that in~trument. The amendment stated, that it should
be declared, that the powers not expressly delegated to the general government, and such as could be exercised by the states, should be considered
as belonging to the states. But the power of estabhshing a national bank,
he said, could not be exercised by the slates, and therefore rested nowhere
but in the federal legi!llature.
The doctrine of implication, it had been said, wonld excite alarms. It
had been resorted to, and alarms had not been excited. He conceived it
a necessary doctrtne in many cases.
He had no desire to extend the powers granted by the Con!!tltution
beyond the limits prescribed by them. Bllt in cases where there ..a·
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doubt as to its meaning and intention, he thought it his duty tG i:onsult
his conscience and judgment to solve them; and even if doubts did still
remai1l. on two different mterpretations of it, he would constantly embrace
that the least involved in doubt.
Mr. SEDGWICK expressed hill surprise at the objections made to the
constitutionality of the bill.
A gentleman from Virginia (Mr. Madison) had taken some pains to
convince the house that he had uniformly been opposed to seeing the general government exercise the power of establishing banks. He did not
wish to dispute with the honorable member the merit of consistency, but
only begged le.lve to remark that the sallie gentleman had not always been
averse to the exercise of power by implication. W Itlless the proceedings
on the propriety of v~sting the President of the United State6 with the
authority of removing officers. But in this case, he was willing to take
up the queiltlon solely on Its own merits, without reference to former
opinions.
In the present case, he conceived the determination of the question
rested, in a great measure, on the meaning of the words necessary and
proper.
Mr. MADISON. Those two words had been, by some, taken in a
very limited sen"e, and were thought ooly to extend to the passing of such
laws as were indispensably necessary to the very existence of the goveTll~
ment. He was di~posed tn think thdt a more liberal construction should
be put on them, - mdeed, the conduct uf the legislature had allowed them
a fuller meaning. - for very few acts of Lhe le~isl ature could be proved
essentially necessary to the absolute existence of government. He wished
the words understood so as to permit the adoption of measures the best
calculated to attain the ends of government, and produce the greatest
quantum of public utility.
In the Constitution, the great ends of government were particularly
enumerated; but all the means were not, nor could they all be, pomted
out, without making the Constitution a complete code of laws: some discretionary power, and reasonable latitude, must be left to the judgment of
the legislature. The Constitution, he said, had given power to Congress
to lay and collect taxes; but the quantum, nature, means of collecting,
&c., were of necessity left to the honest and sober discretion of the legislature.
It authorized Congress to borrow muney; but of whom, on what terms,
Rnd in what manner, it had not ventured to determine; these poiuts of
secondary importance were also left to the wisdom of the legislature. The
more important powers are specially granted; but the choice from the
known and useful means of carrying the power into effect, is left to the
decision of the legislature. He enumerated some other powers which are
specified in the Constitution as belonging to Congress, and of which t1~e
means of execution are not mentioned; and concluded this part of hiS
argument by observing that, if the bank which it was proposed to estahlish
by the bill before the house could be pruven necessary and Pfoper to carry
into executioo anyone of the powers given to Congress by the Constitu
tion. this would at once determine the constitutionality of the measure.
He would oot, he said, dwell any longer on the constitutionality cf the
plan under consideration, but would only observe that no power cuuld be
exercised by Congress, if the letter of the Constitution was strictly ad.
hered to. and no latitude of construction allowed, and all the good that
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might be reasonahly expected from an efficient government entirely frul!\o
trated.
Mr. LAWRENCE. The principles of the government, and ends of
the Constitution, he remarked, wcre expressed in its preamble. It is
established for the commoll defence and general welfare. The body of
that instrument contained provisions the be~t adapted to the intention of
those principles and attainment of those ellds. To these ends, principles,
alld provisions, Congress was to have, he conceived, a constant eye; and
then. by thc sweeplllg clause, they were vested with the powers to carry
'
the elld~ IIIto C'lecutlOli.
Mr. JACKSOX. Frnm the power given the gem·ral government of
making allllece~sary I.IW8 concerning the property of the United States, a
right to establish it national bank had been deduced; and it was asked if
bank notes were not property. He said they were a property of a peculiar
nature. They were not property as well as an ox or an ass; so they could
not be taxed.
It had been asked whether Congress could not establish a bank within
the ten miles square, granted to the general governm!'nt for the permanent
residence of the federal legislature. COllgres~ could 1I0t, because they
had 110 authority to force the circulation or tbis pap!'r beyond the limits
of the ten miles. The fiscal administration of the Union was said to be'
vested in Congress. But this did not authorize their adoption of any
measures they should think fit for the regulation of the finances, The
very Con~titution which granted these fiscal power~ restricted them hy
particular clauses; for example, Congres~ could not without control lay
a poll tax, and could not, in any shape, impos!' duties on exports; yet
they were undoubtedly fiscal operations,
Gentlemen, he said, had deduced this power from various parts of the
Constitution. The preamble and context had been mentioned; the clause
that provides for laying taxes had been particularly dwelt upon; but surely
the bill before the house did neithl'r lay an excise, direct tax, or any other,
and could, therefore, not come within the meaning of the clnu5c.
Mr. BOUDINOT. But gentlemen say that the ConstitutIOn does not
expressly warrant the e!<tabhshment of such a corporation. If, by CTpres.<iy,
expre"" words are me,mt, It is agreed that there are no express words; all4
thiS is the case with must of the powers ,exercised hy Congress; for if the
doctrine of necessary implication is rejected, he did not see what the SIlpreme legislature of the Union could do iu that character; if this poy,er
is not clearly given ill the Constitution by nec!'ssary Implication, then it
is a necessary eud propos(>d and directed, while the common and useful
nece!<sary means to alta III th'lt end are refused, or at least not granted.
Mr. Bnudinot was firmly of opiuion that the national bank was the necessary means, without which the end could not be obtained.
Mr. STONE thought that the friends of the bill WNe not willing to
confine them"eJv~s to such means as were nrressary and pr(lp('r, but had
extended their views to those c(lnrcnirnt and agrfTable. If, in the plan
befi>re the house, he said, 1\ provision had been made to "ecllre a cE'rtainty
that money could be procured by thp.. gm'ernment on Inan from this b,mk,
tht'Te would be mor!' plausibility, he thought, in urging its est.lhlishmeAt
by a construction of the power of borrowing moo!'y. But the bank could,
and, whenever it was their interest, ct>rtainly would, refuse lending to government. If the power, in this case, was deduced by implication, and
was ~:'(ercised because it was thought necessary and pTltpCr, it m!~ht be
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the opinion of a future Congress that monopolies, in certain cases, migbl
be useful, and a door would then be open for their establishment.
FclmuJry 7, 1791.

Mr. GER.R. Y. The gentlemen on ditrerent sides of the question do
not disagree with respect to the meaning of the terms taXI's, duties, imposts, excisfS, &c., and of borruwing monry, but of the word Jleussary;
and the question is, Wh~t is the general and popular meaning of the
term 1 Perhaps the answer to the question will be truly this - That, in a
general and popular one, the word does not adlllit of a definite meanmg,
but that this varies according to the slllljcrt and rircmRstallcts. With
respect to the subject, for instance; if the people, speaking of a garrison
besieged by a superior force, and without pro¥isionll or a prospect of relief, should S<lY it was und .. r the necessity of surrendering, they would
mean a physical necessity; for troops cannot subsi$l long without provisions. But if, speaking of a debtor, the pt'ople should say he was frightened by his creditor, and then reduced to the necessity of paying his
debts, they would mean a [";rat, which is very ditrerent from a physical
necessity; for lilt hough the debtor, by refusin;:t payment, might be confilled, he would be allowed sustenance; and the necessity he \VIIS under
to pay his debts would not extend beyond his confinement. Again, if it
should be said that a dient is under the necessity of giving to his lawyer
more than legal fees, the general and popular meaning of ",crssity would
in this case be very ditrerenl from that in the other cases. The necessity
would neither be physical nor legal, but artiJirial, or, if I may be allowed
the ex!,ression, a long-robl'd necegsity. The meaning of the word" ntcusrr!1" varieg, also, according to circumstances: for, although Congress
b we power to levy and ('ollect taxes, duties, &c. ; to borrow money; and
to determine the time, quantum, mode, and every regulll.lion Jlutssory and
proper for supplyin~ the treasury,- yet the people would apply a ditrerent
meaning to the word ncassary under different circumstances. For instance, without a sufficiency of precious metals for a medium, laws creating an artificial rnediu'n would be /!enerally thought nect'l!sary for carryin~ into etrect the pnwer to levy and cbllect taxes; but if there was a
slIfficiency of such met~ls, those laws would not /lenerally be thought
necessary. Again, if t<pecie was scarce, and the credit of the government
low, coli ateral measllres would he by the people thought necessary for
obtainin" public loan,,; but not so if the calle WIIS reversed. Or, if parts
of the !I&tes should be invaded and overrun hy an .. nemy, it would be
thought necessary to levy on the rest heavy tBXt'S, and collect them in a
short period, and to take !!lock, grain, and other article!!, from the citizens, withnut their cons,"nt, Ii" common defence; hut in a time of peace
lnd s~fety such ml'asures wOllld be generally SUppOlled unnecessary. Instanct's m~y be multiplil"d in other respects, but it is conceived that these
are sufficient to show that the popular and general meaning of the word
" necessary" varies accordin~ to the subject lind circumstances.
The COllstitlltion, in the present Ca!le, ill the grf'lIt law of the people,
who are themselves the !loverei~n lee;islature ; and the preamble is in these
words-" We, the people of the United States, in order to form a mor('
perfect union, eShblish justice, insure domt'l'tic tranquillity, provide for
the common defence, promote the /leneral welfare, and secure the blessing
:>1 liberty to ourselves and our posterity, 0" ordain and establish this Con.titlllion for the United States of America."
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'l'l>ese 'ire the great objects for which the Constitution was established ;
and ih admini!ltering it, we should always keep tbelll in view. And here
it is remarkable, that, although common defence and general welfare are
held up, in the preamble, amongst the primary objects of attention, they
are again mentioned in the 8th section of the Ist article, whereby we are
enjoined, in laying taxes, duties, &c., particularly to regard the common
defence and general welfare. Indeed, common sense dictates the measure ; for the security of (lur property, families, and libert ies - of every thing
dear to us - depends on our ability to defend them. The means, therefore, for attaining this nbject, we ought not to omit a year, a month, or
even a day, if we could avoid it; and we are never provided for defence
unless prepared for sudden emergencies.
In the present case, the gentlemen ill the opposition generally, as well
as the gentleman .first up, from Virginia, give the whole clause by which
Congress are authorized" to make all laws necessary and proper," &c.,
no meaning whatever: for they say the former Congress had the same
power under the Confederation, without.this clause, as the present Congress
have With it. The" Federalist" is quoted on this occasion; but, although
the author of it discovered great ingenuity, thi!! part of hiS performance I
consider as a political heresy. His doctrine, indeed, was calculated to
lull the consciences of those who differed in opinion with him at that
time; and, having accomplished his object, he is probably desirous that it
may die with the opposition itself. The rule in this case says, that where
the words bear no signification, we must deviate a little j and as this deviation cllnnot be made hy giving the words less than no meaning, it must
be made by a more liberal construction than is given by gentlemen in the
opposition. Thus their artillery is turned against themselves; for their
own interpretation is an argument against itself.
The last rule mentioned relates to the Epirit and reason of the law;
Hnd the judge is of opinion" that the most universal and effectual way of
discovering the true meaning of a law, when the words are dubious, is by
considering the rellson and spirit of it - of the cause which mm'ed the
legislature to enact it." The causes which produced the Constitution
were an imperfE'ct union, want of public lind private confidence, internal
commotions, a defenceless community, neglect of the public welfare, and
danger to our liberties. These are known to be the causes, not only by
the preamble of the Constitution. but also from our own knowledge of
the history of the times which preceded the E'stabllshment of it. If these
weighty causes produced the Conl'titution, and it not only gives power for
removing them, but also authorizes Conl!;ress to make all laws necessary
and proper for carrying these powers into effect, shall we listen to assertions, that these words have no meaning, and that the new ConstItution
has not more energy than the old 1 Shall we thus unnerve the gOVE'fIIment, leave the Union as it wns under the Confederation, -defenceless
against a banditti of Creek Indians, - and thus relinquish the protection
of its citizens 1 Or shall we, by a candid and liberal construction of the
powers expressed in the Constitution, promote the great and important
objects thereof? Each member must determine for himself. I shall,
without hesitation, choose the latter, and lenve the people and states to
determine whether or not I am pursuing their true interest. If it is in·
quired where we are to draw the line of a liberal construction, I would
also inquire, Where is the line of restriction to be drawn?
The interpretation of the Constitution, like the prerogative of a 80\"&
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reign, rna, be abused; but from hence the disabuse of either can Dot be
inferred. In the exercise of prerogative, the minister is responsible for
his advice to his sovereign, and the members of either house are respon,ible to their constituents for their conduct in construing the Constitution.
We act at our peril: if our conduct is directed to the attainment of thi'
great objects of government, it will be approved, and not olherwise. BOI
this cannot operate as a reasoll to prevent our discharging the truslS
repo.red in us.
Lf't us now coolpare the difftlrent modes of reasoning on this subject,
and determine which is right - for both cannot be.
The gentlelnan from Virginia (Mr. Madison) has urged the dangerous
tendency of a liberal con8truction; but which is most dangerous, a liberal
or a de~tructi"e interpretation 1 The liberty we have taken in interpreting the Constitution, we cunceive to be necessar.v, and it cannot be denied
to be useful in attaining the objects of it; but whilst he denies us this
liberty, Be grants to himself a right to annul part, and a very important
part, of the C!>nstitution. The same principle that will authorize a
destruction of part, will authorize the destruction of the whole, of the
Constitution; and if gentlemen have a right to make such rules, they
have an equal right to make others for enlarging the powers of the Constitution, and indeed of forming a despotism. ThUll, if we take the gentleman for our pilot, we shan be wrecked on the reef which he cautions us
to avoid.
The gentleman has referred us to the last article of the amendment pr~
posed to the Constitution by Congress, which provides that the powers not
delegated to Congress, or prohibited to the states, shall rest in them or
the people; and the question is, What powers are delegated? Does the
gentleman conceive that such only are delegated as are expressed? If
so, he must admit that our whole code of laws are unconstitutional. This
he disavows, and yields to the necessity of interpretation, wtiich, by a
fair and candid application of established rules of construction to the Constitution, authorize, as has been shown, the measure under consideration.
The usage of Congress h~s also been referred to; and if we look at
their acts under the existing Constitution, we shall find they are generally
the result of a liberal construction. I will mention but two. The first
relates to the establishment of the executive departments, and gives to the
President the power of removing officers. As the Constitution is silent
on this subject. the power mentioned, by th~ gentleman's own reasoning,
is vested in the states or the people. He. however, contended for an
assumption of the power, and, when as"umed, urged that it should be
vested in the President, although, like the power of appointment, it was,
by a respectable minority in both houses, conceiVf'd that it should have
been vested in the President and Senate. His rule of interpretation then
was, therefore, more liberal than it is now. In the other ease, Congress
determined by law, with the sanction of the President, when and where
they should hold their next !!lession, although the Constitution provides
that this power shall rest solely in the two houses. The gentleman al~o
advocated this measure, and yet appears to be apprehensive of the con!lt,~
quellces that may result from a construction of the Constitution which
admits of a national bank. But from which of these measures is danger
to be apprehended 1 The only danger from our interpretation would be
the exercise 1" Congress of a general power to form corporation A ; but
the dangers .esulting from the gentleman's interpretation are very differ-
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ent; f'"lr what may we not apprebend from the precedent of having auuflled
a powp-r on which the Constitutioll was silent, aud from having annexed
It to the supreme executive 1 If we have this right in one instance, we
may extend it to otben, and make him a despot.

Militia Bill.
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Mr. BLOODWORTH moved to strike out tbe words in the 1st sec:tion, " except as herein exempted," and to insert, in lieu thereof, " except
such as shall be exempted by the legislatures of the particular states."
Mr. SHERMAN wisbed the gentleman would consent to alter bis
motion, and let it be all between certain ages, and who are not exempted
from militia duty by the respective states.
Mr. MADISON said, the motion ought to go still farther, and exempt
the judges of the federal courts; because some states, having no militia
laws, could not have exempted them, and the propriety of exonerating
tgem .from militia duty was too apparent to need any arguments to
prove It.
Mr. SHERMAN thought the motion was simple as it stood, and would
decide a question upon which the hOllse seemed to be divided. It would
afterwards be open for amendment, so far as to add the exemptions.
Mr. MADISON said, if the gentleman would vary his motion, so as to
embrace his idea, he would have no objection tc the adoption of that part
which was first moved.
Mr. UVERMORE declared, that be had several objections. The first
was, that the expresl!Iion in the motion 'was of a doubtful import. It could
not be readily ascertained, wbether it bad relation to the militia laws at
tbis time existing in the se\eral states, or to the existing and future laws.
Ir it opens a door to future law!', it is impossible for us to foresee whert
it will end. It destroys tbat certainty which is necessary in a government
of laws, and renders us incapable of judging of the propriety of our own
act. Some states may exempt all persons above thirty years of age;
some may exempt all mechanics; and others all husbandmen, or any
general description of persons; and this uncertainty will be productive of
inconceivable inconveniences. Hence it will be improper to adopt the
amendment in the present form.
Mr. SHERMAN observed. that most of the powers delegated to the
government of the United States, by the Constitlltior., were altoJlether
distinct from the local powers retained by the individual states. But in
the case of the militia it was different. Both goveruments are combined
in the authority necessary to regulate that body. The national government is to provide for organizing, arming, and disciplining the militia,
and for governing such part of them as may be employt'd in tbe service
of tbe United States. But, then, it is to be observed, that the states do,
respectively and expressly, reserve out of such power the right of appointing officers, and the authority of training the militia; so that the concurrence of both governments is evidently necessary, in order to form and
~rain them. Now, in governing the militia, the states have, at times
other than when they are in the actual service of the United States, an
mdisputable title to aet as their discretion shall dictate. And here it
was an allowable supposition, that the particular states would hllve the
greatest advantage of judging of the disposition of their own citizen!',
and who are tbe most proper characters to be exempted from their go"
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ernmE'nt. He admitted, however. that the general government had (unde·
that cl,lUse of the Constitution which gave the authority to exercise all
powers neressary to carry the particularly enumerated powers into effect)
a right to make exemptions of such officers of the government whose
duties were incompatible with those of militiamen. Every thing. besides
this, he believed, was vested in the particular states; and he would ask
the gentleman whether it was not a desirahle thing to give satisfaction on
thelie points; and whether they ought not t'l avoid stretching the general
power. which he had mentioned, beyond what was absolutely necessary to
IInswer the end designed.
All accommodation (continues Mr. Sherman) on this point took place
between the ~entlemen. and the two motions were blended and made into
one; whereupon Mr. GILES rose and said, he had now greater objE'ctions
to the motion than before, and was well persuaded that if the gentleman
(Mr. Sherman) attended to its consequences, he would fiud that it was
not only extremE'ly dissimilar in its principles, but tended to overthrow the
very doctrine laid down in the first proposition, which was intended to
decide whE'ther, under the divi;<ion of the authority for forming and raising
the militia, the power of making exemptions remained in the Slate government~, or was granted by the Constitution to the government of thl'
United States. Now, in the compromised prollosition. there appears to
be a mixture of power; the first put seems to declare that the states
ought to make the exemptions; yet the subsequent absolutely exercises it
on the part of the United States. If. then, the power of exemption be
either ceded to the general government. or reserved to the state governments. the amendment must fall to the ground.
BUI this was not his only objection.
lIe conceived that, whether the
power of exemption was in the state or federal government, there was one
description of men mentioned in the proposition ~'hich could not be exempted or further priVileged by the house. He alluded to the members
of the legislature of the United States. The privilt'ge of these persons
was taken up and duly considered by the Convention, who then decided
what privileges they were entitled to. It is under this clause, said he, that
every thing necessary or proper to be done for members of Congress was
done. "The senators and representatives shall receive a compensation
for their services. to be ascertained by law, and paid out of the treasury of
the United States. They shall in all cases, except treatoOn. felony. and
breach of peace, be privileged from arrest durin~ their attendance at the
session of their respectil'e houses. and in g"in~ to and returning from the
8'1me; and fllr any speech or deb~te in either house, they shall not be
que;<tioned in any other place." Now. if the Convention took up this subject, (as it is plain from the foregoin~ clause th'lt thE'y did.) it is reason
ahle to presume that they made a full declaratIOn ()f all 01lr privileges; and
it is improper to suppose that we are possessed of similar powers with the
Convention. and able to extend our own privileges. I conceive that every
inconvenience which would aU£'nd the want of an exemption in- the bill, is
l'ompletely remedied by the Constitution; and therefore it is impolitic to
make a u~eless re!!ulation.
Mr. WILLI AMSON. When we departed from the straight line of
duty marked out for us bv the firllt principles of the social compact, we
found ourselves involved in difficulty. The hurden of militia cluty lies
t'qllany upon all persons; and when we contt'mplate a departure from this
principle. by m,lking exemption~. it involves us in our present embarrasS'
ment. I wish. therefore, that, before we proceed any farther in consider
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109 the propriety of the amendment, we should consider the intention of
the Constitution. When it speaks of regulating the militia, was it for
organizing, arming, and disciplining. the militia of the se~eral states, that
Congress ought to provide 1 I think it was not the militia of the nation,
but that which existed in the several states. It is impossible the Convention could have had any thing else in contemplation; because the Constitution says that Congress shall have the power of such parts of them as
may be employed in the service of the United States. If \\1/l are. then,
to govern the militia, it must be such men as the particular states have
declared to he militia.
Mr. BOUDINOT. With respect to the power of exempting from militia duty, I believe little doubt will remain on the mind of any gentleman, after a calldld examinatioll of the Constitution, but that it is vested
in Congress. This. then, reduces the question to the doctrine of expediency. Is it more expedient that the general government should make
the exemptions, or leave it to the state legislatures 1 For my part, I think
we ought to exercise the power ourselves; because I can see neither necessity, propriety, nor expediency, in leaving that to be done by others
which we ourselves can do without inconvenience.
Mr. JACKSON, (a gentleman of superior talents, who had been an
active member of the Federal Convelltion, in framing the general Constitution, and who is one of the judges of the Supreme Court of the United
States; was likewise a member of the late Convention of Pennsylvania;
and it is in evidence that he gave his assent to the present Constitution of
that stl'.~e. one article of which declared that persons conscientiously scrupulous of bearing arms shall be exempted from performing militia duty,
upon the condition of their paying an equivlllent.) Is not this a dt'claration of the sense of the people of Pennsylvania, that they, and they only,
had the right to determine exemptiolls so far as relates to their own citizens 1 And it is obl!ervable that this Constitution has been framed whilst
the federal government was in full operation. If this privilege belongs to
the state, as they ha\'e declared it does, why shall Congress attempt to
wrest it from them, first by undeltaking exemptions for them, and then
depriving them of a tax, which they contemplate to receive into the state
treasury, as an equivalent for such exemption 1 Certainly such conduct
must excite alarm, and occasion no inconsiderable degree of jealousy.
These circumstances and considerations are forcible arguments with me
to desist.
Duember 24, 1790.

Mr. LIVERMORE. He saw no reason why Congress should grant
an exemption to those who are conscientiously scrupulous of bearing arms,
more than to any other description of men. They ought, in his opinion,
to be exempted by the state le~islatures. As to the money accruing from
'Such exemptions, he could lIot conceive that Congress was authorized to
raise a revenue for the United States by the militia bill; nor was any such
thing ever intended by the Constitution.
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determine the Time when the Electors of President and
Vice-President shall be chosen.
HOUlE OF REPREIElfTATIVU,

J411V4ry 14,l7!!1

Air. SHERMAN showed, from the Constitution, that Con/Zre. possess
,btl power of appointing the time of choosing the electors. 'l1ld the time
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when tbey should meet to give in their votes. He was in favor of Congress exercising this power, in order to guard against all intrigue j and
thi", he conceived, was agreeable to the people; for in none of the conventions was an amendment of this article ever moved for.

On the Post-Office Bill. - On a Motion to authorize the
President to choose the Mail Route.
HouSE OF REPRESF.II'TATIV1U,

Duember 6,1791.

Mr. SEDGWICK. As to the constitutionality of this delegation, (of
power to establish post-roads,) it was admitted by the committee themselves, who brought in the bill; for, if the power W8S altogether indel~
gable, no part of it could be delegated; and if a part of it could, he saw
no reason why the whole could not. The 2d section was as unconstitutional as the Ist; for it is there said, that II it shall be lawful for the postmaster-general to establish such other roads, or post-roads, as to him may
seem necessary."
Congress, he observed, are authorized not only to establish post-offices and
post-roads, but also to borrow money. But is it understood that Congress
are to go, in a body, to borrow every sum that may he requisite 1 Is it not
rather their office to determine the principle on which the business is to
be conducted, and then delegate the power of carrying their resolves into
execution 1
Mr. GERRY observed, that, since the words of the Constitution expressly vested in Congress the power of establishing post-offiees and postroads, and since the establishing of post-roads cannot possibly mean any
thing else but to point out what roads the post shall follow, the proposed
amendment cannot take effect without altering the Constitution. The
house could not transfer the power which the Constitution had vested in
them. Supposing even they could; still it must be allowed that they,
assembled from every quarter of the Union, must collectively possess
more of that kind of information which the present subject required, than
could be obtained by any executive officer. If it was thought necessary,
in the present instance, to transfer the power from their own to other
hands, with what deg'ree of propriety could they be said to have undertaken to determine the ports of entry throughout the United States, since
the Constitution mentions nothing further on tha~ subject than the power
of laying duties, imposts, and excises? According to the arguments now
advanced, the legislature might have contented themselves with simply
determining the amount of the duties and excises, and left the re~t to the
executive. But if such conduct would have been improper in that instance, much more so would it appear in the present case j since, on the
one hanel, there is no provision in Congress that should establish ports of
entry, whereas there is no other for the establishment of post-roads.
Mr. n. BOURNE was in favor of the amendment, which he thought
both expedient and constitutional. In speaking of post-offices and postroads, the Con!!titution, he observed, speaks ill general terms, as it does
0° a mint, tzcises, &c.
In pa!Jsing the excise law, the house, not thinking
themselves possessed of sufficient information, empowered the President
'0 mark out the districts and surveys; and if they had a right to delegste
~llch power to the executive, the further delegation of the power of mark•
•n~ out the roads for the conveyance of the mail could hardly be thought
1angerous. The Constitutior meant no more than that Congress should
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poaaesa the e.cluaive right of doing that by themaelves. or hy any other
lHlrson. which amounts to the same tbing: the business he thought much
more likely to be well executed by the President. or the postmaster-general.
than by Congreu.

Post-Offices and Post-Roads.
HouSE 0" REPU;UIIT.TIVEI.

JllfWllry 3. 1792-

On a motion of Mr. FITZSIMONS. to allow stage proprietors. who
transport tbe mail. to carry passengers also. it was arguedThat clause of the Constitution which empowers the federal government
to establish post-offices and post-road!!. cannot (it was said) be understood·
to extend farther than the cuuveyallce of intelligence. \\ hie.h it; the proper
subject of the post-office establishment: it gives no power to send men
and baggage by post. The state governments have always possessed the
power of stopping or taxing pas!lengers. That power they have ne\'er
given up; and the proposition now made to wrest it from them might be
viewed as all attempt to lay the state legi,latures prostrate at the feet of
tbe general government. and will give a shock to every state in the
Union.
If. by the construction of that clause of the Constitution which
authorizes Congress to make all laws necessary for carrying into execution the several powers vested in them. they should establish the proposed
regulations for the cOllveyance of the mail. they may proceed farther. and
so regulate the post-roads as to prevent passengers from travellilla' 011
them; they may say what weights shall be callied on those roads. and at
what seasons of the year; they may remove every thing that stands in the
way; they may level buildings to the ground, under the pretence of making more convenient roadt<; they may abolish tolls and turnpikes; they
may. where all established ferry has been kept for a hundred years past in
the most cOllVenieut pldce for crossillg a river. Ilive the post-rider authority
to set up a new one beside it. and rU'1l the old establishment; they may
say, that the perlOn who carries the mail shall participate in every privilege that is now exclusively enjoyed by any man or body of men; - and
allege, as a reason for the~e ellcr01lchments, that they are only necessary
encouragements to earry the mall of the United States: in ahort, the ingenuity of man cannot devise auy new propositinn so strange and inconsistent. as not to be reducible within the pale of the Constitution. by such
a mode of construction. If this were once admitted. the Constitution
would be a useless and dead letter; and it would be to no purpose tbat the
.tates. in convention assembled, had framed tbst instrument. to guide the
steps of Congress. As well might they at once have said. .. There shall
be a Congresa who shall have full power and authority to make a\l laws
wbich to their wisdom will seem meet and proper."

On the Cod Fishery Bill, granting Bounties.
H017lIC or RltPREn:IIT.TI.J:a. Febrwwy 3, 1792,
Mr. GILES. The present section of the bill (he continued) appears
to contain a direct bounty on occupations j and if that be its object, it is
the first attempt as yet madl' by this government to exercise such authority ; - and its constitutionality struck him in a doubtful point of vil'\v;
for in no part of the Constitution could he. in express terms, find a power
given 0 Congress to grant bounties on occupations: the power is neither
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directly granted, nor (by any reasonable construction that he could give)
annexed to any other specified in the Constitution.
February 7, 17!l2.

Mr. WILLIAMSON. In the Constitution of this government, there
are two or three remarkahle provisions which seem to be ill pomt. It is
provided that direct taxes shall be apportioned among the several states according to their respective nUlllbers. It is also provided that" all duties,
imposts, alld excises, shall be uniform throughout the United States;"
and it is provided that 110 preference shall be given, oy any regulation of
commercial revenue, to the ports of one state OI·er those of another. The
clear and obVIOUS intention of the articles mentioned was, that COlIgre~s
might not have the power of imposing unequal burdens- that it might
not be ill their power to gratify one part of the Union by oppre~sillg another.
It appeared possible, and 1I0t very improbable, that the tillle lIIight come,
when, by greater cohesion, by more unanimity, by more address, the representatives of one part of the Ullioll might attempt to lmpo;;e unequal
taxes, or to relieve their conslltuents at the expense of the people. To
prevent the possibility of such It combination, the articles that I h.lve mentlolled were inserted in the Constitution.
I do not hazard much in saylllg that the present Constitution had ne\'er
been adnpted without those prelilllinary guards 011 .the Constitlltion.
Establish the general doctrine of bouutles, and all the provisioll~ I have
mentioned become useless. They valll~h into nir, and, like the baseless
fabric of a nsion, Ie Ive not a trace behind. The common defellce and
general welflre, ill the hands "f a good politician, may supersede every
part of our COllstitutlOn, and leave us in the hallds of time ano chance.
Manufactures in general are useful to the nation; they pre~cTlhe the puuhc
good and gelleral welfare. How many of them are sprmging up in the
Northern States! Let Ihem be properly supported by bounties, and you
will firld 110 occasion for unequal taxes. The tax may be equal in the begmning; it will be sufficiently unequal in the end.
The object of the bounty, anll the amount of it, are equally to be disregarded ill the present case, ·We are simply to consider whether bounties
molY safely be given under the present Constitution. For myself, I would
rather begin with a bounty of one million per annum, than one thou~and.
I wish that Illy COOlstltuents may kuow whether they are to put any confidence in that paper called the COllstitution.
Unless the Southern States are protected hy the COllstitntion, thpir valuable staple, and their visionary wealth, must occasion their destrnctlOn.
Three short years has this government existed; it is not three years; but
we have already gi' en serums alar'''8 to many of our fellow-citizens. Establish the doctrine of bounties; set aside that part of the COllstitution which
requires equal taxes, and demands similar distributions; destroy this barrier; - and it is lIot a few fishermell that will enter, claiming ten or twelve
thousand dollars, but all manner of persons; people of every trade and occupation may enter ill at the breach, until they have eaten lip the bread of
ot.r children.
1\Ir. MADISON. It is Impposed, by some gentlemen, that Congress
have Illlthority not only to ~rant bounties in the sense here used, merely
as a commutation for drawback, but even to !!rant them under a power by
virtue of which they may do !tny thing which' thpy may think condu~ive to
the gen~ral welfare! This, sir. ill my mind, ral~E'S the important and fundamental question, whether the general terms which have been cited Rrc
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to be considered as a sort of caption. or general description of the Fpecified
powers; and as having 110 further meaning, aud givmg no further powers,
than what is found in that specification, or as an abstract and indefinite
delegation of power extending to all cuses wlldtever - to all such, at ieast,
as will adllllt the application of money - which is giving as much latitude
lUI any government could well desire.
I, sir, have always cOllceived - I believe those who proposed the Constitution conceived - it i" still more fully known, and more material to
observe, that tholle who ratified the COllstitution conceived - that this is
not an indefinite government, deriving its powers from the general terml"
prefixed to the specified powers- but a limited govf'rnment, tied down to
the specified powers, which explain and define the general terms.
It is to be recollected that the terms "common defence and general
welfare," as here used, are not nOVf~1 terms, first introduced into this Constitution. They are terms familiar in their construction, and well known
to the people of America. They are repeatedly found in the old Articles
of Confederation, where, although they are susceptible of as great a latitude as can be given them by the context here, it was never suppobC'd or
pretended that they conveyed any such power as is now assigned to them.
On the contrary, it was always considered clear and certain that the old
Congress was limited to the enumerated powers, and that the enumeration
limited and explained the general terms. I ask the gentlemen themselves,
whether it was ever supposed or suspected that the old Congress could
give away the money of the states to bounties to encourage agriculture, or
for any other purpose they pleased. If slIch a power had bren possessed
by that body, it would have been much less impotent, or have borne a very
different character from that universally ascribed to it.
The novel idea now annexed to those terms, and never before entertained by the friends or enemies of the government, will have a further
consequence, which cannot have been taken into the view of the gentlemen. Their construction would not only give Congress the complete
legislative power I have stated, - it would do more; it would ~upersede
all the restrictions understood at pre~ent to lie, in their power with rt'Fpect
to a judiciary. It would put it in the power of Congress to esta"'Iish
courts throughout the United States. with cognizance of suits between
citizen and citizen, and in all cases whatsoever.
This, sir, seems to be demonstrable; for if the clause in question really
authorizes Congress to do whatever they think fit, provided it be for the
general welfare, of which they are to judge, and money can be applied to
it, Congress must have power to create and support a judicialY establishment, with a jurisdiction extendmg to all cases favorable, in their opinion,
to the general welfare. in the same manner as they have power to pass
laws, and apply money pro~jcling in any other way for the general welfare.
I shall be reminded, perhaps, that, according to the terms of the Constitution, the judicial power is to extend to certain cases only, not to all cases.
But this circumstance can have no effect in the argument, it bemg presupposed by the gentlemen, that the specification of certain objects does
not limit the import of the general terms. Taking these terms as an abstract and indefinite grant of power, they comprise all the objects of lellislative regulations - as well such as fall under the judiciary article in the
Constitution as those falling immediately under the legislative article; and
if the partial enumeration of objects in the legislative article does not, as
these gentlemen contend, lim t the general power, neither will it be 'imiterl
by the partial enumeration 01 objects ill the judiciary article.
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There are consequences, sir, still more extensive, which, as L!ieJ follow
clearly from the doctrine combated, mus. either be admitted, or the doc.
trine must be given up. If Congress can employ mouey indefinitely to the
general welfare, and are the sole and supreme judges of the general welfare, they may take the care of religion into their own hands; they may
appoint teachers in every state, county, and parish, and pay them out of
their public treallury j they may take into their own han<ls the education
of children, establishing In like manner schools throughout the Union;
they may assume the provision for the poor; they lDay undertake the
regulation of all rOlds other than post-roads; in short, every thing, from
the highest object of state legislation down to the most minute object of
police, would be thrown under the power of Congress; for every object
I have mentioned would admit of the application of money, and might be
called, if Congress pleased, provisions for the general welfare.
The language held in various discussions of this hOllse is a proof that
the doctrine in question was never entertained hy this body. Arguments,
wherever the subject would permit, hne constantly been drawn from the
peculiar nature of this government, as limited to certain enumerated
powers, instead of extendmg, like other governments, to all cases not particularly excepted. In a very late instance - I mean the debate on the
representation bill - it must be remembered that an argument much used,
particularly by gentlemen from Massachusetts, against the ratio of 1 filr
30,O()O, was, that this government was unlike the state governments,
which had an indefinite variety of objer.ts within their power; that it had
a small number of ohjects only to attend to; and therefore, that a smaller
number of representatives would be sufficient to administer it.
Arguments have been advanced to sh"w that because, m the regulation
of trade, indirect and eventual encouragement is given to manufactures,
therefore Congress have power to give money in direct bounties, or to
grant it in any other way that would answer the same purpose. But
lIurely, sir, there is a great and obvious difference, which it cannot be
necessary to enlarge upon. A dllty laid 011 impnrted implements of husbandry would, in its operation, be an indirect tax on exported produce;
but wlil anyone say that, by virtue of a mere power to lay duties on imports, Congress might go directly to the produce or implements of agriculture, or to the articles exported? It is true, duties on exports are
expressly prohibited; but if there were no article forbidding them, a power
directly to tax exports could never he deduced from a power to tax imports,
although such a power might indirectly and incidentally affect exports.
In short, sir, without going farther into the subject, which I should not
have here touched at all but for the reasons alreadv mentioned, I venture
to declare it as my opinion, that, were the power of Congress to he established in the latitude contended for, it would subvert the very foundations,
and transmute the very nature of the limited government established by
the people of America; and what inferences might be drawn, or what
consequences ensue, from such a step, it is incumbent on us all to
consider.

On the Proposition introduced by ld·r. Fitz:.imons, that Provision should be made for the Reduction oj the Public Debt.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, NOfJcmber

20, 1792.

Mr. MERCER. The Constitution permits the head of the treasury tu
propose plans. It may be proper, then, that the different secretaries mav
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prepare such plans as are within their respective departments, which the
chief magistrate may propose to the legislatures, if he sees fit; and when
80 done, It is constitutional, and the legislature mayor may Dot, at their
discretion, take them up j any other exposition is unconstitutional and idle.
This is also the expm,ition of the docllments and information that arise
in the administration of government, which this house may rf'quire of the
executive magis~rate, and which he will communicate as he sees fit. The
house may go too far in asking information. He may constitutionally
deny slIch information of facts there deputed as are unfit to be communicated, and !IIay assist in the legislation I alwaY!l wish for. But I want no
opinions resulting from them. If they are to influence us, they are wrong j
if not to influence, they are useless. This mode of procedure, of originating laws with the secretary, destroys the responsibility j it throws it on a
man not elected by the people, and over whom they have no control.
Nommb~r

21, 1792.

Mr. AMES. What is the clause of the Constitution, opposed to the
receiving a plan of a sinkin~ fund from the secretary 1 Bills for raising
revenue shall originate in this house. I verily believe the members of this
house, and the citizens at large, would he very much surprised to he'ar
this clause of the Constitution formally and gravely stated as repugnant to
the reference to the treasury department for a plan, if they and we had not
been long used to hear it.
1'0 determine the force of this amazing constitutional objection, it will
be sufficient to define terms.
What is a bill? It is a term of technical import, and surely it cannot
need a definition: it is an act of an inchoate state; having the form but not
the authority of the law.
What is originating a bill? Our rules decide it. Every bill shall be
introduced by a motion for leave, or by a committee.
It may b" said, the plan of a sinking fund, reported by the secretary, is
not, in technical, or even in popular language, a bill- nor, by the rule~
of the house or those of common sense. is thi~ motion the originating a
bill. By resorting to the ~pirit of the Constitution, or by adopting any
reasonable con~truction of the clause, is it possible to make it appear repugnant to the proposition for referring to the secretary? The opposers
of this proposition surely will not adopt a construction of the Constitution.
They have often told us, we are to be guided by a strict adherence to the
letter; that there is no end to the danger of com.tructions.
The letter is not repugnant; and will it he seriously affirmed that, ar,cordmg tn the spirit and natural meaning of the Constitution, the report
of the ~t:C1etary will be a revenue hill, or any other bill, and that this propositi"n is originating SUCII a hill? If it be, where shall we stop? If the
idea of such a measure, which first passes through the mind, be confoundpd with the measure subsequent to it. what confusion will ensue!
The President, by suggesting the proposition, may as well be pretendE'd to
originate a revenue bill; even a newspaper plan would be a breach of the
exclusive privilege of ttis hou!lc, and the liberty of the press, so justly dear
to us, would be found unconstitutional. Yet if, without any order of the
house. the draft of an act were printpd, and a copy laid before every member
III his seat, no person will venture to say that it is a bill- that it i!< origin>tted, or can be brought under cognizance of the house,unless by n motion
I reply upon it, that neithl!T the letter of the Constitution, nor 81ly
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Relief of 8t Domingo Rifugees. - MADISON.

meaning that it can be tortured into, will support the objection which haa
often been urged with solemn emphasIs aud persevering zeal.
We OIa} repeat it, what color is there for saying that the secretary legi.lates? Neither my memory nor my understandmg can discern &uy. I
am well aware that no topic is better calculated to· make popular impressions; but I cannot persuade myself that they will charge us with neglect
or VIOlation of duty, for puttmg ourselves into a situation to discharge it
in the best alld most circumspect manner.
Mr. MA DISON. I insisted that a reference to the secretary of the
treasury 011 subjects of loans, ta.xe!!, and provisions for loans, &c., was in
fact a delegation of the auth 'rity of the legislature, although it would
admit of much sophistical argument on the contrary.
IiIO

On the Memorial of the Relief Committee of Baltimore, for the
Relief of St. Domingo Refugees.
HoeS!:

OF REPRESENTATIVES,

January

to,

1794.

Mr. MADISON remarked, that the gO\'ernment of the United States is
a de:inite government, confined to specified objects. It is not like the
state governments, whose powers are more general. Charity is no part of
the legislative duty of the government. It wonld puzzle IIny gentleman to
lay his fiuger on any part of the Constitution which would authorize the
government to interpose in the relief of the St. Domingo sufferers. The
report of the committee, he observed, involved this constitlltional question
- whether the money of our constituents can be appropriated to any other
than specific purposes. Though he was of opinion that the relief contemplated could not be granted in the way proposed, yet he supposed a mode
might be adopted which would answer the purpose without infringing the
Constitution.
Mr. NICHOLAS concurred in the sentiment with Mr. Madison. He
considered the Constitution as defining the duty of the legislature so expressly, as that it left them no option in the present case.
M... BOUDINOT supported the question on constitutional grounds.
He instanced several cases, which had occurred and might occur, in which
relief must ne,:essarily be granted, and that without occasioning any doubt
of the constitutionality of the business; such as granting penSIOns, affording relief to the Indians, supporting prison~r~, &c. He alluded to the
circumstance of the alliance between the United States and Frllnce, the
connection between thE' citizens of the United States and that country, &c.
Mr. DEXTER stated sundry objecti'lns from the Constitution. It
will not be pretended, he sllppo~ed, th It the grant of moneys, on this
occ Ision, was for the general welf'lre; it i~ merely a private charity. He
was in favllr of !t0ing into a committee on the subject, but wished a short
delay, th It he might revolve the question m::lre fully in his own mind.
Mr. MADISO~, in reply to Mr. Boudinot, who had stated several cases
as in point, ohserved, thllt those cases came within the law of n'ltions, of
which this government ha~ express cognizance; the snpport of prisoners
is a case prO\'ided for by the laws of n1tiolls; but the present question, he
remarked, could not be considered ill IIny such point of view. (Motion
:o~t.)

[No'e. In May, 1812," An Act for the rdi-f of the citizens of VpnE'Zu(>\a .. wu
pllIOSfod, authorizing the President to expend $;0,000 to purchase proviRlon~ for thaI
objf'Ct. The motion to fi1l thp bhnk with that amuunt was moyed by Mr. Calhoall,
,nd carried by ayes, 45; not's, 29.]
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uommercial Restt"ictions.
HOUSE OF REPRESEIfTATIVES,

January 31, 1794.

Mr. MADISON insisted that trade ought to be left free to find its
I,roper channell!, under the conduct of merchants; that the mercantile
opinion was the best guide ill the case \lOW depending; aud that that opinion was agalDst the resolutions.
In answer to this objecti,)I\, he said it was obvious to relllark that, in
the very terms of the proposition, trade ought to be free before it could
find its proper dlannr.l. It was not free at present: it could not, therefore,
fiud the ch.lIInels in which it would most advantageouely flow. The dikes
must be thrown down, before the waters could pursue their natural course.
Who would pretend that the trade with the British West Indies, or even
with Great Bntain herself, was carried on, under the present restrictions,
as it would go on of itself, if unfettered frolIl restrictions on her part, as it
i~ on ours 1 Who would pretend that the supplies to the West Indies,
for example, would not flow thither in American bottoms, if they flowed
freely 1 Who would pretend that our wheat, our flour, our fish, &c.,
would not find their w.,y to the British market, if the channels to it were
open for them 1
It seemed to have beel) forgotten that the principle of this objection struck
at every regulation in favor of manufactures, as much, or even more, than
at regulations on the subject of commerce. It required that every species
of business ought to be left to the sagacity and interest of those carry ing
it on, without any interference whatever of the public authority.
The interest of the mercantile class may happen to differ from that of
the whole community. For example; it is, generally spenking, the interest
of the merchant to import and export every thing; the intere8t of manufacturers to lessen imports in order to raise the price of domestic fabric!!,
and to check exports, where they may enhance the price (If raw materials.
In this case, it would be as improper to allow the one for the other as to
allow either to judge for the whollO'.
It may be the interest of the merchant, under particular circumstances,
to confine the trade to its established channels, when tI,e national interest
would require those channels to be enlarged or changed. The best writers on politir.al economy have obeenetl, that the regulations most unfrilO'ndly to the national wealth of Great Britain have owed their birth to
mercantile counsels. It is well known that, in France, the greatest opposition to that liberal policy which was as favorable to the true interest of
that country as of thi8, procreded from the interests which merchants had
ill keeping the trade in its former course.
If, in any conntry, the mercantile opinion ought not to be implicitly
followed, there were the strongest reasons why it ought not in this. The
body of merchants who carryon the American commerce is well known
to be composed of so great a proportion of individuals who are either
British subjects, or trading on British capital, or enjoying the profits of
British consignments, that the mercantile oplDion here mi!!ht not be an
American opinion; nay, it might he the opinion of the very country of
which, in the present instance· at least, we ought not to take counsel.
What the genuine mercantile American opinion would be, if it could be
collected apart from the general one, Mr. M. said he did not undertake
positively to decide. His belief was, that it would be in favor of the
retlOlutions.
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Direct Tares.
.May 6, 1794.

Mr. SEDGWICK said, that. in forming a constitution for a national
government, to which was intrusted the preservation of that government,
and of the exilltence of society itself, it was reasonable to suppose that
every mean necessary to those important ends should be granted. This
was III fact the ease in the Constitution of the United States. To Con.
gress it was expressly granted to impose" taxes, duties, imposts, and ex·
cises." It had been universally concluded, and never. to his knowledge,
denied. but that the legislature, by those comprehenSive words, had au·
thority to impose taxes on every subject of revenue. If this pOSition was
Just, a construction which limited their operation of this power (in its
nature and by the Cvnstitution illimitable) could not be the just con·
struction.
He observed that, to obviate certain mischief. the Constitution had provided that capitation and other dil'er.t taxes should be proportioned according to the ratio prescribed in it. If. then, the legislature was anthor.
ized to impose a tax on every subject of revenue, (and surely pleasure
carriages, as an object of luxury, and in general owned by those to whom
contributions would not be inconvenient, were fair and proper subjects
of taxation,) and a tlX on them could not be proportioned by the consti·
tutional ratio, it would follow, irresistibly, that such a tax, in this sense of
the Con8titution, was not" direct." On thiS idea he enlarged his reason·
ing. and showed that such a tax was incapable of apportionment.
He said that. so far as he had been able to form an opinion, there had
been a general concurrence in a belief that the ultimate sources of public
contributions were labor, and the subjects alld effects of labor j that taxes,
being permanent, had a tendency to equalize, and to diffuse themselve!'
through a community. According to these opinions, a capitation tax, and
taxes on land, aud on property and income generally, were a direct charge,
as well in the immediate as ultimate sources of contribution. He had
considered those, and those only, as direct taxes in their operation and
effects. On the other hand, a tax imposed on a specific article of pl'rsonal
property, and particularly of objects of luxury, as in the case under consideration, he had never supposed had been considered a direct tax with.
in the meaning of the Constitution. The exaction was indeed directly of
the owner; but by the equalizing operation, of which all taxes more or
less partook, it created an indirect charge on others besides the owners.

The Bill for authorizing the President to lay, regulate, and re'fJOke Embargoes.
HOUlE OF REPREIEWTATIVEI.

May 29,1794.

Mr. MADISON did not accede to the principle of the bill. He did
not see any such immediate prosp!'ct of a war as could induce the hou!le
to violate the Constitution. He thought that it was a wise principle in
the Constitution to make one branch of the government raise an army,
and another conduct it. If the legislature had tbe pow!'r to conduct an
Rrmy, they might imbody it for that end. On the other hand, if the
President was empower!'d to raise an army, as he is to direct Its motions
when raised, he might wish to assemble it for tht' sRke of the inftuence
to be acquired by the command. The Constitution had wisely guarded

Internal ImprOVtflJOll. - W lLLIAIiB.

[Pebnlary 11

against the dang~r on either side. Upon the whole, he could not venture
to give his consent for violating so salutary a principle of the Constitution as that upon which this bill encroached.

On the Motion oj Mr. Tazewell to strike out a complimentary
Reply to the French Republic.
SEN ... TE,

J''''tulry 6, 1796.

Mr. ELLSWORTH combated the resolution, 8S onginally offered, 811
unconstitutional. Nothing, he contended, could be found in the Constitution to authorize either branch of the legislature to keep up any kind of
correspondence with a foreign nation. To Congress were given the powers of legislation, and the right of declaring war. If authority beyond
this is assumed, however trifling the encroachment at first, where will it
~top 1
Mr. BUTLER. There was nothing in the Constitution, he contended,
that could prevent the legislature from expressing their sentiments. It
was not an executive act, but a mere complimentary reply to a complimentary presentation. If this right was denied them, where would the principle stop 1 The Senate might be made in time mere automata.

Internal Improvement.
HOUlE 01' REPR ..... JfT ... TIVE.,

Fe6nuary 11, 1796.

Mr. MADISON moved that the resolution laid on the table some day.
ago be taken up, relative to the survey of the post-roads between the province of Maine and Georgia; which being read, he observed that two good
effects would arise from carrying this resolution into etrect: the shortest
route from one place to another would be determined upon, and persons
having a stability of the roads would not hesitate to make improvements
upon them.
Mr. BALDWIN was glad to see this business brought forward; the
sooner it could be carried into etrect the better. In mallY parts of the
country, he said, there were no improved roads, nothing better than the
original Iudian track. Bridges and other improvements are always made
with rellictance whilst roads remain in this !ltate ; because it is known, as
the country increases in population and wealth, better lind shorter roads
will be made. All expense of this sort, indeed, is lost. It was properly
the business tif the geJteral gov"."ment, he said, to undertake the improvement of the roads; for the ditrerent states are incompetent to the busines!!, their ditrerent designs clashing with each other. It is enough for
them to make good roads to the ditrerent I'eaports; the cross-roads should
be left to the government of the whole. The expense, he thought, would
ndt he very ~eat. Let a eurveyor point out the shortest and best track,
and the money will soon he raised. There was nothing in this country,
he said, or which we ought to be more ashamed than our public roads.
Mr. BOURNE thollght very 'Valuable etrects would arise from the C\arry ing of this resolution into ('trect. The pr£'!!ent may be much shortened,
he observed. The Eastern State" he said, had made great improvement
in their roads; and he trusted the best etrects would arise from having
rep-ular mnils from one end of the Union to the other.
.
Mr. WILLIAMS did not think it rilrht for the revenlles ·)f the poetoffice to be appl~ to this end. He ackno\\ledged the propriety of ex-

1796.]
tending the post-roads to efery part of the Union. He thought the bouae
bad belter wait for the report of tbe committee, to whieb busin_
relative to the post-office had been referred, whieh wu preparing to ~
laid before the houae.
Mr. MADISON explained the nature and object of the resolution
He said it was the commencement of an important work. He wished not
to extend it at preaent. Tbe expenses of the survey would be grent.
The post-office, he believed, would have no objection to tIJe intended
regulation.
After some obaervationa from Mr. THACHER, on the obtaining of the
shortest distance from one plaee to another. and the eomparing old with
new roads, so as to come at the shortest and best, tbe resolutioll
was agreed to, and referred to a committee of five, to prepare and bring
in a bill.

TrtJaty-Making

POtDt;r. -

[Jay's Treaty.]

HOl1S11: OF REPRElI:KTATIYI:.,

MlI.rc1

~.

1796.

Mr. A1URRA Y said, in construing our Constitution, in ascertaining
the metes and bounds of its various grants of power. nothing, at the present day, is left for expedience or sophistry to new-model or to mistake. The
explicitness of the instrument itself; the contemporaneous opinions, .still
fresh from the recency of its adoption; the jonrnals of that Convention
which formed it, still exillting. though not public, - all tend to put this question. in particular, beyond the reach of mistake. Many who are now
present were in the Convention; and on this question, he learued a vote
was actually taken.
That the paper upon the table, issued by the President's proclamation,
as a treaty, was a treaty in the eye of the Constitlltion, and the law of nations; that. as a treaty, it is the supreme law of the land, agreeably to the
Constitution; that. if it is a treaty. nothing that we ean rightfully do,
or refuae to do. will Jldd or diminish its validity, under the Constitution
and law of nations.
Mllreh 24, 1796.

Mr. GALLATIN said, the only contemporaneous opinions which could
have any weight in favor of the omnipotence of the treaty-making power,
were those of gp.ntlemen who had advocated thtl adoption of the Consti.
tution; and recourse had been had to the debates of the state conventions
in order to show that lIuch gentlemen had conceded that doctrine. The
debates of Virginia had first been partially quoted for that purpose j yet
when the whole was read and examined, it bad clearly appeared that, on
the contrary, tbe general sense of the advocates of the Constitution there
was similar to that now contended for by the l!IuJlporters of the motion.
The debates of the North Carolina Convention had also been partially
quoted; and it was not a little remarkable that. whilst gentlemen from tbat
state had declared, on tbat floor, during the preaent debate, that they were
members of the Congention whicb ratified aNd adoptt!d the Const!tution,
that tbey had voted for it, and that their own and the general impression
of th~t Convention was, tbat the treaty-making power was limited by the
;lther parts of the Constitution, in the manner now mentioned. - it Will
1I0t a little remarkable. that, in opposition to tbose declarations. a gentleman from Rhode Island had quoted partial extraets of the debates of •
Contention in North Carolina whicb rdecttd tbe Constitution.
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tAp". 15,

A gentleman from New York (Mr. Williams) had read to them all
amendment proposed in the Convention of that state, by which it was reo
quired that a treaty should not abrogate a law of the United States; from
whence he inferred that that Convention understood the treaty-making
powers would have that effect, unle~ the amendment was introduced.
The gentleman, however, forgot to inform the committee that the amendment did IIOt obtain; and, therefore, that the inference was the reverse of
what he stated. Leaving, however, to other gentlemen, to make further
remarks on the debates of the Conventions of their respective states, he
would conclude what he had to say on that ground, by adverting to the
debates of the Pennsylvania Convention.
The only part of tho!'e debates which had been printed contained the
speeches of the advocates of the Constitution; and although the subject
was but slightly touched, yet what was said on the subject by the ablest
advocate of the Constitution ill Pennsylvania, by the man who had been
most efficient to enforce its adoption. in that state, would be found to be in
POlllt. He then read the following extracts from Judge Wilson's speech,
(page 468, Debates of the Pennsylvania Convention:) "There is no
doubt but, under this Constitution, treaties will become the supreme law
of the land; nor is there doubt but the Senate and President possess the
power of making them."
.
Mr. Wilson then proceeds to show the propriety of that provision, and
how unfit the legislature were to conduct the negotiations; and then expresses himself in the following words: "It well deserves to be remarked
that, though the House of Representatives possess no active part in making
treaties, yet their legislative authority will be found to have strong restraining influence upon both President and Senate. In England, if the king
and his ministers find themselves, during their negotiation, to be embarrassed because an existing law is not repealed, or a new law enacted,
they give notice to the legislature of t.heir situation, and inform them tbat
it will be necessary, before the treaty can operate, that some law be
repealed, or some be made. And will not the ~ame thing take place
here 1 ..
.tlpril 15, 1796.

Mr. MADISON. The proposition immediately before the committee
was, that the treaty with Great Britain ought to be carried into effect by
such provisions as depended on the House of Representatives. This was
the point immediately in question.
If the propositions for carrying the treaty into effect be agreed to, it
must be from one of three considerations: either that the legi~lature is
bound by a constitutional necessity to pass the requisite laws, without examining the merits of the treaty; or that, on such examination, the
treaty is deemed in itself a good one; or that there are good extraneous reasons for putting it into force. although it be in itself a bad treaty.
The first consideration being excluded by the decision of the house that
they have a right to judge of the expediency or inexpediency of passing
laws relative to treaties, the question first to be examined must relate to
the merits of the treaty.
He mentioned the perm~ion to aliens to hold lands in perpetuity, as a
very extraordinary feature in this part of the trt'aty. He would not inquire how far thi!! might be authorized by constitutional principles; but
he would continue to say, that no example of such a stipulation wall to he
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found in any treaty that ever was made, either where territory was ceded,
or where it was acknowledged by one nation or another. Although it wa.
common and right, in such regulation, in favor of the property of the inhabitants, yet he believed that, in every case that ever had happened. the
owners of landed property were universally required to swear allegiancE'
to the new sovereign, or to dispose of their landed property within a reasonable time. With respect to the great points in the law of nations,
comprehended in the stipulations of the treaty, the same want of real reciprocity, and the same sacrifice of the interests of the United States, were
conspicuous.
It is well known to have been a great and favorite object with the
United States. "that free ships make free goods." They had establi8hed
the principle in their other treaties. They had witnessed, with anxiety,
the general efforts, and the successful advances, towards incllrporatiug this
principle into the law of nations - a principle friendly to all neutral nations, and particularly interesting to the United States. He knew that, at
a former period, it had been conceded, on the part of the United States,
that the law of nations s!o',d as the present treaty regulates it. But it did
not follow, that more than acquiescence in that doctrine was proper.
There was an evident distinction between silently acquiescing in it, and
givin~ •. t the support of a formal and positive stipulation. The former was
all that could have been required, and the latter was more than ought to
have been unnecessarily Yielded.
Mr. LYMAN. I have no doubt of its constitutionality, notwithstanding all the arguments which I have either seen or heard. Many arguments might be adduced in support of this opinion; but I will dispense
with all but oue, aud that I con~ider as conclusive; and that is this: The
stipulations in this treaty are nparly all of such nature as not to respect
objects of legislation. They respect objects which lie beyond the bounds
of our sovereignty; and beyond these limits our laws Cannot extend, as
rules to regulate the conduct of subjects of foreigll powers; and although
somE' of these stipulations respect objects which are withm the reach of
our sovereignty, yet it is in such manner as to be not only pertinent, but
perhaps absolutely necessary in forming the treaty. This conclusion, I
think, is the natural and necessary result of a fair construction of the
principles of the Constitution, and especially of that paragraph which
vests the power or making treaties in the supreme executive, with the aovice of the Senate.
In acts of the smallest importance, we see, daily, that, after they have
undergone any possible chance of fair and impartial discussion in thiS
house. they are transmitted to another, who equally proceed to correct and
amend them; and even this not being deemed sufficient to secure, as it
were, against all possibility of danger, they are sent to the President, who
has ten days to consider, and who may returu them with his objections.
These we are bound respectfully to inscribe on our Journals, and if we
disagree in opinion with the President, ~he majority of two thirds of both
branahes is requisite to give validity to the law. Do we not discover in
all this infinite caution a wish rather not to act at all, by the difference of
lhe branches among each other, than to act imprudently or precipitately'
lOd can we imagine that a Constitution thus guarded with respect to laws
,f little consequence, hath left without check the immense power of making treaties - embracing, as in the instrument before us, all our greatest
interests, whether they be of territory, of agriculture, commerce, naviga
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lion, or 1.lanufactures, and this for an indefinite length of timC' 1 No. By
one of the guards of tbat Constitution, relative to appropriations of money,
this trealy hath, in the Jallt Ilage of ils progress, come before UII.
.0 We have resolved," according to our bell judgment of the Conlltitution, and, 88 we have seen above, according to the meaning of it, that we
have a right to judge of the expediency or inexpediency of carrying it into
eifect. Thill will depend on its meritll; aud this ill the discUllllion that is
now before d8.
Our duty requires of UII, before we ,ote 90,000 dollars of the people's
mouey, - the 111m required to carry this treaty into eifect, - to pause, and
inquire as to the why and wherefore. But ill it merely the IIUID of 90,000
dollars that ill in question T If it W8ll, "'e ought to proceed IIl0wly and
cautiously to vote away the money of our CfJnstituents. But it ill in truth
a lIum indefinite, for British debtll, the amount of which we know not; and
we are to grant this in the moment our treaaury is empty; when we are
called upon to pay five millious to the bank, and when no gentleman hath
resources to IIUggest, but those of borrowing, at a time when borrowing
~s unusually difficult and expenaive. But ill it merely a question of money ~
No. It ia the regulation of our commerce; the adjustment of our limita;
the restraint, in many respects, of our own faculties of obtaining good or
.voiding bad terms with other nations. In ahort, it is all our greatest and
most interesting concerna that are more or leas involved in this question.
I ml18t confess, Mr. Chairman, that the firat point of view in which
thia treaty IItruck me with surprise, was the attitude Great Britain allBumes
in it of dictating laws and usages of reception and conduct different t~
wards us, in every different part of her empire, while the surface of our
country ill entirely laid open to her in one general and advantageoull point
of admi8llion. In Europe, we are told, we may freely enter her ports. In
the West Indies we were to sail ill canoes of seventy tOftll burden. In tbe
East Indies we are not to settle or reside without leave of the local government. In the seaports of Canada and Nova Scotia we are not to be
admitted at all : - while all our rivers and countries are opened without the
least reserve; yet aurely our all was 811 dear to UII as the all of any other
nation, and ought not to have been parted with but on equivalent terms.

On the Bill for organizing, arming, and duciplining, the Militia

of the United States.
BOVill: OJ" REPaEIE"ATIYZI,

Dee_ _,1796.

Mr. RUTHERFORD aaid, he believed the government of the United
States had nothing to do with the militia of the sevenll IIOvereign IItates.
This was his opinion, and it was the opinion of the people at large - however, of nine tenths of thelD. The Constitution is exprflBll upon this BUbject. It nya, when the militia ia called into actual service, it shall be
under the direction of the general government, but not until that takes
place; the several states IIhall have command over tht'ir own childrentheir own families. If the United States take it up, tbey will defeat the
.
end in ,iew - they grasp too much.
With respect to the unconatitutionality, Mr. R. joined in opinion with
the gE!ntleman from New Jersey, (Mr. Henderson.) Thia law would tend
to alienate the minds of tbe people of the Ea..ern States, wbose militia
were already well disciplined.
He hoped nothing more would be done, in that boa1e, than to ad,.

1797, 1798.]
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PINCKNEY.

those states who had neglected their militia to revise and amend the.'
laws, and make them more etfectual. This ill all thiS house can do- all
they have a right to do.

Appropriatio1Ul of Mone!l for fitting out Vessels
HoulE OF

REI'&UICIITATIVEl,

of War.

Febnui., lID, J797.

Mr. GALLATIN conceived the power of granting money to be vested
lIolely in the legilliature, and though, accordmg to the opiuion of lOme
gentlemen, (though lIot in his,) the President and Senate could so bind
the nation as to oblige the legislature to IIppropriate money to carry a
treaty into effect, yet, in all other cases, he did not suppose there had been
any doubt with respect to the powers of tlu legislature in tltis respect.
Mare! 2, 1797.

Mr. NICHOLAS. The power of this house to control appropriations
has been settled. It was indet'd an absurdity to call a body a legislature,
and at the same time deny them a control over the public purse. If it
were not 80, where would be the use of goillg through the forms of that
house with a money bill t The executive might as well draw upon the
treasury at once for whatever sums he might stand in need of. A doctrine
like this would be scouted even in despotic countries.

Patronage. -

During the Discussion of the Foreign Intercourse Bill.
HOUlE or

REl'llICIEIfTATIYICI,

J_ttWWy18, 1798.

Mr. GALLATIN said, he believed, upon the whole, our government
was in a great degree pure. Patronage was not very extensive, nor had
it any material effect upon the house, or any other part of the government;
yet he could suppose our government to be liable to abuse in thill way.
By the nature of the government, the different powers were divided; the
power of giving offices was placed in the executive - lin influence which
neither of the other branches possessed; and if too large grants of money
were made, it might give to that power lin improper weight.
Our government, he said, was in its childhood j and if patronage had
any existence, it could not, of course, be as yet alarming j but he desired
gentlemen to look at all governments where this power was placed in the
executive, and see if the greatt'st evil of the government was not the excessive influence of that department. Did not this corruptioR exist, in the
government which was constituted most similar to ours, to such a degree
as to have become a parI of the system itself, anli without which, it is said,
.he government could not go on ! Was it not, therefore, prudent to keep
l watchful eye in this r('spect !
He did not, however, speak against the power itself: it was necessary
to be placed somewhere. The Constitution hAd fixed it in the executive.
If the same pou'er had been placed in the legislature, he believed they
would have been more corrupt than the executive. He thought, therefore, the trust was wisely placed in tbe executive.

J--, 19, 1798.
On the same occasion, Mr. PINCKNEY said, all commercial re~la
tiona might 4$ well be carried on by consuls as by ministers; and if any

Alien and Sedition Laws. -
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ddfereuces should arise betwixt this country Rnd any of the European
governments, "pecial envoys might be sent to settle them, as heretofore.
January 22, 17N3.

Mr. BAYARD. It had been supposed, by gentlemen, that he might
appoint an indefinite number of ministers; and were the house, in that
case, he asked, blindly to appropriate filr them 1 This question was predicated upon an abuse of power, whilst the Constitution suppused it would
be executed with fidelity. Suppose he were to state the question in an
opposite light. Let it be imagined that this country has a misunderstanding with a foreign power, and that the executive shuuld appoint a minister,
but the house, in the plenitude of its power, should refuse an appropriation. What might be the consequence '! Would not the house have
contravened the Constitution by taking from the President the power
which by it is placed in him! It certainly would. So that this supposition of the abuse of power would go to the destruction of all authority.
The legislature W8.'I bound to appropriate for the salary of the chief justice
of the United States; and though the President might appoint a chimneysweepfr to the office, they would still be bound. The Constitution had
trusted the President, as well as it had trusted that house. Indeed, it W88
not conceivable that the house could act upon the subject of foreign ministers. Our interests with foreign countries came wholly under the jurisdiction of the executive. The duties of that house related to the internal
affairs of the country; but what related to foreign countries and foreign
agents was vested in the executive. The President was responsible for
the manner in which this busines8 was conducted. He was bound to
communicate, from time to time, ollr situation with foreign powers; and
if plans were carried on abroad for dividing or subjugating us, if he were
not to ~'Ike due communication of the design, he would be answerable for
the neglect.

Retaliation for Aggressions.
May 23, 179t:!.

Mr. SITGRiAVES said, it is a principll' as well settled as any in the
law of nations, that, when a nation has received aggressions from another
nation, it is competent for the injured nation to pursue its remedy by
reprisal before a declaration of war takes place; and thl'se reprisals shall
be perfectly warrantable whilst they are commensurate only with the
injuril's received; and are not, under such circumstances, justifiable cause
of war. It is even clear that these reprisals may be made during the
pendency of Ii negotiation, and cannot, according to the law of nations, be
justifiable ground for the rupture of any such negotiations.

Alien and Sedition Laws.
JUfU,1798.

Mr. LIVINGSTON. By this act the President alone is empowered to
make the law; to fix in his own mind what acts, what words, what thoughts,
or looks, shall constitute the crime contemplated by the bill; that is, the
crime of being" suspected to be dangerous to the peace and safety of the
United States." This comes completely within the definition of despotism - a IInion of legislative, executive, and judicial powers. My opinIons on this subject are explicit: they are, that wherever OUI laws manifes1ly infringe the Constitution under which they were mad", the pel)ple

)799, 1800.j

Reduction of tke Army. -

RANDOLPH.

ougbt not to hesitate which to obey. If we exceed our powers, we becorna
tyrants, and our acts have 110 effect.
Mr. TAZEWELL opposed the bill. He knew but of one power, given
to Congress by the Constitution, which could exclusively apply to aliens;
and that was the power of naturalization. Whether this was a power
wbich excluded the states from its exercise, or gave to Congre~s only a COli
current authority over the subjects, he would not now pretend to say. II
neither authorazed Congress to prohibit the migration of foreigners to an}
state, nor to banish them when admitted. It was a power which could
only authorize Congress to give or withhold citizenship. The states, not·
withstanding this power of naturalization, could impart to aliens the rights
of suffrage, the right to purchase and hold lands. There were, in this
respect, 110 restraints upon the states. The states, Mr. T. said, had not
parted from their power of admitting foreigners to their society, nor with
that of preserving the benefit which their admission gave them in the
general government, otherwise than that by which they would be deprived
of a citizen. [The bill passed the Senate by yeas, ] 6 i nays, 7.]

On the same Subject. -

1799.

From a Report of Congress. - .. The right of removing aliens, as incident to the power of war and peace, accordmg to the theory of the Constitution, belongs to the government of the United Slates. By the 4th
section of the 4th article of the Constitution, Congress is rf>quired to
protect each state from invasion; and is vested by the 8th section of the
5th article with powers to make all laws which shall be proper to carry
into effect all powers vested by the Constitution in the government of the
United States, or any department or officer thereof; and, to remove from
the country, in limes of hostility, dangerous aliens, who may be employed
in preparing the way for in\'asion, is a measure necessary for the purpose
of preventing invasion, and, of course, a measure it is empowered to
adopt."
In relation to the sedition act, the committee report tbat "a law to
punish false, scandalous, and malicious writings against the government,
with intent to stir up sedition, is a law necessary for carrying into effect
tbe power vested by the Constitution in the government of the United
States, and in the officers and departments thereof, and, consequently, such
a law 8.'1 Congress may pass."
Further - " Although the committee believe that each of the measures
[alien and sedition laws J adopted by Congress is susceptible of an analytical
justification, on the principles of the Constitution and national policy,
yet they prefer to rest their vindication 011 the same ground of considering them as parts of a general system of defence, adapted to a crisis of
extraordinary difficulty and danger."
[See Virginia and Kentucky Re.olutiolU! of '98, at the end of this volume.]

Redu.ction of the Standing Army.
HOUlE OF REPRESEl<TATIVES,

January 5, 1800.

Mr. RANDOLPH. I suppose the establishment of a standing a~my
'n the country not only a useless and enormous expense, but, UpOll the
ground of the Constitution, the spirit of that instrument and the genius
of a free people are equally hostile to this dangerous institution, which

JuIliciGry Syllt<M.- MASON.

[1800, 1802.

ought to be reeorted to (if it all) only in extreme CIllle8 of difficulty and
danger I yet let it be remembered that usage, that immemorial custom, is
paralOOUnt in eYery written obligation; and let UI beware of engrafling
thil abuIe upon the Conatitution. A people who mean to continue free
must be prepared to meet danger in penon, not to rely upon the faliacioul
protection of mercenary armiet.

Amendment to the Ctmltitution. - Election of President of the
United Statu.
SEIIA.TI:,

J . ._ry 113, 1800.

Mr. C. PINCKNEY (of South Carolina) thought it a very dallgeroul
practice to endeBYor to amend the Con8titution by malting law8 for the
purpose. The Conetitution wu a eacred deposit put into their hands j
they ought to take great care not to violate or deslroy the ellential provisionl made by this instrument. He remembered very well that, in tlat
Fttdual Cunl7eatio1r, great Ulre lDas flud to prOllid£ for the election of the
Prelidnlt of the U.ited &ates irulepentkntly of C01Igress, ad to take the
nRHUs, as far as p,mible, ovt of THEIR 1uzJu1s.

On an Act laying Duties on
HOVlIII

LiCe7IIIU,

or RItPUIIIIII'TATITItI,

te.

~

3J, 1800.

Mr. BIRD said, that he considered Congreu u incompetent to transfuse into the Itate gmernments the right of judging on eases that oecurred under the Conlllitution and lawl of tbe federal goYernment, as they
were to transfule executive or legislative power, derived from that Conlllitution, into the hands of the executiye and legislative organs of tbe state
governments.

Judiciary. - On Mr. Breckenridge's Motion to repeal the Act
passed for a new Organization of the Judiciary System.
SlIIun, J..-ry 8, 1800.

Mr. J. MASON. It will be foond that the people, in forming their
Conlltitution, meant to make the judges as independent of the legislature
IS of the executiye; because the duties they have to perform cill upon
tbem to expound not only the laws, but the Constitution also; in which is
iDvolved the power of checking the legislature, iU'case it should pal!! any
law8 in violation of the Constitution. For this reason, it was more importallt that the judges in this country should be placed beyond tbe control of the legislature, than in other countries, wbere no sucb power
aU aches to them.
Mr. Muon knew that a legislatiTe body was occasionally subject to the
dominance of yiolent puaiooa. He knew that they might pass unconatitutiooal laws; and that tbe judges. sworn to trupport the Conlllilution,
would refuse to carry them into etl'ect; and he knew tbat the legislature
might contend for the execution of tbeir statutes. Hence ,he neceuity of
placing the judges aboYe the inftuence of these passions; and for theee
reasons the Constitution had put them ont of the power of the legislature.
J - , 13, 1802.

1ft MASON. (of Virgilli.. ) When I yiew the proviaiool of the (on
ltitutica OD thia.abject. I obeerYe a clear distinction bMWet'D the Suprrn..
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Court and other courts. With regard to the institution of the Supreme
Court, the words are imperative; while with regard to inferior tribunals
they are discretionary. The first sItall, the last may, be established
And surely we are to infer, from the wise sages that formed that Consti·
tution, that nothing was introduced iuto it in vaiu. Not only sentences,
but words, and even points, elucidate its meaning. When, therefore, the
Constitution, usiul( thiS language, says a Supreme Court shall be established, are we not justified in considering it a constitutional creation 1
and on the other. from the language applied to inferior courts, are we not
equally ju~tified in considering their establishment as dependent upon the
legislature, who may, from time to time, ordain them, as the public good
requires 1 Can any other meaning be applied to the words" from time to
time" 1 And nothing can be more important on this subject than that
the legislature should have power, from time to time, to create, to annul, or
to modify, the courts, as the public good may require - not merely \o-day,
but forever, and whenever a change of circufllstmces may suggest the
propriety of a different organization. On this point, there is great force
in the remark, that, among the enumerated powers given to Conj!ress,
while there is no mention made of the Supreme Court, the power of establishing inferior courts i~ expressly gh·en. Why this difference, but
that the Supreme Court was considered by the framers of the Constitution
as established by the Constitution 1 while they considered the inferior
courts as dependent upon the will of the legislature.
Jar&""r'l13, 1802.

Mr. STONE, (of North Carolina.) No part of the Constitution expressly gives the power of removal to tht' President; but a construction
has been adopted, and practised upon from necessity, giving him that
power in all cases in which he is not expressly restrained from the exercise
of it. The judges alford an instance in which he i~ expre!l!'ly restrained
from removal-it being declared, by the ht section of the 3d article of
the Constitution, that the judgt'S, both of the supreme and inferior courts,
shall hold their offices during good behavior. They doubtless shall, (as
against the President's p')\ver to retain them in office,) in common with
other officers of his appointment, be removed from office by impeachment and conviction; but it does not follow that they JIIay not be removed
by other means. They shall hold their offices during good behavior, and
they shall be removed from office upon impeachment and conviction of
treason, bribery, and other high crimes and misdemeanors. If the words
impeachment of high crimes and misdemeanors be understood according
to any construction of them hitherto received and established, it will he
filund that, although a jud~e, ~uilty of high crimes and misdemeanor!!, is
always guilty of misbehavior in office; yet that, of the various species
of 11'Iisbehavior in office which may render it exceedingly improper that a
judge should continue in office, many of them are neither treason nor
bribery; nor can they properly be dignified by the appellation of high
crimes and misdemeanors; and for impeachment of which no precedent
can be found, nor would the words of the Constitution justify such
impeachment.
To what source, then, shall we resort for a knowledge of what constiutes this thing called misbehavior in office 1 The Constitution did not intenrl that a circumstance, as a tenure by which the judges hold their offiees,
Ibou.Q De incapable of being ascertained. 7'heir misbthauwr certainly :11

Judiciary Syltem. -

HEMPHILL.

[January 13,

not all mpeachable offence; still it is the ground by which the judges are
to be removed from office. The process of impeachment, therefore, cannot ht' the only one by which the judges may be removed from office,
under and according to the Constitution. I take it, thereflo;e, to be a
thing undeniable, that there resides somewhere in the government a power
that shall amount to define misbehavior in office by the judges, and to remove
them from office for the same without impeachment. The Constitution
does not prohibit their removal by the legislature, who have the power to
make all laws necessary and proper for carrying into execution the powers
vested by the Constitution in the government of the Uniled States.
Mr. BRECKENRIDGE. To make the Constitution a practical system, the power of the courts to annul the laws of Congress cannot possibly exist. My idea of the subject, in a few words, is - That the Constitution intended a separation only of the powers vested in the three great
departments, giving to each the exclusive authority of acting on the subjects committed to each; that each are intended to revolve within the
sphere of their own orbits, are responsible for their own motion only, and
are not to direct or control the couTlie of others; that those, for example,
who make the laws, are presumed to have an equal attachment to, and interest in, the Constitution, are equally bound by oath to support it, and
have an equal right to give a construction to it; that the construction of
one department, of the powers particularly vested ill that department, is of
as high authority, at least, as the construction given to it by any other department; that it is, in fact, more competent to that department, to which
powers are exclusively confided, to decide upon the proper exercise of
those powers, than any other department, to which such powers are not
intrusted, and who are not consequently under such high and responsible
obligations for their constitutional exercise; and that, therefore, the legislature would have an equal right to annul the decisions of the courts,
founded on their construction of the Constitution, as the courts would
have to allnul the acts of the legislature founded on their construction.
Although, therefore, the courts may take upon them to give decisions
which go to impeach the constitutionality of a law, and which, for a time,
may obstruct its operation, yet I contend that such law is not the less obligatory because the organ through which it is to be executed has refilsed
its aid. A pertinacious adherence of both departments to their opinions
would soon bring the question to an issue, which would decide in whom
the sovereign power of legislation resided, and whose construction of the
Constitution as to the law-making power ought to prevail.
Mr. HEMPHILL. I have ever understood that there was difference in
opinion on this point: that the general opinion was, that the words in the
Constitution rendered the judges independent of both the other branches
of the government. This appears, from the debates in the Convention in
Virginia, to have been their opinion; it appears also, from the strongest
implication, to have been the opinion of the author of the Notes on Virginia.
What is the meaning of the words from time to time? They are used
but in three other parts of the Constitution, and, when used, they do not
convey the idea of what may be done. Indeed, they are uSt'd in cases
where it is impracticable to undo what shall have been done. [Mr. Hemphill here read 5th sec. ht art. No.3, 9th sec. ht art. No.6, and 3d sec.
2d art.] What do these words mean in that part of the c9Rstitution under
discWl8lon! The Supreme Court had been mentioned in 2d and 3d art.
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-the Supreme Court, which implies that thp.re should be but one. They
were not used to give Congress power to constitute inferior courts, for
that power had been previously given; and if the inferior courts, together
with the offices of the judges, are, as is contended, subjects of ordmary
.egislatioll, these words were unnecessary to enlarge the powers of CODgress on them: for, .on all subjects of ordmary legislatIon, Congress have
an unquestionable right to enact and repeal at pleasure.
It is not said, in the 8th section, lst article, that Congress shall have
the power to borrow money from tllne to time, to regulate commerce from
time to tune, or to establish post-offices and post-roads from time to time; yet
nobody doubts that Congress have a right to enact and repeal laws on these
subjects when it may appear expedient; and the same power would have
extended to the clause giving power to constitute inferior tribunals, If there
had been no restriction in any other part of the Constitution. As these
words are unnecessary to gIve the power contended for, they must have
!lome other meaning. The plain meaning is this-that these words,
together with the first part of the section, were not used to give a power to
constitute courts; for that power had been expressly given: they were
merely mtroduced to dispose of judiciary power, and to declare where it
should reside. The judiciary power of the United States shall be vested
ill one Supreme Court, and in such inferior courts as the Congress may,
from time to time, ordain and establish; meaning the power hefore given,
which was discretionary as to number. The clause in the 8th section of
the 1st article is brought here into view; and in the very next sentence,
the offices are positively fixed and limited. Here, then, is an express and
positive provision, uncontradicted by any express declaration, or by any
violent implication.
Mr. BAYARD. The 2d section of the 3d article of the Constitution
expressly extends the judicial power to all cases arising under the Constitution, the laws, &c. The provision in the 2d clause of the 6th article
leaves nothing to doubt. This Constitution, and the laws of the United
Stales which shall bp. made in pursuance thereof, &c., shall be the supreme law of the land. The Constitution is absolutely the supreme
law. Not so of the acts of the legislature. Such only are the laws of
the land as are m"lde in pursuance of tbe Con5titution.
Mr. RUTLEDGE. Taught by examples the value of a good judiciary,
the patriots who met at Philadelphia determined to establish one which
should be independent of the executive and legi!<lature, and possess the
power of deciding rightfnlly and finally on conflicting claims between
them. The ConventIOn laid their hand upon this invaluable and protectmg principle: in it they discovered what was essential to the security and
duration of free st'\tes; what would prove the shield and palladium of our
liberties; and they boldly Mid, notwithstanding the discouragement in
other countries, in past times, to efforts in favor of republicanism. our
-experiment shall not miscarry. for we will establish an independent
judiciary; we will create an asyll1m to secure the government and protect
the people in all the revolutions of opinion, and struggles of ambition and
faction. They did establish an independent judiciary. There is nothing,
I think, more demonstrable thnn thnt the Convention meant the judiciary
to be a coordinate, lind not a subordin'lte branch of the government.
rhis is my settled opinion. But on a sllbject so momentous as this is, I
••m unwilling to be directed by the feeble lights of my own understanding;
and as my judgment, at all times verv fallible, is liable to err much where
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my anx.! tier, .ue much exeited, I have had recourse to other lIOurees for
the true n.eauing of this Constitution. During the throes and 8pasmS, as
they have been termed, whieh convulsed this nation prior to the late
presidentictl election, strong doubttl were very strongly expressed whether
the gE'lltieman who now admiOlsters this government was attached to it as
it is. Shortly after his election, the legislature of Rhode Island presented
a congratulatory address which our chief magistrate eonsidered as soliciting some declaration of his opinions of the Federal Constitution; and in
his answer deeming it fit to give them, he said, " the Constitution shall be
adminilltered by me aecording to the safe and honest meaning contemplated by the plain undustanding of the people at the time of its adoption
- a meaning to be found in the explanations of those who advocated, not
those who opposed it. These explanations are preserved in the publications of tile time." To this high authority I appeal- to the honest meaning of the instrument, the plain understanding of i!e framers. I, like Mr.
Jefferson, appeal to the opinions of those whl' .. ere the friends of thE' Constitution at the time it was submitted to (he f;tates. Three of our most
distinguished statesmen, who had mueh agency in framing this Constitution, finding that objections had beell raised against its adoption, and that
much of the hostility produced against it had resulted from a misunderstanding of some of its provisions, united ill the patriotic work of explaining the true meaning of its framers. They puhlished a series of papers,
IInder the signature of Publius, which were afterwards republished in a
book called the Federalist. This contemporaneous exposition is what Mr.
Jefferson must have adverted to when he speaks of the publication of the
time. From this very valuable work, for which we are indebted to Messrs.
Hamilton, Madison, and King, I will take the liberty of reading some ex
tracts, to which I solicit the It!tention of the committee. In the seventy
eighth number we read, " Gnod behavior for the continuance in office of
the judicial magistraey. is the most valuable of the modem impro\"ementl!
in the practice of government. In a republic, it is a barrier to the E'n·
croachments and oppressions of the representative body ; and it is the best
expedient that can be devised in any government to secure a steltdy, upright, and impartial administration of the laws. The judiciary, in a government where the departments of power are separate from each other,
from the nature of its functions, will always be the least dangerous to the
political rights of the Constitution. It has no influence over the sword or
the purse, and may be truly said to have neither force nor fDill, but merely
judgment. The complete indE'pendence of the eourts of justice is essential in a lim;ted constitution; one containing specified exceptions to the
legislative authority; such as that it shall pass no ex post facto law, no bill
of attainder, &r.. Such limitatiolls can be preserved in practiee no other
way than through the eourts of ju!'tiee, whose duty it must be to declare
all &ets manifestly contrary to the Constitution void. Without this, all
the reservations of particular rights or privileges of the states or the people
fDOllld amount to nothing.
Where the will of the legislature, deelared in
tts statutes, stands in opposition to that of the people, declarf'd in the Constitu! ion, the courts, dE'signed to hC' an intermediate body between the people and the legislature, are to keep the latter within the limits assigned to
their authority. The Convention acted wisely in estahlishing good behamor as the tenure of judicial offices. Their plan would have been inexcusably defective h"d it wanted this important feature of good government."
The authority I h&ve read proves to demonstration what was the intention
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of the Convention on this subject - that it was to establish a judiciary
completely independent of the executive and legislature, and 10 hue
judges removable only by impeachment. This was not only the intention
of the General Convention, but of the state conventions when they adopted
this Constitution. Nay, sir, had they nOl considered the judicial power to
be coOrdinate with the other two great departments of government, they
never would have adopted the Constitution. I feel myself justified in making this declaration by the debates in the different state conventions.
From those of the Virginia Convention I will read some extracts, to show
what were there the opiuions of the speakers of both political parties.
General Marshall, the present chIef justice, says, "Can the government
of the United States go beyond those delegated powers? If they were to
make a law not warranted by any of the powers enumerated, it would be
considered as an infringement of the Constitution, which tlug are to guard:
they would not conSIder such a law as coming under their jurisdiction.
tlug would declare it void." Mr. Grayson, who opposed the Constitution,
we find saying, "The judges will not be independent, because their lIalaries may be augmmttd. This is left open. What if you give £600 or
£1000 annually to a judge 1 'Tis bllt a trifling object, when, by that
little money, you purchase the most invaluable blessing that any country
can enjoy. The judgt:s are to defend the Constitution." Mr. Madieon,
ill answer, says, " I wished to insert a restraint on the augmentation as
well as diminution of the compensation of the judges; but I was overruled. The business of the courts mllst inc,·ease. If there was no power
to increase their pay, according to the increase of business, during the lift:
of the judges, it mIght happen that there would be such an accumulation
of busine,s as would reduce the pay to a most trivial consideration."
Here we find Mr. Madison not using the words good beluwior. but saying,
(what we say was meant by good behavior,) during the life of the judges.
The opinions of Mr. Madison I deem conclusive as to the meaning of the
word:! good behavior. Let us now see what was the opinion lin this subject of the first Congress under the Constitution, when the first judiciary
bill was debated. Mr. Stone says, II The establishment of the courts is
immlltable." Mr. Madison says, "The judges are to be removed only on
impeachment and conviction before Congress." Mr. Gerry, who had been
a member of the General Convention, expresses himself in this strong and
unequivocal m mner: "The judges will be independent, and no power
can remove them: they will be beyond the reach of the other powers of
the government; they will be unassailable, and cannot be affected but by
the united voice of America, and that only by a change of government."
Here it is evident Mr. Gerry lIupposed a project like the present could ooly
be effected by the people, through the medium of a convention; he did not
suppose it possible for Congresll ever to gra!!p at this p,ower. The same
opinions were held by Mr. Lawrence and Mr. Smith.
As early as the year 1789, among the first acts of the government, the
legislature explicitly recognized the right of a state cOllrt to declare a
treaty, a statute, and an authority exercised under the United States, void,
suhject to the revision of the Supreme Court of the United States; and it
has expressly given the final power to the Supreme Court to affirm a judgment which is against the validity either of a treaty, statute, or lUi author
lty of the government.
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Louisiana Treaty.
HoulE OF RJ:PBItIJ:IfT.lTITJ:I, O~

26, 1803.

Mr. ELLIOT. The Constitution is sil!'nt on the subject of the acquiaition of territory; therefore the treaty is unconstitutional. This question
is not to be determined from a mere view of the Constitution itself,
although it may be considered as admitted that it does not prohibit, in
express terms, the acquisition of territory. It is a rule of law that, iu
order to ascertaiu the import of a contract, the evident intention of the
parties, at the time of forming it, is principally to be regarded. Previous
to the formation of this Constitution, there existed certain principles of
the law of nature aud nations, consecrated by time and experience, in
conformity to which the ConstItution was formed. The question before us,
I have always believee, must be decided upon the law of nations alone.
Dr. MITCHELL. The people, in forming their Constitution, had an
eye to that law of nations whir.h is deducible by natural reason, and established by common conllent, to regulate the intercourse and concerns of
nations. With a view to this law the treaty-making power was constituted,
and, by virtue of this law, the government and people of the United State~,
in common with all other natIOns, pos~ess the power and right of making
.
acquisitions of territory by conquest, cession, or purchase.
Mr. SMILIE. Weare obliged to admit the inhabitants according to
the principles of the Constitution. Suppose those principles forbid their
admission; then we are not obliged to admit them. This followed as
an absolut., consequence from the premises. There, however, existed a
remedy for this case, if it should occur; for. ifthe prevailing opinion shaL
be, that the inhabitants of the ceded territory cannot be admitted under
the Constitution, as it now stands, the people of the United States can, if
they see fit, apply a remedy, by amending the Constitution 80 as to authorize their admission. And if they do 1I0t choose to do this, the inhabitants
may remain in a colonial state.
Mr. RODNEY. In the view of the Comtitution, the Union is composed
of two corporate bodIes - of states and territories. A recurrence to the
Constitution will show that it is predicated on the principle of the United
States' territory, either by war, treaty, or purchase. There was one part
"If that instrument within whose capacious grasp all these modes of acquisition were embraced. By the Constitution, Congress have power to
" lay and collect t8Xl'S, duties, imposts, and excises; to pay the debts and
provide for the common defence Rnd gl'nerul welfare of the United States."
To provide for the general welfare. The import of thes!' terms is very
comprehensive inde!'d. If this general delegation of authority be not at
variance with other particul"r powers specially grantl'd, nor restricted by
them, - if it be I)ot in any degree comprehended in those subsequently
delegated, - I cannot perceive why, within the fair !Deaning of these general provisions, is not ineJuded the power of increasing our territory, if
necessary for the general welfare or common defenr.e.
Mr. TRACY, among other objections, said that the 7th article admits,
for twelve years, the ships of France and Spain into the ceded territory.
free of foreign dllty. This is givinl!; a commercial preference to thos!'
ports over the other ports of the United States, because it is well known
that a dllty of forty-follr cents on tonnage, and ten per cent. on dutil'S, are
paid by all foreign vessels in all the ports of the United States. If it be
said we must repeal those laws, and then the preference will cease, the
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answer is, that this 7th article gives the exclusive right of entering the
ports of Louisiana to the ships of France and Spain j and if our discrim.
inating duties were repealed this day, the preference would be given to
the ports of the United States to those of Loui8iana j so that the preference, by any regulation of commerce or revenue, which the Constitlltiol,
expressly forbids from being given to the ports of one state over those of
another, would be given by this treaty, in violation of the Constitution.
We can hold territory; but to admit th~ inhabitants into the Union,
to make citizens of them, and states, by treaty, we cannot constitutionally
do, and no subsequent act of legislation, or even ordinary amendment to
ollr Constitution, can legalize such measures.
Mr. ADAMS. It has been argued that the bill ought not to pass, because the treaty itself is an unconstitutional, or, to use the words of the
gentleman from Connecticut, (Mr. Tracy,) an extn-constitutional act,
because it contains engagements which the powers of the Senate were
not competent to ratify, the powers of Congress not competent to confirm j
and, as two of the gentlemen have contended, not even the legislotures of
the number of states requisite to effect an amendment of the Constitution,
are adequate to sanction. It is, therefore, they say, a nullity. We cannot fulfil our part of its conditions j and on our failure in the performance
of anyone stipulation, France may consider herself as absolved from the
obligations of the whole treaty on hers. I do not conceive it necessary
to entE'r into the merits of the treaty at this time. The proper occa!lion
for that discussion is past. But allowing even that this is a case for
which the Constitution has not provided, it does not, in my mind, follow
that the treaty is a nullity, or that its obligations, either on us or on France,
must necessarily be cancelled. For my own part, I am free to confess,
that the 3d article, and more especially the 7th, contain engagements
placine; us in a dilemma, from which I see no possible mode of extricating ourselves but by an amendment, or rather au addition, to the Constitution.
The gentleman from Connecticnt, (Mr. Tracy,) both on a former occasion and in this day's debate, appears to me to have sfrown· tfI1s to demonstration. But what is this more than saying that rite Ptesident and
Senate have bound the nation to engagements which require the cooperation of more extensive Vowers than theirs to carry them into execution?
Nothing is more common, in the negotiations between n!lrton and nation,
than for a minister to agree to and sign articles beyond the extent of his
powers. This is what your ministers, in tbe very case Defbre you, have
confessedly done. It is well known that their powers did not authorizt
them to conclude this treaty; but they acred tOr the benefit of their
country, and this house, by a large majority, !'las advised' to· the ratification of their proceedings. SuppoSE', then, not only tmt the mmisters who
signed, but the President and Sen·tte who ratifit-d', this compact, have exceeded tltE'ir powers; suppose that tire otht'r hOIlf!e' or Congress, who havfO
given their assent by passing this and other bills fOr the fulfilment of the
obligations it imposes on us, haYe exceeded their powers; nay, !lUppose
even that the majority of the states competent to amend the Constitution
in other cases, could not amend it in this, ,rithout exceeding their powers, - and this is the extremest point to which any gentleman on tDlS
floor has extended his scruples j - !luppose aU this, and there still rerr.8l1lS
in the country a power competent to adopt and sanction every part of our
engagements, and to earr:r !!:"... entirely into execution; for, notwithstanrl-
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ing the objections and apprehensions of many individuals, of many wise,
able, and excellent men, in various parts of the Union, yet, sllcb is the
public favor attending the transaction which commenced by the negotialion of this treaty, and which I hope will terminate in our full, undi8turbed, and undisputed possession of the ceded territory, that I firmly
believe, if an amendment to the Constitution, amply sufficient for the accomplishment of every thing for which we have contracted, shall be proposed, as I think it ought, it will be adopted by the legislature of every
state in the Union. We can, therefore, fulfil our part of the convention,
and this is all that France has a TIght to require of us. France can
never have a right to come and say, .. I am discharged from the obligation
of this treaty, because your President and Senate, in ratifying, exceeded
their powers;" for this would be interfering in the internal arrangements
of our government. .It would be intermeddling in questions with which
she has no concern, and which must be settled altogether by ourselves.
The only question for France is, whether she has contracted with the department of our government authorized to make treaties; and this being
clear, her only right is to require that the conditions stipulated in our
name be punctually and faithfully performed. I trust they will be so performed, and will cheerfully lend my hand to every act necessary to tb~
purpose; for I consider .the object as of the higbest advantage to us: and
the gentleman from Kentucky himself, who has displayed, with so mlrch
eloquence, the immen8e importanr.e, to this Union, of the posse8sion of
the ceded country, cannot carry his ideas f::rther on the subject than I do.
With these impressions, sir, perceiving in the first objection no sub·
stantial reason requiring the postponement, and in the second no adequate
argument for the rejection, of this bill, I shall give my vote in its favor.
Mr. TRACY. It is unreasonable to suppose that Ccngress should, by
a majority only, admit new foreign states, and swallow up, by it, the old
partners, when two thirds of all the members are made requisite for the
lea~t alteration in the Constitution.
nr. MITCHELL. The 3d section of the 4th article of the Constitution contemplates that territory and other property may belong to the
United States. By a treaty with "'rance, the nation has lately acquired
title to a new territory, with various kinds of public property on it and
annexed to it. By the same section of the Constitution, Congress ill so
dothed with the power to dispos~ of such territory and property, and to
make all npedful rules and regulations respecting it. This is a~ fair an
exercise of constitutional authority as that by which we assemble and
hold ouf' Beats in thill house. To the title thus obtained, we wish now to
add the pas_sion; and it is proposed, for this important purpose, the
Presideftt shall be empowered.
[XOu. JefrprtlOll him8f'lf (undpr whOle auwpiel'8 the trealy WIUI madf') was of
opmion that the IM'UUre WIllI unconstitutional, and required an ampndmt'nt of the
Constitutinn to ;.etify it. Hf' aecordin.v:ly urgt'd his fripnds strenuously to that eOllHl' ;
at the
time tae addf'd, .. that it will be df'lOirablp for Congn'IIB to do what is neet'8sary in liJpnee;" "whateT..r Congrea ahall think neceeary to do, sbould be done
with lUI litOp debate .. pnasibIP, and partil"ularly 10 far ae rt'epeeta the eolUltitutional
difficulty;" "I eonfeee, tllPn, I think it imporlllnt, in the pft'8f'nt casp, to eet an exnmplp against broad f:onstruetwn by appealin!! for new powt'r to the j)Pople. Jf, how
pVt'r, our friE-ad.
tloittk dilf'erently, CE'rtainly 1 .ball aeqllM-eee with ntisfaetion >
IlOnfiding that the goed IlE'nee of our country will eorrect thp eTiI of eonstruetiOll
o
\Vhpn it sball prothle ill plf'.-et.:'
HIS letter to DT. 5ibIPy, (in Junp, 11'03,) .,."..",Iy TII1j,lishpd, is dee",i~ that he
thonrht an amendmmt ~ the Cooltitutinn nf'et'tl8llly. Yet he did not hHttate. witl>.

_me

_11
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oot loeh allK'ndment, to gin· effect to evpry lIK'alUre to carry the treaty irtto eft1,ct
during his administration. See Jefft:r80n.·. CArrup., ii. pp. 1, 2, 3; Story'. Coram.]

District of Columbia. - On the Report of the CommiUee of
Elections, on the Case of John P. JTan Ness.
HOll'SE OF REPRElEliTATIVES,

Jtmtl4ry 17, 1803.

Air. V AN NESS said, the reasons he should offer to the committee fo.
retaining his lIeat were few and simple. He thought the fair, liberal, anu
sound construction did not affect his case; that the incapacitating provi~ion only applied to civil offices. The Constitution was only a digest
of the most approved principles of the constitutions of the several states, in
which the spirit of those constitutions was combined. Not one of those
con:!titutions excluded from office those who had accepted military appointments, except in the regular service. He, therefore, felt a full conviction
that it never was the intention of the framers of the Constitution of the
United States to exclude militia officers from holding a seat in Congress.
And however important it might be to adhere to the letter of the Constitution, yet, when the spirit of it was 80 clear as it appeared to him, it
ought to have weight in the decision of the question before the committee
which might affect objects of great importance. The right of every portior
of the Union to a representation in that house was very important, and
ought to be respected in all cases which mRy either directly or indirectly
.
affect it.
Mr. BACON observed, though the first part of the section of the Constitution referred to civil offices, yet the latter part used the expression
any office, which was more comprehensive, ond appeared to them to have
been intended to have a universal effect.
The question was then taken on the report of the committee of elections, which was agreed to without a division.

On Mr. Bacon's Resolution to re-cede the District of Columbia.
Houn:

OF RZPRF.SF.liTATITES,

Ftlwwtry 9, 1803.

Mr. BAYARD. Now, the states of Maryland and Virginia have made
this cession, with the consent and approbation of the people in the ceded
territory, and Congress has accepted the cession, and aMumed the .iurisdictlOn. Are they, then, at liberty, or can they relinquish it, without the
consent of the other parties 1 It is presumed they cannot. In his opinIon, they were constitutionally and morally bound to proceed in the exercise of that power regularly assumed, either immediately by themselves,
or by the inlervp.ntion of II territorial legislature, chosen and acting under.
a special act of Congress for that purpo!!e. To relinquish the jurisdiction
at this time, and re-cede the territory, would, in his view, exhibit a surprising inconsistency of conduct in the legislatnre; it would discover such
a versatility, ;;uch a dispo~ition to change, as could not fail to unsettle
the minds of the people, and shake their confidence in the government.

Duelling. - On a Resolutionfor rendering all Persons concerned
in a Duel incapable of holding an Office under the General
GOHmment of the United States.
Houn

OF RF.PIlZn!ftTATf·t'EI, D~

31, lBO'J.

Mr. DAVIS said, if the house could he made sensihle that the resolution embraced a subject on which it could not constitutionaIly act,
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tht'y would reject it.

To him it was plain that, if the house pursued the
object of the resolution, It led them on forbidden ground. In the first
pla<.,e, it took from the Citizens a right which, by their Constitution, they
had secured themselves, - to wit, the right of free elections. Do what the
resolutioll contemplates, and no man can hold a seat here who ever fought
a duel, or gave or carnf'd a challenge, although he may be the choice of
the people. No such dllng is said in the Constitution. The people, in
that Iflstrument, have already defined the disqualafications to office j that
charter of their rightB declares that no person who has been impeached
and found gulit)' shall hold an office; and I contend that Congress cannot
impeach a person for any offence done by him as an individual. Two
things are requisite to ground an impeachment. First, the person must
be an officer of the United States: secondly, he must have been guilty of
some malfeasance in the discharge of the duties imposed on him by that
office. If an individual who does not hold an office under the United
States commits murder, I deny the TIght of Congress to impeach him.
He is made amenable to the state laws. While we were busy in impeaching him, he might be executed by the statute laws of the states. My
observations dIsclaim the right we have to act on it.
The resolution was negatived.

On the Amendment to the Constitution.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

December 9, 1804.

Mr. JACKSON. The fate of the other little republics warranted the
Idea that the smaller members would be swallowed up by the larger ones,
who would, in tllrn, attack each other; and thus the liberty achieved by
the blood of some of the bravest men that ever lived would pass away
without leaving a trace bphllld it. They, therefore, yielded every thing
to the little states, knowing they were not numerous, and naturally
jealous of the large ones. If we examinp the Constitution, we shall
find the whole of the great powers of the government centred in the
Senate.

On the Imppachment of Judge Chase.
HOl'.E OF REPRE~ESTATIVES,

February 21, 1805.

1\Ir. HOPKINSON. What part of the Constitution declares any of
the acts charged and proved upon Jud2'p Chase, even in the worst aspect,
to be impeachable 1 He has not bepn guilty of bribery or corruption j
he is not charged with them. Has he, then, been guilty of "other high
crimes and misdemeanors" 1 In an instrument so sacred as the Constitution, I presume every wonl must have its full and fair meaning. It is
not, then, only for crimes and mIsdemeanors that a judge is impeachable,
but it must be for high crimes and misdemeanors Although this qualifying adjective "high" immediatply precedes, and is directly attached to
the word" crimps," yet, from the evident intention of the Constitution,
and upon a just grammatical construction, it must Rlso be applipd to "misdemeanors." If my con<trllction of this part of the Constitution be not
admitted, and the adjective" high" be given pxclusively to "crimes," and
denied to "misdemeanors," this strange absurdity must ensue - that when
an officer of the government is impeached for a crime, he cannot be convicted, unless it proves to be a high crime j but hI' may, nevertheless, be
convicted of a misdemeanor of tl>e most petty grade. Observe, sir tn~
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crimes with which these" other high crimes" are classed in the ConstitutiOIl, and we may learn fjQmethillg of thelT character. They stand In connection with "bribery and corruption" - ttled In the same manner, and
subject to the same penalties. But, if we are to lose the force and me,lning
of the word "high," in relation to misdemeanors, and this description ot
oifences must be governed by the mere me3l1ing of the term .. mi~demean
ors," without deriving any grade from the adjectIve, sull my position remains unimpaired - that the oifence, whatcver it IS, whie h is the ground
of impeachment, must be such a one as would support an iudictmellt.
" Misdemeanor" is a legal and techDlcal term, well understood and defined
in law; and in the construction of a legal instrument, we must give words
their legal significatIOns. A misdemeanor, or a CrIme, - for In theIr just
and proper acceptation they are synonymous, - IS an act comnJltted,
or omItted, in the violatIOn of a public law, either forbidding or commanding it.
[Note. In the few cases of impeachment which have hitherto been tried, no one of
the charges has rested upon any BUltable rDisdemeanors It ."ems to be tht' settll'd
doctrmt' of the high court of impeachment, (the Senate,) that though the common
law cannot be a foundallon of a Jurisdiction not glvt'n by the Constltuhon or laws,
that jurisdICtion, when given, attaches, and is to be exercised accordmg to tilt' rule.
of the common law; and that what are, and what are not, high Crimes and mwlemea1ll'TS, is to be IUIcertamed by a recurrence to the great baSIS of Amencan jlmsprudence. - Story's Comm.]

Mr. Madison's "l\-fotion jor Commercial Restrictions.
HOGSE OF REPRESENTATln,",

Febnu.ry 14, 1806.

Resolved, As the opinion of thiS committee, that the mterest of the
United States would be promoted by further restrtctlOilS and II1!!her (!tltles,
in certain cases, on the manufactures and navIgation of foreIgn nat lOllS
employed in the commerce of the United States, than those no\\' Illlposed.
1. Resolved, As the opinion of this committee, that an additional duty
ought to be laid on the following articles, manufactured by European natIOns having no commercial treaty WIth the UnIted States:On articles of which leather is the materIal of chief value, an addiper cent. ad valorem.
tional duty of
On all manufactured iron, steel, tin, pewter, copper, brass, or other articles, of which either of these metals is the materIal of chief \'alue, all
additional duty of
per cent. ad valorern.
On all articles of which cotton is the material of chief value, an addiper cent. ad valorem.
tional duty of
On all cloths of which wool is the material of chief value, where the
estimated value on which the duty is payable is above
, an additional
duty of
per cent. ad valorem; where stich value is below
, an
per cent. ad \·alnrem.
additional duty of
On all other articles of which wool i~ the material of chief value, an
per cent. ad valorem.
additIOnal duty of
On all cloths of which hemp or flax IS the article of chief value, and of
which the estimated valtle on which the duty IS payable is below
, an
per cent. ad valorem.
additIOnal duty of
On all manufactures of which sIlk i~ the article of chief value, an addiper cent. ad valorpm.
tIOnal duty of
2. Resalvcd, As the opinion of this committee, that an additional duty
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of
per ton ought to be laid on the vessels belonging to nations havmg no commercial treaty with the United States.
a. lleloifJed, As the oplDlOn of this committt'e, that the duty on vessels
belonging to nations having commercial treaties with the Uuited States,
ought to be reduced to
per ton.
4 Resolved, As the opinion of this committee, that where any nation
may refuse to consider as vessels of the United Stales allY vessels not
built within the United Statl's, the foreign-built vessels of such nation
ought to be subjected to a like refusal, unless built within the United
Statt's.
5. Resolved, As the opinion of this committee, that where any nation
may rl'fuse to admit the produce and manufactures of the United States,
unless in vessels belonging to the United St~tes, or to admit them in ves.sels of the United States if last imported from any place not within the
United States, a like restriction oUltht, afler the
day of
, to be
extended to the produce and manufactures of such nation; and that, in the
mean time, a duty of
per ton, extraordinary, ought to be imposed on
vessels so importing any such produce or manufdcture.
6. Resolved, As the opinion of this committee, that where any nation
may refuse to the vessels of the United States a carriage of the produce
and manufactures thereof, while such produce or manufactures are ·admiltI'd by it in its own ve8sE'ls, it would be just to make the restriction
reciprocal; but, inasmuch a~ such a measure, if suddenly adopted, might
be parllcularly distressing in cases which merit the bl'nevolent intention of
the United Slates, it is expedient, for the present, that a tonnage extraordinary only of
be imposed on the vt'ssels so employed; and that all
distilled spirits imported therein shall be subject to nn additional duty of
one
part of the existing duty.
7. Resolved, As the opinion of this committee, that provision ought to
be made for liquidating and ascertaining the losst's, sustained by citizens of the United States, from the operation of particular regulations of
any country, contravening the law of nations: nnd that such losses be
reimbursed, in the first instance, out of the additional duties on manufactures, productions, and vessels of the nation establishing such unlawful
regulations.

·Contractors.
MaTch 23, 1806.

Resolved, That a contractor, under the government of the United States,
is an officer within the purview and meaning of the Constitution, Bnd, BS
8uch, is incapahle of holding a seat in this house.
Mr. EPPES. I do not believe Congress have power to pass this resolution. The words of the Constitution are, .. No person holding an office
under the United States shall be a member of either house during his
continuance in office"
These words are plain and clear. Thl'ir obviolls intention was, to have
officers excluded, and officers only. It would certainly have hE'en equally
wise to have excluded contractors, becausf'! the rE-lIIIOn for excluding officers applies to them with equal force. We are not, however. to inquire
whllt the Constitution ou!!ht to have hE'en, but what it is. We cannot
legisl~te on its spirit against the strict letter of the iU!ltrument. Our inquiry must be, is he an officer 1 If an officer, under the words of tbe
Constitution, he is excluded. If not an officer, we cannot .,elude him
by law.
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An extensive meaning has been given to the word oJIice. How far such
a construcllon of the meaning of this word i~ warranted, I leave for othel'l'
to decide. That all contractors are not officers I alii certain. A man,
for instance, makes a contract with government to furnish supplies. He
certainly is not an officer, according to the common and known accept atiou of that word. He is, however, a contractor, aud, uuder fhil< resolution, excluded from a ~eat here. A carrier of the mail approaches very
near Hn officer. The person takes an oath, is subject to penalties. the
remission of which depends on the executive

Public Lands. - On the Resolution for investing a certain Portion of the Public Lands in Shares of the Chesapeake Canal.
SEIfATE,

FeiJruary )3, 1807.

Mr. BAYARD. It is admitted that the Constitution does not expressly
give the power to cut canals; but we possess, and are in the daily exercise
of, the power to provide for the protection anti safety of commerce, and the
defenc.e of the nation. It has never been contended that no power exists
which has not been expressly delegated.
There is no express power given to erect a fort or magazine, though it
is recog'lized in the delegation of excluslvP le!;islative powers in certaiu
cases. The power to erect lighthouses and piNS, to survey and take the
soundings on the coast, or to erect public buildings, is neither expressly
given nor recognized in the Constitution; but it is embraced by a liberal
and just interpretation of the clause in the Constitution, whieh legitimates
all laws neces;ary and proper for carryin~ into execution the powers expressly delegated. On a like principle, the Bank of the United States was
incorporated. Having a power to provide for the safety of commerce and
the defence of the nation, we may fairly infer a power to cut a canal- a
measure unquestionably proper with a view to either subject.

To suspend the Embargo.
HOUSE OF REPRESEIIITATIVES,

April 19, )80!5

Mr. QUINCY. The Constitution of the United States, as I understand
It, has in every part reference to the nature of things and necessities of
80ci"ty. No portion of it was intended as a mere ground for the trial of
tee.hnical skill, or of verbal ingenuity. The direct, express powers with
which it invests Congress are always to be so construed as to enable the
people to attain the end for which they were given. This is to be gathered from the nature of those powers, compared with the known exigencies of society, lind the other provisinns of the Constitution. If a question arise, as in this case, eoncerning the extent of the incidental and
implied powers vested in us by the Constitution, the instrument itself
contains the criterion by whieh it i! to be decided. We have authority to
make" laws lIece!lsary and proper for carrying into execution" powers
unquestionably ve!lted. Reference must be had to the nature of these
powers to know what is necessary and proper for their wise execution.
When thiS neces;;ity and propriety appear. the Constitution has enabled us
.0 make the correspondent provisions.
To the execution of mallY· of the
)lowers \·ested in us by the Constitution, a discretion is necessarily and
properly incident; and when this Appears from the nature of any particuhr power, it i~ certainly competent for us to provide, by law, that
luch discretion shall be exercised.
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l\1r. KEY said, all the respective representatives of the people, of the
states at large, and the sovereignty in a political capacity of each state,
must concur to enact a law. Au honorable gentleman from Tennessee
(Mr. Campbell) admitted that the power to repeal must be coextensive
with the power to make. If this be admitted, I will not fall to com'ince
you that, in the manner in which this law is worded, we cannot constitutionally assent to It. What does it propose 1 To gin' tht' President of
the UUlted States power to repeal an existing law now in force: - upou
what 1 Upon the happening of certain conti'lgencies in Europe? No.
But ill thosp contingencies which they suppose in hiS judgment shall render
it safe to repe,1I the law, a discretion is committed to him - upon the happeulllg of tho~e events- to suspend the law. It is that discretion to which
I object, I do not say it will be improperly plact'd at all; but the power
and discretiou to judge orthe safety of the United States, is a power legislative in its nature and effects, and as such, under the Constitution, cannot
be exercised by one branch of the legislature. I pray gentlemen to note
this distinction, that whenever the events happen, if the Pret'ident exercise
his judgment upon those events, and suspend the law, it is the exercise of
a legislative power: the peoplt', by the Constitution of the country, never
meant to confide to anyone man the power of legislating for it.

Renewal of the Charter of the United States Bank.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

JJpril13, 1810.

Mr. LOVE. The question of the constitutionality of the bank solely
depends on the question, whether it is necessary and proper for conducting
the monpyed operations of government. So great a challge has taken place
on that subject within twellty years past, that. it is supposed the question is
now settled, Not only the moneyt-d transactions of the United Statps, but,
it is believed, of all the state governments, are carried on through the
~tate ballk~, as well as commercial transactions, and other moneyed negotiatIOns.
Mr. TROUP said, gentlemen nli~ht pass the bill hut for the constitutional question. If they did pass It, he hoped they would not permit
themselves to become the retailing huck!lters of the community, for the
sale of bank charters. There is a power in the Constitution to sell the
publtc property; but there is certainly no power to sell privileges of any
kind. I, therefore, move to strike out the brib~, the douceur, the bonus,
as ltentlemen call it, of 1,250,000 dollars.
Mr. KEY said, to him it clearly appeared within the power and limit of
the Constitution to establish a bank, if necessary, fi)r the collection of the
reVf>nue.
Mr. TROUP observed, that some !lentlemen had said that the power to
incorporate a bank was derived from the power to lay and collect revenue;
and that the power ought to be exercised, because banks give a facility to
the collection of the revenlle. If the power be exercised, it must be
necessary and proper. If it be necessary to the collection of the re\'enue,
the revenue cannot be collected without it. The gentleman from Maryland might say a bank institution was useful. He might say it would give
facility to the collection of the revenue; but facility and necessity are
wholly different, and the Constitution says that a power, to be incidental,
must be nece!l"ary and proper.
Mr. ALSTON. In the 10th article, 1st section, of the Constitution, it
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.. laid, "No state shall coin money, emit bills of credit, or make any
thing but gold and silver com a legal tender in payment of debts." The
bterpretatlon which I give to it is, that the United States possess powel
10 make any thing, besides gold and sliver, a legdl tender. If what I con·
ceive to be a fair interpretation be admitted, it must follow that they have
a right to make bank paper a legal tender. Much more, tlien, sir, hUf
they the power of eausing it to be received by themselves, in payment of
taxes.
January 16, 1811.

Mr. BUR WELL. It is my most deliberate eonvietiOn, that the Constitution of the country gin·s 110 authority to Congress to incorporate a
bank, and endow the stuckholders With chartered immunities.
The power to establish a bank cannot be deduced from the general
phrases, " to provide for the common defence and general welfare," beeause they merely announce the object for which the general government
was instituted. The only means hy which thiS object is to be attained
are specifically enumerated in the Constitution; and if they are not
ample, It is a defe~ which Congress are incompetent to supply.
P. B. PORTER. The Constitution is a specification of the powers,
or means, themlleh'es, by which certai!l objects are to be accomplished.
The power!! of the Constitution, carried mto execution according to the
strict terms and import of them, are the appropriate means, and the only
means, within the reach of this government, for the attainment of its ends.
It is true, as the Constitution declares, - and it would be equally lrue if
the Constitution did nol declare it, - that Congress have a right to pass
all laws necessary and proper for executing the delegated powers j but this
gives no latitude of discretion in the selection of means or powers.
Mr. KEY. The end, or power given, is to lay and collect taxes, and
pay the public debt. The power to make laws necessary and proper to
effect that end is also given, and consists 10 devising and establishing the
means of aecomplishing it. The means to accomplish the end are nowhere restricted.
If a bank is useful and necessary in the collection of taxes and imposts,
and payment of the public debt, and is the best mode of effecting it, the
creation of a bank for such purposes is definitely within the p()wer of
Con~ress; and more, it is the bounden duty of Congress to establish it,
becauie the) are bound to adopt the best practicable, or, in other words,
necessary and proper means to collect the tax and imposts.
Mr. EPPES. The Con!ltitution of the United States has univt'rsnIly
been considered as a grant of particular, and not of general, powers.
Those powers are the primary or expressly delegated, and the derivative
or implied. The character of the instrument precluded the necessity of
a "bill of rights," because the question never could arise, what was
reserved, but what was granted. The framers of the Constitution were
well aware of this, and so were the people who adopted it. It is, therefore, f'lirly to be inferred that, whenever there appears a limitation or
restriction, in the shape of a negative c1anse, Congress might have exercised the power interdicted had luch clause not been made part of the
instrument.
Mr CRAWFORD. If the IItate governments are restrained from exerci..
jn~ thi!! ri!!ht to incorporate a bank, it would appear, ex neussitatt. rei, tha'
this right is vested in the government of the United States. The entire sovt>
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reignt) of this nation is vested in Ihe state governments, and in the federal
goverument. except that part of it which is restrained by the people, which
is BOlely the right of electing their public functionaries.
The right to create a corporation is a right inherent in every sovereignty. The people of the United States cannot exercise this right. If,
then, the states are restrained from creating a bank with authority to emit
bills of credit, it appears to be eOltablished that the federal government
does possess thi!! right. If, however, it is still believed that the law by
which this bank has been created was the result of a forced construction,
yet I must contend that that construction is entitled to some weight ill the
decision of this question. The tillie and state of the public mind, when
thl~ construction wa~ gi"en, !!i\'(·~ II a strong claim 10 consideration upon
IIII~ OCC;hlOli.
Tn" COIl,trllCtioli wah gil ell shortly aftf'r the go\'erlllllent
\\ as orgallized, \\ hen first Impressions had not been effaced by lapse of
time, or distorted by party feelings or individual 3l1imoslty. The parties
which then existed were literally federal and anti-fedt'ral. Those who
were friendly to the Federal Constitution, and those who were inimical to
it, formt'd the only parties then known in this nation.
Mr. CLA Y. What is the nature of this government 1 It is emphatically federal j vested with an aggregate of specified powers for general purposes, conceded by existing sovereignties, who have themselves retained
what ill not so conceded. It is said tht're are cast's in which it must act
on implied powers. This is not controverted j but the implication must
be necessary, and obviously flow from the enumerated powers with which
it is all ied. The power to charter companies is not specified in the grant,
and, I contend, is of a nature not transferable by mere implication. It is
one of the most exalted 3ttributes of sovereignty.
Is it to be imagined that a power so vast would have been left by the
wisdom of the Constitution to doubtful inference 1 It has been alleged
that there are many instances. in the Constitution, where powers in their
nature incidental, aud which would have necessarily been vested along
with the principal, are nevertheless exprel!sly enumerated j and the power
" to make rules and regulations for the government of the land and naval
forces," which, it i!' said, is incidental to the power to raise armies, and
provide a navy, is given as an example. What does this prove? How
extremely cautious the Convention were to leave as little as possible to implication! In all cases where incidental powers are acted upon, the principal and incidental ought to be congenial with each other, aud partake
of a common nature. The incidental power ought to be strictly subordinate, and limited to the end proposed to be attained by the specified
power. In other words, - under the name of accomplishing one object
which i8 specified, the power implied ought not to be made to embrace
other objects, which are not specified in the Con!1titution. If, then, you
could establish a bank to collect and distribute the revenue, it ought to be
expreSolly restricted to the purpose of such collection and distribution.
I contend that the states have the exclusive power to regulate COli tracts,
to declare the capacities and incapacities to contract, and to provide as te.
the extent of rt'sponsibility of debtors to their creditors. If Congress have
the power to erect an artificial body, and say it !1hall be endowed with the
attributes of an individual, - if you can bestow on this object of your
own creation the ability to contract, -- may you not, in contravention ofstate
rights, confer upon slaves, infants. and femes covert, the ability to contract? And if you have the power to say that an association of indi.. idulll"
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shall be responsible for their debts only in a certain limited degree. what
is to prevent an extension of a similar exemption to iudividuals T Where
is the lamitation upon this power to set up corporations 1 You establish
one ill the heart of a state, the basis of whose capital is money. You
may erect others, whose capital shall consist of land, slaves, ami penonal
estates j and thus the whole property within the jurisdiction of a state might
be absorbed by these political bodies. The existing bank contend:! that
it is beyond the power of a st~te to tax it; and if this pretension be well
founded, It is in the power of Congress, by chartering companies, to dry
up all the sources of state revenue.

On the Bill for raising a Volunteer Corps.
Huun OF REPRESENTATIVES, Januo.ry 12,1812.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Can we constitutionally employ volunteer militia, without the jurisdiction of the United Slates, in the prosecution of
hostilities, in the enemy's country T He was of opinion, that no legislative act of Congress could confer such a power on the Preliident.
Mr. GRUNDY. If the Constitution forbids the President from sending the militia out of the United States, how can we authorize him to do
so by Idw 1 We cannot: we should legislate to no purpose. Whether
he had the authority or not, would depeud upon the construcllon the President himself shall give to the Constitution. Nor could he see how this
proposition gets over the difficulty.
It provides that a militiaman may authorize the President to send him
beyolld the limits of the United States. He had always understood that,
in framing the Constitution of this government, there was great jealousy
exhibited lest the general government should swallow up·the po~ers of the
state governments j and when the pO'~er of making war alld raising armies
was given to Congress, the militia was retained by the states, except in
cases mentioned by the Constitution. How, then, can you permit militiamen to engage in the service of the United States, contrary to the provisions IIf the Constitution, and by that medns leave the state unprotected 1
Mr. PORTER. He did not agree with the gentleman, (Mr. Poindexter,) that the militia could in no case be employed without the limits
of the United States. He did not think their sen' ices were to be confined
by geo.graphical limits. If it became necessary for the executive to call
out the militia to repel invasion, he thought they might pursue the enemy
beyond the limits, until the invaders were effectually dispersed.
Mr. CHEVES. Though the gentleman from New York says the lIer·
vice of the militia is not to be bounded by ~eographical limits, I cannot,
said Ptlr. C., discover the premises by which he comes to this conclusion,
if the gelleral government has no other power over the militia than is given
to it ill this clause of the Constitution. If they may cross the line, why
1I0t go to the walls of Quebec 1 The principle is trampled upon the instant they pass beyond the territorial limits of the United States j nor, if
this be a correct construction, said he, eRn the consent of the individual
add any thing to the powers or the rights of the general government,
while he remains a member of the militia of the state.
Mr. CLAY. In one of the amendments, it is declared that a well.
t-egulated militia is necessary to the security of a free state. But if you
.unit the use of the militia to ex!!cuting the laws, snppressing insurrections, aud repelling invasions, - if you deny the WJe of the militia to makp
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war, - can you say -they are "the security of a state" 1 He though!
not.
Mr. CHEVES. It is said that the powers of the general governmen'
were not sovereign, but limited. This was to deny the existence of any
sovereignty which was limited as to its objects, than which Ilothing is,
however, more common. But there is an authority on this point which
Mr. C. supposed would not be controverted. He meant Mr. Hamilton's
argument on the constitutionality of the Bank of the United States.
[Here Mr. C. read th" following extract from th:>t work: "The circumstance that
the powers of the sovereignty are, in tills country, between the national and statc
governments, does not afford the distinction required. It does not follow from this
that each of the portions of power, delegated to the one or the other, is not sovereign
with regare! to its proper objects. It will only follow from it that each has sovereign
power with re~ard to artltin IILings, and not as to other things. To deny that the gOY'
ernment of the U OIted Stall·. has 8o.vereign power as to its declared purposes ane!
trusts, because Its power does not extend to all laws, would be equally to deny that
state governments have sovereign power in any case, because the .. power does not
extend to e1Jery case. "]

It was said, by the same gentleman, that the writers contempor~neous
with the adoption, and the debates of the several conventions on the
adoption of the C:onstltution, repelled the construction now contended for;
but that gentleman had not produced, nor had any other gentleman pwduced, a sentence to that effect, e'l{cept the gentleman from Telluessce,
(Mr. Grundy,) who read from the Virginia debates, in the argument of
Mr. Nicholas, a detached sentence, in which, speaking of that article of
the Constitution which gives power to Congress ., to provide for calling
forth the militia to execute the laws of the Union, suppress insurrections,
and repel invasions," he says they cannot call them forth for allY other
purpose than to execute the laws, suppress insurrections, and repel invasions. But Mr. Madison, in the same debate, says, "The most effectual
way to render it unnecessary, is to give the general government full power
to call forth the militia, and exert the whole natural strength of the Union,
when necessary." He (Mr. C.) was opposed to the latitude of the bill.

Seamen's Bill. -For the Regulation of Seamen on Board
the Public Vessels, and in the Merchant Service of tlw
United States.
HOUSE OF REPRESF.NTATIVES,

February, ]813.

Mr. SEYBERT. The Constitution of the United States decl~res,
Congr ~ss shall have power" to establish a uniform rule of naturalization,
and uniform laws on the subject of bankruptcies, throughout the United
States." Sir, the rule only relates to the mode; it is only operative during
the nascent state of the political conversion, and it ceases to have effect
the moment after the process has been completed. Your Constitution
only recognizes the highest grade of citizenship that can be conferred.
The alien is thus made a nativl', as it were, and is fully vested with ever}'
right and privilege attached to the native, with the exception impressed on
the Constitution. Your statutes cannot deprive any particular species of
citizens of the right of personal liberty, or the locomotive faculty, because the Constitution does not characterize the citizens of the United
States as native and naturalized. Our great family is composed of a class
of men forming a singlE:: genus, who, to all intents and purposes, are equal,
except in the instance specified - that of {lot being eligible to the presidency of the United States. The only exception to the rule is expressed
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in the Constitution. If other exceptions had been contemplated by the
framers of that instrument, they would also have ueen expressed. None
other having been expressed, he said, it followed that your legislative actio
could 1I0t make indiVidual exceptions touching the occupation of a citizen. All freemen, citizens of the United States, may pursue thelT happiness in any manner and in allY situatioll they please, provided they do not
vioLlte the rights of others. You cannot deny to any portion of your citizens, who desire to plough thp. deep, the right to do so, whilst you permit
another portion of them the enjoyment of thdt right.
Mr. ARCHER. The framers of our Con»titution did not intend to
confine Congress to the technical meanmg of the word naturaliz.ation, in
the exercise of that power - the more especially when the comprehensive
word rut" was made use of. The principle upon which the power was to
be exercised was left to the judicious exercise of Congress; all that was
required was, that the rule should be uniform throughout the states. In
the gr,mt there is no other specification, as to the exercise of it, than that
of its uniformity. The term naturalization was borrowed from England.
It must be understood here in the sense and meaning which was there
attached to it. Whether it was absolute or qualified, it was still a naturalizatIOn. But the grant of a power in general terms necessarily im
plied the right to exercise that power in all its gradations. It was in the
political as it was in the natural world: the genus included the species.
Besides, the power to naturalize was an attribute to sovereignty. It was
either absolute or qualified; and If the grant to COllgress only implied a
power of unlimited naturalization, the power to qualify existed in the
stlltes or HI the people, for what was not specifically granted was rt'served.
III treating of the ext'cutive power, the Constitution defilles the (Iualifications of the President. It declares that he should be a nalural-born
citizen, or a citizen at the adoption of the Constitution. This article is
unque~tionably no limitation of the power of Congress upon the subject
of naturalization. It was impossible to abridge a specific gran, of power
without II specific limitation, and the article alluded to could not be tortured, by the most ingenious mind, to diminish, even by implication, the
authority of Congress upon a subject to whic~ it was totally Irrelevant

Internal Improvement. - Extract from Mr. ltfadison' s ltfessage
to Congress.
Dutmhtr 5, 1815.

Among the means of advancing the public mterest, the occasion is a
proper one for recalling the attention of Cougress to the great importance
of establishing throughout our country the roads and canals which can
best be executed under the national authority. No objects within the
circle of political economy so richly repay the expense bestowf'd 011 them;
there are none the utility of which is more universally ascertained and acknowledged; none that do more honor to the government, whose wise and
{'nlarged patriotism duly appreciates them. Nor is there any country
which presents a field where Nature invites more the art of man to complete IIer own work for their accommodation and benefit. These consideration", are strengthened, moreover, by the political effect of thf"se facili·
ties for intercommunication, in hringing and binding more closely together
the variilus parts of our extended confederacy.
Whilst the states, individually, with a laudable enterprise and emulation.
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avail thE'mselves of their lO'CaI advantages. by new roads. by navigable caoals, and by improving the streams susceptible of navigation, the general
government is thE' more urged to similar undertakings, requiring a national
jurisdiction, and national means, by the prospect of thus systematically
completing so inestimable a work. And it is a happy reflection, that any
defect of constitutional authority which may be encountered, can be 8ul)plied in a mode which the Constitution itself has providently pointed out.

Un the Commercial Treaty with Great Britain.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

January 8, 1816.

Mr. HOPKINSON. In the nature of things, there cannot exist, at the
same time, under the same authority, two contradictory, inconsistent laws,
and rules of action. One or the other must gi,'e way; both cannot be
obeyed; and if, in this case, this [commerciall treaty has no constitutional supremacy over an ordinary act of legis(atioll, it, at lenst, has the
admitted advantages of being earlier in point of time, of being thE' last
constitutional expression of the will of the lIation on this subject. It is
worthy of remark, that the general power of legislation is ghen to Congress in one part of the Constitution; the special power of making treaties, to the President an4 Senate, in another part; and then the acts of
both, if done constitutionally, are declared, in the SRme sentence, in
another part of the Constitution, to be the supreme law of the land. and
placed upnn the same footing of authority.
Mr. CALHOUN. From the whole complexion of the case, said Mr.
C., the bill before the honse was mere form, and not suppoSE'd to be
necessary to the validity of the treaty. It would be proper, howe"er, he
observed, to reply to the arguments which have been urged on the general
nature of the treaty-making power; and as it was a subject of great importance, he solicited the attentive hearing' of the house.
It is not denied, he believed, that the President, with the concurrence
of two thirds of the Senate, has a right to make commercial treaties; it
is not asserted that this treaty is couched in such I!elleral terms as to require a law to carry the details into execution. Why. thE'n, is this bill
necessary! Because, say gentlemen, that the treaty of itself, without the
aid of this bill, cannot exempt British tonnage, and goods imported in
their bottom~, from the operation of the law laying additional duties on
foreign tonnage and goods imported in foreign vessels; or, giving the
question a more gener~1 form, because a treaty cannot annul a law. The
gentleman from Virginia, (Mr. Barbour,) who argued this point very di~
tinctly, though not satisfactorily, took as his general position, that to repeal a law is a legislative act, and can only be done by law; that, in the
distribution of the legi!Olative and treaty-making power, the right to repeal
a law fell exclusivelv under the former.
How does this comport with the admission immediately made by him,
that the treaty of peace repealed the act declaring war 7 If he admits the
f.1ct in a single case, what becomes of his exclusive legislative right 1 He
lOdeI'd felt that his rille failed him, and in explanation assumed a position
entirely new; for he admitted that, when the treaty did that which was
not authorized to be done by law, it did not require the sanction of Con~ress, and might in its operation repeal a law inconsistent with it.
He
!laid, Congress is not authorized to make peace; and for this renson a
treaty of peace repeals the act declaring war. In this position, he nnder-
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stood his colleague substantially to concur. He hoped to make it allpelU
that, in taking this ground, they have both yielded to the point in discWtsion. He would establish, he trusted, to the satisfaction of the house, that
the treaty-making power, when it was legitimately exercised, always did
that which could not be done by law j and that the reasons advanced to
prove that the treaty of peace repealed the act making war, so far from
being peculiar to that case, apply to all treaties. Tht'y do not form an
exception, but in fact constitute the rule. Why, then, he asked, cannot
Congress make peace? They have the power to declare war. All acknowledge this power. Peace and war are opposite. They are the positive and negative terms of the same proposition; and what rule of construction more clear than that, when a power is given to do an act, the
power is also given to repeal it 1 By what right do you repeal taxes, reduce your army, lay up your navy, or repeal any law, but by the force of
this plain rule of construction 1 Why cannot Congress then repeal the act
declaring war 1 He acknnwledged, with the gentleman, thE'Y cannot, consistently with reason. The solution of this question explained the whole
difficulty. The reason is plain j one power may make war j it requires
two to make peace. It is a state of mutual amity lIucceeding hostility; it
is a state that cannot be created but with the consent of both parties. It
required a contract nr a treaty between the nations at war. Is this peculiar
to a treaty of pt'ace 1 No; it is common to all treaties. It arises out of
tht'ir nature, and lIot from any incidental circumstance attaching itself to
a particular ela~8. It is no more or less than that Congress cannot make
a contract with a foreian nation. Let us apply it to a treaty of commerce - to this very ca~e. Can Congress do what this treaty has done!
It has repealed the discriminating duties between this country and England. Either could by law repeal its own. But by law they could go no
farther; and for the same reason, that peace cannot be made by law.
Whenever, then, an ordinary subject of legislation can only be regulated
by contract, it passE'S from the sphere of the ordinary power of making
law, and attachE's itself to thllt of making treaties, wherE'\'er it is lodged .

•
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The treaty-making power has many and powerful limits; and it will be
found, when he came to discuss what those limits are, that it canllot destroy the Constitution, or personal liberty; involve us, without the assent
of this house, in war; or grant II way our money. The limits he proposed
to this power are not the same, it is true; but they appeared to him much
more rational and powerful than those which were supposed to present
efft'ctual guards for its abuse. Let us now con~ider what thl'Y are.
The grant nf the power to make treaties is couched in the most general
tt'rms. The words of the Constitution are, that the Presidt'nt shall have
power, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, to make treaties,
provided two thirds of the senators pretoent concur.
In a suhsequent part of the Constitution, treaties are declared to be the
supreme law of the Jand. Whatl'ver limits are imposed 011 these genl'ral
term!l, oll~ht to be the result of the !'Iound e'onstruction of the instrtlml'nt.
There appt'ared to him bllt two restriction!! on its exercise - the one derived
from the nature of our governmt'nt, and tht' other from that of the power
itself. MOllt certainly all grants of power under the Constitution must be
controlled by the instrument; for, having their exil'tence from it, they
mnNt of necessity 118~ume that form which the Constitution has imposed.
'1'llls is acknowledged to be the true source of the legislative power, a:td
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it is doubtless equally so of the power to make treaties. The limits of the
former are exactly marked; it was necessary to prevent collision with
.imilar coexisting state powers. This country within is divided into two
distinct sovereignties. Exact enumeration here is necessary to prevent
the most dangerous consequences. The enumeration of legislative powers
in the Constitution has relation, then, not to the treaty-making power, Lut
to the powers of the states. In our relation to the rest of the world, the
case is reversed. Here the states disappear. Divided within, we present,
without, the exterior of undivided sovereignty. The wisdom of the Constitution appears con!<picuous. When enumeration was needed, there we
find the powers enumerated and exactly defined; when not, we do not
find what would be vain and pernicious to attempt. What.ever, then,
concerns our foreign relations, whatever requires the consent of another
nation, belongs to the treaty power - can only be regulated by it; and it
is competent to regulate all such subjects, provided - and here are its true
limits - such regulations are not inconsistent with tI.e Constitution. If
so, they are \·oid. No treaty can alter the fabric of our government;
nor can it do that which the Constitution has expressly forbidden to be
done; nor can it do that differently which is directed to be dOlle in a given
mode, and all other modes prohibited.
Fcr instance, the Cpnstitution says no money" shall he drawn out of
the treasury, but by an appropriation made by law." Of course no subsidy
can be granted without an act of law; and a treaty of alliance could not
involve the country in war without the (',onsent of this house. Besides
these constitutional limits, the treaty power, like all others, has other limits,
derived from its object and nature. It has for its object contracts with
foreig-n nations, as the powers of Congress have for their object whatever
can be done in relation to the powers delegated to it without the consent of
foreign nations. Each, in its proper sphere, operates with genial influence
but when they become erratic, then they are portentous aud dangerous
A treaty never can legitimately do that which can be done by law; and th(
converse is also true. Suppose the di;>criminating duties repealed on both
sides by law; yet what is effected by this treaty would not even then be
done; the plilrhted faith would be wanting; either side might repeal its
law, without a breach of contract. It appeared to him that gentlemen are too
much influenced on this subject by the example of Great Britain. Instead
of looking to the nature of our government, they have been swayed
in their opinion by the practice of that government, to which we are but
too much in the habit of looking for precedents.
J,.Rwtry 10, 1816.

Mr. TUCKER. It is contended by the gentleman from South Carolina
(Mr. Calhoun) that a trE'aty is slIperior to the law, because it is a contract
between one nation and another power. I am ready to arlmit, Mr. Speaker,
the ingenuity of the gentleman in drawing this distinction. It is what
may well be expected from his ingenious and active mind. But I think it
will appear that it is more ingenious than solid, more true than applicable
to the su hject.
I admit that, where a contract has been entered into and completed by
1I11 the necessary powers under ollr Constitution, it is binding upnn the
nation. But the question still recurs, Men is it complete 1 In the ca!le
of a treaty containing stipulations merely executive, it is complete when
the ratifications are exchanged. In the case of a treaty which require!! I
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legislative act to give it operation, we contend that the legislative sanction
must be give:1 before it is complete. Until then it is not a binding contract,
and the righ:s of the third party (the foreign power) dl.l not exist. Is it
not the pditlO principii, or - if the gentleman will permit me to use the
vulgar translation - is it not begging the question, to contend that bifore
the legislative sanction the contract is bindmg, when the very question
before us is, whether that sanction be necessary to m:tke it binding?
Mr. PINCKNEY. I lay it down as an incontrovertihle truth, that the
Constitution has assumed, (and indeed how could it do otherwise 1) that the
government of the United States might and would have occasion, like the
other governments of the civilized world, to ent!'r into treaties with foreign powers, upon the various subjects involved in th!'ir mutual relations;
and further, that it might be and was proper to designate the department of
the government 10 which the capacity to make such treaties should be
lodged. It has said, accordingly, that the President, with the concurrence
of the Senate, shall possess this part of the national sover!'ignty. It has,
furthermore, given to the same magistrate, with the same concurrence, the
exclusive creation and control of the whole machinE'ry of diplomacy. He
only, with the approbation of the Senate, can appoint a negotiator, or take
any step toward~ a negotiation. The Constitution does not, in any part of
it, even intimate that any other dE'partment shall possess either a constant
or an occa~ional right to interl)()se in the preparation of any treaty, or in
the final perfection of it. The Pre~ident and the Senate are explicitly
pointed out as the sole actors in that !lort of transaction.
Thp prescribed concurrence of the Senate-and that, too, by a majority greater than the ordinary legislative majority - plainly excludes the
necessity of congr~ssional concurren~e. If the consent of Congress to
any treaty had been intended, the Constitution would not have been
guilty of the absurdity of putting a treaty for ratification to the President
and Senate exclusively, and again to the same President and Senate as
portions of the legislature. It would have submitted the whole matter at
once to Congress; and the more especially as the ratification of a treaty
by the Senate, as a brarnlh of the legislature, m:ly be by It smaller number
than a ratification of it by the same body as a branch of the executive
government. If the ratification of any treaty by the President, with the
consent of the Senate, must be folloWE'd hy a IE'!{islative ratification, it is a
mere nonentity. It is good tOr all purpo~es, or for none. And if it be
nothin~, in effect, it is a mockE'ry hy which nobody would be bound.
The President and Senate would not them~elves be bound by it; and the
ratification would at last depend, not upon the will of the President and
two thirds of the Senate, bnt upon the will of a bare majority of the two
branches of the legislature, subject to the qualified legislatr.e control of
the Pre~ident.
Upon the power of the President and Senate, therefore, there can be no
doubt. The only question is as to the extent of it; or, in other words,
as to the ~Ilbiect upon which it may be exerted. The ejtct of the power,
whE'n exerted within its lawful sphere, is beyond the reach of controversy.
1'he Constitution has declared that what_ver amounts to a treaty made
nnder the authority of the United States, shall immediately be supreme
law. It has contradistinguished a trent.'1 as law, from an act f!f Cflngresb
as hw. It hilS ere~ted trE'aties, so contradi!ltingui"hed, into a binding JU
dicial rule. It has given them to ollr conrts of justice, in defining the
jurisdiction, as a portion of the lex terrtIJ, which they are to intE'rpret and
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enfor(".L. In a word, it has communicated to them, if ratified by the department which it has specially provided for the making of them, the rank
of law -- or it has spoken without meaning. And if it has elevated them
to that rauk, it is idle to attempt to raise them to it by ordinary legislation.
It is clear that the power of Congress, as to foreign commerce, is only
what it professes to be in the Constitution, a legislative power - to be exerted municipally, without cOllsultation or agreement with those with whom
we have all Intercourse of trade. It is undeniable that the Constitution
meant to provide for! he exercise of another power, relatively to commerce,
which should ext'rt itst'lf in concert with the analogous power in other
countrie~, and should bring about its results, not by statute enacted by
itself, but by an international compact called a trtat.II: that it is mani.
fest that this other power is vested by the Constitution in the Pre~ident
and Senate, the only department of the government which it authorizes
to make any treaty, and which It enables to make all treaties; that, if it
be so vested, its regular exercise must result in that which, as far as
it reaches, is law in itself, and, consequently, repeals such municipal regulations as stand in its way; since it is expressly declared by the Constitution, that treaties regularly made shall have, as they ought to have, the
force of law.
Mr. PICKERING. To a just understanding of the question before'the
house, a distinction should be taken; that is, hetween the validity and the
execution of a treaty. While gentlemen on the other side (with a single
excpplion) admit that some treaties made hy the President and Senate are
valid without any act to be done on the part of this house, !'uch as simple
treaties of peace, and even of alliance, - seeing no special pOWE'f is
granted to Congress, by the Constitution, to make peace and form alliances, - yet it is said that, when the intervention of this house is necessary, as in providing and maklllg appropriations of monf'Y to carry treaties
into execution, then the sanction of thiS house is requisite, to give them a
binding force.
But shall treaties operate a repeal of a law of the United States? Yes;
because treaties bping', equally with acts of Congress. the law of the land,
they must repeal all the provisions of prior laws- contravening their stipulations - accordin~ to the well-known maxim, that the latter laws repeal
all antecedent laws containing contrary provisions; and so long as treaties
exi1't, so lon~ the go\'ernment and nation are bound to observe them, and
the decision of the judges must conform to their Iiltipulations. But as
treaties may thus annul the laws of Con!!ress, so may thl'se laws annul
treaties; and when Congrf'ss shall, by a formal act, declare a treaty no
longer obligatory on the United States, the judges must abandon the
treaty, and ohey the law. And why 1 Bf'cause the ,ohol" authority, on
our part, which gave clistl'1lce (mdforre to the treaty, is withdratDn by the
annulling act.
Mr. PINCKNEY. Such is the effect of a law of Congress declanng
war against a nation bptween whom and the United States any treaties
had heen made. Take, fi" t:xample. the ca!<e of Frnnce, with whom we
had II treaty of amity and commerce, a treaty of alliance, and consular
convention. These treaties having been repeatedly violated on the part
of the French t!0vernment, and the just claims of the Unitf'd State!! for
rep:lil ing the injuTie~ so r,nmmittf'd h1dn~ hpl'!! refused, and their atlP.mpts t, nelt0tiate an amicable adjustment of all complaints between the
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two nations having been repelled with indignity, - and as the French
persisted in their system of predatory violence, mfracting those treaties,
and hostile to the rights of a free and independent nation, - for theRe
causes, explicitly, Congress, in July, li9S, passed a law, enactmg that
those treaties should not, thenceforth, be regarded as legally obligatory on
the government or Citizens of the United States. And two da}s afterwards, Congress passed another law, authorizing the capture of all French
armed vessels, to which the commerce of the United States long had been,
and continued to be, a prl'y. And as in thiS, so in every other ease. ill
which Congress shall judge there existed good and sufficient cause tor
declaring a treaty void, they will so pronounce; either becau~ they intend
to declare war, or because they are willing the United ~tates should nJPt't
a war, to be declared on the other side, as less injurious to the country
than an adherence to the treaty. But should Congress, without adequate
cause, declare a treaty no longer obligatory, they must be prepared to
meet the reproach of perfidy, besides exposing the United States to the
evils of war, should the offended nation think fit to avenge the wrong by
making war upon them.

Internal Improvement. - Bonus Bill.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

February, 18l7.

Mr. PICKERING. He remembered that the supposition that Congress might, under that clause, exercise the power of making roads in any
state, and where they pleased. was offered as a serious objection to the
adoption of the Constitution, in the Convention of Pennsylvania, of which
Mr. P. (then living in that state) was a member. And his recollection
was probably the more perfect because he answered the objection, observing, that the power" to establish post-offices and post-roads" could intend
no more than the power to direct where post-offices should be kept, and on
what roads the mails should be carried and this answerappeared,then, to
be entirely satisfactory.
Mr. CLAY. As to the constitutional point which had been made, he
had not a doubt on his mind. It was a sufficient answer to say, that the
power was not now to be exercised. It was proposed merely to designate
the fund, and, from time to time, as the proeeeds of it came in, to invest
them in the funded debt of the UIlited States. It would thus be accumulating, and Congress could, at some future day, examine into tne constitutionality of the qnestion; and if it has the power, it would exercise it; if
it has not, the Constitution, there could be very little doubt, would be so
amended as to confer it. It was quite obvious, however, that Congress
might so direct the application of the fund, as not to interfere with the
jurisdiction of the several states, and thus avoid the difficulty which had
been started. It might distribute it among those objects of private enterprise which called for national patronage, in the form of subscriptions to
the cap tal stock of incorporated companies, !'uch as that of the Delaware
aud Chesapeake Canal, and other similar institutions. Perhaps that might
be the best way to employ the fund; but he repeated that this was not the
lime to go inlo that inquiry.
Mr. PICKERING. It has been said that the last clanse but one, In
the 8th section of the) st article, expressly mentions" the erection of forts.
arsenals, dock-yards, magazines, and other needful buildings;" but whoever will examine that clause, will perceive that it docs not give Congr~
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any powe, to erect those works, but simply to exercise exclusive legislation
over the places where they are erected, such place hftving been previously
purchased with the consent of the states in which the same shall be. The
power to erect such works and buildings is nowhere expreilsed in the
Constitution. It is, then, an implied power, whose existence is recogIIlzed by the ConstitutlOIl Itself. But where can it be fuund, unlet's it is
involved in the express powers to regulate CO:llme!Ce, lind provine for thp.
common defence 1 Without na\'lgatioll, without commerce by sea, we
"hould need no lighthouses, beacous, or piers.
If, then, it was constitutional to erect the works which have been mentioued, to give facility, safety, and expedition to commerce by sea, will any
one deny the constitutIOnal power of Congress to erect similar works on
our interior waters on the great lakes ~

Internal Improvements.
SENATE, FebNlary 27, 1817.
apart and pledge, as a ptr7Tl4nmt Fund for Internal hnprlJ'D.m~s, t.he
Bonus of the National Bank, and the United Stntes' Share of its Di1Jidends.
Be il enacted, ~"c., That the bonus securt'd to the United States bv the" act to incorporate the subscribers to the Bank of the United States," and tlie dividends which
shall ansI' from their shares in Its capital stock, durmg the present term of twenty
years, for which thl' proprietors thereof have been incorporated, be, and the same IS
her~by, tet apart and pledged, as a fund for constructmg roads and canals, and improvmg the navigation of watercourses. in order to facilitate, promote, and give security to internal commerce amon~ the several state., and to render more ('"Uy and lellS
expensive the means and proviSIOns necca""ry for their common defence.
Sect. 2. .lind b~ it furthrr enaet"d, That the moneys constituting the said fund shall,
from tIme to time, be apphed In constructing su<.'h roads or canals, or in improving the
navigation of such watercourses, or both, in pach state, as Congress, with the assent
of such state, shall by law direct, and in the mannt'r most conilucive to the general
",.. Ifare ; and the proportion of the said money to be expended on the obj!'cts aforesaid,
in each state, shall be in the latio of its representation, at the time of such expenditure, in the most numerous blanch of the national!egislaturP.
Sect. 3 . .lind b~ it fu.rther e7lal:ted, That the said fund be put under the care of the
.ecretary of the treasury for the time bemg; and that it shall be his duty, unless
otherwise directed, to vest the said dividend, if not specifically approprla.ted by Congress, In the stock of the United States, which ~tock shan accrue to, and is hereby
constituted a part of, the Mid fund.
Sect. 4 . .11M b~ it furth~r enacted, That it shall also be the duty of the .id secretary, unless otherwi .... direct.. d, to vest the bonus for the charter of 8aid bank, 1.8 it may
fall dut', in the stock of the United States, and also to lay before Congre.., at theIr
usual session, the condition of the said fund.

il Bill to set

Zlfessage Of the President, transm.itting to the House of Representatives his Objections to the [above] Bank Bonus Bill.
To the Hous,- of Reprrsl!ntatit·~ of the United States:
Having considered the bill this day presented to me, entitled" An Act
to set apart and pledge certain funds for internal improvements;" and
which sets and pledges funds" for constructing roads and canals, and improving the navigation of watercourses, in order to facilitate, promote,
and give security to, internal commerce among the several states, and to
render more easy and less expensive the means and provisions for the
common defence," I am constrained, by the insuperable difficulty I feel in
reconciling the bill with the Constitution of the United States, to return it,
with that objection, to the House of Representatives, in which it oril(inated.
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The legislative powe(~ vested in Congress are specified lind enumerated
the 8th section of the lst article of the ConstItution; and it does nol
appear that the power, proposed to be exercIsed by the bill, IS among the
enumerated powers; or that it falls, by any just interpretation, within the
power to make laws necessary and proper for carrying into executIon
those or other powers vested by the Constitution in the government of tho
United States.
The power to regulate commerce among the several states cannot
include a power to construct roads and canals, and to improve the navi~a
tion of watercourses, in order to facilitate, promote, and secure, such a
commerce, withont a latitude of construction departing from the ordinary
import of the terms, strengthened by the known inconvenience!! which
doubtless led to the grant of this remedial power to Congress. To refer
the power in question to the clause" to provide for the common defence
and general welfare," would be contrary to the established and consIstent
rules of interpretation, as rendering the special and careful enumeration
of powers which follow the clause nugatory and improper. Such a
view of the Constitution would have the effect of giving to Congress II
general .polVer or legislation, instead of the defined and limited one
hitherto understood to belong to them - the terms, .. the common defence
and general welf,lre," embracing every object and act within the purview
of the Ip.~islative trust. It would have the effect of subjecting both the
Constitution and laws of the several states, in all cases not specifically
exempted, to he superseded by laws of Congress; it being expressly
declared, " that the Constitution of the United States, and laws made in
pursuance thereof, shall be the supreme law of the land; and the judges
of every state shall be bound thereby, any thing in the Constitution or
laws of any state to the contrary notWIthstanding." Such a view of the
Coustit1ltion, finally, would have the effect of excluding the judicial
al·thority of the United States from its participation in guarding the boundary between the legislative powers of the general and the state governments; inasmuch as questions relating to the general welfare. being questions of policy aud expediency, are unsusceptible of judicial cogOlzance
and decision.
A restriction of the power" to provide for the common defence nnd
general welfare" to cases which are to be provided for by the expenditure
of money, would still leave within the legIslative power of Congress all
the great and most important measures of government; money being thf'
ordinary and necessary means of carrying them into execution.
If a general power to construct roads and canals, to improve the navigation of watercourses, with the train of powers incident thereto, be not
possessed by Congress, the assent of the states, ill the mode pro\'ided in
the bill, cannot confer the power. The only cases in which the consent
and cession of particular states can extend the power of Congress, are
those specified and provided for in the Constitution.
I am not unaware of the great importance of roads and canals, anr! the
improved navigation of watercourses, and that a power in the national
legislature to provide for them might be exerci~ed with signal advantage
to the general prosperity; but, seeing that such a power is not expressly
gh'en to the Constitution, and believing that it cannot be deduced from
'Iny part of it without an inadmissible latitude of constrnction, and a
Tchance on insufficient precedents; believing, also, that the permanent
success of the Constitution depends on a definitive partition of I>ower.
In
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between the general and state governments, and that no adequate laudmarks would be left by the constructive extension of the powers of Congrets, as prnposed in the bill, - I have no option but to withhold my
lIiguature from it; cherishing the hope that its beneficial objects may be
obtained by a resort, for the necessary powers, to the same Wisdom and
virtue in the nation which established the Constitution in its actual form,
and providently marked out, in the instrument itself, a safe and practicable
mode of improvillg it, as experience might suggest.
JAMES MADISON.
Marc" 3, lS17.
[It i. understood that Mr. Calhoun, who reported the BOAWI bill, did not touch the
constitutional question involved in it, as he did not prop08e to make an appropriation,
but simply to set aside the bonua as a fund for mternal improvE'DIent, leaving it to a
future Congn-H to determine the extent of ita powers; or, if it should be determined
that it did not poeee.s power over the subject, to obtain an amendml'nt of the Constitution, as recommended by Mr. MadillOn in hlB ml'uage at thE' opening of the session.
Under thl'se impressions, Mr. C. declined arguing tlie constitutional qUI'Btion in hiR
speech on the bill, and limited his objections to the question of expedlency.1

Bankrupt Bill.
HouSE

OF REPRESENTATIVES,

Ftbrv4ry 16, 1818.

Mr. HOPKINSON. The subject seems to have been considered iu
this light by the framers of the Constitution, who have, therefore, among
the enumerated powers of Congress, expressly granted the power .. to
establish uniform laws on the subject of bankruptcies."
Mr. H. said he considered this as a declaration of the will of the
people, that Congress shollld act on thill subject - at least, so far as to
establish a uniform rule. It binds us to no particular system, it is true;
but it does enjoin on us most impressively to provide some one which shall
be uniform in its operations on the different states, giving a certain known
rule, and preventing those numerous and obviou!.' evils that must arise
from various and conflicting systems in the different states, by which the
relation between debtor and creditor. so interesting to all classes of our
citizens, must forever be changing, bp imperfectly understood, and be daily
producing inequality and injustice between the creditors and debtors residing in the different states. Mr. H. insisted that, when the tteveral !ltates
parted with this power, it was ouly to attain that uniformity of system
which could be established only by the general government; and that the
states, having surrendered the power for this purpose, had a fair claim on
the gent'ral government nN to disappoint this expectation, but to apply
the power to the uses intended by the grant of it.
Felwun,.y 17, 1818.

Mr. TYLER, (of Virginia.) The honorable gt'ntleman yesterday demanded of this house to carryall the powers of the governmt'nt; and rt'presented it as our bounden duty, in every imrtance, in which the Constitution gave power, to ex~rcise it. The gentleman's pOl!ition leaves us no
alternative. Our discretion is taken from us - our volition is gone. If
the gentleman be correct, we are stopped at the threshold of this inquiry;
f(>r inasmuch 8S the Constitution confers 011 Congress the power to adopt
a uniform system of bankruptcy, - according to his doctrine, we are not
to inquire into the expediency of adopting such sy~tem, but mUllt yield it
our support. Here, sir, I join issue with that gentleman. What, sif. i.
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the end of all legislation! Is it not the public good 1 Do we come here
to legislate away the rights and happiness of our constituents, or to alivanct! and secure them 1 Suppose, then, by carrying IIlto effect a specIfied power in the Constitution, we inflict serious injury upou the politic:!
body; will gentlemen contend that we are bt>lIl1d by a blind fatality, ana
compelled to act 1 Sir, such a doctrine cannot be support..d evell by the
distlllguished talents of that gentleman. The powers of tillS COllstltutlOn
are all addressed to the sound discretion of Congress. You are nut IIlIperatively commanded, but authorized to act, if by so acting the good of the
country will be promoted.
Mr. SERGEANT, (of Pennsylvania.) Why, it is said, why not extend
the provisions to all classes of the community 1 Why confine them to a
single clil!!S 1 'rhe answer is a very plain one. The deSign of the Constitution was to vest in the government of the United States such powers
as were necessuy for nationdl purposes, and to leave to the statc!ol all
other powers. Trade, commerCial credit, and public or national cr.·dlt,
which is intimately allied to it, were deemed, and rightly deemed, tu be
natiollal concerns of the highest Importance. III the adjustment of our
government, at once national and federal, they were inteuded to be coufided, and were confided, to the care of the public authority of the lIatlOn.
It does not appear to me that we need inquire, whether the term" bankruptcy" had a definite meanillg, to whtch we are limited, nor whether we
are bound to follow the model of the statutes of England, or auy stale
bankrupt laws th it may have existed here before the Constitution was
formed. For the present purpose, the general spirit and scope of the
Constitution furnish a sufficient guide. The design of thnt instrument
was to occupy national ground, and leave the rest to the states.
Ftbruo.ry 19, 1818.

Mr. MILLS, (of Massachusetts.) Once estabhsh the prinCiple that the
situ11ion of the country is such as to require the exercise of that power
with which the Constitution has vested you upon this subject, - and whether
the prominent features of your system shall be drawn from the commercial
code of Napoleon, or the acts of the British Parliament, will be a mere
question of expediency, to be determined by their rE'lative merits, and
thE'ir analogy to your habits and mstitutions. Str, I shall not stop here to
inquire into the extent of the obligation imposed on you by the Constitution. It is enou~h fclr me to find the power" to est'lblish uniform laws on
the sllbject of bankruptcies throughout the United States" expressly delespted to Congress by th'lt illt.trument, and to satisfy myself that the exigencies of the country require its E'xercise, to appreciate the weight of
this ohligation. Too long Already has this dE'legation of Ruthority rem'lined a mere dead letter in that compact; and too long have those, for
whose benefit it was introduced, called upon you to give it life, and ener·
gy, Rnd actioll.
Are y .. u sure that, since the adoption of the Federal Constitution, the
5t tte legiqlatures have any legitimate authority to pass those laws! By
that instrument, it is contended, Congress alone have power to establish It
uniform system of baokruptl'Y, and the states are expressly prohibited
from passing ., any laws impairing; the obligation of contracts." So far.
th"'rp'''re, as the ..e hws impugn either of those provisions, so far they tran.c,·nd the powers retained by the states. Upon this subject, however. I wish
[tot to be understood as giving an opinion, or attempting to sustain all
argument.
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Mr. HOPKINSON. I have never contended that there is an ;.bsolute~
mdl'lputable, constitutional oblIgation on Congress to pas~ II bankrupt law;
but I do contend that It comes so recommended by the Constitution, and
by the people who speak III and by that (;onstitutioll, that we may not
disregard it; that it IS our duty to exercise that power, to execute the
trullt, - unless, on a full and fair investigation of the subject, it shall be unwise, and injurious to the natiou, to do so. I do contend that thiS high and
general duty ought not to be dispensed with on doubtful reasons, on hypothetical arguments, drawn altogether from a presumed abuse of the law;
much less from an indulgence of old prejudices or local views and intere~ts.
It is a great national object of legislation; it should be decid..,d on uational
principles; it is deeply interesting to a vast and valuable portion of the
people of this country; It should, therefore, be considered in relation to
those interests, and determined on a fair compaflson between the good it
will certainly produce to this class, and the evil it may inflict, If any, on
the rest of the community. This government is founded on a compromise of interests, and everyone has a fair claim to attention and regard.

MUitary Appropriation Bill.
HOUSE OJ' REPRESENTATIVES,

January 4, IS)!) ..

Mr. LOWNDES. He thought there was no inconsistency in denying
the general power of constructing internal improvements, alld )et \'oting
an appropriation for making any road where there should be a temporary
encampment, &c. There was, he conceived, no inconSistency between
the expressed opinion of the executive respecting the general power. and
the conduct of the executive on this subject. The propriety of making
specific appropriations for all objects, where it could well be doue, he did
not deny; but he was also apprehensive that it might be pushed to un
improper extent. All appropriations could not be specific; but, after
making them as minute as possible, and limiting the executive to a certain extent, there would be always some discretion left him. It was prnper, also, he admitted, where it could be done, 10 deSignate and fix the
place where the public money is to be applied; but thiS could not in all
cases be done, and he meutioned instances in which this \Va~ left by law
to the discretion of the executive; and the present was one of those cases
in which this must necessarily be done.

Seminole lVar.
HOUSE OJ' REPRESENTATIVES,

January 21,

1~J!J.

Mr. R. M. JOHNSON, (of Kentucky.) As early as li8i, and farther
back, jf it were necessary to trace, provisions of the same nature as those
now existing were enacted by the venerable Congress of the Confederation. By various statutes, the same provisions had been contlllued to the
present day. The statute gave to the President a discretionary power to
employ the forces of the United States, and to call forth the militia to
repress Indian hostility; and gave it to him properly on the principles of
the Constitution. By the Constitution, the President is made commanderin-chief of the army; and it is made his duty to take care tbat the laws
are executed, to suppress insurrections, and repel invasions; and by the
IIlIme instrunumt it is made our duty to provide for calling forth the mi.ilia, to be employed in these objects. That power has been exerc. sell
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in the manner which will be t;hown by the laws of the lJu'ted State&.
[Mr. J. here requested the clerk to read the statute to which he alluded
and it was read accordingly.] Now, Mr. J. said, he thought this was a
declaration of war of at least equal digmty to the marmer in which the
savages make war against us, and to the light in which we view them.
We treat them, it is true, and we ought to treat them, with humanity;
we have given them privileges beyond all other nations; but we resene
the right to repel their invasions, and to put to death murderers and vi(>lators of our peace, whether Indians or white men.

Tariff.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

April 2G, 1820.

Mr. CLAY. Sir, friendly as I am to the existence of domestic manufactures, I would not give them unreasonable encouragement by protecting duties. Their growth ought to be gradual. but sure. I bt'lieve all
the circumstances of the present period highly favorable to their sueceS5.
But they are the youngest and the weake~t interest of the Iltate. Agriculture want>:! but little or no protection against the regulations of foreign
powers. The advantages of our posItion, and the cheapne~s, and abundance, and fertility of our land, afford to that gr~atest interest of the state
almost all the protection it wants. As it shc>:dd be, it is strong and flourishing; or, if it be 1I0t at this moment p~osperous, it is not because its
produce is not ample, but because, depending, as we do, altogether upon
a foreign market for the sale of the surplus of that produce, the foreign
market is glutted. Our foreign trade, having almost exclusively engro!lsed
the protecting care of government, wants no further legislative aId; and
whatever depression it may now experience, it is attributable to causes
beyond the control of this governmt'nt. The abundance of capital, indicated by the avidity with which loans are !lought, at the reduced rate of
five per centum; the reduction in the wages of labor; and the decline in
the price of property of every kind, as well as that of agricultural produce, - all concur favorably for domestic manufactures. Now, as when
we arranged the existing tariff, is the auspicious moment for government
to step in and cheer and countenance them. We did too little then, and
I endeavored to warn this house of the effects of inadequate protection.
We were called upon, at that time, by the previous pledges we had given,
I-y the inundation of foreign fabrics, which was to be anticipated from
their free admission after the termination of the war, and by the lasting
interests of this country, to give them efficient support. We did not do
it; but let us not n,ow repeat the error. Our great mistake has been in
the irregularity of the action of the measures of this government upon
manufacturing industry. At one period it is stimulated tao high, and
then, by an opposite course of policy, it is precipitated into a condition
of depres:!lion too low. First, there came the emharg-o; then non-intercourse, and other relltrictive measures followed; and finally, that greatest
of all stimuli b dome~tic fabrication, war. During all that long period,
we were adding to the positive effect of the measures of gllvernment all
the m.ual encouragement which re!luits from popular resolves, legislative
resolves, and other manifestations of the public will, and the public wish
to foster our home manuf"ctures. Ilnd to render our confederacy independent of foreign power8. The peace ensued, and the country was flooded
with the fabrics of other countries; and we, forgetting all our promi.,..
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coolly and philosophically talk of leaving things to themselve;.; making
up our deficiency of practical good sense by the stores of learning which
we collect from theoretical writers. I, too. sometimes amuse myself with
the visions of these writers; and, if I do not forget, one of the best amonll
them enjoins it upon a country to protect its industry against the influence
of the prohibitions and restrictions of foreign countries, which operate
upon it.
Let us manifest, by the passage of this bill, that Congress does not deserve the reproaches, whIch have been cast on it, of insensibility to the
wants and the sufferings of the people.

The Petition oj Mattheto Lyon.
SUATE,

Mtlrch, 1821.

Mr. SMITH, (of South Carolina.) The Constitution of the UnIted
States is not the production of Congress; it is not the property of Congress. It is the production of the people, and the property of the people.
It is their shield against the abuse of powers, as well a5 against the usurpation of powers, both by Congress and the judges. Your powers are
limited. All legislative powers are granted to Congress, and all judicial
powers are granted to the judge8. You have, therefore, the power to enact
laws, but no power to sit in judgment upon those laws. It is expressly
and E'xclusively given to the judges to construe the laws, and to decide
upon their constitutionality. The judges are an independent and cOOrdinate branch of the government, deriving their authority from the Constitution, and not from Congress. They are accountable to the sovereign
people; and if guilty of malpractice in administering the laws, thE'Y can
and ought to be impeached; and you are the tribunal before which they
are to answer, but there your powers cease. You have powers to punish
jud!!"es for corruption, but none to revise or correct their decillions.
Mr. S. added, within three years after the adoption of the Federal Constitution, Mr. President Madison, in debate upon a proposition to incorporate the former Blink of the United States, opposed it, on the ground of its
being unconstitutional. He said, " In making theR remarks on the merits of the bill, he had reserved to himself the
ril{ht to deny the authority of Congrt'BII to paiS it. He had entertained this opinion
from the date of the Constitution. Hi. impression might, perhaps, be the stronger,
because he wt'll recollectl'd that a power to grant charters to incorporations had been
proposed in the General Convention, and rejected"

But when a bill to incorporate the present United States' Bank was submitted for his approval, and when he could have put it down forE'ver, he
found means to get over all his constitutional scruplE'.!!, and approved
the act.

Missouri Questi()f/,.
HoolII or

RICPIlICII!IfTATlV&S,

Duemb.,. 13,

I~l.

Mr. LOWNDES. The Constitution gives to Congress the power til
admit states in the broadest terms. The high privile~es which it is au·
tnorized to impart may commence instantly, Rnd extt'nd through all future
time. When the convenience of a territory required that it should hecome
R member of the Union at a future day, what principle of the Constitution
WIt! opposed to this prospective admission! Congress may raise armies :
bu any man eyer suspected that this power could not be executed by giving a prospective, and even I contingent authority? Congress may lay
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taxes: may they not be limited to take effect some time after the passage
of the law? Congress may institute inferior courts; would such an act
be void, because its operation was to commp.llce from a future day 1 void
because it was not inconvenient and absurd I RUII your eye along the
whole list of powers which are given to the federal Ip.gislaturt!, and you will
find no couutenance for the doctrine whir.h would require that, at the very
moment when their will is pronounced, the c!.>ject which they IUP. empowered to effect should be instantly executed. The power of making treaties,
too, although given to another depository, is supposed Ii) be pursued,
although the convention with a foreign state may take effect from a future
day. There is nothing plausible in the asserti()U which denies to Congress
the power of admitting states by an act which shall not go into operation
for some time alter Its pas' age. The house would sec, in his bubsequent
observations, the importance of determiuing whether Cl)llgre~s had·the
comtitutional right of admitting states by a prospeclh'e law. He need
not say that this question of right \Val! distinct from that of expediency.

Banl,:'1'upt Bill.
HOUSE OF REPRESE"TATIVES,

MaTck 12, 1822.

Mr. BUCHANAN, (of Pennsylvania.) It has been urged that, as the
powers of the Constitution gave to Congress the power of p~sing a bankrupt law, we are bound to put that power into practical operation, and not
to !.Iuffer it to remain dormant.
In answer to this argument I would reply, that power and duty are very
different in their nature. Power is optional; duty is imperative. The
language of power is, that you may j that of duty, yon must. The Consti.
tution has, ill the same section and in the same terms, given to Congress
the power to declare war, to borrow money, to raise and support armies,
&c. Will any gentleman, however, undertake to say we are under an
obligation to give life and energy to these powers, by bringing them into
actIOn 1 Will it be contended, because we possess the power of declaring
war and of borrowing money, that we are under a moral obligation to embroil ourselves with foreign powers, or load the country with a national
debt 7 Should any individual act upon the pr.inciple, that it ie his duty to
do every thing which he has tht' legal power of doing, he would soon make
himself a fit citizen for a madhouse.
Power, whether vested in Congress or in an individual, necessarily impJiflS the power of exercisin~ the right of a sflund discretion. The Constitution was intended not only for us, and for those who have gone before us,
but for generations yet to come. It has vested in COlIgrells ample powers,
to lie called into action whenever, in their sound discretion, they believe
the interest or the happiness of the people fI~q(\ire their exertion. We
are, therefore, left to exercise our judgment 011 this subject, entirely
untrammelled by any constitutional injunctIOn.

On the Constitutionality of the Tariff.
SEUTE,

./Jpril, 1824

Mr. HAYNE. Will gentlemen suffer me to ask them to point out to
me, if they can, the power which this government possesses to adopt n
system for the avowed purpose of encouraging particular branches of in.
dustry! The power to declare war may involve the right of bringing into
extstence the means of national defence. But to tell us we have a righ!
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to rt"sort to theoretical speculations, as to the most convenient or profitable employments of industry, and that you can, by law, encourage certain
pursuits and prohibit others, is to make this nOl merely a consolidated, but
an unlimited government. If you can control and direct any, why 1I0t all
the pursuits of your citizens? Alld if all, where is the limitation to your
authority 1 Gentlemen surely forget that the supreme power is not in the
government of the United States. They do not remember that the several
lIlates Ilre free and independent sovereignties, and that all power not expressly granted to thE' federal government is reserved to the people of
those sovereignties. When I say expressly delegated, I wish to be understood that no power can be exercised by Congre!!s which is not expressly
granted, or which is not clearly incident to Silch a grant. Now, when we
call upon gentlemen to show their authority, they tell us it is derived from
the'lluthority to " regulate commerce." But are rfguiation and annihilation synonymous terms? Does one include the other 1 Or are they not
rather opposites, and does not the very idea of regulation exclude that of
destruction 1 I rejoice, sir, to find that gentlemen refer us to commerce;
for the very clause which expressly confers the right to regulate commerce, by saying nothing of the regulation of manufactures, or of agriculture, or home industry, seems to demonstrate that they were intended to
be put beyond our control, and to be reserved to the people of the states
respecti vel y.
But our opponents gravely inform us that this is a bill to levy imposts,
and that it is, therefore, within the very ktter of the Constitution. True
sir, if imposts were the end and aim of the bill. But, surely, gentlemen
will not attempt to justify a departure from the spirit, by an adherence to
the leiter, of the Constitution. Will they contend that we could, by law,
adopt and enforce the Chinese policy, and, by virtue of our authority to
regulate commerce, interdict all intercourse with foreign nations 1 And
if you could not do that directly, can you accomplish the same thing indirectly, by levying such imposts as will produce the same result 1 It
may be difficult to draw the exact line which divides the lawful exercise
from the abuse of authority - where regulation ceases, nnd unconstitutional prohibition begins. But it is certain, if you have a right to prohibit
the importation of cottons, and woollens, and cotton bagging, for the
encouragement of domestic manufactures, you may, whenever you please,
prohibit importations, and shut up your ports entirely. An embargo can
only be justified as a branch of the war power, and I think no one will
contend, at this day, that a general and perpetual f'mbargo could be lawfully laid. If it be sufficient to adhere to the letter without regard to the
spirit and intent of the Constitution, if we may use a power granted for
one purpose for the accomplishment of another and very different purpose,
it is easy to show that a constitution on parchment is worth nothing.
Orders of nobility, and a church establishment, might be created even
under the power to raise armies. We are informed that in RusAia military
titles alone confer civil rank, and all the departments of the government
are filled with generals and colonels, entitled to rank, and to pay, without
actllal command or liahility to service. Now, suppose we were to follow
the example of Russia, and should give rank and pay to a certain nUl!lber
of generals and CHAPLAIN8, with total or qualified exemption from ser~ice; might we not easily build up orders of nobility, and a church
establishmf'nt? Sir. this gflvernment was never established for the purpose
of IJi\·~~tiJlg the states of their sovereignty; and I fea- it cannot long
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exist, if the system, of which this bill is the foundation, shaH be stelhlily
pursued to the total destruction of foreign commerce, and the ruin of all
who are connected with it. Sir, it is my mo~t sober and deliberate opinion,
that the Congress of the United States hale no more power to pass laws,
for the purpose of directly or indirectly compelling any portion of the people to engage in manufJctures, than they have to abolish trial by jury, or
to establish the iuquisition. I will invoke ge'ltlemen I)n the other ICide,
while we yet pause on the brink of this mighty danger, in the name of
Liberty and the Constitution, to exallline this question, carefully and candidly; and If they shall search in vain, in our great charter, for power to
pass this bill, they must surely suffer it to perish.
I mllst be permitted, while 011 this topic, to declare that, however this
bill may be modified, still the system is one against which we feel ourseh'ell constrained, in behalf of those we represent, to enter our most
solemn protest. Considering this scheme of promoting certain employments, at the expense of others, as unequal, oppressive, and unjust,viewing prohibition as the means, and the destruction of all foreign commerce the end of thi8 policy,-I take this occasion to declare, that we
shall feel ourselves fully justified ill embracing the very first opportunity
of repealing all such laws as may be pa.~sed for the promotion of these
objects. 'Whatever interests may grow lip under this bill, aoo whatever
capital may be invested, I wish it to be distinctly understood, that we will
not hold ourselves bound to maintain the system; and if capitalists will,
in the face of our protests, and in defiance of our solemn warnings, invest
their fortunes in pursuits made profitable at our expense, on their own heads
be the consequences of their folly. This system is ill its very nature PROGRESSIVE.
Grant what you may now, the manufacturers will never be
satisfied; do what you may for them, the advocates of home industry will
never be content, until every article imported from abroad, which comes
into competition with any thing made at home, shall be prohibited - until, in short, foreign commerce shall be entirely cut off.

Internal Improvement. -

Dismal Swamp Canal.
SENATE,

May, 182C.

Mr. V AN BUREN. He would not vote for the bill, for he did not believe that this government possessed the constitutional power to make
these canals, or to grant money to make them. - - - If he believed
in the power of the government to grant money for this purpose, the pre!ent
mode would be the last one he should think of adopting. If there was
any grant of money, at all, for this purpose, it should be direct. Where
aid was granted in the mode now proposed, abuses would creE'p in, and, in
nine ca~e!l out of ten, deception would be practised. In the state of
New York, Mr. Vlln Bllren said, they had had full experit'nce of this, in
the application for charters for banks. Plausible pretences were set up,
that the state woulrl be thereby benefited, till these practices became 80
numerous, that, in the end, public opinion was decidedly against them;
and the last legislature, to their honor, had refused all applications of this
description. - - - As to the question (of constitutionality) being settled. he should protest against the admission of such a doctrine; and
he should resist, to all intents and purp08Cl<, the idea that the acts of
this Congress were to bind him lind his constituents hereafter.
Note.- Mr. Van Buren is by no means certain that, in this respect. he
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himself has ~en altogether without fault. At the very first 8e~8ion after
be came into the Senate, the knowledge of the perpetual drain that the
Cumberland road W,IS destiued to prove upon the public treasury unless
lOme means were taken to prevent it, and a sincere desire to go, at all
times, as far as he could cOllsistelltly with tbe Constitution, to aid in the
improvement, and promote the prosperity, of the western country, had induced him, without full examination, to 'l'ote for a provision authorizing
the collection of toll on this road. The affair of the Cumberland road, in
respect to its reference to the constitutional powers of this go\'ernment, is
amatter entirely sui gencris. It was authorized during the admillistrlltioll
of Mr. Jefferson, and grew out of the dl~position of the territory of tbe
(Tnited States through which it passed. He has lIever heard an explanation
of the subject (although it has been a matter of constant reference) that
has been satisfactory to his mind. All that he can say is, that, if the
question were again presented to him, he would vote against it, alld that
his regret for having done otherwise would be greater, had not Mr. Monroe - much to his credit - put his veto upon the bill, and were it 1I0t the
only vote, in the course of a seven years' service, which the most fastidious critic can torture into an inconsistency with the principles which Mr.
Van Buren professed to maintain, and in the justice of which he is every
day more and more confirmed.
'

Judiciary.
HOUSE OF REPRXSEI<TATIVEI,

J4fttulory 10, 1825.

Mr. WEBSTER. In defining the power of Congress, the Constitution
lays, it shall extend to the defining and punishing of piracies and felonies
upon the high seas, and offences against the law of nations. Whether the
Constitution uses the term .. high seas" in its strictly technical sense, or
in a sense more enlarged, is not material. The Constitution throughout,
in distributing legislative power, has reference to its judicial exercise, and
10, in distributing judicial power, has respect to the legislature.
Congress
may provide by law filr the punishment, but it cannot punish. Now, it
8ays that the judicial pOWI'T shall extend to all cases of maritiml' jurisdiction j and it has lately heen argued that, as soon as a judicial system
is organized, it had maritime jurisdiction at once, by the Constitution,
without any law to that effect j but I do not agree to this doctrine, and I
am very sure that such has not been the practice of our government, from
its origin, in Ji89, till now.
The Constitlttion dl'fines wiaat shall be the objects of judicial power,
and it estahlishes only a Supreme Court; but in the subordinate courts,
the jllrisdiction they !'hall exercise must be defined by Congress: the defining of it is essential to the creation of those courts. The judicial
power is indeed granttd by the Constitution j but it is not, and cannot be,
exercised till Congress establishes the courts by which it is to be so exercised. And I hold there is still a re!iduum of judicial power, which
has been granted by the Con!ltitution, and is not ya exercised, viz., for the
punishment of crimes committed within the admiralty jurisdiction of the
United States' conrts, and yet not without the jurisdiction of the particular
states. So the Constitution says that the federal courts shall have jnrisdiction of all civil cases between citizens of different states; and yet
the law restricts this jurisdiction in many respects - as to the amount sued
for, &c. There is a mass of power intrusted to Congress; but CODre..
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has not granted it all to specific courts, and therefore the courts du lIot
exercise it. The Constitution gives to Congress legislative power III all
cases of admiralty jurisdiction, from whence has occurred one of the most
extraordinary of all circumstances - that caUl5e8 of revenue have becom,.
cases of admiralty jurisdiction. - - Many things are directed to be punished, in the act of 1800, on the high
seas, which are neither piracies nor felonies, although the Constitution,
speaking of the judicial power, re~tricts it to piracies and felonies, which
would Illfer that the Constitution was then held to grant larger power by
the other clause.

Internal Improvement.
Jamu.wy 18, 182G.

Mr. CAMBRELENG said he had hitherto uniformly, but 8ilently. opposed measures of this character, only from a doubt of the constitutional
power of the federal government. He had, however, devoted much attention to the question; and, after mature deliberation, he had been led to the
conclusion that, if a government, enjoying the entire post-road IUId military powers of this Union. could not constitutionally construct a road or a
canal, then it had no incidental power whatever. He had, accordingly,
frJr the first time, give!! his vote in favor of a 8ubscription to the Chesapeake and Delaware Canal.
FI'lmuwy 13, 182b.

Mr. BERRIEN said, as to the general right, asserted for the Union, to
make roads through all the Indian countries, against such a doctrine he
should desire to protest. He would draw a distinction between those
lands of Indians living within limits of the states which came into the confederation, with certain chartered limits, and those living within 8tates
who, at the time of the formation of the Con'Jtitution, had no limits, and
whose limits were only defined by the laws regulating their admission into
thr Unioll.

Bankruptcy.
SJ:1I4TJ:,

JanUllry, 1826.

Mr. V AN BUREN. At the time of the adoption of the Constitution,
they [bankruptcy lind insolvent iawsl were known and distinguished, buth
in En!,!land and in this country, as distinct systems - the one having for
its object to afford a summary and speedy remedy for creditors against
fraudulent or failing traders; the other affording relief to insolvent debtors
of all denominations. The Constitution of the United States, he said,
had clothed the national legislature with power to establish the former,
and had left the right to pass, and the duty of establishing, the latter.
upon the state governments. The 9:ld section of Ihis bill, he said, wat',
upon any definition that might be !riven of the different terms, an insolvent law. If it passed. - that is, if Congress had the constitutional power In pas~ it, - the states had no right to pass any law upon the subject
of insoh'ency j not even to authorize the discharge of debtors imprisoned
upon 11 process issuing Ollt of their OWII courts, otherwise than HS it might
lIuit the ple'!!ure or convenience of Congress to permit. There was, he
said, no middle ground. If the partition wall between bankruptcy and
insolvency was once broken down, all state legislation was subjected to
the absulute and arbitrary sllpe'rvision of Congress. He did not believe
t!.at such was the design of the framers of the Constitution. He did not
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believe that such was the Constitution. He therefore objected to the
constitutional power of Congress to pass the section referred to. He had
before Ilaid that he rose to explain, not to discuss, and he would not depart from the course he had marked out for himself. He would tht>Tefore only add, that, in his judgment, the provision contained in the 93d
section was not within the reasonll which induced the framers of the Constitution to vest this power of establishing uniform laws on the subjt'ct
of bankruptcies in Congress; that it was a power which never ought to
be, or to have been, vested in Congrells j that it could only be well and
successfully executed by the states, where those who made the Constitution had lell it j that its exercise would operate most injuriously upon the
system which governed the Union and the states separately: those mis
chiefs would, among other things, consist in an injurious extension of the
patronage of the federal government, and an insupportable enlargement
of the range of its judicial power.

Florida Canal.
February ]4, 1826.

Mr. BRANCH perfectly coincided with the gentleman from Tennessee,
(Mr. White.) Doubting of the constitutional right of the United Statt's
to cut roads and canals through he states, he had hitherto abstained from
exercising it j but as regarded the territory, the objection did not seem
to exist; for not only had Congress the right to make this appropriation
lor a road through the Indian country, acquired by treaty before It came
into the Union, but it was 1111 obligation on the general government to
complete the work it had commenced, and he had therefore voted for it.
Mr. ROWAN. In the general government, they were, Mr. R. said,
to look into the Con~titution £lIT all the power they possessed. There was
no ;ouch power given in the Constitution; and he believed, with deference
to the opinion entertained, that to convey the exercise of such a power
was incompatible with what was the acknowledged power of the !ltates.
There was no power gi\·en to expend money in roads and canals in the
~tatt's; there was no sllch power specifically given to the United States;
and when once it was settled in this hOWle that power could be derived
to this government by con~truction, you have discovered the means by
which the whole power of a statl"" might be fri·ttered down and annihilated.

On the Constitutional Power of the President to originate the
Appointment of a Foreign Minister.
BERATE,

M4rch,18'Jb.

Mr. BERRIEN. By the Constitutinn, the President is authorized to
nominate, and. by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, to appoint, ambassadors, and other public minillters and consuls, judges of the
supreme courts, and all other officers of the United States, whose appointments are not therein otherwillC provided for, and which shall be established by law. Now, it is plain that the appointing power does not include the power to create the office j in otht'r words, that the office to
which the appointee is nominated must bt> previously Cl"eated by law. If
an appointment be to an office to be e-xercised within the limits of tht
United States or its territories, it must be to one which exists, Rnd ha ..
been created by the municipal laws of the United St.ates. If to an officI'
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which is to be exercised without the limits of the United States, within
the dominions of a foreign sovereign, It must be to one which exists, and
is recognized by the general principles of international law, or which is
specially created by positive and particular pacts and conventions. The
limitation in the latter case results not only from the fundamental law of
this government, but from the exclusive dominion, within his OWII terrltcries, of the sO\'ereign within whose territories this minister IS to exercise
his fUllctions. That sovereign is bound, as a inember of the great family
of nations, to recognize as legitimate an appointment which is consonant
to the code of international law, and of course to acknowledge one which,
by express convention, he has stipulated; but this is the extent of his obligation, and consf>quently the limit of the appointing power under our
Constitution.
Let us look to the first of these propositions. Is it within the" constitutional competency" of the President to appoint to an office the fUllctions
of which are to be exercised withm the limits of the Ullited States, which
office has lIot been created by the laws of the United States? Take an
example. The PreRident deems it expedient to establish a home department. Is there anyone sufficiently absurd to assert that he has a right,
ex mfro motu, or even with the assent of a majority of the Senate, to appoint a secretary for that department-to assign to him certain specific
duties, alld then to call on Congress for the requisite appropriation, to
compensate his services 1 - to imagine that the acts of sllch nn officer
would be valid, or that his attestations would be respected by our judicial tribunals 1
Before the passing of an act of Congress for the organization of a newlyacquired territory, and the creation, by that act, of the le~lslative, executive, and judicial officers deemed necessary for its government, is it
within the" constitutional competency" of the President, aided even, as
before, by a m:tjority of. th'! Senate, to appoint an officer or officers to exercise all or either of these functions 1 The proposition is believed to be
.
too clear for arg-ument.
Within the United States, the office must be crel'\ted by law before the
appointing; power can be called into action. Why should a different rule
prevail without 1 The law of nations operates on this government, in its
intercourse with other sovereignties, as the municipal law does in its action on its own citizens. In this case, then, the law of nations, as in the
other the municipal law, must have created the office, before the power
of appointment can exist. Now, the law of nations does recop:IIIZe ambassadors and other ministers, in the intercourse between SOVprp.lgns. But
this law does no where recognize the right of a conj!ress of ministers to
receive an embassy. The right to receive, and the nght to seOfI. a minister, ate co-relative. The one does not exist without the other. A congress of ministers is not anthorized to receive an ambassador, unless it is
authorized to send one. Who will assert, for the congress of Panama, the
right to exercise the latter power!
A sovereign cannot, then, be reprt'sented in a con!!ress of ministers,
otherwise than by a deputy, who become!l a member of that congress
He is not nn amh1ssador to that congress. bllt is himselfa constituent part
of it. He is not accredited to nny particular power, bllt is commissioned
as one of a numher of deputies who are collectively to compose the congleN!. How are the~e deputies crealpd ! The answer is obvious. From
·)he necessity of the thing, it mllst be by conventions or treatiel! between
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the rel'pective powers who are to be represented by those deputies. In
this manner the congress at Verona was creatf'd by the treaty of Paris.
'l'he deputies who appeared there were called into existence by the express
Ittipul.ltions of that treaty. So, too, ill the congress of Panama, the office
of deputy to that congress id created by the special provisiolls of the treaties between the several powers who are to be represented thf're.
The result of what has been said is this: The office of a deputy to an
international congress does 1I0t exist permanently under the law of nation~,
but is the offspring of p:lTtlcular cOllvention- aud this of nf'ce~sity, Lecau~c
the cougress lI~elf IS 1I0t preexisting, but is the creature of treaty; amI
the treaty which creates the congress stipulates also for the appointmeut
of the deputies 01 whom It is to be composed. Then the cLmse of the
Coustltution which auth'lrizes the appomtment of ambassadors, or other
ministers, cannot be invoked to sustam this nornmation, because a deputy
to a congress is not a minist!':r existing by force of the law of nations, hut
created by particular cOllventions between the powers represellted in that
congress; and we have no such conventions with the powPrs represented
in the congress of Panama. Consequently, as to us, the office of mlllistt'r
or deputy to that congress does not exist, not being derived from the law
of natIOns, nor provided for by any convention. A very simple view of
the subject seems to be d~cisive. Could thp President have sellt milli,teFs
to the congress of Panama uninl'ited by the powers reprf'sellted there?
Could he, without such invitation, have required such millistf'rs to be accredited by that congress? Would a refusal to receive them ha\'e furnished just ground of complaint 1 If these questions are answered iu the
Ileg~tive, as I presume they must be, the conclusion is obvious: the office
exists only hy ff)rce of the imitatioll.
Unless, then, the mere IDvitation of a foreign nation is competent to
create an office, and thus to call into action the appointing power of the
President, -unless this appointing power includes the power to create
the office, which we h~ve seen that it does not, - the appointmpnt by the
Presidellt of ministers to the congress of Panama cannot be valid, nor can
it be rendered so by the adVice lind consent of a majority of the Senate,
nor by any power short of that which is competent to create the officE';
nnd that, we have seen, is the treaty-making power. The President can
appoint a mini~ter to the republic of Colombia, because ~lIch an office
f!xists uuder the law of nations, and is, therefoff', a lpgltimate object of
the appointing power; and he may instruct such minister to commul!icate
with the congress of Panama; but he cannot appoint a mini~ter to take a
seat in th~t congress, because we havf' no com'elltions with the powers
represented there, by which, as to liS, the office is created; nor can he
send a minister, as an ambassador or legate, to that congress, because the
congre~s, 8S sllch, has not the rights of embassy
If it be said that this is
merE' form, the answer is obvious: form becomes substance ill this case,
by force of the constitutional provision which requires the asspnt of two
thirds of the Senate to the ratification of a treaty, while a bare majority is
sufficient to gh'e effpr.t to an exercise of the appointing power.
Let us consider this question, for a moment, freed from the prf'judlces
which operate in favor or the Spanish American republics If the states
reprf'sentf'd in the congress of Vienna or Vf'rona, or the Holy Alltance,
bad ~iv('n U~ an invitation to he represented there, apart from the expediency offhe measure, could it ha\'e been within the" constitutional compef'?ncy" of the President to have sent ministers to take their lIeats in
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either of those assemblies 1 If the nations of Europe should, I.y treaties.
provide for a congress to devise the means of abol~hi"g tbe slave trade,
of resisting the extortions of the. Barbary powers, or of snppressing tile
piracies of the 'Vest Indian seas, could the PreSident, the United States
not being parties to those treaties, of his own mere will, make us membf!rs
of that congress, by sending deputies to rE'present us there 1 The question
is proposed in this form, because our ministers would, of necessity, if recE'ived at all, be members, and not ambassadors, since such a congress is
neither competent to send or to receive an.embassy.
Why, then, ill the creation of this office of deputy or minister to the
congress of Panama, was not the constitutional organ, the treaty-making
power, resorted to 1 What would have been the result of such II course is
obviolls, I think, in the recorded votes of the Senate, on the preliminary
questions which have arisen. The object could not have been effected.
'fwo thirds of the Senate could not have been obtained. The office wuuld
not have had existence; or the Senate, in the exercise of their legitimate
power~, would have so modified the treaty, as to have limited the function!!
of the ministers to tho~e objects of which they would have approved.
Mr. ROBBINS. The theory of our Constitution charges the executive
with the care of our foreign relations, and of the public intere~t connected
therewith: it supposes him intimately acquainted With all those interests,
and therefore possessed of the means of formin/l a correct opinion of the
measures conducive to their advancement. Thi~ opinion, though not
bindlDg as authority,. is yet, I think, entitled to much WE'ight, all well as to
much respect, in ollr deliberations. We have the executive opinion in this
C1se, under circumstances that entitle it to peculiar consideration. The
credit of the government, in the estimation of all those nations, is in a
degree connected with the adoption of this mf'asure; and that estimation
ought not, in my opinion, lightly to be forfeited, nor unnecessarily impaired.

On Slavery, [Panama Mission.]
SE1,..TP:, March, 1826.

Mr. HAYNE. The que!ltion of slavery is one, in nil its bearings, of
extreme delicacy; and concerning which I know of bnt a single wise and
safe rule, either for the S(;ltes in which it exists or for the Union. It must
be considered and treated f'ntir!'ly as a DOMESTIC QUESTION. With
respect to foreigll nations, the language of the United States ought to be,
that it concerns the peace of our own political family, and thfOrefore we
cannot permit it tO,be touched; and in rel!pect to Ihe slave-holdin2' state8,
the only safe and constitutional /lround on which they can stand. is, that
they will not permit it to be brought into question, either by their sister
states or bv the feder II government, It is a matter for ourselves. To
touch it at all, i!< 10 violate our mo~t sacred rights - to put in jeopardy our
dearest interests - the peace of our country - the safety of our families,
onr altars, and our firesides. Sir, on the question of our slave institutions,
so often incidentally mentioned, I will take this opportunity, once for all,
to declare, in a few words, my own feel in!!,,, and opinions. It is a subject
to which I always advert with extreme reluctance, and never excf'pt wben
it il!l' furcf'd upon me. On the present occasion, the subject has been
forced upon our consideration; and wben called llpon to /rive my sanctior
'n thl'! discussion, by our ministers, (ill connection with a foreign con-
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gre85,) of questions so intimately connected with the welfare of those whom
I repre&ent, 1 cannot con~ent to be silent. On the slave question, my
opinion is this: I consider our rights in that species of property al' not
even "l'en to discussion, either here or elsewhere; and in respect to our
dutiE's, (Imposed by our situation,) we are 1I0t to be taught them by fanatICS, religious or political. To call into question our rights, is grossly to
violate them; to attempt to instruct us on this subject, is to insult us; to
Jare to assail our institutions, is wantonly to invade our peace. Let me
~oleJJlnly declare, once for ail, that the Southern States never will permit,
aud never clln permit, any interference whatever in their domestic concerns; and that the very day on which the unhallowed attempt shall be
made by the alithoritlE's of the federal government, we will consider our"dves as driven from the Union. Let the consequenceI' be ~'hat they
may, they never can be worse than such as mu~t inevltllbly result from sufferIng a rash and ignorant interference with our domestic peace anu tranquillny. But while I make these declarations, I must be permitter! to add, that
I apprehend no such violation of our constitutional rights. I believe that
thiS housE' is not disposed, and that the great body of our intelligent and
patTi otic fellow-citizens in the other states have no inclination whatever, to
interfere with us. There are parties, indeed, composed, some of them, of
fanatics, and othf'rs of political aspirants, who Rre attempting, vainl,. I
hope, to turn the cum'nt of popular opinion against us. These men have
done us much harm already, and seem still fatally bent upon mischief.
But if we are true to ourselves, we ~hdll have nothmg. to fear. Now, ~ir,
if it is the policy of the states 1I0t to suffer this great qut'stioll to be touched
by the federal government, surely it must be thf' policy of this government,
exerCising a paternal care OVf'r every member of the political family, not
to suffer foreign nations to interfere with it. It is their imperative duty to
shun discussion with them, and to avoid all treaty slJplllations whatever,
on any pomt connected, directly or remotely, with this grf'at qUf'~tion. It
is a ;;ubject of too delicate a nature - too vitally interesting to us - to be
dlscllssed abroad. On this subject, we committed tin error when we
entered into treaties with Great Britain and Colombia for the suppression
of the slave trade. That error has been happily corrected.
The first treaty has failed, and the second was nearly unanimously
rejected by this body. Our policy, then, is IIOW firmly fixed - our course
is marked out. With nothing connected with slavery, can we consent to
treat with other nations? - and, least of all, ought we to touch the ques
1!Oll of the independence of Hayti, in conjunr.tioll with revolutionary gov
t'rnments, whose own history affords an example sCltrcely less ratal to OUT
repose. Those governments hR\'e proclaimed the principles of " liberty
and equality," and have marched to victory under the banner of " universal emancipation." You find men of color at the head of their armif's, in
their halls, and ill their executive departments. They arf' looklllg to Hayti
even now with feelings of the strongE'st confraternity; and show, by the
very doculIlf'nts before us, that thf'y acknowlf'dge her to be independent,
at the very moment when it is manifest to all the world beside, that IIhe
has rf'sumed her colonial subjection to France. Sir, it is altogether hopeless that we could, if we would, prevent the acknowledgment of HaytlE'n
independence by the Spanish American states; and I am constrained to
add, that I must doubt, from the instruments to be employed by our government, whether they mean to attempt to do so. We lire to send, it
I('ems, an honest and respectable man, but a distinguished advocatp. of the
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Missouri reslricti01' - an acknowledged abolitionist - to plead the cause
of the south at the congress of Panama. Our policy with regard to Hayti
is plain. We never caD acknowledge her independence. Other states
will do as they please; but let us take the high ground, that these questiolls belong to a class which the peace and safety of a large portion of our
Uuion forbid UII even to di,cuss. Let our government direct all our ministers in South A merica and Mexico to protest against the independence
of Hayti. But let us not go into council on the slave trade and Hayti.
These are subjects not to be discussed any where. There is not a natlou
on the globe with whom I would consult 011 that subject; aud least of all,
the new republics.

Judicial System.
SENATE,

April 7, 1826.

Air. V AN BUREN. It has been justly observed that" there exists not
upon this earth, and there never did exist, a judicial tribunal clothed with
powers so various and so important" as the Supreme Court.
By it, treaties and laws made pursuant to the Constitution are declared
to be the supreme law of the laud. So far, at least, as the acts of Congress depeud upon the courts for their execution, the Supreme Court is
the judge whether or no IIuch acts are pursuant to the Constitution, and
from its judgment there is no appeal. Its veto, therefore, may absolutely
suspend nine tenths oftbe acts of the natIOnal legislature. Although this
brancb of its jurisdiction is not that which has been mo!!t exercised, still
instances are not wanting in which it has disregarded acts of Congress, in
passing upon the rights of others, and in refusing to perform dutie" required of it by the legislature, on the ground that the legislature had no
right to impose them.
Not only are the acts of the national legislature subjec.t to its review,
but it stands as the umpire between the conflicting powers of the general
and state governments. That wide field of debatable ground between
tho~e rival powers is claimed to be subject to the exclusive and absolute
dominion of the Supreme Court. The discharge of this solemn duty has
not been unfrequent. and certainly not uninteresting. In virtue of this
power, we have seen it holding for nought the statutes of powerful ~tates,
which had received the deliberate sanction, not only of their legislatures,
but of their highest judicatories, composed of men venerable in years, of
unsullied purity, and unrivalled talents-statutes, on the faith of which
immense estates had been invested, and the inheritance oi the widow and
the orphan were suspended. You have seen such statutes abrogated by
the decision of this court, and those who had confided in the wisdom and
power of the state authorities plunged in irremediable ruin - decisions
final in their effect, and ruinous in their consequences. I speak of the
power of the court, not of the correctness or incorrectness of its decisions.
With that we have here nothing to do.
But this is not all. It not only ..its in final judgment upon our acts, as
the highest legislative body known to the country,-it not only claims to
be the absolute arbiter between the federal and state government". - but
it exercises the same great power between the respective states forming
this great confederacy, and their uwn citiZf1ls. By the Constitution of the
United States, the states are prohibitt'd from passing" any law impairing
~he obligation of contracts."
This brief provision has j!iven to the jllris
dictiol' of the Supleme Court a tremendous sweep. Before I proceed
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deJineal t.. .ts tendency and character J I will tak_ It'ave to rl!mark upon lOme
extraordinary circumstances in relation to it. Wt' all know the severe
scrutiny to which the Constitution W811 exposed - some from their own
knowledge, others from different sourees. We kllow with what jealousy,
with what watchfulness, with what scrupulous care, its minutest provision!!
were examined, discussed, resisted, and supported, by those who opposed
and those .who advocated its ratification. But of this highly consequential
provision, this provision which carries so great a portion of all that is valuable in state legislation to the feet of the federal judiciary, no complaints
were heard, no explanation asked, no remonstrances made. If they were,
they have escaped my researches. It is most mysterious, if the Constitution was then understood as it now is, that this was so. An explanation
of It has been given - how COTrPct I know not.
The difficulties which existed between us lind Great Britain, relative to
the execution of the treaty of peace, are known to all. Upon the avowed
ground of retaliation for the refusal of England to comply with the stipUlation on her part, laws were passed, between the years li83 and 1788,
by the states of Virginia, South Carolina, Rhode Island, New Jersey, and
Georgia, delaying execution, liberating the body from imprisonment on
the delivery of property, and admitting executions to be discharged in
paper money. Although those laws were general in thpir terms, applicable as well to natives as to foreigners, th~ir chief oPf'ratioll was upon the
British creditors; and such was the leading design (If their enactment.
England remonstrated against them as infractions of the stipulations in the
tTl-aty, that creditors, on either side, should meet with no impediments to
the recovery of the full value, in sterling money, of all debts previously
contracted, and attempted to justify the glaring violations of the treaty, on
her part, on that ground. An animated discllssion took place betweell
the federal goverument and Great Britain, and between the former and the
states in question, upon the subject of the laws referred to, their character
and effect. It was during this time that the Constitution WaH formed and
ratified. It is supposed that the difficulties, thus thrown in the way of adjustment with England, through the acts of the state governments, sugge!'ted the insertion in the Constitution of the provision in questi01l, and
that it was under a belief that its chief application would be to the evil
then felt, that so little notice was taken of the subject.
If it be true that such was it." object, and such its suppnsed effect, it
adds another and a eolemn proof to that which all experience has testified,
of the danger of adapting general provisions for the redress of particular
and partial evils. But whatever the motive that led to its insertion, or the
cause that induced so little observation on its tendency, the fact of Its
extensive operation is known and acknowledged. The prohibition is not
confined to express contracts, bllt includes 8uch 8S are implied by law,
from the nature of the transaction. Anyone conversant with the usual
range of state legislation, will at once see how small a portion of it is
exempt, under this provision, from the supervision of the seven judges of
the Supreme Court. The practice under it has been in accord alice with
of'hat should have been anticipated.
There are few states in the Union, llpon whose acts the sesl of condemnation has not, from time to time, been placed by the Supreme Conrt.
The sovpreign authorities of Vermont, New Hampshire, New York, Nevt
Jersey, Pennllylvania, Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, Mi~souri, Kentucky, and Ohio, have, in turn, i!een rebuked and silenced, by the over·
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ruling authority of this court. I must not be understood, Sl., as COPl
plaining of the exercise of this jurisdiction by the Supreme Court, or to
pass upon the correctness of their decisions. The authority has been
iven to them, and this is not the place to question its exer.:ise. But thIs
will say - that, if the question of conferring it was now presented for the
first time, I should unhesitatingly say, that the people of the st ;te5 Imglit
\tith safety be left to their own legil:llatures, and the protectIOn of their
own courts.
Add to the immense powers of which I have spoken those of expounding treaties, so f'lf, at least, as they bear upon iudiViduals, citizens or aliens,
- of decidlOg controversie..; between the !!tates of the confederacy themselves, and between the citizens of the dIfferent states; and the ju.tice of
the remark will not be questioned, that there IS no known judicial power
80 transcendently omnipotent as that of the Supreme Court of the United
States.
Let liS now consider the influence which this ought to have upon our
legislation. It would not be in accordance with the common couue of
naturf!, to expect that such mighty power'i can long continue to be exercised, without accumulating a weight of prejudIce that may, olle day, become dangerous to an institillion which all admit to be of illestimable
value. It is true, as has elsewhere been said, with apparent trIUmph, that
the states whnse legislative acts have successively fallen undrr the interdictIOn of the court have excited little or no sympathy on thE" part of
their sister !'tatel', and, after struggling with the gi lilt strength of the court,
hal'e submitted to their fate. But, sir, it is feared that this will not ahvays
be the C:l,e. Those who are most ardent to their devotion to this branch
of the gm'ernment, knowing the feeling~ produced hy these decisions ill
those stlles affected by them, - sensible that those feelings are rather smothere.i, than abandoned upon cOllviction of their injllstice,- fear that, by
adding another and another state to the ranks of those who think they
have rcason to complain, an accumulation of prejudice may hE" produced
that will threaten, if not endanger, the safety of the illstitution.

f

April 11, 1826.

Mr. WOODBURY. The proposed bill not only alters the sYstem for
local purpose~, by requiring the attendance of an additional judge at the
Circuit Court in regions of country not so populous as those where the
judges of the Supreme Court now attend, but it alters the system f{lr general purposes, by enlarging the Supreme Court itself olle half its whole
original nllmher; by leaving its quorum so that contradictory decisions
may constantly be made WIthout any chan!!e in the cnurt itself; and by
increasing it to as great an extent as a majority of its present quorum,80 that new results may po~sibly be produced in all its grand super\'i~ing
powers over each ~tate, and over the whole conlederatinn.
It is thus thlt a principle lurks in the last effect of this great alteration,
which, in the opinion of many, should carry anxiety and dismay into every
heart: bec'lUse, among other objections, it places at the mNcy of legislative breath, in any moment of overheated excitement, all that is valuable
in any constitution'll jud~ment on its record!!. W!l have only, a~ in this
case, to a"" a number to any court sufficient to balance II majority of its
quorum, and, hy II ullion of feeling with the appointing powE"r, SE-cure
jlld)!'es of certain desirable opinions; lind any political or con~titutional
decision can, in the lIext case which arises, be overturned. E"ery security
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• 1'1 thus prostrated.
The system is not extended, but is, in priDciple, destroyed; tilr thus does this increase open an avenue to a radical change in
the highest functions of oue great department of our govf.'rtIment, and a
departmeut, too, of all others the most endangered by any change, because,
in its very nature, designed for permanency, independence, aud firmness,
amidst those tempests which at times convulse most of the elements of
BOciety.
Gentlemen must perceive that I speak only of the general tf'lIdency and
alarming character of such an increase, without rf.'ferellce to the moth'ell
which have now recommended It. They are doubtless pure. But its
,.ropriety is to be tried by the reasons for it, and not by motives. • • •
If this system is to be extended to the six new state~, because most
excellent, without regard to the effect of such an extension 011 the Supreme Court itself. and without regard to population or expense, then why
not extend it to every part of the Union now destitute of it 1 'When gentlemen talk of equality and broad American grounds, - when they, With
indIgnatIOn and justice, disdain sectional views and favoritism, - why
create lIew circuits for the people in these new states, and not, at the same
time, create them for more than three times as many people, now destitute
of such cirCUIts, III Western New York, Pennsylvallla, and Virginia?
For, If the cirCUIt eystem of itself be superior, and therefore, without regard to other circumlltances, is to be extended to the west and south-west,
for the safety and advantage of about half a million of people now destitute,
then, surely, a million and a half of people, in the three great Atlantic
~tates, p•• e equally entitled to its security and blessings.

Disposal of the Public Lands.
SENAT .. ,

May, 1826.

Mr. VAN BUREN said, the subject of the public lands was becoming
Jaily more and more interesting, Rnd would occupy much tIme in legislation. It extended the patronage of the government over the states in
which they were situated to a great extent; it suhjected them to an unwise and unprofitable dependence on the federal government. • •
•
No man could render the country a greater service than he who should
devise some plan by which the United States might be relieved from the
ownership of this property, by some equitable mode. He would vote for
a proposition to vest the lands in the states in which they stood, 011 some
just and equitable terms, as related to the OIher states in the confederacy.
He hoped that, after having full information on the flubject, they would
be able to effect that great ob.iect. He believed that, if those lands were
disposed of at once to the several states, it would be satisfactory to all.

Presidential Election.
SElfATE,

1826

Mr. VAN BUREN. Under the Articles of Confederation, the reprusentatioll of each state in the general government was equal. The Union
was in all respects purely federal, a league of sovereil/:n states upon eqllal
terms. To remedy certain defects, by supplying certain powers, the COIIvention which framed the present Constitution wa!l. called. That Conveution, it is now well known, was immediately divided into parties, on the
mteresting question of the extent of power to be given to the new goverp.
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ment - whether it should be ferkral or national; whether dl']JCA:ll!nt upon or indepmdent of the state governncent$. It is equally well known that
that point, after havlOg several times arrested the proceedings of the Convention, and threatened a dissolution of the Confederation, subsequeutly
divided the people of the states on the question of ratification. He might
add thlt, with the superadded question of what powers have beell iPven
by the Constitution to the federal government, to the agitation of which
the f~eliflgs which sprang out in the Convention greatly contributed, it
nad eOlltinued to divide the people of thiS coulltry down to the present
peri()d. The puty 10 the Convention in favor of a more energetic government, being unable to earry, or, if abh', unwlllmg to hazard the suecess
of the phn with the states, a middle course was agreed upon. That was,
that the government should be neither federal nor national, but a mixture
of both; that of the legislative department, one branch - the power of
representation- should be wholly national, and the other - the Senate
- wholly federal; that, in the choice of the executive, both interests
should be rejlarded, and that the judicial should be organized by the
otIter two. But, to quiet effectually the apprehensions of the advocates
cui the rights and interest of the states, it was provided that the general
government should be made entirely dependent, for its continuance, on
the will and pleasure of the state governments. Hence it was decided
that the House of Representatives should be apportioned among the states,
With reference to their population, and chosen by the people; and power
was given to COllgress to regulate and seeure their choiee, independent of
and beyond the control of the state governments. That the Senate should
be chosen exclusively by the state legislatures; and that the choice of the
electors of President and Vice-President, although the principle of their
apportionment was established by the Constitution, should, in all respects,
except the time of their appointment and of their meeting, be under tb('
exclu<ive control of the legislatures of the several states.
On reference to the proceedings of the state conventions, it will be
seen that, in several of the states, the control by Congress over the choice
of representatives merely, was strongly remonstrated against; that amendments were proposed for its qualification by the states of South Carolina,
Nnrth Carolina, Virginia, Massachu~etts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island,
and New York; that most of them resolved that it !Ihould be a standing
in;otruction to their delegates in Congress, to endeavor to effect that and
other amendments proposed. The proposition of the gentleman from
New Jersey, to which l\fr. Van Buren had alltlded, would, if adopted,
break an important link in the chain of dependency of the general upon
the st'lte governments. It would surrender to the general government all
control over the election of President and Vice-President, by placing the
choice of electors on the lIame footing with that of representatives. It
\Vould at this time be premature to go into a minute examination of the
provi!lions of the resolution alluded to, to show that such would be its effects. Upon ex:tmination, it will be found that such would be its con6trllction; that it does in substance what another propo"ition llpon their
table, originating in the other hOllse, does in words. But even were there
doubt upon that subject, that doubt should be removed by an express prOo
vi~ion, reserving to the states their present control over the election, ex(".f'pt as to what is particularly provided for in the resolution now proposed
1f it is fit to take from the mates their control over the choice of elector!
of President and Vice-President, and give it to the federal government,
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it would be equally proper, under the popular idea of giving their election
to the people, to divide the states into districts for the choice of senators,
88 was proposed in the Convention, and give to Congress the control over
their election also. If the system be once broken in upon in this respect,
the other measure will naturally follow, and we shall then have what was
80 much dreaded by those who have gone before us, and what he feared
would be 80 much regretted by those who come after, - a completely COlisolidated government, a government in which the state governments would
be no otherwise known or felt tban as it became lIecellSary to cOlltrol
them. To all this Mr. Van Buren was opposed.
At the time of the adoption of the Federal Constitution, it was a C)u('stion of much speculation and discusl'ion, which of the two goverumenlS
would be most in danger from the accumulation of influence by the operatioll ofthe powers distributed by the Constitution. That dillClIssion \Vas
founded on the assnmption that they were, in several respects, rivHI powers, and that such powers would always be found in collision. The best
lights which could be thrown upon the subject were derived from the
examples afforded by the fates of several of the governments of the old
world, which were deemt'd to be, in some respects, similar to ours. But
the governments in question having operated upon, snd been administered
by, people whose habiu, characters, tempers, and conditions, were essentially different from ours, the inferences to be derived from that source
were, at best, unsatisfactory. Mr. Van Buren thought that experiencethe only unerring' criterion by which matters of this description could be
tested - had settled for us the general point of the operation of the powers conferred by the Constitution upon the relative strength and influence
of th~ respective governmenu. It was, in his judgment, susceptible of
entire demonstration, that the Federal Constitution had worked a gradual.
if not an undue, increase of the strength and control of the general government, and a correspondent reduction of the influence, and, consequently, of the respeetability, of the state governments.

On the Bankr.upt Law.
SKIUTK•

.May 1, 1!l2b.

Mr. HAYNE. The first question which presents itself for consideratIon is, tlu JlUeJlity of a bankrupt lmD. It is asked" whether the lawi!
9f the states, on this subject, are not adequate to the object." I auswer,
decidedly and unequivocally, that there exists the most pressing necessity
for now elltabJishing "uniform lAWS on the subject of bankruptcy throughout the United States;" and that the laws of the states, on this subject,
ere inefficient, unjust, and ruinous in their operation. In the remarks I
am about to make on this branch of the subject, I wish to be distinctly
understood 88 confining my observations to the effect of the state insolvent lawl on persons concl!f"1ltd in trade. It is from the operation of these
lawlI on the commerce of the country that those evils 60w which demand
" speedy and effectual remedy.
There now esist, in the several states of this Union, upwards of t'D,Ttty
di.ti"ct systmu of bankruptcy, or insolvency, each differing from all the
rest in almost every provision intended to give security to the creditor or
relief to the debtor; differing in every thing which touches the rights
and remedies of the one, or the duties and liabilities or the other.
B) th"! laws of some of the states, debtors cannot be arrested either OIJ
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mesne or .final process; by others, personal property may be ~E'ld 1..
defiance of creditors; while, by others, real estate cannot be touched
In some instances, executions are suspended; in others, the courts of
justice are closed, or, which is the same thing, delays are sanctioned
which amount to a denial of justice. In some states, a few creditors in
the immediate neighborhood are suffered, by attachment, or other legal
proceedings, (often the re-ult of collusion with the debtor,) to secure to
themselvell the whole estate of an insolvent. In several states, persolls
arrested for debt are permitted to " swear out," as it is called, after a
umice of a few days; while in other states, they are rE'quired to lif! III jail
for three or four months. In some instances, the rE'lief extended is confined to the discharge of the debtor from arrest in the Ilarticu\.1f suit; in
others, from arrest III all suits; and in some few cases, the atteillpt has
been rmde to release him from all future llability on existing l'Olllrat is.
These varions system., unequal and IIlconsistent as they must be admitted
to be, are rendered still more objectionable by bl'ing perpetudlly flufluatillg. It was the opinion of one of the ablest judgE'S that ever sat 011 the
English bench, or any other bench. that it was better fi}r the cOlllmunity
" thJ.t a rule should be certain than th'lt it should be just;" for the ohvio~s reason, that we can shape our conduct, or our contracts, in reference
to any known and settled rule, so al! to avoid itt! injurious E'ft'ects; bllt when
the rule is uncertain, we cannot avoid falling under its operation.
We are told that it was felt as a grievance by the Roman penple, that
the tyrant should write hiS laws" in a small cha:acter, and hang them up
on high pillar:!," so that it was difficult to read them; but that grievance
would h1Ve been rendered still more intolerable, if the inscriptions had
been varied with the rising and setting of the sun.
Not a year, hudly a month passes by, which does not witness numer
ous, aud, in many instances, radical changes in the in~olvent systems of
the sel'eral state~. It is found utterly impracticable to conform to them
or to guard ag1inst them. It defies the wisdom of the bench, or the
learning of the bar, to give certainty or consistency to a system of laws,
upon which twenty-four different legislatures are constantly acting, and
almost daily innovating- a sy!'tem which changes with a rapidity that
deceives the mental vision, and leaves us in the grossest ignorance.
It is manifest, Mr. President, that the states are now reduced to the
neces~ity of entering into a compl'tition with each other, in restricting the
rights of creditors, and impairing the liabilities of debtors; and this, too,
in a matter in which, as it is impossible to mark the exact line of equality,
there must be great danger of their advancing, step by step, until every
·"ing is unsettled. I am persuaded that nothing bllt the constitutional
pronibition on the states, against .rimpairing the obligation of contracts,"
and the general- I might almost say the universal - belief that they have
no r i!tht tl) pas!! an efficient bankrupt law. have hitherto prevented such an
interference between debtor and creditor, as would have given a fatal blow
to commercial credit and enterprise.
Sir, this whole country is filled with unfortunate debtors, who owe their
failure to such causes. I have no hesitation in declaring it to be my firm
belief, and settled conviction, founded on some personal knowledge, and
information derived from those well acquainted with the subject, and worthy of entire confidence. thAt. f!~!!: !h::~e ""use!'!, there is a mass of talent,
industry-ay. sir, and virtue too-in our country, idle and useless; and
that their Dumber is daily and rapidly increasing. Thousands of individ-
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uals, who, in the commercial vicissitudes of the last twenty years, have
become bankrupt, - sometimes from fraud, oftener from imprudence, but
most frequently from misfortune, - are now struggling out a miserable
eltistence, a burden to their friends and to their country. They !lve Without hope, and will die without regret.
If we look into the proceedingI' of the Convention, or examine the com.
mentaries on the Constitution by the great men who framed it, we sh;'!1
find abundant reason to believe that tlse article which gives to Cungress
power over this subject, was designed to preve'Rt fraud~. The Journals
of the Convention show that, on the 29th August, 1iSi, it was nlO~l'd to
commit the following proposition, to wit, " to establish uniform laws 011
the subject of bankruptcy, and respecting the damages arising frolll the
protest of foreign bills of exchange;" which pal!sed in the affirmative by
a vote of nine states against two - Connecticut, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, and
Georgia, voting in the affirmative, and New Hampshire and l\fa~~achu~c1ts
in the negative. On the lst of September folJowIDl?", Mr. Rulled!!e, of
South Carolina, (from the committee,) reported and reCOmmeI:dl,j the
insertion of the following words, viz.: .. to establish uniform laws (,ll the
subject of bankruptcies;" which, on the 3d of September, was agreed to
by yeas and nays, every state voting in the affirmative, except Connecticnt.
I confess I felt my confidence in the wisdom of this provision of the
Constitution strengthened and confirmed, when I di~covered that it had
been introo.'o:ed by John Rutledge, and had received the unequivu(ul
8anction of Jah,"s Madison. In a number of the Federalist, written by
that distinguished tltatesman, speaking of this particular provision of the
Constitution, he says, "Uniform laws on the subject of bankruptcy loill
prevent so many frauds, that the expediency of it seems not likely to be
called in question." Sir, we are wiser than our ancestors; that which
they designed to "prevent frauds" we pronounce to be the most fruitful
Bource of frauds. A proposition which seemed to them so clear that it
was " not likely to be called in question," we hAve for twenty years rejected
as unworthy even of a trial. It may be, Mr. President, that I am bigoted
in my reverence for the authors of this Constitution; but I am free to confess that I distrust my own judgment when I find it leading me to discard
their precepts, or to reject their injunctions.
In relation to bankruptcy, it is the federal government only that ever
fDill enact a wise and judicious system, and no power but Congre~s can
establish UNIFORMITY. This is the great dl'sidrrntuJIl. This is the true,
the only remedy for the evils which I have pointed out. The wise man
now at the head of the Supreme Court of the United States (whose character has been drawn With a master's hand by the gentleman from Virginia,
in a finished picture that I cannot venture to touch, lest I should impalf
its beauty) has given us his opinion on this clause of the Constitution in
terms worthy of consideration:" The peculiar tt>rma of the Irfant (oav' Chief Justicp Mar.hall) certainly deserve
notice, Cnngre811 is notauthoriied merely to pass laws, the operation ofwhich shall be
uniform, but to establish uniform laws on the subject throughout the UUlted Stutt>•.
This uttlblilA1I&e1Il of ...../OTmity ie, perh~, incompatible with state legislation on that
part of the subject to whIch the acta of Congress may extt>nd."

Now, let it be remembered, that while, on the olle hand, the power is
expressly conferred on the federal government of acting efficiently on this
subject, the right has been taken away from the states. This the Supreme
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Court of the United States have decided in the caRes of Sturcres aOl
Crowninshield, and M'Millan and M'Neill, (4 Wheat. 122, 209.) A
discharge under the bankrupt or insolvent law of a ~"tate is, in these cast:!s,
declared to be invalid, in consequence of the constitutional prohl ',ition 011
the states of passing any law "impairang the obligation of cOlltracts"
Now, prior to the adoption of the Constitution, the states possessed this
right, and, 10 some instances, exercised it to the most unlimited extent
It is a right essentlal to commercial credit and prosperity. It has been
taken from the state!', and vested III us j and if proper to be exercised at
~II, can only be exerted by us. I am aware, sir, th,lt there are cases still
pending before the Supreme Court, in which the question is illvolved,
whether a state bankrupt law may 1I0t ue enforced, III such state, on parties
residing there, and contr Ictmg ill reference to that law. This question
h~s remained for several years undecided j but, whatever may be the final
decision, it is obvious that it will not restore to the states the power of
actlOg on the subject matter ill the only way at all adeqnate to the exigencies of the country. The application of the lex loci contract liS would be
but a miserable substitute or a general bankrupt law. And even if it
were possible that the case of Sturges and Crowninshield could be rever~ed, and the power be restored to the states of passing bankrupt laws,
without restriction or limitation, I should consider twenty-four different
bankrupt laws as infinitely worse than none.
In thiS bill the committee have framed a system of bankruptcy, which
will, in their opinion, greatly contribute to give security to creditors, and
relief to debtor~, within the sphere of it5 operation. It is belie\'ed that
it offers the strongest inducements to debtors for honest deallllg j that it
hold~ Ollt a temptation to insolvent traders to make a timely surrender of
their t"ffect" to their creditors j and that, thus, it will have a powerful tendency to prevent over-trading and desperate adventures. This bill gives
·p[)\\"er to creditor~ to arre-t the fraudulent career of their oebtors, furnishes
a prompt remedy for the recovery of debts, and time alld means for
thorou~h investigations; it prevents all unjust preferences, and secures an
impartial distTlbution of insolvent estates: it pUIS Citizens "f different
states on an equal footing, and gives a certain, a just rule for commercial
contracts; it puts our own citizens on a fi)oting with foreignt"rs j and,
lastly, it will restore to society, to honor, and usefulness, a mass of industry and talent which, under the present system, is irretrievably lostthus" paying a just tribute to the rights of humanity, by depriving the
creditor of the power he now has over the whole life of his debtor."
January 24, 1827.

Mr. WOODBURY. The gentleman on his right (Mr. Berrien) had
said thlt Congress might legislate without limitation as to the objects or
manner of a b'mkrnpt system, because no limItation as to them had been
e'tpressed in the Constitution. But the limitation existed in the subject
m:tlter of the gnnt. The grant was not to legislate on the subject of
contracts generallv, of descents, of snits at law, bllt on the subject of bankruptey. To lnnkrllptcip.s, and to bankruptcies alone, then, was the power
confined. And the word bankrufJtrie~, as used in the Constitution, was
never, in his apprehen~ion, intended to extend beyond embarrassments and
failure!!! among mercantile men.
""he bankrupt sYRlem had been limited essentially to persons more or
'ess engaged in trade. The word itself, as remarked last year by the ~el1
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tlemon from South Carolina, had been derived from the circumstancp. that
the person coming within its opf'ration had his bench ruptured or broken
up. The bench of whom 1 Not of the farmer - not of the mechanic
- but the bench of the money-dealer, and the bench, or cou nter, of the
merchant. Grant that some per!lOns, not strictly traders, may, at times,
have been included in the provisions of Borne laws on the subject of bankruptcies; yet thiS was where the power of legislation was unlimitedwhere all legislation, as to all creditors and debtors, was investf'd in one
body. It has but seldom occurred any where, and existed nowhere at
the time of this grant of power to Congress.
'rhat laws on the subject of bankruptcies were then deemed commercial
only, is furthf'r manifest from the fact that when, late in the session of the
CODl'ention which framed the Constitution, this clause was introduced, it
was coupled with a clause regulating the rate of damages, &c., on bills of
exchange. It was well known to our fathers, that, in tlllfteen distinct
sovereignties, thp. laws as to debtors and creditors were, and must always
be, in many rf'spects, very various, to meet thE'ir different nsag"s, pursuits,
prejudices, and educations; but that the merchants, throughout the confederacy, must cnrry on their business in other and remote states from thost
where they resided; and hence, as to thp.ir debts, their failurE's, and their
adjustment of their affairs, it might be highly convenient and salutary to
have similar rules and .laws. In a Constitution, therefore, created, in a
great degree, throughout, to benefit commerce, it was natural to confer
power to make uniformity, or uniform laws, on a commercial subject.
It was impossible that Congress could, con~titutionally, bring farmers
and mechanics, by their individual consent, within the provisions of this
act, where they would not be compelled to come without consent. It was
no qUE'stion between Congress and those individuals; it was solely a question between the general government and the individual states. He was
opposed to thi8 featnre of the act; because to p ISS it would be to bring
subjects and citizens withm the scope of the general government, never
contemplated by our fathers.
The question lay in a very narrow compass. It was, whether Congress
had been clothed with power to flass laws regulating the insolvencies of
persons 1I0t traders, and making their operation upon such persons dependent on their consent. The solution of this question rested mainly on
the meaning of the word bankruptcies, as used in the grant of power on
this subject, by the states, to the general government, in the 8th section
of the I st article of the Constitution. It thus became a momentous question of state rights, and hence deserved most delibNate consideration

Amendment to the Constitution.
SENATE,

Marck, 1826.

Mr. DICKERSON. If, by our Constitution, the President of the
United States was elected to hold his office during good behavior, our
gO\'ernment would lte, by whatever name it might be callE'd, an elective
monarchy, limited ill its powers, but with sufficient inherent ener~y to
break down, ill time, any barriers that a written constitution could present
again!lt the encroachment of arbitrary power. If, under our Constitution,
we adopt the practice of electing our Presidents from period to periofl
until the infirmities of age admonish them to retire, our system will soon
become that of an elective monarchy. That the want of the limitatjolo
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now proposed has 110t been practically felt, must be attributed, not to any
correr.tive principle in our Constitution, nor to any rigid adherence to the
jealolls maxims of democracy on the part of the people, but to the motives
of a('.tion which have governed our chief magistrates. As yet, there has
been nothing to excite alarm UpOIl tl.is subject.
Tile limitdtion proposed has not yet been wanted, Rnd probably will
not be fur many years to come; but it is the dictate of prudence to provide for the dauger while it is yet remote.
Although this question excites but little feeling at present, it once created more agitation thall any other subject that came before them, IUS "ill
appear by a few extracts froUl the Journal of that Convention:On the 1st of June, 1787, in the Federal Convention, Mr. Randolpb introduced a
!'el'Olutlon, that the national executive should not be eltglble a .econd timl', (p. 191;)
and the next day it was agreed to, eight states bemg for the resolution, one against it,
and one dIVided. (p. 1!I1.) Seven years was the term thpn in contemplation.
On the 15th of June, Mr. Patterson 8ubmltted It proposition, that the United State.
III Congress be authorized to E'lect a federal executive for - - y ..ar., to be ineligible
Illlt'cond tune. (p l!Otl.) Tht' term in contemplation then was also seven Ylian.
On tbe Itlth of June, Colonel Hamilton aubmitted rl'solutions, that the Preeldentand
Senate sbould be elected to serve durmg good behavior; that is, for life, with POWf'1'II
nedrly a.. extensive as those of the Kmg and House of Lords of Great Britain.
(p. ~12.)
Colonel Hamilton was one of the gt'l"atest mE'n in this country, and, without doubt,
believed that hIS plan was well calculated to promote tbe happiness and prosperity of
thE' Union. Many of our distil ~uished citizens thought with him then, who aftrrIvarus changed their opinions, or witnessmg the Bucceas of our preBent .ystem.
On th" HJth of June, the resolu·.ion8 of Mr. Randolph, as altered and agreed to in
lhe committee of the whole, were Jubmitted, of which the !Jth resoluti"n was, "that
II n"tlonal expcutive be in.tltuted, to consist of a single person, to be cbosen by the
111ltional legislature, for the term of .even yean, to be inellgihle a second time." (pp.75,
'lI4) July 17th, it was moved to strike out the worda .. to be ineligiblt' a second
tilDe," which passed in the affirmative, - yeas, MaslI&chusetts, Connecticut, New
Jersey, Pennsylvanlll, Maryland, and Geor(ia i nay., Delaware, Virginia, North
Carolma, and South Carolina. (p. 215.) On thiS occasion, Massachusetts, Maryland,
nnd Georgia, changed their votes, which were first in favor of the limitstion. Penn.ylvania, which waa dlVidE'd before, now voted abrainst the limitation. Delaware.
Vlrgmia, North Carolina, and South Carolinn, maintamed their ground. New Jersey
did not vote on the first question.
It was moved to strike out" Beven years," and iDSf'rt" good behavior;" which
Plbsed in the negative - yeas, 4; nays, 6. It would seem that four atates, at thw
time, preferred an eXf'Cutive for life.
A motion was made to reconsider, and passed in the affirmative.
On the 19th July, a motion was made to restore the words" to be ineligible allecond
time" It pused in the negative. (p. 242 )
July 2;\th, It was moved that no person should be capable of holding the office of
Pre.idpnt more than aix yean in any twelve; whieh passed in the negative - yeu, 5 i
nay.,6.
The next day, it was moved to amend the resolution, 80 as to read," for the term
of seven years, to be int'liglble a llecond time." It paned in the affirmative, -yE'U,
New Hampshire, New JerlleY, Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina;
uays, Connecticut and Delaware. (p. 243 )
The lame day, it was reported to the Convention u one of the resolutiona agreed to
Thi. resolution, together With those oft'ered by Mr. Pinckney, and those oft'ered by
Mr Patterson, were referred to a committee, who, on tbe 6Ul of August, rl'ported a
draft of a constitution, tht' lilt aeotian of the 10th article of which was, .. The Pl'e1Iidl'nt ahall be elected by the legislature. He ahall hold his office during seven yean,
but shall 'ot he elected a aecond tllne." (p.255.)
The friends of this limitation now conaidered the qUE'slion at rest; but they were
deceived: it was too important in the eyea of tbe frienda to an executive for life to be
given up yet.
On the 24th A ugllst, a motion _
made to postpone the consideration of the two
last ol.ulles of the 1st Bection of article 10, to wit, the term of yean and the limitation.
It p&8I1I'tI in the negative. It was moved to refer them to a committee of. member
from ea:11 state. It passed in Ule negative.
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August 31, it was agret'd to refer such parts of the plan of a constitution as had
been postponed, and such reports as had been acted on, to a.committee of one member
from each state. (p. 307.)
On the 4th of St'ptember, Mr. Brearly reported certain alterations, &c , the fourth
of which was, " The Pre81dent shall bold hiS office for four years." In this the limitation was omitted. (p.312.)
On the 5tb of September, it was moved to postpone the report, and take up the
follOWing: .. The President shall be elected br jomt ballot of the legislature. He
shall hold hiS office during seven years, but sbal not be elected a second time." This
was deCided in the Ql'gative, and seems to have been the last effort in the ConventIOn
in favor of limitation.
On the ratificatoon of the Constitution, several states proposed amendments.
Virginia proposed that no person shoold be capable of bemg President more than
eight years in sl:otteen; North Carolina, the same.
New York proposed, that no person should be elected President a third timef'xactly what IS now proposed.
Although the prlDciple of ht'reditary succession has gained no force in our presidential elections, the principle of a different succe •• lOn has already become almost
irresistible. It is, that the President shall deSignate his successor, by plaCing him ill
the most important office in hiS gift, and clothmg him with such a degree of patronage
and power, a9 to make him an overmatch lor any com"..tltor in the walks of private
life, whatever may be his merits or hiS services. The Federal Convention could n,.1
have foreseen the operatIOn of thiS pronclple as Wt' now scI' it, or they would huvp
adoplRd some rule analogous to that most IInporlant prOVISIOn of th .. Roman law, that
no one could be a candidate for the consulsillp, unl .. ss Ille presented lumsplf in a priyatp
station. As no President has yet discovered a d'"POsltlon to hold the office more thnn
eight years, it may be considered by some as haVing grown onto a law, that no one
shall hold the office for a longer period.
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Mr. WEBSTER. There remains to be performed by jar the most
grave and important duty, which I feel to be devolved on me by this occasion. It is to state, and to defend, what J conceive to be the true
principles of the Con~titution under which we are here assembled.
I understand the honorable gentleman from South Carolina [Mr.
Hayne] to maintain that it is a right of the state legislatures to interfere, whenever, in their judgment, this government transcends its constitutional lirJllts, and to arrest the operations of its laws.
I understand him to maintain this right, as a right existing under the
Constitution; not as a right to overthrow it, on the ground of extreme
necessity, such as would justify \ iolent revolution.
I understand him to maintain an authority, on the part of the state~,
thus to interfere, for the purpose of correcting the exercise of po\\"!!r by
the general government, of checking It, and of compelling it to confurm
to their opinIOn of the extent of its powers.
I understand him to maintain that the ultimate power of judging of
the constitutional extent of ils own authority is n .. t lodged exclusively ill
the general government, or any branch of it; but that, on the contrary,
the states may lawfully decide for themselves, and each state for itself,
whether, in a given case, the act of the general government transcends
its power.
IllIlderstand him to insist that, if the exigency of the Cllse, in the opinion of any state government, require it, such state government may, by it!"
own sovereign authority, annul an act of the general gorernment, which
it deems plainly and palpably unconstitutional.
1'1zi.< is the sum of what I understand from him to be the South Carolina doctrine, and the doctrine which he maintains. I propose to consider
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it. antI to compare it with the Constitution. Allow me to say. as a pre
liminary remark. that I call this the South Carolina doctrine only because
the gentleman himself has 80 denominated it. I do not feel at liberty tfI
say that South Carolina. as a state. has ever advanced theBe sentiments.
I hope she has not. and never may. That a gredt majority of her people
are opposed to the tariff laws is doubtless true. That a majority. somewhat less than that just mentioned. conscientiously believe those laws unconstitutional, may probably also be true. But that any majority holds to
the right of direct state interference. at state discretion. - the right of
nullifying acts of Congress by acts of state legislation. - is more than I
know, and what I shall be slow to believe.
That there are individuals. besides the honorable gentleman, who do
maintain these opinions, is quite certain. I recollect the recent expression of a sentiment which circumstances attending its utterallce and publication justify us in suppol!illg was not unprellleditated - "The sovereignty of the state - never to be controlled. construed. or decided on.
but by her own feelings of honorable justice."
[Mr. HAYNE here rO!le, and said that, for the purpose of being clearly understood,
he would state that his proposition was in the words of th.. Virginia rellOlution, as
follow.: "That thl. Assembly doth explicitly and ppremptorily declare, that it vit'wl
the power. of the ft'deraI government, a. resulting from the compact to which the
state. are parti.... as hmited by the plain !len"" and intention of the instrument constItuting that compact; as no further valid than th ..y are authorized by the grants
enumerated in that compact; and that, in ca!le of a d.. liberate, palpable, and danger0". ex.. rcise of other powers, not granted by the .aid compact. the state. who are
parties thereto have the right, and ar.. in duty bound, to interpost>, for arrestmg the
progress of the evil, and for maintaining, within their respective limits, the authoriti~s, fight •• and liberties, appertaming to them."]

Mr. WEBSTER resumed: I am quite aware of the existence of, the
resolution which the gentleman read. and has now repeated. and that, he
relies on it as his authority. I know the source. too. from which it is
understood to have proceeded. I neeel not say that I have much respect
for the constitutional opinions of Mr. Madison; they would weigh. greatly.
with me. always. But. before the authority of his opinion be vouched fur.
the gentleman's proposition. it will be proper to consider what is the fair
interpretatioll of th'lt resolution, to which Mr. Madison is understood t()
have given his sanction. As the gentleman construes it. it is an authorIty
fiJr him. Possibly he may not have adopted the right construction. That
resoilltion declares that. in the case of the dangerous exercise of powers
not granted by the general government. the states may interpose to arrest
the progress of the evil. But hfIID interpose 1 and what does this declaratioll purport! Does it mean no more than that there may be extreme
r,ast's, in which the people, in any mode of Il!'sernbJing. may resist usurpation, and relieve themselves from a tyrannical government! No one will
deny this. Such resistance is not only acknowledged to be just in AmerIca, bllt in England, also. ~Iackstone admits as mucb. ia the theory. and
practice. too, of the English constitution. We, sir. who oppose the Carolina cloctrine. do not deny that the people may. if they choose; throw off any
government, when it becomes oppressive and intolerable. and erect a bet·
ler in its stead. We all know that civil institutions are established for the
public benefit. and that when they cease to answer the· ends of their ex·
istence, they may be changed. But I do not understand' the doctrine now
contended for to be that which. for the sake of distiootness. we may call
the right of re\'o\ution. I understand the gentleman to maintain that,
without revolution. withont civil commotion, without rebellion. a remedy
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for supposed abuse and transgre8Bion of the powers of the general government lies in a direct appeal to the interference of the state government.
~Mr. Hayne here rOlie. He did not contend. he s.lid, for the mere right
of revolution. but for the right of conlititutional resistance. What he
maintained W8li. that. in case of plain. palpable violation of the Constitution, by the general government, a state may interpose; and that this iuterposition is constitutional.] Mr. W l'bster resumed: So. sir. I uudl'rstood the gentleman, and am happy to find that I did not misunderstand
him. What he contends for is. that it is constitutionul to interrupt the
administration of the Constitution itself, in the hands of those who are
chosen and sworn to administer it. by the direct interference. in form of
law, of the states, in virtue of their sovereign capacity. The inherent
right in the people to reform their government. I do not deny; and they
have another right. and that is. to resist unconstitutionHI laws, without
overturniug the government. It is no doctrine of mine. that unconstItutional laws bind the people. The great quel'tioll is, Whose prerogative
is it to decide on the constitutionality or unconstitutionality of the laws T
On that the main debate hinges. The proposition. that, in case of a
supposed violation of the COllstitution by Congress. the states have a
cunstitutional right to interfere. and anflul the hi \' of Congress, is the
proposition of the gentleman. I do not ~mh it. If the gentleman' had
intended no more than to assert the right of ren lution, for justifiable
cause, he would have said only what all agree to. But I caullot conceive that there can he a middle course between submission to the laws,
when regularly pronounced constitutional, on the one hand, and open resistance, which is revolution, or rebellion, on the other. I say, the right
of a state to annul a law of Congress cannot be maintained but on the
groulld of the unalienable right of man to resillt oppression; that is to
Bay, upou the ground of revolution. I admit that there i, an ultimate
violent remedy, above the Constitution, and in defiance of the Constitution, which may be resorted to, when a revolution is to be justified. But
I do not admit that, under the Constitution, and in conformity with it,
there is any mode in which a state government, as a member of the Union,
can interfere and stop the progress of the general government, by force
of her own law8, uuder any circumstances whatever.
This leads us to inquire into the origin of this government. and the
source of its power. Whose agent is it 1 Is it the creature (If the state
legislatures, or the creature of the people 1 If the government of the
United States be the agent of the state governments, then they may control it, provided they can agree in the manner of controlling it; if it be
the agent of the people, then the people alone call control it, restrain it,
modify, or reform it. It is observable enough, that the doctrine for which
the honorable gentleman contends leads him to the necessity of maintaining, not only that this general government is the creature of the states, but
that it is the creature of each of the states severally; so that each may
Bssert thp power, for itself, of determining whether it acts within the limits
of its authority. It is the servant of four-and-twenty masters, of different
wills and different purposes, and yet bound to obey all. 'fhis absurdity
(for it seems no less) arises from a misconception a8 to the origin of this
government, and its true charnelPr. It is, sir, the people's Constitution,
the people's government - made for the people, made by the people, and
answerable to the people. The people of the United States have declared
that this Constitution shaH be the supreme law. We must eitAAr admit
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the proposition, or dispute their authority The states are, unquestionably, sovereign, so far as their sovereignty is not affected by this supreme
law. But the state legislatures, as political bodie_, howe\·er sovereia-n, are
yet lIot sovereign over the people. So far at' the pE'ople have given"power
to the general government, so far the grants are unquestionably good, and
the government holds of the people, and not of the state governments.
\Ve are all agents of the same supreme power, the people. The gen~rnl
government and the state governments derive their authority from the
same source. Neither can, in relation to the other, be called primary,
though one is definite and restricted, and the other general and reSiduary.
The national government possesses those powers which it can be shown
the people have conferred on it, and no more. All the rest belollgs to the
state governments or to the people themselves. So far as the people ha\·e
restrained state sovereignty, by the expression of their will, in the Constitution of the United States, so far, it must be admitted, state sovE'reignty
is effectually controlled. I do not contend that it is, or ought to be, controlled further. The sentiment to which I have referred propounds that
state sovereignty is only to be controlled I>y its own" feeling of justice; ..
that is to say, it is not to be controlled at all; for one who is to follow his
OWII feelings is ullder no legal control.
Now, however men may think this
ought to be, the fact is, that the people of the United States ha\·e chosen
to impose control on state sovereignties. There are those, doubtless, who
wish they had been left without restraint; but the Constitution has ordered
the matter differently. To make war, for instance, is an exercil'e of soverp-i~nty; but the Conl'tituti8n declares that no state shalllllake war.
To
coin money is another exercise of soverei~n power; but no state is at
liberty to coin money. Again, the Constitution says that no sovereign
state shall be so sovereign as to makp- a treaty. These prohibitions, it
must be confessed, are a control on the state sovereignty of South Carolina,
as well as of the other states, which dQCs not arise" from her own feelings
of hOllorable justice." . Such an opinion, therefore, is in defiance of the
plainest provisions of the Constitution.
There are other proceedings of public hodies, which have already beE'n
alluded to, and to which I refer again, for the purpose of ascertaining
more fullv what is the length and breadth of that doctrine, denominated
the Carolina dortrine, which the honorable member has now stood up on
this Roor to maintain. In one of them I find it resolved, that" the tariff
of 182'!, and every other tariff designed to promote one branch of industry at the expense of others, is contrary to the meaning and intention of
the fedE'ral c:ompar.t, and such It dangerous, palpable, and deliberate usurp,tion of power, by a determined majority, wielding the general government beyond the limits of its dele~ated powen, as calls upon the states
which compose the suffering minority, ill their 8Overei~n capacity, to exercise the powers which, as sovereigns, neee~arily devolve upon them, when
their compact is violated."
Observe, sir, that this resolution holds the tariff of 18'28, and every
other tariff designed to promote one branch of indu",try at the expE'nse of
another, to be such It dangerous, palpable, and deliberate usurpation of
pO\ll·er. as calls upon tbe shtes, in their sovereign capacity, to interfere by
!hE'ir own authority. This de!1unciation, Mr. President, you will please
to observe, includes our old tariff of 1816, as well 88 nil others; becnuse
that was e!!tahlished to promote the interest of the manufacturers of cot~'l, to the manifest and admitted injury of the Calcutta cotton trade.
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Ob&'.!rve, again, that all the qualifications are here rehearsed lind charged
upon the tariff, which are necessary to bring the case within the gentlelIlan's proposition. The tariff is a usurpation; it is a dangerous usurpation;
it if< a palpable usurpation; it is a del iberate usurpation. It is lIuch a
usurpation, therefore, as caUs upon the states to exercise their right of
intE'rference. Here is a case, then, within the gentleman's principles, and
all ius qualifications of his principles. It is a case for action. The Constitution is plainly, dangerously, palpably, and deliberately violated; and
the states must interpose their own authority to arrest the law. Let us
suppose the state of South Carolina to express this lIame opinion, by the voice
of her legislature. That would be \ery imposing. But what then 1 Is
the voice of one state conclusive 1 It so happens, at the very moment
when South Carolina resoh'es that the tariff laws are unconstitutional,
Pennsylvania and Kentucky resolve exactly the reverse. They hold those
laws to be both highly proper and strictly constitutional. And now, sir,
how does the honorable member propose to deal with this case 1 How
does he relieve us from this difficulty, upon any principle of his! His
construction gets us illto it; how does he propo!le to get us out!
In Carolina, the tariff is a palpable, deliberate usurpation; Carolina,
therefore, may nullify it, and refuse to pay the duties. In PennsylvaJ.lia,
it is both clearly constitutional and highly expedient; and there the duties
are to be paid. And yet we live under a government of uniform laws,
and under a Constitution, too, which contains an express provision, as it
happens, that all duties shall be equal in all the statE's! Does not this
approach absurdity 1
If there be 01) power to settle such question!!, independent of either of
the states, is not the whole Union a rope of sand 1 Are we not thrown
again, precisely, upon the old Confederation 1
It if< too plain to be argued. Four-and-twenty interpreters of constitutionallaw, each with a power to decide for itself, and none with authority
to bind any body else, and this constitutional law the· only bond "f their
union! What is such a state of things but a mere connection during
pleasure, or, to use the pl>raseology of the times, during jeeling? - and
that feeling, too, not the feeling of the people. who established the Constitution, but the feeling of the state governments.
In another of the South Carolina addresses, having premised that the
crisis requires" all the concentrated energy of passion," an attitude of
open r:esi~tance to the laws of the Union is advised. Open resistance to
the laws, then, is the constitutional remedy, the conservative power of the
state, which the South Carolina doctrine teaches for the rt'drf"ss of political
evil:,>, real or imaginary. And its authors further say, that, appealing with
confidence to the Constitution itself to justify their opinions, they cannot
consent to try their accuracy by the courts of justice. III one !lense,
indeed, sir, this is assuming an attitude of open resistance in favor of libE'rty. But whllt sort of liberty! The liberty of establishing their own
opinions, in defiance of the opinions of all others; the liberty of judging
and of deciding exclusively themselvt's, in a matter in which others have
as much right to judge and decide as they j the liberty of placing their
own opinions above the judgment of all others, above the Jaws, and above
the Constitution. This is their liberty, and this is the fair result of the
proposition contended for by the honorable gentleman. Or it may be more
properly said, it is identical with it. rather than a result from it.
In the same publication, we find the following: "Previously to OUl
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rcyolution, when the arm of oppression was stretched over New England.
where did our northern brethren meet with a braver sympathy than that
which sprang from the bosoms of Carolinians 1 We had no extortion, no
oppression, no collision with the king's ministers, no navigation interel.luo
springing up in envious rivalry of England."
This eeems extraordinary language. South Carolina no collision with
the !ting's ministers in I7i5! No extortion! No oppression! But, sir,
it is most significant language. Doe~ any man doubt the purpose for
which it was penned 1 Can anyone rail to see that it was designed to
raise in the reader's mind the question, wh~ther, at this time,-that is tq
say, in 1828,- South Carolina has any collision with the kin~'s ministers,
any oppression, or extortion, to fear from Englaud 1- whether, in short,
England is not as naturally the friend of South Carolina, 118 New England,
with her navigation interests springing up in envious rivalry of England.!
Is it not strange, sir, that an intelligent man in South Carolina, in Hi'28,
should thus labor to prove, that, in 1775, there was no hostility, no cause
of war, between South Carolina and England? - that she had no occasion,
in reference to her own interest, or from a regard to her own welfare, to
take up arms in the revolutionary contest T Can anyone account for the
expression of such strange sentiments, aud their circulation through the
state, otherwise than by supposing the object to be. what I have already
intimated, to raise the question, if they had no " collision" (mark the expression) with the ministers of King George III., in 1775, what collision
have they, in 1828, with the ministers of King George IV. 1 What is there
now, ill the existing state of thinlts, to separate Carolina from Old, more,
or rather, than from NeuJ England!
Resolutions, sir, have been recently passed by the legislature of South
Carolina. I need not refer to them; they go no farther than the honorable gentleman himself has gone; and, I hope, not so far. I content myself, therefore, with debating the matter with him.
And now, sir, what I have first to say on this subject is, lhat at no time,
and under no circumstances, has New England, or any state in New England, or any respectable body of persons in New England, or any public
m~n of 'standing in New England, put forth sl1ch a doctrine as this Carolina doctrine.
The gentl.eman has found no case - he can find none - to support his
own opinions by New England authority. New England has studied the
Constitution in other schools, and under other teachers. She looks upon
it with other regards, and deems more highly and reverently both of its
just authority and its utility and excellence. The history of her legislative proceedings may be traced; the ephemeral effusions of temporary
bodies, called together by the excitement of the occasion, may be hunted
up; they have been hunted up. The opinions and votes of her public
men, ill and out of Con![fess, may be explored. It will all be vain. The
Carolina doctrine can derive from her neither countenance nor support.
She rejects it now: she always did reject it; and till she loses her senses,
she always will rt'ject it. The hOllorable member has referrt'd to t'xpreslJions on the subject of the embargo law, made in this place by an honorable and venerable gentleman (Mr. Hillhouse) now tilvoring UI.I with his
presence. He quotes that distinguished senator as saying, that, in his
iudgment, the embargo law was unconstitutional, and that, therefore
\D his opinion, the people were not bound to obey it.
That, sir, is perfectly constitutional language. An unconstitutional law is not binding
lwt. then. it does not re,t with a resolution, or a law of a state legislature.
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to decide whether an act of Congress be, or be not, constitutional. An
llDconstitutlonal act of Congress would not bind the people of this district,
R1though they have no legislature to interfere in their behalf; and, on the
other hand, a constitutional law of Congress does bind the citizens of
Povery state, although all their legislatures should undertake to annul it. by
act or resolution. The venerable Connecticut ~E'llator is a constitutional
lawyer, of sound principles and enlarged knowledge - a statesman, practised and eXI)erienced, bred lD the company of Washington, and holding
just views upon the na ure of our governments. He beheved the embargo unconstitutional, and so did Ol~rs. But what then 1 Who did he
suppose was to decide that question 1 Th~ state legislatures 1 Certiiillly
not. No such sentiment ever escnped his lipf'. Let us follow up, sir, this
New England opposition to the embargo laws; let us trace it till we discern the principle which controlled alld governed New England, throughout the whole cour8e of that opposition. We shall then see what sllnilarity there is betwet'n the New England school of constitutional opinions and
this modern Cdrolina school. The gentleman, I think, read a petition
from some single individual, addressed to the legislature of l\hs~achusetts,
asserting the Carolina doctrine j that is, the right of state mterference
to arrest the laws of the Union. The fate of that petition shows t.he
sentiment of the legislature. It met no favor. The opinions of Massachuseui were otherwise. They had been expressed in I iUS, ill answer to
the resolutions of Virginia; and she did not depart from them, nor bend
them to the times. Misgoverued, wronged, oppressed, as she felt herself
to be, she still held fast her integrity to the U lIinn. The gentleman may
find in her proceedings much evidence of di~8atisfaction with the measures
of the government, and great and deep dislike to the embarlZo: all this
makes the case so much the stronger fllr hf'r j for, notwithstanding all this
dissatisfaction and dislike, she claimed no right, still, to sever asunder
the bonds of 1111 ion. There was heat, and there was anger, in her political feeling. Be it so. Her heat or her angE'r did not, nevertheless, betray
her into infidelity to the government. The gentleman labors to prove
that she dislihd the embar~o as much as South Carolina di ..li~es the
tariff, and expressed her dislike as "tTOngly. Be it so. But did she propose the Carolina remedy 1 Did she threaten to interfere, by ~tatf authority, to annul the laws of the Union 1 That is the que~tion for the gentleman's consideration.
No doubt, sir, a great majority of the pt'ople of New En~land conscientiously believe the embargo law of 1807 IInconstitutional; as conscientiously, certainly, as the people of South Carolina hold that opinion of the
tariff. They reasoned thu,,: "Congress has power to regulate commerce;
but here is a law," they lIaid, .. stopping all commerce, and stopping it indefinitely. The law is perpetual; that is. it is not limited in point of time,
and must, of course, continue until it shall be repealed by some other law.
It is as perpetual, therefore, as the law against treason or murder. Now,
is this regulating commerce, or destroying it 1 Is it guiding, controllmg,
giving the rule to commerce, as a subsisting thing, or is it putting an cnd
to it li.togf'ther 1" Nothing is more certain, than that a ma.iority in New
England deemed thi!l law a violation of the Constitution. The very case
required hy the Ilentleman to justify state interference, had then arisen.
Massacnusetts believed this law to be .. a deliberate, palpable, anll dangerous ex~rcise of a power not granted by the Constitution." DE'ltberate it
Willi, for it was long continued j palpable she thought it, as 110 ',ords m
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the Constitution gave the power, and only a construction, in her 01)1111011
most violent, raised it; dangerous it was, since it threatened utter ru in to
her most important interests. Here, then, was a Varolina case. How
did Massachusetts deal with it! It was, as she thought, a plain, mallifest,
palpable violation of the Constitution; and it brought ruin to her doors.
Thou'!ands of families, and hundreds of thousands of IIldividllals, were
beggared by it. While she saw and felt all this, she saw and felt, also,
that, as a me,lsure of national policy, it was perfectly futile; that the country was no way benefited by that which caused so much mdividlldl distress; that it was efficient only for the production of e\'il, and all th.lt evil
inflicted upon ourselves. In such a case, under such circumstances,
how did Massachusetts demean herself? Sir, she remonstrated, she memorialized, she addressed herself to the general government, not exactly
"with the concentrated energy of passion," but with her own strong
sense, and the energy of sober conviction. But she did not interpose the
arm of her own power to arrest the law, and break the embargo. Far
from it. Her principles bound her to two things; and she followed her
principles, lead where they might. First, to snbmit to every constitutional
law of Vongress; and, secondly, if the constitutional validity of the law
be doubted, to refer that question to the decision of the proper tribunals.
rhe first principle is vain and ineffectual withont the second. A majority
of u~ in New England believed the embargo law unconstitutional; hnt
the great question wa~, and always will be, in such cases, who is to decide
this? Who is to judge between the people and the government! And,
sir, it is quite plain that the Constitution of the U lIited States confers on
the government itseif, to be exercised by its appropriate department, and
under its own responsibility to the people, this power of deciding, ultimately and conclusively, upon the just extent of its own authority. If
this had not been donE', we should not have advanced a single step beyond
the old Cunfederation.
Being fully of opinion that the embargo law was unconstitutional, the
people of New England were yet equally clear in the opillion - it was a
nntter they did not doubt upon - that the question. after all, must be decided by the judicial tribunals orthe United States. Before those tribullals,
therefore, they brought the question. Under the prO\·i~ions of the I~w,
they had given bonds, to millions in amount, and which \\ere alleged to
be forfeited. They suffered the bondil to be sued, and thus TAised the
question. In the old-fashioned way of settling di~putes, they went to law.
The case came to hearinll' and solemn ar~ument: and he who e!'<pollsed
their cause, and stood up for them agamst the validity of the embargo act,
was nonE' other than that great mlln of whom the ~entleman has made
honorable mention, SAMUEL DEXTER. He was then, sir, in the fultless
of his knowledge, and the maturity of his strength. He had retired from
long and di'ltinguished public service here, to the renewed pursuit of professional duties; carrying with him nil that enlargement and expansion,
all the new strength and force, which lin acqu'Iintance.with the more generlll subjects dis~ussed in the national councils is cap1hle flf adding to
profes~ional attainment, in a mind of true greatnl'!I~ and comprehension.
HI' was a lawver, and he was also a statesman. He had studied the Con~titlltion, when he filled a public statinn, that he might defent! it; he had
examined its principles, that he might maintain them. More than all men,
or at least as much as any man, he was attnched to the ~eneral f!'overnment, and to the union of the sta·e<t. His feelings and opinions all ran ill
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that din ct .. ,II. A question of constitutional law , too, was, of all subjects,
that one which was best suited to his talents and learnillg. Aloof from
technicaiity, and unfettered by artificial rules, such a question gave opportlllllty for that deep and clear analysis, that nllghty grasp of prinCIple,
which 80 much distinguishE.'d his higher efforts. His very statement was
argument; his inference seemed demon~tration. The earnestness •. f hIS
own conviction wrought conviction in others. 011e was comillced, and
belJeved. and assented, Lecause it was gratifying, delightful to think, alii]
feel, aud believe, in unison with an intellect of such evidellt superior,ty.
1\Ir. Dexter, SIr, such as I have descrIbed him, argued the New Enghnd cause. He put into his effort his whole heart, as well as all the
powers of his understanding; for he had avowed, in the mo~t public mannef, hiS entire cllncurrence with his neighbors on the poillt In dl:;pllte.
He argued the cause; it was lost, and New England submitted. Tht'
established tribunals pronounced the law constitutional, and New Englnlld
acqUIesced. Now, sir, is not this the exact opposite of thE.' doctrllle of the
gentleman from South Carolina 1 Accordin~ to him. instead of referring
to the judicial tribunals, we should have broken up the embargo by la\\ 8
of our own: we should have repealed it, quoad New England; for we had
a strong. palpable, and oppressive case. Sir, we believed the embar.go
uncunstltutional; but still, that was matter of oplllion, and who was 10
deCide it 1 We thought it a clear case; but, neverthele,g, we dId not
tdke the IdY' into our own hands, because we did not Wish to hrmg abollt
a revulution, nor to break up tbe Union; for I maintain that, between sublIIi"slOll to the declsioll of the constituted tribunals, and revolution or di~
UIIIOII, there is no middle ground there is no ambiguous condition, half
allegiance and half rebellion. And, sir, how futile, hoI\' very futile, It i~,
to adllllt the right of state intel ference, and then attempt to s~ve it from
the character of unlawful reSistance, by adding terms of qualification to
the C,lUses and occasions, leaving all these qualifications, like the case
itself, in the .It.cretion of the state governments! It must be a clear case,
It IS said; a delil)f'rate case, a palpable case, a dangerous casp. But then
the stale is still left at liberty to decide for nersplf wh"t is drar, what is
deliberate, what is palpable, what is dangerous. Do adjectives and epithets avail any thing 1 Sir, the hUlllan mind is so constituted, that the
merits of ~oth sides of a controversy appear very clear and very palpable
to those who respectively espouse them; and both sides mually grow
clearer as the controversy advances. South Carolma sees unconbtltutiollality in the tartff; she slles oppression there, also; and she sees danger.
Pellnsylvania, with a vision not less sharp, looks at the sallle tariff, and
sees 110 ~uch thing in it; she sees it all conl"titutional, all useful, all safe.
The faith of Soulh Carolina is strengthened by opposition, and she now
not only sees, but resolves, that the- tariff is palpably IInconstitutiollal,
"f'llTe~tiive, and dangerous; but Pennsylvania, not to be behind her neighbors, and equally wi!!ing to strengthen her own faith by a confider't
asseveratiul1, resolve", also, and gives to every warm affirmati\'e of South
Carolina a plain, downrtght. Pennsylvania negative. South Carolina, to
show the strength and unity of her opinion, brings her Assembly to a
unanimity, within seven voices; Pennsvlvania, not to he outdone in thi'!
re'!pect more than others, reduces her dissentient tbction to a single vote.
Now, sir, again I ask the gentleman, what is to be done? Are these
statt's both right 1 Is he bound to consider them both right! If not,
which is in the wrong! or, rather, which has the best right to decide'
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And if he, and if I, are not to know what the Constitution means, and
what it is, till those two state legislatures, and the twenty-two others, shall
agree ill its construction, what have we sworn to, when we have sworn to
maintain it T I was forcibly struck with one reflection, as the gentleman
(Mr. Hayne) went on in his speech. He quoted Mr. Madison's resolutions
to prove that a state may interfere, in a case of deliberate, palpable, and
dangerous exercise of a power not granted. The honorable gentleman
supposes the tariff law to be such an exercise of power; and that, cunsequently, a case has arisen in which the state may, if they see fit, interfere
by its own law. Now, it so happens, nevertheless, that Mr. Madison himself deems this same tariff law quite constitutional. Instead of a clear
and palp/lble violation, it is, in.his judgment, no violation at all. So that,
while they use hi:! authority for a hypothetical case, they reject it in the
v~y case before them. All this, sir, shows the inherent-futility-I
had almost used a stronger word - of conceding this power of interference
to the states, and then attempting to secure it from abuse by imposing
qualification~, of which t~e states themselves are to judge. One of two
things is true - either the laws or the Union are beyond the discretion,
and beyond the control, of the states; or else we have no constitution of
general government, and are thrust back again to the days of the confederacy.
Let me here say, sir, that if the gentleman's doctrine had been received
and acted upon in New England, in the times of the embargo and nonintercourse, we should probably now not have been here. The government would, very likely, have gone to pieces, and crumbled into dust.
No stronger case can ever arise than existed under those laws; no states
can ever entertain a clearer conviction than the New England States then
entertained; and if they had been under the influence of that heresy of
opinion, as I must call it, which the honorable member espouses, this
Union would, in all probability, have been scattered to the fOllr winds. I
ask the gentleman, therefore, to apply his principles to that case. I ask
him to come forth and declare, whether, in his opinion, the New England
States would have been justified in interfering to break up the embargo
system, under the conscientious opinions which they held upon it. Had
they a right to annul that law T Does he admit. or deny T If that which
is thought palpably unconstitutional in South Carolina justifies that state
in arresting the progress of the law, tell me, whether that which was
thought palpably unconstitutional, also, in Massachusetts, would have justified her in doing the same thmg 1 Sir, I deny the whole doctrinE'. It has
not II foot of ground in the Constitution to stand on. No public man of
reputation ever advanced it in Massachusetts, in the warmest times, or
could maintain himself upon it there at any time.
I wish now, sir, to make a remark upon the Virginia resolutions of li9S.
J cannot undertake to say how these resolutions were understood by those
who p1SSed them. Their language is not a little indefinite. In the case
of the exercise, by Congress, of a dangerous power, not granted to them,
the resolutions assert the right, on the part of the state, to interfere and
arrest the progress of the evil. This is susceptible of more than one in,erpretation. It may mean no more than that the states may interferE' by
complaint and remonstrance; or by proposing to the people an alteration
'lf the Federal Constitution. This would be all quite unobjectionable; or
it may be, th~t no more is meant than to assert the general right of revo
lution, as against all governments, in cases of intolerable oppresaioa
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'rhis nu one doubt~; and this, in my opinion, is all that he who framed
the resolutions could have meant by it; for I shall not readily believe, that
.le W88 I'vp.r of opinion that a state, under the Constitution, and in conformity with it, could, upon the ground of her OWII opinion of liS uncolIstltutionality, however clear and palpable she might dunk the case, anllul a
law of Congress, so rar as it should operate 011 herselr, by her own legISlative power.
I must now beg to ask, sir, whence is this supposed right of dw ~t,lte~
derived I-where tlo (hey find the power to interrere with the laws of tlte
Union? Sir, the opinion which the hOllorahle gl'lItlernan lIlallltalll~ I~ a
notion founded In a total misapprehensioll, in my judglllent, of the or:g"1I1
of this government, and of the founddtlOn 011 which It stands. 1 hold It
to be a popular government, erected by tl.e people; those wl)(1 admilli-ter
it re'ponsible to the people; nnd tbelf capahle of being amended and 1l10t\ified, just as the pe')ple may rhoo~e It should he. It is as popular, jll-t a~
truly emanating from the people, as thE' ,late governments. It 15 crerlteu
for one purpose, the state governments for another. It has its OWII POIIers, they have theirs. There is no more authority with them to arrl'st the
operation of a law or Congress, th~T1 with Congress to arrest the operation
of their laws. We are here to adminlstPr a Constitution eman,lIillg immediately from the people, and trusted by them to our admlllistration. It
is not the creature of the state governments. It i~ of no moml'nt to the
argument that certain acts of the state legislature~, are necessar)' to fill our
seats in this body. That IS not one of their ortglllal Slale powers. a part
of the sovereignty of the state. It is a duty which the people, by the
Constitution itself, hwe imposed on the ,tate lE'gi,,'atures, and which they
might have left to be performed elsewhere, if they h~d ~een fit. So they
have left the chOice of President with electors; but all this does not affect
the proposition, that this whole government - PreSident, Senate. and
House of Representatives - is a popular government. It leaves it sull all
its popular character. The governor of a state (in some of the states) IS
chosen, not directly by the people, but by those who are chosen by the
people, for the purpose of performing, among othPr duties, that of eler-lllIg
a governor. Is the government of a slate, 011 that account, not a pOpUl.lT
government 1 This government, ,m, is the illdept'ndent OffSpTllIg of the
popular will. It is not the creature of state legislatures; nay, more, if the
whole truth must be told, the ppople brought it illlo exi,tenee, t'stabltshed
it, and have hitherto supported it, for the very purpose, nmongst others,
of imposing certain salutary restraints on state sovereignties. The
states cannot now make war; they cannot contract alliances; they cannot
make, each for itself, separate regulations of commerce; they cannot lay
imposts; they cannot coin money. If thi~ Constitution, sir, he the creat'He of state legislatures, it must be admitted that it has obtained a strange
control over the \'olition of its creators.
The people, then, sir, erected this government. They gave it a Con~ti
tution, and· in that Const.itution they have enumerated the po" ers which
they bestow on it. They have made it a limited gm·ernmenl. They
have defined its authority. They have restrained it to the e,ercise or
such Dowers 8l! are granted; and all olhers, they declare, arl' ~eseT\'ed to
the states or the people. But, sir, they have not stopped here. If they
had, they would have accomplished but half their work. Nfl definition
can he so clear as to avoid possibility of doubt; no limitation ,,0 precise
as to exclude all uncertainty. Who, then, shall construe thi~ grant of the
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people 1 Who shaH interpret their will, where it may be supposell they
have left it doubtful? With whom do thry repose this ultimate right of
deciding on the powers of the government? Sir, they have settled all this
in the fullest manner. They have lert it, with the government itself, in
its appropriate branches. Sir, the very chief end, the main design for
which the whole Constitution was framed and adopted, was to establish a
government that should not be obliged to act through state agency, depend
on state opinion and state discretion.
But who shall decide on the question of interference 1 To whom lies
the last appeal? This, sir, the Constitution Itsplf decides, also, by declaring, "that the judicial power !lhall extend to all case, arislIlg under the
ConstitutIOn and laws of the United States," These two proVl,ions, sir,
cover the whole ground. They are, in truth, the keystone of the arch.
With these, it IS a constitution; without them, it is a confederaev, In
pursuance of these clear and express provisions, Congress estabh~iied, at
its very first seSSIOn, in the judicial act, a mode for carrying them Into full
effect, and for bringlllg all questions of crlDstitutional po\\er to the final
deCision of the Supreme Court. It theil, Sir, became a governrnrill. It
then h~d the means of self.protection; and, but for this, it would III all
prohabllity have been now among things which are past. Havin~ conslltuted the government, and declared its powers, the people have flirt her
said, that, since someb'ody must decide on the extent of these prmers,
the government shall itself decide-subject, always, like other popular
governments, to its responsibiltty to the people. And now, sir, J repe"t,
how is it that a state legislature acquires any power to interfere? Who,
or what, gives them the right to say to the people, "We, who are yuur
agents and servants for one purpose, will undertake to decide that your
other agents and servants, appointed by you for another purpose, ha\'e
transcended the authority you gave them 1" The reply would be, I think,
not impertinent - " Who made you a judge over another's servants 1 To
their own masters they stand or fall."
Sir, I deny this power of state legislatures altogether. It cannot stand
the test of examination, Gentlemen may say, that, in an extreme case, a
state government might protect the people from intolerable oppression,
Sir, in such a case. the people migbt protect themselves, ~ithout the aid
of the state governments. Such a case warrants revolutIOn, It must
make, when it comes, a law for itself. A nullifying act of a state leglsl~
ture cannot alter the case, nor make resistance any more lawful. III
maintaining these sentiments, sir, I am but asserting the rights of the peo·
pie. I ,tate what they have declared, and insist on their right to declare
it. They have chosen to repose this power in the general government,
and I think it my duty to support it, like other constitutional powers.
For myself, sir, I do not admit the jurisdiction of South Carolina, or
any other state, to prescribe my constitutional duty, or to settle, between
ne and the people, the validity of laws of Congress for which I have voted.
( decline her umpirage. I have not sworn to support the Constitution
tccording to her construction of its clauses. I have not stipulatf'd, by my
oath of office. or otherwise, to come under any responsibility, except to
the people, and those whom they have appointed to pass upon the question,
whether laws, supported by my votes, conform to the Constitution of the
country. And, sir, if we look to the general nature of the case, could any
thill~ have been more preposterous than to make a government for the
whole Union, and yet leave its powers subject, not to one interpret(.tion
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but to llurteen, or twenty-four, interpretations 1 Instead of one tribunal,
established by all, responsible to all, with power to decide for all, - ~hall
constitutiolnal questions be left to four-aud-twenty popular bodies, each at
liberty to decide for itself, and none bound to respect the decIsIOns of
others; and each at liberty, too, to give a uew construction on zver) new
electIOn of its own members 1 Would any thing, with such a prillclple in
it, or rather with such a destitution of all prmciplf>, be fit to be called
a government 1 No, sir, it should not be denominated a constitution. It
should be called, rather, a collection of tOpICS for everlastmg controversy
- heaos of debate for a disputatious people. It would not be a go\'ernment. It would not be adequate to any practical good, nor fit lor any
couutry to live under. To avoid all possibtlity of being misunderstood,
allow me to repeat again, in the fullest manner, that I claim no po\\ers fur
the government by forced or unfair construction. I admit that It is a gO\emment of strictly limited powers, - of enumerated, specified, and particularized powers, - and thjlt whatsoever is not grail ted is withheld. But
notwithstanding all thiS, and however the grant of powers may be expressed,
its limits and extent may yet, in some cases, admit of doubt; aud the
general government would be good for nothing - it would be incapable
of long existing-if some mode had not been provided, in which these
doubts, as they should arise, might be peaceably, but authoritiltively,
I!olved.
Let it be remembered that the Constitution of the United States is not
unalterable. It is to continue in its present form no longer than the
people, who established it, shall choose to continue it. If they shall become convinced that they have made an injudicious or inexpedient partition and distribution of power between the state governments and the
general government, they can alter that distribution at will.
If any thing be found in the national Constitution, either by original
provisions, or subsequent interpretation, which ought not to be in it, the
people know holV to get rid of it. If any construction be established, UIJacceptable to them, so as to become practically a part of the Con~titution,
they will amend it at their own sovereign pleasure. But while the people
choose to maintain it as it is - while they are satisfied with it, and refuse
to change it - who has given, or who can give, to the state legislatures
a right to alter it, either by interference, construction, or otherwise?
GE:ntlemen do not seem to recollect that the people have any power to do
any thing for themselves: they imagine there is no safety for them, any
longer than they are under the close guardianship of the state legislatures.
Sir, the people have not trusted their safety, in regard to the general
Constitution, to these hands. They have required other security, and
taken other bonds. They have chosen to trust themselves, first, to the
plain \Vord~ of the instrument, and to such construction as the government Itself, in doubtful cases, should put on its own powers, under their
oaths of office, and subject to their responsibility to them, just as the people of a IItate trusts their own state governments with a similar power.
Secondly, they have reposed their trust in the efficacy of frequent elections, and in their own power to remove their own servants and agent!',
whenever they see cause. Thirdly, they have reposed trust in the judicial
power, which, in order that it might be trustworthy, they have made as
respectable, as disinterested, and as independent, as was practicablt:..
Fourthly, they have seen fit to rely, in case of necessity, or high expedl'
ency, on their known and admitted power to alter or amend the Cons\itu-
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tlOn, peaceably and quietly, whenever experience shaJl point out defects
or imperfections. And, finally, the people of the United States have at no
time, in no way, directly or indirectly, authorized any state leglsldtures to
con~true or interpret their high instrument of government, much less to
IIlterlere, by their own power, to arrest its course and operatIon.

Mr. Hayne's Reply to Mr. Webster, abridged by him..~elf.
SENATE,

January 27, 1!!30.

Mr. HAYNE. The proposition which I laid down, and from which
the gentleman dissents, is taken from the Virginia resolutions of '98, and
is in these words - "that, in case of a deliberate, palpahle, and danger.
ous ex~rcise, by the federal government, of powers not granted by the
compact, (the Constitution,) the 8tate~ who are parties thereto have a
right to interpose, for arre,ting the progress of the evil, and for maintaining, within their respective limits, the authorities, rights, and liberties,
appertaining to them." The gentleman insists that the states have no
right to decide whether the Constitution has been violated by acts of
Congress or not; but that the federal government is the exclusive judge
of the extent of itM own powers; and that, in case of a violatIOn of the
Constitution, however" deliberate, palpable, and dangerous," a state has
no constitutional redress, except where the matter can be brought before
the Supreme Court, whose decision mU8t be final and conclusive on the
subject. Having thus distinctly stated the points in dispute between the
gentleman and myself, I proceed to examine them. And here it will be
nece8sary to go back to the origin of the federal government. It cannot
be doubted, and is not denied, that before the Constitution, each state was
an independent ~overeignty, possessing all the rights and powers appertaining to independent nations; nor can it be denied, that, after the Constitution was formed, they remained equally sovereign and independent,
as to aJl powers not expressly delegated to the federal government. This
would have been the case even if no positive provisions to that effect had
been inserted in that instrument. But to remove all doubt, it is expressly
declared, by the 10lh article of the amendment of the Constitutioll, "that
the powers not delegated to the states, by the Constitution, nor prohibited
by it to the states, are reserved to the states respectively, or to the people."
The true nature of the Federal Constitution, therefore, is (in the language
of Mr. M 'Idison) "a compact to which the states are parties," - a compact by which each state, acting in its sovereie;n capacity, has entered
into an agreement with the other states, by whIch they have consented
that cert'tin designated powers shall be exprcised by the United Rtates, in
the m mner prescribed in the instrument. Nothing can be clearer than
that, under such a system, the federal government, exercising strictly delegated powers, can have no right to act beyond the pale of its authority,
and that all such acts are void. A state, on the contrary, retailling all
powers not expres~ly !l'iven away, may lawfully act in all cases where she
has n!)t voluntarily imposed restrictIOns on herself. Here, then, is a case
of a compact between sovereigns; and the question arise8, what is I he
·emedy for a clear violation of its express terms by one of the parties 1
And here the plain, obvio1ls dictate of common sense is in strict conform
ity with the understanding of mankind and the practice of nations III all
analogous cases - " that, where resort can be had to no common superior
the parties to the compact must themselves be the rightful judges whether
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the iJargain has been pursued or violated." (Madison's Report, p. 20.)
When it is insisted by the gentleman that one of the parties "has the
power of d'lciding ultimately ami conclusively upon the extent of its own
authority," I ask for the grant of such a power. I call upon the gentleman to Eho.v it to me in the Constitut ion. It is not to be found thf'rc.
But if tllere be rio common superior, it results, Ii-OIn the very nature of
things, that the parties must be tluir OICIl judges. This is admitted to he
the case where treaties are formed between independent nations; and if
the same rule does not apply to the federal compact, it mu.t be because
the federal IS superior to the state government, or because the states havl'
surrendered their sovereignty. Neither branch of this proposition can
be maintained for a moment.
Here, however, we are met by the argument that the Constitution was
not formed by tlte states in their sovereign capacity, but by the ~ople;
and it is therefore inferred that the federal government, being created by
all the people, must be supreme; and though It is not contended that the
Constitution may be rightfully violated, yet it is insisted that from the
decision of the federal government there can be no appeal.
I deny that the Constitution wa!' frallled by the people 10 the sense in which
that word is used 011 the other side, and insi!lt that it was framed by the
states, acting in their sovereign capacity. When, in the preamble of the
Constitution, we find the words, " We, the people of the United States,"
it is clear they can only relate to the people as citizens of the several
8tates, because the federal government was not then in existence.
We accordIngly find, in every p~rt of that instruml'nt, that the people
are always spoken of in that sense. Thlls, in the 2d section of the 1st
article, it is declared, "that the House of Representativl's shall be composed
of members chosen every second year by the people of the several states."
To show that, in entering into this compact, the states acted in their sovereign capacity, and not merely as parts of one great community, what
can be more conclusive than the historical fact, that when every state had
consented to it except one, she was not held to be bound. A majority of
the people in any state bound that state; bllt nine tenths of all the people of the United States could not bind the people of Rhode Island, until
Rhode Island, as a state, had consented te the compact.
I am not disposed to dwell longer on this point, which does appear to my
mind to be too clear to admit of controversy. But I will quote from Mr.
Madison's Report, which goes the whole length in support of the doctrines
for which I have contended.
Having no\\' established the position that the Constitution was a compact between sovereign and independent states, having no common ~upe
rior, "it follows of necessity" (to borrow the language of Mr. Madison)
"that there can be no tribunal above their authority, to decide, in the lll!!t
resort, whether the compact made by them be violated j and consequently
that, as the parties to it, they mu;<t themselves decide, in the last rl'80rt,
such questions as may be of sufficient magnitude to require their interpOSItion. "
But the gentleman insists that the tribunal provided by the C,.nstitutIOII,
fur the deCisions of controversies between the states and the federal govern·
ment. is the Supreme Court.
It is clear that questions of sovereignty are not the proper subjects of
jlldir.ial investigation. They are milch too large, and of too delicate R
uature, to be brought within the jUTlsdiction of R court of justice. Court••
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whether supreme or subordinate, are the mere creatures of the IKlVereign
power, designed to expound and carry into effect its sovereign will. No
independent state ever yet aubmiued to a judge on the bench the true
construction ofa compact between itlJClfaud another sovereign. All courts
may incidentally take cognizance of treaties, where rights are claimed
under them; but who ever heard ofa court making an inquiry into the authority of the agents of the high contracting parties to make the treatywhether Its terms had been fulfilled, or whether it had become void on
account of a breach of its conditions on either side 1 All these are political and not judicial questions. Some reliance has been placed on those
proviSIOns of the Constitution which constitute" one Supreme Court,"
which provide" that the judICial power shall extend to all cases in law and
equity arising under this COllstitution, the law8 of the United States,
and treaties," and which dp.clare" that the Constitution, and the laws of
the United States which shall be made in pursuance thereof, and all treaties,
&c., shall be the supreme law of the land," &c. Now, as to the name of
the Supreme Court, it is clear that the term has relation only to its snpremacy over the inferior courts provided for by the Constitution, and has no
reference whatever to any supremacy over the sovereign atates. The
words are ... The judici~1 power of the United States shall be vested in
one Supreme Court, and such inferior courts as Congress may, from time
to time, establish," &c. Though jurisdiction is given" in cases arising
under the Constitution," yet it is expressly limited to "cases in law and
equity," showing conclusively that this jurisdiction was incidental merely
to the ordinary administration of justice, and not intended to tuuch high
questions of conftll\tillg sovereignty. When it is declared that the" COllstitutinn, and the laws of the United States made in pursuance thereof,
&h311 be the supreme law of the land," it is manifest that no iudication is
gil'en, either as to the power of the Supreme Court to bind the states by
its decisions, or as to the course to be pursued in the event of laws beillg
passed not in pursuance to the Constitution. And I beg leave to call
gentlemen's attention to the striking fact, that the powers of the Supreme
Court, in relation to questions arising under" the laws and the Constitution," are coextensive with those arising under treaties. In all of these
ca~es, the power is limited to questions arisltl):!' in law and equity; that is
to say, to cases whl're jurisdiction is inci,lentally acquired in the ordinary
a1ministration of justice. But as, with fl'gard tn treaties, the Supreme
Court has never assumed-jurisdiction m"er questIOns arising between the
t\m'ereigns who are parties to them, so, under the Constitution, they cannot
IIssume jurisdiction over questions arising betwcen. individual states and
the United States.
But to prove", as I think conclusil'ely, that the judiciary were not designed to act as umpires, it is only neces"nry to ohsen-e that, iu a great
majority of cases, that conrt could manife~tly not take jurisdiction of the
matters in dispute. Whenever it may be dc-i~nl'd hy the federal government to commit a violation of the ConstitlltiOll, it can be done, and
always will be done, in such a manner 8S to depri\e thc court of all jurisdiction over the subject. Take the case of the tariff and internlll improvements; whether constitutional or unconstitutionlll, it is admitted that the
Supreme Court have no jurisdiction. Suppose Congress should, for thl'
acknowledged purpose of making an t'qual distribution of the property of
tM country among states or individuals, proceed to lay taxes to the amount
of $50,000,000 a year. Could the Supreme Court take cognizance of
tbe art laving the tax, or making the distribution 1 Certainly not
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'l'ake another case, which is very likely to occur. CongreR! have the
unlimited power of taxation. Suppose them also to assump. an tlulirnited
power of appropriation. Appropriations of money are made to establish
presses, promote education, build and support churches, create an order
of nobility, or for any other unconstitutional object; it is manifest that in
none of these cases could the constitutionality of the law8 making tho~e
grants be tested before the Supreme Court.
It would be in vain that a state should come before the judges with an
act appropriating money to any of these objects, and ask of the court to
decide whether these grants were constitutional. They could not even be
heard; the court would say they had nothin/t to do with it; and they
would say rightly. It is idle, therefore, to talk of the Supreme Court
affording any security to the states, in cases where their rights may be violated by the exercise of unconstitutional powers on the part of the federal
government. On this subject Mr. Madison, in his Report, says: "But it
is objected that the judicial authority ill to be regarded as the sole expositor of the Constitution in the last resort; and it may be asked, for what
reason the declaration by the General Assembly, supposing it to be theoretically true, could be required at the present day, and in so solemn a
manner .
.. On this objection it might be observed, fir!lt, that there may be instances of usurped power which the forms of the Constitution would
never draw within the control of the judicial departrnent."
"But the proper answer to the objectioll is, that the resolution of the
General Assembly relates to those great and extraordinary cases in which
all the filrms of the Constitution may prove ineffectual against infractions
dangerous to the essential rights of the parties to it.
" Howevf'r true, therefore, it may be, that the judicial department is, in
nil questions submitted to it by the formll of the Constitution, to deci,le in
the last resort, this resort must necessarily be deemed the latot in relation
to the authorities of the other departments of the government; not in relation to the rights of the parties to the constitutional compact, from which
the judicial, as well as the other department", hold their delegated tru_ts.
On any other hypothesis, the delegation of judicial power would annul the
authority delegating it; and the concurrence of this department with the
others in usurped powers might subvert forever, and beyond the po~sible
reach of any rightful remedy, the very Constitution which all were instituted to preserve."
If, then, the Supreme Cllurt are not, and, from their organization, cannot be, the umpires in questions of conAicting sovereignty, the next point
to be considered is, whether Congress themselves pO!lsess the right of deciding conclusively on the extent of their own powers. This, I know, is
a popular notion, and it is founded on the idea that, as all the sttltes are
represented here, nothing can prevail which is not in conformity with the
will of the majority; And it is supposed to be a republican maxim, .. that
the majority must govern."
Now, will anyone contend that it is the true spirit of this government,
that the will of a majority of Congress should, in all cases, be the suprlO'me
law 1 If no security was intended to be provided for the rights of the
states, and the liberty of the citizens, beyond the mere org:mization or the
fedt!ral government, we shonld have had no written constitntion, but Congre!'s would have been authorized to JegillJate for us in all cases whatwever, and the acts of our state legislatures, like those of the present legi.
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lative councils in the territories, would have been subjected to the revision
and control of Congress. If the will of a majority of Congre>!!! is to be the
supreme law of the land, it is clear the Constitution is a dead letter, and
hI>! utterly failed of the very object for which it was designed - the protection of the rights of the minority. But when, by the very terms of
the compact, strict limitations are imposed on every branch of the federal
government, Hud It is, moreover, expressly declared that all powerl! not
granted to them" are reserved to the states or the people," with what show
of reason can it be contended that the federal government is to be the exclusive judge of the extent of its own powers 1 A written constitution
was resorted to in this country, as a great experiment, for the purpose of
ascertaining how far the rights of a millority could be secured against the
encroachments of majorities - often acting under party excitellient, and
not unfrequently under the influence of strong interests. The moment
that Constitution was formed, the will of the majority ceased to be the
law, except in eases that should be acknowledged by the p.lrties to be
within the Constitution, and to have been thereby submitted to their will.
But when Congress (exercising a delegated and strictly limited authority)
pass beyond these limits, their acts become null and void, and must be declared to be so by the courts, in cases within their jurisdiction; and may
be pronounced to be so by the states themselves, in cases not within the
jurisdiction of the courts, of sufficient importance to justify such aD
interference.
But what then 1 asks the gentleman. A state is brought into collision
with the United States, in relation to the exercise of unconstitutional
powers; who is to decide between them 1 Sir, it is the common ease of
difference of opinion between sovereigns, as to the true construction of a
compact. Does such a difference of opinion necessarily produce war 1
Nu. Aud if not among rival nations, why should it do so amoog friendly
states 1 In all such eases, some mode must be devised, by mutWlI agreement, for settling the difficulty; and, most happily for us. that mode a
clearly indicated in the Constitution itself, and results, indeed, from "-t
very form and structure of the government. The creating power is three
fourths of the states. By their decision, the parties to the compact have
agreed to be bound, even to the extent of changing the entire IOrm of the
government itself; and it follows of necessity, that, in ease of a deliberate
and settled difference of opinion between the parties to the compact, as to
the extent of the powers of either, resort must be had to th~lr common
superior, (that power which may give any character to the Constitution
they may think proper,) viz., three fourths of the states.
But, it has been asked. why not compel a state objt>cting to the constitutionality of a law ·to appeal to her sister states by a proposition to amend
the Constitution 1 I auswer, because such a coun.oe would, in the first instance, admit the exercise of an unconstitutional authority, which the
!ltates are not bound to submit to, even for a day j and because it would be
absurd to suppose that any redress would eyer be obtained by such an ap.,eal, evt'n if a !'tate were at liberty to matte it. If a majority of both
houses of Congress should, from allY motive, be induced deliberately to
exercise" powers not granted," wbat prospect would there be of .. arresting the progress of the evil," hy a vote of three fourths 1 But the Constiution does not permit a minority to submit to the people a proposition
for an amendment of the Constitution. Such a proposition can only come
from " two thirds of the two holJ8CS of Congress, or tbe legislatures of two
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thirds of the stlllHS." It will be seen, therefore, at once, that a Rlmority, whose conl!titutional rights are violated, can have no redress by an
amendment of the Constitution. When any state is brought into direct
collision with the federal government, in the case of 8n attempt, by the
latter, to exercise unconstitutional powers, the appeal must be made by
Congress, (the party proposing to exert the disputed powers,) in order to
have it expressly conferred; aud until so conferrt'd, the eXt'rcise of such
authority must be suspended. Even in case of doubt, such an appeal is
due to the peace and harmony of the government. On this subject our
present chief magistrate, in his openlllg message to Congress, says, "I
regard an appc~l to the source of power, in cases of real doubt, and \\ here
its exercise is deemed indispensable to the general welfare, as among the
most sacred of all our obligations. Upon this country, morE' than any other,
has, in the providence of God, been cast the special guardianship of the great
prinCiple of adherence to foritten constitutions. If It fail here, all hope
in regard to it Will be extinguished. That this was intended to be a
government of limited and spE'cific, and not general powers, must be admitted by all; and it is our duty to preserve for it tbe cbaracter intended
by its framers. The scheme has worked well. It has exceeded the hopes
of those who devised it, and become an object of admiration to the world.
Nothing is clearer, in my view, than that we are ("hiefly indebted for the
success of the Constitution, under which we are now Hcting, to the watchful and auxiliary operation of the state authorities. This is not the reflection of a day, but belongs to the most deeply-rooted convictions (If my
mind. I cannot, therefore, too strongly or too earnestly, for my own st'n~e
of Its importance, warn YOIl against all encroachments upon tht' legitimate
sphere of state sovereignty. Sustained by its healthful and invigoratmg
influence, the federal system can never faiL"
I have already shown, that it has been fully recognized by the Virginia
resolutions of '98, and by Mr. Madison's report on these resolutions, that
it is not only "the right but the duty of the states" to "judge of infractions of the Constitution," and to interpose for maintaining within their
limits the authorities, rights, and liberties, appertaining to them.
Mr. Jefferson, on various occasions, expressed himself in language
equ.llly strong. In the Kentucky resolutions of '98, prepared by him, it
is df'clared that the federal government" was not made the exclusive and
final judge of the e"tent of the powE'rs delegated to itsE'lf, sinct' that
would have made its discretion, and not the Constitution, the measure of
its powers: but that, as in all other cases of compact among parties having
no common judge, each party has an equal right to judge for itself, as well
of infractions a~ the mode and mea!lure of redress."
In the Kentucky resolutions of '99, it is even more explicitly declared
'that the several states which formed the Constitution, being sovereign
and independent, have the unquestionable right to judge of its infraction,
and that nullification by those sovereignties of all unauthorized acts done
und('r color of that instrument is the rightful remedy."
But the gentleman says. this right will be dangerous. Sir, I insist that,
of all the checks that have been provided by the Constitution, this is by
far the satest, and the least liable to abu!<e.
But there is one point of view in which this matter presents itself to my
mind With irresistible force. The Supreme Court, it is admitted, may
nuilify an act of Congress, by declaring it to be unconstitutIonal. Can
Congress, after such a nullification, proceed to enforce the law, even if
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they should diff'er in opinion from the court T What, then, would be the
eff'ect of such a decision 1 And what would be the remedy in lIuch a
~ue 1 Congress would be arrested in the exercise of the disputed power,
and the olily remedy would be, an appeal to the creating power - three
fourths of the stlltes - for all amendmentto the Constitution. And by whom
must such an appeal be made T It must be made by the party proposing
to exercise the disputed power. Now, I will ask whether a sovereign state
may not be safely intrusted WIth the exercise of a power, operating merely
as a check, which is admitted to belong to the Supreme Court. and which
may be exerci-ed every day by any three of its members. Sir, no idea
that can be formed of arbitrary power on the one hand, and abject dependence on the other, can be carried farther than to suppose that three
individuals, mere men, .. subject to like passions with ourselves," may be
safely intrusted with the power to nullify an act of Congres~, because they
conceive it to be unconstitutional; but that a sovereign and independent
state- even the great state of New York - is boulld, implicitly, to submit to its operatioll, even where it violates, in the grossest manner, her own
rights, or the liberties of her citizens. But we do not contend that a commOil case would justify the mterposition.
This is the" extreme medicine of the state," and cannot become our
daily bread.
Mr. Madison, in his Report, says, " It does not follow, however, that
because the states, as sovereign parties to their constItutional compact,
must ultimately decicle whether it has been violated, that such a decision
ought to be interposed, either in a hasty manner, or on doubtful and inferior occasions.
"The resolution has, accordingly, guarded against any misapprehension8 of its object, by expressly requirmg, for such an interposition, • the
case of a deliberate, palpable, and dangerous breach of the Constitution,
by the exerci~e of powers not granted hy it.'
.. But the resolution has done more than ~uard against misconstruction,
by expressly referring to cases of a deliberate, palpable, and dangerous
nature. It specifies the object of the interposition, which it contemplates
to be solely that of arresting the progress of the evil of usurpation, and of
malOtalOing the authoritiE's, ri~hts, and liberties, appertaining to the states,
as parties to the Constitution."
No one can read this without perceiving that Mr. Madison got'S the
whole length, in support of the principles for which I have been contending.
The gentleman has called upon us to carry out our scheme prnctir:ally.
Now, sir, if I am correct in my view of this matter, then it follows, of
course, that, the right of a state being established, the federal government
is bound to acquiesce in a solemn decision of a state. acting in its sovereign
capacity, at lea-t so fllr as to make an appeal to the people for an amt-ndment of the Con~titution. This solemn decision of a state (made either
through its legislature or a convention, as may be "upposed to be the
proper organ of its sovereign will- 8 point I do not propost- now to di!!,-.uss) binds the fedt-ral government, under the highest constitutional obligation, not to resort to any meall8 of coercion against the citizens of the
dissenting state. How, then, can Rny collision en~ue between the federal
'lnd state governments - unless, indeed, the former should determine to
enforce the law bv unconstitutional means 1
Sir, I will DU t the case home to the gentleman. Is there any violatioa
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oi the cor·stitutional rights of the states. and the liberties of the citizen,
(s8uctioned by Congress and the Supreme Court,) which he would believe
it to be the right aud duty of a state to resist 1 Does he contend for the
doctrine "of passive obedience nnd non-resistance 1" W tJllld ne justify
an open resistance to an act of Congress, sanctioned by thf' courts, which
should abolish the trial by jury, or destroy the freedom of religion, or the
(reedom of the press! Yes, sir, he would advocate resi~tance in Ruch
cases; and so would I. and so would all of us. But such resistance would,
according to this doctrine, be revolution: it would be rebellion. According to my opinion, it would be just, legal, and constitutional resistallce.
The whole difference between us, then, con!!ists in this: the gf'ntleman
would make force the only arbiter m all cases of collision bf'tween the
states and the federal government j I would resort to 8 peaceful remedythe interposition of the state to "arrest the progress of the eVil," until
such times as .. a convention (assembled at the call of Congre:!s or two
thirds of the states) shall decide to which they mean to give an authority
claimed by two of their organs." Sir, I say, with 1\1r.•Teffer!!on, (whose
words I have here borrowed,) that" It is the peculiar wi~dom and felicity
of our Constitution to have providf'd this peaceable appeal, where that
of other nations" (and I may add that of the gentleman) "is aj ollce to
force."
1\Ir. WEBSTER, in some closing remarks. said a few words on the
constitutional argument, which the honorable gentlf'mall (Mr. Hayne)
labored to reconstruct.
HIS argument consists of two proposition~, and an inference.
His
propositions areI. That the Constitution IS a compact between the states.
2. That a c.omp.lct between two, with authority reserved to one to interpret its tf'rms, "ould he a surrender, to that one, of all power whatever
3. Therefore (such is his inference) the general government does not
possess the authnrity to construe its own powers.
.Now, sir, who does not see, without the aid of exposition or detection,
the uller confusion of irleas involved in this 110 elaborate and systematic
argument 1
'The COI,!'titlltion, it is said, is a compact between states: the states,
then, and the states only, are parties to the compact. How comeK the
general government itself a party 1 Upon the honorable gentleman'S
hypothesis, the general governllient is the result of the compact, the
creatllre of the compact, not one of the parties to it. Yet the argument,
a!l the gentleman has now stated it, makes the government itself one of its
own erl'ators. It makes it a party to that compact to which it owes its
own existence.
For the purpose of erecting the Cont'titution on the basis of a compact,
thl') gentleman considers the states as parties to that compact; but as soon
as his compact is made, then he chooses to consider the general government, which IS the offspring of that compact, not its offspring, hut one of
Its pdrties i and t'O, being a party, has not the power of judging on the
terms of compact.
If the whole of the gentleman's main proposition were conceded to
him - that is to say, if I admit, for the sake of the argument, tl at the
Constitution is a compact between states, - the inferencf's which he draws
from that proposition are warranted by no just reason; becauSf'•. f the
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Constitution be a compact between states, still that Constitution, or that
compact, has established a government with certain powers j and whetl\er
it be one orthose powers, that it shall construe and interpret for itself the
terms of the compact in doubtful eases, can only be decided by looking
to the compact, and inquiring what provisions it contains on this point.
Without any inconsistency with natural reason, the government, even thur
created, might be trusted with this power of construction. The extent ot
its powers, therefore, must still be sought for in the instrument itsel£
If the old Confederation had contained a clause, declaring that resolu.
tions of the Congress should be the supreme law of the land, any state la"
or constitution to the contrary notwithstanding, and that a committee of
Congress, or any other body created by it, should possess judicial powers,
extending to all cases arising under resolutions of Congress, then the
power of ultimate decision would have been vested in Congress under the
Confederation, a1th(lUgh that Confederation was a compact between states;
and for this plain reason - that it would have been competent to the
states, who alone were parties to the compact, to agree who should decide
in cases of dispute arising on the construction of the compact.
For the same reason, sir, if I were now to concede to the gentleman hi~
principal proposition, viz., that the Constitution is a compact between
states, the que!;tion would still be, what provision is m~de, in this compact,
to settle points of disputed construCtion, or contested power, that shall
come into controversy; and this question would still he answered, and
conclusively answered, by the ConstitutIOn itself. While the gentleman
is contending against construction, he tllmself is settiug up the most loose
and dangerous construction. The Constitntion dpclares that the laws of
Congress shall be rhe supreme law of the land. No con~trlJction IS necessary here. It declares, also, wirh equal plainnes, and prer.ision, that the
judicial power of the United States shall extend to every case arising under
the laws of Congress. This needs no constructIOn. Here is a law, then,
which is declared to be supreme; and here is a power estahli~hed which
is to interpret th'lllaw. Now, sir, how has the gentleman mf't this? Suppose the Constitution to be a compact; yet here are Its terms; and hOI\l
does the gentleman get rid of them? He cannot ar~ue the seal off the
bond, 1I0r the words out of the instrument. Here they are. What answer
does he give to them 1 None in the world, sir, except that the effect of
this would be to place the states in a condition of inferiurity ; and because
it results, from the very nature of thin!!!!, there being no superior. th~t the
parties must be their own judges! Thus closely and cogentl.V does the
honorable gentleman reason on the words of the Constitution. The gentleman says, if there be such a power of final decI~ions in the general government, he asks for the grant of that power. 'Well, sir, I show him the
grant - I turn him to the very words - I show hIll! that the laws of Congress are made supreme, and that the judicial power extends, by express
words, to the interpretation of these laws. Instead of answering thi~, he
retreats into the !!eneral reflection, that it must resuit from the nature of
things that the states, being the parties, must jndge for themselves.
I have admitted, that, if the Constitution were to be ronsidered as the
creature of the state governments, it might be modified, interpreted, or
construed, according to their pleasure. But, even iO' that case, it would
he necessary that they should agl'ee. One, alone, could not interprf't it
conclusively; one, alone, could not construe it; one, alone, could not
.uodify iL Yet the gentleman's doctrine is, that Carolina, alone, rna"
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construe and interpret tbat compact wbich equally binds all, and gives
equal rirhtll to all.
So th~n, sir, even l!Iupposing the Constitution to be a compact between
the stlltes, tbe gentleman'lI doctrine. nevertbeletlll, is not maintainable,
becaulIe, firet, tbe general government is nOl a party to that compact, but
a government establisbed by it, and vested by it with the powers of trying
and deciding doubtful questions; and, secondly, becaWJe, if the Constitution be regarded all a compact, not one state only, but all tbe states, are
partiell to that compact, and one can have no right to fix upon it her own
peculiar construction.
.
So much, air, for tbe argument, even if the premises of the gentleman
were granted, or could be proved. But, sir, the gentleman has failed to
maintain his leading proposition. He has not shown - it cannot bt:
shown - that the Constitution is a compact between state governments.
The Constitution itself, in its very front, refutes that proposition; it declares tbat it is ordained and established by the people of the United Statell.
So far from saying that it is established by the governments of the several
states, it does nOl even say tbat it is estabhshed by the people of the several
slates; but it pronounces that it is established by the people of the United
States, in the aggregate. The gentleman says, it must mean no more
than that the people of the several states, taken collectively, constitute the
people of the United States. Be it so; but it is in this their collective
capacity; it is as all the people of the United Slates, that they establish
the Constitution. So they declare; and words cannot be plainer than the
words used.
When the gentleman says, the Constitution is a compact between the
states, he uses language exactly applicable to the old Confederation. He
speaks as if he were in Congress before li89. He describes fully that
old Slate of tbings then existing. The Confederation was, in strictness, a
compact; the states, as states, were parties to it. We had no other general government. But that was found insufficient, and inadequate to the
public exigencies. The people were not satisfied with it, and undertook
10 establish a hetter. They undertook to form a general government
which should stand on a new basis - not a confederacy, not a league, not
a compact between states, but a constitution; a popular government,
founded in popular election, directly responsible to the people themselves,
and divided into branches, with prescribed limits of power, and prescribed
duties. They ordained such a government; thpy gave it the name of a
constitution; and therein they established a distribution of powers between this, their general government, and their several state governments.
When they shall become dissatisfied with ·this distribution, they can alter
it. Their own power over their own in!'trument remains. But until they
~hall alter it, it must stand as their will, and is equally binding on the gen
eral government and on the states.
The gentleman, sir, finds analogy where I see none. He likens it to
the case of a treaty, in which, there being no common superior, each
party must interpret for itself, under its own obligation of good faith.
But this is not a treaty, but a constitution of government, with powers to
e:..ecute it!;t!lf, and fulfil its duties.
I admit, sir, that this government is a government of checks and balanees; that is, the House of Representatives is a check on the Se!late, and
the Senate is a check on the House, and the President is a chpck on both.
But 1 cannot comprehend bim - or ifl do, I totally differ from him - wheD
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he applied the notion of cheeks and balance!' to the interference of different
governments. He argues that, if we transgres~, each state, as a state, hll!l
a right to cheek us. Does he admit the converse of the propositionthat we have a right to check the states 1 The gentleman's doctrine..
would give us a strange jumble of authorities and powers, instead of goverilinents of separate and defined powers. It is the part of wisdom, 1
think, to avoid this; and to keep the general gm'ernment and the stategovernments each in its proper sphere -avoiding, as carefully as possible,
every kind of interference.
Finally, sir, the honorable gentleman says that the states will only mterfere, by their power, to prel!erve the Constitution. They will not destroy
it they will not impair It - they will only save, they will only preserve,
they will only strengthen it! All regulated governments, all free governments, have been broken up by similar disinterested and well-disposed
interference!
Mr. EDWARD LIVINGSTON. I think that the Constitution is the
result of a compact entered into by the several states, by which they surrendered a part of their sovereignty to the Union, and vested the -pall so
surrendered in a general government.
That this government is partly popular, acting directly on the citizens
of the several states; p3ftly federative, dept'nding for its existence and
action on the existence and action of the several states,
That, by the institution of this gO\'ernment, the states have unequivocally
surrendered every constitutional right of impt'ding or resisting the execution of any decree or judgment of the Supreme Court, in any case of law
or equity between persons or on matters, of whom or on which that court
has jurisdiction, even if such decree or judgment should, in the opinion of
the states, be unconstitutional.
That, in cases'in which Ii law of the United States may infringe the
constitutional right of a state, but which, in its operation, cannot be
brought before the Supreme Court, under the terms of the jurisdiction expressly given to it over particular persons or matters, that cOllrt is not
created the umpire between a state that may deem itself aggrieved and th~
general gO\·ernment.
That, among the attributes of sovereignty retained by the states, is that
of watching over the operations of the general government, and protecting
its citizens against their unconstitutional abuse; and that this can be
legally duneFirst, in the case of an act, in the opinion of the state palpably unconI'titutiooal, but affirmed in the Supreme Court in the legal exercise of it!!
functions;
By remonstrating against it to Congress;
By an address to the people, in their elective functions, to change or
instruct their representatives;
By a similar addre!!s to the other states, in which they will have a right
to declare that they consider the act as unconstitutional, and therefore
void;
By proposing atpendments to the Constitution in the manner pointea
out by that instrument;
And, finally, if the act be intolerably opprt'ssive, and they find the general government persevere in enforcing it, by a resort to the natural right
which every people have to resist extreme oppression.
Secondly, if the act be one or the few which, in its operation, Cantllll be
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submitted to the Supreme Court, and be one that will, in the opinion of
the state, justify the risk of a withdrawal from the Uuion, that this last extreme remedy may at once be resorted to.
That the right of resistance to the operation of an act of Congrel's, in
the extreme calles above alluded to, is not a right derived from the Constitution, but can be justified only on the supposition that the Constitution
has been broken, and the stale absolved from itt! obligation; and that,
whenever resorted to, it must be at I he risk of all the penalties attadled to
an unsuccessful resistance to established authority.
That the alleged right of a state to put a veto on the execution of a law
of the United Statt's, which sllch state may declare to be unconstitutional,
attended (as, if it exist, it must be) with a correlative obligation, on the
part of the general government, to refrain from executing it; and the further alleged obligation, on the part of that government, to submit the
question to the states, by proposing amendments, are not given by the
Con!ltitution, nor do they grow out of any of the reserved powers.
That the exercise of the powers last mentioned would introduce a feature m our government not expressed in the Constitution; not implied
from any right of sovereignty reserved to the states; not suspected to exist,
by the friends or enemies of the Constitution, when it was framed or
adopted;. not warranted by practice or contemporaneous exposition, nor
implied by the true construction of the Virginia resolutions in '98.
That the introduction of thIs feature in our government would totally
change its nature, make it inefficient, invite to dissension, and end, at no
distant jJeriod, in sf'paration ; and that, if it had been proposed in the form
of an explicit provision in the Constitution, it would have been unnnimOQsly rejected, both in the Convention which framed that instrument
and ill those which adopted it.
'rhat the theory of the federal government 'being the Tesult of the genernl will of the people of the United States in their aggregate capacity, and
founded in no degree on compact between the states, would tend to the
most disastrous practical results; that it would place three fourths of the
states at the mercy of one fourth, and lead int'vitably to a consolidated
government, and finally to monarchy, if the doctrine were generally admitted; and if p'lttially so, and opposed, to civil dissensions.
Mr. WOOD BUR Y. From the very fact of there being two parties in
the federal government, it would seem a necessary inference that the
agents of each party, on proper occasions, must be allowed, and are requirl'd by an official oath, to conform to the Constitution, and to decide
on the extent of itt! provisions, 80 far os is necessary for the expression of
their own views, and for the perfi>rmance of their own duties. This being,
to my mind, the rationale of the case, I look on the express words of the
Covstitution as conforming to it, by limiting the grant of judicial jurisdiction to the Supreme Court, both by the Constitution and by the acts of
Congress, to specify enumerated objects. In the same way, there are
limited grants of judicial jurisdiction to state courts, under most of the
state constitutions. When cases present themselves within these grants,
the judgt's. whether of the state or United States, must decide, and enforce
their decision with such means as are confided to them by the laws and the
constitutions. But, when questions arise, not confided to the judiciary of
the states, or United States, the officers concerned in those questiolls mUllt
themselves decide them: and, in the end, must pursue such cc>urse u
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t.beir views of the Constitution dictate. In such instances, they have the
l8IJle authority to make this decision as the Supreme Court itself has in
Qther instances.

On PO'IDers of the State and Federal Governments.
February 29.

Mr. GRUNDY. I will proceed to an examination of a subject upon
which a great diversity of opinion seems to prevail. I mean the powers
of the state and federal governments. As to the true division or distribution of their powers, no difficulty exists so long as we speak in general
terma; differences of opinion arise when we come to an act on particular
~. At present, we have no case before the Senate, and are only dillcussing the subject for the purpose of ascertaining the true rule by which
to test cases as they arise; and iu the event Congress should transcend
the limits or boundaries of its cORl;titutionai powers, to ascertain where
we are to look for the ultimate corrective tribunal.
The states existed prior to this government. Each of them p08sessed
all the rights and powers which appertain to sovereign and independent
natiolls. For all the pUrpose8 of self-government, no want of power, or
the means of using it, was felt by any of theBe communities. Life, liberty, reputation, and property, all found an ample protection in the state
governments. If any intern-a1 illlprm'ement were necessary, within its
limits, the sovereign power of the state, having entire and uncontrolled
jurisdiction, could cause it to be undertaken and effeoted. For none
of these purposes or objects was there a defect of competency in the state
governments. There were objects, however, of high importance, to which
the states, liIeparately, were not equal or adequate to provide. These are
specified in the recommendatory letter by the Convention, aud signed by
General Washington, which accompanied the Constitution, when presented to the old Congress for its consideration. The language is, .. The
friends of our country have long seen and desired, that the power of making war, peace, and tr.eaties; that of levying money and regulating COIDmerce; and the correspondent executive and judicial authoritit>s, should
be fully and effectually veated in the general government of the Union."
Here is 811 enumeration of the objects which made it necessary tu establish
this government; and when we are called on to decide whether a subject
be within our powers, we ought not to lose sight of the purposes for which
the government was created. When it is recollected thnt all the powers
now possessed by the general and Iltate governments belonged originally
to the latter, and that the former is constructed from grants of power
yielded up by the state governments, the fair and just conclusion would be,
that no other power was conferred except what was plainly and expressly
given. But if doubt could exist, the 10th article in the amendments to
the Constitution settles this question. It declares that .. the pOwers not
delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to
the states, are reserved to the states, respectively, or to the people." The
conclusion hp.nce arises, that this government is one of limited, delegated
powers, and can only act on subjects expressly placed under its control by
he Constitution, and upon such other matters as may be necessarily and
properly within the sphere of its action, to enable it to carry the enumerated and specified powers into execution, and without which the powers
granted would be inoperative.

Public T.A.nd8.
8u~n.,

F....ary 23, 1830.

Mr. WOODBURY. Not examining the parti~'llar kind of sales the
government can make for the common benefit, such a~ grants to the new
Btates for such schools, receiving virtual compensation therefor, by having
the rest ofthe land freed from taxation, I merely lay dowu what I suppose
to be the general principle.
On that principle, no reasoning h88 been offered which convinces me
that lands can be legally appropriated to any object for which we might
not legally appropriate mOlley. The lands are 88 much the property of
the Umon as its money in the treasury. The cessions and purchases of
them were as much for the benefit of all 88 tbe collection of the money.
The Constitution, 88 well as common sense, seems to recognize no difference; and if the money can ouly be appropriated to specified objects, it
follows that the land can only be 80 appropriated. Within those eopecified
objects I have ever been, and ever shall be, 88 relldy to give lands or money to the west 811 to the east; but beyond them, I never have been ready
to give either to either. Towards certain enumerated objects, Congress
have authority to devote tbe common funds-the land or the money; because those objects were supposed to be better managed under their- control than under that of the states; but the care of the other objects is
reserved to the states themselves, and can only be promoted by the common funds, in a return or division of tbese funds to proprietors, to be expended 88 they may deem judicious.
The whole debate on these points goes to satisfy my mind of the correctness of that construction of the Constitution, which holds no grants of
money or lands valid, unlesl! to advance lOme of the enumerated objt-ct8
intrusted to Congress. When we once depart from tbat great landmark
on the appropriation of lands or money, and wander into indefinite notions
of" common good .. or of the" general welfare," we are, in my opinion, at
sea without compass or rudder; and in a government of acknowledged
limitations, we put every thing at the caprice of a fluctuating majority
here; pronouncing that to be for the general welfare to-day, which tomorrow may be denounced as a general curse. Were the government not
limited, this broad discretion would, of course, be necessary and right.
But here every grant of power is defined. Many powers are not ceded to
the general government, but are expressly withheld to the stales and people; and right is, in my opillion, given to promote the" general welfare,"
by granting money or lands, but in the exercise of specific powers
granted, and in the modes prescribed, by the Constitution.
In fine, if the government. and the principles of strict construction of
the Constitution, cannot be prosperously administered, it requires no spirit
of propbecy to forf'8ee, that, in a few brief years, in a new crisis approaching, and before indicated, it must, 88 a confederation, probably cease to be
administered at all. It will. in my judgment, become a government of
usurped, alarming. undefined powers; and the sacred rigbts of tbe states
will become overshadowed iu total eclipse. When that catastroph., more
nearly approaches. unless the great parties to the government shall arouse.
and in lOIlle way interrere and rescue it from consolidation, it will rollow
u darkness does the day, that the government ends, like all republics of
olden times, either in anarchy or despotism.
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NUllification.
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Mr. JOHNSTON. The right of a state t" annul a law of Congress
must depend on their showing that this is a mere confederation of states:
which has not been done, and cannot be ~aid t<) be true, although it should
not appear to be absolutely a government of the people. It i~ by no
means lIecessary to push the argument, as 10 the character of the gm ernment, to ils utmost hmit; the ground has been laken, and maintained With
great force of reasoning, that tillS government is Ihe agent of the s\lprelll~
power, the people. II 15 sufficiellt tor the argument, that thiS is not a COIllpact of states. It may be assumed that it is neither strictly a confederation nor a national government: it is compounded of both; it IS an
anomaly III the political world; an experiment growing out of our peculiar
circumstances; a compromise of prmciples and opinions: it is partly federal, partly national .
.. The proposed Con.titutlon is, in .trictnes., neither national nor f.. deral; it I. a
compositIon of' both j in Its foundatIon It is fed .. ral, not national j in the sourc.. s from
which the ordinary powel'll of the government are drawn, it I. partly federal, partly
natIonal j tn the operatIOn of th ...., powerl, it is national, not federal j tn the mode for
amenJm~.:" it is neIther wholly federal nor wholly natIonal." - Feder"list.
The following It.t will ~,hlblt the n .. ture and number of the causes decI<lpd, [in the
Supreme CourL] The same case I. sometimes counted under dIfferent head. :
1. Declaring acto of Congress uncon·
1!:S' AcqUIescing in appeal jurIsdIctIOn, 21
stltutlOnal,. . • . • • . .•• • . .• . . . . •• 2
II. States parties, really and nomlnal2. Constitutional,..................
Iy,..... ... .................. 6
3. Declarlllg state laws constItutional, 9 10. States parties, incidentally,....... 4
4. Declaflng .ta... law. unconstitu.
11 Opinions agam.t the Pf('"dellt,... 2
tlOnal, .......... , •. " ....•• '" 26 12. Opmions m favor of the Pr.-sident, 2
5. Affirmmg judgments of at"... courts, 14 13. Opinions agamst the 8ecretary of
6. Annullmg judgments ofatll'" courts 14
State, ........................ 2
7. Assenting to appeal juri.diction,... 7
Th~y have decided twenty-six state laws to he unconstitutioual; that is,
interfering with the rights of the general government i. which, conSidering
these as twenty-four states, are not equal to the nUlllber of decisionll
against the acts of Congress. - - The [Supreme] Court has annulled the judgments of state courts in
fourteen cases, which drew in question the Constitution, laws, or treaties
of the United States; but has affirmed as many; which shows they have
no bearing agalllst the rights of states, and which, if it has had no other
elTect, has preserved the uniformity so essential to the administration of
Justice under them. • - -

Indian" Treaties."
SEI<ATE,

May, 1830.

Mr. SPRAGUE. These contracts with aboriginal communities have
been denominated treaties from the first settlement of this country. It
has been their peculiar and appropriate D'\me without even an alias dictus.
Great Britain made treaties with the Indians; the lOeveral colonies formed
many, and gave them the same appellation. The Continental Congress,
from the time it first assembled until it was merged in the present national government, uniformly called them treaties. They did so in ]775,
1776, 1778, 1783, 1784,1785, 1786, 1787,1788, and even to the day of
the formation an.! adoption of the Constitution. We find them repeatedly
and particularly mentioned in July, August, and October, 1787, the Con·
stitution being formed in September of the same year.
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United States Bank.
Houn:

OF RJ:PI\UZIfT ATIV:EI,

JIpril 13, 1830.

Mr. M'DUFFIE. It remains for the committee to show that the Bank
of the United States is a " necessary and proper," or, in other words, a
natural and appropriate, means of executing the powers vested in the fed
eral government. In the discussion of 1791, and also in that before the
Supreme Court, the powers of raising, collecting, and disbursing, the public revenue, of borrowing money on the credit of the United States, and
paying tne public debt, were those which were supposed most clearly to
carry with them the incidental right of incorporating a bank, to facilitate
these operations. There can be no doubt that these fiscal operations are
greatly facilitated by a bank, and it is confidently believed that no person
has presided twelve months over the treasury, from its first orgauization
to the present time, without coming to the conclusion that such an institution is exceedingly useful to the public finances in time of peace, but
indispensable in time of war. But as this view of the question has been
fully unfolded in former discussions ~amiliar to the house, the comMittee
will proceed to examine the relation which the Bank of the United States
bears to another of the powers of the federal government, but slightly
adverted to in former discussions of the subject.
,
The power to " coin money and fix the value thereof" is expressly and
exclusively vested in Congress. This grant was evidently intended to invest Congress with the power of regulating the circulating medium.
" Coin" was regarded, at the period of framing the Constitution, as synonymous with" currency," as it was then generally belie\'ed that bank
notes could only be maintained in circulation by being the true representative of the precious metals. The word" coin," therefore, must be regarded as a particular term, standing as the representative of a general
idea. No principle of sound construction will justify a rigid adherence
to the letter, in opposition to the plain intention of the clause. If, for example, the gold bars of Ricardo should be substituted for our present
coins, by the general consent of the commercial world, could it be maintained that Congress would not have the power to make such money, and
fix its value, because it is not "coined" 1 This would be SAcrificing
sense to sound, and substance to mere form. This clause of the Constitution is analogous to that which gives Congress the power" to establish
post-roads." Giving to the word" establish" its restricted interpretation,
as being equivalent to " fix" or "prescribe," can it be doubted that Congress has the power to establish a canal, or a river, as a post-route, as well
as a road! Roads were the ordinary channels of conveyance, and the
term was, therefore, used as synonymous with" routes," whatel'er might
be the channel of transportation; and, in like manner, " coin" being the
ordinary and most known form of a circulating medium, that term was
used as synonymous with currency.
An argument in favor of the view JUBt taken may be fairly deduced
from the fact, that the states are expressly prohibited from "coining
money, or emitting bills of credit," and from I I making any thirlg but
gold and silver a lawful tender in payment of debts." This strongly
confirms the idea, that the subject of regulating the circulating medium.
whether conststing of coin or paper, was, at the same time that it wall
taken from the control of the states, vested in the only depositorr In
which it could be placed, consistently with the obvious design of haymg
• common measure of value throughout the Union.
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MR. MONROE'S OBJECTIONS
TO

'AN ACT FOR THE. PRESERVATION AND REPAIR OF THE ClT)mER
LAND ROAD."
Having duly considered the bill, entitled" All Act for the Preaervation and Repair
of the Cumberland Road," It is WIth deep r.. gret, approving as I do the pohcy, that)
am compelled to object to its paaaage, and to return It to the House of Representativea,
III which It origlllated, under a conviction' that Congre88 do not po_sa the power.
under the Constitution, to pass such a law.
A power to establldh turnpIkes WIth gates and tolls, and to enforce the collection of
tolls by penalties, impltes a power to adopt and execute a system of internal improvement. A right to impose dutIes, to be paid bX all persons paasing a certam road, and
on hor8l's and carriages, a. is done by this bIll, Involves the right to take land from
the proprietor, on a valuatIOn, and to paaa law. for the protection of the road from
injuries; and if it exist as to one road, it exists aa to any other, and to a.. many roads
as Congress may think proper to establish. A rIght to legislate for one of these purposes, IS a rIght to legislate for the others. It is a comprete rIght of jurisdiction and
sovereignty, for all the purposes of internal improvement, and not merely the right of
appropriating money, under the power vested in Congre88 to make approprIDtions,under which power, With the consent of the .tates through which the road passes, the
work was originally commenced, and has been so fa.r pxecuted. I am of opinion that
Con<rre.s do not possess this power; that the states, individually, cannot grant it; for,
alth;uerh they may assent to the approprIation of monpy withm their hmlts for luch
purpo';;'s, they can grant no power of jUrisdIction or sovereignty by special compacts
with the URlted States. This power can be granted only by an amendment to the
ConstitutIOn, and in the mode prescribed by it.
If th.. power eXIst. it must, either because it haa been specifically granted to the
United States, or that which is mCldental to some power whIch has been speCIfically
granted. If we exam me the specific grants of power, we do not find It among them
nor is it mCldental to any power which has been specifically granted.
It never has been contended that the power was specifically granted. It is claimed
only as belllg inCIdental to one or more of the powers which are specifically grantE'd.
The following are the powers from which it is said to be derived:lst, from the right to establish post-offices and post.roadd; 2<1, from the right to
declare war; :hl, to regulate commerce; 4th, to pay the dehts and provide for the com
mon d .. fence and general welfue; 5th, from the power to make all laws nece88ary
and proper for carry 109 into expcution all the powers vested by the Conotltution in
the government of the Unoted States, or in any department or officer thpreof; 6th, and
lastly, from the power to dispose of, and make all needful rules and regulations respectiner, the tl'mtory and other propert.v of the U noted Statea.
According to my jud17ment, it cannot bE' derIved from pither of those powers, nor
from all of them united; and, in consequence, does not exist. * * •
JAMES MONROE.
W ASHIIIGTOIl, May 4, 1822.
On the evening of the 24th, President Monroe also transmitted hi. "lIi.."8," in support of his ".to, in an elaborate argument, which i. the exposition quoted III President
Jackson's objections.

•
OBJECTIONS 010' THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
STATES
ON RETURIIIIIO TO THE HOUSE OF REPR'UEICTATIVEI THE EICROLLED BII.L, I!:ICTITLIID

"AN ACT AUTHORIZING A SUBSCRIPTION OF STOCK IN THE MAYSVILLE, WASHINGTON, PARIS, AND LEXINGTON
TURNPIKE ROAD COMPANY."
The constitutional power of the federal government to construct or promote work.
of internal improvement preaents itself in two points of view - the first, as bearing
1Ipon the sovereignty of the .tatea within whose limita their execution is contemplated,
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if juriadiction of the territory which they may occupy be claimed as necessary to the I.
preservation and use; the second, lUI aaaerting the SImple fight to appropflate money
from the natIOnal treuury in aId of .uch work. when undertaken by state authority
~urrendermg the claIm of juris,hctlOn. In the fir.t vi.. w, the question of power i. an
open one, and can be deCided Without the embarraaament attending the other, arlomg
from the practice of the government.
Although frequently and .trenuoWlly attempted, the power, to this ('xlent, has never
been exercised by' the government in a B.ngle IDstance. It does not, in Illy opinion,
poasess it, and no bill, thE'refore, which admits it, can receive my offiCial sanction.
But, in the other view of the power, the question is dlifcrently .ituated The
ground taken at an early period of the government WlUl, .. that, whenever money has
6een raIsed by the general authority, and is to be applied to a particular measure, a
question arises whether the particular measure be WIthin the enumerated authorities
vested in Congre.s. If it be, the money requisite for it may be applied to it; if not,
no such application can l!. made." The document in which this prmciple was first
advanced I. of deservedly high authority, and should be held in grateful remembrance
for .ts immediate agency m rescuin~ the country from much eXIsting abuse, and for
its conservltlve E'ffect upon some 01 the most valuable principles of t.he Constitution.
The .ymmetry and pUllty of the government would, doubtless, have been better pleserved, if thiS restriction of the power of appropflation could have been mamtained
without weakening its ability to fulfil the general objects of its Institution -nn effect
so likely to attend Its admiSSion, notwithstanding its apparent fitne8s, that every subsequent admini.tration of the government, embracing a period of thirty oul of the
forty-two years of its exi.tence, has adopted a more enlarged constructIOn of the power.
In IhE' admmistration of Mr. Jefferson, we have two examples of the exercise of the
right of appropriatIOn, which, in the consideratIOn that led to their adoption, and in their
effects upon the pubhc mUld, have had a greater agency in markmg the character of
the power, than any subsequent evento. 1 allude to the payment of fifteen millions
of dollar. for the purchase of Louisiana, and to the original appropriation for till' constructIOn of the Cumberland Road; the latter act deriving much weight from the
acquiescence and approbation of three of the most powerful of the original membPrs
of the confederacy, exprE'f!sed through their respective legislatures. Although the
circumstances of the latter case may be such as to deprive so much of it as relates to
ti,e actual constructIOn of the road of the fo,ce of an obligatory exposition of the Constitution, it must, nevE'rtheless, be admitted that, so far as the mere appropriatIon of
money IS concl'rned, they present the principiI' in its 1II0st imposing asppct. No less
than twenty-three different laws have been passed through all the forms of the Constitution, appropriatmg upwards of two millions of dollars out of the national treasury
in support of that improvE'ment, w,th the approbation of every President or the United
States, mcluding my predecessor, since its commencement.
Independentlv of the sanction ll"iven to appropflation. for the CumbPrland and
other road. and objects, under thiS pow..., the administration of Mr. MadIson was
eharacteflzed by an act which furnishes the strongest evidence of hi. opinion extant.
A bill was passed through both houses of Congress, and presented for his approval,
"scttmg apOlt and pledging certain funds for constructing road. and canals, and
improvmg the navigation of watercourses, in ord.. r to facilitate, promote, and give
security to IUtl'mal commerce among the several .tates; and to rend .. r more easy,
and less expensive, the means and provision for the common def"nce." Regardmg
the bill as assprtmg a power in the federal !l"'vernment to construct roads and canals
within the limits of the states 10 whieh tliey were madl', he objectl'd tn its pas-a!!",
on thE' ground of its unconstitutionality, declaring th"t the assent of the r"'peCllvE'
states, in the mode prOVided by the hill. could not confer the powl'rs in question; that
the only cases in which the conaent and ceMion of partlcnlar states can extend the
power of Congress are tho..e 8ppcified and provided for in the ConstitutIOn; and
suppradd,na to this avowal his opinion. th.t .. a restriction of the power' to prOVide
for the' comomon defencp and general welfarE',' to cases which are to be provldl'd for by
thE' elpenditure of money, would .tillleave within the legislative pow"r of Conjl'res8
all the great and roost important ml'asures of Irovernment, money being the ordmary
and npcessary means of carrying them into execution." I have not been .blp to
consider th"se declaration. in any olh"r point of view than "" a N>Dcp •• ion th.t the
rij.!ht of appropriation i. not limited by the power to carry into effcct the mea.ure for
which the monev i8 askl'd, as was formerly contended.
The views of Mr. Monroe upon this .ubject were not left to inference. Durir g
hi. ndmini.tratiou, a bill was passed through both house. of Congress, confprring the
jurisdiction, and prescribing the mode by which the federal governmE'nt should
enrolee it in the case of the Cumberland road. He returned it. with objection. to its
passage, and, in assign·n!!, thpm, took occasil)n to say that, in the early stages of the
,onrnment, he had inclinl'd to the construction that it had no right to expend ml)npy
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ucept in the performance of acta authorized by the otht-r apecific I{ranta of power,
according to a strict construction of them; but that, on further reflectIon and observation, hia mind had undergone a change; that hiB opmion then WH, .. that CongreM
have unlimited power to raise money, and that, in Ita appropriation, they have a
discretlODluy power, restricted only by the duty to appropriate It to purposes of com·
mon delence, and of general, natIonal, not local, or atate, benefit;" and this was
avowed to be the governing principle through the residue of his admmistration. The
vIews of the last administration are of such recent date as to render a particular
reference to them unnec_ry. It 18 well known that the approprIating power, to
the utmost extent whIch bad been claimed for it, in relation to mternal improvementa,
wa. fully recognIzed and exercised by it.
Th,s brief ref.. rence to known facta will be lufticient to ahow th.. difficulty, if not
impractIcabilIty, of brmgmll' back the operation of the government to the construction
of the Constitution set up In J7!J8, aaauming that to be ita trup reading, In relatIOn to
the power under consideration; thus giving an admonitory proof of the force of
imphcatlOn, and the necessity of guardmg the Constitution, with sleeple.. vigIlance,
agalRst the authority of precedents whIch have not the IIILnction of ita most plainly.
defined powers; for, although it is the duty of all to look to that sacred instrument,
tnstead of the statute· book, - to repudiate, at all tlmel, encroachments upon Its .pirit,
which are too apt to be effected by the conjuncture of peculiar and tacilitati~ circum.
stances, - it il not less trul' that the public good and the nature of our polittcal insti·
tut,ons requIre that mdlvldual differencea Ihould yield to a well-leuled acquiescence
of the people and confederated authorities, in partiCUlar r.onstructions of the ConstitutIOn, on doubtful pomts. Not to concede thi. much to the spirit of our institutions
w'luld imp'!ir their stab,lity, and defeat the objects of the Constitution itself.
The only remaining view which it iB my intention to present at this time, involv... tht' expedIency of embarking in a system of internal improvement, without a
prevIOus amendment of the ConstItution, explaining and definmg the precIse power.
of the fedpral gov~rnment over It 4. ..uming the right to appropflate money, to aid in
the con.truction of natIOnal works, to b.. warranted by the contemporaneous and ctlntonued exrosition of the ConstItution, its insufficiency for the succeuful prosf'cution
of them must be admitted by all candId minds. If we look to usage to define the
extent of the rIght, that will be found 80 varIant, and embracing 80 much that has
been overruled, as to involve the whole lubject in great uncertainty, and to render the
executIOn of our respective duti ..s in relation to it replete with difficulty and embarrassment. It i. in rPgard to such works, and the acquisition of additional territory ,
that the practice obtain .. a its first footing. In most, if not all, other disputed questIon.
of appropriatiun, the con.truction of the Constitution may be regarded as unsettlf'd, if
the rIght to apply money, in the enumerated caleS, is placed on the ground of usage.
If it b.. thp dt'sire of the people that the agency of the f.. deral government should be
confined to th .. appropriatIon of money, in aid of loch undertakingo, in virtue of the
stale authoritips, then the occasion, the manner, and the extent of the appropriations,
should be made the .ubject of constitutional regulation This IS th.. more necessary,
in order that thpy may be equitsble among the leveral states; promote harmony
between sections of the Union and their representatives; preserve other parts of the
ConstitutIon from bemg undermined by the eXE'rcise of doubtful powel'tl, or the too
gl"E'at extension of thoae which are not 80; and protect the whole subject against the
deleterious influence of combination. to carry, by concert, measures which, conSIdered
by th"mselves, mllfht meet but little countenance.
That a constitutIOnal adjustment of this poWE'r, upon equitable principles, is, in the
highest degree, dE's"able, can scarcely be doubted; nor can it fail to be promoted by
every sinc~re friend to the success of our political institutions. In no government are
appt'al. to the Bouree of power, in cases of real doubt, more suitable than in ours. No
good molove cltn be aaaigned for the exprcise of power by the constituLPd authoroli".;
whil" those, for whnee benefit it i. to be exercilPd, have not conferred it, and may not
De willing to confer It. It would seem to me that an honf'st application of the conceded powers of the general government to the advancement of the common ,,'eal
presents a suffici"nt scope to satisfy a reasonable ambition. The dIfficulty and sul'rolled impradicability of obtaining an amendment of the Constitution, in this respt'ct,
18, I firmly believe, in a ~at degree, unfounded
In presenting these opmionl, I have spoken with the freedom and candor whIch I
thou/!"ht the occasion for their expn'Slion called for; and now respectfully relurn the
bill which ha. been under consideration, for your further d!!libPration and judgment.
ANDREW JACKSO!ll.
rt'1ft!lIeral Jackson, in addition to the abo..e, baa exercised the v.t'to power on leveral
bIn•. _. See AI·nl<Du.]
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VIRGINIA RESOLUTIONS OF 1798,
PRONOUNCING THE ALIEN AND SEDITION LAWS TO BE UNCONSTITUTIONAL, AND DEFINING THE RIGHTS OF THE STATES.

DRAWN BY MR. MADISON.
1M

THE VlllOll<lA HOUSE OJ' DltLltOATJtI,

FRIDAY,

Deumbw 21, 1796.

Resolved, That the General Assembly of Virginia doth unequivocally
express a firm resolution to maintain and defend the Constitution of the
United States, and the Constitution of this state, against every aggression,
either foreign or domestic; and that they will support the government of
the United States in all measures warranted by the former.
That this Assembly most solemnly declares a warm attachment to the
union of the states, to maintain which it pledges its powers; and that, for
this end, it is their duty to watch over and oppose every infraction of those
principles which constitute the ouly basis of that union, becaut<!' II faithful
observance of them ca(l alone secure its existence and the public happiness.
That this Assembly doth explicitly and peremptorily declare, "that it
views the powers of the federal government as resulting from the compact
to which the states are parties, as limited by the plain sense and intention
of the instrument constituting that compact, as no further Yalid than they
are authorized by the grants enumerated in that compact; and that, in
case of a deliberate, palpable, and dangerous exercise of other powers,
not granted by the said compact, the states, who are parties thereto. have
the right, and are in duty bound, to interpose, for arresting the progress
of the evil, and for maintaining, within their respective limits, the authorities, rights, and liberties, appertaining to them.
'fhat the General Assembly doth also express its deep regret, that a spirit
has, in sundry instances, been manifl'sted by the federal government to
enlarge its powers by forced constructions of the constitutional chatter
which defines them; and that indications have appeared of a design to ex·
pound certain general phrases (which, having been copied from the very lim
ited granl of powers in the fonner Articles of Confederation, were the less
liable to be misconstrued) so as to destroy the meaning and effect of the particular enumeration which necessarily explains and limits the general phrases.
and so as to consolidate the states, by degrees, into one sovereignty. the
obvious tendency and inevitable result of which would be, tn transform
the present republican system of the United States into an ab!olute, or, at
best. a mixed monarchy.
That the General Assembly dnth particularly PROTEST against
the palpable and alarming infractions of the Constitution, in tile two lot"
cases of the "Alien and Sedition Acts," passed at tile last session of
Con{!1'ess; the first of which nercistl a PUUJtr notIJlure rklegoted to the
fedtrnl government, and UJmch, by uniting letfislative andjudidal pOfDer.•
to those of ezecutire, subverts tM gentral principles of frre govern".,.."t,
as well as the particular orgnni:atiun tl7Id ponti"e provisions of tile Federal Constitution; and the other of flJhich nets nerdses, in like manner. fl
'PUfIJer not deltlfated by the Constitution. but. on the contrary, expressly
and positively forbidden b.vone of tke Q'IIIendments 'hereto, - a pUUJer which,
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more tltan any other, ougl&t to produce univerJal alarm, because it is lutlled
again,t tke right offreely examining public characters and measures, ana
offree communication among the people thereon, which has ever beenjrlStly
deemed the only effectual guardian of every other right.
That this state having, by its Convention, which ratified the Fedf'ul
Constitution, expressly declared that, among other essential rights, "the
liberty of conscience and the press cannot be cancelled, abridged, re!'trained, or modified, hy any authority of the United States," and from its
extreme anxiety to guard these rights from every possible attack of sophi"try and ambition, having, with other states, recommended an amendment for that purpose, which amendment was, in due time, annexed to
the Constitution, - it would mark a reproachful inconllistency, and crimilIal degeneracy, if an indifference were now shown to the most palpable
violation of one of the rights thus declared and secured, and to the establishment of a precedent which may be fatal to the other.
That the good people of this commonwealth, having ever felt, and con
tinuing to feel, the IDO..t sincere affection for their brethren of the other
states; the truest anxiety for establishing and perpetuatmg the union of
all; and the most scrupulous fidelity to that Constitution, which is the
pledge of IDutual friendship, and the instrument of mlltual h'lppiness,the General Assembly doth solemnly appeal to the like di!'positinns in the
other states, in confidence that they will concur with this commonwealth
in declaring, as it does hereby declare, that the acts aforesaid are unconstitutional; and that the necessary and proper measures will be taken by
each for cooperating with this state, in maintaining unimpaired the authorities, rights, and liberties, reserved to the states respectively, or to- the
people.
That the governor be desired to transmit a copy of the foreging resolutions to the executive authority of each of the other states, with a request
that the same ml1 be communicated to the legislature tht'reof, and that a
copy be furnished to each of the senators and representatives representing
this state in the Congress of the United States.
Atte~t,
JOHN STEWART
1798, December 24. Agreed to by the Senate.
H. BROOKE.
A true copy from the original deposited in the office of the General
Assembly.
JOHN STEW ART. Leper oj RollI

l:XTRACTS FROM 'rHE ADDRESS TO THE PEOPLE,
WHICH ACCOMPANIED THE FOREGOING RESOLUTIONS,

Fellow-citizens: Unwilling to shrink from our representative responsi.ilities, conscious of the purity of our motives, but acknowledgiug your
'ight to supervise our conduct, we invite your serious attention to the
emergency which dictated the subjoined resolutions. Whilst we disdain
to alarm you by ill-founded jealousies, we recommend an investigation
gllJded by the coolness of wisdom, and a decision bottomed on firmness,
hut tempered with moderation.

Virginia Resolutions, 1798.
It would be perfidious in tbose intrusted witb tbe GU ARDIANSIUP
OF THE STATE SOVEREIGNTY, and acting under the solemn
obligdtion of the following oatb,-" I do swear tbat I will support tbe
Constitution of tbe United States," - not to warn you of encroachments,
whicb, though clot bed wltb tbe pretext of necessity, or disgui~ by arguments of expediency, may yet establisb precedents wbich may ultimately
devote a generous and unsuspicious people to ali tbe consequences of
usurved power.
Encroachments springing from a government WHOSE ORGANlZATION CANNOT BE MAINTAINED WITHOUT THE COOPERATION OF THE STATES, furnish the strongest excitements upon the state legislatures to watchfulness, and impose upon them
the strongest obhgation TO PRESERVE UNIMPAIRED THE
LINE OF PARTITION.
The acquiescence of the states, under infractions of the federal eompact, would either beget a speedy consolidation, by precipitating the state
governments iuto impotency and contempt, or prepare the way filr a re\·olution, by a rt'petition of these ffifractions until the people are aroused to
appear ill the majesty of their streltgth. It is to avoid these calamities
that we exhibit to the people the momentous question, whether the Constitution of the United States shall yield to a constroction which. denes
every restraint, and overwhelms the best hopes of republicanism.
Exhortations to disregard domestic usurpation, until foreign danger
shall have passed, is an artifice which may be forever used; because the
possessors of power, who are the advocates for its extension, can ever
create national embarrassments, to be successively employed to soothe the
people into sleep, whilst that power is swelling, silently, secretly, aod
fatally. Of the same character are insinuations of a foreiyn influence,
which seize upon a laudable enthusiasm against danger from abroad, and
distort it by an unnatural application, 80 as to blind your eyes against
danger at home.
The Sedition Act prel'ents a scene which was never expected by the
early friends of the Constitution. It was then admitted that the state
sovereignties were only diminished by powers specifically enumerated, or
necessary to carry the specified powers into effect. Now, federal authority
is deduced from implication; and from the existence of state law, it is inferred that Con;rress possess a similar pOWE'r of legislation; whence Congress will be endowed with a power of legislation in all cases wilHtsoe,'er,
and the states will be stripped of every right reserved, by the concurrent
claims of H paramollnt legislature.
The Sedition Act is the offspring of these tremendous pretensions,
which inflict a death-wound on the sovereignty of the states.
For the honor of AmE'rican understanding, we will not believe that the
people have heen allured into the adoption of the Constitution by an
nffectation of defining powers, wbilst tbe premnble would admit a construction which would erect the wiil of Congress into a power paramount in
all cases, and therefore limited in none. On the contrary, it is evident
that the objects for which the Constitution was formed were deemed
attainable only by a particular enumeration and IIpecification of each
po" er granted to the federal government; reserving ~,)I olhers to the people, or to the states. And yet it is in 'Vain we search for any specified
power embracing the rilrht of le\!islation against the freedom of the press
Hat! the states been despoiled of their sovereignty by the ~enerality ot
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'he preamble, and had the federal government been endowed with wh3\'
ever they should judge to be iustrumentai towards the ullion, jtll;tice.
tr~nquillity, common defence, general welfare, and the preservation of liberty, 110thing could have been more frivolous than an enumeration of
powers.
All the preceding arguments, arising from a deficiency of constitutiona.
power in Congress, apply to the Alien Act; and this act is liable to other
objectiolls peculiar to itself. If a slU!picion that aliens Ilre dangerous, con
stilUtes the justification of that power exercised over thelll by Congres~
then a similar suspicion will justify the exercise of a similar power ovpr
natives; because there is nothing in the Constitution distinguishing between the power of a state to permit the residence of natives and aliens.
It is, therefore, a right originally po!<sessed, aud never surrendered, by the
respective states, and which is reudered dear and valuable to Virginia, be·
cause it is assailed throngh the bosom of the Con!'titution, and becau ..;e
her peculiar situation renders the easy admission of artisalls and lauorerR
an interest of vast importance.
But this bill contains other features, still more alarming and dangerous.
It dispellses with the trial by jury; it violates the judicial system; it COIIfounds legislative, executive, and judicial powers; it punishes without
trial; an.1 it bestows upon the President despotic power over a numerous
class of men. Are such measures consistent with our constitutional prin.
ciples 1 And will an accumulation of power so extensive in the hands of
the executive, over aliens, secure to natives the blessings of republican
liberty 1
If measures call mould governments, and if an uncontrolled power of
construction is surrendered to tho~e who administer them, their progress
may be easily foreseen, and their end easily foretold. A lover of monarchy,
who opens the treasures of corruption by distributing emolument amollg
devoted partisans, may at the same time be approaching his object and dehIding the people with professions of republicanism. He lIIay confound
mOllarchy and republicanism. by the art of definition. He 1113Y varnish
over the dexterity which ambition never fails to display, with the pliancy
of language, the seduction of expediency, or the prejudices of the times;
and he may come at length to avow, that 80 extensive a territory as that
of the United States can only be governed by the energies of monarchy;
that it cannot be defended, except by standing armies; and thRt it cannot
be united, except by consolidatiun.
Measures have already been adopted which may lead to these conSE"quences. They consistIn fiscal systems and arrangement!l, which keep a host of commercial
and wealthy individuals imbodied, and obedient to the mandates of thfO>
treasury;In armies and navie!!, which will, on the one hand, enlist the tendency
of man to pay homage to his fellow-creature who can feed or honor him;
and on the other, employ tile principle of fear, by puni~hing imaginary
insurrection" under the pretext of preventive justice;In swarms of officers, civil and. military, who can inculcate political
tenets tending to cunsolidation and monarchy, both by indulgences and
severities, and can act as spies over the free exercise of human reason;In restraining the fr~dom of the press, and invelling the executive
with legi 4 lative, executive, and judicial powers, over a numerous body of
mt.1I
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Ar.d, t.1111 we may shorten the catalogue, in establishing, by successive
such a mode of construing the Constitution as will raJ'idly
remove .:vety restraint upon federal power.
~.et history be consulted; let the man of experience reflect; nay, let
the artificers of monarchy be asked what further materials they can need
for huilding up their favorite system.
These are solemn but painful truths; and yet we recommend it to you
not to forget the possibility of danger from without, although danger
threatens us from within. Usurpation is indeed dreadful; but against
foreign invasion, if that should happen, let us rise with hearts and hands
united, and repel the attack with the zeal of freemen who will strengthen
their title to examine and correct domestic measures, by having defended
their country against foreign aggression.
Pledged as we are, fellow-citizens, to these sacred engagements, we yet
humbly, fervently implore the Almighty Disposer of events to avert from
our land war and usurpation, the scourges of mankind; to permit our
fields to be cultivated in peace; to instil into nations the love of friendly
intercourse; to suffer our youth to be educated in virtue, and to preserve
our morality from the pollution invariably incident to habits of war; to
prevent the labort'r and husbandman from being harassed by taxes and imposts; to remove from ambition the means of disturbing the COlIJmonwealth; to annihilate all prett'xts for power afforded by war; to maintain
the COllstitution; and to bless our nation with tranquiJIity, under whose
bt'nign influence we may reach the summit of happiness and glory, to
which we are destined by nature and nature's God.
Attest,
JOHN STEW ART, C. H. D.
]799, January 23d. Agreed to by the Senate.
H. 'BROOKE, C. S.
A true copy from the original deposited in the office of the General
Assembly.
JOHN STEWART, IUeper of RoU..
pr~cedent&.

ANSWERS
OF THE SEVERAL STATE LEGISLATURl:S.

ST ATE OF DELAWARE.
b

THI!:

HouSE

OT RZPtn:SEIITATIVZI,

Felwvary I, 1'79!).

Resolved, By the Senate and House of Representatives of the state of
Delaware, in General Aasembly met, that they consider the resolutions
from the state of Virginia as a very unjustifiable interference with the
general government and constituted authorities of the United States, and
of dangerous tendency, and therefore not fit subject for the further consideration of the General Assembly.
ISAAC DAVIS, Speobr oj tAe &mde.
STEPHEN LEWIS, SpeaIr.er of 1M Houn of Rqrumt.1hw&
Test, JOHN FJSHER, C. S-JOHN CALDWELL, C. H. R.
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STATE OF RHODE ISLAND AND PROVIDENCE PLAN'rATIONS.
1. G.n:lLu A•••• BLT. FeIJnuJnj• .4. D. 17911.

Certain reaolutions of the legislature of Virginia, passed on 21st of
December last, being communicated to this Assembly,1. Resolved, 'rhat. in the opinion of this legislature, the second section
of third article of the Constitution of the United States, in these words, to
wit, - " The judicial power shall extend to all cases arisillg under the laws
of the Uniled States," - vests in the federal courts, exclusively, and ill the
Supreme Court of the United States, ultimately, the authority of deciding
OD the coDstitutionality of any act or law of the Congress of the United
States.
2. Resol17M, That for any state legislature to assume that authority
would be1st. Blending together legislative and judicial powers;
2d. Hazarding an interruption of the peace of the states by civil dillcord, in case of a diversity of opinions among the state legislatures; each
state having, in that case, no resort, for vindicating its own opinions, but
the strength of its own arm; 3d. Submitting most important questions of law to less competent tribunals; and,
4th. An infraction of the Constitution of the United States, expressed
in plain terms.
3. Resolved, That, although, for the above reasons, this legislature, in
their public capacity, do not feel themselves authorized to consider and
decide on the constitutionality of the Sedition and Alien laws, (so called,)
yet they are called upon, by the exigency of this occasion, to declare that,
in their private opinions, these laws are within the powers delegated to
Congress, and promotive of the welfare of the United States.
4. Resolved, That the governor communicate these resolutions to the
supreme executive of the state of Virginia, and at the same time express
to him that this legislature cannot contemplate, without extreme concern
and regret, the many evil and fatal consequences which may flow from
the very unwarrantable resolutinns aforesaid of the legislature of Virginia.
passed on the twenty-first day of December last.
SAMUEL EDDY. &cretary.
A true copy,

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS.
b

SENATE,

Febrttary 9, 1799

The legislature of Massachusetts, having taken into serious considet
ation the resolutions of the state of Virginia, pa,,-,sed the 21st day of
December last. and cnmmunicated by his excellency the governor, relative
to certain supposed infractions of the Constitution of the United States,
by the government thereof; and being convinced that the Federal Constitution is calculated to promote the happinpss, prosperity, and safety, of
the people of thel'e United States, and to maintain that union of the several states so essential to the welfare of the whole; and being bound by
solemn oath to support and defend that Constitution, - feel it unneces·
Jary to make any professions of their attachment to it. or of their firm
.letermication to support it against every aggression. foreign or domestic

Ll799.
Jut the, deem it their duty aotemnly to declare 'A-at, wmle they hold
sacred the principle, that consem of tDe people is the only pure source
of just and legitimate power, they cannot admit the right of the state
legislatures to denounce the administration of that government to which
the people themselves, by a solemn COBIp8Ct, have uelusinly committed
their lIational eonCeTns. That, a1thOllgb a liberal and enlightened Yigilance among the people it! always to be cherished, yet an unreasonable
jealousy of tbe mell of their choice, and a reeurrence w measures of extremity upon grottncHess or trivild preteXt'll, have a stroog tendency l() deIItroy all ra!ional liberty at home, and to deprive the UAited States of tM
most eSl!!ential advantages in relations abroad. That thill legislature Me
persuaded that the decision of all eases ill law and et'Juity arising under
the COllstitution of the United StatE's, and the construction of all laws
made in pursuance thereof, are exclusi,ely vested by tile people in the
judicial courts of the United States.
That the people, in that solemn compact which is declared to be the
supreme I'lIW of the land, have not constituted the state legialaturea the
judges of the acts or measures of the federal go,ernmem, but have confided to them the power aI proposing such amendments of tbe COll6titution
as shall appear to them nece~sary to the intere8tl5, or conforma.ble w the
wishes, of the people whom they represent.
That, by this construction of the Constitution, an amicable and dispassionate rellledy is pointed out for IIny evil which ellperieftCe may prove to
exist, and the peace and prosperity of the United Slates may be preserved
without interruption.
But, should the respectable state of Virginia perllist ill the assumption
of the right to declare the acts of the national govemment unconstitutional, and should she oppose sueeessfully her foree and "iII to those of
the nation, the Constitution "ould be rednced to a mere cipher, to the
form and pageantry of all'fhority, without the energy of power j every act
of the federal governmt'nt which thwarted the views or CHeeked the ambitious projects of a parficnhrr state, or of its leading and inltuential members, would be the object of opJlO8ition lind or remonstrllflce j while the
people, convulsed and confused by the conflict between two hostile jurisdictions, enjoying the protection of neither, wfluld be wearied into a
submission to some bold Jeader, ",ho would establish him!IClf OIl the ruins
of both.
The legislature of Massachusetts, although they do not themselves claim
the right, nor admit the authority of any of the state governments, to decide upon the constitutionality of the acts of the federal go,ernment, still,
lest their silence should be construed into disapprobation, or at best into
a doubt as (0 the constitutionality of the acts referred to by the state of
Virginia j and as the General Assembly of Virginia bas tailed for an expression of their sentiments, - do explicitly declare, that they consider the
ncts of Congress, commonly ealled "the Alien and Sedition Acts," not
onlyeon!!titotional, bllt ~dient and necessary: That the former act
respects a description or persons whose right!! were not particularly contemplated in the Constitution of the United States, who are entitled only
to a temporary proteetion while they yield a temporary allegiance - a protection whieh ought to be withdrawn whenever they become" dsngerOUl!
to the public 8arety," or are found guilty of .. tre8!lOnable machination"
against the government: That Congress, having been et!pecia1Jy intrusted
by the people with the general derence or the nation, bad no' only the
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right, but were bound, to protect it against internal as well as extern a)
foes: Thlt the United States, at the time of passing the Act concerning
AlieTu, were threatened with actual invasiou; had been driven, by the
unjust and ambitious conduct of the French government, intn warlikt;
preparations, expensive and burdeosome I and had then, wlthiu the bosom
of the country, thousand. of aliens, who, we doubt not, were ready to
cooperate in auy external attack.
It cannot be seriously believed that the United States should have
waited till the poniard had in fact beel! plunged. The removal of aliens
is the usual prelimmary of hostility, and IS justified by the im'ariable
u»ages of nations. Actual hostility had unhappily long been experienced,
and a formal declaration of it fhe government had reason daily to expect.
The law, therefore, was just and salutary; and 110 officer could with so
much propriety be intrusted with the execution of it, as the one in whom
the Constitution has reposed the executive power of the United States.
The Sedition Act, so called, is, in the opmlOn of this legi~'atllre, equally
defensible. The General Assembly of Virginia, in their resoh'e under
consideration, observe, that when that state, by Its Convention, ratified the
Federal Constitution, it expre&,jy declared, .. thllt, among other csseutial
rightB, the liberty of conscience aud of the press cannot be C'allcelled,
abridged, restrained, or modified, by any authority of the United States,"
and, from its extreme anxiety to guard these rights from every possible
attack of sophistry or ambition, with other states, recommeuded an
amendment for that purpose; which amendment was, in due time, annexed
to the Constitution; but they did not surely expect that the proceedlll~s
of their state Convention were to explam the amendment adopted by the
Union. The words of that amendment, on thiS subject, are, "Congress
shall make no law abridging the freedom of speech or of the press."
The act complained of is no abridgment of the freedom of either. The
genuine liberty of speech and the press is the liberty to utter and publish
the truth; but the constitutional right of the citizen to utter and publish
the truth is not to be confounded with the Itcentiolls(lPsS, in speaking and
writing, that is only employed in propagating falsehood and slander. Thts
freedom of the press has been explicitly secured by most, if not all the'state
cOllstitutions; and of this provision there has been generally but one construction among enlightened men - that it is a security for the rational use,
and not the ablJse of the press; of which the courts of law, the juries and
penple will judge: this right is not infringed, but confirmed and established, by the late act of Congress.
By the Cons itution, the legislative, executive, and judicial departments
of government are ordained and established; and general enumerated
powers vested in them respectively, including those which are prohibited
to the several states. Cf'Ttain powers are granted, in ~eneral terms, by
the people, to their general government, for the purpose:! of their safety
Rnd protection. The government is not only empowered, but It is made
their duty, to repel invllsions and suppress insurrections; to guaranty to the
.reveral states a republican form of government; to protect each state
against invasion, and, when applied to, against domeatic violence; to hear
and decide all cases in law and equity ari.ing under the Constitutinn, lind
under an}' treaty or law made in pursuance thereof; nnd all cases of admiralty and maritime jurisdiction, Rnd relating to the law of nations. Whenever, therefore, it becomes necessary to effect any of the objects designateu,
it is perfectly consonant to all just rules of construction to infer that thf!
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usual mer.n;., and powers necessary to the attainment of that object are
also grantell. But the Constitution has left no occasion 10 resort to implication for these powers j it has made an express grant of them, in the
8th section of the lst article, which ordains, "that Congress shall have
power to make all laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into
execution the foregoing powers, and all other powers vested by the ConI!titution in the government of the United States, or in any department
or officer thereof."
This Constitution has established a Supreme Court of the U nited Stat~,
but has made no provision for its protection, even agalllst such impropt'r
conduct in its presence, as might disturb its proceedings, unless expressed
in the section before recited. But as no statute has been passed on this
subject, this protection is, and has been for nine years past, uniformly
found in the application of the principles and usages of the common law.
The same protection may unquestionably be afforded by a statute passed
in virtue of the before-mentioned section, as necessary and proper for
carrying into execution the powers vested in that department. A construction of the different parts of the Constitution, perfectly just and fair,
will, on analogous principles, extend pro~ction and security, against the
offences in question, to the other departments of government, in discharge
of their respective trusts.
.
The President of the United States is bound by his oath" to preserve,
protect, and defend, the Constitution j " and it is expressly made his duty
.. to take care that the laws be faithfully executed." But this would be
impracticable by any created being, if there could be no legal restraint of
those scandalous misrepresentations of his measures and motives which
directly tend to rob him of the public confidence j and equally impotent
would be every other public officer, if thus left to the mercy of the
seditious.
It is holden to be a truth most clear, that the important trusts before
enumerated cannot be discharged by the government to which thpy are
committed, without the power to restrain seditious practices and unlawful
combinativns against itself, and to protect the officers thereof from abusive
misrepresent,ltions. Had the Constitution withheld this power, it would
have made the government responsible for the effects, without any control
over the causes which naturally produce them, and would have essentially
failed of IInswering the great ends for which the people of the United States
declare, in thp first clause of that instrument, that they establish the same
- viz., "to form a more perfect union, establish justice, insure domt'stic
tranquillity, provide for the common defence, promote the general welfare,
and secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and posterity."
Seditious practices and unlawful combinations against the federal government, or any officer thereof, in the performance of his duty, liS well as
licentiousness of speech and of the press. were punishable, on the principles of common law, in the courts of the United States, beK)re the act in
question was passed. This act, then, is an amelioration of that law in
favor of the party accused, as it mitigatps the punishment which that
authorizes, and IIdmits of any investigation of public men lind measures
which is regulated by truth. It is not intended to protect men.in office,
only as they are agents of the people. Its object is to afford legal security
to public offices and trusts created for the safety and happiness of the
people, and therefore the security derived from it is for the bener' of ~e
people, and is their right.
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This construction of the Constitution, and of the existing law of the
land, as well as die act complaiued of, the legislature of MassachlJllettll
most deliberately aud firmly believe, results from a just and full view of
the Beveral parts of the Constitution; a.nd they consider that act to be wi.
and necessary, as all audacious and unprincipled spirit of fdlsehood ano
abuse had been too long unremittingly exerted for the purpose of perverting
public opinion, and threatened to undermine and destroy the whole fabric
of government.
The legislature further declare, that in the foregoing sentiments they
have expressed the general opinion of their constituents, who have not
only acquiesced without complaint in those particular measures of the
federal government, but have given their explicit approbation by reelecting
those ml.'l1 who voted for the adoption of them. Nor is it apprehended
that the citizens of this state will be accused of supineness, or of an indifference to their constitutional rights; for while, on the one hand, they
regard with due vigilance the conduct of the government, on the other,
their freedom, safety, and happiness require that they should defend that
government and its constitutional measures against the open or illlllJious
attacks of any foe, whether foreign or domestic.
And, lastly, dlat the legislature of Massachusetts feel a strong conviction, that the several United States are connected by a com mOll interest, which ought to render their union indissoluble; and that this state will
always cooperate with its confederate states in rendering that ullion productive of mutual security, freedom, and happiness.
Sent down for concurrence.
SAMUEL PHILLIPS, Pruident.
In the House of Representatives, February 13, 1799.
Read and concurred.
EDWARD H. ROBBINS, Sptaker.
A true copy.
Attest,
10HN AVERY, Secretary.

STATE OF NEW YORK.
b

SENATE,

March 5, 1799.

Whereas the people of the United States have established for themselves
a free and indl'pendent national government: And whereas it is essential
to the existence of every government, that it have authority to defend and
preserve its cOllstitutional powers inviolate, inasmuch as every infringement thereof tends tl) its subversion: And whereas the judicial power
extends expressly to all cases of law and equity arising under the Constitution and the law~ of the United States, whereby the interference of the
legislatures of the particular states in those cases is manifestly excluded:
And whereas our peace, prosperity, and happiness, eminently depend on
the preservation of the Union, in order to which a reasonable confidence
in the constituted authorities and chosen representatives of the people is
indispensahle: And whereas every ml.'asure calculated to weaken that
confidence has a tendency to destroy the usefulness of our public functionaries, and to excite jealousies equally hostile to rational liberty, and the
principles of a good republican government: And whereas the Senate, not
perceiving that the rights of the particular states have been violated, nor
.. ny unconstitutional powers assumed by thp. general government, cannot
forbear to exprp.ss the anxiety and regret with which they observe thl.' inftammatory and pernicious sentiments !lnd doct·ine<l which arl.' cOlltalned
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i. thE' rellOlutic)JIlI of the legislatures of Virginia and Kentuoky - sentimeats and doctrines no Jess repugnllllt to the ConatitlltaDn of tbe United
State&. and the priaeiples of th.,ir uuiOil. than destruetive to the federal
government, and oojusa to thOlle whom the people have elected to adainister it; - wherefore
ResolfJed, That wbil.
Senate feel theJllllelves constrained to bear
m.equivocal testimooy against sucb semi.ents and doctrines, they deem it
a duty no less indispensable explicitly to declare their incompetency, as a
supervise the acts of the genbranch of the legislature of this state,
eral government.
ResolfJed, That his excellency, the governor, be, antI he is hereby, requested to transmit a copy of the foregoing rellOlution to the executives 01
the states of Virginia and Kentucky, to the end that the same may be
communicated to the legislatures thereot
A true copy.
ADM. B. BAUCKER, CItric.

ue

'0

STATE OF CONNECTICUT.
At a General Asaembi! of the state of Connecticut, holden at Hartford, in the said state, on th'e second Thursday of May, Anno Domini 1799,
hill excellency, the governor, having communicated to this Assembly sun·
dry resolutions of the legislature of Virginia, adopted in December, li98,
which relate to the measures of the general government, and the Sliid resoutions having been considered, it is
Reso/fJed, That this Assembly views with deep regret, and explicitly disavows,the principles contained in the aforesaid resolutions, Rnd particularly
the opposition to the" Alien and Sedition Aots " - acts which the Constitution authorized, which the exigency of the country rendered necessary,
which the constituted authorities have enacted, and which merit the entire
approbation of this Allllembly. They, therefore, decidedly refuse to concur
with the legislature of Virginia in promoting any of the objects attempted
in the aforesaid resolutions.
AIUl it is furller reso"',d, That his excellency, the governor, be requested to transmit a copy of the foregoing resolution to the governor of
Virginia, that it may be communicated to the legislature of that state.
Pl8Sed in the House of Representatives unanimously.
Attest,
JOHN C. SMITH, Clerk.
Concurred, unanimously, in the Upper House.
Teste,
SAMUEL WYLLYS, &cnI.ary.

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE.
b

TSIE

Boun

01' RIltPl\II:IE1<TATIU;.,

J""" 14,

1799.

The committee to take into consideration the resolutions of the General
Auembly of Virginia, dated Deeember 21, 1798 j also certain resolution,
of the legislature of Kentucky, of the 10th Noveml>ar, 1798, report as
'OUOW8 : -

The legislature of New Hampshire, haying
lain resolutions of the General Asaembly

ta~~il

into consideratioll eer

0" Virginia, dated December
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AnsrDer. .' tRe States. -

NerD Hamps/ti"e, Vermont.

21, 179;;;; also certain resolutions of the legislature of KentucKY, of the
nth of November, 1798:Resolvtd, That the legislahne of New Hampshire unequivocally expre~s n firm resolution to lIIaintain and defend the Constitution of the United
States, and the Constitution of this state, against every aggression, eithe~
foreign or dome!ltic, and that they will support the govt'rnment of thl'
United States in all measures warranted by the former.
That the state legislatures are not tbe proper tribunals to determine tht:
constitutionality of the laws of the general governmellt; that the dllty of
such decbioll is properl'y and exdusively confided to the judicial depart.
ment.
·That. if the legislature of New Hampshire, for mere speculati\'e pur·
poses, were to expre-s an opi.nion on the acts of the general government,
commonly called" the Alit'li and St'dltroo BiUIS," that opinlllD would unreservedly be, that those ac\s are constitutional, and, in the present critlcal
situation of our country, highly expedient.
That the constitutiooality and e"pedlency of the acts aforesaid havt'
been very ably advocated and clearly demonstrated by many citizens of
the United States, more especially by the minority of the General Assemhly of Virginia. The legislature of New Hampshire, therefore, deem it
unnecessary, by any train of arguments, to attempt furlher illustration of
the propositions, the truth of which, it is confidently believed, at this day,
is very generally seen and acknowledged.
Which report, being read and collsidered, was unanimously received
and accepted, one hundred and thirty-seven members being present.
Sent up for concurrence.
10HN PRENTICE, SpuJur.
In Senate, same day, read and concurred unanimously.
AMOSSHEPARD,P~m

Approved, June 15, ]799.
A true copy.
Attest,

1. T. GILMAN, Governor.
JOSEPH PEARSON, Secrdary.

STATE OF VERMONT.
iN THE

HouSE

OF REPRESENTATIVES,

October 30, JJ. D. li99.

The house proceeded to take under their consideration the resoilltions
of the General Assembly of Virginia, relative to certain measures ot' the
~eneral gC?vernml'nt, transmitted to the legislature of this state, for their
consideration: Whereupon,Resoll'eci, Tha: the Genf!ral Assembly of the state of Vermont do highly disapprove of the resolutions of the General Assembly of Virginia, as
being unconstitutional in their nature, and dangerous in their tendency
It belongs not to state legislatures to decide on the constitutionality of
'awt\ made by the general goverqment; this power being exclu!!ively vest~d in the judiciary courts of the Union. That his excellency, the gover.
nor, be requested to transmit a copy of this rt'~~lution to tht' executive 0;
Virginia, to be communicated to the General Assembly of thnt ~tate: And
that the !lame be sent to the governor and council for their concurrence.
SAMUEL C. CRAFTS, Ckrl.
In Council, October 30, 1799. Read and concurred unanimously.
RICHARD WHITNEY, &crdanJ.

Kentucky Resolutions

of 1798, 1799.

KENTUCKY RESOLUTIONS OF 1798 AND 1799.
[THE ORIGINAL DRAFT PREPARED BY THOMAS JEFFERSON.]
[The following Reeolutiona paued the HoWIe of Repreaentative8 of Kentucky, Nov
lu.17!l8. On the pusage of the 18t Resolution, one dinentient; 2d, 3d, 4th, 5th,
6th, 7th, 8th, two dissentients; 9th, three dissentients.]

1. Resolved, That the several states composing the United States of
America are not united on the principle of unlimited submission to their
general government; but that, by compact, under the style and title of a
Constitution for the United States, and of amendments thereto, they constituted a general government for special purposes, delegated to that
government certain definite powers, reserving, each state to itself, the relIiduary mass of right to their own self-government; and that whensoever
the general government assumes undelegated powers, its acts are unauthoritative, void, and of no force; that to this compact each state acceded
as a state, and is an integral party; that this government, created by this
compact, was not made the exclusive or final judge of the extent of the
powers delegated to itself, since that would have made its discretion, and
Dot the Constitution, the measure of its powers; but that, as in all other
eases of compact among parties having no common judge, each party has
an equal right to judge for itself, as well of infractions as of tlte mIJde and
measure of redress.
2. Resolved, That the Constitution of the United States having delegated to Congress a power to punish treason, counterfeiting the securities and
current coin of the United States, piracies and felonies committed on the
high seas, and offences against the laws of nations, and no other crimes whatever; and it being true, as a general principle, and one of the amendments
to the Constitution having also declared" that the powers not delegated to
the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the states, are
reserved to the states respecti\'ely, or to the people," - therefore, a180, the
same act of Congress, passed 011 the 14th day of July, li9S, and entitled
" An Act in Addition to the Act entitled' An Act for the Punishment of
certain Crimes against the United States;'" as also the act passed by them
on the 27th day of June, li98, entitled" An Act to punish Frauds committed on the Bank of the United States," (and all other their acts which
assume to creat~, define, or punish crimps other than those enumerated in
the Constitution,) are altogether void, and of no force; and that the power
to create, define, and punish, such other crimes is reserved, and of right
appertains, solely and exclusively, to the respective states, each within Its
own territory.
3. Resolved, That it is true, as a general principle, and is also expressly
declared hy one of the amendments to the Constitution, that" the powers
not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it
to the states, are reserved to the states respectively, or to the people;" and
that, no power over the freedom of religion, freedom of speech, or freedom
of the press, being delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nOI
prohibited by it to the states, all lawful powers respecting the same did of
right remain, and were reserved to the states, or to the people; that thu~
was manifested their determination to retain to themselves the right oi
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judging how far the licentiVtllSness of speech, and of the prt..·s, may be
abridged without lessening their useful freedom, and how far those abuses
which cannot be sE'parated from their use, should be tolerated rather than
the use be destroyed; and thus also they guarded against all abridgment,
by the United States, of the freedom of religious vrinciples and exercises,
and retained to t-hemselves the right of protecting the same, as this, stated
by a law passed on the general demand of its citizens, had already protected them from all human restraint or interference; and that, in addition
to this general principle and express declaration, another and more special
provision has been made by one of the amendments to the Constitution,
which expressly declares, that" Congress shall make no Jaws respecting
an establishment of religion, or prohihlting the free exercise thereof, or
abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press," thereby guarding, in the
same sentence, and under the same words, the freedom of rehgion, of
speech, and of the press, insomuch that whate\'er violates either throws
down the sanctuary which covers the others, - aud that libels, falsehood,
and defamation, equally with heresy and false religion, are withheld from
the cognizance of federal tribu!l?:s. That therefore the act of the Congress of the United States, passed on the 14th of July, 1798, entitled" An
Act in Addition to the Act entitled' An Act for the Punishment of certain Crimes against the United States,'" which does abridge the freedom
of the press, is not law, but is altogether void, and of no force.
4. Resolved, That alien friends are under the jurisdiction and protection of the laws of the state wherein they are; that no power over them
has been deleglted to the United States, nor prohibited to the individual
states, distinct from their power over citizens; and it being true, as a
general principle, and olle of the amendments to the Constitution having
also declared, that" the powers not delegated to the United States by the
Constitution, nor prohibitpd to the states, are reserved to the staies, respectively, or to the people," the act orthe Congress or the United States,
passed the 22d d<ly of JUlie, 1793, entitled" An Act conct'rning Aliens,"
which assumes power over alien friend~ not delegated by the Constitution,
is not law, but is altogether void alld of 110 force.
5. Resolved, That, in addition to the general principle, as well as the
express declaration, that powers not delegated are reserved, another and
more special provision inserted in the Constitution from abundant caution,
has declared, "that the migration or importation of such persons as any
of the states now e1tistillg shall think proper to admit, shall not be prohibited by the Congresl! prior to the year 1808." 'J'hat this commonwealth does admit the migration of alien friellds described as the subject
of the said act concerning aliens; that a provision against prohibiting
their migration is a provision against all acts equivalent thereto, or it
would be nugatory; that to remove them, when migrated, is equivalent to
a prohibition of their migration, and is, therefore, contrary to the said
provision of the Constitution, and void.
6. Resolved, Th'\t tIle imprisonment of a person under the protection
Hf the laws of this commonwealth, on his failure to obey the simple order
of the President to depart out of the United States, as is undertaken by
the said act, entitled, .. An Act concerning Aliens," is contrary to the
Constitution, one amendment in which has provided, that" no person
shall be deprived of liberty without due process of law; II and that another
havinO' provided, .. that, in all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall
elljoy the right of a public trial by an impartial jury, to be informed as to
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the uature and causE' of the accus,ltioll, ,to be C$l)frortled "'ieh the Wit.
nessE'! ag:tinst him, to have cOlllplll~"ry procet<s for obt8ming wltne!l8es i.
his favur, alld to have assistance of couu,el for Ills defelice," the same act
undertaklllg to authorize the Pres.deut to remove a person out of the
United States who IS uuder the protection of the law, on his own SUIipiCIOII, without jury, without pubhc trial, without confrontation of the wit·
nesses agaillst hUll, Wlllaout havang witnesses in his favor, without defence,
without coullsel- contrary to th~e provisions also of the Constitutionis therefore lIot law, but utterly vOId, and of no force.
That transferring the power of judging any person who is under the
protection of the laws, from the courts to the President of the United
State!', as i~ undertaken by the same act concerning aliens, is against the
article of the Constitution which provides, that" the judicial power uf the
United States shall be vested in the courts, the judges of which shall hold
their offict' during good behavior," and that the said act is void for that
reason also; and it is further to be noted that this transfer of judiciary
power is to that magistrate of the general government who already po&sesses all the executive, and a qualified negative in all the legislative
powers.
7. R,'so/ved, That the construction applied by the general gr.vern.ment
(as is eVident by sundry of their proceedings) to those parts of the Con.
stitution of the United States which delegate to Congress power to lay
and collect taxes, duties, imposts, excises; to pay the debts, and provide
for the common defence and general welfare, of the United States, alld to
make all laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into execution the powers vested by the Constitution in the government of the
United States, or any department thereof, goes to the destruction of all
the limits prescribed to their power by the Constitution; that words meant
by thal instrument to be subsidiary only to the execution of the limited
powers, ought not to be so construed as themselves to give unlimited
powers, nor a part so to be taken as to destroy the whole residue of the
instrument; that the proceedings of the general government, under color
of those articles, will be a fit and necessary subject for revisal and cor·
rection at 1\ time of greater tranquillity, while those specified in the precedin~ resolutions call for immediate redress.
8. RFsolvrd, That the preceding r-esolutions be transmitted to the senators lind repre!!entatives in Congress from this commonwealth, who are
enjoined to present the same to their respective houses, and to use their
best ende Ivors to procure, at the next session of Congress. a repeal of the
aforesaid unconstitutional and obnoxious acts.
9. Resolved, lastly, That the governor of this commonwealth be, and
is, authorized and requested to communicate the preceding resolutions to
the legislatures of the eeveral states, to assure them that this commonwealth considers union for special national purposes, am! particularly for
those specified in their latE' federal compact. to be friendly to the peaoe,
happiness, and prosperity, of all the states: that, faithful to that compact.
accordin~ to the plain intent and meaning in which it was understood Rnd
acceded to by the several parties, it is sinoerely anxious for its preservation; that it does also believe, that, to take from the states all the powers
of self-government, and transfer them to a general and consolidnted government, without regard to the special government, and reservalions
solemnly aureed to in that compact, is not for the peace, happinel!.~, or
br(\!lperity "of these states; and that, therefore, this commonwealth ito
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determined, as it 10ubts not its co-states lIoI'e, to submit to un,lelegated sad
oonsequently un.JiIDl'ted powers in no man, or body of men, on earth; that.
if the acts before specified should stand, these conclusions would flow
from them - that the general government may place any act they thillk
proper on the list of crimes, and punish it themselves, whether enumerated
or not enumerated by the Constitution as coguizable by them; that ..bey
may transfer its cogniz&Ilce to the President, or any other person, who
may himself be the accuser, counsel, judge, and jury, wbose suspiciOBS
may be the evidence, his order the sentence, his officer the executioner,
Rnd his breast the dole record of the transaction; that a very numerous
and valuable description of the inhabitants of these states, being, by tbi.
precedent, reduced, as outlaws, to absolute dominion of one man, and the
barriers of the Constitution thus swept from us all, no rampar,t no-w remains against the passioDR and the power of a majority of Congres!\, to
protect from a like eKportation, or other grieyous punishment, the minority
of the same body, the legislatures, judges, governors, and connsellors of
the states, nor their other peaceable IIIhabttants, who may venture to reclaim the constitutional rights and libPrties of the states and people, or
who, for other causes, good or bad, may be obnoxious to the view, or
marked by the suspicions, of the Pre~ident, or be thought dangerous to
his or their elections, or other interests, public or personal; that the
friendless alien has been selected as the safest subject of a first elClperiment; but the citizen will soon follow, or rather has already followed;
for already IllS a Sedition Act marked him as a prey: That these and
'l,Icc(>ssive acts of the same character, unless arrested on the threshold,
may tend to drIve these states into revolution and blood, and will furnish
new cal urnnies again~t republican governments, lind new pretexts for those
who wish it to be believed that mlln cannot be governed but by a rod of
iron; that It would be a dangerous delusion were a confidence in the men
of our choice tii silence our fears for the safety of our rights; that confidence is every where the parent of despotism; free govemment is founded
in jealou<y, '1nd 1I0t in confidence; it is jealausy, and not collfidence,
which pre'icnbes limited constitutions to bind down those whom we are
obliged tn trll-t with power; that our Constitution has accordlllgly fixed
the limit, to which, Ilnd no farther, our confidence may go; and let the
honest adrocate of confidence read the Alien and Sedition Acts, and s/lf
if the ConstitutIOn hal' not been wise in fixing limits to the government it
created, and whether we should be wise in destroying thOO'e limits: let him
say wh'lt the government is, if it be not a tyranny, which the men of our
choice h:\Ve conferred on the President, and the President of our choice
has assented to and accepted, over the friendly strangers, to whom the
mild spirit of our country and it'S laws had pledged hospitality and protection; thllt the men of our choice have more respected the bare tlUSpicions of the President than the solid rights of innocence, the chims of
justification, the sacred force of truth, and the forms and substance of Jaw
and justice.
In questions of powe~, then, let no more he said of confidence in man,
but bind him down from mischief by the chains of the Constitution. That
this commonwealth does tht'refine call on its co.-states for an exp,ession
of their sentiments on the acts concernin~ aliens, and for the punishment
of certain crimes herein before speoified, plainly declaring whether Ihese
act! are or are not authorized by the federal compact. And it doubts not
that their sense will be so announced as to prove their attachment to lim
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lted government, whether general or particular, nnd that the rights and
libcrtletl of their c<>-statea will be eX»Ol!ed to no dangers by remaining em(larked on a common bottom with their own; but they will concur witb
this commonwealth in considering the said acts as 80 palpably against the
Constitution as to amount to an undisguised declaration, that the compact
is not meant to be the meuure of the powers of the general government,
but that it will proceed in the exercise over these states of all powers
whatsoevt'r. That they will view this as seizing the rights of the states,
and consolidating them in the hands of the general govt'rnment, with a
power assumed to bind the states, not merely in cases made federal, but in
all cases whatsoever, by lAWS made, not with their consent, but by others
against their consent; that this would be to surrender the form of government we have chosen, and live under one deriving its powers from its
own will, and not from our authority j and that the co-states, recurring to
their natural rights not made federal, will concur in declaring these void
and of no force, and will each unite with this commonwealth in requesting
their repeal at the next session of Congress.
EDMUND BULLOCK, S. H. R.
JOHN CAMPBELL, S. S. P. T.
Passed the House of Representatives, Nov. JO, 17Sl8.
Attest,
THO'S. TODD, C. H. R.
In Senate, Nov. 13, 1798- Unanimously concurred in.
Attest,
B. THURSTON, C. S.
Approved, November 19, 1798.
JAMES GARRARD, GOfJtMIOr qf Kentucky.
By the Govt'rnor,
HARRY TOULMIN, &cretary of StaJ.e.
•
HOUSE OF REPRElE"TATIVES,

Thursday,

NOfJ.

14, 1799.

The house, according to the standing order of the day, resolved itself
into a committee .of the whole house, on the state of the commonw('8Ith,
(Mr. Desha in the chair,) and, after some time spent therein, the speaker
resumed the chair, and Mr. Del!ha reported, that the committee had taken
under consideration sundry resolutions passed by several state legislatures,
on the subject of the Alien and Sedition Laws, Rnd had come to a resolution tht'reupon, which he delivered in at the clerk's table, where it wap
read and unanimously agreed to by the house, as fol/ows ; The representatives of the good people of this commonwealth, in Gt'neral
Assembly convened, !IRving maturely considered the answers of sundry
states in the Union to their resolutions, passed the last session, respecting
certain unconstitutional laws of Congress, commonly called the Alien and
Sedition Laws, would be faithless, indeed, to themselves, and to those they
repre..~ent, were they silently to acquiesce in the principles and doctrines
attempted to be maintained in a/l those answers, that of Virginia only excepted. To again enter the field of ar!!,ument, and attempt more fully or
forcibly to expose the unconstitutionality of those obnoxious laws, would,
it is apprehended, be as unnecessary as unavailing. We cannot, however,
but lament that, in the discussion of those interf!!lting subjects by sundry
of the le~i!llatures of our sister states, unfounded suggestions and uncllJldid
insinuations, derogatory to the true character and principles of this commonwealth, have been sub~tituted in place of fair reasoning and 80und
argnment. Our opinions of these alnrming measures or thtl general government, together with our reasons for those opinions, were dt'tailed with
decency and with temper, Rnd submitted to the discussion and judgment
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of our fellow-citIzens throughout the Union. Whether the like decency
and temper have been observed in the answers of most of Iho~e state~ whf\
have denied, or attempted to obviate, the great truths contained in those
resolutIons, we hwe now only to submit to a candid world. Faithful to
the true princIples of the federal Union, unconscious of any designs to disturb the harmony of that Union, and anxious ollly to escape the fangs of
despotism, the good people of this commonwealth are regardless of censure
or calumniatlOlI. Lest, however, the silence of this commonwealth should
be construed mto all acquiescence in the doctrines and principles advanced,
and attempted to be maintained, by the said answers; or at least those
of our fellow-citizens, throughout the Union, who so widely differ from us
on those important subjects, should be deluded by the expectation that we
shall be deterred from what we conceive our duty, or shrink from the principles contained in those resolutIOns, - therefore,
Resolved, That this commonwealth considers the federal Union, upon
the terms and for the purposes specified in the late compact, conducive t9
the liberty and happiness of the several states: That it does now unequivocally declare its attachment to the Union, and to that compact, agreeably
to its obvious aud real intention, and will be alllong the last to seek its
dissolutIon: That, if those who administer the general government be pt'rmitted to trans~ress the limits fixed by that compact, by a total dlsrelSard
to the speCial delelSations of power therein contained, an annthllatlon of
the state governmellts, aud the creation, upon thlm rUIIIS, of a general
consolidated government, will be the mevitahle consequence: That the
principle and construction, contended fllr by sundry of the state legislatures, that the general government is the exclusive judge of the extent of
the powers delegated to it, SlOp not short of despotism - since the discretion of those who administer the government, and not the Constitlltion,
would be the measure of their powers: Th'lt the several statt's who formed
that instrument, bemg sovereign and independent, have the unquestionable
right to judO'e of the infraction: and, Tltat a nullifimtion, by tho"e sovcreigntirs, ' / all unauthorized acts done under color of that in.<trllmmt, is
the rightful remedy: Thlt this commonwealth does, under the most d.ehberate recon~ider.ltion. declare, that the said Alien and Sedition Laws
are, in their opinion, palpable violations of the said Con~titution; and,
however cheE'rfully it may lYe disposed to surrender its opinion to a majority of ItS si~ter states, in matters of ordin'lry or doubtful policy, yet, in
momentolls regulations like the present, which so vitally wound the best
rights of th .. Citizen, it would consider a silent acquiescence as highly
crlminll: Tbt, although this commonwealth, as a party to the federal
compact, will bow to the laws of the Union, yet it does, at the S3me
ttme, declare, that it will not now, or ever hereafter, cease to oppose, in a
constitutional manner, every attempt, at what quarter soever offered, to
violate th'lt comf)'lct: And finally, in order that no pretext or argumentll
may be drawn frOID a supposed acquiescence, on the part of this commonwealth, in the constitutionality of those Jaws, and be thereby used as
precedents for similar future violations of the federal compact, this commonwealth does now enter against them its solemn PROTEST.
Extract, &c.
Attest,
THOMAS TODD, C. H. R.
In Senate, Nov. 22, 1799. - Read and cOllcurrelJ ill.
B. THURSTON, C. So
Attest,
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HOUlE OF DZLI:G.lTES,

Seuion of 1799-1800,

Report of the Committee to Ulhom loere riferred the Commu"ications of
various Statrs, relative to the Resolutions of the last General A;st!fllbly
of this State, concerning the ALien and &diti07' Laws.
\V hatever room might be found in the proceedings of some of the states,
who have disapproved of the resolutions of the General Assembly of this
commonwealth, passed on the 21st day of December, 1798, for painful
remarks 011 the oplrit and manner of those pmceedings, it appears to the
committee most conslsteut with the duty, as well as dignity, of the General
Asselllbly, to hasten an obli\'ion of every circumstance which might be
construed into a diminution of mutual respect, confidence, and affection,
among the members of the Union.
The committee have deemed it a more useful task to revise, With a critical eye, the resolutions which have met with their disapprobation; to
examine fully the several objections and arguments which ha\'e appeared
against them; and to inqliire whether there can be any errors of fact, of
prlllciple, or of reasoning, which the candor of the General Assembly
ought to acknowledge snd correct,
The first of the resolutions is in the words following:" lI.soZ"ed, That the General Auembly of Virginia doth unt'quivnclllly express a
firm resolution to maintain and defend the ConstitutIOn of the United States, and the
Constitution of thiS state, against t'verl aggression, either forFign or domestic; and
that they will support the government 0 the United States in all measures warranted
hy the former,"

No unfavorable comment can have been made on the sentiments here
To maintain and defend the Constitution of the United States,
find of their own state, against every aggression, both foreign alld domes·
tic, and to support the government of the United States in all measures
warranted by their Constitution, are duties which the General Assemhly
ought always to feel, and to which, on slIch an occasion, it was eVidently
proper to exprpss their sincere and firm adherence,
III their next resolution-

cxpres~ed,

"Til.. General Assembly most solemnly declares a warm attachment to the union
of the states, to maintain which it pl .. dgt's all its powers; and that, ["r this .. nd, It i.
their duty to watch over and oppose .. very infraction of thos.. principles which con·
stitute the only basis of that Union, because a faithful observance of them can alont'
secur~ its existence and the public happiness"

The obserntion just made is equally applicable to thitt solemn declaration of WHrm attachment to the Union, aud this solemn pledge to maintain
it; nor can any question arise Among enlightened friends of the Union, a8
to the duty of watching over and opposing «"very infraction of those principles which constitute its basis, and a faithful observance of which can
alonp st'cllre its «"xistence, and the public hHppiness thereon depending.
The third resolution is in the words followmg : .. That this Asspmhly doth explicitly and p!'remptorily d"clare, that it views the
IJOWt'TS of the federal government. as reBulting from the compact to which th .. states
ar.. parties, as limIted by the plain sense and intention rtf the instrument constituting
that compact-as no further va.lid than tht'y are authorized by the grants pnumerstea
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In that compact; and that, in cue of a dE'liberate, palpable, and dangerous e:rE'J'/\i.. of
other powers, not panted by the aaid compact, the atates who are partie. thereto have
the right, and are IR duty bound, to IDterpose, for arreatinK the progre.. of the evil.
and ti .. mllintaining, within their respective limits, the authorities, rights, and liberties,
appertalRiug to them. to

On this resolution the committee have bestowed all the att('ntion whieh
its importance merits. They have scanned it not merely with a strict,
but with a severe eye; and they feel confidence in pronouncing that, in
its just and fair construction, it is unexceptionably true in its several p0sitions, as well as constitutional and conclusive III its illferences.
The resolution declares, .first, that" It vif'!WS the powers of the federal
government as resulting from the compact to which the states are parties;"
111 other words, that the federal powers are derived from the Constitution;
and that the Constitution IS a compact to which the states are parties.
Clear as the position must seem, that the federal powers are derived
from the Constitution, and from that alone, the committee are npt unapprized of a late doctrine which opens another source of federal powers,
1I0t less extensive and important than it is new and unexpected. The
examination of this doctrlDe will be most conveniently conllected with a
review of a succeedlllg resolution. The committee satil'fy themselves here
with briefly remarking that, in all the contemporary discussions and comments which the Constitution underwent, it was constantly justified and
recommended on the ground that the powers not given to the gOl'ernment
welle withheld from it; and that, if any do~bt could have existed on this
subject, under the original text of the Con!ltitution, it is removed, as far
as word!! could remove it, by the 12th amendment, now a part of the Constitution. which expressly declares, "that the powers not delegated to the
United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the states, are
reserved to the states respectively, or to the people."
The other position involved in this branch of the resolution, namely,
"tnat the states are parties to the Constitution," or compact, is, in the
Judgment of the committee, equally free from objection. It is indeed true
that the term" states" is sometimes used in a vague sense, and sometimes
III different senses, according to the subject to which it is applied.
Thus
11 s'lmetimes means the separate section~ of territory occupied by the political societies within each; sometimel! the particular governments established by those societies; sometimes those societies liS organized into
those particular governments; and lastly, it means the people composing
those political societies, in their highe~t sovereign capacity. Although it
might be wished that the perfection of language admitted less diversity
an the signification of the sallie words, yet little inconvenience is produced
hy it, where the true sense can be collected with certainty from the different applications. In the present instance, whatever different con!truction
of the term" states," in the resolution, may have been entertained, all
will at least concur in that ·Iast mentioned: because in that sense the
Constitution was submitted to the" states;" in that sense the" states "
ratified it; lind in that sense of the term" states," they are consequently
parties to the compact from which the powers of the federal government
result.
The ne'!:t po.ition is, that the Generlll Assembly views the powers of
the federal government" as limited by the plain sense and intention of
the instrument con~titllting that compact," and" as no further valid than
'hey are authorized by the grants therein enumerated." It does not seen·
I.o~sible that any ju~t objection can lie against either of these clau~
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The first amounts merely to It declaration that the compact ought to have
the interpretation plainly intended by the parties to it j the other, to a
declaration that it ought to have the execution and effect intended by
them. If thl! powers granted be valid, it is solely because they are gianted; and if the granted powers are valid because granted, all other powers not granted must not be valid.
The reso/utiw, having taken this view of the federal compact, proceeds
to iufer, "That, in case of a deliberate, palpable, and dangerous exerciile
of olher powers, not granted by the said compact, the £ltat8l!, who are parties thereto, have the right, and are in duty bound, to interpose for arresting the progress of the evil, and for maintaining, within their respective
limits, the authorities, rights, and liberties, appertaining to them."
It appears to your committee to be a plain principle, founded in common seose, ilhJ!trated by common practice, and essential to the nature
of compacts, that, where resort can be had to no tribunal superior to the
authority of the partil's, the parties themselves must be the rightful judges,
in the last resort, whether the bargain made has been pursued or violated.
The Constitution of the United Slates WBS formed by the sanction of the
states, given by each in its sovereign capacity. It adds to the stability
and dignity, liS well as to the authority, of the Constitution, that it rests
on this legitimate and solid foundation. The states, then, being the pllrties to the constitutional compact, and in their sovereign capacity, it follows of necessity that there clln be no tribunal, aboYe their authority, to
cle(\ide, in the last resort, whether the compact made by them be "iolated;
Rod con8equentiy, that, as the parties to it, they must themselves decide,
in the last resort, such questions as may be of sufficient magnitude to require their interposition.
It does not follow, however, because the states, as sovereign parties to
their constitutional compact, must ultimately decide whether it has been
violated, that !Iuch a decision ought to be interposed either in a hasty
manner or on doubtful and inferior occasions. Even in the case of ordinary conventions between different nations, where, by the strict rule of
interpretation, a breach of a part may be deemed a breach of the whole,
- every part beiug deemed a condition of every olher part, and of the
whole, - it is alwllYs laid down that the breach must be both wilful and
material, to justify an application of the rule. But in the elise of an intimate and eon!ltitutionlll union, like that of the United States, it is evident that the interposition of tbe parties, in their sovereign capacity, can
be called for by occasions only ,~~eply and essentially affecting the vital
principles of thf~;f political !!ylltem.
The resolutioll has, accordingly, guarded against any misapprehension
of its object. by expressly requiring, for sueh an interposition, " the case
of a deliberdte, palpable, !lnd dangerous breach of the Constitution,
by the exercise of powers not granted by j(." It must be a case not of
a light and trlnsient nature, but of a nature dangerous to the great purposes for which the Constitution was established. It must be a case, moreover, not obscure or doubtful in its construction, but plll.in and palpable.
Lastly, it must be a case not resulting from a partial consideration or hasty
determination, but a case stam~d with a final consideratioa aod deliberate
adherence. It is not necessary, because tile resolution does not require,
that the question should be di!lcussed, how far the exercise of my particular power, ungranted by the Constitution, would justify tlw! i'ftlerpositioll
of tile parties to it. As eases might easily be stated, whiclt none would
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contend ought to fall withiri that description, -cases, on the other hand,
might, with equal ease, be stated, so ftagrant and so fatal as to unitt'! every
opinion in placing them within the description.
But the resolution has done more than guard against misconstruction,
by expressly referring to eases of a deliberate, palpable, aud daogeroup
nature. It specifies the object of the interposition, which it contemplates
to be solely that of arresting the progress of the e\'il of usurpation, and of
maintaining the authorities, rights, and liberties, appertaining to the states
as parties to the Constitution.
From this view of the resolution, it would seem inconceivable that it
can incur any just disapprobation from those who, laying aside all moment·
ary impressions, and recollecting the genuine source and object of the
Federal Constitution, shall candidly and accurately interpret the meaning
of the General Assembly. If the deliberate exercise of dangerous powers,
palpably withheld by the Constitution, could not justify the parties to it in
interposing efeR so far as to arrest the progress of the evil, and thereby to
preserve the Constitution itself, as \tell as to provide for the safety of the
partip.s to it, there would be an end to all relief from usurped power, and
a direct subvp.rsion of the.rights specified or recognized under all the state
constitutious, as well as a plain denial of the fundamental principle on
which our independence itself was declared.
But it is objected, that the judicial authority it! to be regarded as-the
80le exp(Jsitor of the Constitution in the last resort; and it may be asked
for what reason the declaration by the General Assembly, supposing it to
be theoretically true, could be required at the present day, and in so solemn
a manner.
On this objection it might be observed, first, that there may be instances
of usurped power, which the forms of the Constitution would never draw
within the control of the judicial department; secondly, that, if the decision of the judiciary be raised above the authority of the sovereign parties
to the Constitution, the decisions of the other departments, not carried by
the forms of the Constitution before the judiciary, must be equally allthnr·
itative and final with the decisions of that department. But the proper
answer to the objection is, that the resolution of the General Assembly
relatE'S to those great and extraordinary cases, in which all the forms of
the Con!ltitution may prove ineffectual against infractiolls dangerous to the
essential rights of the parties to it. The resolution supposes that danger.
ous powers, not delegated, may not only be usurped and executed by the
other departments, but that the judicial departmp.nt, al~o, may exercise or
sanction dangerous powers beyond the grant of the Con~titution; and,
consequently, that the. ultimate right or the parties to the Constitution, to
judge whether the compact has been dangerously violated, must extend to
violations by one delegated authority as well as by another - by the judi.
ciarv a8 well as by the executive, or the legislature.
However true, therefore, it may be, that the judicial department is, in all
questions submitted to it by the forms of the Constitution, to decide in
the last resort, this resort must necessarily be deemed the last in relation
to the authorities of the other departments of the government; not in relation to the rights of the parties to the eonstitutional compact, from which
the judicial, as well as the other departments, hold their delegated trusts.
On any othp.r hypothesis, the delegation of judicial power would annul the
authority delegating it; and the concurrence of this department with the
l.thers if" 'lsurped powers, might I"lbvert forever. and beyond the possiblf'
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reach of ROY rightful remedy, the very Constitutioo which all were instituted to preserv(·.
The truth declared in the resolution being established, the expediency
of making tbe declaration at the pre8ent day may safely be left to the temperate consideration and candid judgment of the American public. It
will be rememt.ered, that a frequent recurrence to fundamental principles
is solemnly enjoined by most of the state constitutions, and particularly
by our own, as a necessary safeguard against the danger of degeneracy, to
which republics are liable, as wl'll as other governments, though in a less
degree than others. And a fair compari:50n of the political doctrines not
unfrequellt at the present day, with those which characterized the epoch
of our revolution, and which form the basis of our republican cOllstitutiOIl!!, will best determine whether the declaratory recurrence here made
to those principles ought to be viewed as unseasonable and improper, or
as a vigilant discharge of an important duty. The authonty of cOllstitutions over governmellts, and of the sovereignty of the people over constitutions, are truths which are at all times necessary to be kept in mind;
and at no time, perhaps, more necessary than at present.
The fourth resolution 8tands as follows:"That the General Al!IIembly doth allo eJ:pretlll its deep regret, that a spirit hlUl, in
lund.ry inetsncl'8, been manifested by the federal governm.. n!, to enlarge its powers b,
forced conltructions of the· constitutional charter whieh defines them; and that indl'
cations have appeared of a delign to E'xpound certain general phr..... (which having
been copied from the very limited grant of powers in the former ArtIcles ofConfeder.
ation, were the leas Ii. ble to be mioconltroed) 10 os to destroy the meaning and effect
of the particular enumeration which nE"cee&:1rily explains and limits the g.. neral
phrases, and 10 lUI to consolidate the states, by dE"grees, into one sovereignty, thE" obvi.
oos tendency and lDevitsble r~8ult of which would be to transform the present repub.
lican system of the United Ststes into an absolute, or at best a milred monarchy.'
Thefirst question here to be considered is, whether a spirit has, in sundry instances, been manifested by the federal government to enlarge its
powers by forced constructions of the constitutional charter.
The General Assembly having declared their opinion, merely, by regretting, ill ~eneral terms, that forced constructions for enlarging the federal
powers have taken place, it does not appear to the committee necessary to
frO into a specification of every instance to which the resolution may allude.
The Alien and Sedition Acts, being particularly named in II succeeding
resolution, nre of course to be understood as included in the allusion.
Omitting others which have less occupied public attention, or been less
extensively regarded as unconstitutional, the resolution may be presumed
to refer particularly to the bank law, which, from the circumstllnces of its
passage, as well as the latitude of constructioo on which it is founded,
strikes the attention with singular force, and the carriage tax, distinguished
also by circumstances in its history having a similar tendency. Those
instanees alone, if resulting from forced construction, and calculated to
enlarge the powl'rs of the federal f!overnment, - 8S the committee cannot
but conceive to be the CAse, - flufficiently warrant this part of the re!<olution. The eommittee have not thought it incumbent on them to extend
their attention to laws which have been objected to rather as varying the
constitutional distribution of powers in the federal government, than as an
allsolute enlargement of them; because instances of this sort, however
important in their principles and tendencies, do not appear to fall "trictly
within the text under view.
The other questions presenting themselves are, Whether indications
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hlve appeared of a design to expound certain general phrases, copi,!d
from the" Articles of Confederation," so as to destroy the effect of thr.
particular enumeration explBming and limiting their meaning; 2. Whethf'r
this exposition would, by de!5rees, consolidate the states into one so.
ereignty; 3. Whether the tendency and result of this consolidation
would ue to transform the republican system of the Ullited States into
a monarchy.
1. The general phrases here meant must I)e those" of providing for the
common defence and general welfare."
In the" Articles of Confederation," the phrases are used as follows, m
Art. VIII.: "All charges of war, and all other expenses th~t ~hall be incurreri for the common defence and general welf,lre, and allowed uy the
United States in Congress assembled, shall be defrayed out of a common
treasury, which shall be supplied by the several states, in proportion to
the value of all land within each state, granted to or surveyed for any
person, as such land, and the buildings and imprOl'ements thereon, shall be
estimated, according to such mode as the United States in Congress
a.~sembled shall, from time to time, direct and appomt."
In the existing Constitution, they make the fullowmg part of sect. 8 :
"The Congress shall have power to lay and collect taxes, dlltie!!', imllosts,
and excises; to pay the debts, and provide for the commoll defence and
general welfare, of the United States."
This similarity ill the use of these phrases, in the two great federal
charters, might well be considered as rendering their meaning 1t'8s hallIe to
ue misconstrued in the latter; because it will scarcely be s:ud, Ih.lt .n the
former they were ever understood to be either a general grant of powE'r,
or to authorize the requisition or application of money, by the old CongrE'ss,
to the common defence and general welfare, except in case!' afterwards
enumerated, which explained and limited their mE'aning; and if such was
the limited meaning attached to these phrases in the very instrument
revised and remodelled by the present Constitution, it can never be supposed that, when copied into this Constitution, a different meaning ought
to ue attached to them.
That, notwithstanding this remarkable security against misconstruction,
a design has been indicated to expound these phra!'Cs. in the Constitullon,
SIl as to destroy the effect of the particular enumeration of powers by
which it explains and limits them, mu~t have fallen under the observatIon of those who have attended to the course of public transactions.
Not to multiply proofs on this subject, it will suffice to refer to the dellates
of the ft'deral legislature, in which arguments have, on differf'nt occasions,
been drawn, with apparent effect, from thE'se phrases, in their indefinit£
meaning.
To these indications might be added, without looking farther. the officia
report on manufacutures by the late secretary of the treasury, m~de on tht'
5th of December, 1791, and the report of a commIttee of Congress, in
January, li97, on the promotion of agriculture. In the first of these it i~
exprE'ssJy contended to belong" to the discretion of the national legISature to pronounce upon the objects which concern the general welfare,
And for which, under that description, an appropriation of money is rt'qJIIsite and proper. And there seems to be no room for a doubt, that whatever concerns the general interests of learning, of agriculture, nf manufactures, and of commerce, is within the sphere of nntional councils as far
u regards an application of money." The latter r«-port BSI:Iumes the samf'
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latitude of powtlr in the national councils, and applies it to the encouragement of agriculture, by means of a society to be established at the seat of
government. Although neither of these reports may have receivl>d the
sanction of a law carrying it into effect, yet, on the other hand, the
extraordinary doctrine contained in both has passed without the slightest
positive mark of disapprobation frOID the authority to which it was
addressed.
Now, whether the phrases in question be construed to authorize e\'ery
measure relating to the commoll defence and general welfare, as contended by some, or every measure only in which there might be an application of money, as suggested by the caution of others, - the effect must
substantially be the same, in destroying the import and force of the particular enumeration of powers which follows these general phrases in the
Constitution; for it is evident that there is not a single power whatever
which may not have some reference to the common defence or the general welfare; nor a power of any magnitude which, in its exercise, does
not involve, or admit, an applicatioll ofmolley. The government, therefore,
which possesses power in either one or other of these extents, is a government wllhout the limitations formed by a particular enumeration of powers;
and, consequently, the meaning and effect of this particular enumeration is
destroyed by the exposition given to these general phrases.
This conclusion will not be affected by an attempt to qualify the power
over the "general welfare," by referring it to cases where the general
welfare is beyond the reach of the separate provisions by the individual
Btates, lind leaving to these their jurisdiction in easel' to which their separate provisions may be competent; for, as the authority of the individual
IItates must in all cases be incompetent to general regulations operating
through the whole, the authority of the United States would be extended to
every object relating to the general welfarf', which might, by any possibility, be provided for by the general authority. This qualifying construction, therefore, would have little, if any, tendency to circumscribe
the pl)Wf'r claimed under the latitude or the term" general welfare."
The true and fair construction of this expression, both in the original
and existing federdl compacts, appears to the committee too obvious to be
mistaken. In both, the Congress is authorized to prOVide money for the
common defence and general welfare. In both is subjoined to this authority an enumeration of the cases to which their powers shall extend. Money
(.annot be applied to the general welfare, otherwise than by an application
of it to some partiCJJlar measure, conducive to the general welfare. 'Vhenever, therefore, money has been raised by the general authority, and is to
be applied to a particular measure, a question arises whether the particular
llIeasure be within the enumerated authorities vested in Congress. If it
Le, the money requisite for it may be applied to it. If it be not, no such
application can be made. This fair and obvious interpretation coincides
with, and is enforced by, the clause in the Constitution which declares
that "no money shall be drawn from the treasury but in consequence of
appropriations made by law." An appropriation of money to the general
welfare would be deemed rather a mockery than an observance of this
constitutional injunction.
2. Whether the exposition of the general phrases here combated would
not, by degrees, consolidate the states into one sovereignty, is a question
concerninl!' which the committee can perceive little room for difference of
opinion. To consolidate the states into one 8Overeign 1v nothing more
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can be wanted than to supersede their respective sovereignties, in the
cases re!.'erved to them, by extending tbe sovereignty of the United States
to all cases of the" general welfare" - that is to say, to all cases whatever.
3. That the obvious tendency, and inevitable result, of a consolidation ot
the states into one sovereignty, would be to transform the republican system of the United States into a monarchy, is a point which seems to hue
been sufficiently decided by the general sentiment of America. In al.
most every instance of discussion relating to the consolidation in question,
its certain tendency to pave the way to monarchy seems nut to have been
contested. The prospect of such a consolidation has formed the only
topic of controversy. It would be unnecessary, therefore, for the commit·
tee to d well long on the reasons which support the position of the General
Assembly. It may not be improper, however, to remark two consequences,
evidently flowing from an extension of the federal power to every subject
falling within the idea of the" general welfare."
One consequence must be, to enlarge the sphere of discretion allotted to
the executive magistrate. Even within the legislative limits properly defined by the Constitution, the difficulty of accommodating legal regulations
to a country so great in extent, and so various in its Circumstances, had
been much felt, and has led to occasional investments of powE'r in the ex·
ecutive, which involve perhaps as large a portion of discretion as can be
deemed consistent with the nature of the executh·e trust. In proportion
as the objects of legislative care might he multiplied, would the time a1.
lowed for each be diminished, and the difficulty of prOViding uniform and
particular regulations for all be increased. From these sources would
necessarily ensue a greatE'r latitude to the agency of that department which
is always in existence, and which could best mould regulations of a general nature, so as to suit them to the diversity of particular situations.
And it is in this latitude, as a supplement to the deficiency of the Jaws,
that the degree of executive prerogative materially consists.
The other consequence would be, that of an excessive augmentation of
the offices, honors, and emoluments, depending on the executive will.
Add to the present legitimate stock all those, of every description, which a
consolidation of the states would take from them, and turn over to the federal governmt'nt, and the patronage of the executive would necessarily be
88 much swelled, in this case, as its prerogative would be in the other.
This disproportionate increase of prer0ltative and patronage must evidently either enable the chief magistrate of the Union, by quiet means, to
secure his reelection from time to time, and finally to regulate the succession as he might please; or, by giving so transcendent an importance to
the office, would render the election to it so violent and corrupt, that the
public voice itself might call for an hereditary in place of an elective succession. Whichever of these events might follow, the transformation of
the republican system of the United States into a monarchy, anticipated
by the General Assembly from a consolidation of the states into one sovereignty, would be equally accomplished; and whether it would be into a
mixed or an absolute monarchy, might depend on too many contingencies
to admit of any certain fore!light.
The resolution next in order is contained in the following terms:.. That the General A.,ynbly doth !J'lrtieularly pro....t against the palpable and
.lanning infraetioD8 of the ~onstitution. in the two la... euP.8 of tht' ' Alien and Se·
dltion Act.,' pa_d at the last Ruinn of Congre.; the first of which uera_ ,
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power nowhere delegated to the federal gol'emlllf'nt; and which, by uniting legislative
and judIcial powers to those of the executil'e, subverts the general prlllclple. of free
government, as well as the particular organization and pollilive provisions of the Feder·
al Constitution; and the other of which acts exercIses, in like manner, a power not
deleg.ted by the Constitution, but, on the contrary,exprt's.ly and posItively forbiddt'n
by one of the amendments thl'rt>to- a power which, more than any other, ought to
produce universal alarm, becauat' it i8 levelled against the right of fret'ly ennllning
public characters and meaaurt>>>, and of free communication amonJ the people thereon,
,.·hieh haa ever befon justly deemed the only elFectual guardian ot every other right."

The subject of this resolution having, it is presumed, more particularly
led the General AS8emhly into the proceedings which they communicated
to the other states, and being in Itself of peculiar importance, it deserves
the most critical And f~ithful investigation; for the length of which no
apology will be necessary
The subject divides itself into,First, the" Alien Act."
.fOJ,condly, the" Sedition Act."
Of the" Alien Act," it is affirmed by the resolution -1. That it exer·
cises a power nowhere delegated to the federal government; 2. That it
unites legislative and judicial powers to those of the executive; 3. That
this union of powers subverts the general principles of free government j
4. Th·,t it subverts the particular organization and positive provisions of
the Federal Constitution.
In order to clear the way for a correct view of the first position, several
observations will be premised.
In the fir!'t place, it is to be borne in mind, that. it being a characteristic feature of the Federal Constitution, as it was originally ratified. and an
amendment thereto having precisely declared ... that the powers 1I0t delegated to the United Stales by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the
states, are reserved to the states respectively, or to the people." it is incumbent in this, as in every other exercise of power by the federal government, to prm·e, from the Constitution, that it grants the particular
power exercised.
The next observation to be made is, that much confusion and fallacy
have been thrown into the question, by blending the two cases of a/iElls,
JMmhers of a hostile nation; an.d aiims, memhers of frimdly nations.
These two eases are so obviously and so essentially distinct, that it ('ccasions
no little surprise that the distinction should have been disregardp,l . and the
surprise is so much the greater, as it appears that the two cases are- I'(".tually
distinguished by two separate acts of Congress, passed at the same I','ssion,
and comprised in the Bame publication; the one providing for Ihe ("('''e of
"alien enemies;" the other" concerning aliens" indiscriminatt>lv and
eonsequently extending to aiiens of every nation in peace and Illnity
with the United States. With respect to alien enemips, no doubt has heen
intimated as to the federal authority over them; the Constitution hllving
expressly delegated to Congrells the power to declare war agaimt any nation, and of course to treat it and all its members as enemies. With
respect to aliens who are not enemies, but members of nations in pIlace
and amity with the United States. the power assumed by thf! act of
Congress is denied to be constitutioDlll; and it is accordingly ag'linst this
let that the protest of the General Assembly is expressly and el'('.lusi"ely
directed.
A third observation is that, were it admitted, as is contended that the
II ~ eoncerDlng aliens" hu for its object, not a pmal, but a F ~J1~~ir'
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justice, it would still remain to be proved that it comes within the constItutional power of the federal legislature; and, if within itl! power, thilt the
legislature has exercised it in a constitutional manner.
In the administratIOn of preventive justice, the following prmciples have
been held sacred; that some probable ground of SUspicion be exhibited
before s >lne judicial authority; that It be supported by oalh or affirmatIOn;
that the party m,'y avoid bemg thrown into cOllfim'ment, by finding plpdges
or sureties for hIs legal conduct suffiCient in the judgment of some judll:ial
authority; that he may have the benefit of a writ of Iwbcas corpu.~, and
t,IUS .. btam his release if wrongfully confined; and that he m3Y at any time
be discharged frum his recoglllzance, or his confinemE"nt, and rel'tored to
his lonner liberty and rights, on the order of the proper JudiCial authority,
if it sh'lll see suffiCIent calise.
All these principles of the only preventive justice known to American
jUrisprudpnce are VIolated by the Alien Act. The ground of suspicion is
to be Judged of, not by any JudiCial authority, but by the executive magistrate aloue. No 0 tth or affirJllltJon IS required. If the suspicion be held
reasonable by the PreSident, he may order the suspected alien to depart
from the territory of the United States, Without the opportUllity of avoiding
the sentence hy fiudlllg pledges lor hiS future good conduct. As the PresIdent Illay limit the time of departure as he pleases, the benefit of the writ
of habeas corpus may be suspended with rel!pect to the party, although the
Constitution ordains that it shall not be suspended unless when the public safety may require it, in case of rebellion or invasion, - neither of which
eXisted at the passage of the act; and the party being, under the .entence
of the President, either removed from the United States, or heing punished by imprisonment, or disqualification ever to become a citizen, on
conviction of 1I0t obeying the order of removal, he canflot be discharged
from the proceedin~s agamst him, and restored to the benpfits of hiS former
situation. although the highest judicial authority should see the most
sufficient cause for it.
But, in the last pillce, it can never be admitted that the removal of
allen~, authonzed by the act, is to be considered, not at< pUlllshment for
an offence. but as a measure of precaution and prevention. If the banishment of an alien from a country into which he has been invited as the
asylum most auspicious to his happiness, - a country where he may have
formed the most tender connections; where he may have invested hiS entire
property, and acquired property of the real and permanent, as well as the
IIlOv,lble and temporary kllld; where he enjoys, under the laws, a greater
share of the blessinrrs of personal security, and personal liberty, than he
can elsewhere hope" for; and where he may have nearly completed his
probatIonary title to citizenship; if. moreover. in the executIOn of the sentence again~t him, he is to be exposed, not only to the ordinary danIrers of the sea, but to the peculiar casualties incident to a crisis of war
lind of unusual licentiousness on that element, and possihly to vindictive
lurposes, which his emiaration itself may have provoked; - if a banishment of thiS sort be nota punishment, and among the "everest of punishInents, it will be difficult to imagine a doom to which the name can be
applied. And if it he a punishment, it will remain to be inquired. whether
It can be r.onstitutionally inflicted, on mere !<usplcion, by the !lingle will
of the executive magistrate, on persons convirted of no personal offence
IIgain.t the laws of the land, nor involved in any offence againllt the
law of nations, charged on the foreign state of which they are member~.
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One argument offered in justification of this power exercised over aliens
that the admission of them into the country being of favor, not of right,
the fa\.r is at all times re¥ocable.
To Ihis argument it might be answered, that, allowing the truth of the
inferCllce, it would be no proof of what is required. A question would
still occur, whether the Constitution had vested the discretionary power
of admitting aliens in the federal government or in the state govern.
ments.
But it cannot be a true infurence, that, because the admission of all
alien is a favor, the favor may be revoked at pleasure. A grant of lalld
to an individual may be of favor, not of right; but the momellt the grallt
is made, the favor be~omes a right, and must be forfeited before it c.m be
taken away. To pardon a Illalefactor may be a favor, but the pardon is
not, on that account, the less irrevocable. To admit an alien to natu·
ralization, is as much a favor as to admit him to reside in the country;
yet it cannot be pretended that a per~on naturalized can be deprived of
the benefits, auy more than a native citizen can be disfranchised.
Again, it is said that, aliens not beiJlg parties to the Constitt·tion,
the rights and privileges which it secures cannot be at all claim(u hy
them
To this reasoning, also, it might be answered that, although aliens
are not parties to the Constitution, it does not follow that the Con8titution
has vested in CongreflS an absolute power over them. The parties to the
Constitution may have granted, or retained, or modified, the power over
aliens, without regard to that particular consideration.
But a more direct reply is, that it does not follow, because alieus are
not parties to the Constitution, as citizens are parties to it, that, whilst
they actually conform to it, they have no right to its protection. AlienI;
are 110t more parties to the laws than they are parties to the Constitution;
yet it will not be disputed that, Ill! they owe, on one hand, a temporary
ohf>dience, they are entitled, in return, to their protection ADd advantage.
If aliens had no rights under the Constitution, they might llot only be
banished, but even capitally punished, WIthout a jury or the other incidents
to a fair trial. But so far has a contrary principle been carried, in every
part of the lJ nited States, that, except on charges of treason, an alien has,
besides all the common privileges, the special one of being tried by a jury,
of which one half mlly be also aliens.
It is said, further, that, by tbe law and practice of nations, aliens may
be removed, at discretion, for offences against the law of nations; that
Congress are authorized to define and punisb such offences; and that to
be d~llgerous to the peace of society is, in aliens, one of those offences.
The distinction between alien enemies and alien friendA is a clear Hnd
conclusive answer to this argument. Alien enemies are under the law of
nations, and liable to be punished for offences against it. Alien friends,
except in the single case of public ministers, are under the municipal law,
and must be tried and punished according to that law only.
This argu 1 nent also, by referring the alien act to the power of Congress
to define and punish offences against the law of nations, yields the point
that the act is of a penal, not merely of a preventive operation. It must,
jn trutb, be 80 considered. And if it be a penal act, the punishment it
inllicts must be justified by some offence that deserves it.
Offences for which aliens, within the jurisdiction of a country, are PUllishable, are - first, offences committed by the nation of which they makeIS,
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part, and in whose offences they are involved; secondly, offences committed by themselves alone, without any charge against the nation to
which they belong. The first is the case of alien enemies j the second,
the case of allen friends. In the first case, the offending nation can no
otherwise be punished than by war, one of the laws of which authorizes
the expulsion of such of its members as may be found witlllll the country
against which the offence has been committed. In the second case,the offence being committed by the individual, not by his nation, and
against the municipal law, not against the law of nations, - the individual ollly, and not the nation, is punishable; and the punishment must be
conducted according to the municipal law, not accordmg to the Idw of nations. Under this view of the subject, the act of Congress for the removal
of alien enemies, being conformable to the law of nations, is justified by
the Constitution j and the" act" for the removal of alien friends, being
repngnant to the constitutional principles of municipal law, is unjustifiable.
Nor is the act of Congress for the removal of alien friends more agreeable to the general practice of nation~ than it is within the purview of
the law of nations. The general practice of nations distinguishes between
alien friends and alien enemies. The latter it has proceeded a~ainst, according to the law of nations, by expelling them as enemies. The· former
it has considered as under a local and temporary allegiance, and entitled
to a correspondent protection. If contrary instances are to he found in
barbarous countries, under undefined prerogatives, or amid revolutionary
dangers, they will not be deemed fit precedents for the government of the
United States, even if not beyond its constitutional authority.
It is said that Congress may grant letters of marque and reprisal; that
reprisals may be made on persons as well as property j a.nd that the removal of aliens may be considered as the exercise, in an illferior degree,
of the general power of reprisal on persons.
Without enterin~ minutely into a question that does not seem to require
it, it may be remarked that reprisal is a seizure of foreign J>l'rsol'~ or property, wilh a view to obtain that justice for injuries done by one state, or
its members, to another state, or Its members, for which a refusal of the
aggressors requires such a resort to force, IInder the law of nations. It
must be considered as an abuse of words, to call the removal of persons
from a country a seizure, or a reprisal on them j nor is the distinction to
be overlooked between reprislls on persons within the country, and under
the faith of Its laws, and on persons out of the country. But, laying aside
these considerations, it is evidently impo~sible to bring the alien act within the power of granting repTisals; since it does not allege or imply any
injury received from any particular nation, for which this proceeding
against its members was intended as a reparation.
The proceeding is authorized again!'t aliens of rVl'ry nation; of nations
charged neither with any similar proceedings against American citizens,
nor with any injuries for which justIce might be sought, in the mode pres\~Jibed by the act.
Were it true, therefore, that good causes existed for
reprisals aaainst one or more fi,reign nations, and that neither the persons
'IOr property of its members, under the faith of our laws, could plead an
e'Cemption, the operation of the lIct ought to have been limited to the
ahens among liS belongin,;! to f'uch nations. To license reprisals against
all nations, for aggressions char!5ed on one only, would be a measure as
contrary to every principle of justice and pllblic law, as to a wise policv.
and the universal practice of nations.
4
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It is folr Id that the right of removing aliens is an incident to the power
of war. ~~sted in Congress by the Constitution.
This is a former argument in a new shape only, and is answered by
repeating, that the removal of alien enemies is an incident to the power
of war; that the removal of alien friends is not an incident to the power
of war.
It is said that Congress are, by the Constitution, to protect each state
against invasion; and that the means of prEventing invasion are included
III the power of protection again~t it.
The power of war, in general, having been before granted by the COIIstitutiolJ, this clause must either he a mere specification for greater calltion and certainty, of which there are other examples m the instrument,
or be the injunction of a duty, superadded to a grant of the power. Under eIther explanation, it cannot enlarge the powers of Congress on the
subject. The power and the duty to protect each state against an lUI ading enemy would be the same uuder the general power, if this regard to
the greater caution had been omitted.
Invasion is an operation of war. To protect against invasion is an
exercise of the power of war. A power, therefore, not incident to war,
cannot be incitlent to a particular modification of war; and as the removal
of aliell friends hal' appedred to be no Incident to a general state of war,
it cannot be incident to a. partial state, or a particular modification of wnr.
Nor can it ever be gr'mted, that a power to act on a casl', when it actually occurs, includes a power over all the means that may tend to prl'vent
the occurrence of the case. Such a latitude of construction would render
unavailing every pr'actical definition of particular and limited powers.
Under the idea of preventing war in general, as well as invasion in particular, not only all indiSCriminate removal of all aliens might be enforcl'd,
but a thousand other things, still more remote from the operations and
precautions appurtenant to war, might take place., A bigoted or tyrnnllic~1 nation might threaten us with war, unless certam religious or
poblical regulations were adopted by us; yet it never could be inferred,
if the regulations which would prevent war were such as Congress had
otherwise no power to make, that the power to make them would grow out
of the purpose they were to answer. Congress have power to "uppress
insurrections; yet it would 1I0t be allowed to follow, that they might employ all the means tending to prevent them; of which a ~ystem of moral
instruction for the ignorant, and of provident support for the poor, might
be regarded as among the most efficaciollS.
One argUlllent for the power of the general government to remO\·e
aliens would have been passed in silence, if it had appeared under any
authority inferior to that of a report made, during the last session of Congress, to the House of Representatives, by a committee, and appro,·etl hy the
house. The doctrine on which this argument is founded is of so nl'\\, and so
extraordinary a character, and strikps so radically at the political "ystem
of Amprica, that it is proper to state it in the very words of the report.
" The act (concerning aliens) is said to be unconstitutional, becanse to
remove alil'nR is a tlirect brellch of the Constitution, which provides, by the
!:Ith section of the J 5t article, that the migration or importation of suct-.
persons as any of the states shall think proper to admit, shall not be prohibited by the Congress prior to the year J808."
Among the answers given to this objection to the constitutionality of
the act, the following very remarkable ore is extracted:-
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"Thirdly, That, as the Constitution has given to tl&e states no power
o remove aliens, during the period of the limitation under consideration,
in the mean time, on the construction assumed, there would be no authority in the country empowered to send away dangerous aliens; which
cannot be admitted."
The reasoning here used would not, in any view, be conclusive; becalise there are powers exercised by most other governments, which, in
the United States, are withheld by the people both from the general government and fro III the !.'tate governments. Of this sort are many of thE'
powers prohibited by the declarations of rights prefixed to the constitutions, or by the clauses, in the constitlltions, in the nature of sllch declarations. Nay, so far is the political system of the United States distinguishable from that of other countries, by the caution with which
powers are delegated and defined, that, in one very important case, even
of commercial regulation aud revenue, the power is absolutely locked up
agamst the hands of both governments. A tax on exports can be laid by
no constitutional authority whatever. Under R system thus peculiarly
guarded, there could surely be no absurdity in supposing that alien friends
-whn, if guilty of treasonable machinations, may be punished, or, if
sU$pected on prob:tble grounds, may be secured by pledges or imprisonment, in like manner with permanent citizens - were never meant to be
subjected to banishment by an arbitrary and unusual process, either under
the one !1;overnment or the other.
But it is not the inconclusiveness of the general reasoning, in this
passage, which chiefly calls the attention to it. It is the principle assumed
by it, that the powers held by the states are given to them by the Constitution of the United States; and the inference from this principle, that
the powers supposed to be necessary, which are not so given to the state
governments, mllst reside in this government of the United States.
The respect which is felt for every portion of the constituted authorities forbids some of the reflections which this singulrlr paragraph
might excite; and they are the more readily suppressed, as it may be
presumed, with justice perhaps as well as candor, that madvertence may
have bad its share in the error. It would be unjustifiable delicacy, ne\"ertheless, to pas!! by so portentous a claim, proceeding from so high An authority, withollt a monitory notice of the fatal tendencies with which it
would be pregnant.
Lastly, it is said th1t a law on the same subject with the alien act,
passed by this stale originally in 1785, and reenacted in li92, i~ a proof
thlt 1\ summary removal of BU!lpected aliens was not heretofore regarded,
by the Vlrginja legislature, as liable to the objections now urged against
~uch a measure.
This chArlfe against Virginia vanishes before the simple remark, that
the law of Virginia relates to "su~picious persons, being the subjects of
any foreign power or state who shall h'IYe madr a declaration of umr, or
actually ('ommeraud hostilitifs, or' from whom the President shall apprehend
hostile df'si!!Tls;" whereas the act of Congress relates to alien~, being the
subiects of foreign powers and states, who have neither derlarrd fDar, nor
c:ommenced hostilities, nor from whom hostile dm.gers are appr,.heTlrlerl.
2. It is next affirmed of the Alien Act, that it unites legislative, judicial,
and execlJtive powers, in the hands of the President.
However difficult it may be to mark, in t'very Cllse, with clearness and
certamty, the line which divides legislative power from.the other depart-
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tJlents of power, all will agree that the powers referred to these departments
may be so generaJ and undefined, as to be of a legislative, not of an executive or judicial nature, lind may for that reason be unconstitutionnl.
Details to a certain degree, are essential to the nature and character of a
;"w; and on criminal subjects, it is proper that details should leave 8S
little as possible to the discretion of those who are to apply and execute
the law. If nothing more were required, in exercising a legislative tru~t,
than a generaJ conveyance of authority- without laying down any precise
rules by which the authority conveyed should be carried into effect - it
would follow that the whole power of legislati('ln might be transferred by
the legislature from it~elf. and proclamations might become substitutes for
law. A delegation of power in this latitude would not be denied to be a
union of the different powers.
To determine, then, whether the appropriate powera of the distinct
departments are united by the act authorizing the executive to remm'e
aliens, it must be inquired whether it contains such details, definitions, and
rules. as appertain to the true character of a law; especially a law by
which personal liberty is invaded, property deprived of its value to the
owner, and life itself indirectly exposed to danger.
The Alien Act declares" that it shall be lawful for the President to
order all such aliens as he shall judge dangr.rous to the peace and safety
of the United States, or !lhall have reasonable ground to sU.'Put are concerned in any treasonable or secret machinations again!!t the government
thereof, to depart," &c.
Could a power be well given in terms less definite, leslI particular, and
less precise 1 To be dang"UIls to tke public softty- to be susperted of
secret mathination against the government; these can never be mistaken
for legal rules or oertain definitions. They leave every thing to the President. HIS will is the law.
But it is not a legislative power only that is given to the President. He
is to stand in the place of the judiciary also. His suspicion is the only
evidence which is to convict; his order, the only judgment which is to
be executed.
Thu, it is the President whose will is to designate the oH:ensive conduct;
it is his will that is to ascertain the individuals on whom it is char~ed; and
it is his will that is to cause the sentence to be executed. It is rightly
affirmed, therefore, that the act unites legislative and judicial powers to
those of the I"xecotive.
.
3. It is affirmed thllt this union of power subverts the general principle of free govl"rnment.
It has become an axiom in the science of government, that a sl"paratinn
of the legislative, executive, and judicial departments is necl"ssary to the
pre~ervation of public liberty. Nowhere has this axiom been better
understood in theory, or more carefully pursued in practice, than in the
United States.
4. It is affirmed that such a union of power subverts the particular
organizRtion and positive prOYision of the Federal Constitution.
Accordin!! to the particular organization of the Constitution, its legislative powl'rs are vest~d in the Congress, its executive powers in the Pr~
iden!, and it.. ;udicial vowers in a supreme and inferior tribunals. The
ullior, of any of these powers, and still more of aJl three, in anyone of
these departments, as hilS been shown to be done by the Alien Act, must,
consequently, su.vert the constitutional organization of them.
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That positive provisions, in the ConetitutioD, securing to individuals tit..
benefits of fair trial, are also violated by the union of powers in the Alien
Act, necessarily results from the two facts, that the act relates to alien
friends, and that alien friends, being under the municipal law only, are
entItled to its protection.
,
The second ohject, against which the resolution protests, is the Seditiop
Act.
Of this act It is affirmed -1. That it exercises, in like manner, a power
not delegated by the Constitution; 2. That the power, on the contrary,
is expressly and positively forbidden by one of the amendments to the
Constitution; 3. That this ill a power which, more than any other, ought
to produce universal alarm, because it is levelled against that right of
freely f'xamining public characters and measures, and of free communication
thereon, which hds ever been justly deemed the only effectulll guardian of
every other right.
1. That it exercises a power not delegated by the Constitution.
Here, again, it will be proper to recollect that, the federal government
being composed of powers specifically grarited, with reservation of all
others to the states or to the people, the positive authority under which
the Sedition Act could b~ passed mllst be produced by those who assert its
constitutionality. In what part of the Constitution, then, is this autho~ity
to be found 1
Several attempts have been made to answer this question, which will b£
examined in their order. The committee will begin with one which has
filled them with equal astonishment and apprehension; and which, they
cannot but per!uade themselves, mllst have the same effect on all who will
consider it with coolness and impartiality, and with a reverence for ollr
ConstItution, in the true character in which it issued from the sovereign
anthority of the people. The committee refer to the doctrine lately
advanced, as a sanction to the Sedition Act, " that the common or unwritten
law" - a law of vast extent and complexity, and embracing almost every
possible subject of legislation, both civil and criminal- makes n part oli the
law of these states, in their united and nlltionnl capacity.
The novelty, and, in the judgment of the committee, the extravagAnce
of this pretension, would have consigned it to the silence in which they
have pas~ed by other arguments which an extraordinary zeal' for the act
has drawn into the discussion; but the auspices under which this iunovation presents itself have constrained the committee to bestow on it all
alten1 ion which other con~iderations might have forbidden.
In executing the task, it may be of use to look back to the colonial Mtate
of this country prior to the revolution; to trace the effect of tin> revolution
which converted the colonies into independent states; to inquire into the
i"!lport of the Articles of Confederation, the first instrument by which tl.e
unio;'! of the states was regularly established; and, finally, to consult the
Constitution of 1787, which is the oracle that must decide the- important
question.
In the state prior to the revolution, it is certain that the common law,
under different limitations, made a part of the colonial codes. But, whether
it be understood that the original colonists brought the law with them, or
made it their law by adoption. it is equally certllin that it was the sep:unte
law of each colony within its respective limits, and was unknown to them
as II IlIw pervading and operating through the whole. as one society.
It cOllld not possibly be otherwise. The common law was not the same
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in any two of the colonies j in some, the modifications were materially and
extensively different. There was no common legilllature, by which a
commoll will could be exprP.SSed in the form of a law j nor any common
magistracy, by which such a law couid be carried into practice. Tit'!
will of each colony, alone and separately, had its organs for these purposes.
This srage of our political history furni!lhes no foothold for the patrons
of this new doctrine.
Did, then, the principle or operation of the great event which made the
colonies IOdependent states, imply or introduce the common law, as a law
of the Union!
The fundamental principle of the revolution was, that the colonies were
coordinate members with each other, and with Great Britain, of an empire
ullited by a common executive sovereign, but not united by any common
legislative sovereign. The legislative power was maintained to be as
complete in f'ach American Parliament, as in the British Parliament. And
the royal prerogative was in force, in each colony, by virtue of its acknowledging the king for rts executive magistrate, as it was in Great
Britain, by virtue of a like acknowledgment there. A denial of these
principles by Great Britain, and the assertion 'Qf them by America, produced the revolution.
There was a time, indeed, when an exception to the legislative separation of the several component and coequal partl' of the empire obtained a
degree of acquIescence. The British Parliament was allowed to regulate
the trade with foreign nations, and between the different parts of the empire. This was, however, mere practice without right, and contrary to
the true theory of the Constitution. The convenience of some regulations, in both cases, was apparent; and, as there was no legislature with
power over the whole, nor any constitutional preeminence among the
legislature!! of the several parts, it was natural for the legislature of that
particular part which was the eldest and the largest, to assume this function,
and for the others to acquiesce in it. This tacit arrangement was the
less critici!led, as the regulations established by the British Parliament
operated in favor of that part of the empire which seemed to bear the prIDcipal share of the public burdens, and were regarded as an indemnification of its advances for the other parts. As long 88 this regulating power
was confined to the two objects of conveniency and equity, it was not
complained of, nor much inquired into. Bllt no sooner was it perverted
to the selfish views of the party assuming it, than the injured parties hegan
to feel and to reRect; and the moment the claim to a direct and indefinite
power wa!! ingrafted on the precedent of the regulating power, the whole
charm was dis!!olved, and every eye opened to the IIsurpation. The assertion by Great Britain of a power to make law!! for the other members of the
empire, in all cases whatsoever, ended in the discovery that ~he had 8 right
to make laws for them in no cases whatsoever.
Such bemg the ground of our revolution, no support or color can be
drawn from it for the doctrine that the common law is binding on these
"tates al! olle society. The doctrine, on the contrary, is evidently repuglIant to the fundamental principle of the rev01ution.
The Articles of Confederation are the next source of informatior. on
this subject.
In the interval between the comment'.f'rnent of the revolution and the
6nal ratification of these Articles, the nature and extent ofthe Union "''11
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netermined by the circumstances of the crisis, rather than by any accurate
delineation of the general authority. It will not be alleged that the
.. common law" could have any legitimate birth, as a law of the United
States, during that slate of things. If it came, a8 such, into existence at
all, the charter of confederation must have been its parent.
Here, again, however, its pretensions are absolutely destitute of foundation. This instrument does not contain a sentence or a syllable that can
De tortured into a countenance of the idea that the parties to it were.
with respect to the objects of the common law, to form one community.
No such law is named, or implied, or alluded to, 88 being in force, or
as brought into force by that compact. No provision is made by which
such a law could be carried into operation j whilst, on the other hand,
("very such inference or pretext is absolutely precluded by art. 2, which
declares" th It each state retains its sovereignty, freedom, and independence, and every power, jurisdiction, and right, which is not by this
Confederation expressly delegated to the United States in Congress
assembled."
Thus far it appears that nOI a vestige of this extraordinary doetrine can
be found ill the origin or progress of American institutions. The evidence
against it has, on the contrary, grown strong("r at every step, till it has
amounted to a formal and positive exclusion, by written articles of compact among the parties concerned.
IoJ this exclusion revoked, and the common law introduced as natiollal
law, by the present Constitution of the United States? This is the final
que8tion to be examined.
It is readily admitted that particular parts of the common law may have
/I nnction from the Constitution, 80 far as they are nece!lsarily comprehended in the technical phrases which express the powers delegated to the
government; and so far, also, as such other parts may he adopted by Congress, all necessary and proper for carrying into execution the powerl!
expressly delegated. But the question does IIOt relate to either of these
portions of the common law. It relates to the common law beyond these
Iimitatiolls.
The only part of the Constitution which seems to have been relied on
in this case, is the 2d section of art. 3: - " The judicial power shall extend
to all cases, in law and equity, arising under this Constitution, the laws
of the United States, and treaties made, or which shall be made, under
their authority."
It has been asked what cases, distinct from those arising under the laws
and treaties of the United States. can arise under the Constitution, other
than those arising under the common law; and it is inferred that the common law is, accordingly, adopted or recognized by the Constitution. .
Never, perh~ps, was so broad a construction applied to a text so cle'lrly
unsusceptible of it. If any color for the inference could he found, it must
be in the impossibility of finding any other cases, in law and equity,
within the provisions of the Constitution, to satisfy the expression j and
rather than resort to a construction affecting 80 essentially the -whole charIcter of the government, it would perh~ps be more rational to consider theexpression 88 a mere pleonasm or inadvertence. Bllt it is not necessary to
decide on such a dilemma. The expression is fully satisfied, and its ae~ufllcy jll"tified, by IWO descriptions of cases, to which the judicial authortty is extended, and neither of which implies that the common law is the
Jaw of the United States. One of these descriptions comprehends the
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ea.res growing out of the restrictions on the legislative power of the states.
For example, it is provided that" no state shall emit bills of credit:' or
" make any thing but gold and silver coin a tender for the payment 01
debts." Should this prohibition be violated, and a auit between citizen.
of the same state be the consequence, this would be a cue arising undel
tbe Constitution before the judicial power of the United States. A second
description comprehends suits between citizens and foreigners, of citizens
of different states, to be decided according to the state or foreign laws, but
submitted by the Constitution to the judicial power of the United States;
the judicial power being, in several instances, extended beyond the legislative power of the United States.
To this explanation of the text, the following obeervations may be
added : The expression" cases in law snd equity" is manift'Stly confined to
cases of a civil nature, and would exclude cases of criminal jurisdiction.
Criminal cases in law and equity would be a language unknown to the
law.
The succeeding paragraph in the same section is in harmony with this
construction. It is in these words: "In all CIlIIt'lI affe,.tinll ambassadors,
or other public ministers, and consuls, and those in which 'a state shsll be
a party, the Supreme Court shall have original juriNiiction. In all the
other cases, [including cases of law and equity arising under the Constitution,] the Supreme Court shall have appellate jurisdiction, both /l1I to law
andJact, with such exceptions, and under such regulations, as Congress
shall make."
This paragraph, by expressly giving an appeUale jurisdiction, in eases
01 law and equity arising under the Con8titution, to fact, a8 well as to law,
clearly excludes criminal cases, where the trial by jury is seclJred - because
the fact, in ~lJch cases, is not a subject of appeal; and, although the appeal is liahle 10 lIuch n:ceptiDf&s and regulations as Congress may adopt,
yet it is not to be supposed that an nceptiDf& of all criminal cases could be
contemplated, as well because a discretion in Congress to make or omit
the exception would be improper, as because it would have been unnecessary. The exception could as easily have been made by the Constitution
itaelf, as referred to the Congress.
Once more: The amendment last added to the Constitution deserves
attention as throwing light 00 this subject. .. The judicial power of the
United States .hall not be construed to extend to any suit in ImD or equity,
commenced or prosecuted against one of the United States, by citizens of
another state, or by citizens or subjects of Rny foreign power." AI it will
not be pretended that any criminal proceeding could take place against a
state, the terms latIJ or t.IJflity mUit be understood as appropriate to civil,
in exclusion of criminal cases.
From these considerations, it is e,ident that tbis part or the Constitution, even it" it could be applied at all to the purpose for which it has heen
cited, would not include any euea whatever of a criminal nature, and consequently would not authorize tbe inference from it, that the judicial
authority extends to offenus against the common law. 88 offences arising
under the Constitution.
It is further to be considered that, eYen if tbi! part 0( the Constitution
could be strained into an application to e,ery common..)aw cue, criminal
as well u civil, it could have no efrect in justifying the Sedition Act,
whieh .. an aet of legislati.e, and not or judicial power: and it is the
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power ooIy of which the extent is defined in this part of the
tIItloo.
There are t"o paaagee in the CoDltitution, in which • deecriptioo of
the law of the United States is found. The fint is COIItained in art. 3,
I8Cl. 3, in the words foUowiog: "Thil Constitution, the laws of the
Uni&ed States, and treaties made, or which shall be made, under this
authority." The second is cOlltained ill the second paragraph of art. 6,
as follows: "This Constitution, and the laws of the United States which
shall be mad~ in pursuance tbereof, and all treaties made, or which .ball
be made, under tbe autbority of tbe United States, ahaIl be the supreme
law of the land." The first of these descr:r.·tioDl wu meant u a guide to
the judges of the United States j the teCOD , U a guide to the juClgea of
the te~erallhteL Both of them conlist of an enumeration, whicb wu
eyidently meant to be precise and complete. If the COOlmon law had
been undentood to be a law of tbe United States, it is Dot poesible
to uaip a satisfactory reason why it wu not exptelled in the enumeration.
10 aid of theae objectiODl, the difficulties and confusion inteparable from
• conatruoti~e introduction of the common law would aft'ord powerful
reasonl against iL
Is it to be the common law with or without the British Ihtutes T
If without the ItatUtory amendments, the yices of the code "ould be
insupportable.
If with these amendments, what period il to be fixed for limiting the
British authority over our laws T
Is it to be the date ofthe eldest, or the youngest. ofthe colonies!
Or are the dates to be thrown togetber, and a medium deduced T
Or is our independence to be taken for the date 1
II, again, regard to be had to the ..rioOl changes in the common law
made by the local codes of America f
Is regard to be had to lucb changes lubsequent u well u prior to the
establillhment of tbe Cooatitution T
II regard to be had to future u well u put changes f
Is the law to be different in eyery state, u differently modified by its
code j or are the modificationl of any particular itate to be applied to all!
And on the latter lupposition, which among tbe state codes Corms the
standard f
Questions of this IOrt might be multiplied with u much eue u there
would be difficulty in answering·tbem.
These consequences, flowing from the propoeecl construction. furnish
other objectioDl equally conclusive; unless the text were peremptory in
its mealling. and consiltent with other parts of the instrument. .
These consequences may be in relation to the legillative authority of
thf' United States; to the executive authority j to the judicial authority;
anj to the governments of the several states.
If it be understood that the common law is established by tbe Constitu':on, it followlI that no part of the law CID be altered by the legislature.
Such of the sta~utes already passed u may be repuguant tbereto, would be
uullified; particularly the Sedition Act itself, which bouts of beillf
I melioration of the common law; and the whole code. with all its inconJrllities, barbarisms, and bloody maxima, would be inviolably saddled on
the jlOOd people of the United States.
Should this consequence be rejected, and the common law be held, lib
~t1
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othar la. ., liable to reYiaion and alteration by the authority of Congress,
it Lhen follo. . that the authority of Congress is coextensive with the objects of commoo la.; that is to 8&y, with every object of legislation; for
to 8Yery auch object does IIOIDe braneh or other of the eommon law extend.
The authority of Congress w.ould, therefore, be no longer under the limitations marked out in the Constitution. They would be authorized to
legislate in all cues whatsoever.
In the next place, as the President possesses the exeeutiye powers of
the Cooatitution, and is to see that the laws be faithfully executed, his authority also must be coextensive with every braneh of the eommon law
Tbe additions which this would make to his power, though not readily to
be estimated, elaim the most serious attention.
This is not all: it will merit the most profound consideration, how far
an indefinite admilltlion of the common law, with a latitude in eonl!truing
it equal to the construction by which it is deduced from the Constitution,
might draw after it the various prerogatives, making part of the unwritten
law of England. The English constitution itself is nothing more than a
composition of unwritten laws aud maxims.
In the third place, whether the common law be admitted u of legal or
of constitutional obligation, it would confer on the judicial department a
discretion little short of a legislath'e power.
.
On the supposition of its haYing a constitutional obligation, this power
in the judges would be permanent and irremediable by the legislature. On
the other supposition, the power would not expire until the legislature
should have introduced a full system of statutory provisions. Let it be
obeened, too, that, besides all the uncertainties above enumerated, and
which present an immense field for judicial discretion, it would remain
with the same department to decide what parts of the common law would,
and what would not, be properly applieable to the eircumfotances of the
Unit~d States.
A discretion of this sort has always been lamented as incongruous and
dangeroulI, even in the colonial and state courts, although 110 much narrowed by positive provisions in the local codes on all the priucipal subjects
embraced by the comman law. Under the United States, where 80 few
laws exist on those subjeets, and where so great a lapse of time must happen before the vast chasm could be supplied, it is manifest that the power
of the jlJd~es over the law would, in fact, erect them into legislators, aud
that, for a long time, it would be impossible for tbe eitizens to conjecture
either wbat was, or would be, law.
In the lut place, the consequence of admitting the common law as the
law of the United States, on the authority of the individual states, is as
obvious u it would be fatal. As this law relntes to every subject of legislation, Ind would be paramount to the con8titutions and JIWS of the 8tates,
tbe admill8ion of it would o,erwhelm the residuary sovereignty of the
states, and, by one constructive operation, new-model the whole political
fabrie of the country.
From the review thus taken of the situation of the Ameriean colonies
prior to their independenee; of the efFeet of this event on their situation;
of the nature and import of the Artieles of Confederation; of the true
meaning of the pl8llage in the existint Constitution from whieh the common law hiS been deduced; of the difficulties and uncertainties ineident
to the doctrine; Illd of its vast consequences in extending the powers of
the federal government, and in superseding the authoritit'll of the state
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governments, - the committee feel the utmost confidence in eon~luding
that the common law never was, nor by IIny rair construction ever CliO be,
deemed a law for the American people as one community j and they indulge the strongest expectation that the same conclusion will be finally
drawn by all candid and accurate inquirers into the subject. It is. indeed,
distrf'.IIIIing to r«-fiect that it ever should have been made a qu8tion, whether
the Constitution, on the whole face of which is seen so much Illbor to enumerate and define the several objects of federal power, could intend to introduce in the lump, in an indirect manner, and by a forced construction
of a few phrases, the vast and multifarious jurisdiction involved in the
common law- a law filling so many ample volumes; a law overspreading
the entire field of legislation j and a law that would aap the foundation of
the Constitution as a system of limited and specified powera. A severer
reproach could not, in the opinion of the committee, be thrown on the
Constitution, on those who framed, or on those who established it, than
such a supposition wonld throw on them.
The argument, then, drawn from the common law, on the gronnd of its
being adopted or recognized by the Constitution, being inapplicable to the
Sedition Act, the committee will proceed to examine the other arguments
which have been founded on the Constitution.
They will waste but little time on the attempt to cover the act by the
preamble to the ConstitutioQ, it being contnry to every acknowledged
rule of construction to set up this part of an instrument in opposition to
the plain meaning expressed in the body of the instrument. A preamble
usually contains the general motives or reason for the particular regulatiolls or measures which follow it, and is always ullderstood to be explained
and limited by them. In the present inHtance, a contrary interpretation
would have the inadmissible efl"ect of rendering nugatory or improper
every part of the Constitution which succeeds the preamble.
The paragraph in art. I, sect. 8, which contains the power to lay
and collect taxes, dutie~, imposts, and excises. to pay the debts, and provide for the cornman defence and general welfare, having been already
examined, will also require no particular attention in this place. It will
have been seen that, in its fair and consistent meaning, it cannot enlarge
the enumerated powers vestt>d in Congress.
The part of the Constitution which seems mOllt to be recurred to, in
defence of the Sedition Act, is the last clause of the above section,
empoweriug Congress to make all laws which shall be necessary and proper
for carrying into execution the foregoing powerll, and all other powers
vested by this Constitution in the government of the United States, or in
any department or officer thereof."
The plain import of this clause is. that Congress shan have all the incidental or instrumental powers necessary and proper for carrying into exeeution all the express powers, whether they be vested in the government
of the United States, more colleetively, or in the several departments or
officers thereof.
It is not a grant of new powers fo Congress, but merely a declaration,
or the removal of all uncertainty, that the means of carrying into execution those otherwise granted are included in the grant.
Whenever, therefore, a question arises concerning the constitutionality
of a particular power, the first question is, whether the power be expressed
in the Constitution. If it be, the question is decided. If it be not expressed, the Dext inquiry must be, whether it is properly an incident to an
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exprt!IMI power, and nece..ary to its execution. If it bf., it may be exerciled oJy Congress. If it be not, Congre.. cannot exercise it.
Let the question be asked, then, whether the power over tht' press, exercised in the Sedition Act. be found among the powers expressly vestl'd
in Coragreaa. This ill not pretended.
Is there any expreaa power, for executing which it is a neceaaary and
proper power 1
The power which has been !!elected, as least remote, in answer to this
question, is that "of suppressing insurrections;" which is said to imply a
power to prevent insurrections, by punil4hing whatever may lead or tend to
them. But it surely cannot, with the least plau!ihility, be saId, that the
regulation of the preaa, and punishment of libels, are exercises of a power
to suppress insurrections. The lIIost that could be said would be, that the
punishment of libels, if it had the tendency ascribed to it, might prevent
the occasion of passing or executing laws necessary and proper for the
suppression of insurrections.
Has the federal government no power, then, to prevent as well as to punish resistance to the laws T
They have the power, which the Constitution deemed m08t proper, in
their hands for the purpose. The Congress has power, before it happens,
to pass laws for punishing it; and the executive and judiciary have power
to enforce those ]awlI when it does happen. •
It must be recollected by many, and could be shown to the satisfaction
of all, that the construction here put on the terms" necessary and proper"
is precisely the construction which prevailed during the discussions and
ratificatiolls of the Constitution. It may be added, and cannot too often
be repeated, that it is a construction absolutely necessary to maintain their
consistency with the peculiar character of the goverllment, as possessed of
particular and definite powers only, not of the genl'ral and indefinite power. vested in ordinary governments; for, if the power to suppress insurrectionH includes the power to punish libels, or if the power to punish
mcludes a power to prevent, by all the means that may have that tendency,
such is the relation and influence among the most remote sllbjects of legis]ation, that a power over a very few would carry with it It JWUl over all.
And it must be wholly immaterial whether unlimited powers ~ exercised
under the name of unlimited powers, or be exercised uuder the name of
unlimited means of carrying into execution limited powers.
This hranch of the subject will be closed with a reflection which must
have weight with all, but more especially with those who place peculiar
reliance on the judicial exposition of the Constitution, as the bulwark provided against an undue extension of the legislative power. If it be understood that the powers implied in the specified powers have an immediate
nnd appropriate relation to them, as means necessary and proper for carrying them into execution, questions on constitutionality of laws passed for
this purpose will be of a nature sufficiently precise and determinate for
judicial cognizance and control. If, 011 the other hand, Congress are
not limited, in the choice of means, by I}ny such appropriate relation of them
to the specifi~d powers, but may employ all such means as they may deem
fitted to prevent, as well as to punish, crimes subjected to their authority,
(Iuch as may have a tendency only to promote an object for which they ar"
authorized to provide,) everyone must perceive that questions relating to
means of this IIOrt must be questions for mere policy and expediency: 00
which legislative discretion alone caD decide, and from which the judicial
interposition and control are completely excluded.
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2. The next point whieb the resolution reqnirea to be proyed is, that
tbe power oyer the preaa, exereiaed by the Sedition Aet, is poeitiyely f0rbidden by one of the amendments to the Conatiwtioo.
The amendment Htanda in tbeae worda: .. ~ shall make DO law
respeetiog an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free ellere_
tbereof, or abridging the freedom of speeeb, or of the pre., or of the right
of the people peaceably to _mble, and to petition the goyernmeDt for a
redress of grienncee."
In tbe attempts to yindieate the Sedition Act, it haa been c0ntended, I. That the .. freedom of tbe press" is to be determined by tbe
meaning of tbeae terms in tbe common law; 2. That the artiele IUppotMII
the power oyer the press to be in Conlll'eII, and prohibilll them only from
abridging the freedom allowed to it by-the comlDOO law.
Although it will be shown, on 81l1miuing tbe aecond of tbeae positions, thu the amendment is a denial to Congress of all power oyer the
press, it may not be uae1ess to make tbe following obeerYations on tbe &rat
of them:It is deemed to be a lOund opinion that the Sedition Aet, in ita delinit ion of eome of the crimes ereated, is an abridgment of the freedom of
pllblieation, recopilled by prineiples of the com loon law in Enaland.
The freedom of tile preas, under the common law, is, in the defences of
tbe Sedition Act, made to consiat in an eumplion from sIl preYioua
restraiat on printed publications, by perIODS anthorized to inspect or p~
bibit them. It appears to the committee tbat this idea of tbe freedom of
tbe prNI can Beyer be admitted to be the Ameriean idea of it; since a
law inflicting penalties on printed publications would hue a similar
eft'ect with a law authoriziog a previous rl!ltraiDt on them. It would seem
a moekery to say that no laws should be pUled preventing publications
frolQ heing made, but that laws might be pused for punishing them in case
they shoold be made.
The el!8ntial ditrerence between the British goyernmeDt and the Ameriean constitntions will place this subject in the cleueat ligbt.
In the British government, the danger of encroachmenlll on tbe riglKa
of the people is underatood to be confined to the executive magistrate.
The repreeentatiyes of the people in tbe legislatnre are o.>t only exempt
themse1yes from diatrnst, but are considered aa sufficient guardians of the
righlll of their constituents against the danger from the executive. Hence
it is a principle, that the Parliament is unlimited in ill power; or, in their
own language, is omnipotenL Hence, too, all the ramparts for protectlllg
tbe rights of the people, - such aa their Magna Charta, their bill of rights,
&c., - are Dot reared against tbe Parliament, but against the royal prerogative. They are merely legislative precautions against executive DIU'l)ation. Under lOch a governmellt aa this, an exemptioo of the preas from
preyioua restraint by liceneers appointed by the king, is all tbe freedom
that can be eecured to it.
In tbe United States, the case is altogetber ditrerent. Tbe people, not
the goyernment, possess tbe absolute sovereignty. The legislature, no leas
than the executiye, is under limitations of power. Encroachments are
regarded aa possible from the one u well u from the other. Hence. in the
UDited States, the great and ~Dtial rigblll of the people are eecnred
against \egiaiatiYe aa well aa executiye ambition. Tbey are eecured, not
by la_ .. paramount to prerogative, bnt by constitutions paramount to I.....
Thii llecurity of the freedom of the press requires that it should be ell8mpl.
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not only fr.>m pre\"ioUII restraint of the executive. 811 in Great Britain,
but from l JgialatiYe restraint a11O; and tbis exemption, to be elfectual,
must be an exemption, not only from the previous inspection of licensers,
but from tbe subsequent penalty of laws.
The state of the prese, therefore, under the common law, cannot, in
this point of view, be the standard of its freedom in the United States.
But there is anotber view under wbich it may be nece6lary to consider
this subject. It may be alleged that, although tbe security for the freedom
of the prese be different in Great Britain and in this country, - being a
legal security only in the former, and a constitutional security in the latter, - and although there may be a furtber difference, in an extension of
tbe freedom of tbe press, here, beyond an exemption from previous restraint, to an exemption from subsequent penalties also, - yet the actual
legal freedom of the press, under tbe common law, must determine the
degree of freedom which is meant by the terms, and which is constitutionaUy secured against both previous and subsequent restraints.
The committee are not unaware of the difficulty of all generl!l questions,
which may turn on the proper boundary between the liberty and licentiousness of the prese. They will leave it, therefore, for consideration only,
how far the difference between the nature of the British government, lind
the nature of the AmerIcan government, and the practice under the latter,
may show the degree of tigor in the former to be inapplicable to, and 1I0t
obligatory in, the latter.
The nature of governments elective, limited. and responsible. in all
their branches, may well be supposed to require a greater freedom of
anirnadYeraion, than might be tolerated by the genius of such a go\'ernment as that of Great Britain. In the latter, it is a maxim, that the kingan hereditary, not a responsible magilltrate - can do no wrong; and that
the legislature, which, in two thirds of its composition, ill a110 hereditary,
not responsible, can do what it pleases. In the United States. the executive magistrates are not held to he infallible, nor the legislatures to be
omnipotent; and both, being elective, are both responsible. Is it not nlltllral and neeessary, under such different circumstances, that a dilferenl
degree of freedom in the use of the press should be contemplated 1
Is not sucb an inference favored by what is observable in Great Britain
itself! Notwithstanding the general doctrine of the common In.w OJ! the
subject of the press, and the occasional punishment of those who use it
with a fr~dom offensive to the government, it is well known that, with
respect to the responsible measures of the government, where the reason!!
operating here become applicable there, the freedom exercised by the
press, and protected by public opinion, far exceeds the limits prescribed
by tbe ordinary rules of law. The ministry, who are rellponsible to impeachment, are at all times animadverted on, by the press, with peculiar
freedom; and during the elections for the House of Commons, the other
responsible part of the government, the press is employed with 88 little
reserve towards the candidates.
The practice in America must be entitled to much more retlpect. In
every state, probably, in the Union, the preas has exerted a freedom in
caDv_iog the merits lind measures of public men, of every description,
which h8ll not been confined to the strict limits of the common law. On
tbis footing the freedom of the press h8ll stood; on this foundation It yet
stand.; and it will not be a breach, either of truth or of candor, to say
that DO penoos or prl!ll8ell are in the babit of more unrestrained ani madl
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yersions on tbe proceedings and functionaries of the shte governments.
than the persons and presses oJOSt zealous in vindicating tbe act of Coogress for punisbing similar animadversions on the government of 1M
United States.
Tbe last remark will not be understood as claiming for the state gov.
ernments an immunity greater tban they have heretofore enjoyed. Some
degree of abuse is inseparable from the proper use of every thing i and in
no instance is tbis more true than in that of the press. It has accordingly
been decided, by the practice of the states, that it is better to leave a few
of its noxious branches to their luxuriant growth, tban, by pruning them
away, to injure the vigor of tbose yielding the proper fruits. And can the
wisdom ofthis policy be doubted by anyone who reflects that to tbe press
alone, cbeckered as it is with ahuses, the world is indebted for all the triumphs wbich bave been gained by reason and bumanity over error and
oppression i who reflects that to the same beneficent source the United
States owe much of the lights which conducted them to the rank of a
free and independent nation and whicb have improved their political sylP
tem into a shape so au~picious to their happiness t Had Sedition Acts,
forbidding every publication that might bring the constituted agents into
contempt or disrepute, or that mi~bt excite the hatred of the people against
the autbors of unjust or pernicIOUS measures, been uniformly enforced
against tbe press, might not the United States have been languishing, at
this day, under the infirmities of a sickly Confederatinn T Might they not.
possibly, he miserable colonies, groaning under a foreign yoke?
To these observations one fact will be added, which demonstrates that
the common law cannot be admitted as the universal expositor of American terms, which may be the same with those contained in that law. The
freedom of conscience, and of religion, is found in the same instrument
which asserts the freedom of the press. It will never be admitted that the
meaning of the former, in the common law of England, is to limit their
meaning in the United States.
Wbatever weight mlly be allowed to these considerations, the committee do not, however, by any means intend to rest the question on them.
They contend tbat the article of the amendment, instead of supposing in
CongretlS a power that might be exercil!ed over the press, provided its
freedom was not abridged, meant a positive denial to Congress of any
power whatever on the subject.
To demonstrate tbat this was the true object of the article, it will be
sufficient to recall the circumstances which led to it, and to refer to the
explanation accompanying the article.
When the Constitution was under tbe discussions which preceded its
ratification, it is well known tbat great apprehensions were expressed by
many, lest the omission of some positive exception, from the powers delegated, of certain rights, and of the freedom of the press particularly, might
expose them to danger of being drawn, by construction, within some of tbe
powers vested in Congress i more especially of the power to make all laws
necessary and proper for carrying their other powers into execution. In
reply to tbis objection, it was innriably urged to be a fundamental and
characteristic principle of tbe Constitution, that all powers not given by
't were reserved i that no powers were given beyond those enumerated in
the Constitution, and such as were fairly incident to them i tbat thft power
over the rights in question, and particularly over tbe press, was neither
among the enumerated powers, nor incident to any of them: and cons.
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quentl) tbat fon exercile of any sucb power would be manifest usurpation.
It is painful to remark how much the arguments now employed in bebalf
of the Sedition .Act, are at variance with the re8lOning whicb tben justified
tbe Constitution, and invited its ratification.
From this poIture of tbe IUbject resulted the interesting question, in 10
mauy of the conventions, whether tbe doubts and dangers aacribed to the
Constitution should be removed by auy amendments previous to the ratifi.
cation, or be poatponed, in confidence that, as far III they might be proper,
they would he introduced in the form provided by the Constitution. The
latter coure W81 adopted; and in most of the states, ratifications were
followed by the propositions and instructions for rendering the Conllti.
tution more explicit, and more safe to the rigbts not meant to be delegated
by it. .Among thOle rigbts, tbe freedom of the press, in most instances,
is psrticularly and empbatically mentioned. Tbe firm and very pointed
manner in which it is alll8rted in the proceedings of the Convention of
this ltlte will hereafter be seen.
In pursuanee of tbe wisbes thus expreaaed, the first Cengress tbat
811embled under the Constitution proposed certain amendments, which have
sinee, by tbe neeeaaary ratifie<ations, been made a part of it; among whicb
amendments is the article eontaining, among otber prohibitions on the
Congress, an express declaration tbat they should make no law abridging
the freedom of tbe preas.
Withont tracing farther the evidence on tbis subject, it would seem
scareely possible to doubt that no power whatever over the press was supposed to be delegated by the Constitution, 81 it originally stood, and that
the amendment W81 intended 81 a positive and absolute reservation of it.
But the evidence is still stronger. The proposition of amendments made
by Congress is introduced in the following terms:.. The conventions of a number of the states having, at the time of
their adopting the Constitution, expressed a desire, in order to prevent
misconstruction or abuse of its powers, that further declaratory and
restrictive clauses sbould be added; and 8S extending the ground of public confidence in the government wiII best insure the beneficent ends of
its institutions."
Here is the moat aatisfactory and authentic proof that the several amend.
ments proposed were to be considered II!! either declaratory or restrictive,
and, whether the one or the other, 81 corresponding with the desire ex·
pressed by a number of the states, and as extending the ground of public
eonfidence in the government.
Under any other construction of tbe amendment relating to the press,
than that it declared the press to be wbolly exempt from the power of
Congress, tbe amendment could neither be said to correspond with the
desire expressed by a number of the states, nor be calculated to extend the
ground of public eonfidence in the government.
Nay, more; the construction employed to justify the Sedition Act
would exhibit a phenomenon without a parallel in the political world. It
would exhibit a number of respectable states, 88 denying, first, that any
power over the press was delegated by the Constitution; as proposing,
next, that an amendment to it should explicitly declare tbat no such power
wall delegated; and, finally, 88 eoncurring in an amendment actually
recognizing or delegating lIuch a power.
Is, then, tbe federal government, it wiII be 8Iked, destitute of every
authority for reatraining the licentiousness of the press, and for shielding
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itBelf against the libellous attacks which may be made on those who
administer it T
The Constitution alone can answer this question. If no such power be
expressly delegated, and if it be not both necessary and proper to carry
into execution an express power; above all, if it be expreasly forbidden,
by a declaratory amendment to the Constitution,-the answer must be
that the federal government is destitute of all 8uch authority.
'
And might it not be asked, in turn, whether it is not more probable,
under all the circumstances which have been reviewed, that thl' authority
should be withheld by the Conatitution, than that it ahould be left to a vague
and violent construction, whilst 80 mueh pains were bestowed in enumerating other powers, and 80 many less important powers are ineluded in the
enumeration 1
Might it not be likewise asked, whether the anxious eireum~pection
whieh dictated 80 many peeuliar limitatiolls on the general authority would
be unlikely to exempt the press altogether from that authority! The
peculiar magnitude of some of the powers neCl'Sllarily committed to the
federal government; the peculiar duration required for the functions of
some of its departments; the peeuliar distance of the seat of its procl'8dings from the great body of its constituents; and the peculiar diffieulty
of cireulating an adequate knowledge of them through any other ehannel ;
- will not these considerations, 80me or other of which produced other
exceptions from the powers of ordinary governments, altogether, account
for the policy of binding the handa of the federal government from touchjng the channel which alone ean give effieacy to its responsibility to jta
constitllenta. and of leaving those who administer it to a remedy, for their
injured reputations, under the aame laws, and in the same tribunals, which
protect their lives, their liberties, and their propeni8111
But the question does not turn either on the wisdom of the Constitution
or on the policy which gave rise to its particular organization. It turns on
the actual meaning of the instrument, by which it has appeared that a
power over the press is clearly excluded from the number of powers
delegated to the federal government.
3. And, in the opinion of the committee, well may it be said, as the
resolution concludes with saying, that the unconstitutional power exereised
over the pr8f08 by the Sedition Act ought, "more than any other, to
produce universal alarm; because it is levelled against that right of freely
examining public charaeters and measures, and of free eommunication
among the people thereon, which has ever been justly deemed the only
effectual guardian of every other right."
Without scrutinizing minutely into all the provisions of the Sedition
Act, it will be sufficient to cite so much of seetion 2d as follows:"And be it further enacted, that if any shall write, print, utter, or publish, or shall cause or procure to be written, printed, uttered, or published,
or shall knowingly and willingly assist or aid in writing, printing, uttering,
or publishing, any false, scandalous, and malicious writing or writings
against the governmpnt of the United States, or either house of the Corl
gress of the United States, with an intent to defame the said government
or ~ither house of the said Congress, or the President, or to bring them
or either of them into contempt or disrepute, or to excite against them,
or either or auy of them, the hatred of the good people of the United
States, &c., - then such persons, being thereof eonvieted before any
court of the United States baving jurisdiction thereof, shall be punished
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by a fine Ih)t exceeding two thousand dollars. and by imprisonment not
exceeding two years."
On this part of the act, the following observations present themselves:1. The Conatitution .uppoRS that the President, the Congress, and each of ita
H _ , may not dillCharge their trI1ItI, either from defeet of judgment or other call1e8.
Hence they are all lIlade re.ponaib1e to their conltitueull, at the returning periods of
ell"etiona; and the President, who il lingly intrOlted with very great POWE'rI, is, u a
further guard, .ubjected to an intE'rmediate impeachment.
2. Should it happen, all the Conatitution IUp~' It may happen. that either of thette
branche. of the government may not have duly discharged ill trUlt, it is naturel and
proper, that, according to the callie and degree of their faulll, theyahould be brougbt
IOto contempt or disrepute, and incur the hatred of the people.
3. Whetber it bu, 10 any cue, happened that tbe proceediDg1l of either or all of
thOllE' branchM E'vince luch a violation of duty u to justify a contempt. a di8repute,
or hatred amonar the people, can only be dE'termined by a free examination thereof,
and a free communication among the people tbereon.
4. Whenever it may have actually happened that proceedings of thie sort are chargeable on all or eithE'r of the branches of the govemmE'nt, it ie the duty, .. well as the
nght, of intE'lIigent and faithful citizeoa to diacu.. and promulgate them fret.ly-as
well to control them by the censorlhip of the public opinion, as to promote a remedy
accordinar to the rules of the Conltitution. And it cannot be avoided tbat thoae who
are to apply the remedy mOlt feel, in some degree, a contempt or hatred againal the
traJlaarreaing party.
5. Aa the act was palled on July 14, 1798, and is to be in force until March 3, 1801
it was of couree that, during ill continuance, two election. of the entire HoDIt' of
RepreeentativeB, an electioD of • part of the Senate, and aD election of a President,
were to take place.
6. That, consequently, duriDg ,11 theae elections, - intended, by the Constitution, to
preeene the purity or to purp the faulll of thE' adminietretion, -the great remedial
rigbts of tbe people were to be exerci8Pd, aDd tbe responlibility of their public areDlI
to be IICreened, uuder the penalties of this act.

May it not be asked of every intelligent friend to the liberties of his
country, whether the power exercilled in such an act as this ought not
to produce great and univf'rsal alarm 1 Whether a rigid execution of
such an act, in time past, would not have repressed that information and
communication alDong the people which is indispensable to the just exercise of their electoral rights? And whether such an act, if made perpetual, and enforced with rigor, would not, in time to come, either destroy
our free system of gm'ernment, or prepare a convulsion that might prove
equally fatal to it 1
In answer to such que!ltions, it has been pleaded that the writings and
publications forbidden by the act are those only which are false and mao
licious, and intended to defame; and merit is claimed for the privilege
allowed to authors to justify, by proving the truth of their publications,
lind for the limitations to which the sentence of fine and imprisonment
is subjected.
To those who concurred in the act, under the extraordinary belief that
the option lay between the passing of such an act, and leaving in force
the I".Ommon law of libels, which punishes truth equally with falsehood,
and submits fine and imprisonment to the indefinite discretion of the
court, the merit of good intentions ought surely not to be refused. A
like merit may perhaps be due for the discontinuance of the corporal
punishment, which the common law also leaves to the discretion of the
cOllrt. This merit of intention, however, would have been great!.'r, if the
several mitigations had not been limited to till short a period; and the
apparent inconsistency would have been avoided, between justifying the
act, at one time, by contrasting it with the rigors of the common law
otherwise in force; and lit another time, by appealing to the nature of the
r.risis. as requiring the temporary rigor exerted by the act.
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But, whatever may hue been the meritorious intentions of all or an1
who contributed to the Sedition Act, a .,ery few reSections will pro.,e that
ita baleful tendency is little diminished by the pri.,ilege of giving in endence the truth of the matter contained in political writings.
In the first place, where lIIimple and naked facts alone are in question,
there is sufficient difficulty in lIOIDe eaaetI, and sufficient trouble and .,exation in all, in meeting a prosecution from the go.,ernment with the full
and formal proof necessary in a court of law.
But in the next place, it must be obvious to the plainest minds, that
opinions and inferences, and conjectural obserYltions, are not only in
many cases inseparable from the facta, but may often be more the objecta
of the proeecntion than the facts themselves; or may e.,en be altogether
abstracted from particular facta; and that opinion, and inferences, and
conjectural observations, cannot be subjects of that kind of proof which
appertains to facta, before a court of law.
Again: it is no less ob.,ious that the intent to defame, or bring into
contempt, or disrepnte, or hatred,-which is maGe a condition of the of:fence created by the act, - cannot prevent its pernicious inftuence on
the freedom of the press. For, omitting the inquiry, how far the malice
of the intent is an inference of the law from the mere publication, it is
manifestly impossible to punish the intent to bring those who administer
the go.,ernment into disrepute or contempt, without striking at the right
of freely discussing puhlic characters and measures; because thoee who
engage in such discussions must expect and intend to excite these unfavorable sentiments, so far as they may be thought to be deserved. To
prohibit the intent to excite those unfavorable sentiments against thoee
who administer the government, is equivalent to a prohibition of the actual
excitement of them; and to prohibit the actual excitement of them is
equivalent to a prohibition of discussions having that tendency and effect; which, again, is equivalent to a protection of thoee who administer
the government, if they should at any time dese"e the contempt or hatred
of the people, against being exposed to it, by free animadversions on their
characters and conduct. Nor can there be a doubt, if those in public
trust be shielded by penal laws from lIuch strictures of the press as may
expose them to contempt, or disrepute, or hatred, where they may deserve
it, that, ill exact proportion as they may deserve to be exposed, will be the
certainty and criminality of the intent to expose them, and the vigilance
of prosecuting and punishing it; nor a doubt that a government thus
intrenched in penal statutes agllinst the just and natural etrects of a
culpable administrlltion, will easily evade the responsibility which is euenlial to a faithful discharge of its duty.
Let it be recollected, lastly, that the ri~ht of electing the members of
the government constitutes more particularly the essence of a free and
responsible It0vernment. The value Ilnd efficacy of tbi. right depends on
the knowledge of the comparative merits and demerits of the candidate.
for public trust, and on the equlIl freedom, consequently, of examinmg
and discussing these merits and demerits of the candidates respectively.
It has been seen that a numher of important elections will tllke place
while the act is in (orce, althou~h it should not be continued beyond
the term to which it is limited. Should thE're happen, then, as ill extremely
probable in relation to some one or other of the branches of the government, to be competitions between those who are, and those who are not,
membns of the government, what will be the situatioDs of the compeli-
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ton' Nllt equal; becausc the characters of the former will be covered
by the Sedition Act from animadverl!ions exposing them to disrepute
among the pP.ople, whilst the lauer may be exposed to the contempt and
hatred of the people without a violation of the act. What will be the
situation of the people 1 Not free; because they will be compelled to
make their election between competitors whose pretensions they are not
permitted hy the act equally to examine, to diacu88, and to ascertain. And
from both these situations will not those in power derive an undue advantage for continuing themselves in it; which, by impairing the right of
election, endangers the ble88ings of the government founded on il 1
It is with justice, therefore, that the General Assembly have affirmed,
in the resolution, 88 well that the right of freely examining public characters and measures, and of communication thereon, is the only effectual
guardian of every other right, as that this particular right is levelled at
by the power exercised in the Sedition Act.
The resolution nnt in order is 88 follo\V8:II That this state having, by it. Convf'ntion, which ratified the Federal Constitution,
exprenly d..clared that, among other _ntial right.,· the liberty of conacience and
of the pre.. cannot be cancelled, abridged, rHtraiDf'd, or modified, by Rny authority
of the United State. ;' and, from it. utremf' anxiety to guard the.e rights from f'very
poaible attBck of BOphi8lry and ambition, having, with other .talPa, rer..ommended an
amendment for that purpoae, which amendmf'nt '11'&8 in du.. time annexed to the Conatitution, it would mark a reproachful inconaistencf' and criminal df'geDf'raey, if an
indifference were now shown to the moat palpable VIolation of one of thf' righ18 thus
declarPd and IIecured, and to the eltabli.hment of a precedent which may be fatal to
the other."

To place this resolution in its just light, it will be necessary to recur
to the act of ratification by Virginia, which stands in the ensuing form:II We, the delegate. of the pPOple of Virginia, duly electf'd in purluance of a recom.
mendation from the General A_mbly, and now met in Convention, having fully and
freely inyeatigated and diacU8lled the proceedinp of the Federal Convention, and being
prepared, as well u the moat mature deliberation hath enabled 08, to decidt' thereon, DO, in the name and in behalf of the people of Virginia, declare and mup known,
that the powe,. granted under the Constitution, being derivf'd from the people of the
United Statf'a, may be relurued by them when_yer the ..me
be pe"erted to
thl'ir injury or oppreaion; and that every power not granted thpreby remain. With
thf'm, and at their will. That, therefore, no right of any denomination can be cancellt'd, abridged, reatrained, or modified, by the Con"...., by the Senate or the HOUle
of Repft'Pntativel, acting in any capacity, by the PrHident, or any department or
officer of the United Stlte., except in those inatancea in which power ia given by the
Conltitution for thOle purpoBf'l; and that, among other _ntial rigbt., the liberty of
conacience and of the p,.... cannot be cancelled, abridged, re.trained, or modified, by
any authority of the United States"

man

Here is an express and solemn decluation by the Convention of the
stale, that they ratified the Constitution in the sense that no right of IIny
denomination can be cancelled, abridged, restrained, or modified, by the
government of the United States, or any part of it, except in tho~e instances in which power is giVfm by the Constitution; and in the sense,
particularly, .. that among other essentlaJ rights, the liberty of con~ciellcP
Rnd freedom of the press cannot be cancelled, abridged, restrained, or
~odified, by Rny authority of the United States."
Words could not well express, in a fullcr or more forcible mannpr, the
understanding of the Convention, that the liberty of conscience and freedom of thl' press were !'qually and completely exempted from all authority
whatever of the United States.
Under an anxil"ty 10 guard more effectuRlIy these right~ against every
possible danger, the Convention, after ratifying the Constitution, proceeded
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to prefix to certain amendment. propo<ed by them, a declaration of
rights, in which are two articles pro,iding, the one for the liberty of coolICience, the other for the freedom of speech and of the pre8L
Similar recommendations ha,ing proceeded from a number of other
lltates i and Congress, as has been seen. having, in conaequence thereof,
and with a view to extend the ground of public confidence, propoeed,
among other declaratory aud restrictive claulle8, a clause expresely seeuring the liberty of CODlICience and of the press i and Varginia having c0ncurred in the ratificatiolls which made them a p"rt of the Constitution,it will remain witla a candid public to decide whether it would not mark
an inconsistency and degeneracy. if an indilFerence ~ere nowsbown to a
palpable ,iolation of one of tholle rights - the freedom of the press i and
to a precedent, therein, which may be fatal to tbe other - the free exercise
of religion.
That the prect'dent establisbed by the ,iolation of the former of these
rights may, as is affirmed by the resolution, be fatal to the lauer, appears
to be demonstrable by a comparison of the grounds on whicb they respeetiTely rest, and from tbe scope of reasoning by wbicb the power of the
former has been ,indicated.
Firlt, Both of the.e rights, the liberty of conllCience, and of the pre.., reat eqnalJy
on tbe original rround of' not being delegated by the COlUltitution, and contoequentl,
witbbeld from tbe goftmment. Any conatruction, tht'refore, that would attack thiA
original wecurity for the one, mut bue the like ell'ect on the other.
ScorulJy, They are both equally aecured by the IUpplement to the Conatitution;
being botll included in the II&IIlC amendment, made at the wame time and by the _
authority. Any conatruction or &J%Ilment, then, wbich would tUrn the amendment
into a grant or acltnowledgment or power, with reapect to the pre-, might be equally
applied to the freedom of relipn.
Thirdl", If it be admitted that the extent of the freedom of the preaa, 8CCart'd by
the amendment, i. to be meuored by the eOlnmon law on thitJ IllbJect, the .. me aa·
thorit,Y may be reaorted to for the ltandard whicb i. to fix the extent of the " tree
exefCllIC of religion." It cannot be neceaaary to _y wbat thia lland.rd would bewhether the common law be taken aolely u the unwritten, or u nried by the written
law of England.
Fo",.tlJ.y, If the wordl and pbruel in the amendment are to be conaidered u oha
Ben with a .tlldied dillCrimination, wbicb yieldl an argument for a power oYer the
prea, under the limitation that ita freedom be not .bri~d, the _
arrument reaults
from the ..me cOlUlideration, for a power over the uefCl&e of religion, under the limitation that ita fft'Cdom be not probibited.

For, if Congress may regulate the freedom of the press, pro,ided they
do not abridge it, because it is said only... they shall not abridge it," and
is not said" they shall make no law respecting it," the analogy of reasoning is conclusive, that Congress may rtgulate, and e,en ahridgt, the free
exercise of religion, provided they do not prohibit it: becauMl it is said
only, " they shall not prohibit it;" and is Itot said, " tbey shall make DO
law respecting, or no law abridging it."
The General Assembly were go,erned by the clearest reason, tben, in
coollidering the Sedition Act, which legislatCli on the freedom of the
pretl!l, as establishing a precedent that may be fatal to the liberty of conscience i and it will be the duty of all, in proportion as they falue the
security of the latter, to take the alarm at every encroachment on the
former.
The two concluding resolutions only remain to be examined. T!ley are
in the words following:" That the good people of thil commonwealth, haTing eYer felt, and oontinum, to
feel, the OlDIt lincere alfection for their brethren of the other alatea, the trOHt anx~ty
for ...tabli~hing and perpetuatinC the union of all, and the moat .crupuloOlt fidelity ta.
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that Constitution which is the pledge of mutual friend.hip and the instrument of
mutual happineu, - the General. Auembly doth IIOlemnly appt"al to the lik .. d,S!">.,·
tions in the other states, in confid.mce that they will concur with this commonwealth
in declaring, u it doe. hereby declare, that the acts aforeaid are unconstItutional;
and that the neceuary and proper meuures will be taken, by each, for cooperating
with th,S state, in maintaining, unimpaired, the authoritiea, rights, and liberties, reo
.elV(·d to the etates respectavely, or to the people.
.. That the governor be desired to transmit a copy of the foregoing resolutions to the
u:eeutive authority of each of the other ataUoa, with a requHt that the Ame may be
communIcated to the legi"lature thereof; and that a copy be furniahed to each of the
senators and representatlvea repre.enting this state in the CongreBS of the United
State•. "

The fairness and regularity of the course of proceeding here pursued,
have not protected it against objections even from l!Ources too respectable
to be disregarded.
It has been tlaid that it belongs to the judiciary of the United States,
and not the state legislatures, to dedare the meaning of the Federal Constitution.
But a declaration that proceedings of the federal government are not
warranted by the Constitution, is a novelty neither among the citizells nOI
among the legi:slatureil of the states; nor are the citizens or the legislature
of Virginia singular in the example of it.
Nor can the declarations of either, whether affirming or denying the
constitutionality of measures of the federal government, (lr whether made
before or after judicial decisions thereon, be deemed, in any pomt of view,
an assumption of the office of the judge. The declarations in such cases
are expressions of opinion, unaccompanied with any other effect than what
they may produce on opinion, by exciting reflection. The expositions of
the judiciary, On the other hand, are carried into immediate effect by force.
The former may lead to a change in the legislative expression of the general will - possibly to a (:hlllge in the opinion of the judiciary j the latter
enforces the general will, whilst that will and that opinion comiuDe
unchanged.
And if there he no impropriety in declaring the unconstitutionality of
proceedings in the federal government, where can there be the impropriety
of communicating the declaration to other states, and inviting their concurrence in a like declaration 1 What is allowable for one, must be allowable for all; and a free communication among the states, where the
Constitution imposes no restraint, is as allowable among the state governments as among other public bodies or private citizens. This consideration derives a weight that cannot be denied to it, from the relation of the
state legislatures to the federal legislature as the immediate constituents
of one of its branches.
The legislatures of the st-Ites have a right also to originate amendments
to the Constitution, by a concurrence of two thirds of the whole uumber,
in applications to Congress for the purpose. When new states are to be
formed by a junction of two or more states, or parts of states, the legislatures of the !!tates concerned are, as well as Congress, to concur in the
measure. The states have a right all!O to enter into agreements or compacts, with the consent of Congress. In all such cases a communication
among them results from the object which ill common to them.
It is lastly to be seen, whether the confidence expressed by the Constitution, that the nt!us.~or!l and proper mra.<ures wHuld be taken by the other
states for cooperating with Virginia in maintaininjt the I ights reserved to
he states, or to the people, be in any degree It .. ble tu thl' objections nised
.,ainst it.
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If it be liable to objections, it must be because either the object or thr
means are objectionable.
The object, being to maintain what the Constitution has ordamed, is in
itself a laudable object.
The means are expressed in the terms u the necessary and proper mea.
ures. " A proper object was to be pursued by the mean8 both neeessar!,
and proper.
To find an objection, then, it must be shown that some meaning was
annexed to these general terms which was not proper; and, for this purpo!'e, either that the means used by the General Assembly were an exampl~
of improper means, or that there were no proper means to which the termp
(lould refer.
In the example, given by the state, of declaring the Alien and Sedition
Acts to be unconstitutional, and of communicating the declaration to other
statf's, no trace of improper means has appeared. And if the other statt's
had concurred in making II like declaration, supported, too, by the numE'rous applications /lowing immediately from the people, it can scarcely be
doubted that these simple means would have been as sufficient as they are
unexceptionable.
It is no lE'sS certain that other means might have been employed which
are strictly within the limits of the Constitution. The legislatures of the
states might have made a direct representation to Congress, with a view
to obtain a rescind ing of the two oft'ensive acts; or they might have represented to their respective senators in Congress their wish that two thirds
thereof would propose an explanatory amendment to the Constitution; or
two thirds of themselves, if such had been their opinion, might, by an application to Congress. have obtained a convention for the same object.
These several means, though not equally eligible in themselves, nor
probably to the states, were all constitutionally open for consideration. And
if the General Assembly, after declaring the two acts to be unconstitutional, (the first and most obvious proceeding on the subject,) did not undertake to point out to the other states a choice among the further measures
that might become necessary and proper, the reserve will not be misconstrued by liberal minds into any culpable imputation.
These observations appear to form a satisfactory reply to every objection which is not fOllnded on a misconception of the terms employed in
the resolutions. There is one other, however, which may be oftoo much
importance not to be added. It cannot be forgotten that. among the arguments addressed to those who apprehended danger to liberty from the
establishment of the general government over so great a country, the appeal was emphatically made to the intermediate existence of the state governments between the people and that go"ernment, to the vigilance with
which they would dellcry the first symptoms of usurpation, lind to the
promptitude with which they would sound the alarm to the public. Thill
argument was probahly not without its eft'ect; and if it was a proper one
then to recommend the establishment of a constitution, it must be II proper
one now to assist in its interpretation.
The only part of the two concluding reaoIutions that remains to be noticed, is the repf'tition, in the first, of that warm aft'ection to the Union and
it.. members, and of that scrupulous fidelity to the Conetitution, which
have been invariably felt by the people of this state. As the proceedings
were introduced with these sentiments, they could not be more properly
clost>d than in the same manner. Should there be any Ie far milled as t.r.
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call in question tht. sincerity of these profp.ssions, whatever rt'gret may be
excited by the error, the General Assembly call not descend into a discussion of it. Those who have listened to the suggestion can only be left to
their own recollection of the part which this state has borne in the f!stablishment of our national independence, or the e<ltablishment of our national
Constitution, and ill maintaming under it the authority and laws of the
Union, without a single exception of internal resistance or commotion.
By recurring to the facts, they will be able to convince themselves that the
representatives of the pt'ople of Virginia must he above the necessity of
opposing any other shield to attacks on their national patriotism, than their
own conscientiousness, and the justice of an enlightened public; who will
perceive in the resolutions themselves the strongest evidence of attach·
ment both to the Constitution and the Union, since it is only by maintain.
ing the different goveruments, and the departments within their respective
limits, that the blessings of either can be perpetuated.
The exten_ive view of the subject, thus taken by the committee, has
led them to report to the house, as tAe result of the whole, the following
resolution: -

Resolved, That the General Assembly, having carefully and respectfully
attended to the proceedings of a number of the states, in answer to the
resolutions of December 21, 1798, and having accurately and fully reexamined and reconsidered the latter, find it to be their indispen.~able duty
to adhere to the same, 88 founded in truth, as consonant with the Constitution. and as conducive to its preservation j and more especially to be
their duty to renew, as they do hereby renew, their PROTEST against Alien
and Sedition Acts, as palpable and alarming infractions of the Constitution.

THE TARIFF. SOUTH CAROLINA. PROTEST.
The Senate and House of Representatives of South Carolina, now met,
and sitting in General Assembly, through the Hon. William Smith and
the Hon. Robert Y. Hayne, their representatives in the ~enate of the
United States, do, in the name and on behalf of the good people of thp.
said commonwealth, solemnly PROTEST against the system ofpr~
tecting duties, lately adopted by the federal government, for thl'
following reasons: Lst. Because the good people of this commonwealth believe that the
powers of Congress were delegated to it in trust for the accomplishment
of certain specified objects which limit and control them, and that every
exercise of them for any other purposes, is a violation of the Constitution
as unwarrantable a8 the undi ..guised assumption of substantive, independent powers not granted or expressly withheld.
2d. Because' the power to lay duties on imports is, and in its very
nature can be, only a llIeans of effecting objects specified by the Conlltit1l'
tion j since no free government, and least of all a government of enumerated powers, can of right impose any tax, any more than a pt'nalty, which
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ill not at once justified by public necessity, and clearly within the scope
and purview of the social compact; and since the right of confining appropriations of the public money to such legitimate and constitutional
objects is as essential to the liberties of the people as their unquestionable
privilege to be taxed only by their own consent.
3d. Because they believe that the tariff law paued by Congress at its
last session, and all other acts of which the principal object is the protection of manufactures, or any other branch of domestic iudustry, if they
be considered as the exercise of a power in Congre!lS to tax the people at
its own good will aud pleasure, and to apply the money raised to objects
not specified in the Constitution, is a violation of these fundamental principles, a breach of a well-defined trust, and a perversion of the high powers
vested in the federal government for federal purpose" only.
4th. Because such acts, considered in the light of a regulation of commerce, are equally liable to objection; since, although the power to regulate commerce may, like other powers, be exercised so as to protect
domestic manufactures, yet it is clearly distinguishable from a power to do
so co nomine, both in the nature of the thing and in the common acceptation of the terms; and because the confounding of them would lead to
the most extravagant results, since the encouragement of domestic industry implies an absolute control over all the interests, resources, and
pursuits of a people, and is inconsistent with the idea of any other than a
simple, consolidated government.
5th. Because, from the contemporaneous exposition of the Constitution
in the numbers of the Federalist, (which is cited only because the Supreme Court has recognized its authority,) it is clear that the power to
regulate commerce was considered by the Convention as only incidentally
connected with the encouragp.ment of agriculture and manufactures; and
Lecause the power of laying imposts and duties on imports was not understood to justify, in any case, a prohibition of foreign commodities, except
as a means of extending commerce, by coercing foreign nations to a fair
reCiprocity in their intercourse with us, or for some other bona fide cornmercial purpose.
6th. Because, whilst the power to protect manufactures is nowhere
expressly granted to Congress, nor can be considered as necessary and
proper to carry into effect any specified power, it seems to be expressly
reserved to the states, by the 10th section of the 1st article of the Constitution.
7th. Because, even admitting Congress to have a constitutional right
to protect manufactures by the imposition of duties, or by regulations of
commerce, designed principally for that purpose, yet a tariff of which the
operation is grossly unequal and oppressive, is such an abuse of power as
is incompatible with the principles of a free government and the great
ends of civil society, justice, and equality of rights and protection.
8th. Finally, because South Carolina, from her climate, situation, and
peculiar institutions, is, and must ever continue to be, wholly dependent
upon agriculture and commerce, not only for her prosperity, but for her
.-ery existf'nce as a stllte; because the valuable products of her soil- the
b1es5ings by which Divine Providence seems to have designed to compensate for the great disadvantages under which she suffers in other
respectl!- are among the very few that can be cultivated with any profit
by slave labor; and if, by the loss of her foreign commerce, these products
tbould be confined to an inadequate market, the fate of this fertile stue
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would b: poverty and utter desolation; her eitizelll:4, in despair, would
t'migrate to more fortunate regions, and the whole 'rame and constitution
of her civil polity be impaired and deranged, if not dIssolved entirely.
Deeply imprell8ed with these considerations, the representatIves of the
good people of this commonwealth, anxiously desiring to live in peace
with their fellow-citizens, and to do all that in them Iie~ to preserve and
perpetuate the union of the states, and liberties of which it is the surest
pledge, but feeling it to be their ,bouuden duty to expose and resist all
encroachments upon the true spirit of the Constitution, lest an apparent
acquiescence in the system of protecting duties should be drawn into precedpnt~do, in the name of the commonwealth of South Carolina, claim
to enter upon the Journal of the Senate their protest against it as un conlItitutional, oppressive, and unjust.

PRESIDENT JACKSON'S PROCLAMATIOl";,
OF THE 10TH DECEJlllEa, 1833,
COJlC1UUflJlO

THE ORDINANCE OF SOUTH CAROLINA. ON THE SUBJECT OF
THE TARIFF,

01{

THE 24TH

NOVEIIBEJL, 1832.

a convention assembled in the state of South Carolina have
pasaed an ordinance, by which they declare .. that the several acts, and
parts of acta, of the Congress of the United States, purporting to be laws
for the imposing dutiefl and imposts on the importation of foreign commodities, and now having actual operation and effect within the United
States," and more especially, two acts for the same purposes, passed on the
29th of May, 1828, and on the 14th of July, 1832, .. are unauthorized
by the Constitution of the United States, and violate the true meaning and
intent thereof, and are null and void, and no law," not binding on the
citizens of that state or its officers; and by the said ordinance it is further
declared to be unlawful for any of the constituted authorities of the state,
or of the United States, to enforce the payment of the duties imposed by
the said acts within the same state, and that it is the duty of the legislature to pass such laws as may be necessary to give full effect to the said
ordinance:
And whereas, by the said ordinance, it is further ordained, that, in any
case of law or equity deeided in the courts of said state, wherein shalt be
drawn in question the validity of the said ordinan('.e, or of the acts of the
It'gislature that may be passed to give it effect, or of the said laws of the
United States, no appeal shall be allowed to the Supreme Court of the
United States, nor shall any copy of the record be permitted or allowed
for that purpose, and that any person attempting to take such Ippeal shall
be punillhed IS for I contempt of court :
And, finally, the said ordinlnce declares tbat the people of Sooth Carolina will maintain the said ordinlnce at every hazard; and that they will
consider the plllllage of Iny Ict, by abolisbing or clOlling tbe ports of thto
WHEREAS
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said state, or otherwise obstructing the free ingress or egress of vessels to
and from the said ports, or any other act of the federal government to
coerce the state, shut up her ports, destroy or harass her commerce, or to
enforce the said acts otherwise than through the civil tribunals of the
country, as inconsistent with the longer continuance of South Carolina ill
the Union; and that the people of the said IItate will thenceforth hold
themselves absolved from all further obligation to maintalO or preserve
their political connection with the people of the other states, and will
forthwith proceed to organize a separate government, and do other acts
and things which sovereign and independent states may of right do:
And whereas the said ordinance prescribes to the people of South Carollila a course of conduct in direct violation of their duty as citizen~ of the
United States, contrary to the laws of their country, subversive of its Constitution, and having for its object the destruction of the Unioll- that
Union which, coeval with our political existence, led our fathers, withont
any other ties to unite them than those of patriotism and a common cause,
through a sanguinary struggle, to a glorious independence - that sacred
Union, hitherto inviolate, which, periected by our happy Constitution, ha.~
brought us, by the favor of Heaven, ~il a state of prosperity at home, and high
consideration abroad, rarely, if ever, eqllalled in the history of nations. To
preserve this bond of our political existence from destruction, to maintain
inviolate this state of national honor and prosperity, and to justify the confidence my fellow-citizens have reposed in me, I, Andrew Jackson, President of the United States, have thought proper to issue this my Proclamalinn, stating my views of the Constitution and laws applicable to the
measures adopted by the Convention of South Carolina, and to the reasons
they have put forth to sustain them, declaring the course which duty will
require me to pursue, and, appealmg to the understanding an" p'ltriotislIl
of the people, warn them of the con~eqllences that must inevitably result
from an ohservance of the dictates of the ConventIon.
Strict duty would require of me nothing more than the exercise of tho~E'
powers with which I am now, or may herea.ller be, invested for pre~E'r\"lng
the peace of the Union, and for the execution of the laws. But the imposing aspect which opposition has Assumed in this case, by clothing Itself
with state authonty, and the deep interest which the people of the UlJlted
States must all feel in preventing R resort to stronger measures, while there
is a hope that any thing will be yielded to rea80ning and remonstrallce,
perhaps demand, and will certainly justify, a fill! exposition, to SOllth
Carolina and the nation. of the views I entertain of this important question,
a- well as a distinct enunciation of the course which my sense of duty wtll
require me to pursue.
The ordinance is founded, not on the indefeasible right of resisting acts
which are plainly unconstItutional, and too oppressive to be endured, but
lin the strange position that anyone state may not only declare an act of
Congress void, but prohibit its execlltion; that they may do this consistently WIth the Constitution; that the true construction of that instrument
pE'rmits a state tl) retain its place in the Union, and yet be bound oy no
other of its laws than those it may choose to consider as constitutional.
It is trlle, they add that, to justify this abrogation of a law, it must hE
palpably contrary to the Constitution; but it ill evident that, to gIve the
·ight of resi~tin!!" laws of that description, coupled with the uncontrolled
rIght to dE'cide what laws deserve that ch'lracter, is to give the power of
reail'ting all la\t~. for, as by the theory, there is no appeal: the reason ..
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alleged by the state, good or bad, must prevail. If it should be said that
public opinion is a lIufficient check against the abuse of this power, it
may be asked why it is not deemed a sufficient guard againbt the passage
of an unconstitutional act by Congress. There is, however, a restraiut,
in this last case, which makes the assumed power of a state more indefensible, and which does not exil't in the other. There lire two ~ppeals from
an unconstitutional act passed by Congress - one to the judiciary, the
other to the people Rnd the states. There is no appeal from the state
decision in theory, and the practical illustration shows that the courts are
closed against an application to review it, both judges and jurors being
sworn to decide in its favor. But reasoning on this subject is superfluous
when our social compact, in express terms, declares that the laws of the
United States, itl! Constitution, and treaties made under it, are the supreme
law of the land; and, for greater caution, adds, " that the judges in every
state shall be bound thereby, allY thing ill the Constitution or laws of any
etate to the contrary notwithstanding." And it may be asserted, without
fear of relutation, that no federative government could exist without a
similar provision. Look, for a moment, to the consequence. If South
Carolina considers the revenue laws unconstitutional, and has a right to
prevent their execution in the port of Charleston, there would be a clear
constitutional objection to their collection ill every other port 1 and no
revenue could be collected any where; for all imposts must be equal. It
is no answer to repeat, that an unconstitutional law is no law, so long as the
question of its legality is to be decided by the state itself; for every law
operatil'i injuriously upon any local interest will be perhaps thought, and
certainly repre!lented, Ill! unconstitutional; and, as has been shown, there
is no llppeal.
If this doctrine had been established at an earlier day, the Union would
have been dissolved in its infancy. The excise law in Pennsylvania, the
embargo and non-intercourse law in the Eastern States, the carriage tax
in Virginia, were all deemed unconstitutional, and were more unequal in
their operation than any of the laws now complained of; but, fortunately,
nOlle of those states discovered that they had the right now claimed by South
Caroima. The war into which we were forced, to support the dignity of the
nation and the rights of our citizens, might have ended in defeat and disgrace, instead of victory and honor, if the states who supposed it a ruinous
and unconstitutional measure had thought they possessed the right of nullifying the act by which it was declared, and denying supplies for its prosecution. Hardly and unequally as those measures bore upon several members of the Union, to the legislatures of nOlle did this efficient and peaceable remedy, as it is called, suggest itself. The discovery of thi" important
feature in ollr Constitution was re~erved to the present day. To the statesmen of South Carolina belon~s the invention, and upon the citizens of
that state will unfortunately fall the f'vils of reducing it to practice.
If the doctrine of a state veto upon the laws of the Union carries with
It internal e\·idt'nce of its impracticable absurdity, our constitutional history will also afford abundant proof that it would have been repudiated
with indignation, had it been proposed to form a feature in ollr government.
In our colonial state, although dependent on another po'Wer, we very
early con~idered ourselves as connf'cted by common interest wito f'8ch
other. Leagues were formed for comlJlQR defence; and, before the deelaration of independence, we were known in our aggregate character al
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the United Colonies of America. That decisive and important step Will'
taken jointly. We declared ourselves a nation by a joint, not by several
nets; and when the terms of our confederation were reduced to for III , it
was in that of a solemn league of several states, by which they ngreed
that they would collectively form one nation, for the purpose of conducting
some certain domestic concerns and all foreign relations. In the instru
ment forming that Union is found an article which declares that" ever}
state shall abide by the determinatiolls of Congress on all questions which
by that confederation, should be subrnitted to them."
Under the Confederation, then, no state could legally annul a decision
of the Congress, or refuse to submit to its execution; but no provision
was made to enforce these decisions. Congress made requisitions, but
they were not complied with. The government could lIot operate on individuals. They had no judiciary, no mealls of collecting revenue.
But the defects of the Confederation need not be detailed. Under its
operation we could scare,ely be called a nation. We had neither prosperity at home nor consideration abroad. This state of things could not be
endured, and our present happy Constitution was formed - but formed in
vaiu, if this fatal doctrine prevails. It was 'formed for important objects,
that are announced in the preamble made in the name and by the authority of the people of the United States, whose delegates framed, and whose
cOllventions approl'ed it. The most important among these objectsthat which is placed first in rank, on which all the others rest - is "to
form a more perfect union," Now, is it possible that, even if there were
no express provision giving supremacy to the Constitution and laws of the
United States over those of the states, - can it be conceived, that an instrument made for the purpose of "forming a more pt'rfect union" thaa.
that of the Confederation, could be 110 constructed by the assembled wisdom of our country, as to substitute for that Confederation a forlll of government dependent for its existence on the local interest, the party spirit,
of a state, or the prevailillg faction of a state 1 Every man of plain, unsophisticated understanding, who hears the question, will give such an
answer as will preserve the Union. Metaphysical subtlety, in pumlit of
an impracticable theory, could alone have devised one that is calculated
to destroy it.
I consider, then, the power to annul a law of the United States, assumed
by one state, incompatible with the existence of the Union, contradicted expressly by the letter of the Conltitlltion, unautlwrixed by its spirit, inron·
si$tent with every principle on which it was founded, and destructive of the
{(reat object for ,ohich it was formed.
After this general view of the leading principle, we must examine the
particular application of it which is made in the ordinance.
The preamble re~ts its justification on these grounds: It assumes as a
fact that the obnoxious laws, although they purport to be laws for raising
revenue, were, in reality, intended for the protection of manufactures,
which purpose it asserts to be unconstitutional; that the operation of these
laws is unequal; that the amount raised by them is grearer than is required by the wants of the government; and, finally, that the proceeds are
to be applied to objects unauthorized by the Contrtitution. These are the
only causes IIl1eged to justify an open opposition to the laws of the country, and a threat of seceding from the Union, if :my attempt should be
made to enforce tbem. The first virtually acknowledges that the law in
'llJestion was passed under a power expressly given by the Constitution to
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lay and collect imposts; but its conatitutionality is drawn in question froID
the mot;f1U of thOi!e who passed it. However apparent this purpose may
be in the present ease, nothing can be more dangerous than to admit the
position that an unconstitutional purpose, entertained by the members who
_nt to a law enacted under a constitutional power, shall make that law
void; for how is that purpose to he ascertained 1 Who is to make the
clCrutiny 1 How often Dlay bad purposes he falsely imputed - in how
many eases are they concealed by false professions-in how many is no
tleelaration of motive made! Admit this doctrine, and you gIVe to the
states an uncontrolled right to decide; and every law may he annulled
under this pretext. If, therefore, the absurd and dangerous doctrine
should he admitted, that a state may annul an unconstitutional law, or one
that it deems such, it will not apply to the present one.
The next objection i" that the laws in question operate unequally.
This objection may be made with truth to every law that has been or can
be passed. The wisdom of man never yet contrived a system of taxation
that would operate with perfect equality. If the unequal operation of a
law makes it unconstitutional, and if all IlIws of that description may be
abrogated by any state for that cause, then, indeed, is the Federal Constitution unworthy of the slightest effort for its preservation. We have hitherto relied on it as the perpetual bond of our ullion. We have ·received
it as the work of the assembled wisdom of the nation. We have trusted
to it as to the sheet anchor of our safety in the stormy times of conflict
with a foreign or domestic foe. We have looked to it with sacred awe ~s
the palladium of our liberties; and with all the solemnities of rdigiolJ have
pledged to each other our lives and fortunes here, and our hopes of happiness hereafter, in its defence and support. ,\Vere we mistaken, my COUIltrymen, in attaching this importance to the Constitution of our country 1
Was ollr devotion paid to the wretched, inefficient, clumsy contTlvance
wbich this new doctrine would make it 1 Did we pledge oursehes to the
support of an airy nothing - a buhble that must be blown away by the
first breath of disaffec.tion 1 Was this self-destroying, visionary theory the
work of the profound statesmen, the exalted patriots, to whom the task of
constitutional reform was intrusted?
Did the name of Washington sanction, did the states deliberately ratify,
such an anomaly in the history of fundamental legislation! No. We
were not mistaken. The letter of this great instrument is free from this
radical fault. Its language directly contradicts the imputation; its spirit,
its evident intent, contradicts it. No, we did not err! Our Constitution
does not contain the absurdity of giving power to make laws, and another
power to rellist them. The sages, whose memory will always be reverenced, have given us a practical, and, as they hoped, a permanent constitutional compact. The Father of his Country did not affix his revered
name to 80 palpable an absurdity. Nor did the states, when they severally
ratified it, do so, under the impression that a veto on the laws of the United
States was reserved to them, or that they could exercise it by implication.
Search the debates in all their conventions; examine the speeches of the
most zealous opposers of federal authority; look at the amendments that
were proposed: tbey are all silent- not a syllable uttered, not a vote
given, not a motion made, to correct the explicit supremacy given to the
Jaws of the Union over those of the states, or to show that implication, a..
is now contended, could defeat it. No, we have not erred! The Con"i·
tution is still the objeet of our reverence, the bond of our uDion, OUT o:Ie·
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fence in danger, the source of our prosperity in pence: it shall descend 81'
we have received it, uncorrupted by sophistical construction, to our pas
terity; and the sacrifices of local interest, or state prejudices, of persona'
animosities, that were made to bring it into existence, will again be patri
otlcally offered for its support.
The tlVO remaining objections made by the ordinance to these laws
lire, that the sums intended to be nised by them are greater thall lire
required, and that the proceeds will be ullconstitutionally employed.
The Constitution has given expressly to Congress the right of raising
rev~nue, and of Jeterminlllg the sum the public exigencies will require.
The states have no control over the exercise of this right, other than that
which results from the power of chan:,!iug the representatives who abuse
it, and thus procuring redress. COllgress may, undoubtedly, abuse thlf
discretIOnary power; but the same lIIay be said of others Wllh which they
are vested. Yet the discretion must exist somewhere. The Constitution
has given it to the representatives of all the people, checked by the represelll,ltives of the states, and by the executive power. The South Carolina
r,on~truction gives it to the legislature, or the convention, of a smgle state,
where neither the people of the different states, nor the states in their srparate capacity, nor the chief magistrate elected by thr people, have any
representation. Which is the most discreet dispOSitIOn of the power!
I do not ask you, fellow-citizens, which is the constitutional disposition:
that instrument speaks a language not to be misunderstood. But if you
were assembled in general convention, which would you think the salest
depository of this discretionary power, in the last resort 1 Would you add
a clause giving it to each of the ",tates, or would you sanction the wise
provisions already made by your Constitution 1 If this should be the
result of your deliberations, when providing for the future, are you, can
you be, ready to risk all that we hold dear, to establish, for a temporary
and a local purpose, that which you must acknowledge to be destructive,
and even absurd, as a general provision 1 Carry out the consequences of
this right vested in the different states, and you must perceive tha.t the
crisis your conduct presents at this day would recur whenever any law of
the United States displeased any of the states, and that we whould 800n
cease to be a nation.
The ordinance, with the same knowledge of the future that characterizes a former objection, tells you that the proceeds of the tax will be unconstitutionally applied. If thi~ could be ascertainl:'d with certainty, the
objl:'clion would, with more pr()priety, be reserved for the law so applying
the proceeds, but surely c.annot be urged against the \uwslevying the duty.
These are the allegations contained in the ordinance. Examine them
seriously, my fellow-citizens- jud'l'e for yourselves. I appeal to you to
determine whether they are 80 clear, so convincing, as to leave no doubt
of their correctness; and even if you should come to this conclusion, how
far they justify the reckless, destructive course, which you are directed to
pursue. Review these objections, and the conclusions drawn from them,
once more. What are they! Every law, then, for rai~ing revenue Rccord·
ing to the South Carolina ordinance, may be rightfully annulled, unless it
be so framed as no law ever will or can be framed. Congress have a right
o pass laws for raising revenue, and each state has a right to oppose their
~xeclltion - two :,~ghts directly opposed to each other; and yet is this
absurdity supposed to be contained in an instrument drawn, for the express
Jlurpose of avoiding collisions between the states and the general govern-
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menl, b) all assembly of the most enlightened statesmen and purest patriots
ever imbodied for a similar purpose!
Tn vain have these sages declared that Congress shall have power to
lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and excises; in vain have they
provided that they shall have power to pass laws which shall be necessary and proper to carry those powers into execution; that tholle laws and
that Constitution shall be the "supreme law of the land, and that the
judges ill every state shall be bound thereby, any thing in the constitution
or laws of any state to the contrary notwithstanding;" in vain have the
pe<>ple of the several states solemnly sanctioned these provisions, made
them their paramount law, and individually sworn to support them when·
ever they were called Oil to execute any office; - vain provisions! ineffectual restrictions! vile profanation of oaths! miserable mockery of legislation ! - if a bare majority of the voters in any olle state may, on a real or
supposed knowled~e of the intent with which a law has been passed,
declare themselves free from its operation - say, " Here it gives too little,
there too much, and operates unequally - here it suffers articles to be free
that ought to be taxed - there it taxes those that ought to be fret - iII
this case the proceeds are intended to be applied to purposes which \.e do
not approve - in that, the amouDt raised is more than is wanted.
" Congress, it is true, are vested by the Constitution with the. right of
deciding these questions according to their sound discretioD. Congress is
composed of the representatives of all the states, and of all the people of all
the states j but WE, part of the people of one state, to whom the Constitution has given no power on the subject, from whom it has expres~ly taken
it away, -we, who have solemnly agreed that this Constitution shall be our
law,-we, most of whom have sworn to support it,-we now abrogate
this law, and swear, and force others to swear, that it shall not be obeyed.
And we do this, not because Congress have no right to pass such laws,this we do not allege, - but because they have passed them with improper
views. They are unconstitutional from the motives of those who passed
them, which we can never with certainty know; from their unequal operation, although it is impossible, from the nature of things, that t hey should
be equal; and from the disposition which we presume may be made of
their proceeds, although that disposition has not been declared." This is
the plain meaning of the ordinance in relatil)n to laws which it abrogates
for alleged unconstitutionality. But it does not stop there It repeals, in
express terms,'an important part of the Constitution itself, and of laws
passed to ~ive it effect, which have never' been alleged to be uncollstitutional. The Constitution declares that the judicial powers of the United
States extend to cases arising under the laws of the United States, and
that sllch law~, the Constitution, and tre.aties, shall be paramount to the
state constitutions and laws. The judiciary act prescribes the mode by
which the case may be brought before a court of the United States, by
appeal, when a st:lte tribunal shall decide against this provision of the
Constitution. The ordinance declares there shall be no appeal; m'lkes
the state law paramount to the Constitution and laws of the United States;
forces judges and jurors to swear that they will disregard their provisions;
and even makes it plmal in a 8uitor to attempt relief by appeal. It. furtllf~r
declares that it shall not be lawful for the authorities of the United States,
or of that state, to enforce the payment of duties imposed by the revenue
laws within its limits.
Here ill. a law of the United Statee, not evpn pretended to be Ill.COIISt!-
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tut!onal, repealed by the authority of a small majority of the voters of a
single state. Here is a provision of the Constitution which is solemnly
abrogated by the same authority.
On such expositions and reasonings, the ordinance grounds not only an
assertion of the right to annul the laws of which it complains, but to
enforce it by a threat of secedmg from the Union if any attempt is made
to execute them.
This right to secede is deduced from the nature of the Constitution,
which, they say, is a comp Ict between sovereign states, who have preserved their whole sovereignty, and, therefore, are subject to no superIor;
that, because they made the compact, they can break it when, in their
opinion, it has been departed from by the other states. Fallacious as this
course of reasoning is, it enlists state pride, and finds advocates in the
honest prejudice!! of those who have not studied the nature of our government sufficiently to see the radical error on which it rests.
The people of the Unilf'd States formed the Constitution, acting through
the state legislatures in m',king the complct to meet and discuss its pro
visions, and acting in separate conventions when they ratified those provisions; but the terms used in its con-truction show it to be a goverllment
in which the people of all the states collectively are represented. We aro
ONE PF:OPLE in the choice of the President aud Vice-President.
Here the
states have no other agency than to direct the mode in which the votes
shall be given. The candidatf's havill~ the majority of all the votes are
chosen. The electors of a majority of states may have given their votp"
for one candidate, and yet another may be chosen. 1'he people, then,
and not the states, are rf'presented in the executive branch.
In the House of Representatives there is this difference, that the people
of one state do not, as in the ease of Presldeut and Vice-President, all
vote for the same officers. The people of all the states do not vote for all
the members, each state electing only its own representatives. But this
creates no material distinction. When chosen, they are all reprrsentatives
of the United States, not representatives of the particular state from whence
they corne. They are paid by the United States, not by the state, nor are
they accountable to it for any act done in the performance of their legislative functions; and however they may, in practice, as it is their dllty to
do, consult and prefer the interests of their particular constituents when
they come in conflict with any other partial or local interest, yet it is their
first and highest duty, as representatives of the United States, to promote
the general good.
The Constitution of the United States, thpn, forms a government, not a
league; and whether it be formed by compact between the states, or in any
other manner, its character is the same. It is a government in which all
the people are represented, which operates directly on the people individually, not upon the states. They retained all the power they did not grant;
but each state, having expressly partf'd with so many powers as to constitute, jointly with the other states, a single nation, cannot, from that period,
possess any right to secede, because such secession does not break Ii
league, but destroys the unity of a nation; and any injury to that unity is
not only a breach which would result from the contravention of a compact.
hut it is an offence against the whole Union. To say that any state may
at pleasure secede from the Union, is to say that the United States are not
a nation; because it would be a solecism to contend that Itny pl'lrt of a
'!atior might dissolve its connection with the other parts, to their
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injury or ruin, without committing any offence. Secession, like any other
revolutionary act, may be morally justified by the extremity of oppressIOn;
[Jut to call it a constitutional right, is confounding the meaning of terms,
aud can only be done through gross error, or to deceive those who are
willing to assert a right, but would pause before they made a revolution,
or incur the penalties consequent on a failure.
Because the Union was formed by compact, it is said the parties to that
compact may, when they feel themselves aggrieved, depart from it; bnt it
is precisely because it is a compact that they cannot. A compact is an
agreement or binding obligation. It may, by its terms, have a sanction
or penalty for its breach, or it may not. If it contains no sanction, it may
be broken with no other consequence than moral guilt: if it have a sanctIOn, then the breach insures the designated or implied penalty. A league
between independent nations, generally, has no sanction other than a
moral one; or if it should contain a penalty, as there is no common superior, it cannot be enforced. A gO\'ernment, on the contrary, always has
a sanction, express or implied; and, in our case, it is both necessarily implied and expressly given. An attempt, by force of arms, to destroy a
government, is an offence, by whatever means the constitutional compact
may have been formed; and such government has the right, by the law
of sel f-defence, to pass acts for punishing the offender, unless that right is
modified, restrained, or resumed, by the constitutional act. In our system,
although it is modified in the case of treason, yet authority is expressly
given to pa~s all laws necessary to carry its powers into effect, and,
under this grant, provision has been made for punishing acts which obstruct the due administration of the laws.
It would seem superfluous to add any thing to show the nature of that
union which connects us; but, as erroneous opinions on this subject are
the foundatIOn of doctrines the most destructive to our peace, I must give
some further development to my views on this subject. No one, fellowcitizens, has a higher reverence for the reserved rights of the state~ than
the magistrate who now addrpsses you. No one would make greater personal saCrifices, or official exertions, to dpfend them from violation; but
equfll care must be taken to prevent, on their part, an improper interference with, or resumption of, the rights they have vested in the nation.
The line has not been so distinctly drawn as to 8\'oid doubts, in some
cases, of the exercise of power. Men of the best intentions and soundest
views may differ in their construction of some parts of the Constitution;
but there are others on which dispassionate reflE'ction can leave no doubt.
Of this nature appears to be the assumed right of secession.
It rests, as we have seen, on the alleged undivided sovereignty of the
states, and on their having formed, in this sovereign capacity, a compact
which is called the Constitution, from which, because they made it, thE'Y
have the right to secede. Both of these positions are erroneous, and some
{)f the arguments to prove them so have been anticipated.
The states severally have not retained their entire sovereignty.
It has been shown that, in becoming parts of a nation, not members of
a league, they surrendered many of their essential parts of sovereignty.
The right to make treaties, declare war, levy taxes, exercise exclusive
judicial and legislative powers, were all of them functions of sovereign
power. The statE'S, then, for all these 'purposes, were no longer sovereign.
The allegiance of their citizens was transferred, in the first instance, to
the government of the United States: they became American citizp.ns, and
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owed obedience to the Constitution of the U niled States, and to laws millIe
in conformity with the powers it vested in Congress. This last position
has not been, and cannot be, denied. How, then, can that state be salu
to be sovereign and mdependent whose citizens owe obedience to laws not
made by It, and whose magistrates are sworn to disregard those laws when
they come in conflict with those passed by another 1 What shows conclusively that the states cannot be said to have reserved an undivided sovereignty, IS, that they express~y ceded the right 10 punish trt:ason, - not
treason :lgainst their separate power, but treasoll agamst the United States.
Treason IS an oifence against sovereignty, and sovereignty must reside
with the power to punish it. But the reserved rights of the states are not
less sacred because they have, for their common interest, made the general
government the depository ofthese powers.
The unity of our political character (as has been shown for another
purpose) commenced wjth its very e~istence. Under the royal government we had no separate character: our opposition to its oppressions
be2:an as united colonies. We were the United States under the Confederation; and the name was perpetuated, and the union rendered more perfect, by the Federal Constitution. In none of these stages did we consider
ourselves in any other light than as forming one natIOn. Treaties and
alliance; werf' made i.n the name of all. Troops were raised for the joint
defence. How, then, with all these proofs thdt, under all changes of our
POSition, we had, /ilr designated purposes and defined powers, created national governrnents- how IS it that the most perfect of those se\'eral
modes of union should now be considered liS a mere league that may be
dls~olved at pleasure! It is from an abuse of terms. Compact is used
H8 synonymous with le~gue, although the true term is not employed, because it would at once show the fallacy of the reasoning. It would
not do to say that .our ConStitutIOn was only a league, but it is labored to
prove It a compact, (which in ane ~ense it is,) and then to argue that, as
a league is a compact, every compact betwel'lI natIOns must of course be a
league, and that from snch an engagement every sovereign power has a
rizht to recede. But it has been shown that, in this sense, the states are
not sovereign, and that, even if they were, and th~ national ConstJlution
h"d beell formed by compact, there would be 110 right in any one ~tate to
exonerate itself from its obligations.
So obvious are the reasons which forbid this secession, that it is necessary only to allude to them. The uOlon was limned for the benefit of all.
It was produced by mutual sacrifices of interests and opinions. Can those
sacrifices be recalled! Cnn the states, who magnanimously surrendered
their title to the territories of the west, recall the grant? Will the illhabit:lOts of the inland' states agree to pay the duties that may be impo!oed
without their I18sent by those on the Atlantic or the Gulf, for their own
benefit? Shall there be a free port in one state, and onerous duties in
alJother? No one believes that any right exists in a single state to illvol ve the other in these and countless other evils, contrary to the engagements solemnly made. EVl'ry one must see that the other states, in self.
iefence, mu,t oppose it at all hazards.
These are the alternatives that are presented by the convention - a
repeal of all the acts for raising revenue, leaving the government without
the means of support; or an acquiescence ill the dissolution of our Union
by the secession of one of its members. Whell the first was proposed, it
was known that it could not he listened to for a moment. It was
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known, jf force was applied to oppose the executIOn of the laws, that it
must be repelled by force; that Congress could not, without involving itself
in disgrace, and the country in ruin, accede to the proposition; and yet, if
this is not done on a given day, or if any attempt is made to execute
the laws, the state is, by the ordmance, declared to be out of the Union.
The majority of a conventIOn assembled for the purpose have dictated
these terms, or rather this rejection of all terms, in the name of the people
of South Carolina. It is true that the government of the state speaks of
the submission of their grievances to a convention of all the states, which,
he says, they" smcerely and anxiously seek and desire." Yet this obvious and constitutional mode of obtaining the sense of the other states 011
the construction of the federal compact, and amendmg it, if necessary, has
never heen attempted by those who have ucged the state on to this destructive measure. The state might have proposed the call for a general convention to the other states, and Congress, if a sufficient number of them
concurred, must have called it. But the first magistrate of South Carolina,
when he expressed a hope that, "on a review, by Congress and the funetionaries of the general government, of the merits of the controversy,"
such a convention will be accorded to them, must have known that neithf'T
Congress, nor any functionary of the general government, has authority
to call such a convention, unless it may he demanded by two thirds of the
states. This suggestion', -then, is another instance of the reckless inattention to the provisions of the Constitution with which this crisis has been
madly hurried on j or of the attempt to persuadp- the people that a constitutional remedy had been sought and refused. If the legislature of South
Carolina" anxiously desire" a general convention to consider their complaints, why have they not made application for it in tht' way the Constitution points out! The assertion that they" earnestly seek it" is completely
negatived by the omission.

ON THE TARIFF.
SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT ON THE SOUTH CAROLINA
EXPOSITION.
(See p. 580.)

The argument against the constitutional authority [to lay taxes, except for the purposes of revenue] is understood to be maintained on the
following grounds, which, though applied to the protection of manufactures, are equally applicable to all other eases, where revenue is not the
object. The general government is one of IIpecific powers, and It call
rightfully exercise only the powers expre8sly granted, and those which may
be 'necessary and proper' to carry them into effect; all others being
reserved expressly to the states, or to the people. It results, neces!'arily,
that those who claim to exerci8e a power under the Constitution are bonnd
to show that it is expressly granted, or that it, is 'necessary and proper,'
as a means to execute some of the granted powers. No such proof has
been offered in regard to the protection of manufactures.
" It is true that the 8th section of the ht article of the Constitution autborizes Congress to lay and collect an impost duty; but it is granterl ilJI
II
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tax power, for the sole pUf'pose of revenue-a power in its nature essen
tially dllferent from that of imposing protective or prohibitory duties. The
two are incompa~lble; for the prohibitory system must end in destroying
the revenue from imports. It has been said that the system is II violation
of the spirit, and not of the letter, of the Constitution. The distinctlon
is not material. The Constitution may he as gro!'llly violated by acting
against its meaning, as al\'am~t Its letter. The Constitution grants to
Congress the power of imposmg a duty on imports for revenue, which
power is abused by being cvnverted into an instrument for rearing up the
industry of one st!ction of the country on the ruins of another. The
\'iolatlon, then, consists in using a power, granted for one object, to ad.
vance another, and that by a sacrifice of the original object. It is, in a
word, a violation of perversion, the most dangerous of all, becau!\e the mosl
insidious, and difficult to resist. Such is the reasoning emanating from
high legislative authority." -Story_

MR. CALHOUN'S REPORT
ON

THE CIRCULATING, THROUGH THE MAILS, OF INFLAMMATORY
APPEALS.
SE1UTE, February 4, 1836.
The message recommends that Congress should pass a law to punish
the transmission, through tbe mail, of incendiary publications intended to
instigate the slaves to insurrectinn. It of course assumes for Congress a
right to determine what papers are incendiary and intended to excite insurrection. The question, theil, is, Has Congress such a right! - a question
of vital importance to the slaveholdmg states.
After examining this question with due deliberation, in all its bearings,
the committee are of opinion, not only that Congress has not the right,
but to admit it would be fatal to those states. Nothing is more clear than
that the admission of the right, on the part of Congress, to determine what
papers are incendiary, and, as such, to prohibit their circulatIOn through
the mail, necessarily involves the right to determine what are not incendiarv, and to enforce their ciroulation. Nor is it les~ certain that to admit
such a right would be virtually to clothe Conll'ress with the power to abolish
slavery, by giving it the means of breaking down all the barriers which the
r;laveholding states have erected for the protection of their lives and property. It would give Congress, without regard to the prohibition laws of
the slates, the authority to open the gates to the flood of incendiary publications which are ready to break into those states, and to punish all
whn dare resi~t as criminals. Fortunately, Congress has no such right.
The internal peace and security of the states are under the protection of
the states them~elves, to tbe entire exclusion of all authority and control
on the part of Congress. It belongs to them, and not to Congress, to determine what is, or is not, calculated to disturb their peace and security,
and, of course, in the case under consideration, it belongs to the slave·
holding states to determine what is incendiary and intended to incite to
insurrection, and to adopt such defen!!ive measures as may be necessary
/i,r their security, with unlimited means of carrying them into elfect, ex~
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such as may be expressly inhibited to the states by the Constitution. To
establish the truth of this position, 80 essential to the safety of those states,
it would seem sufficient to appeal to their constant l"xercise of this right,
at all times, without rf."Striction, or question, both before and sJllce the
aooption of the Constitution.
That the states which form our federal Union are sovereign and independent communities, bound together by a constitutional compact, and
are posspssed of all the powers belongmg to distJllct and separatt' states,
excepting such as are delegated to be exercised by the general govern.
ment, i~ assumed as unquestionable. The compact itself expressly provides that all powers not delegated are reserved to the states and the
people. To ascertain, then, whether the power in question is dl"legated
or reserved, it is only necessary to ascertain whether it is to bt' found
among the enumerated powers or not. If it be not among them, it belongs, of course, to the reserved powers. On turning to the Constitution,
it will be seen that, while the power of defending the country against ex·
ternal danger is found among the enumerated, the instrument is wholly
silent a~ to the power of defending the internal peace and security of the
states, and, of course, reserves to the states thiS Important power, as it
stood before the adoption of the Constitution, with no other limitations,
as has been stated, except such as are expressly prescribed by ,the instru.
ment itself. From what has been stated, it may be IIlferred that the
right of a state to defend itself against intl"rnal dangers is a part of the
great primary and inherent right of self.defl"nce, which, by the laws of
nature, belongs to all communities; and so jealims were the states of this
essential right, withont which thE-ir indl"pendence could not be preserved,
that it is expressly provided by the Constitution, that the general govern.
ment shall not assist a state, even in case of domestic violence, except
on the application hf the authorities of the state itself; thus excluding,
by a necessary consequence, its interference in all other cases.

ABOLITION. -

RECEPTION OF PETITIONS.
HOUSE,

JonUllry, 1836.

Mr. CFSHING. Looking into the Constitution, I find. among the
amendments propo~ed by the Congress of 1789, and in the very first of
the numher, the f"lIowing article:.. Congr~ss shall make no law r"spl'cting an establoshmf'nt of religion, or prohibiting
the fref' (·x(·reis.. ther~of, or abridging the freedom of .peech or of the p...ss, OT the
/0 48s.mb!e and to petitlOft the /fOflernmcnt fOT a redrul

"!lilt of lilt penp" peaceably
of gnevanus,"

Long before I had imagined that sueh a right would ever bE' called in
que~tion, I remember to have read the remark of a distinguished jurist
and magi~trate of the statl" of Virginia, (Tucker'S Notes on Blackstone,)

complaining that the concluding words of the clause I have cited from
the Constitution did not so strongly jruard th(" great right of petition as the
liberties of the people demanded. On the other hand, a still more distin·
guished jurist Rnd magistrate of my own ~tate. Massachusetts, (Story,)
in remarking upon the same article, exprl"ss('s the opinion thRt it is ample in terms; becauSf.", he adds, "It (the ri!!ht of petition] ll"sults Irom
the very nature of the structure aud instituti()[Is of a republican go\'ern.
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mellt; it is impossible that it should be practically denied until the FpirJ..
of liberty had wholly disappeared, and the people had become 50 serVlIf'
and debased as to be unfit to exercise any of the priVileges of frpl!,,,en."
These eminent constitutional lawyers agreed in opinion llf th\! ilTll'ort8nce
of the provision; they differed ollly III thinking, the one, thai the right of
petition could not be too clearly nefinE,d; the other, that, \\ hether defectively defined or not in the letter, the people would take care that it should
in spirit be faithfully observed. While the first entertained a wise jealousy of the encroachments of the peollle's rellresentatil'e~, the other looked
for the protectIOn of the public fights to the people themselves, the masters of the people's representatives; and, as the fears of the former ha,'e
been verified too speedily, I trust the hopes of the latter will be not Jess
trulv realized.
When the Constitution was submitted to the people of the respective
states, for their adoption or rejection, it awakened the warmest debates of
the several state conventlfms. Some of thelll, in accepting the proposed
plan of government, coupled their acceptal1ce With a recommendation of
various additIOns to the Constltullon, which th ... v deemed essential to the
preservatIOn of the rights of the state" or of th~ people. The commonwealth of Massachusetts insisted, alllong other tlUllgS, on the adoption of
that memorable amenrlment.
New York, North Carolina, and Rhode I~lall<l, proposed, either literally or in substance, the same proYlsion: and the ctllisequence was, the
addition to the Congtltution of the article, which I am now dl~cussing, on
the right of conSCience, speech, and petltHln, And, such being the hiStory of this clause, I look to the gentlemen from Virginia especially,
constant and hOllorabl ... as they are in their attachment to constitutional
prmciples at whatever hazard, t~ go with me in mamtaming inviulate this
great original right of the }leople.
SEUTF.,

183G,

Mr. PRE.:"i'TISS. If Congress, under the clanse giving it" exclll~lve
legislation, in all cases whatsoever," over the Distnct, IJas auth()rltv to
In'ipo~e taxes, and provide how they shall be raispd, for local and mlll~lci
pal purpo"e~, I do not see why It has not thl' power, hy mean~ of taxation, to effect the abolition of slaverv here. I sal' nothllll! of the r1!!ht
or justice of exertmg the power for ~lIch a I'nrpcbe: I speak only of the
power, and of its capacity to be osed to accolllpiish such an end, But,
however this may be, I hold that COllliress, If the public interest and welfare reqUIre it, may directly, and at "nee, em,lIlClpate thp slavell, on iliaking a just compf'nsation to the ownpr~. The clall~e III tloe Constitution
which regulates the taking of pril,,,te property f()r public use, is not, in
Illy opinion, restricted to such property, merely, a, may be converted and
applied to the actual use and emolument of the public. I think the word
It,<P, in the Constitution, is to he under"t()od. in a liberal sense, as equivalent to purpose or benf>fit ; and that whatel'pr is t'.ken !fIr public purpose~,
or for the public benefit, is taken for puhlic USP, Within the meaning of
the Constitution.
NeIther justice, nOT the secllrity or pril'ate rights
would seem to dprwlOd any other or different construction. No principle
of justice can be violatf·d, nor can private property he exposed to wrongful and unjust invasions of power, when an equivalent IS required to be
rendered. A mort' strict, narrow, and limited interpretation would be
obviou~ly less beneficial, and does not appear to be ca!it'd for either by
the words or the intent of the Constitution. Such an interpretation would
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not only be 110 Ilnnecessary and inconvenierrt restraint upon the POWel
of the legislature, but might prevent, in marry instances, the accomplishment of objects of the weatest Importance - objects of the highest interest and utility to the commullity. The equl\'alent prescrim-d and guarantied by the Con,titution IS a surt' Bud sufficlellt security agamst any
abuse of the power; and it certainly is not unreasonable that private
rights should yield, <)11 terms of just compensation, to the paramount
rights of the puhlic, so Jar, and to such extent, as the mterest and welfare of the public m"y r"qllir('. or as may be necessary to effectuate great
and useful pllbill. purpnses.
Mr. HUGH. L. WHl'I K Whell the Constitution was framed, the
great and leading intert'sts of the whole country were considered, and, in
the spirit of liberality and compronllse, were adjusted and settled. They
were settled UpOIl prmclples that ought to remain undisturbed so long as
the Constitution la!lts, which 1 hope will be forever; for although liberty
may be preferable to the U Ilion, yet I think the Union is indispensable to
the security of liberty. At the formation of the Constitution, slavery
existed in many of the states; it was one of t hI' prominent interests that WliS
then settled. It, in all its domestic bearmgs, was left exclusive~y to the
respective states to do with as they might think best, without any interference on the part of the ft'ueral govr-Tnlllent. This. it is admitted by
every gentleman who has addressed you, IS now the easf', in t'very slavpholding state; theref."re it IS only urged thnt Congr!'ss hus the power tt)
abolish slavery in the District of Colulllhid. It should never be forgotten
that when the Constitution was formed HlId adopted, what is now the Di~
trict of Columbia wa~ thell compreht'nded within two of the slaveholding
states, Maryland and Virgillla.
In my opilllon, we should Tt'fust' to reef'ive these petitions. It is a mere
que~tlOn of expediency \\ hat d,sposJliolJ we shall make of them.
All who
have yet spokt'n admit thHt COlIgrp~~ hp~ nn power whatever over slavery
in the respecth'e statp~. It is ,etlled. '''hether ~la\'ery is right or wrong,
we have now no powt'r to con~lf"'r or dl<CIlS_. Suppose, thell. a petitioh
were presented to abolish 8);1\ ery III t he ~tate~; shoulrl we reeel\~ it 1 Ai!suredly we ought not, lJecall'iC It would be asklllg us to IIct upon 6 tlubjell~
over which we have no pc,wpr.
Slaves are property III tim, District. Congon>,.; cannot take private property, e\en for public lise, without making j!l~t ('(}ffipensation to the ownt'T.
No fund is providt'd by the Con~tll!ltion to l"'~ for slaves which mlly be
liberated; nnd the Constitution never gives Cflll!::,ress the power to act upon
any subject, without, at the same time, furOls],1I1;; the means for its accomplishment. To liberate slaves is npt takmg tllf'rn for public use. It ill declaring that lIelther individnals nor the pU/lhc ,hall use them.
Congress Sits here RS the legl~lature of the whole Union, and also as the
only legislature for the local COllcerns of the DI5tricl of Columbia. These
petitions do not ask us to make a general law, operating throullhout the
whole Union; but a law the operations of which are to be spent entirely
upon property within thl" ten miles square. Now, if we were in form, as
wt'll as in substance, a local legi~lature when Hcting on this question
which gentlemen say is to affect slavery in the District, and nowhere else,
should we be bound to rect'ive th!'l'e petitions? No more than we are
bound to receive petitions from France or Germany. Would gertdemen,
if sitting HS memm-rs of the legi~lnture of Alabama, feel bonnd to receive
petitions from citizens of Maine or Pennsylvania to emancipate slaves
within their own state 1 Assuredly not. If that be so, is it not mos' rea
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8OB&31e, when. we are: called upon to pass au act confiu.ed exclusively tv
tRls District, that we shouJd conduc~ towards the people here as if in thi~
lDattfl' they were our constituents 1
Mr. GRUNDY. He wOl.lld not go ilUo an examination of the constitu
tiona! power of Congress. For IJjs own part, he should conSlder hunseh
as culpable, were he ro vo.te for such a measure, if the CODstltutionaJ
power existed, L'J were he to vo~e for it in the absence of such power.
He considered the faith of the governlQeut pledged not to interfere with
this subject ill this DIStrict, and the faith of the government ~hould be
preserved as sacredly as tbe {Jonlltitution.
It would. be recollected taat, by the Constitution of the United States, CUIIgress is expressly prohibited from lIlterfering wllh the ~lave trade, which
might be carried on by the Citizens of the dltferel~t states for the space of
twenty-one ye ,rs ; yet III !i90, the society of Quakers. or Friends, fon\urded their petition
Congress praying their interference upon that subJc<.t.
This petition. 1l1though in dlrt·(~t oppositIOn to the Constitution, was
received, and a motlllll was madl::! to send it to a committee. ThiS was
opposed, and a proposition was made to lay it upon the table. Those
must opposed to the object of the petition sustained the latter propo~ltton.
Mr. Madison. of Virginia, a sl;l\'eholdtng stale, advocated the reft!rellce to
a c5lmmittee.
Mr. KING, (of Alabama.) The ces8ion (of the District of Columbln.)
was Blade with a clear understaod'!l!;;, IUlpiled or othenvise, that 110 ~uch
power (abolition) would ever be c1i1uned. ThIS was apparent from Lhe
fact that, at the tilDe of the ceSSIOn, the states of Virginia and Maryland
had, as they stili have, a large slave poplliatioll; and they never would
have been so blind to their own salety a,. to make this cessioll, could they
ba\'e believed that Congre,;s therehy acquired the po\\er to produce a state
of things in this District that would operate on their slaves III so dallgerous a manner. If such, then, was the understandmg with which this cession was made. would it not be a VIOlation Hf the faith pledged to these two
states, if government was now to attempt any interference with the prohibited subject 1
Mr. BUCHANAN. Although the Constitution, as it came from the
hands of its framers, gave to Congres~ no power to touch the right of petition, yet some of the states to whom it was l'ubmitted for ratification,
apprehending that the time might arrive when Con~re~s would be disposed
to act like the British Parliament. (in Charles II.',; tlllle,) expressly Withdrew tbe subjeot from our cOlltrol. Not satisfied With the fact, that no
power over It had been granted by the Constltntion, they determined to
prohibit us, in express terms, frolll ever exercising such a power.
The proposition [the right of petition] i~ almost too plain jilT 3rgurnt'lIt,
that, if the people ha\'e a constitutIOnal right to petitioll. a corresponding
duty is imposed upon us to receirc their petItions. From the \'ery nature
of things. rights and duties are reciprocal. The human mind e'lnnot COIIceive of the one witbout the other. Thev are relative terms. If the
people have a right to command, it is the duty of their servants to obey.
If I have a right to a sum of money, it is the duty of my debtor to pay it
to me. If the people have a right to petition their representatives, it i~
our duty to reoeive their petition.
This question was solemnly determined by the Senate more than thirty
years a~. Neither befi,re nor since that time, so fflr as I can learn. has
the general ril;ht of Iletitioll eyer been clllled in question; until the motion
DOW under oonsideratiOlI w~ made by the senator from South Carolina
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Mr. KING, (of Gt'orgia.) Congress, under this article, [the first
amendment] can pass no law to .. abridge" the right of the people to petition the government. A modern commentator on the Constitution, of
!lOme note and much ability, ill noticing this part of the article, dismissed
it with the remark, that it wa!l totally uunecessary. This is obvious to
everyone who will consider for a moment the relation between a free
people and the govt'rnment of their own choice. The privilege belonged
(Mr. K. said) to the form of government-was united with It, and in·
separable from it. It as clearly belonged to the people, on the formation
of the government, as did the right to lise the English language without
an) constitutional provision for that purpose; and, said Mr. K., if gentlemen will only look at the Constitution, and not evade it, they will see that
the right was not ACQUIRED by the Constitution, but only SECURED by it.
The right, as a preexistillg one, was expressly recognized by the language
of the Constitution itself. What was the language applicable to the question before the Senate 1 It prevented Congress from passing any law
" abridging the right of the people to petition," &c.
The right belonged to the people as inseparably incident to their form
of government j was acknowledged to exist by the language of the Constitution j anrl was guardedly secured by the provisions of that instrument.
Mr. CALHOUN. The first amended article of the C()n~titution, which
provides that Congress shall pass no law to prevent the people from peaceably assembling and petitioning for a redress of grievances, was clearly
intended to prescribe the Iimll:! within which the right might be exercised.
It is not pretended that to refuse to receive petltiuns, touches, in the
slightest degree, on these limits. To suppose that the framers of the
Constitution - no, not the framers, but those jealous patriots who were
not satisfied with that instrument as it came from the hands of the framers,
and who proposed this very provision to guard what they considered a
sacred right - performed their task so bunglingly as to omit any e-sential
guard, would be to do great injustice to the memory of those stern and
sagacious men.
'If the Constitution makes it our duty to receive, we should have no discretion lell to reject, as the motion presupposes. Our rules of proceeding
must accord with the ConstitutIOn. Thus, in the case of revenue bills,
which, by the Constitution, must originate in the other hou,",e, it would
be out of order to introduce them here; and it has accorrlingly been so
decided. For like reasons, if we are bound to receive petitions, the present motion would be out of order; and, if such should be your opinion,
it is your duty, as the presiding officer. to call me to order, and to arrest
.Ill fllrther discussion on the question of reception.

EXPUNGING RESOLUTION.
SEI'! ATE, ]836-

Mr. LEIGH. The ori~inal manuscript journal is the Journal-that
Journal which the Constitution commands us to keep. But gentlemen
insist that the constitlltional provision, that" each house !'hall keep a jour.
nal," imports only that they shall make one, without requiring that they
shall preserve it.
This Anglo-Saxon word to kctp is generally IIsed in a ~trict literal sense,
anti then always imports to preserve, and nothing el~ ror mOle. 1t is ul'ed
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in divers metaphorical senses, which, from frequency, Ilave the appearance,
at first \"iew, of being literal; but it always HnpOriS the Idea of preservdtlOn or IIIdefililte contllluatlon, reque"ted or cUllImanded. It is never used
Ill! synonymuus with T/laking any thing.
~ tlllnk myself well warranted in saying that the expunging of the resolutIon uf the Senate of the 2:;th of March, 1:331, from the juurnal, bterall y
or figuratively, is wholly irreconcilable WIth the Constitutloll, upon allY
fair constructlOu of Its word~; and Ihat no authortty for such expullctJOll
can be fouud in any precedent whate~er at all appltc.tble to the purpo~e,
or entitled to the least weight. I thluk m)self Wdrranlt!d 111 sayiug, too,
that, If the Senate shall adopt thIS propositIOn, aud carry it IIItO execution, It will set a precedent fraught WIth the most dangerous and pernIcIous
consequences.
Mr. RIVES. In the jealous apprehensions which were entertallled, at
the time of the adoptIOn of the Constitution, of the encroachments and
abuses of the new government, tillS objection was strongly urged against
the clause in question; but it was replied, and With success, that every
legislative body must have the power of conceahng Important transactwns,
the publication of whIch might compromise the pullltc interests; and as it
was IInpossible to foresee and enulllerate all the cases in which such concealment might be necessary, they should be left to Ihe sound dlscretioll
of the !Jody Itself, subject to the constitutional respollsibllity of its members,
and the other securities provided by the ConstitutIOn agiullst the abuse of
power. These seCUritIes have hitherto been found sufficient; and, III pOllIt
of fact, the journ als of both houses have been published frolll day to day,
with such special aud ltmited exceptions as have beeu uni\·ersally apprOl"ed
by the public judgment.
This publication, when made, is the practical fulfilment and consummation of the deSign of the Constitutton in requiring a journal to
be kept, by either house, of its proceedlllgs. It is agreed, on all hands,
that the great object for which a jOllrnal is required to be kept is, to give
authentic information to our conslttuellts of our proceedlllgs j and that
informatIOn is to be given, as the Constitution provides, by means of a
pubhcatiou, from time to time, of the journal itself. The reqUiSItion to
keep a journal, on which gentlemen have laid so milch stress, IS therefore
merely introductory, or what the lawyers call matter of induument only,
to that which forms the life and 5ub~tance of the provision, to wit, the
publication, from time to time, of the journal. The whole structure and
sequence of the sentence sustains this interpretation: .. each hOllse ~hall
keep a journal of its proceedings, and, froUl time to time,pllbli,lt the same."
It is evident that the whole practical virtue and effect of the provision is
n the latter mprnber of the sentence, and that the former would have been
Implied and comprehended in it, thou!!:h not expressed"
The requiSitIOn iu the present Constitution, to keep a journal, is but an
expression, for the sake of greater fulness, of what would otherwise ha\"e
been implied, and serves only as a more form "II introduction to the practical end and subst~nce of the constitutional pro,ision on thp subJl'ct, and
that with which it emphatically concludes, to wit, tlte publication, frolll
tillle to time, of the journal. That public~ti( n ollce made, and the people
put in possession of the authentic evidence of th·e proceediugs of their
agent8, the purposl'..s of the Constitution are fulfilled, anri the preservation
of the original manuscript journal becomes thellceforward an officia'
"t)rmality.

APPENDIX.
MADISON ON THE TARIFF.
LETTER 1.
MONTPELIER,

nE~R

September 18, ] B2l:!.

SIR: Your late letter relllillds me of OUl' conversation on the constitutionftlity of the power ill Congress to ilUpose a tariff for the encouragement of
mallltfactures, and of Illy promise to 8ketch the grounds of the confident apinion I had expressed that It was alllong the powers vested in thut body.
The Con.;titution ve8ts in Congrelftl, expre..sly, "the power to lay aud collect
taxes, duties, imposts, and excises," and " the power to regulate trade,"
That the former power, if uot purtieulurly expressed, would have been included in the latter liS olle of thc objects of a geueral pewe)' to regulate trade,
ill not necessarily impugned by it,; being so expressed. Examples of this sort
cannot sometimes be easily avoided, aud are to be seen elsewhere in. the Constitutioll, Thus the power" to define Ilnd }luuisb ofiimces against the law of
nations" illcludes the power, Iltierwards purticlllar~ expressed, " to make rules
conceruing captures, &c" from uffeudiug neutruls.
So also a power" to coiu
money" would doubtless iuclud,' that of "reguluting its value," hud not the
latter po\';er beel) expressly im;erted. The term taxtS, if standing alone, would
certainly have intluded duties, imposts, and excises. In another clause, it is
8Ilid, " no tax or duties shnll he laid on exports," &c. Here the two terms are
used as syuonymous. And in auother clause, where it is said, " No stllte shull
la) any impost, or duties," &c., the tl'nns impost8 and dutie8 are synonymous.
PleollHsms, tautologies, and the promi$cuous use ofterm~ and phrases, differing
in their shades of J1JeuulIIg, (always to be expounded with reference to the context, aud lIuder the eontrol af the geuerul character and IlltlDifest scope of tIle
instrument in which they are found,) are to be ascribed, sometimes to the
purpose of greater caution, sometimes to the imperfections of language, and
Bometimes to the imperfectIon of IlIUII hilllself: In this view of the subject, it
was quite natural, Ioowever cerlainly the general power to regulate trade might
include a power to impose duties on it, not to omit it in a clause enumerating
the several IIIode .. of revellue uuthorized by the Constitution. III few cases
could the" ex majori cautela" OCCIII' with /\lore claim to respect.
Nor can it be inferred that a power to regulate trade does not involve a
power to tax it, from the distillction wade ill the original controversy with Great
Britain, between a power to regulate trade with the colouies, and a power to
tax them. A power to regulate trade between different parts of the empire wa8
cOIlfessedly ftecusary, and was admitted to lie, as far as that was the case, in the
British Parliument; tloe tuxing I'art bt'iJlg at the same time denied to the Purliameut, and asserted to he lIt'cesNirily inherent in the colonial legislatures, as
sufficient, nnd the OIlly safe dep0l'itnries of the tllxing power. So difficult was
it, nevertheless, to maintaiu the distinction in prnctice, lbat the inllrcdient of'
revenue was occasionally overlookt:d or disregarded in the British regulations,
a8 in the duty on sugar and molllilSes imported info the colonies. And it Willi
fortunate that the attempt at atl intemlll IlIId direct tax, in the case of the stamp
act, produt'ed 8 radiclIl examiulttion of the subject before 8 regulation of trude,
with It view to revenue, bad grown into lin established authority. One thing at
1f'-R8t is certain-that the main and admitted object of the parliamentary regulatioN of trade with the colonies WII'; the eucouragemeut of manufnctureti in
Great Britain.
nut tbe present question is unconnected witb the former relations between
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Great Britain and her colonies, whicb were of a peculiar, a complicated, anJ,
in lleY'eral respects, of an undefined chafllcter. It is a 8imple que8tion, under
tle Constitution of tbe United StIlleS, whether "the power t6 regulate trllde
with foreign natioDs," lUI a di8tillct and 8ub8tantiYe item in the ellumerated
powers, embraces the ot~eet of encouraging by duties, re8trictions, and prohibitions, tbe lJIanumctures and pr&duetR of tbe cOI'I'lIlry. Aud the affirmativ"
UlUllt be inferred from the following consideratioD8:1. The meaning of the plml8e .. to regulate trade" mtlst be .ught in the
general use of it; in other words, in Ibe objectli to wbich the power WIllJ
gener~lIy. understood to be applicable wben the pbm8e wu ill8el"ted in tmCOIIStltUtIOn.
2. The power hill! heen understoorl and ueed, by all commercial and manu
(actul'ing natluns, !l8 embracing the ubject €If eflcounlging manufactures. It if'
believed that nut a dingle exception can be named.
3. THis has been particularly the enlOe with Great Britain, whose commercial
vocabulnry is the parent of uUrs. A primary object €If her eummercinl regulations is well known to have been, the prutection Ilnd encouragement of her
manufacturel!.
4. Such was understood to be a proper IISC €If the power by tbe states most
prepared fur mauufacturing illdustry, whilst retaiuing the power over theit· foreign trade.
5. Such a Il8e of the puwer by Congress ac('ords with the intention and
cXllectlltion of tbe st&tes, in tl1lnMferring the puwer over trade fi"Om thelllseives
to the government of the United States. This was emphatically the case in the
Eastern, the more manufacturing members of the confederacy. Hear the language held in the Convention of l\lass<!.:husetts.
By Mr. Dawes, nn advocate fur tltt' Constitution, it WII8 observed - " Our
manufacturel! are another great 8tIhje('t which has received no erICouragemerrl
by lIatiollul duties on foreign mallufactures, and they never can by any uuthority
in the old Confederation." Again - " If we wi8h to encourage our own manDfactnres, to preserve our own commerce, to rai;oe tbe value of our uwn lllDd!!,
we lIIust give Congress the powers ill que!!lion."
By Mr. Widgery, an opponent - U All we hear is, that the llIerchant and farrner wilJ fluurish, and that the mechanic and tradesman are to make their fortunes
directly, if the C01J8titlltion goes down."
The Convention of Massachusetts was the only one in New England whose
debates have heen preserved.- But it cannut be doubterl that the sentiment
there expressed was common to the other states in that quarter, more eSlteciltlly
tu Connecticut and Rhode Island, the most thickly-peopled of all the states, and
having, €If course, their thuughts most turned to the subject of manufltctures.
A like inference may he confidently applied to New JerReY, wh08e debates in
Conventiun have lIot heen preserved. In the populous and munufacturinl' slate
of Pennsylvania, a partial accunnt only of the debllte .. having been 11U1Ilialled,
nothing ('ertain is known of what passed in her Cunvt'ntion on this point. But
ample evidence may be fonnd elsewhere, tbat regulatioD" of trade, fOr the encouragement of rnnnufactures, were conl!idered R8 within the powers to be
granted to the npw CungreRS, liS well as within the scope of tbe national Iwlicy.
Of the stlltes !!OlIth of Pennsylvania, the only two in whose Conventious the
debates have beell prel'lerved are Virginia and North Carolina; and from these
no adverse inferent'es can be drawn; nor is there the ~lighte8t indication that
either of the two "tlltes farthest !!Oflth, whose debates in Convention, if preeerved,
have not been made public, viewed the encuuragement of mallufactures as not
within the general power over trade to be transferred to the govern mel\! of the
United State••
6. If Congretl8 have 1I0t the power, it is annihilated for the nation - a policy
without example in any other nation, and not within tbe reasoll of the 80Iitftry
one in our own. The example alluded to il the prohihition of 8 tax on e%I'orta,
wllich resulted from the apparent impossihiliry of flIilling, in tbat mode, 8 revenue from the IIlates, proportiuned to the ability to pay it-the ability of some
• Ex "apt a portion of the ConTention of Connecticut. Bee yoi. ii
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being dl'riVfd., ill a great measure, not from their el.l)f)rtll, but from their fisheries,
from tbeir trei/th'., and from commerce at large, in some of its branches altogether ellternalw the United States; tbe profits from nil which, beillg invisible
and intll.lIgibJe, would escape a tax on exports. A taX all inl))f)rts, on the other
hand, being a w on consumption, which i., in proportion to the ability of the
consumers, whenc'e_ver derived, was free from that inequality,
7, If revenue be the sole ol:Jiect of a legitimate impost, lind the enconrngement of domeetic articles be not within tbe power of regulaliug trade, it would
follow that no monopolizing or unequal regulations of fOl'cigu natious could be
counteracted; that neither the staple articles of sU\);;istt'IICC, 1I0r the essential
implements for the public ~nfety, could, under any cirCUllIstllllCCS, he insured or
fostered at home, by regulations of commerce, the usual and most conveuient
mode of providing for both; and that the American naviglltlon, though the
80urce of nllval defence, of a chealHming competition in carrying our vlllullhle
and bulky articles to market, alld of an independent carrilll!c of tbem during
foreign wars, when a foreign IIRvigation might be withdruwII, mu~t be at ollce
a~ndoned, or speedily destroyed; it being evident that II tonuage dUlY, ill lorelgn ports, against our ve!'l«lls, and an exemption from such a duty iu onr ports,
in favor of foreign ve_ls, must have the iuevitaule effect of banishing ours
from tbe OCeaJJ,
To MIllime a power to protect onr navi~ation, and thl' cultivati()1l aud fabrication of all articles requisite for the public safety, as incident to the war power,
would be a more latiwdinary construction of tbe text of the Constitution, thai.
to consider it as emhmccd hy the "pecified power to regulate trade...,.. a power
which has been exercised by all nation!! for those purposes, and which effect~
those purposes with less of interference with the authority and cOllveniel1cy of
the states than might result from internal and direct modes of encourllging tbe
articles, any of which mode~ would be allthorized, as far as deemed" necessary
aud proper," hy considering the power aM all incidental power.
8. That the encouragement of manufactures was an object of the power to
regulate tmde, is proved by the Ulle made of the power for that object, ill the
first session of the limt CongrellS nuder the Constitution; when among the
members present were so mall V who had been memhers of the Federal Convention wbi('h frsmed the ConstitUlion, and of the state Couventions which
rstified it; each of the~e claS>les I'onsisting also of membera who had oPI)Osed,
Bnd who had eSJ)Oused, the Constitution in its actual form, It does not appear,
from tbe prillted proceedin/rB of CongreSll on that occasion, that the power was
denied by auy of them; and it may be remarked that members from Virginia,
in particular, 88 well of the anti-fedeml as the federal party, - the names
then distinguishing thO!'e who hu" 0PJ,olled aud those who bad approvf'd ,tb,e
Constitution, - did not hesitate to propose duties, and to lIuggest even problbltions in favor of l!everal articles of her productionI'. By oue a duty was propotled 011 mineral coal, in favor of the Virginia coal-pits; hy auother, a dilly on
hemp was proposed, to encourage the growtb of that article; and by a thir?, a
prohibition even of foreign beef was suggested, as a measure of sound poh~y.
A further evidence in support of the constitutional power to protect /I,nd f~8ter manufacturell hy regulations of trade, -an evidence that ought of Itself to
Rule the que8tion, - is the uniform and practical 88nction given to the powe~,
by the general government, for nearly forty years, with a concurrence or acqUJ!!lICence of every state government throughout the same period, ~nd, it may he
added, through all the vicissitudes of party which marked the penod. No n~v!,1
constnlction, however ingeRiously devised, or however respectable and palnotlc
its patrons, can withstand the weight of such authorities, or the unbroken current of 80 prolonged and universal a practice, And well it is that this (',1m not
be done without the intervention of the same authority which made the Conltitution, If it could he 80 done, there would be an end to that 8tauility in
governlnent, and in laws, which is eMential to !{DOd government and good lawsa stability, the want of which is the imputntion which haa at all tunes been
levelled agaiDBt republicanism, with most effect, by its most dexterou8 8dverIUIeB.

The imputation ought 'Iever. therefore, to be countenanced, by itlJlo,atioe
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eODBtructions, ",ithout any plell of precipitancy, or a paucity of the constructive
precedents they oppose; without auy IIppeal to material lilcts newly brought to
light; without any claim to a better knowledge of the original evilil and inconveniences for which remedies were Deeded - the very best keys to the true
object lIud meaning of all lawl! and constitutions.
Alld may it not be fairly leli to the unbia~d judgment of all men of experience Ilnd of intelligence, to decide, which it! most to be relied on fbr a hound
and IIBfa tt'st of the meaning of a constitution, - a uniform interprt'tation hyall
the successive authorities U1lder it, corurnencing with its birth, and continued for
a long period, thmugh the varied state of I,olitical contests; or the opiuiull of
every new legislatur"C, heated as it may he hy the strife of Jlartie>l- or wnrfJt~d,
as olien happen!!, by the eager pursuit of some favorite object - or r..arried
away, possibly, by the powerful eloquence or cllptivating add ..el!l~es of a lew
popular statesmen, 'them.~lves, perhal's, influenced by the same mislellding
causes? If the latter test is h .. prevail, every new legislative opinion IIl1ght
make a new conl;ltitution, as the loot of every uew challcellor would make a
new ~tandard of measure.
It is seen, with no littie surprise, that an attempt hilS been made, in a highlyrespe .. table quarter, and at length reduced to a resolution, formally proposed in
Congress, to substitute, for the power of COn)(reS8 to regulnte trude 110 as to
encourage manufncmres, a power in the ~veral 8tate8 to do so, with the consent
of that body j and this expedient it! derived ii·om a clause in the ]Olh sectio" of
article lst of the Constitution, which says, "No stute shall, without the conscnt
of Congress, lay Blly impodlS or duties on imports or· exports, except what Illay
be absolutely necessary for executin~ its inspection laws j and the net rroliuce
of all durie8 and impost.q , Illid hy any state on ill1port~ IlIld exporr~, shall be for
the use of the treasury of the United States j aud all such laws shall he subject
to the revisiolf and control of the Conjl"ress."
'fo lilly nothing of the clear indications in the Journal of the Convention
of 1787, that the clause was intendeli merely to provid,' f;'r expenses incurred
by particular states, in their inspection laws, and in snch impr·ovI'lllents as they
might choose to lJlake in their harbors and river·!!. with the sanction of Congress,
-ohjects to which the reserved power hilI! IJElen applied, ill several instances,
at the request of Virginia and Georgia, - how could it ever be imagined that
Rny state would wish to tax it@ own trode for the encouragement of manufactures, if possessed of the Iluthority - or could, in fact, do so, if wishing it?
A lax on imports would be a tax on irB own consumption; and the net proceeds
!,oing, according til the ,·lalJlle, not into irs own treasury, bUI into the trelllm.."
of the United States, the stale would tax itself separately for the equal gain 01
all the other !\tates; and ns far as the manufactnres, so encouraged, might suc
ceed in IIltimately incl"Casing the slock in market, and lowering the price by
compeTition, this advanta/rC, also, procured at the sole expense oftbe slSte, would
be common to all !.he others.
Bllt the very sUjl"gestioll of such an expedient to any stste would hnve an air
of mockerv. when its uperitnced impracticahility is taken into view. No one,
who recollects or recurs to Ihe period when the power over commerce was in
the individual states, and ,u'parate nttempts were made to tax, or otherwise regulate it, need be told that the attempts were not only ahortive, but, hy demonstratin/! the necessity of ~eneral and uniform re~ulations, gave the original
mpul.-e to the constitutional reform which provided for such regulations.
To refer a state. therefore, to the exercise of a power, as reserved to her hy
the Constitntion, tbe impossibility of exercisin~ which wa.'! an inducement to
adopt the Constitution, is, of all remedial devices, the last that oUJl;ht to be
bronght forward. And what rendeM! it the more extraordinary is, that, as the
lax on commerce, as far Ill! it collid he sepamtelv collected, instead of belon"ing
to the treasury of tire 8tate, I\S previous to tbe Constitution, would be a tribute
til the United ·StatC!', the state would be in a \V~1'I!e condition, after the adoption
01 .he Constitution, than before, in reference to an important interest, the improvement of which was a particula.· o~iect in adoptinJl the Constitution•.
Were Congress to mttke the proposed declamtion ofconl!llnt to stste tI'Inflil In
favor of Stl'lte manufactures, Rnd the permitted attempts did not defent thew
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WI uld be the situation of states dp.riving tbeir IOreign supplies
through toe porliS of other states? It i~ evident that they might be compelled
to pay, in their consumption of particular articles imported, u tax fur the common treasury, not common to al-l the states, without havin/1: any manufacture or
product of their own, to partake Gfthe contemvlated benefit.
Of the impraeticability of 8eIJHl'l1te regulatioDs of trade, and the resulting
necessity of general reguJlltiOlI6, no state wus more sellsible than Virginiu. She
was acconiingly among tbe most eurllest for granting to Congress a power adequate to the object. On more occasions than olle, in the proceedings of her
legislative couucils, it was recited, " thut the relative siruatioll of the states had
been found, on trial, to require -ifm-mity in their commercial regulutions, as the
only etlectu81 policy lOr ohtainin/!, in the ports of foreign ilations. a stipulation of
privileges recil,rocal to Iltose enjoyed, by tbe subjects of ,BUt'b nations, ill the
ports of the United States; lor preventing animosities wbich cannot fail to arise
among the several states from the interference of vartial and separate regulations; and for derivillg from commerce such aids to tbe public revenue as it
ought to contribute, &c.
During the delays and discouragements experienced in the attempts to invest
Congre~ with the necessary powers, the state of Virginia ll1ade variuus trials of
what could be done by her individual laW!!. She ventured on duties and imposts IUl a source of revenue; reliiolutions were passed, at one time, to encourage
und protect her own navigation and ship-building; and in consequence of complaints nnd petitions from N orfulk, Alexandria, and other places, aguillst the
monopolizing navigation law~ of Great Britain, particularly in the trade belloeen
Ik United Statu an.d tk British Welt Indies, she deliberated, with a purpose controlled only by the inefficacy of separate measures, on the experiment oflorcing
a reciprocity by prohibitory regulations of her own.
The effect of her sepllrute attempts to raise revenue by duties oft imports 80011
appenred in representations from her merchants that the commerce of the state
was banished hy them into other chanlJelli, especially of Maryland, where imports were le~s hurdened than in Virginia.
Such a tendency of separate regulations was, indeed, too manifest to escape
anticipution. Among the projects prompted by too want of a federnl IIl1thority
over commerce, was that of a conc:ert, first proposed on the part of Maryland,
for a uniformity of regulatiolls between the two states; and commissioners
were appointed for that purpose. It WIIS soon perceived, however, that the concurrence of Pennsylvania Wll8 as ne£essary to Maryland as of Mary land to Virginia, lind the concurrence of Peunsylvania was a('cordingiy invited. But
Pennsylvania cOllld no more cOllcur without New York than Maryland without
Pennsylvunia, nor New York witham the conCllrrellce of Boston,.&c.
These pn,jects were superseded, for the moment, by that of the Convention
at Annapolis in 1786, and fore\'er by the Convention at Philadelphia in 1787,
and the Constitution which W8H the frllit of it.
There is a paSSllI!ll in Mr. Necker's work on the finances of France which
affords a sigllaJ illustration ofth~ difficulty of collecting, in contiguous communities, indirect taxes, when not the Slime in all, by the violent means resorted to
against smulrgJing from one to another of them. Previous to the late revolutionary war in that country, the tllxes were of very different rates in the different
provinces; particularly the tax on salt, which wus high in the interior provinces
and low in the maritime, and the tux on tobac!m, which was very high in general, whilst in !!Orne of the provinces the use of the article was altogether free.
The consequence was, that the standing army of patrols against smuggling had
swollen to the unmoor of tWAnty-three thousand; the annual arrest of men,
women, and children, enga,ed in smu!!:gling, to five thoulIBnd five hundred and
fifty; and the numher annually arrested on account of salt und tobacco alone,
to sevente~n or eilfhteen hundred, more than three hundred of whom were consigned to the terrible punishment of the galleys.
May it not be regarded as among the providential blessings to these stales.
that their geogntphical relations, multiplied a8 they will he by artitlcial channels
of intercourse, give 8uch additional foree to the many obligations to cherish thut
unIon whieh alone secure. their peace, their safety, and their prosperity! Apart
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from the more obvious and awful conll8quences of their entire eepan.tioll iute
independent sovereignties, it is worthy of special oODsideration, thaI, divided
from each other as they must be by nnrrow waters aud territorial lines merel3'.
the facility of surreptitious introductiQlIs of ('olltraoond articles would deleat
every attempt at revenue, in the easy liud JIIdirect modes of impost alld exciM :
AO thaI, whilst ~.heir expemlitures would he uece_rily alld vastly illcreued by
their new I:!ituatioll, they would, in providiug lor them, be limited to direct tUAI
011 Inn<l or other property, to arhitrary a&leSSlllellts 011 invisible lunds, aud to the
odious tax on persous.
You will observe that I have confined myself, ill what has been said, to the
constitutionality and expediency of the power ill Congress to encollrug" domestic products by regulations of commerce. In the exercise of the power, they
are responsihle to their constituents, whose right and duty it is, iu thut as in all
other cases, to bring their mellsures to the test of justice aud of the general
good.
With great esteem aud cordinl respect,
Jos. C. CABELL, Esq.
JAMES MADISON.
"LETTER 11.
MOI'TPELIER,

Oc/ob"., 30,

J~.

In my letter of September 18th, I stated briefly the grounds on which I reRted
my oI/inion, that a power to impose duties and restrictions on imports, with a
view to encourage domestic productions, was constitutionally lodged in Congrel!ll.
In the observations thell made was involved the opinion, also, that the power
was properly there lodged. As this last opinion necessarily implies that there
are casell in which thi" power IIlay be usefully exercilred by COllgrellll, - the
only body within our political system ('apnble of exercising it with effect, - you
may thiuk it incumbent ou me to poillt out cases of that description.
I will premise that I concur ill the opinion, that, as a genual rule, individualll
ought to lie deemed the llest judges of the best application of their indulltry and
resources.
I am ready to admit, also, that there ill no country in which the application
may, with more safety, be lett to the itJIelligen('e and enterprise of individuals,
than the United Slates.
Finally, I Hhlill tlot deny, that, in all doubtful cases, it becomes every government to I'lan rather to a confidence ill the judgment of individuals, than to
interpositions controlling the free exel·else of it.
With all these concession!!, I think it can he satidfuctorily shown that there
are exceptions to the general rule, now exprellsed by the phrase" Let us alone,"
forming cases which cull for the interpot<ition of the competent authority, and
which are IIOt incollsistent with the generality of the rule.
1. The theory of "Let us alone" supposes thnt all nations concnr in a perfect freedom of commel·cial intercourse. Were this the cuse, they would, in a
commercial view, lie but one nation, as Illuch as the l'Ilveral districts compoKing
a particular nation; nnd the theory would he as lIpphcabl.. to the lortner as to
the latter. But this golden age of free trude hlls not yet IIrrived; nor is there a
sin~le nation that has set the exalllple. No nation can, indeed. safely do so,
until a reciprocity, at 1"lIsl, be insured to it. Take, for a proof, the familiar case
of the navigation employed in a foreign commerce. If a nation, adhering to
the rule of never interpotliug a couutervailing protection of its ,·essel!!, admits
ioreign vessels into its ports Iree of duty, whilst its own vessels are suhject to a
duty iu foreign ports, the ruinous effe('t is so ohvious, that the warmest advocate
for the theory in question must !!hrink from It unive",al application of it.
A nation leaving itt' foreign trade, in all cases, tl) regulate itAelf, might 800n
find it regulated, by other natiolls, into a subserviency to a foreign interest. In
the interval between the peace of 1783 and the e~tablishment of the pf6l!ent
Constitution of the Uniterl Sbltee, the want of a gllneraI authority to regulate
trsde is known to have ha,l this consequence. Aud have not the pretel18ionli
and I/Olicy latterly exhibited hy Great Britain given warning of a like resul:
from a renunciation of all countervailinl( regulations on th.. JIIIrt of the Unitec'
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State,,? Were she permitted, hy conferring on certain portions of her domain
the nar.le (If colonies, to open from these R tmde tor herself to foreigll countries,
and to exclude, at the I'Ilme time, a t'eciproclll trade to IIuch colonies, by foreign
Coulltries, the use to he made of the monopoly need 1I0t be traced. II:! character will be placed in a just relief hy supposing that one of the colouial il'lands,
instead of its preseDt distance, happened to be ill the viciuity of Great Britain;
or that one of the islands in that vicinity should receive the name nlHI lJe regarded in the light of a colouy, with the ,;ecnliar privile!!,es claimed for colOJiielil.
Is it 1I0t mallifest that, in this case, the /ilvorerl isllm" might be made the sole
medium of the commercial interconrse with foreign lIations, alld the pnrellt
country thence enjoy every eS!;Ientil11 advantage, as to the terms of it, which
would flow 1i-om an unrcciproca1 trade from her other POJ1S with other II11tioll8 ?
FortlJlllltely, the British claims, however speciously colol'ed or adroitly Olanaged, were repelled at the commencement of our commercial career us an independent people, and at successive epo"hs nnder the exiHting Constitlltioll, both
in legislative discussions and in diplomatic negotiations. The claillls wel'e
repelled on the solid grollnd that the colonial trade, as a righlJul mOllopoly, was
limited to tbe inter"ourse between the parent country and its colonies, and
between one colony Illld aJlother; tbe whole being, stt'ictly, in the natlil"C of a
cOlisting trade Irom olle to another port of the !lame nation-a trade with which
no other nation has a right to interfere. It follows, of necessity, that the parent
country, wbenever it opens a colonial port for a direct trade to a foreign country,
departs, itself, fi'om the principle of colonial monolloly, and elltities the foreign
country to the same reciprocity, in every respect, liS in it~ intercourse with any
other ports of the nation.
Thi!l is common sen8e and common right. It is still more, if more could be
requirerl. It is in conformity with the established llsage of nil lIations, other
thall Great Britain, which have .. olonies. Some of those nntions are known to
adhere to the mOllopoly of their col~llial trllde, with 1111 the vigor and cOllstancy
which circumstances permit. But it is alHo known that, whenever, Ilild li'olll
whatever calise, it hus Iwen fonnd necesAAry or expedient to open their colonial
ports to a foreign trade, the rule ofrf'ciprocit)' ill favor "f the foreigll purt) was
not refill'ed, lIor, OR is believed, a right to relit~e it pretended.
It cannot he Mid that the reciprol!it)' "RS didated by a deficiency in the commercial marine. Francf', at least, coulrlnot he, ill e, ery instance, go\'erned hy
that consideration; and Holland stillles8, to say nothing of the na\'igating states
of Sweden and Denmark, which have rOI'eh', if ever, enforced II coloni .. 1 monopoly. The remark is, indeed, obvious, th~t the shipping liberated from the
usual conveyance of supplies from the parent country to the colonies might be
employed, in the new channels opened for them, ill supplies from abroud.
Reciprocity. or an equivalent fOl' it, if< the only rille of intercourse among independent communitie,,; Itnd 110 nlltion ought to admit It doctrine, or adopt an
illvariltble policy, which would preclude the conlltemcting measurf>S neres!<I1ry
to enforce the rille.
2. The theory supposes, rnoreover, a perpetual peace - a supposition, it is to
he feareo, lIot less chimerical than a universal freedom of comnler.-e.
The effect of Wllr, among the ..ommerrinl and manufactming nations of the
world, in raising the wa/!'es of lubor nud the cost of its prodncl8, with a like efff>!"t
on the char~es oflreight aud insurance, need neither proof nor explanation. III
order to determine, therefore, a qnestion of e('onomy, between rlepending nn
foreign supplies nnd encour8l!ing dome1'tie Imhstitlltes, it is necessary to cowpare the prohable periods of war wit!.. the pruhable periods of pence, lind the
COllt of the domestic encouragement 10 time of peace with the cost added to
foreign Rrticlell in time of war.
During the last century, the periods of war and peDre ha"e heen nearly equal.
The effect of a state of wl1r in rni8ing the price of importf>d articles canllot be
flIItimRted with eX8rtne~!<. It is certain, however, that the incrensed price of
particular articll'M IlIAy make it cheaper to mRnnfacture them at home.
Taking, lor the sake of illustration. an equality in the two periods, Rnd the
cost of an imported yard of rloth in time of war to he nine alld a holf rlollars,
and in time "f peace to he seYen dollars, whilst the 'UI'Ile could at all times be
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manufactured at borne for eight dollars, it is evident that a tariff of ooe dollar
aUlI a quarter 00 the imported yard would protect the horne manufacture in
time of peace, and avoid a tax of one dollar and a half imposed by a dtate
of war.
It cannot be said that the manufactures which could oot support them&l!lves
against foreign comlletition, in periods of peace, would spring up of therul!elves
at the recurreoce of war prices. It must be obvious to everyone, that, apart
from the difficulty of great and sudden changes of employment, 00 prudent
cupitulists would engage in expensive establishlllenta of' auy sort, at the COIDmencement of' a war of unl'ertllin duration, with a cel'tllimy of having them
cru,hed hy the retnrn of pt'ace.
'fhe 8trictesl economy, therefore, suggests, as exceptions to the general rule,
an estimate, in every {1.'iven CUIIe, of war and peace, periods and prices, with
inferellces therefrom of Ihe amount of a tariff' which might be afforded during
peace, in order to avoid the tax resulting from war; and it will occur at onee
that the inferences will be strengthened hy adding, to the suppositioll of wan
wholly foreign, thllt of Will''' in which our OWll country might be a party.
3 It is au opinion in which 1111 111118t agree, that no nlltion ou~ht to be unneces!IIIrily dependent on othel's for the munitions of public defeuce, or for the
material8 eSII"ntial to iI "aval force, where the nut ion has a mllritime frontier, or
a foreign commerce, 10 protect. To this clUBS of' exceptions to the theory may
be udded the instruments of ugricuhure, und of the mechanic arts which supply
tile other primury wautll of the community. The time hus heen, when many of
these were derived fi'o!J1 Il foreign source, and some of them might relapse into
that dellendence, were the encouragement of the fubrication of them at home
withdrawn. Bllt, as all foreign sources mllst lie liable to interrnptiolls too illconvenient 10 lie hazarded, a provident policy would favor an internal and
independent source, as a reasonable exception to the general rule of consultiug
cheapne~s alone.
4. There lire Cllses wh~re a nation may be so far advanced in the prerequisites for a porticular bfRllch of manufactures, that this, if once brought into existence, would Impl)OI·t itself; and yet, unle~s aided, in its nalleent and infant
state, hy puhlic ellcouragement and II confideuce in public proteNion, might
remain, if 110t altogether, for a long time, unattempted without success. Is not
our cotton manufacture a fair example? However favored hy all advantageous
commulld of the row material, and a muchinery which dillpeol!es in so extrnordinary a proportion with manual lahor, it is quite probable that, without the
impulse j!'iven hy a wur cutting off foreign 8upplies, and the patronage of an
eurly tariff, it migl.t not even yet have established itl!elf; a!"d pretty certain that
it would be far short of the prosperous condition which enables it to face, in
foreign markets, the fabrics of a nation that defies 1111 other competitors. The
numher must be small that would now pronounce this manufacturing b001l not
to have been cheaply purehal!ed by the taJiff which nursed it into its present
mllfurity
5. Should it happen, a8 has heen suspected, to be an object, though not of a
foreign j?;overnment itself, of its great ll1anufucttJring ca)litalistil, to I!tran~le in
the cradle the iufant manufactures of 8n eXlensive cllstomer, or an antiCipated
rivul, it would sllrely, in such a C886, be incumhent on the sufferin:z flurty so far
to make un exc-eption to the" let ulone" poli(,y. 88 to Imrry tlte evil by OPI)osite
re~lIlarion8 ofitli forl'ign comme:ee.
6. It is a common ohjection to the public encouragement of particular
branches of industry, thftt it culls off'lahorers frolll other branches fonnd 10 be
more I)rofitable; and the ohjection is in general a weighly one. Bllt it 10!IC8
that character in proportion to the effect of the encoufR!I'ement in attracting
skilful laborera from abroad. Something of this 80rt has already taken place
among ourselves, and much more of it il! in protlpect; 8od, 118 far 8S it !las
taken or may take place, it forms ao exceptioll to the gelleral policy in
question.
The hiFtory of manufactures in Great Britain. the greatest manufactllring
Dation in the world. informs liS that the woollen branch - till of late her gl'f'.atest bran:h - owed both its original and subsequent growths to IIe-.•...,d
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exilell from the Netherlands; lind thllt her silk manufaoturet! - now a 1I01lris.).
iug and favorite bntfJch - were not less indeb&ed to .emigrants flying froID the
pel1!ecuting edicts of France. - Jlnder8on', Hiltory of ~
It appears, indeed, from the general history of manufacturing indulltry, that
tbe prompt aud successfill introduction of it into new situations has been the
result of emigration Irom countl"ies in which Ulanutilctures had gradually grown
up to a prosperous state; 08 into Italy on the fall of 'he Greek empire; Irom Italy
into Spain and Flanders, on the lollS of liberty in Florence and other cities; and
from Flanders lind France into Eugland, as above noticed. - FranJdin', Canada
Pamphld.
In the selection of cases here made as exceptions to the" let alone" theory,
none huve been included whicb were deemed controvertihle. And if I have
viewed the III, or a part of them only, in tbdr true light, they show, ~hat was to
be shown, that the power granted to Congress to encourage domestIc products,
by regulations of foreign trade, was proverly granted, inasmuch as the power
is, in effect, confined to thut body, and may, when exercised with a sound legislative discretion, provide the better for tbe aafety and pros~rity oCthe nation.
With great esteem and regard,

JOI. C. CUELL, Esq.

JAMES MADISON •

•
BANKS.
LETTER FROM J. MADISON TO CHAS. J. INGERSOLl.,
OF THE PENNsrLVAl<lA LEGl!J.ATURE,

ON THE SURJECT OF "BILLS OF CREDIT j "
Dated MONTPELIER, February 22,1831.
I have received your letter of January 21, asking1. I, there any 'late poUlt· to make bankl'1
2. Is the federal power, IJI hal been exerr:i.aed, or a' propowJ to be c:rtreistd, by
Pnsident JacklOn, preferable 1
The evil which produced the prohibitory clause in the Constitution of the
United 8tate~, was ·the practice of the states in making bills of ("reoit, and, in
some instances, opprai~ed property, a "leICal tenoer." If the notes of state
banks, therefore, whether chartered or unchartered, be mafle a legal tender, they
are prohibited; if not made a legal tender, they do not fall within the prohi~
itory dause. The numher of the Federalist referred to waR writtE'n with that
view of the suhje('t; and this, with probably other contemporary expositions,
and the uninterrupted practice of the Rtates in creating and permitting banks,
withont "\IIkin~ their notes a legal tender, would seem to be a bar to the questiOD, if it were not inexpedient now to ngitate it.
A virtual and ineidllntaf enforcement of the depreciated notes of the state
hanks, by tl. .. ir cl'owlling nut a sOl1l1d medium, though a great evil, WIIS not fo~
!It'en; and, if it had heen apprehenoed, it is questionable whether the COJll"titutiOIl of the United States, (which had many nb8tnrles to encounter,) would have
..entured to ~lJard against it, hyan additional provision. A virtual, IIno, it is
hoped, all adequate remedy, limy hereafter be fouod in the refiJ811J of state
paper, when debnl'ed, in OilY of the federal tranaactions, ano the control of the
federal ballk j thill being itself controlled from suspending its specie payments
hy !I,e public authority.
On the other qlJell,ion, I readily decid .. ~imt the project re('ommended hy
the l'resident. RelltiOns, more than sufficient, appear to have been prt'sclltflf:1 to
Ihe public in the reviews, and other commentll, which it has called forth. How
far a hint for it may have been taken from Mr. Jefferson, ) kuow 1I0t. Tba
DEAR SIR:
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kindred ideas of tbe latter may he Been in bis l\lemoirs, &eo, vol. iv. pp. 196,
207, 526 i • and bis view of the state banks, vol. iv. pp. 199, 220.
There are sundry statutes in Virginia, prohibiting the circulation of notel,
payable to bearer, whether issued by individuals, or unchartered banks.

JAMES MADISON.

IDEAS OF MR. JEFFERSON ON BANKS j
REFERRED TO BY VII.. V"'DISOll' II' THE PRECEllIlI'G LETTER.
[EXTRACT.]

The bill for establishing a nationlll bank, in 1791, undertakes, among other
things,1. To form the subscribers into a corporation.
2. To enable them, in their corporate cupacities, to receive grants of lands,
and, so far, is against the laws of mortmain. t
3. To make alien subscribers capable of holding lands; and, so far, is against
tlte laws of alienage.
4. To transmit theBe lands, on the death of a proprietor, to a certain line of
5ucceSS01"; and, so far, changes the course of durenta.
5. To pllt the lund!! out of the reuch of forfeiture, or escheat; and, 50 far, is
against the laws of forfeilure nnd uclua.t.
6. To tralllllllit personal chattels to successors, in a certain line; and, so far,
is against tire laws of di8tribution.
7. To give them the sole and eXclusive right of hanking, under the natioIlal
authority; and, so far. is against the laws of monopoly.
8. To communicute to them a I)owcr to make laws, paramount to the laws
of the states; tor so they must be conHtrued, to protect the institution f1'01O tha
control of the ~tate legislatures; and so, IJrolmuly, they will be construed.
I consider the foundation of the COl1stitutioJl us luid on this ground - that all
powers not delegate:[ to tlu United Stales, Ity tlv Constitution, nor prohibited by-it 10
tlu states, nre rueroed to th~ strrtu, or to the peop'e, (12th amend.) To tuke II ~i~
gle tltep heyond the boundaries thus speciully drawn llround the powers oli
COllgres!!, is to tuke po!!scssion of a ooundle!'S fiel.l of power, no louger slIscep.
tiule of any definition.
The incorporation of a bank, Rnd the powers nssumed by this bill, huve not,
III Illy opinion, been delegated to the United Stutes by the Constitution .
• Extrae, from Pr ..itlent Jarkson'$ .Message l!f December 7, Itl:lO. - " It bl'com"s
us to inqu.re, wheth .. r it be not possible to ""cure the advnntar-" atrord.·d by the
present bank, through the agency of a bank of the Un,ted States, 80 modified,
In

Its

pnnciples and structure, Ra to obViate constitutional and other objections.

It IS thought practicable to organize such a bank, with the npc".sary officE'fS,
as a blanch of the treasury departm~nt, based on the publiC and individual d.. po.it.&,
Without pawer to make loans or purchase property, which shall remit the funds of the
~overnment, and the expenses of which Olay be paid, if thought advisable, by allowing
Its officers to sell. bill. of exchange to J,rivate individuals, at a mod .. rate prt'miuDl
Not bemg a corporate body, having no ltoekholders, d.. btors, or propE'rty, and but few
officer •. It wO'Jld not be obnoxioul to the cOllstitltliowd objections which are urg<>d
agamst the present bank; and having no mt'an. to opE'rate on the hopes, fears, or m·
terest., of largE' masse. of the community. it would be shorn of the influence which
make. that bank formidable. The states would be strengthened by haVing in their
hand. the means of furnishing the local paper currency through their own bank.,
whilt,th., Bank of the United States, though issuing no paper, would check t.bt> illllU~
of the .tate banks, by takma their note. in deposit, and for exchang<>, on.ly 80 long as
they contmue to be rede~m~d with specie."
t Thouah the Constitution controls the Illws of mortmain 80 far as to permit CoD·
gress itsl'lf to hold lands for certain purpoees, yt't not 80 far .... w permit them tu
comlDunicate a SI milar right to other corporate bodie...
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J. Th'1! fIre not among the polDer8 8j1tCitrlly en_mUd. 10, lAue an:, 1. A power to lay taxes for tile purpose of paying the debts of the United
bill to
SlBtes. But uo debt ill paid by this bill, nor all~ tax laid. Were it
raise money, its organiZtition ill the Senate would condemn it by the COIISt'
tution.
2. To "borrow money." But this bill neither borrows money nor msures
the borrowing of it, The proprietors of the bank will be just as free 115 lilly
other money-holders 10 leud, or not to lend, their money to the public. The
operation proposed ill the bill, first to lend them two millions, ami then horrow
thelu buck agaiu, cauuot chall~e ti,e nature of the lutter uct, which will still !>t,
u puymellt, ali<I not a loall, cull it hy whllt uame you plense.
3. "To regulate COllllllcr('e "ith foreign nution ..., and among the stutet', nnd
with the Iudiull triUe~." To erect a halik, lind to regulate commerce, are very
differellt IIctS. He who erect,. a hank createe a subject of commerce in it~ bills;
so dOl'8 he who makes a bushel of wheat, or digs a dollar out of the lIIines: yet
lIeither of the~e persons regulutes COlllllll'rce therehy. To Il1l1ke a thillg willcit
lOay he UolIght Ilnd sold, is not to pre~cri!Je rel!ulatiollS tor bllying IIl1d sel!illg.
Be"ides, if this were all exercise of the power ofreglliating commerce, it would
be void, liS extendi"l! as IIIl1ch 10 the internal commerce of every state, as to ils
exteruul. For (he power j.!iven to Congress hy the Constitution does 1I0t extend to the interual reglilation of the ('ommerce ofa state. (that i~ to say, of the
commerce betweell citizen lind citizen,) whicll remain8 exclu~ivl'ly with it~ own
legisluture; but to ils extel'llUl COIl.lllerCe ollly, tillil is to suy, its cotnlllerce \\ ith
!lnother 8l11te, or with to"eign nation ..., or with the Illdian trihes. A('cordillgly,
the hill dnes 1I0t propose the measllre us a "reguilltion of trade," but as " productive of consideruhle advalltlle;e to trade."
Still le~s are Ihese powers co~vered by 1111)' other of the special ellumerations.
II. Nor are they within eilher oJ the general. phrase" tvltich are the two JolluU'-

a

lng:-

1. "To IllY tuxes to provide for the generul welfare of the Uniled Slates;"
thut is to l'IIy, "to Illy tuxesJor the purpose of providing for the general weltilre;"
fOl' the Illyillg of tllxes is the power, lind the general wellitre the pllrpO~ for
which the power is to be exercised. COllgress are IIllt to lay tfiXes ad libllum,
JUl' an,l! JI1trpo8e they please; bllt only to pay 1M debtB, or provideJor the !celfare, C!{
the Union. III like munnel', they llre not to d() any thi~ they pieMe, to pro \'Ide
for the generlll welliu'e, hut only to 1,'1' taxes for thut purpose. To ('onsider the
lottt'l' phrRRC, not as "e~cribing tl.e p;lrpo8e of the first, but as giving It Ilistinct
allli illdependent power to do IIny flrt they plellse willch might be for the goo~
of the Union, would rendel' all the pn~ceding alld subsequent enllllleratJOIIS of
powel' completely u..ele~s. It would reduce the whole instrument to n ~inl!'le
phrllse - that of instituting a Congress with power to do whatever would be tor
the good of the United St"te~; and, liS they would he the sole judge~ of the
good or evil, it woulll he IIlw a power to do whatever evil they I'lell"ed. It is
an estahlished mle of I'oll~tl'llction, where a phral!le will !Jear either of t\\'o Ilwunings, to give it thnt whirll will allow some nleaning to the other pllrts of the
instl'llment, alld IIOt Ihat whieh Will render 011 the others useless. Certainly no
8uI,h universal power wus meant to be given them. It WIIS intended to lace
thelll up straitly within the enumerated powers, and those without which, as
lIlellns, these powers could 1I0t he cllrried into effect. It is known that the vel1'
power \10" proposed aa a nreans, WIIS rejected a8 an end by the Convention u·ltich
Jorlllfd the C0l18tituiion. A propol'ition was made to them, to autl.lOrize Congress to open canol.., and an amendatory one to empower them to IIIcorpol'llte.
But the whole wos reJecled; snd one of tlte reOI!OIli! of objection urged in debute
was, tlut! thev then would have a power to erect a blink, whic~ wOlild rendel
great cities, whpre there were prejudices and jealousies on that tlubject, adverse
ro the reception of the Constitution.
2. The second generlll phras.. is, "to make all laws 'MCt$8ary alld proper for
t'arryillg into execution the enumerated powers." But tI,r:.)' call all be CArried
into execution without II 'ballk. A bank, therefore, is not mcu8ary, Rnd consequentlv 1I0t ollthorized bv this phrose.
It hiis heen much UI:ged .that a bonk will give great fadlirv or convenience ill
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roe llOlJection of taxes. SUppo!!l! this were true; yet the Constitution allo....
only the mean. which are .. neee_ry," Dot thOll8 which Ilre merely .. com.enient," fOr effeeung the enumerated powe.... Ifluch a latitude of cOIl8trUction
he allowed to this phral!e as to givt' nny non-enumerated !IOWer, it will go to
every olle; for there is no one which ingenuity may not tortllre into a convenience, in lOme way or othu, to lOme one of so long a list of enumerated (lOwe.... II
would swallow lip 811 the delegateel IlOweri!, 8ud reduce the whole to one phrase,
as before observed. Therefore it was that the Constitution restrained them to
the ne:cu8ary meanM; that is to say, to those means without which the grant of
the power would be Ilugatory.
Perhaps ballk hills may be a more conwnimt vehicle than treasury orde....
But a little dijferenu. in the degree of ('onvenienf'e call not constitute the lIt'cellshy which thtl Constitution lIIake. the ground for ll!!IIumillg any /loll-enumerated
power.
Can it be thought that the Constitution intended thut, for a shade or two of
ronvrnience, more or leas, COII!!,rel!8 should be authorized to break down the most
ancient and fundumenllli law8 of the 8!wt'ral statt's, such us those a~aillst mortmain, the laws of aliellllge, the rules of deseent, the acts of distribution, the laws
of escheat and forfeiture, and Ihe laws of monopoly?
Nothing but a neressity invincible by any other means, can justify such a
prostration Ofld'V!!, which constitute the pillars of Ollr whole system of jurisprudence. Will Congress be too strait-laced to carry the Constitution into
honest effect, unless they may pass over the foundation laws of the state governments, for the slightest collvenience to theirs?
The negative of the PI'esident is the shield prO\'ided by the Constitution to
proteet, against the invasiollll of the legislature, 1. The riglrJa of tAt. executiut j
2. Of tht .iudiciary; 3. Of tAt. 8tate8 and atale ltgialaturu. The present is the
ease of a right remllining exclusively with the states, and is, consequently, one
of those illtcnded by the Constitution to he pla('ed under his protection.
It must be added, however, that, uuJe!!S the President's mind, on a view of
every thing Which is urger! for and against this bill, is tolerahly clear othat it i.
unauthorized by the Constitution, if the pro and the con hang 80 even a8 to halance his JOudgmeut, a just rellpect for the wisdom of the legislature would
naturally ecide the balance in fnvor of their opinion. It is cbiefly for ClllleS
where they are clearly misled by error, ambition, or interest, that the Constitution has placed a check in the negative of the President. February 15, 179L
THOl\IAS JEFFERSON.

NOTES-ON BANKS.
Marc1r. 11, 1798. When the bank bill was under discussion, in tbe HOUR ot
Representntives, Jud,t:e Wilson came in, and was Btanding by Bnldwin. Baldwin reminded him ofthe following fact, which pas..-.ed in .. tht. grrmd Cont!mlion."
Among the enumerated powers given to Congress, was one to erect corporations. It WII!I, on debate, "tnlck out. Several purtieular powers were then
proposed. Among otbel'l', Robert Morril proposed to give CongrelVl a power to
estahlish a national bank. Gouvel'Tlt1l1' M0rri8 opposed it. ohserving Ihat it was
extremely doubtful whether the Con~titution they were framing could ever be
passed at all by the people of America; that, to ,Ive it its best ehanee, however,
they should make it as palatsble 8.11 po&!ihle, and put nothing into it, not very
easential, which mi/Cht raise up enemies; that his colleague (Robert Morrilll
well knew that" a 0011&" was in their slate (Pennsylvania) the very watchword
of party; that II bank had been the./Crest hon.e of. content!on. betwee~ the two
parties of the state from the estabhshment of their COllStltUtlOn; havmg been
erected, put down, erected again, 8S either party preponderated; that, therefore,
10 inaert this power would i~lItantly enlist .against the who!e illstrll!"ent the
-bole of the anti-bank party III Pennsylvallla. Whereupon It Willi rejeCted, all
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wa& every ether special power, except that of giving copyrights to authors, anti
patt-ntl! to inventors; the general power of illcorporating being whittled dowlI
to this shred. Wilson agreed to the tact. -Jeff-" Memoin.

LETTER OF MR. MADISON TO MR. STEVENSON,
DATED 27TH

NOVEMBER, 1830,

EX_-\MINING THE ORIGIN AND PRUGRESS OF THE CLAUSE OF THE COlliSTITUTlON" TO PAY THE DEBTS, AND PROVIDE FOR THE COMMON
DEFENCE, Ikc."
[EXTRACT.]

A special provision, says I\lr. Madison, could not have been necesaary for the
debts of the lIew COllgress; for a power to provide mon«:y, and a power to perform certllin acts, of which money is the ordinary and appropriate means, mUHt,
of course, carry with them a power to pay the expense of perti.rmillg the uctA
Nor WIIS auy f!lpecial provision for debt.! propOl!ed till the case of the revolutionary debts was brought inlO view i and it is a fair presulllption, from the
course of the val'ied prof'Ositions which have heen noticed, that hut lor the old
dehts, alld their 8l!sociatwn Wilh the terms" common delimce aud generul wei
fare," the clause would hal'e remained, al! reported in the first draft of a constiultion, expre&!illg, ~enerally," a power in Congress to lay und collect taxes,
duties, imposts, ami exci!les," without any addition of the phrase "to pl'oville
for the common defence and p:eneral welfare." With this IIddition, indeed, the
Illnguage of the "Iamle being in conformity with that of the c1alll~e in the Articles of COlllederalion, it would be quulified, as in those Articles, by the specification of powers 8u!ljoined to it. But there if! sufficient reason to suppose tlJllt
the terms in question would not have been introduced, hut for the introduction
of the old dehts, with which tbey happened to lltand in a familiar, tholl/lh
inoperRtive, relation. Thus imroduced, however, they pass, ulldistm'hed,
through the snbsequent arages of the Conlltitution.
If it be asked why the terms "common defence and /Ztlneral wellare," if nol
meant to convey the comprehenl!ive power which, tuken Iilel'ully, they expre;;~,
were 1I0t qnalified nnd explained by some reference to the particular power
snbjoined, the answer is at hand -that, although it might easily have been
dOlle, and experience shows it lIIi;:ht be well if it had been done, yet the omission is accounterl for hy nn illattention to the phraseokl~y, occasioned, dOllbtle~8,
hy the identity with the harmless character attached to It in the illstrument from
which it Wll!! borrowed.
nllt may it not be asked, witb iniillitely more propriety, Ilnd without the
po~sibility .of a satisfactory answer, why, if the terms were meant to emhra('e
not only all the po\\ers panicularly expre8l!ed, but the indefinite power which
I.as heen clnimed under them, the intention was not 60 declar..d j why, on that
lIupposition, so much critical labor was employed in enumentting the paniclliar
powers, lind in defining and limiting their extent?
The variations Imd Vicissitudes in the rnodifieation ufthe clalll!le in which the
terms" common defence and general welfare" appear, are remarkable, Ilnd to
be 110 otherwise explained than by differences of opinion r.oncerning the necessity or the form of a constitutional provision for the dehts of the revollllion;
some of the members upprehending improper c1l1ims for I08l!e.., hy depreciated
hills of credit; others, all evasion of proper claims, if not positively brolljlbt
within the authorized functions of the new government; and others, agaill,
considering the past debts of the United States lit! sdr.eientIY!!acured hy the
prin"iple that no change ill the government eould change the ohiigRtionll of
the nation. Besides the indications in the Journal, the history 0; tiM' pel iod
unctioDs this explunation.
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But it is 10 be emphatically remarked, that, in the multitude of IDPtions,
!Jropoeitioos, aDd amendments, there is Dot a Bingle one having reference to the
!ermB "comruon defence aDd general weltiue," 001_ we were BO 10 underatand
the proposition containing them, made on AugUBt 25th, whieh wu disagreed to
by all the 8tlltes except one.
The obvious concluaioo 10 which we are brought is, that tbe8e term-. copied
from the Articles of Confederation, were regarded in the new, u in tbe old
instrument, merely u general term-. explained and limited by the subjoined
specifications, and therefore requiring no critical attention or studied precaution.
If the practice of the revolutionary Congre88 be pleaded ill opposition to thi8
view of the case, the plea is met by the notoriety, that, on several accounts, the
practice of that body is not the expositor of the "Articles of Confederation."
These Articles were not in force till they were finally I'Iltified by Marylalld in
1781. Prior to that event, the power ofCongre88 Will! mell8ured by the exigencie" of the war, and derived Its 88nction from the acquiescence of the 8t11tes.
After that event, habit, and a continued expediency, amounting often to a real or
al'parent neeel!lllity, prolonged the eXtlrcise of an undefined authority, which Will!
the more readily overlooked, u the membel'll of the body held their seatB during
pleasure; iii! itB actli,particularly after the failure of the bills of credit, dellended,
tor their efficacy, on the will of the 8tate; and as its general impotency became
manifest. Examples of departure from the prescribed rule lire too well known
to require proof. The ease of the old Bank of North America might be cited 118
!1 memol'llbie one. The incorporatiug ordinance grew out of the inferred
neeesaity of such an institution to carry on the war, by aiding the finances, which
were starving under the neglect or inability of the statell to furnish the _ _d
quotas., Congre88 W8ll at the time BO much aware of the deficient authority,
that they recommended it 10 tbe state legislatures 10 pa88 Inws giving due
effect to the ordinance, which was done by Pennsylvania and several other
oIlate8.
Mr. WihIon, justly di8tinguished for hill illtellectual powers, being deeply
impressed with the importance of a bank at such a crisis, published a 8mall
pamphlet, entitled "Consideration8 ('11 the Bank of North America," in whieh
he eudeavored 10 derive the power from the nature of the Union, iu which the
colonies were declared and became independent states, and also from the tellor
of the" Articles of Confederation" themselves. But what i8 particularly worthy
of notice is, that, with all bi8 anxious search in those Articles for such a power,
he never glauced at the terms "cowmon defence and general welfare," 08 11
source of it. He rather ch08e to rest the claim on a recital in the text," that,
fOI' the more cOllvenient management of the genera.l interests of the United States,
delegate8 8hall be annually appointed to meet in Congre811," which, be said,
implied that the United States had genel'lll rights, general powers, and geneml
obligationll, not derived from any particular state, nor from all the particular
Btates, takeu sel18rately, but" resulting from the Union of the whole;" these
general powers not being controlled by t:he article declllring. th!,t. each 81Rte
retBilled all powers not granted by the ArtIcles, because "the mdlVldual states
never POllsessed, and could not retain, a general power over the others."
The authol·ity Rnd argument here resorted to, if proving the ingenuity and
patriutic anxiety of the author, on one hand, 8how sufficiently, on the other,
that the term "common defence Rnd general weltiue" could 1I0t, according to
the known acceptation of them, avail his object.
That the term8 in question were not IlUSpeCted, in the Convention which
formed the Constitution, of any 8uch meaning a8 has been constructively applied
~ them, may be pronounced with entire confidence; for it exceeds the possihilty of belief, that the known advocates, in tbe Convention, for a jealollll jtfIlnt
.wd cautiolls definition of federal powers, 8hould have silently permitted the
mtroduction of words orlhrases in a sense rendering fhlitle8ll the restrictionB
and definition8 elaborate hy them.
Con8ider, for a moment, the imtneailurable difference between the Collstitll~
tion, limited in ita powers to the enumerated objects, and expanded 118 it would
be by the import claimed for the Fhraseology in question. The difference ill
equivalent to two constitutions, 0 characters _ntiaJly contl'll8ted with each
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othe,'; the one JIOIIIIeIIIIint.::el'll confined to certain ~citied cues, the other
extended to all cue" w
ver. For what ill the cue that would DOt be
embraced by a genel1l1 power to raise money, a power to provide for the gellerlll
welfare, and a power t(. pass all laws neceuary and proper to carry theee
powel1l iuto execution - 011 such provisions and laws superseding, lit the StlIJle
tillie, all IOt'al law8 Ilnd condtitutioll8 at variance with them? C,m Ie.. be Stliu,
'vith the evidellC8 before U8 Ihruisbed by tbe Journal of the Convention itself;
HulU that it i.! ilUJloBilible that lIuch a constitution 8B the latter would have heeu
recommended to tbe 8tates by 1111 the llJerubel'll of that IJody whOlle IIIlDles were
lIubscribed to the instrument ?
PllBIIing from thiS view of rite sense in which the terms" common defellce
aLd general welfiue" were lI!1ed by the fhtmel1l of the COllstitution, let UlS look
for thut irl Which they IJlllllt hllve been nnderHtood hy the cOllventio1l8, or ruth!!r
by the peol'le, who, through their convention", Ilccepted alld rlltified it. Aud
here the evidence ill, if po!!Sible, Iltill more irre~istible, that the terms could 1I0t
hltve been regarded as giving a IlCOI'8 to federullegislation infinitely lIIore ohjectionltble than IlIlY of the IIl'eeified powers which produced snch I!trenU<l1l1l
oppo"ition, and calls for amendments which might be BIIfeguardll against the
dangers apprehended from them.
Without redJrring to the published debates of those convention", which. nR
far as they can be relied 011 for accurscy, would, it ill believed, not impair the
evidence turuisbed hy theil" recorded proceediugs. it will suffice to cOllsult
the list of amelldments proposed by such of the conventions liS cOllsidued tLe
powers gl1lnted to the government too extenllive, or 1I0t Aafely defined.
Besidell the relltrictive lind expillnatory amendmentll to the text ot'the Constitution, it mlly be observed, that II 10llg list WIlR premised under the nallle and ill
the nature of" Declaratiolls of Rights j" nil of them iuilieating II jelliousy of the
fedeml powers, and an anxiety to Rlultiply lIecnrities Rgainst U cOl1stru('[ive enllU"gE'ment of them. But tbe appeal is 1II0re particularly wade to the 1l111llber aud
ullmre of the amendmetllS prop00!8u to be made llpecific and integrul purts of
the constitutiollal text.
No 18B8 than !leven stlltes, it appears, .:oncurred in adding to their ratifications
a series of amendments, which they deemed requi"ite. Of these amendlllents.
rline were propoAed hy the Convention of MlltIIOIlchlllletta, five by dilit of South
ClIrolinll, twelve by that of New Hampshire. twenty by that of VirjCiuia, thirtythree by that of New York, twenty-six by that of North Carolina, and twent)olle by thot of Rhode Island.
Here are a nllijority of the states proposing amendments, in one il18tall("e
Ihit1y-three by a single state, all of them intended to circumscriile the )lower
~"I1IlIted by them 10 the general government, by explanlltiollfl, reetrictiolls, 01'
prohibitiolls, without including a single proposition from a !lingle state referrilll£
to the lerlllS "common defeuCe and general wellare;" which, if uuderstood to
convey the aBllerlt'd power, could not have failE'd to be the (lower mOBt AlrelluOlIsly lIimed al. because evidently more alarming in its range than "II the
powers objecled to put together. And thllt the terms IIhould have passed Itltogether unuoticed hy tI,e mauy eyes which IIBW danger iu terms and l,hrIl8e~
llIuployed in 80me of the 1II0!'t minute IIlId limited of the eUllnlel1lted power",
IIIUllt be regarded as a demonstration that it walS taken for ~rllllted tlml the
terms were harmless, because explained and limited, as ill the" Article!! of
Confc(lerlltion," by the emllnersled powers which tollowp.d them.
A like demonstrstion thllt these terms were not underl'tood in nnv sense Ihllt
could invest CongreBil with powel'll not otherwise bestowed hy the cOllstitllliolllli chllrter, may he found in what poised in the first session of CongrePII,
wh .. n the subjects of IIl1lendlllent were taken up, with the eoncililltory view of
treeing the Constitution trom ohjeclions which had been IIIl1d.· to tlie exteilt of'
Its rmwf'n!, or to the unguarded terms employed in deserihing them. Not only
were the lerms" cOlllmon defence and general welfure" unnoticed in Ihe 101lA'
Jist of amendments brought forward in the oUlset, but the 10111'1111111 ofCongre",o
.how that, in the progress of the dillClI~8ions, not a sinllie propOAition wllslIlnd.,
in either branrh of the legisiftture, which referred to the phrsse 1111 ••tmitting B
t',onstructive enlargement of the grsnted Jlowen!, aIld requiring au amendment
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guarding agamlt it. Such a forbearance lind silence on sueh an OCCll!ilioll, and
among so lIIany members who belonged to the pttrt of the nlltion whi<,b called
for explanatory and restrictive amendments, and who had beel! elected a8 known
advocates fOr them, cannot be accounted tor without 8uPlIOMing that the terms
.. common defence aud general welfare" were not, at thut tillie, deemed susceptible of UIlY such construction as bUI since beeu up plied to thelll.
It lIIay be thonnht, perhaps, due to the lIuhject, to alh'ert 10 a letter of Ortober
5, 1787, to Samutii Adams, and another, of Octoher lti, of'the 8IllllC year, to the
governor oi'Virginia, from R. H. Lee, ill both of which it hi ~een tllllt ti,e terllls
hud Ilttructe,i hill notice, aud'were upprehended by him" to suhmit to Congress
every object of humllll legillilltioll." But it ill parti'mlolrly worthy ofremllrk that,
although a member of the Senate of the United State~, when amelldllleUtl! to
the Con~titU!ioli were before that house, and "undry additiolls awl ulteJ'Utiolloi
were there Illude to the Ii~t sent from the other, 110 Ilotire was taken of those
terms III! I,regllllut with dauger. It mUlit be interred thut the opillion formed
lly the dilltiuguished member, at the til'lll view of the Coutltitution, lOld before it
had ,been fully discUlI86d alld elucidated, had beell changed into a conviction
that the terms did not fairly admit the conltructiou hp. had originally put 011
them, Ilnd theretore needed no explanatory precaution agaiust it.
Note, Againet the opinion of Mr. Madi.on, there are the opinions of men of great
eminence; and among these may be enumerated Presidenlll Wuhington, JefferaoD,
and Monroe, and Mr. Hamilton.

MADISON'S LETTER
011 THE

CONSTITUTIONALITY OF THE BANK OF THE U;"lITED STATES;
Dated MOIITPKLIER, JU7&IJ 25, 18.11
DEAlt Sill: I have received your friendly letter of the 18th illst. The few
lilies which answerpd yonr former one, of the 21",t of Janllllry IlIst, wel'e written
in /oaSle and in bad health; but they expre886d, though without the attention in
&Ollie reslltlcts due to the occasion, a dissent from the views of the PI'esldent, as
to a Balik of the United State., and a substitute for it; to wbich I call1lOt but
adhere. The objections to the latter have Rllpellred to me to preponderate
greatly over the advantage8 expected from it, and the coniltitutionalitv of the
former I litill regard as lIulitained by the consideratious to which J yielded, ill
giving my all8ent to the exillting bank.
The "harge of inconsilltency between my objection to the conlltitutiollulity of
lIuch a bauk in 1701, alld my assent in 1817, turns on tlte qUeoilioll, how far
legi ..llltive precedents, eXIJOunding the f'A)n~itution, ought to guide succeediug
legislatures, lind to overrule individual opinions.
Some oll8Curity has been thrown over the que8tion, by confounding it with
the re"pect due from olle Iegildature to laws JlII886d by precedillg le!{islalUrcB.
Bllt the two cases are essentially different. A Constitution, being derived from
a superior llutlJority, is to be expounded and obeyed, 1101 controlled or varied hy
the su.hordinate authority of a legislature. A law, 011 tbe other hand, ~tillg 011
no lJiJrher authority than that possessed by every succes8ive legislature, illl
expediellcy, as well as it.~ meaning, is within the ROOpe of the latter.
The case in quewtion has its true analogy in the obligation ari8ing from
judicial expositions of the law on 8ucceeding judj{eol, the CoNstitution heiug II
lall' to the legislator, .. the law is a ruU of .decision to the judj[e.
And why are judicial precedellts, when fOrmed Oil due dil!CUSIIion allft consideration, awl delibelllte)y sanctioned by revit'ws and repetitions. regarded at<
of binding inBuellce, or rather of authoritative force, in Bettling the IDP.nninl!' of
II law? h muet be answered, 1. BecaIlll6 it is a reasouable and eoItahlil!hed
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uiom, d.at the good of society requires that the rules of conduct of its mem
~r8 should be cerlllin and kuown; which would not be lue case if any judge,
di8re~ar.liug the decisions of his prede<'.eililor., should vary the rule of law
ae<:.mlillg to his individual interl)retation of it.· Mi8era elt ,e",itm ubi jm elt
aut vagum aut incognitum. 2. Because an exposition of the law publicly made,
and repeatedly coufirmeLi hy the constituted authority, curries with it, by lair
iuterelll:e, the sullctiou of diose who, having made the law through their legislative QI'gall, appeal', IInder such circuUlstances, to have dctermined its meaniug
through their judiciary orgall.
CUll it he of leN cOllsequence that the meaning of a Constitutioll should be
fixed lIUt! know II, than that the meaning of a law should be so? e,m, ill(leed,
a Iuw lie fixed in its llIeaning aud operution, unless the Coustitlllion be so? On
the coutrury, if a particular legislature, difi'eriug, ill the cOllstructiou of the Coustitutioll, fi'olll a series of preceding constructlonl', proceed to act ou that differeIlCt', they not only introduce ullcertainty and iustllhilily in the Con~litutiol\, hut
in the laws themselves; inasllluch ns all laws preceding the new COll8tl'UClion,
antI iucollsistent with it, are 1I0t only alllllliled tor the future, but virtually pronounced lIuliities from the beginning.
But it is said that the legislator, having sworn to support the ConstilUtion,
must support!t ill i1i~ own cOllstructioll of it, however different froOl that put
011 it by his predecessors, or wbatever be the consecl'Jent:es of the constru£'tioll.
And is not the judge under the same oath to support the law? Yet IlHS it ever
been 8Upposed Ihat he was required, or at liberty, to disregard all precedellls,
however solemnly repeated and regularly observed, and, hy giving effect to his
own abstract Dnd individunl opinions, to disturb the established course of practice ill the lmsiness of the comlllunity? Has the wise8t alld Olost cOIll;:cielltious
Judge ever !'crupled to acquiesce ill decisions in which he bas been overruled
hy tloe IIHtllll'ed opillions of the Inujority of his colleague!', alld subsequently to
cOlllol"il Ilimself tbereto, as to autboritative expositions of the law? And is it
not reusollultle that the sume view of the official oath should lie tllken bj a legislator, al'tillg under the Con~titution, which is his guide, 118 i~ taken by a Judge,
acting ullder the law, which is his?
Tlw-re is, ill lilct, ami in COllltllOn understaudinl!', a necessilyof rt'ganlillg a
course of p,'actice, as ahove chnractel'lzetl, in the light of a legal rule of illlerp,'eling a law; and there is a like necessity of cOllsidering it a constitutiollal
rulll of interpreting a constitulion.
That then: may be extruordinary and peculiar circumstances controlling the
nde ill hoth cases, Olay he admitted; hut with such exceptions, the rule will force
itself on the pmctical judgment of the most ardent theorist. He will find it
imltOssihle to adhere to, and act officially upon, his solitary opinions, as to the
meaning of the law or Constitution, ill opposition to a construction reduced to
practice during a reasonllble period of time; more especially where no prospect
existed of a change of constructi 011 by the puhlic or its agents, And if a reasollnhle period of time, llIarked with the u8ual sanctions, would not bar the individulil pre,'ogutiVf'~, there could be no limitation to its exercise, although the
dangel' of error lIlust increase with the increusing ohlivion of eXl'larmtory
('irculllstnnces, ant! with the continued changes ill the import of words and
phrases,
Let it, then, he left to the decision of every intelligent and candid judge,
which, on the whole, is most to be relied on for the true and safe cOlIstrllctioll
of the Constitution: - that which has the uniform sanction of successive leC'islalive bodies through a period of yeaTS, and under the varied ascentiency- of
purlies j not that which depends upon the opinions of every new legil'lature,
IIf~ated as it may be hy the sllirit of party, eager in the pursuit of sonlt' favorite
o~iect, or led away by the eloquence and address of popUlar statesmen, them!!elves, perhaps, under the influence of the SRme misleadiug caUl'es,
It \\RS in conformitv with the view here taken of the respect due to deliberate
and reiterated precedent, that the BRnk of the United StRtes, though on the
origiual question held to be unconstitutional, received the executive -signature
in the year 1817. The act ori!{inal1y estnhli$hing a hank hnd undergone all1pl~
di!Cu:t8ions in its Jl8IIS8ge through the several branches of the go\'e,tlluent. It
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had been earned into execution through a period of t_nty yea1'8, with annual
legislative recognition, - in one instance, mdeed, with a poaitive ramification
of it into a new Slllte, - alld with the entire acquieecence of aU the local autbol
ities, as well as of the nation at large; to all of which may be added, a decreaa
ing prospect of any chauge in the public opinion adverse to the constitutionality
of such 1111 institution. A veto from the executive, under these circumstance..,
with an admilllJioll of the expediency, alld almost necell8ity, of the measure,
wonld have been a defiance of all the obligations derived from a coune ot'
precedents amounting to the requisite evidence of the national jndgment alld
iutentions,
It hilS been contended that the authority of preeedents was, in that case, invalidated by the consideration, that they proved ooly a respect for tbe stipulated
duration ot the bank, with a toleration of it until the law should expire, and by
tbe CU8tiug vote given in the Senate by the Vice-President, in the year ISH,
against a bill for elltshlisbing a nationul bank, the vote being expressly given
on the gt'ound of uncoustitutiolllliity. But if the law itself was ullconstitutiollul,
the stipulation was void, and could 1I0t be colIl!titutionally fulfilled or tolerated
And as to the negative of'the Senate by the casting vote of the presiding officer,
it ill a fact, well undenttood at the time, that it resulted, not trom all eqnality
of opiuiolls in that assembly on the power of CongrelllJ to eatablish a balik,
but tram a junetion of those who admilttd the power, but diJapproved the piOIl,
with tholle who denied the power. 011 a simple questioll of constitutionality
tbere Wild a decided majority in favor of it.
JAMES MADISON.
Ma. ll'Iel:aloLL.

HAMILTON'S ARGUMENT
ON THE

CONSTITUTIONALITY OF A BANK OF THE UNITED STATER.
FZB:atJ£:aT,

1791.
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It remaina to !!how, that the incorporation of a bank is within the operation
of the provision which authorizes CongreBfI to make all needful rules Bud regulations concerning the property of the United Statell. But it is previously
neCeIIIJIlry to advert to a distinction which has beeu taken up by the attorneygeneral. He admits that the word proputy may signify personal property,
however Rcquired ; and yet ~rts that It cannot signity mOlley arisiug Ii·om
the BOUrceB of revenue pointed out in the ConBtitution, "because," !l8Ys he,
.. the disposal and regulation of money is tbe final (".Buse for raisiug it by taxes."
But it would be more accurate to say that the object to which money ill intended to be applied is the.final cau« for raising it, than that the disposal aud
rejruJation of it is BUeb. The BUI)port of a government, the BUpport of troops
for the common defence. the PIIyment of the public debt, are the true filial
canlleS for raising money. The disposition and regulation of it, when raised,
are the BtepB by which it is applied to the tntU for which it W118 raised, 1I0t
the ends them!lelves. Hence, therefore, the mOlleys to be railled by tallell, a8
well as any other personal property, must he BUl'poBed 10 come within the
mesning, as they certainly do within the letter, of authority to make all needful
rules ItUd regulatiollll concerning the property of the United States. A calle
will make thill plainer. SUPPOII6 the public debt discharged, aud the fundB
now pledged for it liberated. In BOme in8l!lnces, it would be found exl>edient
to repeal the taxes; in othera, tbe repeal might injure our own industry - our
agri("I;'wre and mauufactures. In these eases, they would, of courai, he retained. Here, then, would he moneys, arising from the authorized sourcel!l of
re"eDlIe, which would not fall within the rule by which the attorney-general
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endeavon to except them &om other pet'IIOnal property, and from the opera
tion of the cJauee ill question. The money. being in the coffen of goverlllllelll,
wbat is to hinder 8uch a diaposition to be made of tbelll 8lI iii contemplated in
the bill; or wbat an incorporation of the partiea concerned, ullder the cluuli6
which bd heen cited?
It ill admitted that, with regard to the weatern territory, they give a power to
eret't a corporation; that is, to cOllstitute a government. Alld by whut ruJe
of con.nruction can it be maintained tbat tbe aame worde, in a con8titlllioll of
govertlment, will not ho\'e tbe same effect wheu applied to olle specie!! of
propeny us to another, as far liS the subject if! capable of it? or that a legi~la
tive power to mllke all needtid rules and regulations, or to pDSfI all law8 necetisary lIud proper cOllcerniug the. public ProlleMy, which ill IIdmitted to authorize
all incorporlltion, in one CIUle, will IIOt uuthorize it in another j will justify tim
illstitlltioll of a government over the western territory, alld will not jll!!tity the
incoJ'llOrntion of a Mnk for the more useful management of the money of the
nation? If It will do tbe last DB well as tbe first, then, under thi8 provisilJll
alone, the bill is constitutional, because it contemplate8 thut the United States
shllll be joiut prol'rielOrs of the stock of the bank. There ill an obsel'~'utiolJ
of the 8ecrehtry of stllte to tuis effect, which mlly require notice in thi!' pluce.
- COligretlll, say". he, lire not to luy taxea ad libii-./or any pU77!0,e fky plea.e,
but only to fJfty the debts, or provide for the welfare, of the UOI011. Cel1uiuly
no illference can be dl'llwll fmm this against the power of applying their mouey
for Ihe institution of a ballk. It is true tbat they cannot, without breucb of
trust, lay taxes for aflY other purpose thll11 the general welfare j but so neither
can allY olher government. The weI tare of the community iii tbe only legitimllte elld for which money CIIII be raised 011 the community. C011gress can be
collsidered 88 only nuder one restriction, which does IIOt apply to other governmellla. They ('.an not rightfully apply the money they mise to any purpose
merely or pnrely local. .But, wilh Ihis exception, they have 88 large II discretion, in relutioll to the application of money, as any Iegisillture whate\er.
The ('onstitutionul tul of Ii right appliClltion mu!!t always he, whether it be
for a purpose of gmual or local nature. If the former, there Clin be 110 want
of constitutional power. The quality of the obje...t, a8 how fur it will really
promote, or not, the welfare of Ihe Union, must be matter of con",cientiolls discretion j and the arguments for or against a measure, ill this light, mllst be
argumenta concernillg expediency or illexpediency, not cOllstitHt;ollul rip:ht;
whatever relates to the geueral order of the /inunce!', to the generftl illtereSls of'
trotie, &c.. being general object~, are constitutional ones, for the application of
_my. A bUllk, then, whOtle bills are to oircnlate in all the reVl'lllles of the
country, is evidentlv a general object; and, for that very re8SOIl, a con!'t;tut;nnlll
one, as far 88 rega~ the appropriation of money to it. Whether it will really be
I beneficial one, or not, is woMby of careful examination, hut is 110 1II0re tl COli.ilutional point, in the paniclliar referred to; than the question, wllether the
weslt>rn lands shall be sold for twenty or thiMy cents per acre. A hope is eutertained that, hy this time, it has been made to al'pear to tI,e satisti... tioll of
the President, that the bank baa a natuml relation to the power of cullectillg
taxetl; to tlmt of Tel!:ulating trade; to that of providing for the ('onu/lon dcfellce ;
and tlmt, as tbe bill IIndeT consideration contemplate8 the !!'overnrnent ill Il,e
light of a joint proprietor of the stock of the hank, it bring~ tile Cllse within
the provision of the clauM! of the Constitution which immcdislel~' re~pecII' the
property of the United States. Under a conviction that such a relntiolJ suh.. ist!,
the ......"J'etary of the treasury. with all deference, conceives thllt iJ will result II~
• ~l coneequence &om the pDl'itioD, that all the llpeci/ied llOwers of
~vemmeDt lITe IIOverei/tD, as to the proper objeclJI j that the incorporation of
• ballk is a con.iMional measure; aod that the objection", takell to the hill in
this respect, IU'e ill founded.
But, from an eamel!lt deaire to give the utmost JIOIIIIible 8IItisfaelion 10 the
miDll of the Preaident, on 110 deficate and important a subject, the toecretllry of
the treasury will ask his indl1lgence, while he gives some additiollsl iIIustrationll
of CIUIe8 in ,r)ich a power of erecting corporations may he exeN'l!!ed, under
.use of th,*" beruie of the specified powers of the covernnltMt which are
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alleged, to inc.ude the righ~ of inr.orporating a bank. 1. It does not appear
lIuscel)tjble of a doubt, that, If CongrelJ8 bact tbo~bt proper to provide, iu d1e
eoll6CtlOD law, thllt ~e ~nds, to be given for tlt~ dUlitl8, ~hould be giveo to
th~ coll~ctor of the DI8trlct A, or B, as the ease Illlght require, to ellure to him
alld hie suceellson in office, ill trust tor the Ullited States, it would have
~D,collsistem, with the Coustitution to Ir~e 8UI~h ~IIIU'rllllgelDeoL AJld yet
tillS, It 18 conceived, would 3moullt to an IIlCorporalloll. 2, It i8 1I0t all UIIU8uul expedient of taxation to form particular branches of reveuue; that is, to
sell 01' mOl'll,rage the product of them tor certaiu definite lIum.., leavillg lhe colItletiou to the JNll'ties to wholll they are mortgaged or IIOld, There lite evell
examples of thi~ in the Uuited Stlltes. Suppo,;e thnt· there WWlIIIIV IJtlrticlllar
brallch ot' re~'enue which it was ml.lllifestly eXI>edlellt to place 011 this looting
und there were II number of 1>el'lIOns willing to engage with the !!OVerllllleut,
upon conditioll that they ahould be incorporllted, lIud the thllds vested ill tbem,
as well tor their grenter safety IlS tOr the mOl'e couvement recovery lIud mllll'
Ilgemellt of' the taXtlS; is it supposuble thut there could be allY COIlt!tilUtioUIiI
otl:!t..tcie to the measure? It IS presunled that there could be 1I0lle, It is cer·
miuly a mode of collection which it would be in tbe dil'cretion of the governlIlent to adopt, though the CirCIlIII!lIllIlCel! IIl1hlt be very extruordiulll'y that would
illduce the secl'etary to thiuk it expedienL 3, Suppose 1\ uew and ullex"l",'""
hl'lllleh of trade should present itself with some foreign couutry; SUPP01!e it
was maulfest that to undertake it with advsnlllge required a union of tbe Cllflitall! of a lIumber of iudividuals, aod thllt those individuals would not he dl ..
posed to embark without an incol'poration, 118 well 10 ohviute the cOlIscquellce;:
of' a private partnerlihip, which IIlllkell every individual liahle ill his whole
estate for the debt!! of the company to their utmo!!t eXlent, liS lor the 1l10l'tl COllvenient manllgemellt of' the husiue8ll; what relUKln call there he to douht Ihat
the Italionol government would have a eolllllitutional right to institute ulld illcorporate such a company? NODe. They potttJess a geneml IllltilOrity to reg·
ulate trude with foreigu countries. This is a mean which hue been pructi,;ed
to that eUft by all the prineipal commercial tllltions, who hllve trnding coml'llnies to this dllY, which hllve subsisted for centuries. Why mlly not the Ullited
Statet! constitutionally employ the means usual in other countries for attaiuing
the eudt! intrusted to them? A power to make all needlill rulet! Slid regulutiolls concerning territory hll8 been conslrJled to mean a power 10 erect a
govel'llntenL A power to regulate trade is a power to make all lIeedtitl I'UlCi!
and regulations concel'lling trude, Why lIIay it not, theil, include Ihllt of erect·
ing a trading company, liS well as iu otuer cases to erect Il ([ovemmeut?
It is I'elllal'ltahle that the·state convention!!, who have propOilerl amendments
in relatioll to this point, have, root't, if not all of them, expressed them!<eivl'@
nearly thus: Congress !lhaU 1I0t grallt monopolies, nor trtd an," eolllpany with
exclusive advantages of commerce! Thllt! at the llllme time eXl'relilliul! their
sense thut the IIOWI'I' to el'ect trading companies, or corllOrations, WIIS illhercnt
in Congrclld, and objecting to it no further than 118 to the grllll! of' exelusive Vl'ivi.
leges. The secretllry entertains all the doubts which prevail concel'llillg thtl
utility of such comlillnies; but he cannot fllshion to his OWII mind ft l'ea"')(1 to
illdUt.'t, ft doubt thllt there is a cOD8titlltionlii autbority in the Unitecl SlIItes to
establish them. If such II reason were dmnanded, none could be givell, ulIless
it were this - that Congre!18 cannot erect a corporation; w1lich wOlild be 110
better thlln to ImV they CIInnot do it because they C8nnot do it; first prl'Humiul1
an ioability withoul rea..on, and then aSl!igning tllftt inability as the caUKe of
itself: The very general power of Illyjn([ and collecting taxes, and appropriuting their proceeds; that of borrowing money indefinitely; that of coining
money lind regulating foreign coius; that of making an needfi.l rules and regu·
lations respecting the property of the Uuited States; - these powera cOlllbiued,
a~ well as the reason Ilnd lIature of the thing, speak 'trongly thil! lalljrllllgetrtlt it ill tbe maoiretlt design and seolle of the Constitution to vellt in Congre81!
all the powers requisite to the eifectmU administration of the fillances of the
Unitp.d StrteL As rar as eoncerns this object, there appeara to be no porsimollY
of ~wer.
'.1 0 suppose, then, that tbe government is precluded from the employment 01
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ullua) and 110 Impol1nnt an instrument for the administration of its financel
that of a bank, is to suppose, what does Dot coincide with the general tenor
and complexion of the Constitution, lind what is nol agreeable to the impreeaiolls that IIny mere spectator would entertain concernill!{ it. Little less thun a
prohibitory dause eun destroy the strong presumptions \\hich result frOlIJ the
generalllSpect of the government. Nothing hut demonstralioll should exclude
the idea that the power exist& The filet that all the principal comlllcreilil 1111tions lJave made lIl!e of trading corporations or cODll'allies, for the lJUrpose of
external comllU'rte, is a IIIlti",factory proof that the establishment of them is an
illcident to the regulation of commerce. This other filct, thllt banks are a u8ual
engine in the IIdmini8tration of national financt's, and an ordmary and the most
effectulIl instrument of Joan!', and one which, in this country, has been fouud
essential, pleads strongly agllinst the supposition that II gllverllmeut, clothed
with most of the important prel"Ogatives of sovereignty, iu relatioll to ils reveUlles, ils debt, its credit, its detimce, its trade, its iutercourse with foreign 1Ilitions,
~ forhidden to make use of thut inslrllmellt, as an appendage to its OWIl authOl·ity. It Ims heen nsual, as an auxiliary test of constitutional authority, to u·y
whether it abridges any preexisting right of any stllte, or any individual. ElIch
state may still erect as many banks as it plellses: every individual Inay still
cal·..y on the bunking businesd to any extent he pleases.
..
..
~
Surely a bank hIlS more refllrence to the objects intrusted to the !lational
government than to those left to the care of the state governments. The common deftmce is decisive in this comparison.
6<)
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A SHORT HISTORY OF THE VETO.lJpon the proceedings of the American colonial aasemblies, there existed a
rlouble negative or veto - one vested in the royal governor, the other in the king
By the royal j(overnora the right was often exercised, and the king frequently signified his diSlll\owaDce of acts which had not only passed the coloJliulassemblies.
but even heen tl8nctioned by tbe governor. This feature was one strongly set
forth as a prime grievance, in recounting the injuries IInrl II1.'Url'81ions of the
British mOllarch, in the Declaration of Independence, and its exercise was
hill'hly repugnant to the interests of America.
Dr. Franklin, in the Debates of the Federal Convention, thus shows the inllu
ence of the veto power under the proprietary government of Penn:-

*

HI5TORIC~L MEIlORAI<D~ OF THE VETO.

The veto power originated with the ancient Romans, and was the first t'888y of thp.
common peoplt' of the republic towards the securing of their proper liberti".. Th.
Plebeians, having long been opprelsed by the Patricians, at the instigation of 8.cinIll8,
200 yt'ar8 after the founding of the city, made secession to a mountain three miles
d.stant from Rome, (ever afit'r termed JIlons Saur,) and would not return to the city
until they had received from the Patricians compliance with their demand, and th'
solemn assurance, that the common people should plpct mB¥istrates, whose person.
should be sacred and inviolable, to whom they could commit the protection of their
rights. These magiotrates were called trwUfltS; a name given by Romulus to the
three militarl officers in chipf, oelected from the threp tribes into which he had
divided the city. The civic tribunes were originally chosen from the Plebeians, Rnd
no Patrician could hold the office, unlt'ss he had been first adopted into a Plebeian
family. Their powt'r was at first limited, but at the oame time extraordinary. It wal
pre".nti"., rather than enforcing; it was to interpose and protect the people from the
oppressions and tyranny of their superiors; to assist them m redrening their wronga,
and in maintaining their libertie8; and consisted in the utterance of but one word,
and that Onl', "VETO," (I forbid.) Thelll' officers could preVl!nt thl' discussion of any
question, tht' passage of any law, the I'xecution of any III'ntenee, the levying of any
tues, the enlisting of any troops, and almost arrest the entire machinery of iovern
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.. The negative of the governoT was constantly made uoe of to E'xtort Ploney. lio
i<IOCIlaw \Vj)iltever could be puaed without a prIvatE' bargain wIth hUll. All mcr,,_
af II:I.lary, or some donatIon, was always made a condition; ~.'1, at last, it ber.&ru" the
regular practIce to have orders in his favor on the treasury pre..ented along with the
b,Il.. to be sIgned, 100 that he might actually receIve the former before he should sign
the latter. When the Indians were ocalpmg the western people, and notice of it
IIITlved, the concurrence of the governor m the means of eelt~eljmce could not be
got, until It was agreed that hi. estate should be eXt'mpted from taxation; so that the
people were to fig!lt for the security of hi. propt'rty, whilst he was to have no share of
the burdens of taxatIon."
At first sight, then, it appears strange that the framers of our Constitution,
when they were originating a new goverIJment, which should combine the
experience of the plllit, without harrowing nny of its defects, should hring in
such 1I power, the opemtion of which hlld proved so baueliJ~ and which bud
alrelldy I"e"n EO strongly reprobated. But BIICIl was the lact, The war of the
revoillt ion over, the Articles of Confederation nlone bound the statel! together;
aud the reaction which took place in tleveral places ur~ently denlllllded some
new form of' compact more adequate lor the purposes ot governmeut, und mOl'e
consonant with the altered condition of alfuirs. Upon the 25th May, 1787, the
Federul Convention met in the city of Philadelphia Havillg organized tbem
selvel! by the choice ot' proper officers, and the udoptioll of nece_ry rules, Mr
ment, by standing up and speaking that one word, Veto. No reasons were required
of them; no one dared oppose them; thelT V.lo WII.8 supreme! A. originally de
Signed, it was emphatIcally the people's measur.., for the peuplell protE'ction; the
necesllllry balance-wheel, to equalize the powers of thE' govprnment, which had hItherto
been engrossed by the rich, and g,ve the people that mtt-rpolmg check, whIch the
alarming tyranny of the Patricians made necessary. It was the first attE'mpt at a
democratic, i .•. a people-rulmg institution, and in all its featur .. s, save that of unlimitE'd power, showed the humility of it. origm. The tribunes mu.t be not only of the
Plebeian order, but they had no insignia of office. savl' a kind of beadle, who went
before them; were not allo\ved to use a carriage, had no tribunal, but sat on benchea.
Theil do~rs Wer., open night and day for tlle people to prefer th.. ir requests or com·
plainL.. They Wl're not allowed to enter the s~nate. and were nol even dignified
wltb the name of magistrate. As designed by Sicm,us. it was the men' unadorned
majesty of the people's voice, assimilatE'd to the lowly pretE'nsions of the people-the
viSIble exponent of their will. These popular traits did not, however, long remain.
The gra.ping ambition of some, the restle ..ne .. for change in oth.. ro, 800n abused the
power; the trlbunl's became themselves a greater evil than they r.. medied. and their
authority was more tyrannous than the edicts of those thl'y were created to oppose.
Veto b.. came a word of d..spotic power. The decrees of the senate, the ordmances
of the pt'ople, the entirl' arrangements of government, bowl'd 10 its supremacy; and
such was the force of the word. that not only could it stop the proceedmgo of all the
ma<Tistriltes. which Cresar well calla "extremumjus tribllnorum," but whoever, senator
or ';:on8ul, Patrician or Plebeian, dared oppose it, was immediately led to prison to
answer fur Ius crime. And so sacred were the persons of the tribune., that whoever
hurt th.. m was held accllrsed. and his goods were confiscatE'd. Sylla was the first
who reSIsted the groos encroachments of the tribunes; but on his death they regained
their infiuencl'. and henceforth it became but the tool of ambitious men. who used it
almost to the ruin of the state. Such was its abuse, that. as Cicero 80YS, thE' popular
assemblies became the 8CE'nes of Violence and massacre, in which the most daring and
iniquitous alwavs p .... valled. The perversion of the original design of the veto was
now completl'd 'by the arts of the emperor Augustus, \vho got tbE' tribuneship confelTl'd
"n hllllself, whIch concentrated in his person the entire and uncontrolled dIsposition
of thl' state. This \Vas the first instance of the combination of royal and Vl'to power.
and its assumption was all that was wanting to make th~ king a ~yrant .. From this
time it was conferrt'd upon the empero .... though the trIbunes still contmuE'd to be
elected. without, however, the eXl'rciae of tribunitian power, until the time of Con·
.
stantme. when the office was abolished.
The early operation of the veto poWl'r in Rome ~. good, th....u~quent dll'~strou•.
At first, it prolPcted the people. gave thE'm a VOIce m the legislative as..embltE's, and
secured their llbert...s; ultimately, it oppressed the ~owe.r orders. excluded tllem f~m
tbe councils of the nation,.a!,d made them the passive mstrumE'nts of ~we~.hJat,,,,
demagoguE's. The first CIVIl blood shed at Rome was the blood of Tihertu.; the
tribunE' battling, in'prudently indeed, against the oppressions of the nobility. Tile
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Randolph. ofVirgiDla, opent>d the business of the Convention by propOSing, OIl
the 2!Jth MItY, 8 lleries ofrellOlutiolls, imbodying his views as to whut the erisil
required; Ilnd on the same day General Chllrle~ Piuckney, of South Ceroliua,
laid hefore the delegates the draught ofe Ii!dentl gOH!fnment, to be Ilgreed upon
between the free Illld independent slIltes of America. The veto power elltered
into the IIChemfls of hath these gent/ell/fln, though centred by them iu differeDt
poilltd. The 8th resolution of Mr. Ruudolph liIly!!:"&.6ulf)ed, That the eJ[ecutive and .. convenient number of th .. national judiciary
ought to compose II council of revIsion, wltb authorIty to examme every act of the
n ..tlOn ..1 legIslature before It _ball operate, and every act of .. partIcular legIslature b..•
fore a negative thereon .h..11 be tinal; and that the diaaent of thc said councIl sball
&mount to .. rejectIon, unless the &et of the national It'gisl..ture be ..gam pas""d, or
th..t of a p&rticul&r legislature be again neptived by - - - of the members of eacb
branch."
The article emhracing this feature, in the drnft of Mr. Pinckney, rellds thus: " Every bill which shall have passed the legislature shall be presented to the Prt',i·
d .. nt of the United St..ltes for hi. revision Ifhe approve it, he shall sign It; but ifhe
does not approv .. it, he .hall return it, with hi. objectIons, to the house it origmated
in; which houae, if two third. of the members p........ nt, notwith.tandmg the Pre.,d.. nt'.
ob~ction., agree to (laso It, shall send it to th.. other bouse, with tbe Pr".,denL's objec.
tion.; where, if two tb,rd. of the DlPmbers present &180 agree to pllllll it, the ol1m...hall
I...t but closed the sanguinary series of intestine ",..rs, cre..ted, coptinu..d, and
tragically end .. d, by thp very IlCrversion of that power which was at first deSIgned to
gi\"e peace and Untty to the Roman nation. So true h ... it ever bePn, that the
del.. galPd power of the people, when abuoed, has always reverted to their own de·
structlon. Having trac.. d th .. veto power, from the sImple word of the tribune to the
impE"r,al exercUie of Its rights In Romf', we are preparf"d to come down to modern

time., and cilP a fl'1\' mstanc ... of It. adoptoon and mfiuence in European states.
Tbe kID/( of Gr.. at Britain po......... the veto right, upon the .... lOlutions of parlia.
m.. nt, though no tn.tauee "f It. e"erc;'" h.... occurred since 1692. In fact, constItuted
... ti,.. B"tl.b gov"rnmt'nt 18, d,P veto IS eubr.. ly unneceuo.ry. Such is the powerful
agency of money and mlluenc,', that th". will preYl'nt the p....age of ..ny law obnox·
ious to the crown, and the king can, through hi. ministers, 80 trim and shape tht'
procet'dlDgs of those bodies, a. to accommod.te them to his views; whil .. , on the
oth.. r h .. nd, th.. IIlklDg away r.. sponslbility from the mon ..reb, .. nd resting it wltb the
c ..binpt, which varil's with the chftng". of public sl'ntimpnt, nev.. r creates an emer·
gt'ncy for the exerCIIe of the royal nt'gatlVt'. Tbe IIlmt' power i8 &I ... veslPd WIth the
li.ing of Nor",ay; but if three .uccp••• ve .torthmga or dlt'ts repeat thl' resolutIon or
de~ree, it becomes a law WIthout tm, klDg· ....... nt, though h~ may have negatIved it
tWIce before. As the storthmg, how .. ver, BIts only every third year, the \/.. to of the
king, though it may not .. v.. ntunlly be ratifil'd, b... yet a prohIbitory operation on
&ny giv .. n law for .ix ye ..rs. It was thus that nobIlity w... abolished in Norway in
1821. The king had twicl' " .. toed the law, p.....,d by th...torthing, apiult the
further continuancl' of the nobIlIty; but the third d.et confirmed the rt'80lutlons oftbe
two former, and the law became ...tablished, notwIthstanding the roy&l n"S&tlve.
The conotituent assembly of Ftancl' conferred the veto pow.. r on the klDg in 1789,
but the v.. ry first .. xerClle of It prov.. d his ruin. It wal prepooterous for .uch a body,
and at such a tIme. to ",ake such a provision in the constitutinn tht'y were th.. n pasaing, and ... aifalrs th .. n .tood, when judiclou. tempurlzlDg, &nd not royal prerogative,
w ... required. It was .. qually prepooterous in Louis to employ it. It but showed tilt!
waywardneH of the popular WIll, which could at one time grant such a right, and at
..noth.. r punish the .. x.. relae of it. The negative is, howt'v..r, held by the preoent
kin!!:, though it has n.. ftr yet bet'n put into requisition.
Jfy th.. constitution of the cortes, the king of Sp&in was vest..d with the same
po,,!r, and it .till forma a provision of the Spanish go"ernm.. nt. In Poland, the
veto power .....umed another sht\pe It Willi c.. nt....d, not in th.. king, but in the for.
mer rl'publtc. Each rn.. mhPr of the diet eould, by hi ... Xi. Po%llltl.la1n.," (I do not per·
mIt it,) p... vent thp pas.ag.. of any r ..solution ...nd defe..t the operations of the ... ot.
On the putition of Poland, Ruasia confirmed this lib""",, "do to the Poliah Il88t'mbly,
with the sintster design of thpreby frlHltr&ting afty t'ifpcti".. or indppendent It'gi.lation;
",ell know"'g that, in Its th('n distraclPd Dte, the continu.. nce of this individual v .. to,
would be, ... It prov/,d, d...tructl¥e to harmony of &etion and unity of d... ign, and thl'
•• Xie PO%1D"(n,,, " of the Poli.h repreRntative hu been but an applt' of discord to UioU
Doble but sutrering !",ople.
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bec:onlt a law. And all bill. lent to the President, and not returned by bim withill
- - - days, .ball be law.. unl.... the legislature, by their adjournment, prevent tbeit
return, in whicb cue they .ball not he law•. "
Mr. Randolph'. view. were evidently based on the .lItrgCSti01l8 of Mr. MadiBOn; for tbat geDtleman, in a letter to Mr. Randolph, a lew weeks previous,
urged the lIaOle idea of a negative by Ihe national government, .. ill nil case..
wha18()ever, on the legllliative aCIII of the Irate., WI the king of Gteet BriUlin
beretolore had."
Tbe retlOlutionll of Mr. Rnndolph became the basis on which the prnceedinga
of the COllvention commenced, aud, as 1\fr. Madisoll MyS, "to the develol'llleolll,
narrlltions, and modification.. ofwhicb tue plnn of government proposed by the
Convention may be traced."
Let us, then, follow out the disculIBions of this hody until the suggested joint
revision by the executive alld judiciary became ultered to the lIingle llcf.ative of
the Preside ilL 011 the 4th of June, the first claul!e of Mr. Randolph. eighth
resolution was taken ull; hut Mr. Gerry, from MaSllllchWletlll, doubting whether
the judiciary ought to have uny thing to do with it, moved to VOSt}lone tlte
cllluse, and introduced the following amendment:". That the national executive shan have a right Ie n.. gative any I.. gislative act
whIch .h"l1 not afterwarda be paaed by - - - parts of each brancb of thE' nalJonal
It'glilature. "
RlIfhs King, from MllII8IlChusetts, seconded the motion, and the ]JroJlOsition
of Mr. Gerry was taken up. Mr. \Vilson, of Penn~ylvallia, and Alexander
Hamilton, of New YorK, wished to strike out the latter clIIIlSC, so as to give tbe
executive an abaolute negative on the laws; hut, though supported hy thelle
gentlemen, it WlIS opposed by Dr. Frnnklin, Roger Sherman, of Connecticut,
Madison, HillIer, of South Carolina, aud iUllSOn, of Virgiuia i aud \'Vas therefore
nelllltivell.
!\II". Blltler allrl Dr. Franklin then wished to give a II/spending inllteRll of a
"e;ratiL! llOwer; but this wal:! overruled, and the blallk of Mr. Gerl"Y'~ resolution
Waf< tilled nl), 8'.ih silentio, with tlOO third.; IIntl the question heing token on the
lIIotion, as tlmll stated, it received the votes of eight states, COllnecticut and
Maryland voting in the negative. On the 6th June, according to previuus
notice, :\lr. Wilson and Mr. Madison moved to reconsider tbe vote excluding
the Judiciary from a share in the re~ision lind uegative of the executive, with
the view of reenforcing the latter with the influence of the former. But thoullh
!'tir. ~llIdi>!on urged the plan of all80ciating the Judges in the revisionory fimction
orthe execlltive, as thereby doubling the udvlllllttges Rnd diminishing the clangers, 11011 as enahling tbe .jndiciary hetter to Ileft'nd itself agllinst le/[illilltive
encroachmenlll, it was as eloquently OllPORed hy Mr. Gerry, and others, who
thought that the executive, while standing IIlolle, would he more imllortilll than
wben he could he rovered by the ,,"n('tion and sedu('ed by the 80philltry of the
judges; nnd it WIIS finally rejected. Two dRYS lifter, at the conclullion of an
IIlJimated debate, the 8ul~iect of j!iving the natiolllli legislature a negative on the
lIeveml state laws, which was first 1!I1I/!gested to the convention by 1\Ir. Rnndolph's resoilitioll~, ond subsequently hl'ought up for reconllideration by Mr.
Pinckney alld Mr. Madison, was alllO voted down, - three states in ti,e affirmative, "even in the negative, Delaware divided.
011 the 18th of June, Mr. Hllmilton offered to the Convention a pllln of
Iwverllluent, in the fOllrth article I)f which the v.. to power W811 unqualifiedly
conferred on the execufive. The next day, Mr. Gorham, from Mal!Sachusetts,
repol·ted frolll the cOlllmitte(' appoillled to reconsider the ,'ariouR propositions
he fore the Convention, ond the tenth rellolution of that report IIB.YS: "Thllt the
national exer.uth'e shall have a right to ne,ative any legi:!lath'e act, which .hltll
not he I1fterwnrdlil pn"'!led, unlel!l8 by two thirds of ench brllnch of the llatiom,1
legi8Iature." Th" Convention proceened to take lip th(' I<Cveral nrticles and
c1tlll~es of this report, Ilnd it was not till the 18th July, that the tenth ret<ollllion
be"nme the order of the day; it Was then IlIIssed mrn. con. On the 2Jllt, how.
ever, 1\lr. Wilson, still entertaining hill originsl views, as to the union of the
J"dit'inry with the executive on the veto "l'lwer, moved an amendment ~o .....
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reso.utlon, which gave rise to a most interesting debate, ill which Afr. EIl~
worth, fj'om COlillecticut, Mr. Mal!OlI, from Virginia, uud Mr. Madison and 1\1GOllrerneur Morris, of Pennsylvania, suswilled the view~ of Mr. Wil"oll j alld
Messrs. Gorham, Gerry, and l;trollg, of MUllIlchubetts, Mr. Martin, of 1\lun lalla,
lIud 1\'lr. Rllliedge, of South Carolina, opposed them, and the ulIJendllJel~t was
lost The origillul resolution, tl"'refore, was IIgaiu paRsed.
Having [l"olle critically through with the report of the comrnilll'e, the variouR
resoluliolls which had been agreed to were, on Thursdny, Wth July, relf-rred
10 a eOlllluittee of detail, to report on Mondny, August (jth, n llruli 01 the COllstitutiou. This committee, of which Mr. Rutledge was duti"mllll, reporle<i on
the day ussignell, and the veto power WIlS ronferred hy the ]3th seclioll of the
sixth article. This paragraph, us reported by the committee, clime under diScllssion 011 \Vedllesdny, 15th August, wheu Mr. l\Iadisoli moved all uruelldmellt,
whic·h revived the previously agituted question of ulliting the jluiges of the
Supreme Court with the President in his revision nnd rejection of Illw!I pnssed
by CongreslS. Milch debate followed. Mr. Wilson and Mr. Mercer ISupl'0rted
Mr. MlldisOIl, Illid 1\lr. Pinckney opposed. The amendment was lost - three
states vlJlillg for it, and eight against it. Ha.ving thus sun'eJed the slIhject in
all it.; benrilJ!!s, tire COllstitution, amended, altered, aud perfected, wu~, Oil tloe
]7tlo Septelllber, 1787, signed by the Convention, and COllslttntes to tllis day
the basis of 0111' govel"lllllent. The veto power in this CouStitlltioll i8 tI,lls
expressed, article 1, section 7:" Every bill which shaH have passed the House of RepreSt'ntatives shall, before It
becomes a law, be prO"s!'nted to the Prf'sident of the United States. If he approve,
he shall .'gn It; but If not, he shall return it, with his obJectIons, to that house on
whIch It .hall have originated, who shall enter the obJCctionsat largO" on their Journal,
and proceed to rt.'('onsidt:·r It."

The first lise of thi>! constitutional power was hy Washington, who, on the
51h Aprol, 17112, vetoed the "Representation Bill," wl.ich origillated in the
House of Rel'res,·ntatives. As this, from its priority, is an event wOl1hy of
extencled notice, we give the circumstances of the case, as briefly related hy Jel:
fim.oll, then secretary of state: ".I1pril 6th. The President called on me before breakf.~st, and first introduced
some other matlf'r, then fell on the Rl'prescntation Bill, whIch he had now in his pos8t'ssion for the 10lh day. I had before given hun my oponion, III writmg, that thp
ml'thod of apportionment was contrary to the ConstItution. HI' agreed that it was contrary to the common und('rstandrng of that instrullwnt, and to what was undNslood at
the tllne by the makers of it; that yet It would bear the constructIon which the bill
put; and he observed that the vote for and agall1st the bill wa. I>f'rfeetly geol[raphical
- a north .. rn agaonst a southern votl'--and hI' f"ar"d he should be tholl~ht to be tokmg
.ide with a southern party. I admitted the motive of delicacy, but that It should not
induce him to do wronl[, and urged the dangers to which thp scramhle for the fractiollary members would alway. lead. He here expTf>s,ed his fpar that there w<'uld, erp
long, be R separation of the Union; that th" public miud St'f'med dIssatisfied, and
tendong to this. He went home, IIf'nt for Randolph, the attorn"y-genl'ral, desired him
to get Me !\ladison inlnu:.diately, and come to me; and if we three concurred In opifJ~
IOn, that he would npgative the bill. He desired to hear nothing more abollt it, but
that we would draw up the in~trument for hIm to sign. Thpy C:lm('; - our minds
had b('('n before mnde up; - we drew the instruml'nt. Randolph carrif'd il to hIm,
and told hIm we all coneurTf'd in it.' He walked with him to the door, nnd, ns if he
still wished to /ret oft', he said, U And you say you anprove of th,S yourself?" .. Yes,
B";' says Randolph; .. I do, upon my honor." H .. sent it to the Houst' of RppreSf'ntatl\'('s instantly. A ff'w of the hottl'st friends of the bill I'xprf'ssed passion, but the
majority werl' satIsfied, and both in and out of doors it gave pl"asure to have at length
an instance of thq negative being exercised. Written this, the 9th April."
LIST OF THE VETOES.
1. Retnrned to the Honse of Representntives, by GEORGE 'VASHI~GTO:f,
.~pril 5, 1792 - " An Act for an apportionment of representatives among the
Itlvernl Stllte8, nr-corning to the first enumeration."
2. Relt rned to the Houlle of Representatives, by GEOIlGE WASRI!fGTOK.
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Mal'ch 1, 1797 - " An Act to alter and amend an act, entitled, An Act to 8ICerand fix the military_ establwbment oftbe linited States."
a. Returned to tbe H~use of Re~~ntatives, by JAMES MADISON, February
21, ISl1 - " An ~ct for IDcorponiting the Protestant EpillCOpal Churcb in the
town of Alexandria, in the Didtrict ofColumbiu."
4. Returned to the HOUlle of Representative!!, by JAMES MAJ)lSON, February
28, IS11-" An Act tor the relief of Richard Tervin, William Coleman, }~dwin
LeWI!!, Sumuel Mims, Joseph Wilson, and the Baptist Church at Salem meeling-house, in the Mississippi territory."
5. Returued to the HoUile of Representatives, by JAKE8 MADlaoN, April 3,
IS12 - " All Act providing for lhe trial of cau:.ea pending in the reflpective Di,,trict Court!! of the United States, in ease of the absence or diilllbility of the
judge~ thereot:"
6. Bill not approved, oor returned with objectiolls, for want of time; retained,
and notice thereof aent to Congress, by JAMES MADISON, November 5, IS12.. An Act supplementary to the acta heretofore passed on the subject of a lJuitorm
rule ofnatunilization."
7. Returned to the Senate, by J AMEli MADISON, Januarv 30. ISIS - " An Act
to incorporate the subscribers to the Bank of the United ~tates of America."
S. Returned to the House of Rp,presentatives, hy JAMES MADISON, March 3,
lS17 - " An Act to set apart and pledge certain funds for internal improvement."
9. Returned to the HOllse of Repre>lentative", hy JAMES MONROE, Muy 4,
IS2'~ - "An Act for the preservation and rcpalr of the Cumberland road."
10. Returned to the House of Rel'resentative8, by ANDREW JACKSON, Muv
27,1830 - " An Act authorizing a subscription of stock ill the Maysville, Wasl;ington, Puris, and Lexillgton Turnpike Road CompaIlY."
11. Returned to the Senate, hy ANDREW JACKSON, May 31, 1830-" An
Act authorizing a subscription of stock in the WlIshingtlln Turnpike ROlld
Company."
12. Returned to the Senate, by ANDREW JACKSON, July 10, 1832-"An Act
to incorpOI"ltte the 8ubacribflrs to the Bank of the United States."
13. Returned to the Senate, by ANDItEW JACKSON, December 6,1832«An Act providing for the final settlement of the claHns of states for illleresls
on advances to the United Slates, made during the last war."
14. Returned to the House of Representatives, hy ANDREW JAC)[SON,
December 6, 1832 - " An Act for the improvemflnt of certain harbors, and the
navigation of certain rivtlrB."
15. Bill not approved, nor returned with objections, for want of time;
retaiued, and notice sent to the Senate, hy ANDREW JACKSON, Deeember 5,
1833 - "An Act to appropriate, for a limited time, the proceeds of the ssles of
the public lands of the United States, and for grantillg lands to celtuin state!!."
16. Returned to the Senate, by ANDREW JACKSO)!, ;\Iarch 3, 1835 - "Au Act
to authorize the secretary of the trensury to compromise Ihe claims allowed by
the commissioners UDder the treaty with the kiug of the 'two Sicilies, concluded
October 14, 18:32."
17. BIU not approved, nor returned with objection.., for want of time;
retained, and notice thereof !'ent to COnl{reM, by ANDREW JACItSON, Decemher
2, 1834 - " An Act to improve the navigation of the Wabash River."
IS. Returned to the Senate, by ANDREW JACKS OS, June 10, IS·36 - " An Act
to appoint a day for the annual m~ting of CongreSl!."
19. Returned to the Senate, by 'OHII TYLER, AngnlOt 16, 1841-" An Act to
incorporate the subscribe", to thr liscal Bank of the Umted States."
20. Returned to the Hou8e of .tlepresentativC8, by JOHN TYLEIl, September
9, ]841- "An Act to provide for the better collection, sate keeping, and disburseBlent, of the public reven1le, by means of a corporation, to be styled the' FillCal
Corporation of the United States.'"
21. Returned to the House of Representatives, hy JOHN TYLER, JUDe 29.
1842 -" An Act to extend, lor a limited period, the present laws for laying ana
collecting duties on imports j" (containing a proviso about dilltribution of proceeds of land!.)
2l. Returned to the House of Representatives, by JOHN TYLEa, .\ugust 9f
l .. in
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Itl42-" An Act to provide revenue from imports, and to change and modIfy
the existing laws imJ>Osing duties on imports, and for other pU'1.o&eIl." (Tblll
liill wall utlerwards revived, with alterations and modificatioDs; and, thus
amended, finally pBIAICd,.and received the President's signatu~.)

B.wzpitWation of Petou.
By
..
..
"
"

2

George Washington,
James MadIson, •
Jallles Mouroe, •
Alldrew Jackson,
John '1'~!er, . .

6
1

9
4

Total,
.22
t:3uch is a plain hi~tory of the veto power. As it respects the several states,
the executives in wlJle have the power, iu otbera DOt. Those which po8!!eSl! the
negative power, such as is given to tbe Prellident, are New Y OI"k, New Hampshire, MItS88chusetts, Pennsylvania, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri,
and Maine. The other states do not have it at all, or the bill, when returned
by the governor, may be re~ by a mere mqjurity.
Of tbe len Presidents, five ha"e made WJe of the veto power aDd five have
DOt.
N umber of acts approved, upwards of 6,000.

DIGEST OF DECISIONS
IN THE COURTS OF THE UNION,
IIlTOU"llla

CONSTITUTIONAL PRINCIPLES.
1. The individual ltates have a constitutional riltht to PaBS naturalization
laws, provided they do not contravene the rule estahfished by the authority of
the Union. CoUdt v. CoUdt, 2 Dall.~. But see Unikd StaIu v. Villatto, Ibid.

370.
2. The 2d section of the 3d anicle of the ConstitutioD, giving original juris.diction to the Supreme COllrt ill
affecting consuls, does not preclude the
legislntul'f' from vesting a concurrent jurisdiction in inferior courts. United
Statu v. Raoara, DIlII. 297.
Every act of the legislature repugnant to the Constitution is, iJ1BO jado, void j
and it ill the duty of the court so to declare it. Panlwrne'll Lullee v. D01Tance,
2 Dall. 304.
3. It is contrary to the letter and spirit of the Constitution to dive!!t one citizen of his right, lind vest it in another, withollt full compensation j and if the
lejl;islature may do so, upon fiJlI indemnilkation, it cannot of itself constitutionally deterllline lipan the amount ot the compensation. Ibid.
4. The constitution of England is at the mercy of Pllrliament. Every act
of Parliament is transcendent, and must be obeyed. Ibid. 308.
5. In America, the case i8 widely differeDt. Every state of the Ullioll h88 its
constitutioll, reduced to written euctitude. A constitution is the form of government delineated by the mighty hand of thepeo,.le, in which certain firat
principles of fundamentat law are established. The Constitution is certain and
"xed j it contllins the permanent will of the people, and is the supreme law of
the land; it is paramount to the power of the legislature, and can be revoked
or altered only by the power that made it. The life-givinJl" principle and tbe
death-dealillg stroke mu!!t proceed from the same hand. The legislatul'f's are
creatures of the Constitution; they owe their exi.ltence to the Constitution;
they derive their powera from the Constitution. It is their commission, and
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therefore all their acts must be conformable 10 it, or else tllt!y will be void.
The Constitution ill the work or will of the people theiJlllelvett, in their origiuai,
IOvereign, and unlimited capacity. Law ill the work or will of the legialature,
in their derivativlI and subordinate capadty. The oue iii the work of the cre.tor, Ilnd the other of the creature. The Constitution fixes limits to the exercise of the legi!!lative authority, and prescribes the orbit in which it must move.
Whatever may be the CIlse in other countriell, yet in thill there can be 110 doubt
that every act of the legililature repugnant to the Constltutioll is absolutely void.
Ibid.
a The right of trial by jury is a filOdumentallaw, made sacred by the Constitution, and cannot be legislated away. Ibid. 309.
7. Whether the individual states hnve concurrent authority with the United
States to pass uaturalization laws, quare' UniUd Statu v. YiUatto, 2 Dall. 370.
See ante, No. 1.
8. Congre8ll cannot hy law 8118ign the judicial del»'rtment any duties but
such us are of a judicial character j e. g., aPloointillg the Judges of the Circuit
Court to receive and determine upon claims of persons to be placed on tbe
pension list. Hayburn'. Case, 2 Dall. 409.
9. A tax on carriages is not a direct tax, withiu the meanin'" of the Constitution; and the act of Congress of 5th Iune, 17t14, ch. 219, (2 iiior. 414,) laying
It tax on carriages, was coustitutionaland valid.
HyUon v. UniUd Statu, 3 DalL
171.
10. A treaty, under tbe 6th article, sect. 2, of the Constitution, being the 8Upreme b&w of the land, the treaty of peace, in 1783, operates as II repeal of all
state laws, previously created, inconsistent with its provisions. Ware, .I1dm'r. v.
H9Uon, 3 Dall. 199.
11. The prohibition, in the Federal Constitution, of ex po6ffacto IttWII, extends
to penal statutes only, and does not extend to cases sffectlng ollly the civil rildus
of illdividuals. Caldu et Ux. v. Bull et Ux., 3 Dall. 386.
12. A resolution or law of the legislature of Connectitmt, setting aside a decree of B court, and granting a new trial, to he had before the lllime court, is
not void, under the Constitution, as an ex P06t facto law. Ibid.
13. It is u self-evident proposition that the several stste legililatures retain
all the powers of legislation delegated to them hr the state constitutions, whicb
are not eXI,ressly taken away by the Constitution of the United States. Per
CHUE, J. Ibid.
14. A law that punishes a citizen for an innocent action, or, in otber words,
fur all act which, when done, was ill violation of no exulting law; a law that
destroys or imJ>liirs the lawful privllte contracts of citizens j s law that makes
a IOlIn Judge in his own cause j or a law thnt tskes property from A, and giveIJ
it to B, is contrary to the great first principles of the sorial compact, IIOd callnot be considered as a rightful exercise of legil'lative authority. The genius,
the nature, the spirit of our boJIte governments amount to a prohibition of such
acts of legislation, and the general principles of law and reaSOJl forbid them.
Per CHASE, 1. Ibid.
15. The words and intent of the prohibition emumce, ht, every law that
makes an action done before the framing of the law, and which was innOt.".ent
when done, criminal, and punishes such action; 2d, every 111" that aggravates
a crime, or mukes it greater than it Will! when (',"mmitted j 3d, every law that
changes the punishment, and inflicts a greater punishment than the law lin·
nexed to the crime when committed; 4th, every law that alters the legal rules
of evidence, Ilnd receives les8 or different testimony than the law required at
the time of the commission of the oWence, in order to convict tbe oWender.
Per CIIASE, 1. Ibid.
Hi. If allY act of Congress, or of the legislature of a state, violates the constitutional provisions, it is unquestionably void. If, on the other band, tbe legisLttu·e of thll Union, or the legislature of aoy member of the Union, shall paIlS
a law within the general scope of their conetitutional power, the court CIlnnot
pronounce it to be void, mer..Jy beClluse it is, in their Jud,ment, contrary to th~
principles of natural justice. If the legislature pursue the authority delegaten
to tbem, their acts are valid j if they trallspellS tbe'boundsriea ofm..t authority,
their acts are invalid. Per hLEDELL, 1. Ibid.
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17. An act of a state legislature, bauishing the person and coDfisc.ating tilts
property of certain illdividuIIls therein lIamed as trailo.... pa_d before the
establishment of the Federul CUlJstitutioD, is not void. Cooper v. Telfair, 4
Dall. ]4.
IS. The words of the Constitution, declaring that "the judicial power shall
exteDl) to all cal!e8 of admirulty and lIIaritime jlllisdiction," IIIU8t be taken to
reter to the adlllil'llity and maritime jurisdiction of Englund. United Statu v.
M' Gill, 4 Dall. 426, 429.
HI. The Constitution, art. 2, sect. 2, 3, with regard to the appointment and
cOllllnissiouing of officers by the President, seems to coutemplrtte three distinct
operations - 1. The nOD/inatioll: tbls ill the lIole act of the President, and ill
(,ompletely voluntary. 2. 'fhe appoinrment: this ill alllO the act of the Prellident,
though it can ollly be performed by and with the advke and consent of tlte
Senate. a. The COllllllissioll: to grant a commi88ion to a person appointed,
might perhaps be deemed a duty enjoined by the Constitution. Marbury v.
•'Haauon, ) Crunch, )37, 155.
20. The acts of appointing to office, and commissioning the perllOn appointed,
are distinct acts. Ibid. 156.
21. The COllstitution contemplates cases where the law may direct the President to commission an officer appointed by the courts, or by the heads of
departments. In 8uch a case, to illl!lue a commission would be appareutly a
duty dilitinct ti·om the appointment, the performance of which, perhaps, could
not be legally retil!1f~d. Ibid.
22. Where the officer is lIot removable at the will of the executive, the appointment is not revocahle,' and cannot be annulled; it has conferred legal
rights which catlnot be resumed. Ibid. 162.
23. The questioll whether the legality of the act of the head~ of departments
be examinable in a court of jU8ti('e, or not, must always depend on the nature
of that act. Ibid. 165. Where the heads of departments ftre the political or
confidential agents of the executive, merely to execute the will of the PreMident,
or .... ther to act on callCS in which the executive possesses a confidential or legal
di~cretion, nothing can be more perfectly clear thall that their acts are only
politically examinable. But where a specific duty is ftlll'iglled by law, aud indIvidual rights depend on the performance of that duty, it seems equally clear
that the individual who considers himself injured hUll a right to resort to the
luws of hia (·oulltry for a remedy. Ibid.
24. Where the head of a department ftC,S in 1\ ('a88 in which executive discretion is to be exercised, in which he is the mere organ of executive will, allY
ar'plication to a court to control, in any respect, his conduct, would be rejected
wilhom hesitation. But where he is directed bv law to do a certain oct affect·
ing the absolute rights of iudiviooals, in the Performallce of which he it' not
placed under the particulftr direclion of the Presidellt, oud the performance of
whi .. h tlte President cannot lawfully forbid, ftnd therefore is never pl'e"lImed
to have forbidden,-as, for example, to record a commi88ion, or a patent for
land, which hIlS received all the legal solemnitiefl, or to give It copy of such
record, - in such cases, the courts of tl,e couutry are JlO turther ellCllAed from
the duty of giving judgment that right be done to an injured individual, than
if the llame services were performed by a person not at the head of a department.
Ibid. 171.
25. The authority given to the Supreme Court, by the act establishing the
Judicial ('ourts of the United Stutes, to issue Writ8 of mafllitzmUl to public officers,
IS not warranted by tbe Constitution. Ibid. 176.
26. An act ofCongre88 repugnant to the COlllltitution cannot become the law
of the land. Ibid. 176, 177, ]80.
27. An act of Congre88 l'-8nnot invest the Supreme Court with an authoritv
not warranted by the Conlltitution. Ibid. 175, ]76.
•
28. A contemporary exposition of the Constitution, practised and acquiesced
under for a period of years, fixes the construction, and the Court will not shake
lI' control it.
Sttl4rl v. Laird, 1 Cranch, 299.
29. An al"t of Congre811 p:iving to the United States a preference over all other
creditors, in all callt"s, is constitutional and valid. United Statu v. F'i.8kr d 0111
:l Cranch, 3.'18, 395.
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30. S It-h preterence exists in a r..nse where no suit haa been illMituted; a8,
upon an lIIIIIignment by a banknlpt, the United States Inust be fil'St paid. .Ibid.
31. The legislature of a lltate cannot annul the judIClJIellt, or determine the
jurisdiction, of the courts of the United States. United State. v. Petu8, 5 Cranch,
115.
32. 111 nn action of ejectment between two citizens of the state where the
lands lie, if the defendant set up an outritandillg title in a British subject, which
he contends is protected by treaty, and that there lore the title i .. out of the plaintiff, and the highest state court decides against the title thus eet up, it is IIot a
CIllie in which 1\ writ of error lies to the Supreme Court of the Uniled Stutes.
Olcing v. HorIlJoot/', Lenet, 5 Cranch, 344.
33. This is 1I0t a case arisin~ under the trenty, and the word!! of the judiciary act must be restrained Ity thO!!e of the COllstitution. Ibid.
34. Whenever a right grows out of; or is pl"Otected hy, a treaty, it ill' I18.nrtioned against all the laws und judicial decisions of the states; lind whoevl'r
may have this right, it is protected. BlII if the person'" title ill not alfectell by
the treaty, if he claim" nothing under the treaty, his title cannot be protected
hy the treaty. /bid. 348.
35. If a title be derived from a legisldtive act, which the legil<lature might
con~titutionally pass, if the act be c1othe(1 with all the requisite forms of IIIW, a
court sitting as a COllrt of law cannot sustain a slIit by olle individual against
anothet', founded on the alleglltion that the act is a nullity in conl!equellce of
the impure motives which influenced certain lIIemberg of the legislature which
pas!led the acL Fklc~r v. Peck, 6 Crallch, 87, 131.
36. One legislature, 80 filr as respects ~rellerul legislation, is competent to
rept".a\ any act which 1\ former legi,;lature was competent to P8il8; and one legislattlre cannot auridge the I,owers of Ii !'ucceerlillg le!!,islature. But if un act be
\lone under a law, a succeeding legislature ('annot umlo iL Ibid. );35.
37. When a law is, ill its nature, a rontract, alld absolute rights.have vested
under that contract, a repeRI of the law cannot divest thoRe rights. Ibid.
a8. 1t may well be doubted whether the nature of ~ociety and ~overnment
docs not prescribe 80me limits to the legislativ.. power; Rnd jf any be prescribed,
where lire they to be fOlln.I, if the property of an individual, fairly and honestly
acquired, may be sei7ed without compensation? Ibid.
39. The question whether a law be void for its replIj!"nancy to the Constitutioll, is a question which ought seldom, if ever, to be decided in Ihe uffirtrlative
in a doubtlul case. Thc ol'llOsition betwel'fl the Constitutioll and the law should
be such that the jucll!e feelll a dear and strong conviction of their incompatibility
wi~h each other. Ibid. 128.
40. Where an pstate has pal'sed, under a legislative grant, into the hands of
a purclta.orer fot· a vulllahle cOlll'idenltion, without notice, the lltute is restrailled,
either hy general prillciples which are common to ollr free iOl'ltitutionp, or by
the particlllllr provision" of the Cons itlltioll of the UIlited States, frolll 1'88!lilll!" 8 law wherehy the estate so pUt'chased call be impaired and invalidated.
Ibid. 139.
41. The appellate powers of the Supreme Court Rre given hy tbe Constitution; but they are lim.ited Rlld rel!"lIlated hy the judiciary a(,t and other acts of
Congress. Duro1&.,seau v. U'lited St"tes, 6 Crnnch, 307.
42. An act of the ll'gillIRllJre, dl'c1arin~ that cerTllin lands which should be
purchased for the I"dians ~houlcl not thereRftpr be stI~iert to any tax, constit1l1ed
a contract, which could not he rescinclo'd hy a IInh!!ellul'nt legislative lIet; ~uch
repeRliu!!" act beinl! void tinder that clause of the Conlltitntion of the Uniled
Statl's which prol'ihits a ,;otate fi"Om Jlllllsinll any law impairing the obligation of
conTracts. HelD Jtr.tt:y v. Wihon, 7 Cntnch, H'l4.
4!t In exp0tlndill!! the COlllltitllTioll of the Uuited States, a construction otlghl
not lil!"htlv tn he Ildmitted which wOllld ,;ive to a declaration of WRr all eifert itl
this country it t1oesnot poMellM el"'l'whe..e, Rnd whi··h would fetter thllt exerci.re of
entire discretiou respecting enemv'II propertv. which may enable the government
to Rprtly to the enemy the rule that he applies to us. Brown v. Unud Statt.,
8 CraOl-h, 110.
44. The power of making" rnles concerning captures on land al .• l waTer
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which ia superadded, in the Constitution, to that of declaring war, is not eon·
fined to captures which are extra.territorial, but extends to rules respectiull
enemy'l! pfUperty found within the territory, Ilnd is an exprell8 grant to CO/lgresa
of the power of cOllfil!K'atiug enemy's property, found within the territory at
the declaration of war, as all independent substitutive power, not included in
that of declaring war. Ibid.
.
45. The legisillture 0I8y enact 18w8 more effectually to enable all seNS to
accomplish the great objects of religioll, by givinIC them corporate rights for tho
IIlRnagement of their \,roperty, and the regulation of their temporal as well a8
spiritual concerns. Terret et .Ill. v. Ta.'Jlor et .Ill. 6 Crllllch, 43.
46. Consi .. tently with the Constitutioll of Virginia, the legislatnre could 1101
CI'eale or colltinlltl a n'ligions estuhlishment which should have exclusive rights
awl prerogatives, or CO.llpei the citizens to wOnlhip under u ~tipuillted 101111 or
flt~cipline, or to Imy toxes to those whose creed they do IIOt conFcientiously
uelieve. But the free exercise of religion is not restrailled hy aiding. with equal
atlention, the votaries of every sect to perform their own religions duties, or h}
e!Otaulishing filllds lor the support of ministers, for puulic charities, for the
en,lowrnelll of chul'(~hes, or for the sepulture of the dead. Nor did eitl.er
puhlic or constitutional l'rinciple8 require the abolition of all religious COI"POratious. Ibid.
47. The public property acquired hy the EpiMcopal churches under the sanc·
tiolls of the law did not, at the revolutioll, become the property of the stllte
The title was indefeasibly vested in tlte churches, or their legal agents. The
-iissolntion of the form of.goverument did 1I0t involve in it a diSl<OlutioIJ of civil
ngltts, or an noolition of the com mOil law. Ibid.
4B. A legislatil·e ,l(rRnt lind confirmation vests an indefea!!ible, irrevocable
title; ill not revocaule in its own nature, or held only durante bene piacijo.
Ibid.

49. In respect to public ("orporations, which exist onlv for public pllrposes,
88 counties, towns, cities, &c., the legislature may, uIIIler pl'Oper limitations,
have a right to change, modify, elllllrge, or restrain them; securing, however,
the property for the uses of those for whom, and at whose expense, it was originally purchased. Ibid.
!iO. But the legi81ature cannot repeal statutes creating private corporations,
or confirllling to them prol>erty already accluired under thp. fitith of previous
laws, and by snch repeal vel'lt the property excIush'ely in the stote, 01' ItispOlOe
of the same to such purposes as they may please, without the cOllsent or default
of the corporators. Ibid.
51. Congress ran not vest any portion of the judicial pow!'r of the United
StRtes, except in courts ordained and estaulished by itsel£ Marlin v. Hunltr,'
Les,ee, 1 Wheat. 304, 380.
5'~. The 25th sect. of the judiciary act of Septembel' 24, 1789, ch. 20, (2 Bior.
56,) is supported hy the letter and "pirit of the Constitution. Ibid.
The ConMtitlltion of the United StateH was ordained and estllhlished, 110t hy
the United States in their sovel-eign capRcities, uut, as the preamble declare~,
bv the people of the United States. Ibid. 324•
• 5:1. Ir was competent for the people to invest the natiollal !!'overnment with
all the powers whirh they might dp.elu proller and nece8S8ry, to f'xtend or lilnit
thel'e powers lit their pleasure, anlt to give to them a paramount aud 8npreme
authority. Ibid.
54. The people had a right to prohihit to the sllttes the exercise of any power!'
which were, ill their j\l(ill"rnent, incomplltihle with the ohjects of the gellPml
compnct; to make the powers of the state governments, in given (".aile", slIhordinate to thoRe of the nation; or to reserve 10 tltemtoelves those sovereign
authorities whieh they might not choo!le to ,Ielell"'te to either. /bilL
j5. 'fhl'! Conlltitution wall not, therefore, nece_rily rarved out of existin@
state I!IOvereigntieA, nor a surrender of powers already existing in the stat£
govl'rnments.- Ibid.
5n. On the other hand, the I!IOvereil[n powers vested in the !ltale govemmentF
by their resllective constitution", remain un"ltered and unimpaired, except 80
far lUI they I'n. gntoted to the government of the United Slatp.& lINL
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57 1'le government of the United States can claim no powers which 1m!
not granted to it by the Constitution, either expre8llly or by neceaary implication. Ibid.
58. The Constitution, like every other grant, is to have a reuonable construction, accordillg to the import of ita terms; the words are to be taken in
their natural amI ohvious sense, and not in a sense either unreasonably restricted or enlarged. Ibid.
59. The power of naturalization is exclusively in CODgrell& Chir~ v. Chirae.
2 WheaL 359.
See ank, No. ).
60. The grllnt, in the Constitution, to tbe United States, of all cases of admiralty and maritime jurii!dicliou, does Dot extend to a cegioo of the waters in
wluch thOlie eases may rise, or of the general jurisdiction over tbem. UniUd.
Steda v. Bel1cu18,3 WhellL 336.
61. Congre88 may pallll all lawlI which are neceasary for giving the most complete effect to the exercise of the admiralty aud maritime jnrilKiiction, granted
in the Constitution to the United States; but the general luriiSdiction, subject
to this grallt, adheres to the territory, I\S II portion of sovereignty Dot yet
given IIway, and the residuary powers of legislatioll IItill remain in the state.
Ibid.
62. Congress has power to provide for the punishment of offences committed
by peJ'l!On~ serving on board II ship of war of tbe Unitell States, wherever that
ship rnay be; but Congre88 has not e.'l:ercised thllt power in the case of a ship
lying in the waters of the United Stille!'. IbUl..
63. Since the adoption of tbe Constitution of the United States, a fltate hal
authority to pass 1\ bankrupt law, (provided such law does 1I0t impair the obligation of contracts,) provided there be no IIcta of COIIgre8s ill force to establish a
uniform system of bankruptcy confiictillg with such law. Sturge6 v. Crol/min.
6hitld, 4 Wheat. 12'2. Contra, Golden v. Princt,3 Wash. C. C. R. 313,5 HaU'1l
Am. L. Journ. 502. S. C. Accord, .I1dams v. Storfy,6 HaIl'1I Am. L. Journ. 47464. The lIIere grant of a power to Congre8ll does not iml)ly a prohibition 011
the stlltes to exercise the same power. Ibid.
&)5. Whenever tbe terms in which a power is granted to CongrellB require that
it should be exercised exclusively by COII~re88, the subject ill as completely
taken from the stllte legislatures, as if they had beeu exprelOllly forbidden to act
upon it. Ibid.
66. To release the future at"quisitions of a debtor from liability to a contl'act,
impairs ita obligation. Ibid. 198.
67. Statutes of limitation, and U8urv laws, unless retroactive in their effe~ do
not impair the obligation of contractS, within the meaning of' the Constitution.
Ibid.
68. The right oftbe states to pass bankrupt lawl' is not extingllil'hed by the
enactment of a uniform bankrupt law throughout the Union by Congre.; it ia
only suspended. The repeal of that law cannot confer that power upon the
states, but it removes a disability to exercise, which was created by the 11&' of
COIlp:re88. Ibid.
69. The act of the legislature of the state of New York, of April 3d, 1811,
which not only liberated the person of the debtor, but discharged him from all
liability for any .lebt contracted previous to his discharge, on his surrendering
his property tn the manner prescribed, so fur as it attempted to dillCbar~e thE'
cOlltract, is a law impairiug tbe obligation of contracts within the meaulDp: of
the l;onstiturion of the United States, and is Dot a good plea in ber of an action
brollgnt upon auch contract. Ibid.
70. A state bankrupt or 80 in80lvent law, which not only liberates the person
of the debtor, but dillCharges him from all liability for the deht, IiIO' far 88 it 8tteml)ts to dillCharge the contract, ill repugnant to the Constitution of' the Uftite4
Stlltell; lind it makes no difference wbether the law was pusecI ile(ere or aAler
tbe debt was contracted. M'Milkm v. M'Neil, 4 Wheat. 209.
71. The act of IUsembly of Mltr)'land, of 1793, incorporating the 8IIftk of
Columbia, anu giving to the corporation 1\ 8Ummllry "rocelllS by executioo, i:;
tbe Dllture of an attachment, epioat ita debtors, who have, by an nure_ CV"
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!lent in writing, made the bond.., billa, or notes, by them drawn or endonIPd
negotiable at the bank, ill 1101 repugnant to the Constitlltion of the United Rwea.
or of Marylalld. Bank 0/ Columbia v. Oke1y, 4 Wheat. 31672. Congre88 baa power to incorporate a bank. M'eJullotA ". MaJ'YlafId, 4
Wheat. 316.
73. Tbe government or the Union is a govenlDJent oftbe people; it emanatfll
from them; its powerll are grIlnted by them, and are to be exercised directly OD
them, aud for tbeir benefit. Ibid.
74. The government of tbe Union, tbough limited in its powel1l, ia supreme
within its I'phere of action; and its law!!, ",hen made ill pursuance ofilie Constitution, torm tbe lIupreme laws of the land. Ibid.
75. Tbe government, whicb hRa a right to do 1m act, and has imposed on it the
duty of performing that act, mUBt, according to the dictates of reasou, be allowed
to !!elect the means. Ibid.
76. There is nothing in tbe Constitution of the United States, similar to the
Articles of Confederation, which excludes incidental or imllJied powers. Ibid.
77. If the end be legitimate, Rnd with~n the 1IC0pe of the COOlmtution, all the
mellna which are appropriate, which ore plainly adapted to tbat end, and wbicb
are not prohibited, may constitutionally be employed to clLrry it into effect.
Ibid.
78. The power of establisbing a corpol1ltion is not a di_tinct sovereign Jlower
or end of government, hut only the meanll of carrying into eirect otber powel1l
wbicb are sovereign. Whellever it bPc(lmea an appropriate means of exercising any of the powerll given by the COllatillltion to tbe government of the
Union, it may be exerciliBd by tbat government. Ibid.
79. If certain means to carry infO effect any of the powel1l expressly given by
the Constitlltion to the goverument of the Union, be an IIppropriate measure, not
probibited by tbe Coulltitution, tbe de/lree of itll nece.ity is a qnestion of legislative di"Cretion, not of judicial cognizance. Ibid.
80. The act of April 10, 1816, cb. 44. (3 Stor. 1547,) to "incorporate the BUbICribe,.s to the Bank of the United States," iii a law made ill pUrlluance of the
Constitution. Ibitt.
81. ['he Bank of tbe United State~ has, constitutionally, a right to elltablisb
its brclnches, or offices of di.count and del108it, witbin IIny state. Ibid.
82. The state within whicb auch branch may be establillhed cannot contttitutioYlaliy tRX that branch. Ibid.
~. The state government!! have no right to tax any of the cOllstitutional
meall8 employed by the government of tbe Union to execute ita constitutional
powers. Ibid.
84. The states have no power, by taxation otherwise, to retard, impede,
burdell, or in any marmer control, the operation of tbe constitution III laws en
acted by Congress to Cllrry into effect the powerll veated in tbe nationlll govern
mellt. Ibid.
85. This principle iloes not extend to a tax paid by the real property of tbe
&nk of the United States, ill common with the other real propeny in II particUlar state; nor to 8 tax ifllvosed on the proprietary interest which the citizena ot
tbat state fIIay hold in thia illslitution, in common with olher propeny of the
same description throughout tbe IItate. Ibid.
86. The charter granted hy the British crown to the trustees of Dartmoutb
College, in New Hampshire, in the year 1769, is a contract within tbe meaning
of that clause of the COllstitution of tbe United States, (art. 1, sect. 1O,) which
declares that no stllte shall make Rny law impairinjl" contracts; anil thill charter
was not rlissolved by the revolution. Tru.teu 0/ DartnwuIA College v. Woooward. 4 Wheat. 518.
87. An act of the legi81ature of New Hampshire, altering the charter in II
material respect, wit bout the l"onl!8nt of the cO'1lOrlltion, ill an act impairing tbe
obli/Cati6n of a contract, and is miconstitutional and void. Ibid.
88. The net of Con,r,·"" of March 3, 1819, cb. 76, § 35, referrinjl" to the law
uf nHtiorll'! for a definition of tbe crime of pirllc~" it' a constitutional exercise of
:he pllwer of CongrelllS to define that crime. UnCte I Statu v. Smilh, 5 Wheat. 15381:1. Cl'mgresa b8s autt-orilY to imllOse Ii rlirt'ct tax on the Diatrict of Columbia.
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in pro(JOrtion to tbe canaus directed to be taken by the CoMtitution. LtV-oap v. Blah, 5 Wheat. 317.
90. The p'o"er of Congress to levy and collect taxes, duties, im.-u, aDd
excise, is coextensive with the territory of the United States. IIIid.
91. The vower of Congl'88ll to exercise exclusive legislation, in all CUll
whatsoever, within the District of Columbia, includes the power of taxing it.
Ibid.
92. CtlngreBB baa no power to exempt any atate from ibl due share of the
burdt'n of taxes, but is not bound to extend a direct tax to the District and territories. Ibid.
93. Tbe preseot Constitution of the United State8 did not commence ita
operation until the first Wednesd!ty in March, 1789; and tbe provitiion that "no
8tate shall make any law impairing the obligation of contracts," does 1I0t extend
to a law enacted beforc that day, and operating upon rights of property vested
before that time. Owiflgl v. Spud et .Ill. 5 Wheat. 420.
94. An act of a Btute legislature, which discbarges a debtor from all liability
for debts contracted previou!! to his disch'lrge, on his surrendering his Prollerty
for the benefit of his creditors, is a law impairin~ the obliglllicn of a contract,
within tbe meaning of the Coostitution of the Ulllted States; lind it is immaterial that tbe suit was brought in a state court of a stllte of which both parties
were citizens, wbere the contrsct was made, and the dischar~e obtained, and
where they contiuued to reside uutil the suit WIIS hrought. FlJrIMf"l' mul Mechanicl' Bank oj PennIYlvania v. Smith, 6 Wheat. 131.
95. The Supreme Court has, cOllstitutionally, appellate jurisdiction, under the
25th seCL of the judiciary act of 8ef'temiler 24, 1789, ch.2O, (2 Bior. 56,) from
the final judgment or decree of the highest court of law or equity of a lltala
having jurisdiction of the suit, wbere is drawn in question the vlllidity of a
treat), or statute of; or an authority exercised under, the United States, and the
decisiou is aglliust their validity; or where ill drawn in question the Ytllidity of
a sbltute of; or un authority exerci~ed under, Imy state, on the ground of tbeir
being repugnant to the Constitutiou, treaties and laws of the United States, anti
the decisioll is in favor of their validity j or of the Constitution, or of a treaty
of, or of a stutute of, or a commission held under, the United States, and the
decision is against the title, right, privilelt'e, or exemption, srte<:ially set lip or
claimed hy,·ither party, under the Constitlltion, trellty, stlltute, or ('"ommi8llion.
Cohens v. Virginia, 6 Wheat. 264.
96. It is 110 objection to tbe exercise of this appellllte jllrisdir.tion, that one
of the parties is n state, and the other a citizen of that 8l8tf~. Ibid.
97. The 2d section of the 3d article of the Constitlltion deiines the extent of
the judicial power of the United States. Jurisdiction is given to the courts of
the United StHtes in two classes of c,ases. In the first, their JuriiOdiction depends
on the chara.clu oftM cause, whoever may lte the parties. This clal\S comprehend" "all CII>188 in law aud equity arising under this Constitution, the laws of
the United States, and treaties made, or which shall be maue, under their allthority." In the second dass, the juril5diction depends entirely on the choradtr
<.if tile pflrtie8. In this cla8l! are comprehended" controversies between two or
more states, ltetween a state and citizens of anoth"r state," and" hetween II
state and foreign stHtes, citizens, or suhjects." If these be the parties, it is en.
til'ely lIuimportant what may be the subject of the controversy j be it what it
mllY, these p"rties have a constitutional right to come iuto the courts of the
Union. Ibid. 378.
98. A case in law or equity consists of the rig-btl' of the one party &II well as
of the other, :1IId is said to arise under the Constitution or n law of the United
HlRtes, whellever its correct der.ision depends on the construction of either.

Ibid.

99. The judicial power of every well-Mnfltituted government must be coextensive with the legislative, alld mllHt be capable of deciding every judicial
qUel'tion \V hich /rrows out of the COllstitlltion and laws. Ibid.
]00. Where the words of the COII~titntion confer onlya"ltellate jurisdiction
upon the SlI\lreme Court, ori ..inal jllril'Cliclion is most clearly not Il'iven; but
Wnere the words admit of apllellnte jurisdiction, the power to take cogmza_
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of me suit ori~nally does not nece888rily negative the power to decide llpon it
on an aplleIIl, If it may originate in a difterent court. Ibid. 397.
101. 1n every case to wbich tbe judicial power extends, and in which original jurisdiction is not exprelBly given, that power shall be exercised in the
appellate, and only in the appellate, form. The original jurisdiction of the
Supreme Court cannot be enlarged, bllt its appellate jurisdiction may be exercised in every case, r.ognizable under the 3d article of the Constilution, in the
federal courtll, in which original jurisdiclioll cannot be exercilMld. lind.
102. Where a state obtain8 a judgment ugainst an individual, aud the conn
renderinA' such judgment overrules a defimce IlIet up under the Constitution or
laws of the United States, the transfer of the record into the Supreme Court,
for the sole purpose of inquirillg whether the judgment violates the COlllltitlltion
or laws of the United States, cannot be denominated a suit commenced or
prosecuted against the state whose judgment is so far reexamined, within the
11th amendment of the Constitution of the United States. lbid.
103. The act of Kentucky, of February '¥I, 1797, concerning occupying
claimants of land, whilst it was in force, was repugnant to the COllstitutioll of
the United States. It was, however, repeal ..d by a subseqllent act of January
31, 18J2. This la8t act is also repugnant to the Coustitution of the United
States, heing in violatioll of the compact between the 8tates of Virginiu and
Kentucky, contained in the act of the legislature of Virginia, December 18,
1789, and incorpontted into the Constitution of" Kentucky. GTfnl d .I1L v. Biddle, 8 WheaL 1.
]04. The ohjection to a law, on the ground of its impairing the obligation
of a contract, can never depend 011 the extenl of the change which the law may
make in it j any devintion from its terms, by postponing or act'elerating the period of per/ormance which it prescrihes, imposing <"ouditions not expretllled in
the contract, or dispeulling with the performance of those which are, however
minute, or apparelltly immaterial in their effe9t upon the contl"llct of the parties,
impain; its obligation. lbid.
lOS. The compact between the 8tates of Kmtmky and J'irginiaofl789-1790,
is valid and billfling upon the panies, and has, within the meaning of the Constitution of the United Statell, received the assent of CongreSll, by act of }'ebrnary 4, 1791, ch. 78, (2 Bior. J9].) /bid.
]06. This compact is not invalid on the ground of its containing limitations,
or a surrender of sovereign rights. Ibid.
107. A compact between two states is a contract within that clause of the
Constitution which prohibits 8tates from pa8l!ing any law I impairing the obligation of contracts. Ibid.
108. The severul acts of the legislature of the state of New York, granting
and secnring to Robert R. Livingston and Robert Flliton the exclusive right
of navignlmg the waters within the juri~iction of that state, wilh boats moved by
tire or sleam, for the periods therein specified, are in collision with a constitutional act of Congress, and 10 far repugnant to the Constitulion of the United
Stlltes, Rnd void. GibbrmI v. Ogdm, 9 WheaL 1,209,210.
]09. The framers of the Constitution mllst he underatood to have employed
words in their natllral senile, and to have intended what they have said: and
in constrllin~ the extent of the powers which it creates, there is no other rule
than to conSider tbe language of the instrument which confers them, in conner.
tion with the pur(JOl!lel for which they were conferred. lbid. 188, ]89.
no. In the "muse of tbe Conltitution of the United States, which deelHre8
that" Congress l!lhall bave power to regulate _ I U with foreign nations, and
,lIlIong the several Ilalea, and with the Indisn tribes," tbe wonl "commerce"
,~mprehendl!" navigation;" and a power to regulate navigation il as ex~l)
panted 88 if that term bad been added to the word" commerce." Ibid. 189
193.
111 It is s nde of conlltruction that exceptionl from a power rnarit ita ex·
lult. Ibid.] 91.
112. Tbe power to regnl...., commerce extends to every lpt'Cies of commerciol intercourse betwflen the United States and foreign natiollll, and among the
"'YAral atates. Ibid. 100.
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113. It does not comprehend that commerce which is completely internAl
- which is carritld on between man and mlln in II stllte, or betwf!en differeDt
parts of the llame lltate, and wbich does not extend to or a!fect other stlltea.
Ibid. 194.
114. But it does not IItop at the jurisdictiol'al linell of tbe Beveral states; it
must be exercised wherever the subject exists, and must be ex~ised within
the territorial jurisdiction of the Beveral states. Ibid. W5, 196.
115. This power to regulate commerce is the power to prescribe the rule
by which commerce is to be governtld. Ibid.
116. Like 1111 other powers vellted ill Congress, it is complete in itself, may
he exerci:red to its utmost tlxtent, and h88 no other limitations tball lIuch as are
prescribed in the Constitution. Ibid.
117. The authority of Congress to lay and collect taxes does 1I0t interfere
with the power of the stlltes to tax for the support of their own governments;
nor is the exercise of that power hy the states an exercise of any portion of the
power that is granted to the United States. Ibid. 199.
118. But when a Atale proceeds to regulate commerce with foreign nations,
01' among the several states, it is exercising the very power that ill grunted to
Congre!lS.
119. The power of layin~ duties on imports or exporta is considered, in the
Constitution, 88 a branch of the taxing power, and not of the power to reguilite
commerce. Ibid. 201.
120. The inspection laws, quaralltine laws, health laws of every description,
laws for regulating the internlll commerce of a state, and those which respect
turnpike roads, ferries, &c., are not in the exercise of a power to regulate commerce, within the language of the Constitution. Ibid. 203.
121. Although Con!(ress cannot enable a state to legislate, it may adopt the
provisions of a state 011 any subjecL Ibid. 207.
122. It 'UIII8 that the power to regulate implies, in its nature, full power
over the thing to be regulated, and excludtls nec.-e_rily the action of all otbers
that would perform the slime operation 011 tl.e same thing. Ibul. 209.
lZ1 When the legi~luture attaches certain privileges and eXellll'tions to the
exercise of a right over whicb iUl control is absolute, the law mllst imilly me
power to exercise the riA'ht; and therefore the IICt on the sul~ect of the coasting trade implies all authority to licellStld vessels to carryon that trade. Ibid.
212.
124. The license, under thllt law, is a lep:islntive authority to the licensed
vessel to be employed in the cOllatillg trade, and is 1I0t intended merely to confer the nationlll character; that character is conferred by the enrolment, not by
the lir.ense. Ibid. 214.
125. The power to rel!ulate commerce extends as well to ve_ls emploved
in cllrrying passengers as to thoee employed in transporting property. Aw..
215.
llafi. It extends equally to vessels propelled by steam, or fire, as to those
navigawd by the instrumentality of wind lind sails. Ibid. 219.
127. Tht: clause ill the IlCt of incorporation of the &nk of the United Stlltes
which anrhorizell the INlnk to ~ue in the federal courts, is warranted by the 3d
article of the Constitution of the United StIlles, which declares .. that the judicial power shall exteud to all cases ill Illw and equity arising under the Constitution, the law8 of the United StIltes, or treaties made, or which shall be
made, under their authority." 0,00", et.llL v. Bank oj 1M United Statu, 9
WheaL 733.
128. The executive department may constitutionally execute every law which
tbe legislature may constitutionally make, and the judicial department .may receive from the legitolature the power of constnlinjt every Buch law. Ibid. .
]29. The 3d article of' the Constitution of the United States cuables the JUdiciftl department to receive jurisdiction to the full extent of the COl~Btitution,
laws, and treaties of the United States, when any question rellpe~tmg them
shall a88UOle such a form that the judicial power is capable of a-:tlllg on iL
That power is capable of acting only when the subject ia 8lIbmittefl to it by.
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party who _rta hitl rigbta in the fol'm preecribed by law.

acue. lINL

It then be: orne.

130. In th4llle ~ in wh~h orij!'inal jurilldiction is givlln to tl1ft Supremo
Court, the judicisl power of the UOIted States cannot be exereiBed in its appellate form. In every other cue, tbe power is to be exert'illed in its origiual
er appellate form, or both, IItl tbe wiadOID of' Congreaa may direcL Ibid.
131. With the exception ofthOll8 C8II8lI io whicb orij!'illftl jurisdiction is given
to the SlIpreme Court, there i. 1I00e to wb~b the judIcial power extends from
which the original jurisdiction of the inferior courts is excluded by the ConIlilu tion. Ibid.
132. The ContHitution 68tablitlhea the Supreme Court, and defines its juril!diCtion. It enumerates C811611 in which jurilMiiction is original and t'xclusive,
and then defines that which is al'pellate, but does not ill"illuate that, ill any
such case, tbe power cannot be exercitllld in its original fol'lD8 by courts of
orillinal jurisdiction.
133. The poatmftster-genem cannot slle in the federal courts under that
part of tbe COllstitution which gives jurilldictioll to tbOl!e courtH ill ('ollsequence
of the character of tbe party, 1I0r is be authorized to Hue by the judiciary Rct:
he comes into the courts of the United Statt''' ullder thl! authority of all ftct of
Congress, the constitutionality of which rem upon the admiSllion that his suit
is a calle arising under the IRW of the United States. Ibid.
134. The clause in tbe patent law authorizing suits in the Circ.-uit Courts
atands on the principle that they are CIlll6l! arising under a law of the United
States. lllid.
•
135. Jurisdiction itI neither given nor oUllted by the relative situation of tbe
parties concerned in interest, but by the relative situation of the pmies named
on tbe record; consequently tbe 11th amendment to the Constitution, which
restraind tbe jun8tlictioll of the federal courts ovel' 8uits again8t 8tate8, is limited
to those suits in which a IItate ill a party on the record. Ibid. Bank of tilt
UnileJ Stalu v. PltmI.tr8' Bank of (ho~ Ibid. 904, s. P.
136 The Circuit Courts of the Umted States have jurisdiction of a bill in
equity, filed by the Bunk of the United Stale8 for tbe purpose of protecting tbe
bank in the exercise of itl! fnmchiseB, which are threatened with invasion and
deetructioll under an unconstitutional state law; Rnd, 8S the state itself cannot
be made a defendant, it mllY he maintained against the officers and agents of
the state who are appoilJled to execute such law. Jbid.
137. 'l'be act of February 28, 1795, ch. 277, (2 Bior. 479,) to provide for
~811i1lg out the militia, to execute the law8 of the Union, to Auppre88 in8urrer-__
tion .., alld repel invasions, i8 within the constitutiollal authority of Congretlil.
Martin v. Molt, 12 Wheat. J9.
138. The power granted to Congress, hy the Constitution, "to establish uniform laws on the suhjeN of bankruptcy throughout the United States," does
not exclude the right of the states to legililate 011 the 88me subject, except when
Lbe power itI actually exercised by Conjml,os, and the state laws conflict with
tbose of Congress. Ogtktl v. Srlurukrr, 12 Wheat. 213.
139. A stRte bankrupt or insolvent law, which dilK'harges both the pem>n of
the debtor and his f!iture acquisitions of proJ)6rty, is not "a law impairin/C the
obligation of contracts" so far u ret!pects debts contructed subsequent to such
law. Ibid.
140. But a certificate of di8l'barge under such law c.-.IInnOl he plt'aded in bar
"f an action brought by a citizen of anc.ther state in the courts of the U"ited
fltRtes, or of any other state than that where the di:ocharge was obtained. Ibid.
141. Tbe stRtes have a right to regulate or abolish imprillonment for debt,
olIO n part of the remedy fur enforcillg the performance of contracts.
MIUIOfJ v.
Hmk, 12 Wheat. 370. •
142. An act of a stRte legislature, requiring all importere offoreign goods hy
,he bale or package, &c., and other persons selling the 81111)6 by whol_le, bale
or pac., &e., to take Ollt a licenlle, for which they shall pay fifty dollars, anti
.n C8118 of neglect or refusal to take out Buch license, subject them to certain forfeitures aod penaities, is repugnant to that provision of the Constitution of the
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Uniu,d States wbil'b declares that" no state IJhall, without the conllent of Con.
gress, lay any impost, or duty on imports and exportlJ, excepting what nu.y be
absolutely neee_ry tor executing it.! own inspection lawlJ;" IlIIU olso to that
which ul.-elares that Congl'tlllll shall bave power to regulate commerce with toreign /Ultious, alllong the severallJtates, and with the Iudlan tribe.. Brown el.aL
\'. Stale of Margland. 12 WheaL 419.
14a. It is exu'elllely doubtfnl .whether the legislature can collstillllionally
impose IIpon a judge of lhe Su()reme Court of the United StateI' the outhority
01' dllt) to hold a District COUrL
There is a f{reRt difference between giving
uew Jurisdiction to 8 C01ll1 of which "uel! judge is a member, and Ililpoiutiull
I.im pro hac vice to a new office. Nor is tbere IlIlY sound distinction between an
appoilltment to II \lew office, and an appoiutment to perform the duties of
IIl1uther office, while it remainlill separate Ilnd distinct office. E.r parte UniWl
States, I G •• llis. 3:18.
14". The nct or New Hllmpshire of June 19, 1805, wbich allows to tenantIJ
tbe value of i.llprovements, &c., or recoveries ajrainst them, if it Ililplies 10
pa"t improvementIJ, is 110 lilr IIIl"onstitutional and void. Societyfor the Propa
galion, ~. v. Wheeler et .at. 2 GalliK. JOs.
US. The expressions" admirnlty alld maritime jurilldiction," in the COllstitu·
tioll of the Ulllted Stntes, give Juri!ldil·tioll of all things done upon IUIII reilltiul!
to tbe sea, or, in other words, all tranl!llctions and proceedings relative to com
lIIerce and navigatiou, Slid to dumllge~ or injuries upon the sea. De Corvio v
Boit et .Ill. 2 Gall is. 308, 468.
146. The delegation of cognizance "of sil civil causes of adllliralty and
maritime jurisdictioll " to the courts of the United SlIIteS, comprehellds all !fIsri·
time contracts, lorts, and injuries. The latter branch is necessarily bouuded
loy locality; the former extends over all contract;!, wheresoever they may be
mude or executed, or what80ever may be the limn of the stipulatioll!!, whicb
relate to the lIaviglllion, business, or commerce of the sea. Ibid. 474, 475.
147. The 9th section of the 1st article of the Constitution of the United
States, which restrained Congress from torbiddinjr the migration or importlltion
of sillves prior to the yeur 1808, did not apply to Slute legislatures, who llIight at
nlly time pl"Ohibit the introductioll of such person& Buller v. Hoppen, 1 Wallh.
C. C. R. 499.
148. The 2d section of the 4th article of the Constitution of the United States
does not extend to a slave voluntarily carried by his lOaster into another state,
and there left under the protection of a law declaring him free, but to IIlavell
escaping from one 8tate into another. Ibid.
149. The poweNl bestowed hy the Constitution upon the government of the
United States were limited in th .. ir extent, Slid were not intended, nor can they
be construed with other powers before vested in the state governments, which
of course were reserved 10 those government!!, impliedly, 88 well as hy an ex·
pre!'!' provision of the Constitution. Golden v. Prince, 3 Wash. C. C. R. 3la.
5 Hall',; Am. L. Journ. 502 S. C.
ISO. The state governments therefore retained the right to mllke such laws
as they might think proper within the ordinary fimctions of legislation, if not
incousislent with the powers vested exclusively in the government of the United
StJltes, Ilnd not forbidden hy some article of the Conlltitution of the United
States or of the state; Ilnd such laws were obligatory upon all the citizens of
that !ltate, as well 88 others who might claim rights or redress for injuries uuder
those law .., or in the cOUrtll of that state. Ibid.
151. The establishment offetleral COUrllJ, and the jurisdiction granted to them
in certain 8pecified cases, coulrl not, consistently with the spirit and provisiolls
of the C"lIstitutioll, impair any of tbe obligations thus imposed by the IllwlI of
the Illllte, by setting up in those COUrtll a rule of decision at variance with that
which was binding llpon the citizens, and wbich they were bound to obey.
Ibid.
152. Thu8 the lows of a state aWecting contracts, regulating the dillpoHition
and transmission of (.roperty, reul or perllOnal, and a variety of others, which in
themselves are free from all constitutional objectioD!lI, are equlIlly valid and
obligatory witbin the state, since the adoption of tbe ConstilUtion of the United
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States, .. tbey were before. They ••rovide rules of civil eonduct for every inw·
vidual who ill subject to their power. Ibid.
153. With respect to niles of practice for transacting the buaille.. of the
courtII, a different principle prevaiL!. Tbese rules form the law of the C(lurt i
aqd it is, in relation to the federal courts, a Jaw ariIIiug ullder tbe Cou8titution
of the United States, consequently not 8ubject to state regullltioD& It i8 ill ref:
erence to thill principle that the 17th section ••f the judicial ac( authorizes the
courts of the United States to make all ueceaaary nlleaJ for the orderly condll('!t~
ing of bu8in_ ill the said COIlrts, provided the same are not repugnant to the
IaW8 of the United States; and under thi8 power the different Circuit Courts, at
their first _ion, adopted the state pl"llctice .. it then existed, which contillues
to thi8 day in all tbe states, except 80 far a8 the courtB have Lbought proper, from
time to time, to alter or amend it. Ibid.
154. A law may be uncoD8titutional, and of course void, in relation to IHlC·
ticular C'.asea, and yet valid, to all intenta and purposes, in ita appliutiou to
other cases within the scope of Ita provisions, but varying from the former ill
particular circumstances. Thus a law prospective in itll operation, under which
a contract afterwards made may be avoided in a way ditferent from that provi.
ded hy the parties, would ~ clearly l',()nstitutional; because the stipulations of
the parties, which are inconsistent with such a law, never had a legal exi8tenC'.e,
and of course could not he imp&ired hy the law. But if the law act retrollpectively as to other colltract8, 80 as to impair their obligation. the Jaw ill invalid, or,
in milder terlDs, affords no rule of decillion in these latter cases. Ibid.
155. A law of a state, which declares that a debtor, by delivering up his
estate for the benefit of his creditors, shall be forever discharged from the payment of hili debts, due or contl"llcted before the pa88llge of the law, whether
the creditor do any act or not in aid of the law, cannot be set up to btlr the
right of such creditor to recover bi8 debt either ill a federal or 8tate court j suCh
law impairs the obligation of the contract. Ibid.
156. A law which autborizes the discharge of a contract by a smaller 8um,
or at a tlifferent time, or in a different manner, than the partie8 have 8tipulated,
impairs ita obligation, by substituting, for the contrat'!t of the parties, one which
they never entered into, and to the performance of which, of course, they never
had consented. Ibid.
157. A lltate law, directing that the court before whom an inllOlvent debtor
is discharged, 8hall make an order, that whenever a majority of the creditors
.haIl consent, the debtor 8ball be released, and hill future acquillition8 e~IlRlpred
from all liability for seven yearR, is unconstitutional alld void. United Statu v.
K.ukriclutm, C. C. U. S. P. Oct. 1821. M. S.
158. Tbere i8 nothillg in the Constitution of the United State8 which forhids
Congretlll to pa88 lawl violating the obli![ation of C'.ontracts, though luch power ill denied to the 8tale8 inriividually. E"Gfl8 v. Eaton, 1 Peters'll C. C. R. 322.
159. If the local ordinances of a city lire in collillion with an act of Congre!l8,
the former must give way. The laws of Congre8B, made in pursuance of the
Constitution of the United States, are the 8upreme law8 of the land, aoy thing
ill the con8titution or laws of the particular 8tate notwithstanding. UniJed
Statu v. Hart, I Peters's C. C. R. 390.
_
160. An act of CongreflS, laving an embargo for an indefinite period of time,
i8 constitutional and valid. lht.atd Statu v. TM William, 2 Hall'. Am. L.
Jonrn. 25.').
161. There i8 nothing in tbe Constitution of the United States which forbids
the legislature of a state to exercise judicial functions. SaIterlee v. MatMto.on,
Peters'8 Reports, vol. ii. 413162. There ill no part of the Constitution of the United States, which applies
to a state law, which dive8ted righta vested by law in an individual, provided
its effect be not to impair the obligation of the contract. lI1id. 413163. A tax imposed by a Jaw of any 8tate of the United State8 or under the
authority of 8uch a law, on stock illsued for loans made the United States,
ill uncon8titutional. WIlIIIon. et .tll. v. TM 0iJy Cotmtil qf a.arluton, Jlnd. 449.
164. It i8 not the want of original power in an independent 80vereign "tate
to prohibit loans to a foreign government, which reatnun. the 8tate legislature
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from direct opposition to those made by the United State.. The relltraint is
impolied by our ConHtitution. Tbe AllleriCftn people bave conferred tbe power
of bOrrowing mOlley ou the governlllellt; and, by making tbat government IUpreme, bave Ihielded ill action, in the exerciee of that power, from the action of
the local governments. Tbe grant of tbe power, and the declaration of IUpremacy, are a declaration that no Iucb reltraining or controlling power lball
be exercieed. Ibid. 468.
165. Tbe provision in the 5th amendment to the ConBtitution of the United
Statu, declaring that private propeny ehall not he taken for public Ole witbout
juat corupenll8tioo, ie mtended IOlely as a limitation 00 the exerciee of power
by the government of tbe United States, and i8 not applicable to the legil1latiol.
of the 8tate& Barron v. TAt MII]pr and Cit!I Council 'If BaIlimorc, 7 Pe&elli
Suu. Ct. U. 8.

